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Export,Buy,Rent orLease.
Join hundreds of leading companies - come to Silicon Valley
in the heart of London for the very best hardware, software,
training and above all - SERVICE.

The B.B.C., British Telecom,
Coopers and Lybrand, Express
Newspapers, Imperial College,
London Business School, The First
National Bank of Chicago, McDougall,
The National Computing Centre,
Rank Xerox, Thames Water Authority,
The Institute of Chartered
Accountants ...

These are just some of the many
hundreds of companies and
organisations who have dealt with us
over the years.

Why do they come to Silicon
Valley? Because whether you're a first
time user or an established computer
professional we try harder to provide
friendly, helpful advice; a fuller service
and better deals.

Whether you want the latest
sophisticated multi-user system,
accounts software or simple add- ons
we can. supply you quickly from our
large depth of stock.

Shown above are just three of the
many computers we can offer. From

left to right they are: the Macintosh
from Apple, the New AT from IBM
and the Apricot from ACT.

What about our service?
We have our own workshops,

stores and maintainence facilities at
our premises, which enable us to
provide a comprehensive after- sales
service.

We also offer a full range of training
programmes for you and your staff.

1EL: 01-833-3391
TELEX: 8813271 GECOMS

41, Pervonal
Com/miff

NEW OFFICE
2, Paul St, E.C.2. Tel: 01-247 8577
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164 Grays Inn Road,
London WC1
I am interested in the following.
Please send me further information.

HARDWARE
SOFTWARE
WORD PROCESSING
NETWORKING
COMMUNICATIONS
TRAINING
COMPUTER SYSTEMS
GENERAL ADVICE ON
MICROS
SUPPLIES

Name
Position
Company
Address -

Tel No.



Everyone can benefit from
Effective Micro Training
at Digitus

Introduction to Personal Computers /
Provides a basic understanding of Jun 10
microcomputer hardware, software and
peripherals. Establishes the criteria for
selecting and using micros. Explains the
rudiments of programming. I day. £105.

Introduction to DOS
Provides a concentrated introduction to Jun 24
PC/MS DOS. Also reviews hardware
components and popular applications.
1 day. £105.

Lotus 1-2-3
A workshop course with advice on the Jun 25
design of worksheets and on solving
practical problems. 1 day. £105.

1-2-3 to Symphony
A practical conversion workshop for Jun 3
existing 1-2-3 users. 1 day. £105.

Introduction to Symphony
Provides a concentrated introduction to Jun 4
the main elements including spread -
sheeting, graphics, information manage-
ment and "managers" wordprocessor.
Teaches the basic skills needed to use
these features. 2 days. £210.

Symphony Workshop
Consolidates basic skills and teaches Jun 6
advanced features including building
systems with the integrated package
and command language. 2 days. £210.

Working with dBASE II
Teaches the user how to build and Jun17
enquire from files and generate reports.
1 day. £105. All course fees are subject to VAT

NEXT COURSE DATES

Programming with dBASE II
Teaches programming using the dBASE Jun 18
procedure language and also file design
and indexing. 2 days. £210.

dBASE II Workshop
Builds on existing dBASE skills to teach Jun 20
the more advanced use of the procedure
language and the practical application of
all these facilities. 2 days. £210.

Wordprocessing with WordStar
A practical workshop course which Jun 19
teaches basic skills. 1 day. £105.

WordStar Workshop
A workshop to consolidate basic skills Jun 20
and teach advanced commands.
1 day. £105.

MailMerge
Efficient use of WordStar for mailing Jun21
using Mail Merge. I day. £105.

Wordprocessing with Multimate
A practical workshop course which Jun 18
teaches basic skills. 1 day. £105.

Multimate Workshop
Covering advanced features of Multimate, Jun 19
providing an ideal follow-up. 1 day. £105.

Wordprocessing with
DisplayWrite 2
A practical workshop teaching basic skills Jun 5
on this increasingly popular IBM -oriented
wordprocessing package. 1 day. £105.

SunAccount
A practical course for both experienced Jun 3
and new SunAccount users. 2 days. £210

The following courses are also held on a regular basis.
Please send for details of next available dates.

Advanced Lotus 1-2-3
Builds on existing Lotus 1-2-3 skills,
presenting information on database,
statistical and file functions. 1 day. 105.

Introduction to Framework
Teaches the basic skills to operate the
spreadsheet, graphics, database and
wordprocessing. 2 days. £210.

Spreadsheeting with SuperCalc
A workshop course with advice on the
design of worksheets and on solving
practical problems. I day. £105.

Data Management with Delta
Teaches how to design, define and imple-
ment systems using this powerful data
management package. 1 day. 105.

r

TRAINING
ISend to, or phone:

The Training Administrator, Digitus Ltd
ILading House, 10-14 Bedford Street,

Covent Garden, London WC2E 9HE
Tel: 01-379 6968 Telex 27950 ref 3005

Fundamentals of BASIC
Develops the first principles of BASIC
programming so that you can produce
programs on a microcomputer. Gives
practical hands-on experience of
micros. 2 days. £210.

Improve your BASIC
Brushes up and improves BASIC Jun 13
programming technique; introduces
sophisticated methods of file design, data
organisation, access methods and control.
Examines software tools. 2 days. £210.

Communications
Introduces the techniques of Jun 6
communicating between micros, from
micros to peripherals and from
micros to mainframes. 1 day. £125.

UNIX
An introduction to the facilities of the Jun 10
UNIX multi-user operating system,
including the file system, shells and
editors, and a review of the problems
of system management.
3 days. £375.

UNIX Workshop
Further skills for those with responsibility Jun 13
for a UNIX system. 2 days. £250.

The C Programming Language
A tutorial on the main features of the Jun 24
C language, with extensive practical
sessions on a multi-user system.
2 days. £250.

"C" Workshop
More advanced C programming skills.
2 days. £250.

information Management
with Cardbox
A workshop course on design,
applications and implementation.
1 day. 105.

Spreadsheeting with Multiplan
A practical workshop course on this pop-
ular spreadsheet package. 1 day. 105.

NIMilkIGINAG
OFFICE

AUTOMTION

Jun 11

Jun 27

A two-day
seminar to prepare

management to
devise and implement

a successful
office automation

strategy. It addresses key issues,

presents current
examples and

provides the
opportunity to discuss

important aspects
related to the

needs of your organisation.

Next seminar:
June 3-4.

From

Company

Address

Please book places as follows ri or send me more details ri
Course Date Places

OEM

IN -COMPANY
TRAINING
Digitus provides courses
tailored to the needs of
individual companies, from
seminars for management
to detailed training for
office and professional

Istaff. Courses can be held
on company premises, or at
the Digitus Training Centre.

I Contact the Training
Administrator for full
details.
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COVER STORY: 136

COMMODORE 128
Other companies just add more memory to
the micros they already make, but not
Commodore. It's incorporated two new
'machines' within the 64 to create the 128.
Peter Worlock finds out if it's a perfect
marriage or an unholy alliance.

QL ISO PASCAL
Does this Pascal's validation by the
International Standards Organisation put it
ahead of the pack? Adam Denning ponders
the question.

EPSON QX-16 144
You need to offer more than IBM PC
compatibility to survive these days. Epson
has added a Mac -like operating
environment to this desk -top machine, and
has bundled in peripherals and software as
part of the package. Peter Bright extracts
the contents.

SAMNA+ 182
Not exactly a name to conjure with, but
worth noting for word processing. Kathy
Lang explains why.

McMILL 68008 CARD 186
Bring the ageing Apple II up-to-date with
this 16 -bit processing card.

DEMON 194
Does this modem offer the right
combination of sophistication and price?
Ralph Peters is the man on the line.

SYCERO 196
It may be powerful, but how easy is it to
use? Kathy Lang puts this program builder
through its paces.
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FAST TIMING 152
It's stopwatch time again as we measure
the mathematical accuracy and speed of
nine different micros, with some surprising
results.

GO FORTH AND PROSPER 156
The intricacies and delights of
programming in Forth.

TELEVISION TUNE -IN 162
Basicode may be dead on the radio, but
long live Visicode on television. All the
details on receiving via your TV set in this
follow-up to 'Light Fantastic'.

BUSINESS BEGINS AT HOME 168
Balance your books using the Abacus
module in Psion's Xchange suite of
packages.

FATTEN UP YOUR MAC 174
Make a killing by upgrading a 128k Mac to
512k- at a third of the official price.

SLICING THE PIE 188
Programming business graphics the easy
way.

PRIMITIVE LOGO 200
The sophisticated side of Logo illustrated
by a 'predatory' simulation.

ON THE MOVE
We've moved-our new address is:
Personal Computer World
VNU Business Publications
VNU House
32-34 Broadwick Street
London W1A 2HG

The new phone numbers are:
Advertising: (01) 927 9016
Editorial: (01) 439 4242
Subscriptions/Back Issues: (01) 439 4242
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Computer Enterprises
Intonational ltd.

OLIVETTI
OLIVETTI M21, DO, 128K RAM £1399
OLIVETTI M24 128K. DD. Mono/colour C1399/1850
OLIVETTI M24 128K, SD, 10MB HO Mono/colour C2995/3390
OLIVETTI MIO 8K RAM/24K RAM 0350/399

IBM
IBM PC 256K Double drives Mono/colour 1900/C2150
IBM PC 256K SD, 10M0 HO Mono/colour C2990/3300

APRICOT
APRICOT PC 256K. 20720, 9" Mono/12" Mono 1499/1550
APRICOT X1 10MB, 1)(720. 9" Mono/12" Mono C2170/2220
APRICOT X110S 512K, 10MB HD C2590/C2630
APRICOT X120S 1M8 RAM, 20M8 HO £3395/C4430
APRICOT F1/F1E L750/400
APRICOT Portable 512K, 720K, Colour, Mouse C1699
POINT 7 Cluster Controller with DOS 0425

SIRIUSNICTOR
VICTOR 1 .2MB+256K/2.4MB+256K 11695/2050
VICTOR 10MB HARD DISK + 1.2MB Drive+2561( 02790
VICKY (Portable) 2.4mb drives+2566 RAM C1950
VICTOR VI (Sirius/IBM Compatible) C3990
VICTOR VPC 15MB MD, SD, Mono C2550
PC Card (Makes Sirius IBM compatible) 0950

SANYO
SANYO 775 Colour with free software NEW £1795
SANYO MBC 2)(720K DRIVES+mondor+Free Software C990
SANYO MBC 10MB HARD DISK+ Monitor+ Free Software 11990
SANYO 555 With C1000 worth software C790
SANYO 550-2/555-2 C1000 worth software C799/C1159

COLOMBIA
COLOMBIA Twin Asks, mono, bundled software/Colour C1799/1895
COLOMBIA 10mb+ 320K disk+C1000 software/Colour 12850/2940
COLOMBIA VP PORTABLE 128K RAM/256k RAM+Software.11299/
1350

COMPAQ
COMPAQ 256K RAM, 2 DRIVESiSDOS 01650
COMPAQ 256K RAM. 10MB HARD DISK + DRIVE £2990
DESKPRO MOD2/DESKPRO MODS .. C2100/4490

TELEVIDEO
TELE-PC 1605
TELEVIDEOTPC-II PORTABLE 11750

ZENITH
Desk Top Twin 320/360KB Drives IBM Comp/Portable 11795/1699
Desk Top 1 MB Hard Disk 8 Drive 02790

COMMODORE
COMMODORE PC 256K RAM, 12" mono, Double drives .11399
COMMODORE 8296 C1000 WOOS tree software £1499

EPSON
EPSON 0016 Taxi, Free Software £1795
EPSON PX-864k. CPM. Basic, Wordstar/120k RAM PACK 2699!
C859

KAYPRO
2 TwM single sided & free 500 0899
KAYPRO 4 Twin double sided 8 tree Soft .. 21175
KAYPRO 10 with 10Mb HO and Free software 21895
KAYPRO 286 (IBM AT Compatible) C4250

NEC
NEC APC le Mono/colour C1850/2150
NEC APC+NEC 2000 DW Printer+Software 01990
NEC PORTABLE PC8201+ C200 Free software C290

CANNON A200M/A200C 256K RAM, Twin drives 11390/C1450
HEWLETT PACKARD HP 150 C2195
HYPERION 256K, RAM disk, 2 drives. Free software 01995
SINCLAIR (IL/DISK INTERFACE C320/149
BBC B with DES ..C399/COMMMODORE 64 C450/195

1695

MULTI-USER COMPUTERS
NORTHSTAR DIMENSION 15MB HD. 2 User/each user C4995/1295
TELEVIDEO PERSONAL MINI £9750

MACINTOSH Macwrite+Macpainti ALTOS Xenix, MPM86. 1 to 8 users. Ethernet CPOA

Apple IlenIc E1399/495/799 OLIVETTI 382 unix V for UNIX SOFTWARE CRAIG

PRINTERS
DOT MATRIX
Smith Corona FT80/0100/D200/0300

New LOW PRICES CRING Sanyo DM8112 CX (18mhz)
Canon PW1080A/11560 (NLO) C285/375 Sanyo DM9112 12" 20mhz
Canon PJ1080A (Ink Jet) E389 Philips 7502/7522
Kaga Taxan KP810/910 (NLO) ..... C289/C399 Kaga 12G (Green)
Panasonic NLO 80/136 2275/375 Zenith Green/Amber
Rtteman 11 NLO C299 BMC 12' High Res
MP165 N10/165CPS C279 Zenith 12" Green/Amber
Honeywell 32/34C0 E499/850 Yanjen (Green/Amber/tilt/Sw)
Dataproducts 8050/8070 CCALL Swivel 8 Tilt Monitor Stand
Dataproducts 8010/8020 CCALL
Brother EP44 KSKR/HR5 1195/129
Brother 811009/10600 1189/395
Brother 202NLO 1850
Panasonic 80/132001 LO C265/2399
Epson P40/P80 295/150
Epson JX80 Colour E499
Epson RX80FT+ C219
Epson FX80 C350
Epson RXIOOFT/FX100FT £3590459
Epson L01500 £895
Fujitsu P1340/1351 (24pin) CCALL
Shinwa CPA80/CPB800 1179/C199
Shinwa CPB 136P C350
NEC P2/P3 C650/795
Brother 2024L (190cps) C899
Brother 1009 C179
Infoscribe 1100/1200 11100/101395
Microprism FT (S&P) 0299
Mannesmann Tally MT85/86 .. ...C299/1399
M Tally MT80/180 C175/C499
Seikosha GP700A (Colour) 0349
Seikosha GP250X 1199
Seikosha GP550A 2219
Seikosha GP100A £149
Seikosha BP5420 420CPS L590
Microline 82A/92P C239/360
Microline 83P/93P C468399
Microline 84P E659
Microline 2410P E1590
Star Gemini 100/150 2219/299
Star Delta 10X/150 L335/C429
Star Radix 105/159 E470/C595
Toshiba 21006 (LO) C1349
Texas Instruments 810/LO C995
Texas Instruments 855/L0 C695
Anadex DP9725 (240cps) 11195
Anadex WP6000 (330cps) 11795
Anadex DP6500 (500cps) 11990
ORE -Newbury DRI 8925 240cps £1445
Newbury Data 8931 240cps+LO C1750
Newbury Data 8950 480cps £1990
Hermes 6128 C1690
Anadex DP9500 80cps) 1850
Anadex DP9620 240cps) C985
Philos Mullard G 300 from C1900
Siemens PT88 8 PT89 (Ink jet) 0525
Diablo 150C Colour ink jet C890
Cannon Laser Printer 02900
HP Laser Printer 23195

DAISYWHEEL PRINTERS
Brother HR1/HR15 1290/0349
Brother 9925/35 L595/799
Juki 6100/6300 1299/C650 Software for best prices).
Juki 2200 2249 Wordstar 2000 (IBMApncot) 1295
Ouen-Data C219 Datatlex (Single/Multi User) ...05952990
Daisystep 2000 C269 Lotus 123/Symphony C299/C399
SLIME Letter-Pro20 C446 Open Access -2 (IBM/Apricot)
Olivetti DY450 C699 Framework/Friday.. C350/C175
SLIME 9/45-55 C1595/2150 Obese II/11 C250/C325
OUME 11/40-55 £119501379 Sensible Solution C600
NEC 3510 or P)

0539 Exchange (4 Int. Package) C395NEC 2010 S or P)
NEC 2050 for IBM) ..

C1015 PC -Paint with Mouse 1180

Lug Card-box/Plus 1139/295
Diablo 620 110 C695 Files 8 Folders/Offix £250/C450
Diablo 630 API E1299 Volkswnter Deluxe C190

Ricoh 1200/1300 10495/795 PFS; Report/File/Write/Graph 1350_

Ricoh 1600 £1375 File Transfer IBM/Apricot/Sirius C95

MC F10-40/50 C995/1250 Autocad/ADE7/ADE2 C1300/300/300
Smith Corona TP1/100 C189/249 Doodle (CAD Package for
Silver Reed EXP .. 'NEW' CCALL IBM/Apricot) £695
Brother EM101 KSR mg Cadplan (CAD with
HP 2225 THINKJET £399 Autodrmensioning) 11500

Smartwork (Circuit Board Design( £895
QED+/Main Street Filer ..... ..1290/050
Sage Accounts/Plus C239/490
Easy Junior £395
Sycero/Crosstalk C499/C129

C200/230

AUTO SHEET FEEDERS
Genesis

(Tecibleciflicoh/Diablo) C299
Rutishauser Mechanical 0395
Ruhshauser Electro Mechanical 0479
Tractor Feeds C159
Acoustic

for
SSF C250/375

Printer Stand for any printer C79

MONITOR Harvard Project Manager/

MONOCHROME
Hornet

Omnis Illirlatamaster E3i
E379/L2150

Roland MB121 Green/Amber Eyeryman/Knowledgeman C379/E395£120
D39

L110
C79285

C98/110
C90
C99
C95
1:99

128

Reflex/Ensemble (Mac) E375/E250
Wordstar Professional £119
Multi Tool Word w/Mouse C275
Multimate/Wordperfect .2250/399
Wordcraft/Samna+ 0299/500
Arabic Word Processor/

Conversion 10550/500
Perfect!! (Writer/Cale/Filer) £395
Filevision (Mac) Maccash/

Macledger C140/295
COLOUR JazziDesq C395/290
Roland CC -141 14" (640 x 200) L395 Energraphies/Helik C290/290
Kaga Vision -PC £399 Crosstalk/Sidekick 1129/49
Kaga 612910. RGII/PAL L249 Human Edge Software Each 1195
Sinclair Vision 01 0235 Expertease/Mind Proper 650/39
Novex 14" . ROB C239 RBase 5000 1399
Luxor 14" (Super Res. 800 dot) C495 Norton Utilities/Xenocopy C55/1135
Dyneer 14CMI 640400 L399 Supercalc 2/3 1195/235
Dyneer 14041 720 o350 £575 Multiplan/Trigger 1150/450

Sonya E311751;',Cg8;)
0295
L399

Turbo Pascal/Superkey
Della 4/Retrieve II L350/350

E45/t60

Fidelity CM14 12mhz, RGB & COMP C185 Smart WP/DB/SS Each £295
Microvitec monitors CPOA Micromodeller C595/450
Princeton HX-12/SR12 £490/10645 Copy IIPC/Copywrdeple E39/E50

TERMINALS
Chime OVT 102 £455
0ume OVT 108 £590
Chime OVT 211GX (Tektronics). E856
Same OVT 103 (DEC VT100) £595
Kokasi ICL 12' £350
Televideo 924/925/950 Best Price
Zentec (Various Emulations) E495
Hazeltines Esprit ell .... . __10450/C495
Hazletine E?rit III (101950)

L409
Wysel150ANY75 E595/699

PLOTTERS &

Think Tank/TK! Solver f125/10190
Jane (Apple)/Spotlight 0179/195
Sargon 11/Ill L22/29
Millionaire (Stock market simulation) ..C39
Chess 30/FroggeriPinball D35/E25/229
Spotlight 199
Management training series 2350
Backgammon/Checkers/Chess C59
Flight Simulator £59
Insurance Brokers System C695
News Agent System C500
Integrated Travel Agents System 1750

COMMUNICATION
Acoustic Couplers (CX21/KN) .....1160/130
Buzzbox Modem/V21

DIGITISERS
Roland DXY800(8 Pen/A3) C495
Roland DXY8/30 (HP Compatible) E795
Roland D%0980 11150

Auto Answer
Portman V2123N2123AA
Telemod 52100N212300
Minor Miracles 021/5122

C90/C139
L125/170
1130/C150

1120
HP 7470/7475 C895/1390 Steebek 5131212N22AD L450/650
Watanabe MP1000 Micom Borer M4012N22 (AA)._ .... 1600
Watanabe WX4636 C2165 Micom Borer M3012/V21023 (AA) ......C250
MT Pixy Plotter with SF)
ACT Writer 80/8)

0495
028/C695

Master Systems 02123/
2123AD C235/300

Epson H180/Expansion RAM C365/75 Dacom 02123AD/21MT £330/450
Gold Bryans DP7
Houston DMP42 (02)

£1255
102590

Braid Telex System £1750
Telebox III/Mytelex C1350/C1700

Houston DMP52 (01)
STROBE 8 Pen drum plotter

0990
£655

Communique (Sirius/Apricot)
Telecom Gold/Easylink/one to one

C350
CP0A

Summagraphics £595 Sage Communication Pack 0350
Houston Hi -Pad
Sweet -P

L699
£800

IBM Internal Modem 0212300
Pace Multifunction

£290
£137

PC -Pad Digitizer
Calcomp [Roger

C390
CP0A

Add-Ons and Accessories
AST/MPG/QUAD Cards

SOFTWARE
(Please call us for any

Pulsar/Pegasus (Each) ..
Microsoft Project/

Superprolect C250/2295
Pertmaster/Milestone 650/2295

for IBM PC/XT ......................... COINS
Keytronics IBM Keyboard 1175/250
Roland Synthesizers

(Juno-106/JX-3P) LPN
Image Recording System 01250
Cumana !Mk for BBC at best prices . . RING
Each 64K RAM for IBM or Comp E76
IBM Jo stick,Trackball
Apple/IBM/C64/Atari joystick
Mouse (IBM/Apricot S or P)
Hercules GRF.CARD
Plus -5 10MB HD for IBM,

Sanyo, etc C1125
Power Bank for power cuts) 1590
Multi User PC Expansion from C1050
Rodime hard disks for
IBM/Sanyo/Apricot
10M13/20M6/30MB f1000/E1295/1500
Cipher Tape Streamer 10MB C850
Oberon Omni -Reader 0350
Tecmar 10mb HD/15mb C1100/11790
Tecmar Graphics Master C595

SPECIAL DEALS
Complete 20 Colour Drafting

System L3950
Circuit Board Desing System E2900
Macintosh with 15mb hard disk C3500
Televideo 1605 £1490
Hyperion £1550
Apple IIE (Lots of software) E250
Smith Corona Fastext 80 .... E95
Smith Corona 0100 ..0150

C45139
E39

£125
0250

COMPUTER ENTERPRISES INTERNATIONAL LTD.
01-543 6866/542 4850 TLX: 946240 CWEASY G (Quote: 19005565)

EASYLINK MAILBOX: 19005565 TELECOM GOLD MAILBOX:
SHOWROOMS (OPEN Mon -Sat 9 to 6)

85-85A QUICKS ROAD, WIMBLEDON, LONDON SW19 1EX UK
LESSINGSTRASSE 60, 5300 BONN 1 GERMANY

Tel: 0228/220297
Export, Educational, Dealer, Governmental, Lease, Rent,

Consultant ENQUIRIES WELCOME. All items new and carry
manufacturers guarantee. Prices exclusive of VAT, Installation,
Training, Delivery and subject to change without notice. Delivery

£10 for each item in UK, £75.00 for Europe.
PAYMENT

By Eurocheques, Credit Cards LC, IMO, Direct Transfer

PAM apricot
COMPUTERS  SANYO

FOR YOUR FIRST COMPUTER SYSTEM
When you buy a system from PAM COMPUTERS that
is not all you get, with each system comes advice,
training and ongoing support. We will advise you on
the right system for your business having first as-
sessed what your needs are.

COMPLETE BUSINESS SYSTEMS
SANYO MBC555 with 2x160k disks £1369
SANYO MBC555-2 with 2x360k disks £1699
APRICOT PC with 2x720k disks £2299
APRICOT Xi 10 with 10MB & 720k disks £2999

FREE TRAINING
Prices include a matrix printer, everything you need to set up your
first system, plus free software and 2 'days on -site training. These
systems include the SAGE integrated accounts package. All prices
exclude vat.

ASK ABOUT OUR SOFTWARE PRICES
NORMALLY 30% OFF RRP

Please PHONE
for more details about our systems

3 TENNYSON ROAD, ASHFORD, MIDDX TW15 2LN

(07842) 48972

dBASEtakes off!
WordTech Sv.07ilf 5, '6/ i art making dBASE

the world', mast .Papular programmmg language.

1:113 COMPILER
fil.t compiler for dt(ASE IL

dB
The new corn

- dEIDEBLJBGER
The symbolic debugging tool

for programs written in dBASE.

PILER
lee for dBASE III.

dBINDEX
The high speed index and sort utility

for dBASE II and III data files.
dBASE. dBASE II, dBASE III are trademarks of Ashton -Taco. Inc

PARKINS

ASSOCIATES

PARKINS ASSOCIATES (hewn
20 RIDGEWAY, RAYLEIGH
ESSEX SS6 7133

Tel: 0268 - 743928 ,'Ateds:'



WITH EXTRAS
* Accurate analysis of your requirements
* Highly competitive pricing
* Wide range of compatible software
* Staff training facility
* Rentals service available
* Try before you buy - we refund 95% of your

rental if you purchase within first month of
rental

* Trade-in on existing systems
* Expert installation service
* Micro data -transfer service

cc- We specialise in networking your IBM PC's
and Apricots together using the manufacturers'
related products. These include IBM
networking and clustering hardware and software
and also the Point 7 and Point 32 from ACT.

A/Kb ei/KOW

111111111111111111111111111111111111111111

Pr p.,4nd

HI kothorised

As well as hardware from the leading
manufacturers, you'll get friendly help and advice from
01 Computers, one of Britain's acknowledged experts.

And since we also handle the New Innovative Smart
Integrated Business software package, we can really
help you turn your personal computer into a powerful
business tool.

Send in the coupon and find out how.

01 COMPUTERS LTD.
Southampton House, 192-206 York Road, London SWll 3SA
Telephone for a FREE demonstration Tel:- 01-228 2207 Telex 8954575 CTC LDN

WE'RE CENTRAL

AND EASY TO
FIND!

SOUT

NM MI =I 111 Mil =I
rill in this coupon and send it to us at the address below. MI

IIt's an important first step to answering all your business
computing needs.

Name

Address

Tel No

IOccupation_________
Southampton House, 192-206 York Road, London SW113SA

MI - II= MI I=
JULY 1985 PCW 5



IBM PC APRICOT
FRAMEWORK £325 DBASE II £235
SYMPHONY £400 LOTUS 1-2-3 £330
WORDSTAR PROF £275 MULTIPLAN £105
DBASE III £325 OPEN ACCESS £315
TK SOLVER' £225 SUPERCALC 3 £195
OMNIS 3 £375 WORDSTAR PROF £265
LOTUS 1-2-3 £300 DATASTAR £115
SUPERCALC 3 £200 SUPERSOFT C £135
HITCHHIKER'S GUIDE £30 TURBO PASCAL £40
DOLLARS AND SENSE £110 XCHANGE £360
PROKEY £80 SPELLBINDER £295
FLIGHT SIMULATOR £45 CARDBOX PLUS £250
WIZARDRY £40 DELTA 4 £415
MILLIONAIRE £40 BRAINSTORM £215
SIDEKICK £40 CHIT-CHAT £95
MULTIMATE £260 CROSSTALK £140
R:BASE 4000 £275 QUILL £125
OPEN ACCESS £325 ABACUS £125
CROSSTALK XVI £125 EASEL £125
THINKTANK £125 ARCHIVE £180

APPLE II MACINTOSH
DBASE II £235 HOME ACCOUNTANT £65
TURBO PASCAL £40 SQUIRE £45
BANK STREET WRITER £45 INFOCOM ADVENTURES £35
FORMAT 80 £95 TRIVIA SAVANT £40
SIDEWAYS £40 THINKTANK £95
HITCHHIKER'S GUIDE £30 JAZZ £390
THINKTANK £100 MICROSOFT BASIC £105
DOLLARS AND SENSE £65 MICROSOFT CHART £105
WORDSTAR PROF £300 MICROSOFT FILE £115
MULTIPLAN ADOS £115 MULTIPLAN £135
ULTIMA III £40 MICROSOFT WORD £115
MOVIEMAKER £35 MAC THE KNIFE £25
WIZARDRY £35 DOLLARS AND SENSE £100
WIZARDRY SCENARIO 4 £35 HELIX £175
PFS:FILE £80 TK! SOLVER £140
SUPERCALC II £140 FILEVISION £125
FLIGHT SIMULATOR II £40 OMNIS 3 £325
MEGAWORKS £100 1ST BASE £130
FLASHCALC £65 FACTFINDER £110
OMNIS 3 £325 MACLEDGER £215

ITS, 33 FOSCOTE ROAD, LONDON NW4 3SE
Tel: 01-430 2284 Telex: 21251 TICK G
MAIL ORDER ONLY : ALL PRICES EXCLUDE VAT

ALL PRICES INCLUDE POST & PACKING
CHEQUES ETC PAYABLE TO ITS

Other popular software packages available

Low-cost Acoustic
Couplers
FROM

£85
P & P + VAT

An unbeatable
range of completely
portable, instantly useable,
highly reliable Acoustic Couplers - at astoundingly low prices.
3005 Originate only mode CCITT V21 with external power supply
unit. Diagnostic LEDS. Standard V24/R5232 interface. Durable
aluminium case. In-built current loop interface. Digital filter for
minimum error. Unique cup design fits almost any phone.
3005-1 As above plus switch for originate and answer mode.
3005-2 As 3005-1 plus internal rechargeable battery
3005-3 As 3005-2 plus external switch controls V21 or Bell 103
3012 Originate only CCITT V23, 1200/75 or 1200 half duplex

Please send me 3005 at £103.50; 3005-1 at £109.25;
3005-2 at £115.00; 3005-3 at £119.60;

All prices are inclusive of £5 p&p and VAT.

NAME

3012 at £115.00.

ADDRESS

TEL PCW 7/85

I enclose my cheque for £
Modular Technology Ltd., Zygal House,
Telford Road, Bicester, Oxfordshire. OX6 OXB
Tel: Bicester (0869) 253361

Modular,
Technology

AMSTRAD INTERFACES AMSTRAD INTERFACES
*** THIS IS NOT JUST A MODEM, BUT A COMPLETE SYSTEM, NOTHING ELSE TO

BUY ***
Incorporating serial and parallel interfaces, to allow software control of all functions. Each
feature controlled from Basic with the bar commands. Call from M/C or on entering bar
modem all controls a menu driven for ease of
Bell/CCITT standardsre300/300 600 1200 1200/75u75/ ** MODEM **
1200 full and half duplex, auto dial and auto answer *
contact bulletin boards, Prestel compatible, software
built-in on its own sideways ROM. Unique panel display, it displays what the modem is
doing, mode of operation, and digits when auto -dialling. Standard BT plug connector.

NOTE - THIS MODEM IS NOT BT APPROVED

£153.00 *

* SIDEWAYS ROM * The unit holds 4 ROMs. Each can be 2, 4, 8 or
16K in size incorporating a device to allow

*** £26.05 *** 'slower' ROMs to be used, less than Amstrad
suggested 200ps. That means cheaper ROMs.
Free utility ROM with every unit.

PARALLEL PORT 8 -BIT PRINTER PORTRS232
COMMUNICATE WITH YOUR

MODEM
TALK TO OTHER COMPUTERS

USE SERIAL PRINTERS
SPLIT BAUD RATES

STANDARD 25 -WAY 'D'
CONNECTOR

MAKE THAT ROBOT MOVE
CONTROL ELECTRICAL

APPLIANCE
TWIN 8 -BIT PORTS

OPERATES DIRECT FROM BASIC
214 -WAY SPEEDBLOCK

CONNECTORS

£39.96 £22.57
ALL UNITS ARE CASED AND HAVE THROUGH CONNECTORS

MAKE USE OF THAT 8 -BIT
PRINTER

ALLOWS CHARACTER CODES
ABOVE 127 (ie 0 to 255)

PLUGS IN-BETWEEN
CENTRONICS

PORT AND PRINTER CABLE

£17.35
* PLEASE ADD VAT *

C101111pdTRI__
HARDWARE
& SOFTWARE

15 HILL STREET, HUNSTANTON, NORFOLK PE36 5BS. TEL ,(04853)2076 7 ELECTRONICS -
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Isn't it time
your software learnt

to co-operate?

Software programs have always
had their own way of working and no
other.

But their quirks and limitations are
no longer a problem.

Twenty/twenty is a unique and
quite extraordinary new package which
can take any information from your
existing software and present it exactly
as you wish.

So you can have all the answers
without ploughing through a mountain
of printouts or writing new programs.

And there's much more besides.

0 0.
00 0'
00 O.

!0000000
f Of Of Of!
.01 Of Of 0
.f Of Of Of

0:: 0.
00 . . 0.
00 : .0!
Of Of Of 0'
f Of Of Of
000000.
Of Of Of 0.
f Of Of Of

.0f Of Of 0 Of Of 010.
Of Of Of 0. Of Of Of O.

f Of Of Of' Of Of Of O.

Of Of Of Of (Of OfOf 0 tOt.
f Of Of Of Of Of Of0f0f Of0f0f0f Of tO!
f Of Of Of Of Of Of Of Of OF0t0f000f0faf
MI Of Of Of Of Of Of Ot Of Of Of Of Of Wet
f Of Of Of Of Of Of Of Of Of Of Of 0,0(0,0,0
Of Of Of Of Of Of Of Of Of Of Of Of Of HOOF
f Of Of Of Of Of Of Of Of Of OfOf Of Of Of Of. '0

f Of Of Of Of Of Of Of Of Of Of Of Of 00f*Of 0
Of Of Of Of Of Of Of Of Of Of Of Of **On

Of Of Of Of Of Of Of Of Of Of Of Ofd Of
Of Of Of Of Of Of Of Of Of Of Of0t.

Of Of Of Of Of Of Of'010,
Of Of Of Of Of Of WOO*

of Of Of Of Of *Of
of Of Of Of Of Ot

Until now, software packages have
been very particular about who they
work with. dBase II wouldn't work with
1-2-3, while dBase III and Delta kept
a bargepole's length from your own files
and each other.

Then came twenty/twenty.
By selecting data from your files,

twenty/twenty can literally pick the
brains of each package you use.

So next time you need information
from more than one package, twenty/
twenty will do the donkey work for you.

Of course, with a package as

revolutionary as this, you might think
you need to be a genius to use it.

In fact, you only need two fingers.
For further information, simply

return the coupon or call 0727 36341.

To:An ne Bush, I nterachve Softwa re Prod ucts L mite71, I
1-4 Lloyds Bank Chambers, The Maltings,St Albans, Herts.

PCW
Name

AddressCompany

Telephone twenty/twenty I

LF9 k e s the hard work out of softwarJ

dBase II AND III ARE REG1S[LRED TRADE MARKS OF ASHTON 1ATE INC 1 E [ IS A R[ i ST"FRED TRAE_ MARK OF THE D I EH THPHcRATEHN ETC -A ,S RFD NT, R[ H '.1.b  T
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Have you put a CLIP
in your Winchester?

CLIP Compressed Library Interchange Program
CP/M CP/M-86 PC DOS MS DOS £105.00

 Backs up a Winchester
on to floppies.

 Compresses text or data to
less than half size.

 Large files can span multiple
discs.

 Selective backup or retrieval, on an
inclusive or exclusive basis.

CLIP has no equal in reputation,
convenience, power or economy.

(11 KEELE CODES LTD

EFFORTLESS BACKUP
You can save commands for later use, or

type commands directly.

CLIP has its own menu, with seven
prepared commands. Customise the
commands if you wish, or edit the menu text
with a word processor. Or keep the standard
forms. All your housekeeping -
save/restore/review - by pressing two keys.

CLIP comes standard with Winchester systems supplied by
Olympia, Cifer Systems, Research Machines and Philips, British Telecom.

And is highly recommended by other major manufacturers
All prices excl. VAT, post free in U.K.
Most popular disc formats from stock.

University of Keele, Keele, Staffordshire, U.K. Tel: (0782) 629221 Telex: 36113

The Printer
of your choice

for IBM's
DisplayWrite 2

A range of sophisticated drivers is now available for a
wide variety of printers including:
 Hewlett Packard Laserjet, Epson LQ1500, Toshiba

2100, Diablo 630
and for true compatibles such as:
 the Fujitsu range, Canon Laser, Juki 6300, Philips

GP300 etc.

Contact the experts in IBM
Word Processing,
The Professional
Connection Ltd.
The Old Manor House,
Fareham. Hampshire.
Tel: 0329 230870
Telex 86683 OM H FA R G

The Professional
Connection

U MW EOM.. ...

LUTTERWORTH
SOFTWARE

THE NUTCRACKER SUITE
Why use a sledgehammer to crack a nut? Most word -processors are
too powerful, too complex and too expensive. The Nutcracker Suite's
three programs are really easy to use. You can even print text as you

enter it. Has word-wrap and paragraph reforming, plus line and
page editing functions using every key in the most natural way.

Reads and unscrambles Wordstar files. Saves and prints in 100%
ASCII format. Special printer control program also included.

Winner C TA. Award Best Business Program 1984

THE ULTIMATE DIARY
Event based diary for every professional. Events can be entered
with a frequency tag (e.g. every two weeks, every three months,
annually, even every second Tuesday!), and will re -appear in all
future reports. Reports for today's events, this week's events, this
month's events. Calendar for any month up to 2083. Simple search

routine (any field) with wild cards. Up to 5000 separate entries, which
can easily be amended or deleted.

MICROFILE
Powerful flat form database. User can set field lengths and labels for

any number of separate databases. Up to 16 fields and 32,767
records. Search or sort on any field. Print format options, allowing

mail -merge, on both automatic and inspection basis. Superbly easy
to use with all prompts on screen.

EACH PROGRAM IS ONLY £43 + VAT (£49.45)

FORMATS IBM PC DOS/APRICOT MS DOS
Ask your dealer for a demo, or send cheque to

BARCLAYCARD

visa
LUTTERWORTH SOFTWARE,

126 NEW WALK, LEICESTER LEI 7JA (Tel. 0533 550822)
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ATT
PRICE GUARANTEE

PROVIDE A WRITTEN LOWER QUOTATION
FROM AN AUTHORISED DEALER WITHIN 7

DAYS OF PURCHASE AND THE
DIFFERENCE WILL BE REFUNDED!

CALLERS BY APPOINTMENT ONLY

SPECIALISTS IN EXPORT

APPLE

MAC 512K 1880*

MAC 128K 1345

MAC DRIVE 256

IMAGEWRITER 10" 285

IMAGEWRITER 15" 395

ACC. KIT
30

*CALL FORMS
OFFER

SPECIAL MAC

SYSTE

LIMITED PERIOD ONLY

APRICOT

* E1000 OFF *
PORTABLE.,13-95795

PC 2 x720K + Mon 1546

PC 2x315K + Mon 1391

XI 10Mb + Mon 2321

POINT 32 10Mb + Mon
2476

SYSTEMS
DESIGNED FOR YOUR

REQUIREMENTS
INCL BACK UP!

.IVE

M24 2x360 DRIVES
1462

M24 10Mb 2567

M21 2 x 360 DRIVES
1322

M21 2x720 DRIVES
1644

CALL FOR

UP TO

40% OFF

PRINTERS

TOO MANY TO LIST -
CALL FOR PRICES

IBM
PRICES NOW

SLASHED

RING NOW: 01-729 7033

ATT
(T.I.) INDUSTRIAL UNITS
STANWAY STREET
LONDON N1 6RY Telex: 296119 DATALEX G

Use a micro
without buying
one?

Why not? Making this possible is
our speciality!

Want an Apple or an Apricot
microcomputer? Or maybe an IBM?
But which one? It's an expensive
business if you get it wrong. See CCA
and we'll rent you the system of your
choice - with no great capital outlay.

If you are happy with your chosen
system, a purchase option is
available. If not, you can try another!

No matter which way you turn, you
get unbiased professional advice. Plus
training. Plus maintenance. Painless!

Learning more is painless too. Just
attach your business card to this
advertisement and post it. Or simply
phone. ff

CCA MICRO
RENTALS

CCA MICRO RENTALS LIMITED
Unit 7/8, Imperial Studios,
Imperial Road, London SW6 2AG.
Telephone: 01-731 4310 PCW

JULY 1985 PCW 9
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Micro General the Specialists for Printer Selection
Contact us for our expert advice on all your interfacing problems

It's not just a question of plug in and let's go. There are now over 200 different connector situations. Flow do you know that your
computer will accept the printer of your choice? We at Micro General do not sell boxes off the shelf. As computer engineers we
help you to choose and install the right printer for your computer. The advice is free and it could save you some embarrassing
mistakes - Buy from us for peace of mind.

MODELS FROM

£299+ VAT
New Slimline design Chats quieter, faster and superbly reliable.
IBM PC Version available

M182 par/serial/IBM 120 cps from £299 + VAT
M192 par/serial/IBM NLQ from £399 + VAT
M193 spec as 192 132 col from £549 + VAT

 NEW 84X5 Host of options: Bar coding, 30K buffer, Multi Lingual,
Scientific fonts, Qume/Diablo, Arabic.

L3 print modes: Draft, Memo 8 Correspondence from £1295 + VAT

FREE on site

maintenance in the UK.
For all business printers!

Diablo compatibilisy. 3K Buffer 2 colour printing.
HR15 13cps Serial or Parallel £375 + VAT
HR15 keyboard £150 + VAT
HR25 25cps Full width 16''.- £699 + VAT
HR35 35cps Full width 16'('." £899 + VAT
2024L MATRIX NLQ 80cps, Draft 160cps, Diablo/Epson selectable
£999 + VAT

SMITH CORONA

New printer range from the
leading office equipment suppl,er.
EPSON 8 IBM selectable

6.,eKaj:4

FASTEXT 80 - 80cps ideal for home user - parallel - £170 -

D100 - 120cps - parallel - £220 + VAT
(Serial interface for F80/D100 - :58 -+ VAT/
D200 - 160cps Draft 80cps NLQ Serial 8 Parallel as standard -
£299 + VAT
D300 - 160cps, 132 col, NLQ 80cps Serial 8 Parallel interface
standard - £495 + VAT

ZIYAD Paperjet Printing System
Collates paper and envelopes
- AUTOMATICALLY!

16,

 Takes up to A3 paper
 Automatic position sensing on manual feed
 Integral Dual paper feeding
 Integral envelope feeder
 Automatic Address storage for envelope printIng
 Diablo 630 or QUME Sprint Compatible

APRICOT Fl
a full blown business micro
For the first time business user a genuine
business machine with some amazing 'high
tech' features. - See the Apricot's mouse
execute previously complex tasks at a

single key stroke, and the new infra -red
device means there's no cable connection
to the keyboard, giving desk top planning a
new meaning.
 256K RAM 720 single disk.
 MS-DOS
 Rapid Display manipulation and special

effects.
 Expansion and Outport facilities.
 Colour/Mono Monitor or VHF for your

TV

 Extremely light (under 13Ibs) - totally
portable.

 Price includes SuperWriter, SuperCalc,
8 SuperPlanner software.

 Well over 1000 software packages now
available.

LEASE Fl
from £7 per week
CALL FOR DETAILS

DEMO NOW

TRY BEFORE YOU BUY!
Bring your micro to us and match with our
range of printers - full workshop facilities
available to iron out all technical hitches!
CALL US FOR PRINT SAMPLES.
TRADE or PRIVATE CUSTOMERS take
advantage of our

INTERFACING CONSULTANCY
INTERFACES & CABLES AVAILABLE FOR,
 COMMODORE 64  OSBORNE  MSX
 SPECTRUM  SIRIUS  EINSTEIN
 SAGE  AMSTRAD  SINCLAIR QL

and morel

INTERNAL & STAND ALONE
BUFFERS from £65 + VAT

GENERAL ( PCW 7 )
Unit 25, Horseshoe Park, Pangbourne, Reading, RG8 7JW Tel: 07357 4466

PRINTER SWITCHES
from £65 plus VAT.

CANON Laser Beam Printer
Lighten up to
LASER PRINTING!

Crisp,
clear images
on plain paper -
to 8 pages per minute- RS232 or CENTRONICS.= Features include:
 Multiple character pitches in a line

10,12,13.3,13 CPi. P.S.. etc.
 Multiple font maximum 15 fonts/page

(internal font, font cartridgel
 Character enlargement - doubling in two directions

-11110 Down loading of fonts

£3195
+ VAT

r MICRO GENERAL'S Pick ofthe Printers
Epson RX8OT 100cps
Epson RX80 F/T 100 cps
Epson FX80160cps
Epson RX100100cps
Epson FX100160cps
Epson LQ1500 200cps
Canon PW1080A 160cps
Canon PW1156A160cps
Canon Serial I/Face
Canon PJ1080A 7 -COLOUR
Shinwa CPA -80P Par 100cps
Shinwa CPA -80S Ser 100cps
Panasonic KC -P1091 120cps

PLOTTERS
EPSON HI -BO
HITACHI 672

£210.00
£230.00
£360.00
£390.00
£499.00
£999.00
£299.00
£419.00
£79.00

£479.00
£199.00
£219.00
£299.00

MP -165 160cps NLQ
JUKI 6100 Parallel
JUKI 6300 Serial or Par
SILVER REED 16 Parallel 16cps
SILVER REED 16 Serial 16cps
SILVER REED 20 Parallel
SILVER REED 20 Serial
SILVER REED 36 Parallel
SILVER REED 36 Serial

£269.00
£325.00
£799.00
£256.00
£279.00
£453.00
£479.00
£799.00
£825.00

OKI HIGH SPEED MATRIX
OKI 2350 Par. 350cps £1755.00
OKI 2410 Par. Graphics £1875.00

CUMANA BBC DISK DRIVES MICROVITEC 14 COLOUR
£400.00 CSX100 407 S/Side 100K £109.00 MONITORS
£495.00 CSX2000 10T D/Side 200K £119.00 1431-M5 452 PIXEL BBC

CSX400 8CT 0/Side 400K £166.00 1451 MS 653 PIXEL BBC
CD200 2x407 S/Side 200K £259.00 1456.LI 653 IBM, Apricot

*All prices exclusive of VAT. C04000 2x40T D/Side 400K £285.00 1456 DQ 653 Sinclau
CD1300S 2x 80T D/Sicie 800K £360.00

£216.00
£260.00
£395.00

239.00

DEALER/OEM ENQUIRIES WELCOME [A-1E'i
 Always call for the best possible price. Access/Visa

.4
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If you're getting nowhere slowly with your
existing computer - come to Silicon Valley
Do you feel that you're really getting
nowhere with your existing computer
system?

Is it too small to cope with your
business needs? Is it too inflexible to suit
your requirements? Does it only partially
fulfil your great expectations? Is it forcing
you to adapt to its limitations? Is it really
more efficient? Is it giving you greater
control? And finally, is it, or will it ever
help increase your bottom line?

If you answered yes to any of these
questions, you need reliable, expert help.

The solution to your problem or
problems may in fact be quite simple. Your
staff may just need further training, or
perhaps you may need an inexpensive
add-on. Alternatively you may need a
reappraisal of your needs. You may indeed
need a completely different computer
system - one that suits you - and one that
won't break the bank.

Come to Silicon Valley - we can help
you - just as we have helped thousands of

companies - large and small in virtually
every market sector. These are just some of
the better-known ones: The B.B.C., British
Telecom, Coopers & Lybrand, Express
Newspapers, The Institute of Chartered
Accountants, London Business School,
The National Computing Centre, Rio Tinto
Zinc, The Stock Exchange, Tarmac Plc ...
Why do they come to Silicon Valley?
Because we try harder to provide expert,
helpful advice, reliable hardware, software
and training, maintenance and full back-
up support.

In recognition of our professionalism,
we are authorised Dealers for all of the
following manufacturers: ACT, Apple,
Compaq, Olivetti and of course IBM. And
we are authorised dealers for the following
software houses: Ashton Tate, Lotus,
Pegasus. What's more, all our
consultations are absolutely free and
without commitment. And our terms are
very flexible - you can rent, lease or buy at
very competitive rates.

WE ARE AUTHORISED

PER L
DEALERS FOR ALL OF THEPERSONA

COMPUTER FOLLOWING:

If you would like a free consultation or
advice without obligation at your offices or
ours, please telephone for an
appointment.

silicon
v( #,PNT!y

164 Grays Inn Road,
London, WC1X 8AX

Tel: 01 833 3391
Telex: 262005 SILVAL G

NEW BRANCH*
2-4 Paul Street,

London EC2A 4JH
Tel: 01 247 8577

*Not IBM Authorised

0 Lotus .1,%i
111111111 comma ASHTON TA1 Ell 111



Disk Storage No.

This diskette storage box
holds 70 diskettes
Our Super Low price
£13.00

Disk Storage
No.2

This lockable
diskette box holds
90 diskettes
Our Super Low price
£14.85 inc.VAT

3M
Scotch Discs
(Lifetime guarantee)

10 DISCS
PER BOX

Dot Matrix Printers

COMPUTER
PERIPHERALS
the best service
the best vaitie
from Viglen

51/4" diskettes
double density

1-2 boxes 3-9 boxes 10 + boxes

SS 40 TRACK £13.04 £11.74 £11.30
DS 40 TRACK £17.40 £16.00 £15.40
SS 80 TRACK £20.00 £13.80 £17.40
DS 80 TRACK £23.22 £20.87 £20.00

Printer Stand
 80 column dot matrix

printers
 Raises printer high

enough to put continuous
stationery underneath

 Beautifully finished
in clear perspex

 Viglen quality every time
 Will accept paper up to

121/2" wide
 Non -slip rubber pads
Dimensions:
15" (380mm) wide
121/2" (320mm) deep
4" (90mm) high
Also available 136 column printer stand
£23.00

TABLE

Viglen are also major suppliers
to educational and government
establishments and welcome
further enquiries and orders.

O
Our

price
03.00

ORDERS
are usually
despatched
within 24 hours

Cheques payable to Viglen Computer Supplies.

Name

Address

..

SHOWROOM
OPEN
Weekdays 9.30 - 6pm
Saturdays 9.30 - 4pm
Money -Back Guarantee
If not entirely satisfied with your
purchase, simply return to us
within 7 days in perfect condition
and in original packing including
a note stating reason(s) for return.

Canon PW1080A
£258.26

Epson RX80/FT
£249.56

Epson FX80
£344.35

Daisy Wheel
Printers

Juki 6100 £301.74
Quen Data £214.78

FREE
Parallel Centronics Cables
for the following computers.
Please specify when ordering.

BBC, IBM-PC and com-
patible computers, Apricot,
Sirius, Amstrad, MSX.

Printer Interface and Cable for
the following printers: -
Apple II
Sinclair Spectrum
Sinclair QL

£43
£34
£22

Please add for carriage: -
A - £2. B - £3. C - £8.

UK CUSTOMERS, PLEASE ADD 15% VAT

Post to: Viglen Computer Supplies.
I Unit 7, Trumpers Way, Hanwell W7 2QA.

Credit Card Holders may order by phone. 01-843 9903.

Please send me

I
I

I enclose Cheque/P.O. for £ Incl. carnage.

I

I prefer to pay by ACCESS/BARCLAYCARD
POW 7/88

(Delete whichever is not applicable) Credit Cards valid only
A signed by card holder

Address must be the III
Card No same as card holder.

Signature
liPrices correct at time of printing and offers subject to availability.

MI NM =M NM MI I= IMM MIN 11=1 NM

I
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Iasha Your First Choice
for

Business Systems Computers, Wordprocessors, Software & Printers

THE PORTABLE
HP 110: Uses industry standard
operating system, MSDOS and is
made more friendly with HP's
PAM which gives easy access to
the program packages. Lotus 123
and Memomaker are built into
ROMs giving spreadsheets, sim-
ple graphics and note making -
making it a useful tool for the
executive on the move.

£2595
List price £2995

011'

HP110

- HEWLETT PACKARD
CALCIRATORS PRINTERS

HP 11C £54 Printer £call
HP 15C ........ .. £call Cassette Drive. £call
HP 12C £call HP 75C

E599

HP 16C £call Visical pack__ £119
HP 41CX £221 Text Formatter. ...£78
HP 41CV....... .. £149 Data Corn Pac £144
Card Reader .. .. £145

HP -150
HP -150: dual 270kb 31/2" disc drive 256kb RAM,
keyboard. High resolution (512x390) monitor.

£1899
HP -150: dual 720kb 31/2" disk drive 256kb RAM,
keyboard. High resolution (512x390) monitor.

£2299

HP Think Jet
Fast 150 CPS, quiet 50 dBa(A). High
print quality 11x 12 charactercell,
96x96 (192) dots per inch. Disposable
print head. Pin and friction allows you to
use single sheets as well as fanfold
paper.

£399
Largerjet Printer

A silent but speedy masterpiece. 300
CPS for best letter quality. Unbeatable
resolution whether it is text, charts or
diagrams and it's compatible with the
IBM PC and wordstar, Lotus packages
etc. £3195

EPSON COMPUTERS & PRINTERS

'oil

.

EPSON PX-8
PX8: Uses CP/M operating sys-
tern and has an 8 line by 80
column LCD screen. CP/M 2.2,
Microsoft Basic, Wordstar, and
Cardbox+ are built in ROM, with
64K RAM available

11.1111111ii.L6.4 .4-
. .

- "

HX 20 PRINTERS

FX 80 £349
FX 80 F/T £259
FX 100 £call

PORTABLE PRINTERS
P40 £87
P80 £159
Eson colour £call
Epson Plotter £399
Epson LQ 1500 £call

Cannon PW1080A £289
Cannon PW1056A £call
Panasonic Printer £call
Silver Reed EX550 £489
Silver Reed EX500 £279

111 'IN-' . 1111M\
.aiL.../%

. gve.o. if R. \- - - ....0
... om,...,01.......mmo,A.40.1.0pimioc%
crammmemolonsimmicacA

at

woo- wORD

FREE PROCESSOR

E395

APPLE - COMM

Business Systems
MN

OLIVETTI M24

N
PC. It uses the full 16 bit 8086
chip running at 8MHZ, which

''' i
makes it more than twice as fast.
It combines monochrome text and
colour graphics, offering a 640 by .iiiiiiit,

',. 400 pixel higher resolution mode.
The quality of the screen is excel-
lent. The M24 has 128k of RAM
(can be up graded to 640k RAM),iiftiii...,'''ikiMiiiiii,,,, '''''
serial and parallel ports, clock/''*'" calendar and reset button and is

ii cheaper than an IBM having the
same specifications.

M24: Not only is it stylish but El 499technically superior to the IBM

OLIVETTI M21 PORTABLE PC
serial RS232C port and two lock-
able 360K MFD 5.25in floppy disc
drives. It includes a built in clock/
calendar and LED indicator. The
Olivetti M24 has a better screen- than the IBM and runs more than
twice as fast as either IBM or
COMPAQ.

M21: It is self contained with an
Intel 8086-2 chip, 128k of RAM, a El 4999in amber screen with brightness
and contrast controls, colour
graphics adaptor, printer adaptor, OLIVETTI

SONY MODEL 10 Word Processor

The Model 10 is probably the
smallest WP system on the mar-
ket and incorporates all the easy
to use features of SONY WP.
Sony word processing opens up
a whole new world of office
efficiency taking in text editing,
text processing, arithmetic cal-
culations, records management,
communications and data pro-
cessing.

Simplicity is the central feature
of the Model 10 system. The

High resolution screen, display-
ing black characters on a light
blue background, ensures visual
clarity and comfort Embolding,
underlining, centering and in-
dentation can all be seen before
printing. The keyboard is easy to
operate designed specifically for
typing. The SONY PAL (personal
audio learning) system enables
the secretary to use the Model 10
quickly and without fuss. Please
call for demonstration and price.

Authorised Dealer
ODORE - HEWLETT PACKARD - EPSON - SONY - OLIVETTI

8529
Monday to Saturday 9.30-6.30pm

 TBS reserves the right to change advertised prices
 Add 15% VAT
 Goods subject to availability

191 Kensington High Street. London W8
Tel: 01-937 7896 Telex: 946240 (CWEASY G) MBX No. 19001120

01-937 3366



What have the SECRETARY and the VICAR
the Fashion Director, the Yacht Delivery Skipper, the
Funeral Director, the Transport Clerk and the Engineer

got in common
They used THE lASTCNE Program generator to solve their own problems and then built a

business around it writing computer programs for others.

Now they have

All the power and freedom of THE IASTCNE
PLUS- Create as many databases as you wish (just select the option)
PLUS- Access any wordprocessor, spreadsheet or database
KM,. Ultra fast searching PLUS- much much more

no Pun.. £250 £375
or THE iitsr at £199 £330

Available for most P.C's all plus VAT

For details or orders contact your dealer or
D.J. 'Al' Systems, Summers Orchard, Speke Close, Ilminster, Somerset TA19 9BJ Tel: (04605) 4117

THE IASIONE The Famous Original The Program that writes Programs

McMILL PLUS
with Q68 Board
* On -board debugger in

EPROM
* Expansion connector for

peripherals and memory
* 2Kx8 to 8Kx8 static RAM
* Edit, assemble, and run

directly from RAM
* "The best update you'll probably ever make to your

Apple!"
(CALL A .PP.L.E. Magazine)

UNDER £350

AFFORDABLE 68000 SYSTEMS
FOR YOUR APPLE II+ or He!

Walt -

1110111111111111111111
McMILL
standard system
* Super efficient design
* Accesses standard Apple

memory and peripherals
* Debugger on disk
UNDER £200

n

muukwume

BOTH SYSTEMS FEATURE THE MC68008, code compatible with the 68000, plus a 6502/68000
Assembler development system from S -C Software Corp, including Debugger and screen editor.
68000 Fig FORTH, and 68000 Tiny Basic are also included. Both systems are professional development tools, and are not intended for
CPU speed enhancement.

EVERYTHING YOU NEED TO CREATE 68000, DOS 3.3 COMPATIBLE PROGRAMS
IS INCLUDED

DIRECT ORDERS ACCEPTED, or inquire with your local dealer. FOR A COMPLETE CATALOGUE
ON ALL OUR 68000/6809 BASED SYSTEMS FOR THE APPLE, ENCLOSE CHEQUE OR

MONEY ORDER FOR £3
(Catalogue charge will be deducted from purchase)

LA ION
112

26 West Mission Street #3
PO Box 2342

Santa Barbara, CA 93120 USA
Providing enhancements for the Apple since 1979

10 DAY MONEY BACK GUARANTEE ON ALL
PRODUCTS

SHIPMENTS BY EXPRESS AIR FREIGHT

TELEX: 295298 Intertel SNC
TELEPHONE: (805) 569-3132

(for convenience - call in evening, UK time)

14 PCWJULY 1985



PRINTERS

BROTHER 2024L
Letter Quality Dot -Matrix
Built-in tractor feed. High speed printing -
96 CPS (LQ Elite), 160 CPS (draft). Up to
four carbon copies, bi-directional logic seek-
ing £995

BROTHER HR35
Daisy Wheel Printer
Specially developed for the office that de-
mands a high output of high quality printing.
7K bytes buffer, two-colour printing, super/
subscript, 35 CPS, auto -underlining, bold
printing £CALL

BROTHER HR15
A superb printer offering high quality daisy
wheel print, for an exceptionally low outlay.
HR15 offers two-colour printing, shadow
printing, proportional spacing, superb/sub-
script and auto -underlining. 50 CPS bi-
directional £CALL

BROTHER TC600
The Teleprocessor
The Brother TC600 puts a computer tele-
communications system in your briefcase.
Not a computer, just a portable electronic
typewriter, but a fully functional telecom-
munications terminal that incorporates many
of the advanced word processing features
found on desktop models £415

BROTHER EP44
A feature loaded printer with 24 x 18 dot
matrix print head, 4K memory, built-in RS-
232C serial interface and 15 character
display. Light, compact and battery powered
- will fit into your briefcase £CALL

BROTHER M-1009
A compact high quality printer with full 80
column printing, 9 pin dot matrix head, 50
characters per second, built-in RS232C and
Centronics, and bi-directional text/uni-direc-
tional graphic printing £CALL

BROTHER HR -5
This quiet and versatile thermal transfer
printer delivers high definition 9 x 9 dot
matrix text over 80 columns at 30 characters
per second. Incorporates RS232C, Centro-
nics or Commodore interface. Either battery
or mains powered £CALL

BROTHER HR -25
An exceptionally high quality daisy wheel
printer with a 3K buffer memory, bi-direction-
al speed of 25 characters per second, 2
colour printing, super/sub script, auto under-
lining, text emboldening and proportional
spacing. Also text reprinting facilities £CALL

MSX COMMODORE
COMPUTERS 64

Package
SONY
HIT BIT 64k RAM £260

Disk drive £299

Joystick £CALL

Printer/Plotter £200

SANYO
MCP 100 64k RAM £199

Joysticks (two Ports) £13

Light pen £CALL

JVC
HC-7GB 64k RAM £225

Cassette Recorder
Joystick £91

PANASONIC

EPSON PRINTERS

RX80 FT £259

FX80 £349

FX100 £499

P40 £87

P80 £160

AMSTRAD
COMPUTER

NOW
AVAILABLE

Commodore 64 computer
C2N cassette recorder

International Soccer
Commodore Bag

£174
1541 Disk drive £174
MSP801 Printer £160
Music Maker
Easy Script £39
Easy File £39

COMMODORE MODEM
 1200/75 V23 Full Duplex

Asynchronous operation
 B.T. Approved
 Components software held in 8k ROM

£85
Sargon III £42
Sargon II £17
Multiplan £99
Zork I
Zork II
Zork III
Simons Basic £39
Football £9

£30
£39
£56
£34
£42
£85

Lode Runner
Easy Calc
LOgo
Flight Simulator II (C)
Flight Simulator II (D)
Superbase

Tasha Slash
Big MAC Prices

By £700

Macintosh

£1,899
LIST PRICE £2,599

LIMITED

STOCK

APPLE CARD:
INSTANT CREDIT AVAILABLE

UP TO £2,500

128K

MAC
£1,399 ORDER LINE 01-937 8529 ITM

Macintosh Software
Multiplan £190 TK Solver £189 Macspell+ £84
Chart £145 Word £179 PC to Mac £128.

Basic £145 OMNIS1 £149 Sargon III £42

Lotus Jan Ecall OMNIS2 £295 Mind Probe £46

Copy -Mac £call OMNIS3 £399
Think Tank
Dollars & Sense

£124
£124Mac

MacPlot £90 PFS: FILE £call Ledger £249
DFS: REPORT £call MacCash £149

Clickart £call Macforth £call Typing Tutor III £50

Mac the knife .£call MacPascal £99 Wizordary 1 £62

Millionaire £51 MacProject £99 PFS File & Report £160

Zork I £36 Macterminal ....£call
DB Master £149

£127
Zork II £42 Macdraw £call

Desk Organiser
£42

Zork III £42 Deadline £call Helix £337
Witness £call Professional B/jack £64
Hitchhiker's Guide to Galaxy £34 Squire £60

Music Composer £69 MacCalender £call Mighty Mac
Animation Toolkit

£84
£62

Frogger £34 Trivia £34 Vicom Corn Package £149
Lode Runner ....£call Funpack £34 Modem £call
MacGammon ...Ecall Penstate fca11 macvision £299
Sargon III £42 Payroll £call Championship Boxing £33

Mac Dust Cover £11
Box of 10 315" Disks £39

APPLE IIC Package
Apple IIC

Monitor IIC
Monitor Stand IIC

4,,Jjj,j,:+!j.JJj,J;11'jj:?;j: £999

'lasha
Business Systems

Authorised Dealer
APPLE - COMMODORE - HEWLETT PACKARD - EPSON - SONY - OLIVETTI

01-937 8529
Monday to Saturday 9.30-6.30pm

191 Kensington High Street, London WS

TBS reserves tilt right to change advertised prices
 Add 15% VAT
 Goods subject to availability

Tel: 01-937 7896 Telex: 946240 (CWEASY MBX No. 19001120
01-937 3366
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Some PC's just don't
seem to add up.

C.P.U.

....A.... .

A: 4.
. A, 4 "A: .

A. :A. A .A.

Ad al RAM

2 10

£182.00+
1177.00+

£:
IBMIBM XT* 10M

13,684.00+ VAT

1.00+
00+

Victor VPC 15 Mb 256
£2,995.00

K RAM

The package comes complete with a 15Mb
Winchester drive at around one third less than the
XT, ready to run (with mono screen) at £2,995 +
VAT.

An industry standard micro with fully 50% more
storage than the XT, more expansion slots and drive

+ options, high resolution mono and colour monitors
featuring tilt and swivel screens and last but not least
a keyboard that's easy to understand and simple to
use.

Fbr more details contact Victor Technologies (UK)
Ltd., The Valley Centre, High Wycombe, Bucks or
telephone (0494) 450661.

jaraik.

111111."
1:1 Technologies

We never forget you're human.
XT prices quoted at time of going to print.

IBM XT is a registered trade mark of
International Business Machines.



PC SOFTWARE: OVER

401 DISCOUNT!
Just look of some of our prices!

DBASE III 290 RRP 550 -47%!

FRAMEWORK 295 RRP 550 -46%!

DBASE II 222 RRP 395 -43%!

WORDSTAR PRO 242 RRP 399 -39%!

SUPERCALC 3.2 219 RRP 360 -39%!

LOTUS 1-2-3 265 RRP 430 -38%!

SYMPHONY 385 RRP 595 -35%!

MULTIMATE 263 RRP 399 -34%!

MULTIPLAN 129 RRP 190 -32%!

FRIDAY! 125 RRP 175 -28%!
Most popular business micros supported!
Unlike some of our competitors, these prices will be
held until next publication date! (IBM-PC prices
shown excluding VAT)

Call us NOW on 0480 53044 for further details!

Elite Computer Systems
40 SAPLEY ROAD HARTFORD HUNTINGDON CAMBS PE18 7Y0

SOFTWARE

SPECIAL
DUAL
PACKS

Express Computer
Consultants Ltd.
0273 204377

JULY SPECIAL OFFERS
RRP SPECIAL

OFFER

LOTUS 1-2-3 £430 £325
DBASE II £365 £275
DBASE III £495 £325
SYMPHONY £550 £425
FRAMEWORK £550 £350
WORDSTAR PROF £399 £275
LOTUS/SYMPHONY £980 £725
LOTUS/WORDSTAR PROF £829 £575
DBASEII/FRAMEWORK £915 £600
DBASE II/ WORDSTAR PROF £764 £525
DBASEIII/FRAMEWORK.... £1045 £650
DBASEIII/WORDSTAR PROF.£894 £575

Similar special offers are available on many
more products, also 'triple packs'. Phone us
for details.
ALL ITEMS SUBJECT TO DELIVERY CHARGES. ALL
PRICES SUBJECT TO VAT. ALL ITEMS SUBJECT TO
AVAILABILITY. WE RESERVE THE RIGHT TO ALTER
PRICES WITHOUT PRIOR NOTICE.

Equity and Law House,
102 Queens Road, Brighton,
BN1 3XF. Tel: 0273 204377

I .S.C. Offer the UK's lowest prices on
computer systems

APRICOT TWIN 315K and monitor £1,350
APRICOT TWIN 720K and monitor £1,500
APRICOT XI 5MB and monitor £2,000
APRICOT X110MB and monitor £2,150
APRICOT F 1 720K Excl monitor £850
APRICOT XI IOS ( + monitor) £2,775
APRICOT XI 20S (+ monitor) £3,455
APRICOT XI 20 (+ monitor) £3,115
APRICOT point 32 10MB ( + monitor) £2.395
APRICOT point 32 20MB ( + monitor) £3,395
COMPAQ PORTABLE £1,870
EPSON RX80 F T £210
EPSON FX80 £310
EPSON RX100 £330
EPSON FX100 £400
EPSON DX100 £340
WORDSTAR £190
LOTUS 1-2-3 £310

D -BASE II £225
PEGASUS £175
CANON PW1 156A £399

All products carry 12 months full guarantee, with
HOTLINE phone support.
Prices exclude only VAT and delivery.
We GUARANTEE* the lowest prices!

I.S.C. LIMITED

COMPANY SERVICES
INCLUDE:
CUSTOMISED DATABASE SYSTEMS, MAINTENANCE

CONTRACTS, INSTALLATION CONTRACTS, NET-
WORK SYSTEMS, MULTI-USER SYSTEMS.

FINANCING:
CASH, LEASE -RENTAL, LEASE -PURCHASE, SHORT-

TERM RENTAL, HIRE-PURCHASE, PERSONAL

LOANS, INSTANT CREDIT (subject to status).

" Provide a currently advertised lower price
within 7 days of purchase and difference will be
refunded.

Call for IBM prices.
TRADE AND EXPORT

ENQUIRIES WELCOME

GRAPHIC HOUSE, 88 WAVENEY ROAD
ST IVES, CAMBS PE17 4FW

TEL: 0480 300533

JULY 1985 PCW 17



authorised dealer

Compaq £1795+vAT

256k 2x360 k d/d

9" built-in monitor

FREE SC D100 i2ocps f/t

printer + cable

FREE Quill w/processor

FREE Abacus s/sheet

FREE Archive d/base

FREE Easel graphics

FREE 5 discs &paper

Crestmatt packages

may be reconfigured to

suit individual business

needs. We provide

demonstration
support and

training;
on -site maintenance

contracts are available

Olivetti M24 £1939+ VAT

256k 2X360 k d/drive

12" monitor, MSDOS

FREE SC D100 120CpS f/t

printer + cable

FREE Quill w/processor

FREE Abacus s/sheet

FREE Archive d/base

FREE Easel graphics

FREE 5 discs & paper

Olivetti M24 £1728 VAT

256k 2x360k d/d

12" monitor, MSDOS

FREE QuenData 2ocps

d/wheel printer & cable

FREE Quill w/processor

FREE 5 discs & paper

Olivetti M24 £3202 -VAT

64ok business system

10MB hard disk

1x36ok d/drive

Olivetti monitor, MSDOS

FREE Canon 1080 nlq

printer and cable

FREE Quill w/processor

FREE Abacus s/sheet

d/base

FREE Easel graphics

FREE discs & paper

Apricot £1595+vAT

256k business system

2x315k d/s d/d

FREE 9' monitor

FREE SC 0100 12ocps f/t

printer & cable

FREE SuperWriter w/p

FREE SuperCaic s/sheet

FREE SuperPlanner

FREE 5 discs & paper

Apricot £1795+vAT
256k business system

2x720k d/s d/d

FREE 9"monitor

FREE SC D100 12ocps f/t

printer & cable

FREE SuperWriter w/p

Printers

£179 Mannesman T MT80+

SmithCorona FASTEXT 8ocps

Shinwa CPA80 toocps

Epson RX8OFT loocps

Epson FX80 16ocps

£180 SC 0100 12ocps

£259 Taxan 810 160CpS/(27)

£260 Canon PW1080 160CpS(27)

£260 SmithCorona D200

£360 SmithCorona D300 (WIDE)

CALL Epson LX100

£299 Juki 6100 2ocps

FREE SuperCalc s/sheet £799 Olivetti DY450 45CpS

FREE SuperPlanner

manuals, MSDOS

FREE 5 discs &paper

£549 Olivetti DY250 25cps

Brother HR15 13CpS

£209 QuenData iscps

Canon LaserJet

HP LaserJet 5oocps

HP ThinkJet i5ocps (5odb)

CRESTMATT CHALLENGE YOU
TO VINE) A BETTER IDEAL,

export and

mail order

Crestmatt Limited
67a York Street (Baker St )

London W1H 1PQ

01.402 1254/5
01.723 4699

telex 265871 (MONREF

quote ref 81:DRG015

Monday Friday 9.30am-7

Saturday 10.30am-4pm

prices subject to change

without notice; goods

subject to availability

add VAT at 15%

to all prices
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APRICOT IBM P.C.
Fl 256K 945 PC 64 1X360K 934
PC 2X 315K 1308 Portable 2X360K 1648
PC 2X 720K 1472 PCXT 10MB 2318
Portable 256K 1472 PC 64 10MB 1750
Portable 512K 1882 Portable 10MB 2230
Xi 10MB 2292 PC AT/ATE Call

Point 32 10MB 2456 360K Drive 243
MSD 10MB 1062 PC Keyboard 151

9" MON 164 AT Keyboard Call

12" MON 205 Mono display 153

10" Colour Mon 324 Mono/Printer adao. 148

Mouse cordless 78 RGB Colour Mon 405
128K Board 165 Colour adap. 159

256K Board 324 Parallel adap. 71

512K Board 652 64K RAM kit 59

Modem Board 242 10MB upgrade kit 820

Printer 08 136 DOS 2-1 48

THE CROYDON
COMPUTER STORE.

67, WESTOW STREET, UPPER NORWOOD LONDON SE19 3RW
TELEPHONE 01-771 6373 TELEX 297598 MICROW G

APPLE

MAC 128K 1472
MAC 512K 2128
MAC Drive 286
IMAGE WRITER 10" 316
IMAGE WRITER 15" 430
ACC kit 31

AFPLE //e 481

//e & Duo Disk & MON //e 898
Mouse //e 111

APPLE //C 709
//c Drive 188

MON & stand //c 137

Mouse //c 58

SOFTWARE
Lotus 123
Symphony
D Base II
D Base III
Framework
Wordstar
Wordstar Prof.
Multimate
Supercalc 3
Multiplan
Sage accounts
Pegasus

JAll
Apple Works
File Vision

262
399
230
339
335
190
285
220
210
130
249
185

Call

140
140

WE'LL BEAT ANY PRICE BY £10
If you can buy any computer, software or printer at a

lower price than ours, we'll beat it by £10 -
guaranteed. To qualify simply provide a written

quotation from an authorised dealer.
We accept official orders from UK Government and

Educational Establishments.

EXPORT SPECIALISTS

COMPAQ
PC 2X360K
PLUS

PC 10MB kit
Deskpro Mod 2
Deskpro Mod 4
30 MB Drive

1799
3235
2395
2128
4588

Call

PRINTERS

Too many printers to list
- call for best price

4% EXTRA DISCOUNT FOR 2 OR MORE!

MICRO COMPUTER
CONSUELINTS IATD

OUR PRICES ARE VERY

COMPETITIVE
A Challenge to

Every businessman

MACINTOSH

ALL the APPLE range

at BARGAIN PRICES!

PORTABLE Luxury with the

MIMMIIIIIMMOMPIMMINER

APPLE IIC
* Built-in disc drive
* 128K RAM
* 40/80 column display
* TV Modulator
* 6 interactive demo discs
* Ultra Hi -Res
* Built-in serial ports for

printers and modem
* Weight only 7.5lbs
* External power supply

a Authorised Apple Dealer
Level One Service Centre

Call TODAY for further details

NM ION
116 11 1 Ir

'; 1 '
OP k P  'IPA. WIE
61111111111011INMINIII

Ascott House, 227 Elliott St
Tyldesley, Manchester
M298DG

Tel: 0942-892818
***OVERSEAS ORDERS A SPECIALITY***

JULY 1985PCW 19



41kpl4", TOTAL EXPERTISE UNDER
ONE ROOF

41c):4(
-f THE APRICOT & SIRIUS

MAINTENANCE PLAN YOU'VE
BEEN WAITING FOR . . .

AN EXCLUSIVE

AT LAST!

MAINTENANCE PLAN THAT GIVES

YOU A TOTAL ON SITE RELIABLE SERVICE AND 100% PEACE OF MIND

CONTACT US NO WFOR A FAST NO OBLIGATION QUOTATION ON

YOUR SYSTEM. ASK FOR DAVID FULLER

01-366 1411
OUR OTHER DIVISIONS INCLUDE

* SOFTWARE SUPPORT. Our specialists are available to offer
comprehensive software support.

* SUPPLIES. We can supply ALL the computer products you are ever likely
to need, our service is fast, efficient and competitively priced.

* SECOND USER EQUIPMENT. ALL makes of computer equipment
bought and sold, attractive trades, all guaranteed.

LONDON
London Computer Centre

Kendal House
700 Great Cambridge Road,
Enfield, Middlesex EN1 3RU

Tel: 01-366 1411
"elex: 261774 KENDAL G

MAIN CENTRES AT
MANCHESTER

Manchester Computer
Centre

419 Barlow Moor Road
Chorlton-cum-Hardy
Manchester M21 2ER

Tel: 061-8618877

WORCESTER
Worcester Computer

Centre
45 Foregate Street

Worcester
Tel: Worcester (0905) 612931

SWANLEY
Swanley Computer Centre
Unit 4, Park Road, Swanley,

Kent
Tel: 0322-64908

20PCWJULY198b



Yet another
unbeatable deal
from Dataskte

Systems!

ansamaimanmW

STAR SG1 0
Character Sets

96 Standard ASCII Characters
88 Standard International Characters
96 Italic Characters
88 Italic International Characters
96 NLQ Characters
88 NLQ International Characters

Character Matrix

Standard Characters: 9 dot x 11 dot
STAR Block Graphics: 6 dot x 6 dot
IBM Block Graphics: 12 dot x 11 dot
User Defined: 8 dot x 4 to 11 dot
Near Letter Quality: 17 dot x 11 dot

Character Fonts

Normal (10 CPI)
Elite (12 CPI)
Condensed (17 CPI)
NLQ (10 CPI)

Line Spacing 1/6, 1/8 in. or 772 in. Standard

Dimensions (W x D x H)
392 x 315 x 145mm (15.4 x 12.4 x 5.7 in.)

Number of Columns
80, 96,136, (40, 48, 68 Double Width)

Print Head 9 Wires (User Replaceable)

Post your cheques to

THE INCREDIBLE NEW STAR SG -1 0
NEAR LETTER QUALITY PRINTER.

features:-
Epson and IBM compatible print codes

Friction and tractor feeds.

Externally Accessible DIP -Switches

i,( High -resolution bit -image graphics

 Downloadable character sets

 NLQ, italics, condensed, enlarged, super & subscript styles.

(,e' High 120 CPS print speed, logic seeking.

 Hex dump facility.
Macro -instructions.

 Touch -sensitive control panel.

 Standard parallel Centronics interface.

2K print buffer - expandable to 10K

 Commodore 64 version available shortly

Star SG -10 £259 -4- VAT £297.85

Parallel cable for any Micro (max. price) £20
2 Spare ink ribbons £5

2000 sheets of continuous listing paper £15
Next day doorstep delivery service £10

£347.85

Datastar's all in price £297.85!!!

Datastar Systems UK
Unicorn House, 182 Royal College Street, London NW1 9NN. Telex 295931 UNICOM G

PERSONAL CALLERS WELCOME - We are situated by the junction of Camden Road, near the railway bridge
MONDAY -FRIDAY 9-6 SUNDAY 10-1 EXPORT ENQUIRIES WELCOME

Credit Card Hot Line 01-4821711
AS MAIN DISTRIBUTORS FOR THESTAR RANGE, WE ARE ABLETO OFFER EXCELLENT DEALER MARGINS



APPLE COMPATIBLE PERIPHERALS

128K RAM Card with manual & disk.... £139.95
SNAPSHOT (II 811+1 -Dark Star... ..... £52.00
SNAPSHOT Ile- Dark Star ........ ........... ......... ........... ... £99.00
COPYKIT Software - Dark Star
SHUTTLE MULTITASKING SoftwareDark Star

£19.95
£19.95

Auto Dial/Auto Answer MODEM Card
£014145 software for above

£125.00
.£25.00

PRESTEL Graphics ROM for Modem Card ..... ... ........ ...
Disk Drive Controller Card
16K RAM (language) Card . .. .E39.95
BO Column Card (Vides Compatible) 11+/e ..... ..... ........... .£44.95
80 Col Card as above with Soft Control .... . .E59.95
INVERSE Video ROM for above
80,40 Column Hard Switch

£5.00
£9.95

BO Column Card for Ile £84.95
80 Column Card for Ile with 64K RAM £84.95
Z80 PLUS Card for II+ ................... .. .....
Z80 PLUS Card with Manual for II+ ........ .....

.£39.95

CP/M Z130 -B (6MHz) Card with 64K RAM II+ . .£169.95
£44.95

CP/M Module for Ilc £86.00

Parallel Printer Card (Epson)
£34.95
£34.95

SUPER Parallel Card with manual
Printer Buffer Card (64K dump)

£89.95
C129.95

Grappler+ Card ...
Grappler+ 161( Buffer . ......... ....

£84.95
E149.95

CHAMPION Parallel Interface (with cable) ................................ ... £45.00
CHAMPION + 161( Buffer (with cable) .£89.00
CHAMPION -i- 64K Buffer (with cable) ...
CACHEBOX 64K Parallel inline Buffer

£125.00
£125.00

Communications Card
RS -232 Senal Interlace Card ..

.£32.95
04.95

SUPER Senal card with manual . ..... ...... .
7710 Asynchronous Serial Interface
NTSC to PAL Converter + UHF Mod ... .. .

.£79.95
.£44.95
.£49.95

IEEE -488 Controller, cable, disk &manual......... ......... ...........
£49.95

...... ... £149.95
Eprom Blower Card (2716,2732,2764) . £49.95
MK2 Eprom Blower (2716,2732,2764,27128) ......... ... .. .. £59.95
NEW EPROM controller/Parallel 1/Face . .

EPROM Blower for 2716.3232e64.128,256 £53.00
8 BIT AD,DA Card (8 -channel) . .. £59.95

8 BIT 16 Channel AD Card ........
8 BIT 16 Channel AD/DA Card
CLOCK CARD (TIME11) Card

£109.95
£44.95

Music Card £44.95
Wild Card ....
Wild Card Plus

.£69.95

.£99.95
Four Port Twin 6522 Card

Integer Basic Card 132.95
LOGO Card
Joystick (2 control buttons) £9.95
Joystick (sell centering). ... .

Joystick (deluxe version) £13.999559

Joystick extension cord 49.95
Apple Compatible Power Supply 5A
ABCII Encoded Keyboard with I/c mod ...........
IBM STYLE keyboard for Apple .... ....... .... ...... ........ ........

.£54.95

.£139.95
A/C Cooling Fan (clip on) with suppress .............. ........ .£24.95Speech Card...........£79.95
Replay Card .E79.95

.£89.95
8088 Card writ 64K (capacity 128K) .................
Light Pen system .. ....... _____

£365.00
£195.00

Graphics Table .£89.00

APPLE STORAGE DEVICES
CUMANA full height drive for Apple .................. £109.00
CUMANA half height drive for Apple..... .......
AFD-2 haft ht. SSTDD 320K floppy drive ...

E145.00
£249.00

AFD-4 ha8 ht. DS/DO 640K floppy drive. .. £289.00
£59.00

INTEC 5MB Hard Drive for Apple .
INTEC 10MB Hard Once for Apple ..

£699.00
£950.00

.

5/10MB Hard Drive Controller Card.. ..... £250.00
(Note: All INTEC drives are UK buirt and backed - Prices include controller
card, cables. power supply, utility and diagnostic software for DOS. PASCAL &
CP/M, together with 24 month service warranty).

PRINTERS - DOT MATRIX
ANADEX - 100% DUTY CYCLE

Call
BROTHER
HR -5 Portable thermal transfer (P or S)
1-4R-5 for CI31.464NIC 20
EP -44 Thermal transfer (KSR)
M-1009 Dual Interface_ .......
M-1009 (IBM) 50cps
2024L NLO 190cps draft
IC 600- Typewriter -printer ....... ...... ..... . ............
DISK
CANON -- NEW LOW PRICES
PW-1080 160cps (NLO)
PW-1156 160cps (NLO)
F-60 BOcps Thermal DRAFT/NL(XLCZ/GR 110cor .......
PJ-1080A Seven COLOUR 37ops
DATAPRODUCTS - PAPER TIGER
8010 80col 1130cps draft NLO both S6 P
8011 . above but IBM COMPATIBLE...............
8020 132001 180cps draft both S & P...
8021 as above but IBM COMPATIBLE
8050 132col 200cps + SSF both S &
8050 COLOUR as above but colour proitng .....
8070 132001400cps draft LQ both 58, P
8070 COLOUR as above but colour printing
EPSON
FIX -80T 80col 100cps
RX-80 Fa 80co1 I 00cps ..

Seco' IFX-80 60cps

LO -1500 200% (NLQ) 4 to 16" pape voidth £855
EPSON 8143EPSON8145 Serial I/Face 2K buffered........£59
EPSON 8148 Serial I/Face 3K buffered.
XON/XOFF Serial 1/Face 2K buffer .£65
EPSON/COMMODORE Face 2K buffer. £53
EPSON 8165 PET IEEE 2ft li Face 21( buffer .£65
EPSON PET IEEE Cable 8260
EPSON APPLE Card 8132.

£125
E125
£189
£155
£149
.£889

.£379

E389
E389
£469

..E1219
...E1449

£1589
...E1829

16K Buffered parallel or serial IT
32K Buffered parallel or serial 1/F .
64K Buffered parallel or serial 1/F .
HONEYWELL
ALL MODELS
MANNESMANN TALLY
MT -130 80cps
MT -160 160cps
MT -180 160cps (NLQ) £545

BUSINESS SYSTEMS LTD
66, MAPLE DRIVE, EAST OPENSTEAO, WEST SUSS

MICRO PERIPHERALS

raga 3UP

CPA -80P Paralle1100cps. 80c0l .............. £179
CPA -80S Serial version of above ..
CPA 800 OL version of above....

£195
£219

CPA -80C Commodore version of above £195
CPB-80P Parallel IBM COMPAT. 130cps,80001 £199
CPB 805 As above but Serial
CPB-136 Parallel IBM COMP. 130cps, 1 38C .....

£209
£289

MP-165 C/ OL version of above
£235
£311

MP-1651 IBM version of above £249
£55

NEC
£489

PINWRITER P3 132001 ......
Parallel Interlace for P3/1,2

£569
£99

RS232 Interlace for P3iP2 £155
IBM PC Interlace for P3/P2 £99

£289
£119

NEWBURY DATA - Heavy Duty
DRE-8830 Parallel 180cps 132col £1019
DRES840 Parallel 240cps 132col
DRE-8925 Parallel 240cps 132col...

£1129
£1275

DRE-8850 Parallel 300LPM £1959
OKI - MICROLINE

E239

OKI-92P 160cps Parallel
£645
C315
£385

£1492
£1529

PANASONIC
KX-P1091 120cps NLO, IBM COMPATIBLE £249
KX-P1092 180cps NLQ, 7K buffer. IBM COMP £379
RADIX

RITEMANN
£439

PLUS- (MX -80 FT compatible) 120cps 80001 £199
BLUE PLUS (FIX -80 FT comp) 140cps 80co1 £225
II - (FX-80 compatible) 160cps 80co1 NLO
15 (FX 100 compatible) 160cps 136col

£255
£395

NEW F+ 80co1105cps FRONT LOADING, NLO, 2K . . £224
SEIKOSHA

1149
GP -100 Parallel or Serial £149
GP -500A 50cps £169
GP -250X 50cps £199
STAR
GEMIN11OX FR 120cps 80col £195
DELTA 10X F/T 160cps 60001 £.299
RADIX 10 F/T 20Dcps 80001
GEMINI 15X FrE 12t)cps 132co1

£399
£295

DELTA 15 F/T 160cps 132001 .

RADIX 15 FiT 200cps 132c01
£419
£499

TAXAN
KP-810 140cps 80col NU) £279

KP-810PC IBM VERSION...
£368
C329

KP-910PC IBM VERSION £409
TEC
1550 Parallel £539
1550 Serial.. £539
TOSHIBA - 24 Wire Head
2100H Parallel 100cps LO.. £1339
2100H Serial 100cps (NLO/ £1269
Auto Sheet Feeder for 2100 ..
Bi-directional Tractor for 2100

£546
£136

P-1340 Pll or Serial, BOwel + GrapFics
P-1351 Pll or Serial, 136c01 r Go arcs

£619
£1129

PRINTERS - DAISY WHEEL
BROTHER
HR -15 Parallel 20cps £311
H11.15 Serial 20cps £345
HR -25 Parallel 25cps .

HR -25 Serial 25cps
£549
£599

HR -35 Parallel 35cps £690
HR -35 Serial
FIR -15 Keyboard

£779
£129

HR -15 Sheet Feeder £179
HR -15 Tractor Feed Una
HR 25/35 Sheet Feeder

£60
£185

HR 25/35 Tractor Unit £75
TOWA

£199
leAsErr 2000 18cps 132c01, Pll ....... £219

£1529
£229

EPSON

JUKI
£315

£297
£645
£245
£169

NEC SPINWRITER
3510 30 15 Ser PILDiablo 35.1.-
7710 30 15 Ser PI/ Diablo 551115

£999
£1429

2000 Printer 20cps 1569
Seri Pll Diablo Mace for 2000. ..

8800 Phnter
. £89

£1299
Ser/PII/Diablo I lace for 8800. £99
Accessories for NEC printers
OUME '

Cell

945 RO full front panel ... . . .. . .

£1165
£1525

12/20 Letter Pro (S or Pl 20cps .... . £445
£1895
£1359

QUEN DATA/UCHIDA
£215
£199
£239

RICOH
RP -1200 ParalleliSenal 20cps ... , . . . £489

£789
£1300
11235
£1279

£445
Tractor Unit for 1600 Models £129
SILVER REED
EXP-400 Parallel 10cps £219
EXP-400 Serial 10cps £249
EXP-500 Parallel 16cps 1259
EXP-500 Serial 16cps £291
EXP-550 Parallel 19cps £429
EXP 550 Senall9cps £469
EXP-770 Parallel 36cps £579
EXP-770 Sena! 36cps £609
Tractor for 500
Tractor for 550/770

E84
£105

Cut Sheet Feeder for 500
Cut Sheet Feeder for 550/770 ....... ..... . ...... ........
8K Buffer for 770 .
16K Buffer for 770
48K Buffer for 770
TEC STARWRITER
F1040 Parallel 40cps
F10/55 Parallel 55cps
ElecMech Single Sheet Feeder.. .

Tractor for FIX units

......£163
£163
E55
E95

£259

£830
£1190

E445
£129

PLOTTERS

EPSON H180 Plotter . . £349
ASTAR MCP -404 -Colour 80 Character £105
ASTAR MCP -804 -Colour full graphics. E165
"NEW 'SILVER REED EB-50 typewriter/calculator/intelligent 4 -colour pl
printer £169

COLOUR PRINTERS
SEIKOSHA GP -700A
EPSON JX-80 160cps
DIABLO 150C . ..
ANADEX DP -97258 ..
CPP.40 4 -colour printeriplotter

£345
£469
£799

£1299
£99

MONITORS

SANYO
DM -2112 40001 15MHz+ P31 . .......

CD -312514" Normal Res RGB ......... ....... £155
CO -3117 14" Medium Res RGB

...
E275........ .....

CD -3115 14" High Res RGB £379
DMC 7650 IBM/APRICOT Colour Monitor £319
VAN JEN
GN-1211 12" Green or Amber 20MHz with tilt & swivel base .......
ZENITH
122E 12" 15MHZ AMBER . EN
123E 12" 15MHz Green £79
Tilt base for above........_ £8
ZVM-133 13" Colour hi Res (IBM-PC) E329
Cable for ZVM-133/IBM-PC £15
PHILIPS
751312' Green. composite. 20MHz £59
7502 12" Green. IBM Compatible 20MHz .. £94
CT 2007 MonitorTV RF,CVBS.RGB. £199
TAXAN

KX 1202G 12' 20MHz, Green, P39 tube...... ........ .......... ..... ..... 919

KX 1212PC 12' (IBM)) 20MHz. Green P39 .

MONOCHROME CABLES
Phono/Phono ..... ... £3.75

Videoonk for Commodore. ....
UHF/Phaeo £££9331770055

INDESIT
APRICOT display 12" (beige or black)......... £159

COMPUTERS

APRICOT
Fl .

PC 256K 2 x 315K a Monitor
PC 256K a 2 x 720K a Monitor ....
XI 256K a 10MB + Monitor ..

)0 512K a 10MB + Monitor

E1295
£1529
£2189

.........£2499

.........£2945
SANYO
MBC 550 128K + 1 X 160K + software £595
MBC 555 128K + 2 x 160K + software ..... ....... £789
MBC 550-2 as 550 but 360K Once ... £789
MBC 555-2 as 555 but dual 360K dr__ £1125

CRT 50 Med Res Colour Monitor..... .... .........._.£279
CRT 70 Hi Res Colour Monttor 1419
MBC 232 - RS232 ',Face board .149
64K RAM Plug In Module . £79
EPSON
PX-8 Portable Computer..

RAMD
120K RAM Disk ..

02-10 Desk Top Computer
CAN AND COMPATIBLES
CANON
A -200M 2561( 12 x 360K drives + mono display MS-DOS. GW-Basic... £1449
A -200C as above but COLOUR E1549
COMMODORE
PC -I 0 256K + 2 x 360K drives + monitor £1499
PC -20 2561( + I 360K 4 10148 + monitor ....... ........ ........... £2439
COMPAQ
PC -2 256K + 2 0 360K drives ......... ............. ..... .......... . £1689

DESKPRO 1 ........ ............ . .. . £1725
DESKPRO 2 £2099
DESKPRO 3 . f3395
DESKPRO 4 £4525
IBM
Mono PC 256K + 2 0 360K drives + monitor £1575
Colour PC 2561( + 2 0 360K + monitor .. ..... ........ . ..... ......... . E1845
Mono XT 258K + 1 if 360K + 101413 + monitor £3100
OLIVETTI

M21 2561< + 2 x 360K drives............ ....... ............ £1580
M21 2566 + 2 x 7201< £1799
SANYO
SANYO MBC 775 COLOUR PORTABLE IBM COMPATIBLE 256K RAM + 2 x
320K DRIVES, COLOUR MONITOR + MS-DOS and SW -BASIC £1749

SOFTWARE

WORDSTAR . .... . ..... E189

FRAMEWORK.....
£269

SYMPHONY ....... .......... ..... ................. £380
£369
C255

OPEN ACCESS .... ...... ..... . ....  £310

£130

SIDEKICK £42
CARD'BOX PLUB.. ...... ......... ...... .. E285
CROSSTALK XVI .. £120
SIDSIDEWAYS.......

WORDSTAR 2000
FLIGHT SIMULATOR
NORTON UTILITIES
SPREADSHEET AUDITOR ..................... ...... ........ 229.14£7£35990

TURBO PASCAL .. ...£49
£69

PCPAL 1129
-WE OFFER EXCELLENT DISCOUNTS ON JUST ABOUT EVERY MAJOR
BRAND OF SOFTWARE - CALL FOR QUOTATION"'

REMEMBER Even if you don't see it advertised here we can probably supply it AND FOR LESS. Problems with limited space means that we are only able to advertise
a limited range of products. Additional prices on application. Consumables, paper, ribbons etc, supplied at exceptional prices. 24 -HOUR DELIVERY on items
ex -stock.
CARRIAGE WITHIN UK: items which may be dispatched by POST (eg, peripheral cards etc) add £2.00 per order under £50.00. ORDERS EXCEEDING £50.00
CARRIAGE FREE. SOFTWARE PACKAGES: CHARGED SEPARATELY MINIMUM CHARGE £4.00. Items which must move by CARRIER (such as printers,
monitors etc) will be delivered within 24 -hours for a charge of £10.00. OR ALTERNATIVELY within 48 -HOURS at a charge of £7.50. Add 15% VAT to all prices given.
Remember, VAT is also applicable on carriage at 15%. Terms STRICTLY CWO. DEALER ENQUIRIES WELCOME. FOREIGN enquiries if possible by telex please.
Favourable rates to most destinations. CALLERS BY APPOINTMENT ONLY.

V/SA TEL: (0342) 24631  313427 TLX: 957547 1E3
22PCWJULY1985



Discount Micros!
SAVE HUNDREDS OF E C Cs

on the BEST RANGE OF MICROCOMPUTERS at the BEST PRICES!
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RECOMMENDATION? RELIABILITY? ... 40% REPEAT BUSINESS!!!!

- Full system
64K System Unit
2 x 320K Drives
Keyboard
High Res. Monitor

1-2Exact,

£1598*

Macintosh
128K

Keyboard

High Res. Monitor

-rtsocl.

COMPAa"
(Fully IBM compatible portable computer)

- Full System
256K System Unit
2 x 320K Drives
Colour interface
Keyboard
High Res. Monitor

£1698*

apricot

including a range

of software FREE

- Full system
256K System Unit
2 x315K Drives
Keyboard
High Res. Monitor

£1398*

£1398*

SANYO MBC 550 olivetti M24

L.C;,
gra,

128K System Unit
1 x 160K Drive
Keyboard
Spread Sheet
Wordstar

£598*

IBM Compatible
128K RAM
2 x 320/360 K Disc

D rives
- Monitor

Keyboard, etc.

a

£1498*

* COMMODORE PC * KAYPRO * SIRIUS
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APRICOT IBM PC
XI 256K 10MB + Mon £2348 128K 'XT' 10MB £2998
XI 256K 5MB + Mon £2148 128K 'XT 10MB Colour . . £3298
PC 256K, 2 x 720K + Mon. . . £1598 64K 'PC', 2 x 320K £1598
PC 256K, 2 x 315K + Mon. . . . £1398 64K 'PC', 2 x 320K Colour . £1898
Fl 256K, 1 x 720K + Mon . . £1048
Fle 128K, 1 x 315K + Mon. £848 COMPAQ

256K, 10MB £2999

OLIVETTI 256K, 2 x 320K £1698
M24 PC + Mon £1498 Deskpro 2 £2095
M21 Portable £1498
M10 Lap held £359

Kaypro A.T. Compatible
£3299!!!!r

YEARS PEACE OF MIND PROTECTION AGAINST*

- Breakdown, theft, etc.

- Loss of data

- Cost of hiring another machine

- Insurance in transit

*Option available

Other machines on request.

To place your order for IMMEDIATE
DELIVERY, call Vanessa on

01-938 2151 (20 lines) Phone

L

APPLE
Macintosh 128K inc. Mon.. . £1398
Macintosh 512K inc. Mon . . £2199
Ile 64K + Mon £599

SANYO
MBC 550 (128K, 1 x 160K) £598
MBC 555 (128K, 2 x 160K) £798
MBC 550 (1 x 360K) £798
MBC 555 (2 x 360K) £1098

Discount Micros Ltd.

7 Kensington High Street, London 61.8.

Please send me

El Quote on

PCW July

El Information on  Ring me
El Urgent

Name Title

Company

Address

Postcode

Extension
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*Offer lasts for limited period only and is subject to VAT
and change without notice!



c_itts
'Ilaggering!

How many products AWS
cram into their New 1985 Catalogue

Phone 01 541 1188
For your Free Copy

!ANNAWS Computer Supplies, 57 Surbiton Road,
Kingston Upon Thames, Surrey KT1 2HG. TELEX 859205

from £7695.001::1 486 Series
 Entry level XENIX System  80168 8 Mhz processor
 up to 4 terminals  includes one ALTOS terminal
 0.5 Mbyte RAM memory 1 floppy drive
 20 Mbyte Hard Disc  5 serial ports
 one networking port  XENIX 3.0 runtime included

The ALTOS 486 is a cost effective XENIX system with a wide range of database,
communications and applications software available. ALTOS Teamnet is supported via
the networking port for expansion. Ask about PC PATH for adding your IBM PC to the
ALTOS network.

1711:1 586 and 986 series from £9235.00

10 Mhz 8086 based systems with XENIX 3.0 operating system
 up to 1 Mbyte RAM memory  up 10 9 users
 up to 80 Mbyte Winchester  cartridge tape backup
 Low cost ALTOS Teamnet  Ethernet
 One Altos terminal included 1 floppy drive

The ALTOS 586 and 986 series otters high performance, and a wide range of
applications, database and communications software. ALTOS Teamnet supports
transparent networking for distributed databases, Telex and 3270 and 3280
communications. Enquire about PC PATH to integrate ALTOS and IBM PCs.

1:MS,1 68000 Series from £12,450.00

 Motorola 68000 processor
 up to 16 users
 -1 floppy drive
 Multibus expansion
 ALTOS -NET or Ethernet

UNIX III
up to 160 Mbyte Winchester
cartridge tape backup
Large memory space

The ALTOS 68000 is an excellent UNIX workhorse for software development work, and
scientific and technical processing.

WYSEpc
 MS-DOS 2.11
 256 Kbyte RAM
 Parallel printer interface
 2 360 Kbyte floppy
 runs Lotus 1-2-3 etc

from £1925.00

 OW Basic
 2 RS232 serial ports

14" colour or mono screen
 or 1 floppy & 10 Mbyte HD
 IBM expansion slots

The WYSE pc is an elegant and powerful, but economical microcomputer with IBM
compatibility and improved ergonomics.

Systematika Ltd. offers a full installation service with a wide range of terminals, printers
and applications software.

Svstematika ltd.
6-7 West Smithfield, London EC1A 9JX. Tel: 01-248 0962

Make more things happen with Memoco.

Memoco Electron Robotic Arm
12 Axis of movement. Arm raise and lower. 270 degree rotation left or right. 90
degree Elbow movement left or right. 90 degree wrist movement either side of
centre. 270 degree wrist rotation in either direction. Claw open and close
Fitted with motor control circuit. Switched from 5 volt TTL. Controlled by
computer. Separate motor driver power supply.

Witdh pobacksition
_

ni 29 95
fee

BBC B
Interface card £49.00

Spectrum
Interface card £79.00
Commodore 64 L% A 9 00
Interface card

200 in 1 Electronic Lab Kit
Includes all parts to make 200 projects such as
Radio : Rain Detector : Burglar Alarm. Covers
projects using Transistors Integrated Circuits :
Seven segment displays: Light Sensitive circuits
and many more. All components built into fitted
workcase with cover. Comprehensive manual.
Completely safe.

Normal Price £34.00
Our Price

Range Doubler Multitester
43 Ranges
50,000 Ohms per volt DC. 10,000 Ohms per volt AC.
4.25" Colour coded mirrored display giving accurate
reading without parellex error.

Normal Price £27.00 £15.45Our Price

Ni-Cad Battery Charger
A.A., C , D and PP3. Charges up to five batteries at a
time.
Price £6.95
Battery Eliminators
Mains to DC regulated 300 mA 6v, 7.5v, 9v
selectable. Suitable for most battery operated

£24.95 equipment
Price £6.95

hat. Br Joystick £9.50

11/2-41/2 v DC Motors Stall Current 300 mA
Dimensions: Length o/a: 45 mm; Dia: 24 mm; Shaft length: 5 mm; Shaft Dia: 2 mm

Price - £1.50 each or 10 for £12.50
ALL PRICES ARE OICWSIVE OF VAT - FOR ORDERS UNDER ES ADD El 00 POSTAGE AND PACKAGING. FOR INFORMATION ONLY PLEASASUPPLY S A E

TRADE ENQUIRIES WELCOME

ELECTRONELECTRON
MEN.
MEW
15 WINDSOR STREET
MELTON MOWBRAY, LEICS
TELEPHONE (0664)63544

24PCWJULY1985



IBM COMPATIBLES
SAVE UPTO £1000

on the price of an equivalent IBM PC system

FERRANTI ADVANCE 86b
IBM compatible micro, 128K memory, 2x 360K disc drives, colour graphics,
parallel and serial ports, 5 expansion slots, complete with monitor, BASICA,
integrated spreadsheet, wordprocessing, and database, and 12 months
on -site maintenance. Runs LOTUS 123, etc.

Only £995 + VAT
COMPLETE BUSINESS PACKAGE

Ferranti Advance 86b micro, monitor, printer, accounts software, integrated
spreadsheet, word processor, and database, BASICA, box of discs and paper,
12 months on -site maintenance. Everything you need to get started.

Only £1595 + VAT
HARD DISK FERRANTI MICRO

Phone today for unbeleivably LOW PRICES for a hard disk micro.
CANON A200 Microcomputer

Phone today for details of our SPECIAL INTRODUCTORY OFFER.

CAD PACKAGE
Doodle-dms computer aided design package, and Ferranti Advance 86b
microcomputer, high resolution colour monitor, and A4 plotter.

Only £2395 + VAT

SUBSTANTIAL SAVINGS ON PC SOFTWARE

IBM COMPATIBLE PRINTERS PC ACCESSORIES

CALL NOW FOR DETAILS
OPEN 7 DAYS 9am to 9pm

CARRERA COMPUTING
12, Lyons Avenue

Hetton-le-Hole
Tyne and Wear

DH5 OHS

Tel: SUNDERLAND (0783) 267816

Word -Bird
is not "user friendly" it is easy and natural to
use.

No commands, no keying -in sequences, no
"easy" reference cards.

Can be used immediately, mastered in
days.

Labels, letters and fully -formatted books
are typed direct to the screen, as they will
look on paper, with all the emphasis and
special characters your printer is capable of.

Easy, natural multi-lingual use.
Full wordprocessing power at your finger-

tips.
Phone for your FREE copy of the Word -

Bird Book of Wordprocessing now!

SPECIALISED MULTILINGUAL WORD
PROCESSING SYSTEMS

LEABUS
114 Brandon Street Legal & Business
London SE17 1AL Software
Telephone: 01-708 2756

WE'LL BEAT ANY PRICE BY £10
If you can buy any computer, software or printer at

a lower price than ours, we'll beat it by f10 -
guaranteed. To qualify simply provide a written

quotation from an authorised dealer.
We accept official orders from UK Government and

Educational Establishments.

EXPORT SPECIALISTS

4% EXTRA DISCOUNT FOR 2 OR MORE!

/APPLE

Fl 256K
PC 2X 315K
PC 2X 720K
Portable 256K
Portable 512K
Xi 10MB
Point 32 10MB
MSD 10MB
9" MON
12" MON
10" Colour Mon
Mouse cordless
MAC 128K
MAC 512K
MAC Drive
IMAGE WRITER 10"
IMAGE WRITER 15"

945
1308
1472
1472
1882
2292
2456
1062

164
205
324

78
1472
2128

286
316
430

RACAL B.T. Approved

1222
546630

1222 AD
311

CP 2123
MPS 24

463

VI 2422
756

CARDS

AST Sixpak 64K 273

Qubie 64K
261

Hercules Mono Graphics 389

Simon 256K and Serial 223

S.V. Multifunction 64K 198

COMPAQ
PC 2X360K

1799
3

PLUS
235

PC 10MB kit
2395

Deskpro Mod 2 2128
588Deskpro Mod 4 4Call

30 MB Drive

BM
PC 64 1X360K
Portable 2X360K
PCXT 10MB
PC 64 10MB
Portable 10MB
PC AT/ATE
360K Drive
PC Keyboard
AT Keyboard
Mono display
Mono/Printer adap.
RGB Colour Mon
Colour adap.
Parallel adap.
64K RAM kit
10MB upgrade kit
DOS 2-1

Lotus 123
Symphony
D Base II
D Base III
Framework
Wordstar
Wordstar Prof.
Multimate
Supercalc 3
Multiplan
Sage accounts
Pegasus
JAll
Apple Works
File Vision

934
1648

2318
1750
2230

Call
243
151

Call
153

148

405
159

71

59
820

48

262
399
230
339
335
190

285
220
210

130

249
185

Call
140

140

PRINTERS

Too many printers to

list - call for best price

01-278 5688/01-833 3831

GROUP 18
LTD

164 Grays Inn Road
London WC1
Telephone: 01-833 3391 Telex: 262005 SILVAL G
Prices are subject to change without notice

Al prices
exclude VAT
Credit Cards

attract a surcharge



2c SYSTEM 2
Apple 2c
2c Monitor
Monitor Stand
Apple Works

£899 + VAT
£129 + VAT

£27 + VAT
£175 + VAT

SYSTEM PRICE £1049 + VAT

2c SYSTEM 3
Apple 2c
2c Monitor
Monitor Stand
Additional
Disk Drive
Apple Works

£899 + VAT
£129 + VAT

£27 + VAT

£199 + VAT
£175 + VAT

SYSTEM PRICE £1199 + VAT

APPLE 2c APPLE 2e

 128K RAM
 Built-in Disk Drive
 80 Column Display

 Reliable
 Flexible
 Well Proven SYSTEM PRICE £1199 + VAT

2e SYSTEM 2
Apple 2e £489 + VAT
Disk with Controller £199 + VAT
Additional Drive £149 + VAT
12" Monitor £79 + VAT
Apple Works £175 + VAT

SYSTEM PRICE £999 + VAT

2e SYSTEM 4
Apple 2e £489 + VAT
Disk with Controller £199 + VAT
Additional Disk £149 + VAT
12" Monitor £79 + VAT
80 Column Card £79 + VAT
Printer Interface £79 + VAT
Epson RX8OFT £259 + VAT

APPLE MACINTOSH
"If you can point, you can

use a Macintosh."
 68000 Processor
 128K RAM
 Built-in 400K Disk
 Macwrite
 Macpaint
 Built-in high

resolution screen
Macintosh with FREE
Imagewriter OR External Drive £1790 + VAT

ACORN BBC
BBC + 8 Program
Tapes £299 F VAT

BBC +DFS + 8
Tapes £347 + VAT

SYSTEM 1
BBC + DFS
+ Disk Drive
£449 + VAT

SYSTEM 2
BBC + DFS
+ Disk Drive
+ High Res.
Monitor
+ Wordwise
£549 + VAT

SYSTEM 3 SYSTEM 4
BBC + DFS BBC + DFS
+ Disk Drive + Disk Drive
+ Monitor + Monitor
+ Wordwise + Wordwise
+ Epson Printer + Juki 6100
+ Box Diskettes Daisy Wheel
+ All Leads Printer
£799 + VAT + Box Diskettes

+ All Leads
£899 + VAT

Maintenance Con racts available on
BBC equipment. Phone for details.

ACT APRICOT
Apricot PC
from £1390 + VAT
including Monitor

Apricot Xi
from £2490 + VAT
including Monitor

All Apricots come
with BASIC Superwriter,
Supercalc, Superplanner.

SANYO
MBC 555 £799 + VAT
12" Monitor £79 + VAT
Juki 6100
Printer £349 + VAT
Box Diskettes £20 + VAT
Lead £20 + VAT

PACKAGE £1199 + VAT

+ FREE Wordstar,
Calcstar,Datastar,
Mailmerge,BASIC

COMPSHOP PRICE PROMISE
- We guarantee to match the
price on equipment offered
from stock through any othe
supplier.

Educational
enquiries and
orders welcome.
Quotations given.

One year warranty
on all products.

BARQAVCAltD

VISA

COMPSHOP was established in
1978 and has continually offered

the best in micro computers
to discerning customers.

We sell only
computers and

peripherals, and
therefore can

offer the support
many other

shops cannot.

All prices
quoted are

exclusive
of VAT.

I
INNOIS 0.1.
INTEINAIIO.A1

14 Station Road, New Barnet, Hertfordshire, EN5 1QW
(Close to New Barnet BR Station - Moorgate Line)

Telephone: 01-441 2922 (Sales) 01-449 6596 Telex: 298755 TELCOM G
OPEN (BARNET) - 10am - 7pm - Monday to Saturday
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TH  UGHTS & CROSSES
37 MARKET STREET,

COMPUTERS
Apricot FIE 128K + 3151( disk drive £625
Apricot Fl 256K + 720K disk drive + (with FREE software incl
Superwriter, Supercalc, Superptanner)
BBC Plus Microcomputer (includes DFS) £499
BBC Microcomputer Model B £349
BBC Model B with DES £399
Acorn Electron ( + £40 FREE software) C129
ZX Spectrum 48K ( + £50 FREE software) £99
ZX Spectrum Plus 48K ( + £50 FREE software) £129
Memotech 512 £265
Commodore 64 (+ £50 FREE software) + cassette rec. £189
Apple Ile with 2 disk drives and controller £985
Amstrad CPC464 green) + £100 FREE software £239
Amstrad CPC464 colour monitor) + £100 FREE software C349
Amstrad CPC664 col with disk drive) 0439
Amstrad CPC664 (green with disk drive) £329
Sinclair OL £359

PR INTERS
Canon PW1080A with NI,C1(+ FREE printer lead)
Canon PW1080A (+FREE OL Interface)
Canon PW1156A with NLO
Panasonic KX-11091 with NLO
Smith Corona D100
Epson P40
Epson RX80
Epson RX80 F/T
Epson FX80
Epson FX100
Brother 11F15 (Centronics or RS232)
Brother AC adaptor
Brother HR15 (Centronics or RS232) ..

Brother Cut -Sheet Feeder
Brother Keyboard
Brother EP44
Brother 1009 (Centronics)
Juki 6100 (Centronics Daisy Wheel(
Add 2200 (Typewriter Daisy Wheel Printer Cent/Seri
Juki Tractor Feeder
Juki Sheeter Feeder
Daisy Step 2000 (Centronics Daisy Wheel)
Shinwa CPA80 (Centronics)
Shinwa CPA80 (RS232)
Mannesman Tally MT80 Plus (Centronics)
Shinwa CP80 (Centronics)
Commodore MPS 801
Alphacom 32 (Spectrum/ZX81 model)
CCP 40 (4 colour Printer Plotter)
Uchida Daisy Wheel
Epson RS232 Interface
Epson RS232 Interface with 2K Buffer
Canon RS232 Interface
Shinwa RS232 Interface with 2K Buffer
Mannesman MT80 RS232 Interface
Mannesman MT80 2K Butter
Juki RS232 Interlace
Kempston Interface -E (rom)
Kempston Interface-Slcass)
Tasman Interface (cass)
OL Centronics
Atari Centronics Interface
Downsway Centronics Interface
Turbo Print GT Centronics Interface (supports CBM64 01000 cs) £70
IEEE to Centronics Interface for Commodore 40325096 £70
IBEK CBM64 to Parallel C60
Tripler Centronics for Commodore Vic 20/64 C50
Apple OE Centronics (Anstocard) E69
Apple IIE Serial I E69
Electron Plus 1 £58

PRINTER RIBBONS
Epson MX/FX/RX 80 £4
Epson MX/FX 100
Seikosha GP100 £4.5£178

Seikosha GP80
Microline (group 66) . £2.30
Anadex £12.50
MPS 801 £6.50
NEC 8023 £7
Canon PW1080A £8
Canon PW1156A £8
Epson 100 refill £3.30
Shinwa CP30/CPA130 C6.50
Mannesman Tally MT80 £6.50
Riteman Al E7
Panasonic KX-P110 (MTX) E9
SLIME MS £4.30
DAME nylon £6.50
Diablo MS £5
Diablo nylon £4
Diablo S/S £3
Juki 6100 SS E2

Juki 6100 MS £5
Brother EP44 C2.30
Brother HR5 02.99
Brother M1009 C3.80
Brother singlestrike HR15/25 E3

Brother correctable #915/25 ......................... E3

Brother multistrike HR15/25 E6

Others available please ask.
Print Wheels also available, please ask.

£315
£315
£395
£315
£215

£95
POA
POA
P08
P08
£149
£17

£375
£220
£150
£235
£189
£350
£275
£129
£220
£250
£205
£239
£199
£195
£210

E59
£105
£250

£29
£65
E80
£60
£25
£10
E60

£39.95
E29.95

35
£30
£70

£30

PRINTER LEADS
BBC Centronics printer lead £10
BBC Serial printer lead £10
Memotech Centronics printer lead £10
Dragon Centronics printer lead £10
Onc Centronics printer lead E10
Amstrad Centronics printer lead NO
Einstein Centronics printer lead £10
Wafadrive to Centronics lead - Spectrum £10
Spectrados to Centronics lead - Spectrum Et 0
EX Interface 1 to RS232 'D' - Spectrum ... .... £14.95
OL to RS232 lead £14.95
Centronics to 25 -way 'D' lead... ....... C15
Centronics to Centronics lead
RS232 'D' to RS232 'LT £13.50

PRINTER PAPER
1000 Sheets of continuous tractor feed paper C9

1000 Single/Double tractor teed labels £6.50
Alphacom Roll (black) £1.40

MONITOR
Microvitec 1431 MS (standard res suitable for BBC etc) £199
Microvitec 1451 MS (medium res. suitable for BBC etc). C290
Microvitec 1431 MZ -Spectrum C245
Microvitec 1451 MO- Sinclair OL ..... . £250
Microvitec 1451 APMS4 C345
Philips 7502 anti -glare green screen monitor (20MH71 £78
Commodore 1702 0210
Fidelity TV/Monitor C210
Fidelity CM14 £179
Fidelity GL Monitor (std res) £199
Amstrad Modulator E30

DISK DRIVES
ZS Microdrive -Sinclair T45
ZX Interface 1- Sinclair T45
ZX Expansion System (includes Microdrive/Interface 1,1asword
Two/Masterfile/Ant Attack/Games Designer) .................. £95
Commodore 1541 + Easy -Script + 6 programs £210
Torch Disk Pack -Torch £800
Memotech (single) - Memotech £410
Memotech (dual) - Memotech £800
Amstrad 3" drive -Amstrad Mt)
Electron Plus 3 -Acorn 7210

CUMANA
Single without PSU

CSXL 100100k 40T C99
CSX 100 100K 40T E109
CSX 200D 200K 40T DS 0129
CSX 400 400K 40/801 DS £149

Tel: (0924) 402337 for General Enquiries.

HECKMONDWIKE, WEST YORKS
CS 100 1001( 40T
CS 2000 200K 40T DS
CS 400 4001(40/807 DS

CUMANA
Single with ISO

£129
£159
£179

CUMANA
Twin drives with PSU

CD 200 2 x 100K 40T £249
CO 4000 2 x 200K 40T DS £299
CD 8000 2 x 400K 40/80T DS £329

DISKETTES
Parrot, Wabash. 3M Scotch

S/S S/0 40T 10 for .. £16
S/S D/D 407 10for .... £16
D/S D/D 400 10 for £20
0/S 0/1) 80T 10 for E26

Parrot diskettes Include FREE library case

DYSAN DISKETTES
104/10 S/S 0/D 40T 10 for £20
104/2D D/S D/0 401 10 for £29
204/2D D/S D/D 80T 10 for £35
3" Maxell Diskettes -single... C4.50
3.5" Hewlett Packard - single .. £4.50
3.5" Hewlett Packard - double . £5.50

PVC COVERS
Apricot F1 £6.50
BBC £3.99
Acorn Electron El 99
BBC Cassefte Recorder .. . 02.90
ZX Spectrum C1.99
ZX Spectrum Plus £2.99Saga Keyboard............£3.99
Sinclair OL.... C3.99
VIC 20/64. £2.99
Dragon 32;64 £3.99
Memotech 512 .. £3.99
Amstrad CPC464 £3.99
Amstrad Monitor (green) £3.99
Amstrad Monitor (colour) .. £4.80
Philips Monitor £4.30
Microvitec 14" £4.80
Canon PW1080A £4.80
Epson FX80 . 04.80
Epson RX80 Fr £4.30
Epson RX80 . £4.30
Shinwa CP80 £4.30
Mannesman Tally MT80 £4.30
MPS 801 £4.30
Brother HR15 £5.60
Apple lie . . £4.50
Apple Ile 8 Monitor £5.75
Seikosha GP80 £3.50
Seikosha GP100 £3.75
Juki 6100 £5.60
Over 40 different covers available for various computers Phone for

availability and price.

SPECTRUM PERIPHERALS
Spectrados DDOS (disk drive prices as per BBC with PSU) £89
DK Light Pen .. .078
Datel Light Writer £18
Games Board £3.95
DK Spectrum Keyboard £37
DK 3 Channel Sound £28
Saga Keyboard £45
Microdrive Library Case £5.95
Extension to Keyway (ribbon) £12
Currah Microslot £6.95
Microdrive Extension Lead . £5
Microdrive Cartridge .. £1.99
Pack of 4 Cartridges £7.50
Currah Microspeech £22
Datel Vox Box .... £33
2 Wafa Cartridges (64K) £7
VTX 5000 Modem EH

COMMODORE PERIPHERALS
Currah Microspeech
Datel Cornmversa £18
Music Maker ...... £28
Modem 100 £125
CBM Modem ..... . £80
Simon's Basic £45
Disk Utilities £13.50
Wordcraft (cartridge) £85
VC20 RAM Pack (31016K switchable) £32

BBC PERIPHERALS
Acorn EINES 1.2 C95
Econet Upgrade £45
Opus DDOS Interlace C110
LVL DDOS Interlace £110
Wordwise (rom) £40
Wordwise Plus (rom) EGO

Acorn Speech ROM £54
View 2 (rom) £55
View Printer Driver Generator £8.95
6502 Second Processor £199
Z80 Second Processor , FREE Software £367
Music 500 .. C189
ROM Extension Board £40
AMX Mouse £85
Commstar (rom) £27
Modem.. £69

JOYSTICKS & INTERFACES
Vulcan Joysticks (pair of proportional joysticks for the BBC) £20
Ouickshot II Joystick ... C11
Sure Shot Joystic £15
Formula 1 Joystick . £16.95
Formula 2 Joystick £11
Kempston Interface C11
DK Tronics Dual Port Interface.. E12
Datel Electronics Interface .E9
Budd Interface (+ reset switch) £12.95
Cambridge Programmable Joystick 1- Interlace * Program £29
DK Ironies Programmable Interface ...... .. £22

BOOKS
Sinclair 01 Companion £6.95
Electron Advanced User Guide. C10
Child's Guide to the Electron £6.25
Child's Guide to the Amstrad. . 06.25
Amstrad Advanced User Guide £6.95
BBC Basic Course (cass 8 book) £13.50
BBC Assembly Course (cass 8 book) £13.50
BBC User Guide.. £15
BBC Advanced User Guide £15
Graphs & Charts (BBC) £9.95
Creative Graphics (BBC). . C9.95
Commodore Reference Manual £10
Memotech Games Book ... . £5.95
Memotech Computing C6.95
Mernotech Program Book E5.95

COMPUTER SOFTWARE
Spectrum -Titles approx) 800
Commodore 64- itles (approx) 400
Amstrad- Titles (approx) 180
Electron -Titles (approx) 160
38C - Titles (approx) 400
811 our software is discounted by 10%. Please send for software

lists.

BBC
Title Company RRP Ours
Creative Graphics Acornsoft £995 E 8.95
Database AcornSoft £11.90 10.70
Database (disk) Acornsoft f15.35 13.85
Graphs and Charts Acornsoft £9.95 t 8.95
View Driver Gen. Acornsoft £9.95 £ 8.95
Viewsheet mm Acornsoft £59.95 E55.00
White Knight II BBCSoft £11.50 E10.25

Oiscmaster (disk)
Dumpmaster (disk)
Exmon
Help (rom)
Hershey Font (disk)
Murorn (rom)
Paintbox II (disk)
Paintbox II
Sleuth (rom)
Spellcheck II (rom)
Sprite Utilities
Sprite Utilities (disk)
Starter Pack
Teletext Pack
Teletext Pack (disk)
Caretaker (rom)
Disk Doctor (rom)
Graphics (rom)
Gremlin (rom)
Printmaster (mom)
Wordwise rom)
Beta -Base disk)
Grafdisk (disk)
Grafkey Clams
Replica II (disk) Clams
The Key (disk) Mares
Mini Office Database
Cashbook Accounts Gemini
Database Gemini
Final Accounts Gemini
Home Accounts Gemini
Invoices 8 Statements Gemini
Mailist Gemini
Payroll Gemini
Stock Control Gemini
Word Processor Gemini
Beginner's Assembler Honeyfolds
Beginner's Basic Honeyfolds
Editor:Printout:Library Island Logic
Synthesiser:Keyboard:

Library Island Logic
The Music. System (disc) Island Logic
Basic Ext (rom) Micropower
Machine Code Tutor New Gen
VU -Galt Psion
VU -File Psion
Ed -Master R. H. Electronics
Light Pen Graphics R. H. Electronics

SPECTRUM
Title Company
System 15000 AVS
Beta Basic Betasoft
Masterfile Campbell
Masterfile 8 MF Print Campbell
Astronomer CP Software
Extending Basic CP Software
Floating Point Forth CP Software
&nmade II CP Software
Supercode III CP Software
Leonardo Creative
Money Manager Creative
Mini Office Database
The Illustrator Gilsoft
The Quill Gilson
C Compiler Hisoft
Dev Pac 3 Hisoft
Pascal Hisoft
Ultrakit Hisoft
Purchase Ledger Kemp
Sales Ledger Kemp
Stock Control Kemp
Melbourne Draw Microsphere
Omnicale 2 Microsphere
Machine Code Tutor New Generation
Lightmagic New Generation
Machine Lighting Oasis
Spec Mac Mon Oasis
White Lightning Oasis
Address Manager Standard0CP
Address Manager Plus 80 OCP
Editor Assembler OCP
Finance Manager Standard0CP
Finance Manager Plus BO OCP
Machine Code Test Tool OCP
Stock Manager Standard OCP
Stock Manager Plus 80 OCP
VAT Manager Standard OCP
VAT Manager Plus 80 OCP
Editor 8 Assembler Picturesque
Spectrum Monitor Picturesque
Paint Plus Print 'n Plotter
Screen Machine Print 'n Plotter
Trans Express (cass) Romantic
Trans Express (m/d) Romantic
Make A Chip Sinclair
Musicmaster Sinclair
Print Utilities Sinclair
Small Business Accounts Sinclair
VU Cale Sinclair
VU File Sinclair
VU 3D Sinclair
Zeus Assembler Sinclaira Forth Sinclair
Tascopy Tasman
Tasmerge Tasman
Tasprint Tasman
Taswide Tasman
Tasword II Tasman

AMSTRAD
Title Company
Cash Planner 8 forecasterAbacus
Mailing List Abacus
Payroll Abacus'
Purchase 8 Sales Ledger Abacus
Basic Tutorial 1 Amsoft
Complete Firmware Amsoft
Complete OS Amsoft
Decision Maker Amsoft
Easi-Amscalc Amsoft
Guide to Basic 1 Amsoft
Guide to Basic 2 Amsoft
Micropen (disk) Amsoft
Microscript (disk) Amsoft
Microspread Amsoft
Project Planner Amsoft
Screen Designer Amsoft
Star Watcher Amsoft
Mastercalc CPC464 Campbell
Masterfile CPC464 Campbell
Artist & Sprite Designer CRL
Mini Office Database
Masterfile 664 (D) Campbell
Devpac Hisoft
Font 464 Hisoft
Pascal Hisoft
Home Budget Kuma
Logo Kuma
Machine Code Tutor New Generation
Assembler , Monitor Picturesque
Easi-Amscalc Saxon
Tascopy 464 Tasman
Tasprint 464 Tasman
Tasword 464 Tasman

Beebugsoft £19.00 016.90
Beebugsoft £12.00 E10.80
Beebugsoft £29.00 1'15.99
Beebugsoft £25.00 £22.50
Beebugsoft £15.00 £13.50
Beebugsoft £29.00 £26.90
Beebugsoft £12.00 £10.80
Beebugsoft £10.00 E9.00
Beebugsoft £29.00 £26.90
Beebugsoft £31.00 £27.90
Beebugsoft £10.00 £ 9.00
Beebugsoft £12.00 £10.80
Beebugsoft £13.00 E11.70
Beebugsoft E10.00 £ 9.00
Beebugsoft f12.00 £10.80
Computer Concepts £33.00 E30.00
Computer Concepts £33.00 £30.00
Computer Concepts £33.00 £30.00
Computer Concepts £33.00 £30.00
Computer Concepts £33.00 £30.00
Computer Concepts £45.00 E40.00
Clares £25.00 £22.00
Dares £12.90 E11.50

£ 8.99 £ 8.00
£12.00 f10.50
£12.95 £11.50
£ 5.95 E 5.35
£59.95 E50.00
£19.95 £18.110
£59.95 £50.00
£19.95 E18.00
£19.95 £18.00
£19.95 El& 00
£39.95 £35.00
£19.95 018.00
£19.95 E18.00
E14.95 £13.50
£14.95 £13.50
£12.95 E11.65

£12.95
£24.95
£19.95
£14.95
£14.95
£14.95
£ 9.95
£ 9.95

RRP
L 915
£11.00
£15.00
£19.95
£ 9.95
£ 9.95
£14.95

9.95
£12.95

7.95
E 6.95

5.95
£14.95
£14.95
£24.99
£14.00
£2600

£11.65
£22.00
E17.95
£13.50

6.00
6.00

C 8.95
E 8.95

Ours
E 8.95
f 9.90
£13.50
£18.00
£ 8.95

6.95
£13.50
£ 6.95
£11.65
£ 7.15

6.25
E 5.35
£13.50
£13.50
£22.50
£12.50
£22.50

Peiee
: Price

£14.95 £13.50
8.95 E 8.00

£14.95 £13.50
E14.95 £13.50
£14.95 £13.50
£19.95 £17.95
£14.95 E13.50
£14.95 £13.50
£ 8.95 8.05
£19.95 £17.95
£12.95 E11.65
£ 8.95 £ 8.05
£19.95 £17.95

9.95 £ 8.95
£ 8.95 C 8.05
£19.95 £17.95
£ 8.95 C 8.05
£19.95 £17.95

8.50 £ 7.65
£ 7.50 £ 6.75
£ 9.95 £ 8.95
£ 8.25 £ 7.40

9.95 08.95
.50

9.9512 Price
9.95 )2 Pries

£ 9.95 1/2 Price
£12.95 ;/2 Price
E 8.95 Price
E 8.9512 Price

9.9512 Price
£12.951[ Price
£14.95 2 Price
£ 9.90 8.90
£10.90 C 9.80
f 9.90 C 8.90
£ 5.50 E 4.95
£13.90 £12.50

RRP
E29.95
£29.95
C29.95
£29.95
£19.95
£19.95
£24.95
C24.95
£19.95
£19.95
£19.95
£49.95
£49.95
£49.95
£24.95
£14.95
£19.95
£24.95
£24.95
E 8.95
£ 5.95
£24.95
£24.95
£ 7.95
£24.95
£19.95
£19.95
£14.95
£19.95
£19.95

9.90
£ 9.90
£19.95

Tasword 664 (disk) Tasman £24.95

Ours
£26.95
E26.95
E.20.05
E26.95
E17.95
217.95
E22.50
£22.50
£17.95
£17.95
£17.95
£44.95
£44.95
£44.95
£22.50
£13.50
£17.95
£22.50
£22.50

8.05
£ 5.35
£22.50
E22.50
E 7.15
£22.50
£17.95
£17.95
£13.50
[17.95
£17.95
£ 8.90
E 8.90
£17.95
£22.50

COMMODORE 64
Title Company RRP Ours

Purchase/Sales Ledger Abacus' £29.95 £26.95
Stock Control Abacus £17.95 £16.25
Music Studio Activision £14.99 £13.50
Music Studio disk Activision £19.99 £17.99

Tel: (0924) 409753 for Credit Card Orders only.
ALL PRICES INCLUDE VAT + CARRIAGE EXPORT ORDERS WELCOME
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BBC MICRO COMPUTER SYSTEM
BBC Computers
Model B £299 (a) 6502 Second Processor £175 (a)
Model B + NFS £335 (a) Acorn IEEE Interface £280 (a)
Model B + DFS £346 (a) Z80 2nd Proc. + Software £348 (a)
Model B + DFS + NFS £399 (a) Bitstick + graphics Software £325 (a)

TORCH UNICORN PRODUCTS:
ZEP100 Z80 Card with 64K Ram + Free Software Package £275 (a)
ZDP240 Z80 Card with 2 x 400K Dual Drive + Software £625 (a)
HDP68K + UNIX 68000 with Z806 & UNIX OS £3495)a)
GS800 GRADUATE 8086 + 256K RAM + Dual Drive + Xchange Software £925(a)
In addition to above we carry a very wide range of BBC firmware & software packages. Please
write for further details.

SA NYO COMPUTER SYSTEM

SANYO's MBC 555 Series featuring 16 bit 8088 CPU with powerful MS-DOS operating system.
256K on board ram with a dual drive system offering 360K or 720K storage capacity. Detachable
keyboard with 81 keys including 5 user definable function keys. RGB/Composite Video with hi
res 640 x 200 8 colour display. Centronics port as standard. Supplied with Systems dics, Sanyo
BASIC and utility software which includes Professional WORDStar, DATAStar, SUPERSORT
and CALCStar.

SANYO MBC 555-2 360K Drive £1099 (a+b)
SANYO MBC 555-2 720K Drive £1199 (a+b)

FREE SANYO Hi Res GREEN SCREEN MONITOR WITH THE COMPUTER

PRINTERS
EPSON

RX8OT £210(a) RX8OFT £220(a) RX100 £345(a) FX80 £315(a) FX100 £430(a)
JX80 Full Colour Printer £525(a) H180 Plotter £399(a)

KAGA TAXAN NLO Printers
KP810 £225(a) KP910 £349(a)

DAISY WHEELS
JUKI 6100 £325(a) BROTHER HR15 £325(a)

PRINTER ACCESSORIES
EPSON
Serial Interface: 8143 £28(b);
8148 with 2K buffer £59(b).
32K Parallel Buffer £99(b)

Paper Roll Holder £17(b);
FX80 tractor Attachment £37(b)
Ribbons: MX/RX/FX 80 £5(c);
MX/RX/FX 100 £10(c).
Dust Covers: RXIFX 80 £4.50(c);
RX/FX100 £6.50(c).
KAGA Serial I/face with 2K Buffer £65(c)
Ribbon £6(c)

JUKI Serial I/Face with 2K Butter £60(b);
Ribbon £2.50(d).
JUKI Sheet Feeder £180(a);
Tractor Feed £129(a).
BROTHER HR15 Sheet Feeder £199(a);
Tractor Feed £99(a).
2000 Fanfold sheets with extra fine
perforations
9.5" x 11" £13.50(b); 14.5" x 11" £17.50(b).
Self Adhesive Labels 3ve per 1000.
Single Row £5.25(d); Triple Row £5(d).
Parallel Leads: IBM £18(c); BBC £7(c).

TECHNOLINE VIEWDATA
SYSTEM

Using `Prester type protocols
For information and orders phone:

01-450 9764.
24 hour service, 7 days a week.

MODEMS
- All modems listed below

are BT approved
MIRACLE WS2000:
The ultimate world standard modem covers all com-
mon BELL and CCITT standards up to 1200 Baud.
Allows communication with virtually any computer
system in the world. The optional AUTO DIAL and
AUTO ANSWER boards enhance the considerable
facilities already provided on the modem. Mains
powered £129(b). Auto dial Board/Auto Answer Board
£30(c) each awaiting BT approval. Software lead
£4.50.
BUZZ BOX:
This pocket sized modem complies with V21 300/300
Baud and provides an ideal solution for communica-
tions between users, with main frame computers and
bulletin boards at a very economic cost. Battery or
mains operated, £62(c). Mains adaptor £8(d).

BBC to Modem data lead £7.

EPROM PROGRAMMERS
Industrial Programmer P8000 £695(a)
Industrial Prod. Programmer P9010 £795(a)
Industrial Prod. Programmer P9020 £995(a)
Industrial Prod. Programmer P9030 £1295(a)
GANG OF EIGHT PRODUCTION POROGRAMMER

£395(a)
UV ERASERS:
UV1B 6 Eprons £47(b)
UV1T with timer 6 Eproms £59(b)
UV140 14 Eproms £71(b)
UV141 with timer 14 Eproms £88(b)

ALL PRICES EXCLUDE
VAT

Please add carriage 50p unless
indicated as follows

(a) (b) £2.50 (c) £1.50 (d)
£1.00

We also stock a full

range of

TTLs CMOS, CPU's,
RAMs, EPROMS.

Please write for our
catalogue.

DISC DRIVES
BBC compatible disc drives, fully cased and supplied complete with cables, manual and
formatting disc for operation with the BBC micro. These drives can operate in both single
and double density modes and are suitable for use with any micro with Shuggart A400
interface. Mechanisms available separately.
Single Drives:
1 x 100K 40T SS TS100 £85(b) PS100 with psu £125(b)
1 x 400K 80/40T DS TS400 £125(b) PS400 with psu £149(b)

Dual Drives: Stacked Version:
2 x 100K 40T SS
2 x 400K 80/40 DS
Plinth Version:
2 x 40T 100K SS
2 x 400K 80T DS

TD200 £175(a)
TD800 £250(a)

TD200P £195(a)
TD800P £265(a)

PD200 with psu £200(a)
PD800 with psu £290(a)

PD200P with psu £200(a)
PD800P with psu £305(a)

3M FLOPPY DISCS

Authorised Distributor
Data Recording Products

Industry standard high quality discs with guaranteed error free performance for life.
Discs in packs of 10:

40T SSDD £13(c) 40T DSDD £18(c)

BUT SSDD £22(c) BUT DSDD £24(c)

31111

MONITORS
All monitors supplied with BBC lead

MICROVITEC 14" RGB
1431 Standard Resolution £185(a)
1451 Medium Resolution £240(a)
1441 Hi Resolution £389(a)

MICROVITEC 14" RGB with PAL & Audio
1431 AP Standard Resolution £205(a)
1451 AP Medium Resolution . £280(a)

KAGA TAXAN 12" RGB
VISION II Hi Res £225(a)
VISION III Super Hi Res £325(a)

MONOCHROME MONITORS:
SANYO DM8112CX Hi Res 12" Green
Screen £90(a)
KAGA KX1201G Hi Res 12" Etched Green
Screen £99(a)
KAGA KX1202A Hi Res 12" Etched Amber
Screen £105(a)
ZENITH 123 Hi Res 12" Green Screen £70(a)
ZENITH 122 Hi Res 12" Amber Screen £70(a)

DRIVE ACCESSORIES
FLOPPICLENE Disc Head Cleaning Kit with 20 disposable cleaning discs ensures
continued optimum performance of the drives £14.50(c)
Single Disc Cable.. £6(d) Dual Disc Cable £8.50(c)
10 Disc Library Case £1.80(d) 30 Disc Storage Box £6(c)
40 Disc Lockable Box £14(c) 100 Disc Lockable Box £19(b)

PRINTER SHARER/BUFFER
A unique printer sharer/buffer that provides a simple way to improve the utilisation of the
installed equipment by reducing the waiting time for printing documents.

STANDARD Centronics interface Internal check to prove the data
with 3 inputs
EACH input port scanned every 5 secs to
check for data. Switching between ports
completely automatic.
Data input rate 4800 bytes/sec
LED Bargraph indicates percentage
memory used.
COPY key allows current document to
be reprinted.

integrity.
PAUSE switch allows printing to be
stopped temporarily to allow paper
change, adjust form feed etc. or allows
temporary storage for large number of
small files which can all be printed
together.
RESET allows all buffer memory to be
cleared without having to hard break on
the computer.

 64K buf fer capacity.  Mains powered  Compact 7cm x 17cm x 24cm
TSB 64 Buffer/Sharer £205(a)

Cable Set £30

PRINTER/COMPUTER SHARERS

Three computers to one printer (Centronics - Cable Set (ea 1m long) £25(d)
26 pin) f65(13) Three computers to one printer (Serial) £75(b)
External power pack £6.50

CONNECTOR SYSTEMS

10 Way
20 Way
26 Way
34 Way
40 Way
50 Way

I D CONNECTORS
Headers Receptacles Edge Conns

90p 85p 120p
145p 125p 195p
175p 150p 240p
200p 160p 320p
220p 190p 340p
235p 2009 390p

Grey Cable m
40p
85p

120p
160p
180p
200p

36 Way Centronics Plug 500p
36 Way Centronics Socket 550p
24 Way IEEE Plug 475p

24 Way IEEE Socket 500p

PCB Mtg Skt

Ang. Pin 36 Way 750p 24 Way 700p

AMPHENOL CONNECTORS
IDC

475p

500p
475p

500p

RS 232 JUMPER LEADS WITH
25 WAY CONNECTORS

24" Single end Male £5.00

24" Single end Female £5.25

24" Male to Male f8.25
24" Female to Female £9.50

24" Male to Female £9.00

Other lengths available

TEXTOOL ZIF
SOCKETS

24 pin £7.50
28 pin £9
40 pin £12

GENDER CHANGERS
25 Way D type
Male to Male £10
Female to Female.. £10
Male to Female £10

D CONNECTORS
No of Ways

9 15 25 37
Male
Solder 60p 85p 125p 170p
Angled Pins 120p 180p 240p 350p
IDC 175p 275p 325p -
Female
Solder 90p 130p 195p 290p
Angled Pins 160p 210p 290p 440p
IDC 195p 325p 375p -
Hoods 90p 95p 100p 120p
Screwlock Hood 130p 150p 175p -

TECH NOM ATIC LTD
MAIL ORDERS TO: 17 BURNLEY ROAD, LONDON NWIO 1ED

SHOPS AT: 17 BURNLEY ROAD, LONDON NWIO
(Tel: 01-208 1177 (4 lines) Telex: 922800)

305 EDGWARE ROAD, LONDON W2

PLEASE ADD 50p p&p & 15% VAT
lExporl: no VAT, p&P at ('osi)

Orders from Gosernment Depis. & Colleges etc. welcome.
Nfinimmn Telephone Order O.

Detailed Price list on request.

Stock keno are  lllll nal4 b return ttr post.

=Wm
111111M
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10MB
HARD
DISC

BUSINESS SYSTEMS LTD
230 Tottenham Court Road, London W1P 9AE,

Telephone: 01-636 71 42/41 02

Looking fora business system?

Let us help you.

Come to the first floor for expert

advice and unbeatable price.

apricot xiio WITH
10MB WINCHESTER
ONLY £2195 + VAT! pall
PLUS

4**}4"
INTEGRATED ACCOUNTS PACKAGE
FREE Invoicing
FREE Stock Control
FREE Sales Ledger
FREE Purchase Ledger
FREE Nominal Ledger
FREE Payroll
FREE Mailing List

1.4MB
FLOPPY

Apricot PC
Dual Drive
Double sided 720K
£1495 + VAT

SANYO 550
WITH 2X 800KB
FLOPPY DISC
ONLY £795 -1- VAT!

1122Brffil PLUS
Includes 256K Ram and MSDOS 2.11

FREE Monitor (Philips V7001)
FREE Wordprocessor (Wordstar)
FREE Spreadsheet(Calcstar)

Special Summer Prices

TRAINING
CAN BE

PROVIDED ON
ALL SYSTEMS

SUPPLIED

SPECIAL
IBM COMPATIBLE
SANYO 550.
Features dual 360K disk
drive, 256K Ram.
Full IBM Colour Grahpics,
(including IBM Compatible
Video Board and GW Basic).
MSDOS 2.11. Wordstar and C
FREE Hi -Res Green Monitor
Runs Lotus 123 etc

£895 +VAT
Limited stock.
Offer applicable only
while stocks last.

_1-PM

IBM
COMPATIBLE

550

alcstar.

GALAXY BARGAINS
SANYO with 10MB
Winchester 360K floppy, 256K
Ram, MSDOS 2.11, Wordstar &
Calcstar and Monochrome Monitor
£11495 + VAT
SANYO 775/10MX
SPECIAL OFFER

The portable Sanyo with
10MB Winchester disk.
Twin 360K floppies, 256K
Ram, MSDOS 2.11, Integral
9 train, FREE SOFTWARE, FREE
COLOUR PRINTER
£2495 + VAT

We also stock a wide range of Printers, Monitors, Disc
Drives and Software Packages, plus many other

Computer Systems at bargain prices.

1 YEAR
WARRANTY &

MAINTENANCE
CONTRACTS
AVAILABLE

A

OPENING HOURS MON-SAT 9AM-6PM
MAIL ORDERS TO West One Galaxy Business Systems Ltd.

230 Tottenham Court Road. London. WI
Cheques payable to. West One Galaxy Business Systems Ltd.



Space-savin
furniture at

accommoda
prices

THE APOLLO RANGE-
STYUSH DESKS

TO SAVE YOU SPACE AND MONEY.

The Apollo business desk range from
Opus Supplies brings a little high -style
into the hi -tech age. But, with prices that
start at only £100, these are desks
designed to suit your computer system
and your pocket.

Smart, modern, appearance combined
with robust construction and practical
styling ensures that Apollo desks will fit
into any working environment; office or
laboratory, classroom or sales area.

Sturdy steel underframes support
shelving with scratch -resistant surfaces.
The top shelf has sufficient room for a
monitor and printer while below the lower
desk top will accommodate your computer,
hard or floppy disc drive and software.

You can choose left or right handed
drawers for extra storage and all Apollo
desk units are equipped with lockable
castors .

Generous dealer, government and
education discounts are available.

To: Opus Supplies Limited, 55 Ormside Way,
Holmethorpe Industrial Estate, Redhill, Surrey.

Please send details and brochure of the
Apollo business desk range (please tick)

or please send me the address of your
nearest stockists (please tick)

Name

Address

Telephone

OP
55 Ormside Way,

sHolmethorpe Industrial
I Estate, Redhill, Surrey.

,,,,,,,,,,,,,,i,,,, I Ed TELEPHONE: 0737-65080

ALL-TIME CP/M MICROCOMPUTER
SYSTEM BARGAIN!
Fantastic bulk purchase of a major European
manufacturer's entire stock of this top-quality
machine enables us to retail it at far below its
manufacturing cost. ALL FEATURES LISTED
are INCLUDED as STANDARD:

 COMPLETE with EITHER single or double
(as illustrated) TEAC half -height 51/4"
double -sided, double -density floppy disc
drives. Formatted capacity: 320Kb per
drive.

 4 MHz Z80A CPU
 64Kb RAM (in 4164 chips)

 28Kb EPROM containing monitor & MICROSOFT
BASIC

 CP/M Version 3.01

 80 x 24 display with colour block -mode graphics

 Exceptionally high quality styled keyboard with
numeric keypad & 6 function keys

 Centronics
 RS232N24

Baud

 UHF Modulator for TV & composite video output
 ROM port. (A Word -Processor ROM is available

at extra cost)
 6 month full guarantee & option to return within

14 days if not absolutely delighted

parallel interface
serial interface selectable 300-9600

PRICES (monitor not included): With DUAL floppy: £347.00 (£399.05 incl. VAT) With SINGLE floppy: £250.00 (£287.50 incl. VAT)

CARRIAGE: £9.50 (incl. VAT) Visa & Barclaycard accepted NSA

Available ONLY from:
COMPUTER APPRECIATION, 16 Walton Street, Oxford OX1 2HQ. (0865) 55163 TELEX: 838750
MATMOS Ltd., 1 Church Street, Cucklield, W. Sussex RH17 5JZ. (0444) 414484 454377 (0444) 73830
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COST: Only £99 + VAT for the full SPEEDIT system
and £29 + VAT for the demonstration version.

One day conversion courses commence in the autumn
at the RAC, Pall Mall, London. These courses include
full SPEEDIT system package plus buffet lunch,
exclusive use of a PC by each delegate, professional
computer staff. Cost is £210 plus VAT. Book early to
avoid disappointment.
Send to: R. H. Jones, LAMNIA, 49 Normanton Avenue,

London SW19 8BA.
Tel: 01-946 4108

Speedlt Summary
WITHIN A FLOWBLOCK

Cursor Movements
"S Char Left
"A Word Left
"ELine Up"X
HomeBlock Up
-F1 Block Left

-Z
^W
"C

-G
Del

"Y
"U

Fl
F2
F3
F4
F5
F6

-13 Char Right
"F Word Right

Line Down
End Block Down
"F2 Block Right

Scrolling Actions
Line Down PgDn Page Down
Line Up PgUp Page Up
Page Down "R Page Up

Delete Miscellaneous
Char Line Ruleoff
Char Left -0 Open Comment
Word Right New Comment
Line "V Insert Tog.
Undo -Q Find/replace

"J Short Help
Function Keys

Call up main Help System
Create a WHILE block
Create a (Basic) FOR block
Create IF -THEN block
Create IF -THEN -ELSE block
Create a CASE block

F7 Reserved
F8 Create a GOSUB statement
F9 Reserved
F10 Reserved

SPEEDIT WITH BASIC
A revolutionary new productivity tool for developing programs in Basic.
Speedlt has two components:
A flowback EDITOR which creates and maintains program files.
A BASIC language TRANSLATOR.
Features include:

* Creates a structured, well defined specification using flowbacks.
* User friendly and cost effective.
* Full screen editor with cursor -controlled colour within active flowbacks.
* Help facility.
* Flowback specification file can be printed.

MINIMUM SYSTEM REQUIREMENTS
IBM PC/XT or equivalent, 256K RAM, one floppy disk drive, colour graphics card, RGB monitor.
Hard disk recommended. Needs PCDOS, M5DOS or Concurrent DOS.

WITHIN THE PROGRAM
Detaching Traversing

"B Block Alt B Beginning
"P Pile Alt E Ending

Alt N Next Module
Attaching Alt L Last Module

Alt A Replace Alt I Ins Module
a GOSUB Alt K Kill Module

Range Operations
"KR Read named disk file (.SPT)
"KW Write (.SPT) file
"KS Save program and continue
"KX Save program and exit to DOS
"KQ Quit. Abandon edit session
Alt D Display module names
Alt P Print flowblocks
Alt R Rename a flowblock
Alt Q (Same as "KQ)

Invoking Speedlt
Speedlt has two components: a flowblock editor
(SP.EXE) and a Basic language translator
(XLATE.EXE). The editor creates and maintains
program files (which have the file extension SPT).
XLATE translates SPT files into Basic source files
with the BAS file extension. Both SP and XLATE
are invoked with a single file name parameter (no
extension), eg >SP UPDATE. The .SPT exten-
sion is always assumed._
I Dates: September 25, 26,

October 14, 15, 16,
November 7, 8, 14,

27
17,
15,

21,
28,

22,
29

23,
T

24

Please indicate preferred dates to help our
scheduling.

Name(s):

Company

Address

Tel:
Please send details of above courses.
Please contact me regarding demonstration/

I±Durchase of SPEEDIT. I
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TRAINING SERVICES
 Courses III Workshops  Surveys
 Consultancy
Courses available to the end of July:
June 21, July 12 Lotus 1.2.3 Beginners.
June 25, July 31 Getting started with the IBM PC

(half day X60)
June 26 DisplayWrite2- Mailshots,

Columns, Ta,bles.
July2, 30 dBase III with emphasis on customer records.
JuJy3 Mastering MailMerge (for WordStar users).
July4 Lotus 1.2.3 - Macros, Tables, Look -Up

and other more advanced functions.
Delta - Setting -up a record keeping system.
WordStar 2000 Beginners.
The Barefoot Engineer -a technical
course for all practical people.
Configuring hardware, software and
options for the PC/XT. Diagnostics.

July 16 Cashflow planning using Lotus 1.2.3.
July 17 7bchnicians Course- Emphasis on

PC/XT hardware for those with
access to workshop tools. (X125)

July 18 The whole picture business graphics on
screen and 35mm slides - via Polaroid Palette.

July 19 WordStar 2000- the more advanced features.
July24 DisplayWrite2 Beginners.
July23 Lotus 1.2.3 Users workshop. Bring your project.

Tuition, consulting and group interaction.
All Courses one day duration at a cost off 105 plus VAT,
except as stated. All at Willow House (near Victoria station)

July 5
July 9
July 10

C/WP COMPUTERS
Willow House Willow Place London SW1P 1JH Telephone: 01-828 9000

DOT MATRIX
EPSON
RU0
(illus.)

£221
Inc. VAT

EPSON
RX80

F/T Plus

I/£255Inc VAT
Epson RX80 .4217 + VAT = £221
Epson 8X80 FIT Plus E221.74 + VAT = £255
Epson 1X80 (with HO) _P.OA.
Epson 8180 f329.57 + VAT = £379

Epson F1100 (132 col width)... £511 10 -T VAT = £588
ADC 1I5001 (Epson Compatible) £164.35 + VAT = £189

Naga Taxan 810 (RIO £277.39 + VAT = £319

Naga Taxan 910 (111.11132 £344.96 + VAT = £399
RS232 Interfaces from £27.83 + YAT = C32

Printer cables (2 metres) £13.04 + Vff = £15

19

Brother RR 15 .E323.48 116 = E372

luki 6100 _E329.57 + w = 379

Daisystep 2000 £230.43 + YAT = E265

PROCESSORS
BBC Model B ... P00

BBC B with DfS. POA

Amstrad CPC464.. ... £15739 + VAT = £181

Acorn 7.80 Ext Processor ............... £338.00 4 VAT = £389
Apricot Fl Plus Mono Monitor

Plus Software padi. . £1126.00 + VAT = £1295

Apricot PC Twin 3156 + VAT = £1495
Apricot PC Twin 72011 disks ................£1485 + VAT = £1685

DEC 11123 + 40MIL £6086.96 f VAT = £7000

DEC 11/73 ( 170MB £10434.78 - VAT = £12000

Opus disk drives from ... £86.09 + VAT = £99
WS2000 modem inc. cable .............. £129.57 r VAT = £149

MOPE FOR OUR QUOTATION ON BESPOKE ACCOUNTING

SOFTWARE INVOICING/LEDGERS/PAYR011

colour MONITORS

MICROVITEC
1451 OL

Medium Res

£265
inc VAT

Amstrad CTM640 £146.96 + VAT = £169
Amstrad 0110640.. £146.96 -- VAT = £169

Mictovitec 145181. £22610 + VAT = ENO
Microyitec 1451 BBC........................ £23913 + VAT = £275

1451 £286.96 ( VAT = £330
Microritec 1441. . £395.65 + VAT = £455

(High Res. BBC)

Taxan Naga Vision . .......... £326.09 VAT = £375

(BBC/APPLE/IBM)

mono MONITORS
Sanyo D08112 ex (18MHz)........... .£88.69 . VAT - £102

Zenith 12' (I5MHz Green) ..£66.96 + VAT = £77

Zenith IT (15MHz Amber). £77.39 + VAT = £89

ISL 20 Swivel BO col. £68.70 + VAT = f79

(20MHz tilt + swtrel base)

mi ro FA T
The Experts

57 Hoxton Square London N1

01-729 1778
Prices are correct at time of

going to press
Access and Visa welcome

Open Mon - Sat 9am to 6pm

MAIL ORDER:
Carriage: Printers and Monitors £10

Phone Orders welcome

Y uata..
EXIT 2 FROM

J'

STRESS

/A"

0864

""°,1,18W"E
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It's available from your local Softsel dealer.
ADELPHI BUSINESS COMPUTERS LTD.
25 TRINITY STREET, COVENTRY,
WEST MIDLANDS CV1 1FJ. TEL: (0203) 553944.

ADVANCED MICRO PRODUCTS
200 COURT ROAD, ELTHAM,
LONDON SE9 4EW. TEL: (01) 851 3311.

COLIN GRACE ASSOCIATES LTD.
CLIFTON MEWS, 62 HIGH STREET,
SAFFRON WALDEN, ESSEX CB10 lEE.
TEL: (0799) 22532.

COMPUTER CITY
78 VICTORIA ROAD, WIDNES,
CHESHIRE WA8 7RA. TEL:( (051) 420 3333.

DEVERILL COMPUTER SERVICES LTD.
ITEC HOUSE, 34-40 WEST STREET,
POOLE, DORSET BH15 1LA. TEL (0202) 684441.

FAIRHURST INSTRUMENTS LTD.
WOODFORD ROAD, WILMSLOW
CHESHIRE SK9 2L. TEL: (062) 5533741.

GATE MICROSYSTEMS LTD.
ABBEY HOUSE, 10 BOTHWELL STREET,
GLASGOW, STRATHCLYDE G2 6NU.
TEL: (041) 221 9372.

MBS DATA EFFICIENCY,
MAXTED ROAD, HEMEL HEMPSTEAD,
HERTS HP2 7EL. TEL: (0442) 60155.

PACE SOFTWARE SUPPLIES
92 NEW CROSS STREET, BRADFORD,
W. YORKS. TEL: (0274) 729306.

PERSONAL COMPUTERS LTD.
220-226 BISHOPSGATE,
LONDON EC2M 4JS. TEL: (01) 377 1200.

PROGRAMS UNLIMITED
19 IMPERIAL HOUSE, KINGSWAY,
LONDON WC1. TEL: (01) 240 9006.

RAVEN COMPUTERS
28-32 CHEAPSIDE, BRADFORD,
YORKS BD1 4JA. TEL: (0274) 309386.

STIRLING MICROSYSTEMS,
1 PARK ROAD,
LONDON NW1 6XE. TEL: (01) 486 7671.

TASHA BUSINESS SYSTEMS
191 KENSINGTON HIGH STREET,
LONDON W8. TEL: (01) 937 7896.

THAMES VALLEY SYSTEMS
GREYS HOUSE, 7 GREYFRIARS ROAD,
READING, BERKS RG1 1NU. TEL: (0734) 581829.

UNITED SUMLOCK LTD.
36 KING STREET, BRISTOL,
AVON BS1 4DZ. TEL: (0272) 276685.

1/c/ al,b
TM
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Make
with Musiticwbigorki.

They had everything going for them. Good looks,
determination and a great image.

But one thing stood between the Sydney Saunders
Skiffle Duo and success in the music business. Talent.

But blessed with a good ear for a winner, Sydney laid
out a few notes for Musicworks. A major development
from Hayden Software.

FOR BUDDING HOLLIES EVERYWHERE
Even if you can't read a note, Musicworks enables

you to compose music
directly on your Apple
Macintosh'," and hear. the
results instantly.

You compose on a
seven -and -a -half octave
grid. Just like the keys on a
piano. As you put down
your notes you hear them.
All in the click of a mouse.

When you've got your
latest masterpiece sounding
just right, Musicworks
transforms it into a musical
staff, inserts the right

notation and prints it in a
professional format which any musician

can follow. Even Sydney.
Now he can drum up any tune he likes. Change and

edit notes. And then play back the whole melody
whenever he wants.

THE FAB FOUR

Another feature that Sydney likes to harp on about
is Musicworks' built-in instrument selection.

Use up to four at a time from a total of 10 or listen to
each one selectively. Musicworks also comes complete
with templates which guide you through playing classical
and popular selections.

It's available from your local Softsel dealer. Along with
over 2,600 other titles from over 250 publishers.

However there's still one slight hitch in Sydney's rise to
stardom. He's been charged under the Trade
Descriptions Act over the name of his latest album -
"Sydney Saunders Entertains".

Musicworks -A sound investment.

The number one distributor of software.
In the world.

Softsel Computer Products Ltd, Softsel House, Syon Gate Way,
Great West Road, Brentford, Middlesex TW8 9DD.

MuSICWORKS IS A TRADEMARK OF MACROMIND INC MACINTOSH IS A TRADEMARK OF APPLE COMPUTERS INC



The search is over.
At last, the only complete, BABT

approved communication's package
for IBM®PC, XT, AT and
compatible micros. 'The Missing
Link' is an internal modem which

comes complete
with a menu
driven software
package allow-
ing auto-diaV
auto -answer
access to
private and

public VIEWDATA and DATEL
services such as PRESTEL®,

T

L

in0
APP or use

with telec ion systems
run by Brit munications
in accord e conditions

in the s for use.

TELECOM GOLD', PSS, ONE TO
ONE and many more.

The British designed 3/4 size card
plugs into any of the expansion slots
and offers CCITT V.2 I 300/300 and
V.23 1200/75, 75/1200 full duplex
with selectable error detection and
correction protocols.

The Missing Link is available from For further information contact
Jaguar Communications (0727 32983), PC Communications Ltd.,
Interface (0256 461191), K.P.G. Hard- Business and Technology Centre,
ware (0 1995 3573), Bessemer Drive,

Stevenage, Herts.
SGI 2DX.
Tel: Stevenage (0438)
31656 I . Telex 825824

First Computer
(01 499 3046), and
IBM Dealers at a
price of £499+ VAT.

WI
1111111111111111111,

11111//1 MINN
111111111111111M1111.1

-.11111111111111."

Internal autodialianswer
for 1M1, , s

IBM is a registered trademark of International Business Machines.
Prestel and Telecom Gold are trademarks of British Telecommunications. COMMUNICATIONS



Jazz is a stunning new 5 -in- I

package, created by Lotus especially

for the Macintosh.
Just imagine. All the power of

Lotus software,with the accessibility
of the Mac.

orksbeet

Graphics

ord Processing

Nang'
Conununications

Adding up to one thing.
Unbeatable computing power for
every business.

Call First Software today for
your nearest Lotus Jazz dealer
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IINEWAIE
DISTRIBUTOR OF THE WORLD'S LEADING SOFTWARE

First Software, Intec- I , Wade Road,
Basingstoke, Hants, RG24 ONE.

Tel: 0256 463344. Telex: 859030 FIRSTG

Lotus, Jazz are trademarks of Lotus Development Corporation
Macintosh is a trademark licensed to Apple Computer Inc.



I ABS
Business Centres

STOCK
CONTROL

STATUTORY
SICK PAY

& PERSONNEL
RECORDS

INVOICE
COMPILER

STOCK
CONTROL

accounting softweare

MAIL
LIST

PURCHASE 1 WORD
LEDGER A PROCESSOR

COSTCOSTING

PAYROLL

SALES
LEDGER

t
SALES ORDER
PROCESSING

40111wommo

MODELLER

NOMINAL
LEDGER

FAST DATA
ENTRY

STOCK
CONTROL

...quite simply,none better.
At a TABS Business Centre you'll get free advice, the best

hardware and software, expert training and a professional
installation service - all in one place.

Head Office: TABS Ltd.. Dolphin House, New Street, Salisbury, Wiltshire.

SALES
LEDGER

\

PAYROLL 1

CASH
BOOK

PURCHASE
LEDGER

PURCHASE
ORDER

PROCESSING/

10,///

For your nearest one stop Business Centre
phone Salisbury

0122-338668



WIN A SAFAR
TO KENYA

1

An opportunity to win a super ELEPHANT Safari for two persons - luxury accommodation, travel and all expenses
paid - with every purchase of a 10 -disk ELEPHANT pack made between 1st April and 30th June 1985!
Look for your participating ELEPHANT Dealer's special Competition Display and pick up a simple puzzle card with
your purchase. Send it to us with an ELEPHANT 10 -pack top to receive, completely free, an ELEPHANT 'T' shirt and
an opportunity in this exciting competition. Each subsequent 10 -pack purchase and completed puzzle card gives
you another opportunity - there's no limit!
Should you have difficulty in obtaining ELEPHANT products, phone or write for details of your nearest Dealer.

Dennison

ELEPHANT NEVER FORGETS
Dennison Manufacturing Co. Ltd.
Colonial Way, Watford, Herts WD2 4JY, Tel: Watford (0923) 41244, Telex: 923321

France: Soroclass, 45, rue de l'Est - 92100, Boulogne.
Tel. Reseau de Distribution: 605.98.99, Administration des Ventes: 605.70.78, Telex: EMS 206 436 E
Germany: Marcom Computerzubehbr GmbH, Podbielskistr. 321, 3000 Hannover 51, Tel: (0511) 647420, Telex: 923818
Other Countries: Dennison International Company, 4006 Erkrath 1, Matthias-Claudius-Strasse 9, Telex: 858 6600



MICROTIME
INTERNATIONAL

LIMITED
106A BEDFORD RD, WOOTTON,

BEDS MK43 9JB
Telephone (0234) 767758/766351

NEC PC -8201A
TANDY MODEL 100
From Tokai Create
PASOCALC - ROM based spreadsheet (NEC) £80
From A.M.P. Incorporated
Forth £90
The Journalist - Unique text formatter with graphic
layout display £65

From Travelling Software Inc.
Travelling Writer - acclaimed word processor
Time Manager- time costing for professionals
Appointment Manager- calendars &

appointments £50
Sales Manager - sales activity/customer notes £55
Expense Manager- full expense accounting £55
Project Manager- budgets/actuals/costs/

activities £60
T -Base- the ultimate relational database system £90
T -Backup- advanced tape filing utility £25
IDEA! - the revolutionary outline processor £75
T -View 80 - enhanced 60/80 col. display mode £30

From Chattanooga Systems
Autopen - full featured word processor
Autopen N&A - as above with name/address

options
Autopad -a small memory (5K) spreadsheet
Trip- expense account details and trip log
ChequeBook - personal cheque book record
Book - single entry accounts package
Tfile- tape filing utility

£50
£55

£30

£40
£40
£30
£25
£30
£20

From Datacount Inc. (NEC only)
Data-Dex - automated desktop card index system £35
Data -Text - text formatting and word processor £40
Data -Code - bar code generation package £30
Data -Max - database, any record in 0.5 seconds £50

From Silicon Crafts/Micro Time
PUFS our best cassette based spreadsheet under
7K
MPLAN - spreadsheet with templates
MSOLVE - equation solver with templates
MBRAIN - full RPN calculator with stacks/

memories
MLABEL - general purpose labelling program

£50
£50
£50

£20
£30

From Custom Software
80085 Assembler - (in 3K machine code) £40
CBUG 80085 Assembler De -Bugging tool £35

(all prices ex -VAT, 50p per item UK p&p, 2nd class
post)

SEND OR RING FOR DETAILS
TODAY FROM MICROTIME

Approved NEC PC -8201A dealers

It's available from your
local Softsel dealer.

ADVANCED MICRO PRODUCTS
200 COURT ROAD

ELTHAM, LONDON SE9 4EW
TEL (01) 851 3311

CALLHAVEN LTD
43 FIFE ROAD,

KINGSTON-UPON-THAMES
SURREY KT1 1SF.
TEL (01) 549 5612

CLM MATMOS PLUS
14-16 CHILDS PLACE, EARLS CT

LONDON SW5 9RX.
TEL (01) 373 6607

COMPUTERLAND
38 EDGWARE ROAD,
LONDON W2 2EH.
TEL: (01) 723 3071

INFORMETRICS
THE FARMHOUSE, LOW ROAD,
KESWICK, NORWICH NR4 6TX.

TEL: (0603) 54805

PERSONAL COMPUTERS LTD.
220/226 BISHOPSGATE,

LONDON EC2M 4JS.
TEL (01) 377 1200

PILOT SOFTWARE
32 RATHBONE PLACE,

LONDON W1P TAD.
TEL: (01) 636 2666

PEAR COMPUTING SYSTEMS LTD
129 QUEENS CRESCENT,

LONDON NW5 4HE.
TEL: (01) 267 0940

SOUTH WALES COMPUTERS
131 B & C ALBANY ROAD,

CARDIFF,
S. GLAMORGAN CF2 3NS.

TEL: (0222) 490572

TASHA BUSINESS SYSTEMS
191 KENSINGTON HIGH ST

LONDON W8.
TEL: (01) 937 7896

THAMES VALLEY SYSTEMS
GREYS HOUSE,

7 GREYFRIARS ROAD,
READING, BERKS RG1 1NU

TEL: (0734) 581829

THE CITY COMPUTER CENTRE,
105 WHITECROSS ST
LONDON EC 1Y 8JD.
TEL: (01) 588 5537/8

VEGA COMPUTERS LTD
6 SUFFOLK HOUSE,

GEORGE ST
CROYDON, SURREY CKO 1PH.

TEL (01) 680 4484

Tyjang
Tutor

Simon & Schuster, Inc.
38PCWJULY1985



Miss Carruthers beats the clock,
thanks to Typing Tutor IIITM

Deer... Der Dear Sur Dear Sin....
Miss Carruthers fumbled for her correction fluid once

again. So much of the stuffwas brushed on her letters, they
had to be sent by parcel post.

It was costing Harry Armitage, her boss, a fortune.
So he decided to invest in Typing Tutor III. The

revolutionary typing instruction program from Simon and
Schustee

After all with a recently acquired computer in the office,
she'd have to sharpen up her skills pretty quickly.

TYPING TUTOR III - THE KEY TO BETTER COMPUTING
Available for the Apple IIT,mApple

man Macintoslim,Atari7Commodore 64 TM
and IBM PC, Typing Tutor III allows
professionals, students, writers and
secretaries to utilize the power of a
personal computer to the full.

It's composed of a series of
self -paced custom designed
typing lessons and tests. All of
which are automatically adjusted
to match your ability and
progress levels.

Typing Tutor III contains a
feature called Tripe Response

Monitoring., TRM analyzes the
results of each test and clearly shows your

speed, accuracy, strengths and weaknesses. And to help
you see the error of your ways your progress is reproduced
in graph form.

EXTRA TERRESTRIAL TYPING
Typing Tutor III also comes complete with Letter

Invaders. An exciting arcade -style game in which you have
to defend earth from invading fleets from outer -space. As
each letter or symbol comes into view, blast it by typing it on
the keyboard. As your typing gets faster the game gets faster.

Typing Tutor III is simplicity itself to use and comes
complete with reference manual.

It's available from your local Softsel dealer along with
over 2,600 other titles from over 250 publishers.

Miss Carruthers typing improved beyond all
recognition. So much so that Harry Armitage entered her for
the Typing World Championships.

And although she romped home with a top score of
160 wpm. he knows of one lady who could beat his
secretary out of sight in the words -per -minute stakes.

His mother-in-law.
Typing Tutor III -A hands down winner.

The number one distributor of Software.
In the world.

Softsel Computer Products Limited, Softsel House, Syon Gate Way,
Brentford, Middlesex TW8 9DD.

TYPING TUTOR III. LETTER INVADERS, T. R M AND TIME RESPONSE MONITORING ARE TRADEMARKS OF KRIYA SYSTEMS INC APPLE & APPLE MACINTOSH ARE TRADEMARKS OF APPLE
COMPUTERS INC IBM IS A TRADEMARK OF INTERNATIONAL BUSINESS MACHINES CORP SIMON & SCHUSTER IS THE TRADEMARK OF SIMON & SCHUSTER INC ATARI IS THE TRADEMARK OF ATARI

INC AND COMMODORE 64 IS A TRADEMARK OF COMMODORE BUSINESS MACHINES INC



NEW
LOW

PRICES WHY PAY MORE
NEW
LOW

PRICES

QUALITY SS/DD AND DS/QD DISCS IN THEIR OWN LIBRARY BOX

We are able to offer these prices due
to our policy of bulk buying and feel
that we can offer you the customer a
better deal. Why not take advantage
of these low prices.

48 HOUR DELIVERY SERVICE
24 Hr. ANSWERING SERVICE

PRICES INCLUDE DELIVERY PER BOX OF 10

1-5 BOXES SS/DD 48 TPI

6-10 BOXES SS/DD 48 TPI

10+ BOXES SS/DD 48 TPI

£12.50 + VAT

£12.00 + VAT

£11.50 + VAT

PRICES INCLUDE DELIVERY PER BOX OF 10

1-5 BOXES DS/QD 96 TPI £18.50 + VAT

6-10 BOXES DS/QD 96 TPI £18.00 + VAT

10+ BOXES DS/QD 96 TPI £17.50 + VAT

PLEASE SEND PAYMENT OR PHONE TO USE CREDIT CARD
LARGE QUANTITY AND EDUCATION DISCOUNTS GIVEN

Access

En?() Pr2)G3C)C11?3Gi
Southfield House, 11 Liverpool Gardens, Worthing, Sussex BN11 1RY

Telephone: Worthing (0903) 213174

Modem WS 2000
businessmen.

A Modem WS2000 from Miracle

For example, autodial and auto -Modems aren't just for

Technology can put you and your
home computer in touch with the
world. Here's how:

40 Multi -speed, multi -standard
Modem WS2000 not only gives you
instant access to Prestel, Micronet,
bulletin boards, public and
private databases and elec-
tronic mail, but also lets you
communicate with other
computers around the world.

 WS2000 is suitable
for use with just about any
home computer, and we can
supply the necessary
software for most.

 WS2000 offers
more add-ons than other
modems.

POWER

Tx DATA

Rx DATA

CARRIER

ON LINE

talkie
1211,0Rx-Thix

a.--VIEWTEXT

15R a-1200Tx
IN.

CCITT
300FULL

OR _pUPLE

B
F 12.00

ANS-

answer options (now undergoing approval
testing with BABT), and direct computer

one software control of the modem.
 Because we appreciate that

not everyone's an expert, our Cus-
tomer Services and Technical Depart-
ments are happy to give help and advice.

Iiii With BT telephone
lead, mains power supply

and comprehensive
operating manual,

WS2000 costs only
£129.95 exc (£154.73 inc
VAT & UK delivery). You
may also need a computer
lead (£10.35 inc). Specify

computer when
ordering. Talk to us

BEST today: tomorrow
BUYyou'll be talking to
the world.

1200

EQU

op,,, ;VT
modem wssuocio MODE

To: Miracle Technology (UK) Ltd, St Peters Street, Ipswich IP1 1XB (Tel 0473 50304) PcwiTes

Please send me WS2000 modem(s) @ £154.73 inc + computer lead(s) £10.35 inc for my
computer(s). Totalcomputer(s).

I enclose PO/cheque payable to Miracle Technology. Or charge my Visa/Access card no
Please send me details of Miracle Technology's full data comms range.

Name

Address we thought of tomorrow, yesterday.
Post Code Registered No 1756137. VAT No 368 4535 21

40 PCWJULY 1985



LOGISTIX (n) a powerful
spreadsheet with an extensive
database and containing truly
superior presentation -quality
graphics. Logistix also includes: the
fourth dimension - (1) time
management; (2) resource
allocation; (3) task scheduling;
(4) project planning. Commonly
referred to as the best idea in
business software since the

spreadsheet'.

THE INDISPENSABLE PLANNING AND DECISION AID

No business remains static. You
nerd to know not only what is going
on today, but what should be
happening next week, next month or
next year. So you need the right kind
of information in a form you can use
and understand, you need to be able
to analyse it in various ways and you
need to be able to present it to
others. Most important of all, you
need to make decisions about the
future. In short, you need to plan.

 DATABASE

 TIMESHEET

le SPREADSHEET

GRAPHICS

Logistix adds the all-important
feature of time management to
classic spreadsheet features, an
extensive database capability and
presentation quality graphics, to
provide a versatile, powerful and
easy to use planning and decision
aid for managers and professionals.

LOGISTIX - The best idea in
business software since the
spreadsheet.

GMIFOX
Grafox Limited

65 Banbury Road

Oxford 0X2 6PE
Tel 108651516281



AKHTER FOR

BUSINESS COMPUTERS

APRICOT COMPUTERS

APRICOT PC 256k RAM, dual 315k disc drives
AKHTER PR10E£1276 + VAT £1468

APRICOT PC 256k RAM,dual 720k disc drives
AKHTER PRICE £1436 + VAT £1652

APRICOT X110 256k RAM 10 Mb Winchester
Akhter Price £2236 + VAT £2572

APRICOT X110S 512k RAM 10 Mb Winchester
AKHTER PRICE £2636 + VAT £3032

APRICOT X120 512k RAM 20 Mb Winchester
AKHTER PRICE £3036 + VAT £3492

APRICOT X120S 1 Mb RAM 20 Mb Winchester
AKHTER PR10E£3436 + VAT £3952

APRICOT MONITORS
High Resolution 9" Green Screen Mono

AKHTER PRICE £160 + £184
High Resolution 12" Green Screen Mono

AKHTER PRICE £200 + VAT £230

APRICOT F1 - NEW LOW PRICES

APRICOT Fle 256k RAM, single 315k disc drive + FREE Green Monito/
AKHTER PRICE £595 + VAT £685

APRICOT F1 256k RAM, single 720k disc drive
AKHTER PRICE £761 + VAT £876

APRICOT FP1 256k RAM, single 720k disc drive,
64k Colour RAM

AKHTER PRICE £846 + VAT £973
APRICOT FP2 512k RAM, single 720k
disc drive, 1 28k Colour RAM

AKHTER PRICE £1186 + VAT £1364

All APRICOT machines include the following
software:

Activity, ACT sketch, ACT diary,
MS DOS 2.11., GW Basic Interpreter,

Async Comms, IBM - PC Emulator

APRICOT NETWORK SYSTEMS

POINT 7 (FOR APRICOT XI ONLY)
Cluster Controller (incl. Concurrent DOS and Documentation)

AKHTER PRICE £39 + VAT £456
10' Cable AKHTER PRICE £23 + VAT £27
25' Cable AKHTER PRICE £45 + VAT £52
50' Cable AKHTER PRICE £68 +VAT £79
POINT 32 (FILE SERVERS)
32/10 256k RAM 10 Mb
32/20 512k RAM 20 Mb . .

32/80 512k RAM 80 Mb ...

ACCESSORIES
Bank with 100 Mb Cartridge
Network Board and Tap Box
Network Cable 500' Red

SOFTWARE PACKS
Super Pack Super Calc, Super Writer, Super Planner

AKHTER PRICE £81 + VAT £94
Educational Pack CP/M - 86, Dr Logo. Tutorial

AKHTER PRICE £26 + VAT £30

\
AKHTER

AKHTER PRICE £2396 + VAT £2756
AKHTER PR ICE £3196 + VAT £3676
AKHTER PRICE £5096 + VAT £5861

AKHTER PR10E£1616 +VAT£1859
AKHTER PRICE £166 + VAT £191
AKHTER PRICE £176 + VAT £203

/SOFTWARE
TRAINING

BOTH 'ON SITE' AND ECONOMICALLY
PRICED 'CENTRED' TRAINING
COURSES ARE AVAILABLE....

RING FOR DETAILS

FiVIHTER

/
/ SANYO

SANYO MBC 550 SERIES
16 bit 8088 CPU. MS DOS 2.11. 256k RAM. Expandable disc drives
from dual 360k floppies to 10MB hard disc and 800k floppy. Built in full
colour graphics. Free Hi-res green monitor. Free software - WordStar
and CalcStar.

SANYO 550.360x
Dual 360k disc drives AKHTER PRICE £895 + VAT £1030
SANYO 550-800x
Dual 800k disc drives AKHTER PRICE £995 + VAT £1145
SANYO 550-10MX
Integral 10 Megabyte Winchester hard disc drive with
single 360 k floppy disc drive . . . . AKHTER PRICE £1745 + VAT £2007
with single 800k floppy disc drive

AKHTER PRICE £1795 + VAT £2065
NEW IBM COMPATIBLE 550
Dual 360k disc drives, 256k RAM, MS DOS 2.11. Full IBM colour graphics
(includes IBM compatible video board and GW Basic).
Runs Lotus 1.2.3. etc. AKHTER PRICE £995 + VAT £1145

ADDITIONAL SOFTWARE FOR THE SANYO MBC 550 SERIES
Full Info Star pack (including InfoStar, DataStar, ReportStar, Sort, Mailmerge
and SpellStar) AKHTER PRICE £195 + VAT £225

AKHTER DISC DRIVE UPGRADE KITS FOR SANYO
Single 360k £110 + VAT £127

Dual 360k £199 + VAT £220
Single 800k £129 +VAT£149

Dual 800k £239 + VAT £275
Single1OMB . £895 +VAT£1030

Akhter offer £25 as a trade in on your old
Sanyo drives.

/ c4.vsi
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SANYO MBC 775 PORTABLE COMPUTER
16 -bit 8088 CPU, 256k RAM, MS DOS 2.11. Dual 360k disc drives. IBM
Compatable Colour Graphics. Integral 9" colour monitor.
FREE software - Word Star and Calc Star.
FREE Colour Printer with screen dump software.

AKHTER PRICE £2150 + VAT £2473

SANYO MBC 775-10MX Portable Computer
16 -bit 8088 CPU 256k RAM MS DOS 2.11. Integral 10 Mb Winchester
Hard Disc, Dual 360k disc drives. IBM compatible colour graphics Integral
9" colour monitor.
FREE software - Word star and Calc Star.
FREE Colour Printer with screen dump software.

AKHTER PRICE £2795 + £3215

\--will11111111111111111111111

/

IBM AND COMPATIBLES UPGRADE
Hard Disc Drive for IBM and compatibles. 10 and 20 Megabyte Winchester hard discs with fast controller,

this upgrade includes all necessary cables. Will convert your IBM PC to XT capabilities at a fraction of the cost.

10Megabyte and controller
20Megabyte and controller

£695 + VAT £799
£895 + VAT £1030



/_
AKHTER FOR PRINTERS,

MONITORS El DISC DRIVES

/
DAISYWHEEL PRINTERS

JUKI 6000 AKHTER PRICE £199 + VAT £229
JUKI 6100 20 CPS. Bi-directional. logic seeking, 10, 12, 15 CPI and
P S. AKHTER PRICE £324 + VAT £373
JUKI 6300 40 CPS. Bi-directional. 10, 12, 1 5CPI and PS

AKHTER PRICE £699 + VAT £804
JUKI 2200 Portable electronic daisywheel typewriter and RIO printer.
10CPS. 10. 12 and 15 pitch. Bi-directional printing. 2k buffer

AKHTER PRICE £259 + VAT £298
Single sheet feeder £199 + VAT £229
RS232 Interface £50 + £58
Tractor Unit £129 + VAT £148
Spare daisywheel £14 + VAT £16
Juki 6100 ribbon £2 + VAT £2.30
QUENDATA DWP1120 20CPS. Bi-directional, logic seeking.
Centronic Interface (Optional RS232 -C)

AKHTER PRICE £219 + VAT £252

COLOUR PRINTERS

OKIMATE 20 Full colour, 40 CPS letter quality, variable
width tractor feed, plain paper and acetate film printing.

AKHTER PRICE £259 + VAT £298

CANNON PJ1080A Seven colour printing.
37 CPS. Bidirectional

AKHTER PRICE £399 + VAT £459

AKHTER DISC DRIVES

ALL AKHTER DRIVES ARE COVERED BY
THE AKHTER GOLD STANDARD

A TVVO YEAR WARRANTY AT NO EXTRA COST

100% fully Acorn compatible. 51/4 inch floppy disc
drives. Each drive comes fully cased Er equipped with
all necessary cables, formatting disc & User Guide.

DUAL DRIVES WITH PSU Et MONITOR STAND
MD802D Dual drive 800k (2 x 400k) 40/80 switchable, double sided
plus PSU plus monitor stand £286 + VAT £329.
MD402D Dual drive 400k (2 x 200k) 40 track, double sided plus PSU
plus monitor stand £260 + VAT £299

DUAL DRIVES, VERTICALLY STACKED WITH CABLES Et
FORMATTING DISC.
MD802C Dual drive 800k (2 x 400k) 40/80 switchable, double

deo £225 + VAT £259
MD402C Dual drive 400k (2 x 200k) 40 track, double sided

£199 + VAT £229

SINGLE DRIVES, fully cased with cables Et formatting disc.
MD400A Single drive 400k 40/80 switchable, double sided

£103 + VAT £119
The power units used are highly efficient and reliable switch and mode
power supplies.

3M DISKETTES
744 Single sided. double density 40 track (box of 101 £15.60 + VAT £17.95
745 Double sided, double density 40 track (box of 101 £22.57 + VAT £25.95
747 Double sided, double density 80 track (box of 10) £26.04 + VAT £29.95

fiiiHTER,

7 SPECIAL EDUCATION
DISCOUNTS

BULK ENQUIRIES
WELCOME

fikiHTER\. /
/ DOT MATRIX PRINTERS

EPSON
FX 80 160CPS 10 inch wide friction and pin feed.

AKHTER PRICE £324 + VAT £373
FX 100 160CPS 15 inch wide friction and pin feed

AKHTER PRICE £439 + VAT £505
RX80 FIT 100CPS 10 inch wide friction and pin feed

AKHTER PRICE £239 + VAT £275
RX80 100CPS 10 inch wide tractor feed

AKHTER PRICE £215 + VAT £248
RX100 F/T 100 CPS Friction and tractor feed

AKHTER PRICE £349 + VAT £401
LX80 NEW Epson printer with NLQ - PHONE FOR PRICE
8143 RS232 Interface for FX and RX printers

8148 RS232 Interface with 2k buffers. X on X off
£39 + VAT £45

£60 + £69
Ribbon Cartridge for RX80, FX80 and MX80 £5 + VAT £6
Ribbon Cartridge for FX100 and MX100 £7 + VAT £8

MP165 165 CPS 10 inch wide friction and tractor feed. NLQ Epson
compatible £239 + VAT £275
CANON PW1080A 160CPS 10 inch wide friction and tractor feed.

NLQ AKHTER PRICE £255 + VAT £294

CANON PW1156A 160CPS, 15 inch wide
friction feed NLQ

AKHTER PRICE £359 + VAT £413
SH I NA CPA80100 CPS friction and tractor feed

. AKHTER PRICE £187 + VAT £215

SMITH CORONA
FASTEXT 80 80CPS 80column friction feed

AKHTER PRICE £129 + VAT £149
0100 1 20CPS friction and tractor feed

AKHTER PRICE £187 + £215

MONITORS

MONITORS
SANYO COLOUR MONITORS
CD 3125 Standard resolution £155 + VAT £179
CD3117 Medium resolution £299 + VAT £344
CD3115 High resolution £399 + VAT £459

SANYO GREEN MONITORS
DM8112 12 inch 18 Mhz Hi-res £86 + VAT £99
DM911212 inch 18 Mhz Hi-res with tilt stand £99 +VAT £144

PHILIPS
7001 Hi-res green screen with sound input £69 + VAT £79.

MICROVITEC CUB
1431 MS 14 inch RGB standard res. col. £199 + VAT £229
1451 MS 14 inch RGB med. res. col. £240 + VAT £276
1441 MS 14 inch RGB hi-res. col £399 + VAT £459

ll prices are subject to change without notice and are rounded up to the
nearest pound.

131-4-ITER CO1flPLJTE1 GROUP
28/29 BURNT MILL HARLOW
ESSEX CM20 2HU U.K.

0279-443521 (10 lines)
Telex 818894 AKHTER G

Opening Hours: Mon - Fri 9 a.m. - 6.30 p.m.
Sat 10 a.m. - 5 p.m.

CALLERS WELCOME AMPLE PARKING
DELIVERY:
Securicor 'A' Service NSA

£8.00 per parcel
Securicor 'B' Service
£5.00 per parcel
Postal Service £1.50 per parcel



SANYO 550,5 now IBM PC Compatible
IBM/Lotus Video Board (MS-DOS 2.11 Video Board and Lotus 123 (req 256k)
and GW-BASIC) 145 445

SANYO 550 Series
Memory Upgrades 64k (128-129k) 41 Graphic Specials:

128k (128-256k) 75 (Grafiti:Freeze Frame:Joystick) 85
Disk Upgrades 2 x 360k Internal 315 (Picasso:Freeze Frame:Joystick) 118
(All inc 2 x 800k Internal 355 BASIC Manual 27

Software) 2 x 800k External 429 Joystick (2 Button) with ext cable) 25
10mb Internal Hard Disk 995 Logitek Screen Handler (Ansi 3.64) 15

MS-DOS 2.11 39 Screen Dump (Freeze Frame) 32
Games/Business Send for list Select- Datastar:ReporVLabel Pgm 25
Serial Interface (RS232) 49 Desmet 'C' Compiler and 8086 Assem
Clock/Calendar Card Call 155

Desmet 'C' Symbolic Debugger 55

SANYO 550 Computers and Peripherals
- Mail Order Specials

SANYO 550 (1 x 160k) 669 ZENITH Mono Monitor & Lead 80
SANYO 550-3X 2 x 360k 869 EPSON RX 80F/T with Centronics Cable
SANYO 550-6X (2x800k)949 269

S 1.25, EPSON FX 100 with Centronics Cable(All the above with MS-DOS
BASIC, WordStar, CalcStar and 539
Monochrome Monitor) MANNESMAN TALLY MT 80 with Cen
MS-DOS 2.11 with the above add 35 Cable 209
SMUA membership with any Computer BROTHER HR15 399

27 BROTHER 2024L (100cps NLO)
SANYO CRT 36 Mono Monitor & Lead (Diablo 630 & Epson Compatible) 999

120

TURBO, PASCAL (IBM, Sanyo, Olivetti,
Apple CPM etc)

Turbo Pascal 49 Turbo
Turbo Toolbox (Isam, Quicksort etc) Gift All 3 - Save £32 95

49 Pack
Turbo Tutor 29 Turbo Pascal (With 8087 Support) 85
Sidekick (IBM & Full Compat Only) 49 Gift Pack (With 8087 Support) 130

Sidekick (Unprotected Version) 75 Turbo Pascal (v 3) 65

Graphics Toolbox 45
Superkey 65

IBM PC/XT Add Ons and Upgrades
20mb Internal Hard Disk 1095 Memory Upgrades 64k RAM 48
Hard Disk Power Supply (Optional) 145 128k RAM 83
24mb Tape Streamer (No slot req) 975 AST Six Pack Plus Multifunction Card
Mouse Systems - Mouse Call (RAM:Serial:Parallel:Clock)
smARTWORK (PCB Design Package)895 AST with 64k RAM 275

AST with 384k RAM (Huge Saving) 395
All major Add Ons/Boards/Software Available - Call for prices

UNBEATABLE VALUE FOR MONEY
- THE IDEAL LOTUS 123 MACHINE

OLIVETTI M24 Desk Top or M21 Portable
(with 640k RAM)

The SUPER Fast IBM Compatible
- Is it faster than an AT?

M24 Desk Top or M21 Portable (with OLIVETTI M21 /M24 Upgrades
2 x 360k drives, 640k RAM HiRes Mono Memory Upgrades 64k 128k -192k 55
Mon, Keyboard Serial/Parallel/Graphics 128k 128k -256k 99
MS-DOS 2.11) 1999 512k 128k -640k
As above with 2 x 800k Drives 2199 299
As above with 1 x 800k Drive and Disk Drives 2 x 800k 325
1 x 20mb Hard Disk 3199 1 x20 mb Hard Disk 1095

Software as for IBM

TELECOM GOLD/COMMUNICATIONS
(SANYO/OLIVETTI/IBM)

Nightingale V21N23 Modem 95 Software
Cable -Modem to Computer 14 Mi-Term (SANYO) 69

Crosstalk XVI (IBM, OLIVETTI etc)155
FREE Registration for MicroLink Telecom Gold Box with every modem purchased

ADD: £10 P & P for each Computer/Printer/Monitor Purchased - Otherwise
FREE Postage & Packing.

All prices plus VAT at 15%. Manufacturers Guarantees
Send cheque with order to:

NORTHWEST COMPUTER SUPPLIES (PCC LTD)
82 School Lane, Didsbury, MANCHESTER M20 ORY

Tel: (061) 434 9747
RETAIL Premises - OPENING - June 1st

BARC A CARD Training Discount Vouchers with each computer
purchased. Upgrade fitting service available

It's available from your
local Softsel dealer.

ADELPHI BUSINESS COMPUTERS
25 TRINITY STREET,

COVENTRY,
W MIDLANDS CV1 1FJ.

TEL: (0203) 553944

CALLHAVEN COMPUTERS
43 FIFE ROAD,

KINGSTON UPON THAMES,
SURREY KT1 1S F .

TEL: (01) 549 5612

CLM MATMOS PLUS
14-16 CHILDS PLACE,

EARLS COURT,
LONDON SW5 9RX.
TEL: (01) 373 6607

COMPUTERLAND
114 CHARING CROSS ROAD,

LONDON WC2H OJR.
TEL: (01) 379 0855

COMPUTERLAND
38 EDGWARE ROAD,
LONDON W2 2EH.
TEL: (01) 723 3071

FAIRHURST INSTRUMENTS LTD
DEAN COURT, WOODFORD ROAD,

WILMSLOW,
CHESHIRE SK9 2LT.
TEL (0625) 525694

OFFICE INTERNATIONAL
12 COBHAM ROAD,

FERNDOWN INDUSTRIAL ESTATE,
WIMBORNE,

DORSET BH21 7PS.
TEL: (0202) 877 333

PERSONAL COMPUTERS LTD,
220/226 BISHOPSGATE,

LONDON EC2M 4JS.
TEL: (01) 377 1200

MICROCORE
5 BROOMFIELD ROAD,

CHELMSFORD,
ESSEX CM1 1SY.

TEL: (0245) 264230

SAVILLE AUDIO-VISUAL
MILLFIELD LANE,

NETHER POPPLETON,
YORK, YORKS Y02 6PQ

TEL: (0904) 782782

SOUTH WALES COMPUTERS
131 B & C ALBANY ROAD,

ROATH, CARDIFF, CF2 3NS.
TEL: (0222) 490512

Maccessories'
an KENSINGTON 'M

I MICROWARE
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There's still nothing
to touch Maccessorie

TM
A rival to Maccessones? Impossible. But you'd be surprised at
the strange computing aids some people dream up.
Take the "Crikey what's that?" cursor spotter.
A new invention that's designed to make cursor detection on
your Apple Macintosli,msimplicity itself.
But if you think accessories should help, not hinder, try the
Maccessories range from Kensington Microware. Because
Maccessories make using your Mac even easier.

ABOUT TURN
The Maccessories Swivel attaches to the base of your
Macintosh, and allows adjustment of viewing angle through a
full 360°. Fits inside Macintosh carrying case.

DON'T FLUFF IT
There are two Anti -static Dust Covers. One protects your
Macintosh and keyboard. The other takes care of your
Imagewriter.

STAND AND DELIVER
The Universal Printer Stand raises your Apple Imagewriter
11/2" from the desk at the front and 4'/z" at the back, allowing

you to monitor your printer's performance
more easily. And because the stand creates
a handy recess, up to 300 sheets can be

stored underneath.

MACCESSORIES IS A TRADEMARK OF KENSINGTON MICROWARE

FED UP WITH YOUR SOFTWARE BEING GRABBED?
The Maccessories Disk Case provides ultrasafe storage for 36
Macintosh disks. (Comes complete with spare disk labels)

KEEP A CLEAR HEAD
The Disk Drive Cleaning Kit ensures the read-write head of
your disk drive is kept clean and dust free.

AN ACCENT ON ART
Maccessories Graphic Accents are a collection of over 250
illustrations, covering business to holidays.
Ideal for reports, newsletters or greeting cards. Stored in
standard Macpaint files, so you can adjust copy, cut and
paste them just like your own illustrations.

PROFESSIONAL TO THE LETTER
Maccessories Type Fonts are styled on the most popular type
faces like Helvetica and Times Roman, and give reports and
correspondence a professional look.
Available in two formats. 16 fonts in sizes 12 to 24 point for
text. And for headlines (512k Mac) the same fonts in sizes 24
to 72 point.
The whole Maccessories range is available from your local
Softsel dealer. Along with over 2,600 other titles from over
250 publishers.
The "Crikey what's that?" cursor spotter is available from:
Taken -for -a -ride Computer Products Ltd.
All cheques/postal orders to be made payable to Reg Hopeful.
Maccessories - Make the Difference.

0 P1 ,s1(2
The number one distributor of software.

In the world.
Softsel Computer Products Ltd, Softsel House, Syon Gate Way,

Great West Road, Brentford, Middlesex TW8 9DD.
APPLE AND MACINTOSH ARE TRADEMARKS OF APPLE COMPUTERS



LOOKING FOR
SOFTWARE?

* We hold a library of information on Software & Hardware.
* This library contains detailed information on business

software for micros and minis.
* You can use it as a single impartial source of information

to assist you finding the correct equipment.
* Our computer will list all the options that fit your

requirements so you can be satisfied you have made the
right choice.

 Once we have found what you're looking for we can then
put you in contact with a supplier who is qualified to
show you the software & hardware working.

* We can also assist you in finding peripherals, commun-
ications equipment, leasing, maintenance, training, and
computer office furniture.

* OUR SERVICE IS FREE AND IS DESIGNED TO SAVE YOU
TIME AND ENERGY IN UNNECESSARY RESEARCH.

 Phone this number and we will help you find the software
& hardware you need.

SOFTWARE
INFORMATION

LIMITED
01.831-0071

(Five lines)
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LIMITED OFFER!
Please PhoneYour Nearest Branch
NORTH LONDON 637. HOLLOWAY ROAD LONDON N19 5SS 01-281 2431
SOUTH LONDON 67.WESTOW STREET, UPPER NORWOOD LONDON SE19 3RW 01-771 6373
MIDLANDS 14 .CHARLES STREET, HANLEY STOKE-ON-TRENT ST1 3AR (0782) 269 883
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CAP IT ALL

If you look at what is offered by other
dealers, you'll find that Da Vinci "Cap It All"
around London.
Established for over 6 years in the field of
microcomputer sales we have a solid base.
Our superb showroom - office - workshop
complex is probably the best custom built
facility currently available and essential for
authorised dealers of all market leaders.
An enquiry to our company, will result in
prompt attention from one of our know-
ledgable sales executives, and demonstra-
tions can be carried out at either your HQ
or ours.
Although not a "warehouse", we know you
will find our quotations acceptable, and
whether a first - time or repeat purchaser,
our advice with regard to hardware and
software selection, will always be based
upon your individual requirements.

di41111Ild
Cguiputer

More

WITH

Da Vinci of London

Installation and training can be scheduled
precisely, so that your system is up and
working for you with the minimum of delay.
You'll find our expert maintenance division
provides the back-up essential to successful
continuity with a short -period call -out
contract available, as well as stocks of parts
and peripherals and repair service.
If all this sounds too good to be true, we
would just like to mention accessibility; 2
minutes from the Ml, Al, North Circular
Road, A41, nearest Tube station or Brent
Cross (drop the wife off); 15 minutes from
the M25, 25 minutes from Central London,
40 minutes from Heathrow and an hour or
so from the Midlands. We have easy Free
car parking to the rear and are open Satur-
days as well as weekdays.
We think you'll agree, - DA VINCI CAP IT
ALL.

1.1111.

PERSONAL COMPUTERS

apricot
PERSONAL COMPUTERS

WORERAFT

PEGASUS
BUSINESS
SOFTWARE

112 BRENT STREET HENDON NW4 Tel: 01-202 2272/3/4
Telex: 265871 (MONREF G) REFER TO 81 MMD102
TELECOM GOLD 81: MMD 102
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EXAMPLE PRICE
64K PC
Keyboard
Sec Drive

1207
185
266

onoAdoptero Display
181
186

DOS. 2.1 59

Upgrade to 640K FREE

TOTAL COST aereT
Phone for your
configuration quote

80186 8mHz
Turbo Card

£995 1111111111111111

iTITTTITTisimm

N).g.f64

10mB
Tape

Streamer
£695

20mB
Hard
File
£999

2x360.Drives
£250

LIMITED OFFER !
lease PhoneYour Nearest Branc

ORTH LONDON 637, HOLLOWAY ROAD LONDON N19 5SS 01-281 2431
OUTH LONDON 67,WESTOW STREET, UPPER NORWOOD LONDON SE19 3RW 01-771 6373

IDLANDS 14 ,CHARLES STREET, HANLEY STOKE-ON-TRENT ST1 3AR (0782) 269 883

ICROWARE Authorised
Dealer



PICK UP TIE PHONE
FOR TIE BEST

PORTABLE PACKAGE.
(0280) 816087

EPSON

a
TT  T_T V V V -Ta. a a .1a

FRASER
Associates Limited

2.aC Ck

SA N IFC1

FREE SOFTWARE & TRAINING
WITH EVERY SYSTEM.
Authorised ACT, SANYO, EPSON (9 TO'lltc

OSBORNE Service Centre.
(ALL PRICES + VAT)

 Impartial advice from trained consultants.
 On site training.
 On site servicing & fully equipped workshops.
 Complete After Sales telephone support.

Bristle Hill, Buckingham MK18 1EZ Telephone (0280) 816087

'Lk

8'

S

U
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PRINTERS

JUKI PRINTERS

An exceptional range of high quality, low
cost daisywheel printers.
 Juki 6300 £699
 Tractor Feed £135
 Juki 6100 £350
 Tractor Feed £125
 Serial Int £50
 2200 + Keyboard £245

EPSON PRINTERS

Market leaders in dot matrix printers,
including the new JX80 colour printer
and H180 plotter
 FX100 + £495
 RX100 £399
 FX80 + £399
 RX80 FT + £255
 JX80 Colour £445
 H180 Plotter £399
 HP Int for H180 £99

 LQ 1500 £995
 Feeder for L01500 £365
 Tractor for LQ1500 £52
 Tractor for FX80 £38

be:Clot Inman

" Ifir111111=1111

BROTHER PRINTERS

Highest quality medium speed daisy-
wheel printers. Complete range of acces-
sories. Superb letter quality on new 2024
NLQ dot matrix.
 HR15 Daisywheel £399
 HR25 Daisywheel £675

 HR35 Daisywheel £999

 Sheetfeeders £220

 Tractors £99

 2024 Letter Quality £999

CANNON PRINTERS

Value for money dot matrix NLQ printers.
Feature reverse feed tractor for labels and
forms.
 156 Column £359
 80 Column £299

NEC PRINTERS

Top of the range hard wearing printers,
suitable for long periods of continuous
use.

 3550 IBM Comp £1,199
 7700 High Speed £1,595
 8800 IBM Comp £1,795
 T Switch £79
 Printer Cables £25
Full range of ribbons and wheels stocked.
Ask about our unique genuine A4 con-
tinuous stationery.

SOFTWARE

WORD PROCESSING

Increase the efficiency and productivity of
your paper flow. Standard letters, multi-
lingual, multiple copy, spell checkers and
address merging.
 Wordstar £245

 Mailmerge £125

 Spellstar £125

 Microsoft Word £245
 Mouse for above £175

 Wordcraft £399

 Disp/Write 1 £82

 Disp/Write 2 £250

 Writing Assistant £95

 Easy Writer £95

 Multimate £375
 Perfect Writer £45
 Typing Tutor £49

DATA BASES

Increase the accuracy and speed with
which you can find facts, records and
figures. We specialise in modifying
DBASE to provide you with up to the
minute management reports and in-

formation at the touch of a button
 DBASE II £295

 DBASE III £450

 DBASE Programs Call

 Delta £455

 DMS £175

 DGRAPH III £295

 Cardbox Plus £295

 Filing Assistant £95

 Everyman £395

PROJECT
MANAGEMENT

Produce resource scheduling/project
plans. Create GHANT and PERT dia-
grams, critical path, cashflow forecasts
and completion dates.
 Pertmaster 1000 £525
 Pertmaster 2000 £999
 Hornet 4000 £2,500

SPREADSHEETS

Produce financial reports and forecasts
with graphical presentation, including
'What If' calculations and models. Full
management accounts and statistical
models can be compiled to your speci-
fication. A large range of standard
models kept in stock.
 Lotus 123 £345
 Multiplan £137

 SuperCalc III £295

 FT Moneywise £325

MULTIPURPOSE

Combine graphics, database, word-
processing, spreadsheet and com-
munications all in one program.
 Framework £450
 Symphony £450
 Open Access £395

ACCOUNTING

Pegasus Single/Multi-User
Market leaders in accounting software.
This product is well proven with
thousands of installations nationwide. All
modules can be integrated for accuracy
and time saving. A file tansfer utility
allows you to use data from your
accounts in a spreadsheet in order to
create up to the minute forecasts and
reports.
 Sales £295
 Purchase £295
 Nominal £295

 Invoicing £295
 Payroll £295

 Jobcosting £295

 Bill of Material £295

 Stock Control £295
Discounts for more than one module
purchased at a time.

UTILITIES

For communications or file handling:
 Sidekick £69
 Xenocopy £149
 Apple T/0 £249
 Crosstalk £129
 Norton Utilities £89
We stock hundreds of different software
products in each of our stores. Demon-
strations available by appointment our
premises or yours.

ADD ONS

MULTIFUNCTION
CARDS

Increase the power of your system with
the latest state of the art hardware
upgrades.
 64K RAM Upgrade £45
 Serial/Parallel Int £87
 384K RAM Card includes Clock, Bat-

tery + 64K £249
 MAXI CARD includes Clock, Battery,

Calendar, Games Port, 2 Serial + 1
Parallel Port, Spooler and Silicon Disk

£275

GRAPHICS

Use graphics in monochrome, or view
Lotus/Symphony graphs before printing.
 Hercules Card £350
 High Graph Card £299

 Amber Mono Display £225
For high resolution colour (640 x 400)
pixels.
 Tecmar Card £695
 Dazzler Card £745

 Quad ram Monitor £769
 Microvitec Monitor £640

DISK UPGRADES

Upgrade your PC instead of replacing
your system. All prices include fitting.
 Dual 360K Half HT £295

 Dual 820K Half HT £395

 10 MB + Controller £899

 20 MB + Controller £999

 45 MB Tape backup £1,495

NETWORKING

Your stand alone systems can be net-
worked to share data, programs and
resources.

 IBM Cluster/Stn £399

 PC NeVStn £450

MODEMS

 Pace Multifunction £137
 Datacom £295
 Telebox £1,295
 Braid System £1,595

ORDERING INFO:

/MICRO WARE
PLEASE SEND ME
INFORMATION ON

 SYSTEMS

 PRINTERS

III SOFTWARE

 ADD ONS

Name

Address

Tel
PCW/7/85

Midlands
14 Charles Street, Hanley
Stoke-on-Trent
(0782) 269883
North London
637 Holloway Road
London N19 5SS
01-281 2431
South London
67 Westow Street
Upper Norwood
London SE19
01-771 6373
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DISK FORMAT COPYING SYSTEMS
A full range of systems available to copy between different computer formats. Select the
system that YOU require from our modular range.

FEATURES:
Easy, user friendly commands
In-built library functions
Full support of bad side select (BBC)
After sales updating service
Over 100 disk formats supplied

Support for many different disk drives and types.

COMPATIBLE WITH:
IBM PCDOS, MSDOS, TORCH/BBC CP/N, CP/M 80, CP/M PLUS, CP/M 86, MP/M,
MP/M 86, CONCURRENT CP/M, CONCURRENT PCDOS, DEC RT11, TURBODOS and

many others.

Software available separately for most MAP80, NASCOM and GEMINI computers.

CONTACT:

On-line help facilities
Interrogation/examination

routines
On screen editing of data
Format any disk in the library

MAP 80 SYSTEMS LTD ACCESS AND BARCLAYCARD ACCEPTED.
CALLERS WELCOME BY APPOINTMENT.
RING FOR FURTHER INFORMATION.

UNIT 2, STONEYLANDS ROAD, EGHAM, SURREY. TEL: 0784 37674

HARDWARE
QUICK DISK DRIVE . . .

The first real alternative
Cassettes

Ificgo
i/#,

PROUDLY PRESENT THEIR
EXCITING NEW PRODUCTS FOR YOU

THE MSX USER
COMING SOON THE NEW MSX MOUSE

to Micro -
138.00

(Software now being developed
for this Quick Access Drive).

PRINTERS . .

J.P. 100a (100CPS-8000L) 199.00
J.P. 130a (130CPS-8000L) 229.00
J.P. 136a (130CPS-136COL) 389.00
M.C.P. 80 (4 Colour Printer Plotter)

179.00
Hardware prices are exclusive of
VAT

Software prices are inclusive of
VAT

Please tick the MSX Software
required.

TELEPHONE: 0730-895296
0730-895273

SOFTWARE
TITLES . . . (incl. VAT) £
E] ERIC & THE FLOATERS 5.95
E] DRILLER TANKS 8.95
E BINARY LAND 8.95
E BEAN RIDER 11.99
 GHOSTBUSTERS 11.99
E MANIC MINER 7.95
 STOP THE EXPRESS 6.95
 D03 FIGHTER 6.95
 NINJA 6.95
r] JET SET WILLY 6.95
E ANT ATTACK 7.95
El HYPER VIPER 7.95
[1 SUPER DOORS 8.95
El NUTS & MILK 8.95
 MAH NONG CRAZE 8.95
11 FIRE RESCUE 7.95
E SUBMARINE SHOOTER 8.95
PICK ANY 4 TITLES AND GET 1 FREE
TITLE FREE

No charge

BEAMSTICK
FED UP WITH SPAGHETTI
JUNCTION COMING OUT OF
YOUR MSX? MICR

HAS SOLVED YOUR PROBLEM
WITH THIS REVOLUTIONARY
FAST ACTION, TWIN FIRE, INFRA-
RED JOYSTICK Circa'! 39.95
ONLY
JOYCARD 7.95

I I ORDER ENQUIRY
I I

Name'
Address.

Telephone'
Cheque/Postal Order made payable to:

MICRO/ani

Software Cl .00 p&p (Total)
Hardware E3.00 p&p (Total) £

"BOWYERS", STEEP MARSH
LISS, HANTS. GU32 2BJ
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Congratulations.
You just found the perfect way to get

a brand new and improved IBM® PC
without buying one.

Get GEMTM* software from Digital
Research instead.

And voila, your IBM PC, PC/XT
or AT will become something it's never
been before.

Easy to use.
Now instead of getting lost in PC

DOS, you can actually use your PC to
get something done. (An astonishing
idea, if ever there was one).

Just slip a GEM diskette into your
disk drive. And the rigmarole of PC
DOS is replaced by a way ofworking
that's easy, effortless and altogether
personable.

You see, GEM lets you work with a
simple descriptive header menu, icons,
drop -down menus, windows and a
pointer.

Which means you can now use your
computer to write, figure, draw and
even think the way you used to. Before
less -than -friendly computers made you
change your way of thinking.

In other words, your tool for modern
times has finally become a tool for
modern times.

v



To see how easy
it is to use GEM,
take this simple

screen test.

C>dir a: iv

Volume in drive A has no label

Directory of A:\

COMMAND CON ANSI SYS SORT EXE SHARE EXE FIND EXE
ATTRIB EXE MORE COM ASSIGN CON PRINT CON SYS CON
CHXDSK CON FORMAT COM VDISK SYS BASIC COM BASICA COM
FD1SK COM COMP COM TREE COM BACKUP COM RESTORE COM
LABEL COM DISKCOPY COM DISKCOMP COM KEYBSP CON KEYBIT COM
KEYBGR COM KEYBUK COM KEYBFR COM MODE COM SELECT COM
GRAPHICS CON RECOVER COM EDLIN COM GRAFTABL COM

34 Filets) 183424 bytes free

C>path \leveliAlevel2Alevel3;

C>ren myprogl.com myprog3.com

C>copy Nmyprog2.com Nlevell\sogprog2.com

1 File(s) copied

C>ftode cool:12,n,8,1,p_



OK. Take a close look at these two
screens.

One is an IBM PC with PC DOS.
The other is an IBM PC with GEM.

You can work out which is which.
The PC DOS screen is the one that

seems to be designed for an engineer.
Or someone with a photographic
memory.

It requires you to type and memorize
nonsensical terminology like c>copy \
myprog2.com\ levell\ myprog2.com. All
just to copy a file.

But most people think in ideas.
Words. And pictures.

Which brings us to the GEM screen.
It's the one with pictures of the

things you use in your office. Like file

Desk File View Options

folders. Diskettes. And a wastebasket.
Plus words describing the kinds of

things you do in your office. Like
OPEN FOLDER. SAVE FOLDER.
And QUIT.

Copying a file is as easy as pointing
with a mouse (or cursor key- if mice
make you uneasy) to the file you want
to copy. Then you just slide the file
across the screen to the diskette you
want to put it on.

Well, by now we've probably given
it away.

If you guessed that GEM is on the
right-hand screen, you're absolutely
right. And if you think GEM looks
easy to use, you're right again.

1I C:\GE\DESKTOP\ 1.
40215 bytes used in 21 items.
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Now given
a few pointers,

anyone can use
an IBM PC.



Have you ever noticed how people
in your company get up from their PCs
looking rather dazed?

That's called PC DOS anxiety.
And it goes away when GEM enters

the picture.
Because with GEM everybody already

knows everything they need to know to
run a PC.

0

With GEM software you
don't have to switch gears to
switch drives. You canjust point
and click your way from drive to
drive. No matter how many
drives or diskettes you're using.

Part ofgetting organized is
knowing when to let go ofout-
datedfiles .

GEM can't tell you which
files to get rid of. But it can help
get rid of them.

And should you dispose ofa
file before its time, you even get a
chance to change your mind.

Like how to point.
Click.
Read a menu.
Open a file folder.
Or throw a bad idea in the wastebasket.
Who knows, GEM software could even

turn people with deep-rooted PC -phobia
into absolute PC -enthusiasts.

GEMfilefolders hold
whatever you put on a diskette.
From entire software programs to
reports, pictures and
presentations.

In fact, GEMfilefolders can
even hold otherfilefolders. And
soon.

If you're clever enough to read
these words, you've no doubt
figured out what the GEM clock
is for. Staying on schedule, for
instance. Keeping track of the
time it takes to do specific
projects. Or getting to your
airplane on time.

GEM software even includes
"generic"filefolders, places to
hold random ideas, memos,
numbers and the like until you're
ready to file them in a GEM

folder. Or in the wastebasket.

Calculator

GEM even includes a
calculator, so you can tally up all
kinds of important things.

Like the time and keystrokes
you save by working with GEM
software.



GEM already
works with most

of the softwareyou
already have.

Desk File Viev Options

Clock
\LOTUS\

used in 11 items,

C:AORDSTAR\

28032 b tes used in 2

C:\PFS\

57 b tes used in 7 items,



We know what you're wondering.
If GEM software is going to change

the way you work with your IBM PC,
will you still be able to work with your
existing software?

Of course.
GEM works with most important

programs that work with the IBM PC.
Like Lotus 1-2-3. TM Symphony. rm

Multiplan®. dBASE III. FM
Framework. TM And thousands more.

Technically, you see, GEM software
doesn't actually change PC DOS. It
just hides it.

So your software works just the way
it always has. But without the long and
cryptic PC DOS start-up procedures.

Professional Word Processor
designed foe the IBM PC



But the best
software for GEM
is GEM software.

.._Desk File Edit tont Page Graphics

GEIt Trite Key Comands..
Short Cuts...

THE
GEN COLLECTION

The OEN COLLECTION provides painting and graphic cord processing
Fa, the IRn PC omen. The fiEN COLLECTION includes the GET DESKTOP,

GET POINT, and DEO TRITE 1

Tith OEN MR1111, you can easily sketch nut your ideas, in full
color, and incorporate then into docrerents you have created nith

fill TRITE 1. 6EID MOUE is a powerful nerd processor, based an

Lifetree Software's popular OoDr-smettee Thether you

prefer to ne ite down your ideas or sketch then out, the 661

COLLECTION lets you express then quickly and easily.

*1 :

The GEM COLLECTION
Now you can work with words and pictures together.

The GEM COLLECTIONTmt is a
bundle of three programs, GEM
DESKTOP, TM GEM WRITE, TM and
GEM PAINT. TM

A part of all GEM software, GEM
DESKTOP* is the mask that hides PC
DOS. It includes the GEM pointer,
menu headings, icons and drop -down
menus.

So you can point and click your way
through anything you'll ever want to
use a computer for.

GEM WRITE, by Lifetree Software,
Inc., is a word processing program
featuring fast, clear and comprehensive
editing. It lets you cut and paste, make
multiple block moves or even create
columns. All without memorizing a
single command.

And when words alone won't
express what you have to say, GEM
PAINT gives you the tools to turn
your ideas into pictures. Up to sixteen
colours. Paint -brushes, pencils and a
straightedge. Plus dozens of shapes and
patterns.

*GEM DESK TOP is also avilable as a stand-alone product.
tGEM COLLECTION; available July 1985.



lest File Edit Font Page Arrange Pattern line Color

MANAGING

DIRECTOR

FINANCE ENGINEERING VE.1";tt
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GEM DRAW
A perfect illustration of the power of GEM software.

lest tle f "t est age me* attire a et
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GEM WORDCHART
Present it with style.
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GEM GRAPH
Let's look at the numbers.

Best of all, GEM WRITE and GEM
PAINT work together. So you can
work with words and pictures on the
same page.

You can also create anything from
fine art to line art, whether you can
draw or not.

Just put your hand on your mouse
and point.

GEM DRAWTM gives you all the
tools you need.

Like pencils, geometric patterns, a
full palette of colours and an extensive
gallery of art to use as you like.

And once you've created a GEM
DRAW image, you can stretch it.
Shrink it. Duplicate it. Or add text to
explain it.

GEM WORDCHARTTM** is the
perfect way to make your point in a big
way.

With a choice of several type styles
and sizes, plus up to sixteen colours,
you can build charts that can be read
from across your desk or from the far
end of the conference room.

And to really drive your point home,
your words can be combined with
pictures from GEM DRAW.

The business of creating business
graphics has just become a whole lot
easier.

GEM GRAPHTM** lets you turn
numbers into something more
tangible. Like pie charts. Bar graphs.
Line plots. Even maps. All through the
use of simple, well -designed templates.

Where do you get the numbers?
Directly from the business programs

you're already using, like Lotus 1-2-3,
Symphony, dBASE III or whatever.

**GEM WORDCHART and GEM GRAPH; available September 1985.



Where to findaGEM.

In the months ahead you'll be seeing
GEM software on a lot of familiar
faces. And not just IBM PCs.

Several leading computer
manufacturers are building GEM
software right into their hardware.

And with so many systems working
with GEM, you'll soon see important
GEM programs coming from a host of
other major software houses.

GEM. from Digital Research.
It's not just software. It's a movement.

And it's as easy to buy as it is to use.

1. Just call (0635) 35354 and quote your
credit card number.

or 2. Post the order form with payment
or 3. Contact your local IBM PC dealer

GEM

VISA

Because with GEM, the best new
computer on the market isn't a
computer at all.

Please supply the following:

ll Price P&P + VAT Unit Cost Qty. Total
GEM Desktop £49.50 £10.45 £59.95

I GEM Draw* £129.95 £22.37 £152.32
GEM Collection* £129.95 £22.37 £152.32

I lerculcs Graphics
( :.irdTm i365.00 £60.00 £425.00
PC Mousem4 £149.00 £26.00 £175.00

AMERICAN
EXPRESS

IMOLS CUM

I enclose cheque/postal order for E

Name

Company

Address

£

£

f

£

£

1

Post Code
PCW 1

*Special introductory prices. Offers close 30.9.85.
Available September: GEM Graph -E179.95 and GEM Wordchart- £129.95.

Prices exclude P&P and VAT as applicable.

Note: All GEM software includes a FREE GEM Desktop.
In addition, GEM Collection includes GEM Paint and GEM Write.

Post to: GEM Software, Digital Research (UK) Limited, Oxford House,
Oxford St., Newbury, Berks. RG13 1JB. (Please allow 14 days for delivery)

*GEM requires that your computer has appropriate graphics capability and that the pointing device is compatible.
Callfor exact requirements. GEM, GEM COLLECTION, GEM DESKTOP, GEM WRITE, GEM
PAINT, GEM DRA W, GEM GRAPH and GEM WORDCHART are trademarks and Digital Research
is a registered trademark of Digital Research Inc. Other computer and software names are tradenames and/or
trademarks of their respective manufacturers. Copyright 1985, Digital Research Inc. All rights reserved.

I0 DIGITAL
RESEARCH
We make computers work'



Write programs to unlock the multitasking power of your QL!
Choose the language you need from Metacomco's unrivalled range
of high -quality languages for the QL: The best selling ASSEMBLER;
The language of the future, LISP; and two professional compilers,

BCPL and PASCAL.

Newly available, a true Pascal compiler for the QL!

Developed by Metacomco: leaders in Pascal - the first

software house to achieve full ISO validation of a

Pascal compiler for the 68000. QL Pascal is a high

specification implementation of this popular language,

endorsed by Sinclair Research for use on the QL.

> True compiler producing native 68000 code:

compact and efficient.
> Fast, single pass compilation without intermediate

stages.

> Complete implementation of ISO 7185 - the

international standard for Pascal - making it ideal for

commercial and educational use.

> Direct addressing of the full QL address space.

> Key routines provided on ROM for extra speed and

convenience.
> No run time licences required for commercial

applications written using QL Pascal.

> Any length variable names and full 32 -bit integers.

> Easy to use interfaces to QL windows, graphics,

traps, screen handling, file operations, etc.

> Will handle very large sets and

arrays.
> Approved by Sinclair Research

for use on the QL.

The Metacomco Development Kits are
available from W. H. Smith, John Lewis,
HMV, Menzies, Boots and other leading
retailers, or direct from Metacomco.

PIET C Iry
1111

26 Portland Square, Bristol BS2 8RZ.
Tel: Bristol (0272) 428781

QL and QDOS are the trade names of Sinclair Research Ltd.

NAME

ASSEMBLER 09.95,c VAT

A high specification macro assembler supporting the full
Motorola instruction set.

Features: external references; absolute, position
independent, and relocatable code; linker; precise error
messages; formatted listings; macro expansions;
conditional assembly; and a large range of directives.

BCPL 09.95 INC VAT

A true compiler, ideal for systems programming -
writing utilities, games and applications.

Features: generates native 68000 code; run time
library includes easy QDOS interfaces; link loader links
separately compiled segments; modules can be linked
with Pascal or assembler.

LISP f.59.95 INC VAT

A LISP interpreter for exploring "The language of
artificial intelligence".

Features: Turtle graphics; compatible with LISP
for the BBC micro; full support of QL features; struc-
ture editor; prettyprinter; garbage collector and tracer.

Every DEVELOPMENT KIT includes Metacomco's
popular screen editor, and a detailed manual.

ADDRESS

POSTCODE

TEL. NO.

SIGNATURE

Phone today or post this coupon to: ...1
Metacomco, 26 Portland Square,

Assembler
Bristol BS2 8RZ. Please send me:

Development Kit f39.95
LISP Development Kit
BCPL Development Kit

£59.95
___£59.95

QL PASCAL Development Kitf89.95
I enclose a cheque for f
debit my ACCESS/VISA Account No.

or I

CARD EXPIRY DATE

Price includes VAT, postage and packing UK mainland only. Delivery, allow up to 28 days.
PCW9
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(
MICROCOMPUTER RENTAL

From Micro -Rent, Britain's top -value specialist in microcomputer rental.
MACINTOSH

£40* PER

SIRIUS

£46 * r:/gE K

 Try before you buy
 Flexible terms - weekly, monthly, annual
 No capital outlay/immediate delivery
 Purchase option with rebate of rental

Micro -Rent is Britain's top -value
microcomputer rental specialist. You can hire
on a short term basis, and give the leading
machines a thorough trial in your own office,
before deciding on the right one for your
needs.

If you already use a micro, Micro -Rent can
supply additional machines for short-term
projects, or to cover breakdowns. Extra
printers or monitors also available.

Micro -Rent is independent of any
manufacturer, and offers expert impartial
advice on all aspects of microcomputer use.

CALL TODAY 01-833 2531
*Prices quoted are based on 3 -month rental, excluding VAT.

111011Itt
.,CRO  RENT
127 Cloudesley Road, London N1

11111111111111111

OSBORNE APRICOT
IBM PC APPLE Ile
SIRIUS LISA

MACINTOSH

MICRO -RENT

Try a Macintosh for a month!

macwrite

£175
special one -month

rental offer

'oplamois%
la.114{;ENRW' itikAlkH4RAIkla,

`,10111108VVAANr"100111100111,MIVatolb

vie*

AllqatiaOVaiWahmigOltIMAM

4"lik

Word processing
MacPaint

Graphics

Micro -Rent makes it easy
to try the world's friendliest computer.

Macintosh is the personal computer that surprises everyone -
because it is so easy to use, and so amazingly versatile with its range
of software.

Now Micro -Rent makes your introduction to simple, fuss -free
business computing even easier. Rent a Mac for a month from Micro -
Rent for just 2175 - including software!

This special offer lets you evaluate Macintosh in your own office
and give it a full-scale trial before you decide whether to buy one.

And if you do decide to buy, Micro -Rent even refund your month's
rental! Phone now - offer subject to machine availability, closes
May 31. Micro -Rent, Britain's leading

business computer rental specialists.

CALL TODAY 01-833 2531

MICRO -RENT Authorised Apple Dealer.
127 Cloudesley Road, London N.1.
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KINGSLEY
ENTERPRISES

Organise your files on
Cen Tech Colour

discs

Specialists in all kinds of floppy diskettes

ALL PRICES ARE EXCLUSIVE OF VAT

Dot matrix Printers
ADMATE ADM -80 F/T Parallel

ADM -0 RS232 I/Face Option
BROTHER HR5 Portable Thermal Transfer (P)

HP5 Portable Thermal Transfer (5)
EP44 Thermal Transfer K.S.R.
M1009 (P) 50cps

EPSON P-40 Thermal Transfer (PX8)
P-40 RS232 I/Face
P-40 Parallel
P-80 Parallel
P-80 RS232
RX-80(T) 100cps
RX-80(F/T) 100cps
FX-80 160cps
FX-100(E/T) 160cps

SEIKOSHA GP -50A 40cps
GP -100P 50cps
GP -100S 50cps
GP-100VIC 50cps
GP -500A 50Cps
GP -250X 50cps

STAR STX-80 Thermal Transfer

Daisywheel Printers
BROTHER HR1 Parallel 16cps

HR1 RS232 15cps
HR15 Parallel 20cps
HR15 RS232 20cps
HR25 Parallel 25cps
HR25 RS232 25cps
EM101 Typewriter (P) 20cps
EM101 Typewriter (S) 20cps

SMITH TP1 Daisywheel Parallel 12cps
CORONA TP1 Daisywheel RS232 12cps

Disk Drives
CUMANA CSX 100K 40 Track SS (no PSU)

CSX 200K 80 Track SS (no PSU)
CS 100K 40 Track SS
CS 200K 40/80 Track SS
CD 200K 2x40 Track SS
CD 400K 2x80 Track SS
CD 800K 2040/80 Track DS

Please ADD £500 Postage on Posters, Disk Drives and
Software.

£185.00
£41.00

£140.00
Elam
Etna)
£165.00

£7500
£75.00
£75.00

£140.00
£140.00
£220.00
£250.00
£375.00
£500.00

£9000
£13500
£135.00
£135.00
£160.00
'mono
£135.00

£260.00

£260.00

£390.00

£39000
£660 00

£660.00

£790.00

£790.00

£170 00

£170 00

£10000

£13000
£13000

£15000
£23500

£28500
£34500

KINGSLEY ENTERPRISES
87 Whitefield Road

Tel: Stockton Heath
0925 64207 Warrington

WA4 6NB

3" HITACHI
3.5" SONY

5 25" BASF

525" CENTECH

5.25" CUMANA
5.25" DYSAN

5.25" NASHUA

Diskette Prices per box 0110 Diskettes

1 box 2-4 5-9 10+
SS/DD 96 41.00 39.00 38.00 37.00
S/DD96 32.50 29.20 28.40 27E0
DS/D096 44.60 40.00 38.80 37.70
SS/SD48 13.13 11.81 11.48 11.16
SS/DD48 16.25 14.63 14.22 13.81
DS/ DO 48 19.38 17.44 16.95 16.47
S0/D0 96 20E3 18.56 18.05 17.53
DS/D0 96 23.75 21.38 20.78 20.19
DS/HD 96 41.88 37.69 36.64 35.60
SS/DD 48 18.29 16.46 16.00 15.54
DS/D048 24.25 21.83 21.22 20.61
SS/D0 96 24.25 21.83 21.22 20.61
DS/D0 96 32.06 28.86 28.05 27.25
DS/D0 96 16.25 14.63 14.22 13.82
SS/DO 48 18.13 16.31 15.86 15.41
DS/D0 48 26.50 23.85 23.19 22.53
S0/D0 96 2E50 23.85 23.19 22.53
DS/DO 96 33.63 30.26 29.42 28.58
SS/DD 48 11.65 10.48 10.19 9.80
SS/DD 48 12.44 11.20 10.88 10.57
DS/DD 48 14.74 13.27 12.90 12.53
SS/D0 96 15.55 13.99 13.61 13.22

5.25" 000116-3M DS/D096 17.09 15.38 14.95 14.53
SS/DD 48 15.63 14.06 13.67 13.28
DS/ DO 48 19.38 17.44 16.95 16.47
SS/DD96 2313 20E1 20.23 19.66
DS/D0 96 25.00 22.50 21.88 21.25

1 Box - Postage Included
Please ADD the following Postage, per Dis-
kette ORDER: -
2 -4 Boxes £1.00, 5-9 Boxes £2.00, £2.50 per
10 Boxes
Also available 8", hard sector and pre -
formatted diskettes

Sample Software Prices (IBM PC):
Framework
Friday
dBasell
dBaselll
dBasell/II 1
CIS Cobol 86
Lotus 1-2-3
Symphony
Wordstar Prof.
MS Chart
MS Project
MS Word
Multimate
Open Access
SuperCalc III

MAIL ORDER ONLY

£350
£130
£245
£350
£100
£490
£300
£415
£275
£180
£180
£275
£230
£330
£205

WouldyouliketohavePower?
while all Meet the

the rest POWER
are in

the dark.
NKS

THE UNINTERRUPTIBLE POWER
SUPPLY systems

that are the complete answer to ALL of your p
With the POWER BANK "BLACK OUTS" will not affect the operation of your computer system.
Micro Systems, Networks, Hard Disks, Printers, Telephone Exchange, Data Transmissions etc.

Output derived constantly from self contained
sealed for life batteries.

Sine wave shaped output - voltage and fre-
quency closely regulated.

* Genuine "NO BREAK" unit with continuous
output ratings of 500-250 & 120VA.

* Much more than a "spike and surge" suppressor.

 
* Far supericr to a voltage stabilizer.

* Overload and short circuit (output) indication
and protection.

* Bench or rack mounting (500VA).

* Battery level monitored - mains on - mains off
indication.

could you bank on that much power ?
MANUFACTURED BY: POWER TESTING (UPS) LIMITED
23 Talton Road,Hutton,Brentwood,Essex CM13 1TE Tel: Brentwood (0277) 233188.Telex 24224 MONREF 586
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*** CUT MICE MICROS ***

L
U
S PEGASUS

BUSINESS
SOFTWARE

APRICOT MICROCOMPUTERS

ACT Xi 10 MEG £(VERY LOW!!)
ACT Xi 5 MEG £(EVEN LOWER! !)

ACT 2x720K £(LOWER THAN MAYFAIR)
ACT 2x315K £(LOW -LO -LO)
12" MONITORS AVAILABLE

THE PEGASUS SYSTEMS

SYSTEM 1
APRICOT WITH 2 x 720K PLUS 12" MONITOR
PLUS SUPERWRITER WORDPROCESSING PROGRAM
PLUS SUPERCALC FINANCIAL FORECASTING PROGRAM
PLUS SUPERPLANNER ELECTRONIC DIARY AND
CARDBOX SYSTEM
PLUS PEGASUS SALES ORDER PROCESSING/INVOICING
PLUS PEGASUS SALES LEDGER
PLUS PEGASUS PURCHASE LEDGER
PLUS PEGASUS NOMINAL LEDGER
PLUS DATA CABLE TO LINK PRINTER TO COMPUTER
PLUS 20 3.5" DISKS
PLUS BROTHER HR15 DAISY WHEEL QUALITY PRINTER

SYSTEM PRICE £2796.00

WE CAN
RECONFIGURE ANY
PACKAGE TO SUIT
YOUR INDIVIDUAL
NEEDS. WE PROVIDE
HOT-LINE SUPPORT,
SERVICE, DATA
INSURANCE & ON -
SITE MAINTENANCE

SYSTEM 2
APRICOT WITH 10 MEGABYTE HARD DISK DRIVE AND
12" MONITOR
WITH SUPERWRITER FOR WORD PROCESSING
WITH SUPERCALC FINANCIAL FORECASTING
SPREADSHEET
WITH SUPERPLANNER ELECTRONIC DIARY SYSTEM

PLUS EPSON FX80 PRINTER
PLUS DATA CABLE TO LINK PRINTER TO COMPUTER
PLUS 103.5" DISKS
PLUS 1 BOX OF FANFOLD PAPER

PLUS ANY 4 MODULES OF PEGASUS ACCOUNTING
SOFTWARE

SYSTEM PRICE £3596.00

THE APRICOT SYSTEMS

APRICOT Xi 10 MEG
SUPERWRITER
SUPERCALC
SUPER PLANNER
BASIC/MS-DOS/CPM-86
FX100 PRINTER & CABLE
BOX OF DISKS
BOX OF PAPER
£2800

SOFTWARE - UP TO 30% DISCOUNTS
WORDSTAR
FRIDAY
DBASE II
OPEN ACCESS

SYMPHONY
TOUCH & GO TYPING TUTOR
SUPERCALC III

CARDBOX
DBASE III
AUTOCODE
LOTUS 1-2-3

SUPERCALC II
MULTIPLAN
FRAMEWORK

OUR FULL SOFTWARE RANGE IS FAR TOO LARGE TO INCLUDE HERE PLEASE
CALL US FOR CURRENT PRICES ON ANY SOFTWARE PRODUCT

ALL ITEMS ARE FULLY SUPPORTED AND GUARANTEED. CALL NOW FOR FREE
ADVICE FROM OUR APPLICATIONS EXPERT. TRAINING IS ALSO AVAILABLE ON
ANY PROGRAM OR COMPUTER.

WE OFFER FREE TRAINING WITH ANY TOTAL PEGASUS SYSTEM BOUGHT
FROM US. OUR SYSTEMS ARE SOLD ON AN INSTALLED AND WORKING BASIS.
WE CAN DELIVER TO ANY PART OF THE U.K. OR COURIER TO ANY TRADING
COUNTRY IN THE WORLD.
VAT NOT INCLUDED IN ABOVE PRICES.

APRICOT2x720

12" MONITOR
SUPERWRITER
SUPERCALC
SUPER PLANNER
ANY PRINTER
WORTH UP TO £400

£1996

BUY RENT OR LEASE
FROM THE PROFESSIONALS

We are authorised dealers for the ahol

TEL: 01-800 8182
78-82 KIRKTON ROAD
LONDON N15
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HIGH SPEED, HIGH QUALITY, FOUR COLOUR, FLATBED.

PRIME/PLOW Dilly 099
 Prints horizontally or  Red, Green, Blue and Black.

vertically in text.  Parallel and RS232C
 Prints four directions and interfaces.

255 sizes in graphics.  Full guarantee.
 Plotting area 298 x 216 mm.  BASIC ASCII command
 Plotting speed 100mm/sec. codes and parameters.
 Step size 0.1mm.  Full manual (cassette and
 Self test and auto functions. commands for BBC Micro).

Ideal for graphs, drawings, symbols, axes, geometric patterns,
charts, diagrams, circuits, computer art, flowcharts, 3-D, contours etc.

RD DIGITAL TRACER gar ,
Produce illustrations on your computer It
simply and easily using the tracer to copy
existing material. Simply run the tracer
head over anything you want to produce.
Complete with full instructions, manual
and software. BBC £69.95 SPECTRUM
£59.50

MONO I DISC DRIVES
400k, Double Sided, 40/80T switchable.
Single drive £175
Dual drive £295

UCHIDA DWI 305
Daisywheel printer £295

LEADS
BBC Printer/Plotter £10
Commodore Vic 20 Interface £40
QL Interface £30

SEE US AT
WHIM
OFFICIAL

ACORN
EXhiBITION

25th -28th July 1985
Barbican Centre

London EC2

TEACHERS AND PARENTS
Send for FREE educational software catalogue covering all ages from
pre-school to 'A' level. All programs listed and described.
All prices include VAT and delivery. UK mainland. Access card holders
can ring to place order. Write with order and cheque (stating computer)
to:
BIZZELL COMPUTERS
WALNUT TREE HOUSE,
FORNCETT ST. PETER,
NORWICH NR16 1HR.
PERSONAL CALLERS WELCOME (10.00-5.00) Phone for
appointment (095389-592)

Our new
comprehensive system
includes 32 parallel I/O
lines, timers, 8 or 16
channel 12 bit A/D and
4 channel 12 bit D/A but
it only takes up one slot in your Apple II, IBM PC,
U -MAN Series 1000 or compatible. It is modular and
has advanced features such as software control of
gain and channel. The complete system for the IBM
PC costs £600 plus VAT.

We also offer a number of other interfacing
cards including a 48 bit parallel I/F card for the PC,
8 port serial cards for the Apple and other items. Our
new leaflet 'Interesting Interfaces' covers these and
the Cif system.

Comprehensive
Interface System

for Apple II and IBM PC

I/ 9 *** * 
0 040

acquisition software
suite for use with Cif (or our

older U-A/D interface). Features include:
 Automatic measurement

Flexible handling and powerful numeric
processing of readings.

 Graphical presentation on screen,
printer or plotter.

This package for the Apple Ile or Apple II+ costs
£500 and is fully described in our new brochure
'Interesting Interfaces'.

ACCISO FT

A complete data

LI-MICRO
U-Scl Ltd. Our software subsidiary
produces both custom software and
standard packages (GC and IR) for
laboratory applications of micros.

U -Microcomputers Ltd. Winstanley Industrial Estate, Long Lane, Warrington, Cheshire, WA2 8PR.
Telephone: 0925 54117 Telex 629279 UMICRO G
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EPSON Price Breakthrough
RX80 £210.00 FX80 £355.00
RX8OFT £245.00 FX100 £465.00
RX100 £375.00 JX80 £483.00

KIRKLANDS BUSINESS SYSTEMS LTD
PRINTER

SU PER DEAL printer
ri tshueplireersst price

anywhere in the UK

DX100 (Daisy) £410.00
LQ1500 £920.00
HI80 Plotter £380.00

STOP PRESS: The new Epson LX80 with Tractor Drive available from us now. (Letter
quality print). Just £250.00

Beautiful BROTHER Printers
HR5 £148.35 H R35 £793.50 New 2024 £900.00
HR15 £378.35 New M1009 £178.25
HR25 £631.35 EP44 £212.75
LOOK: Now Available. Double sided double density discs (usually XIDEX or FUJI BRAND)

with our own labels. ONLY £14.00/Box 10. P&P 50p per box.

We also stock all printer peripherals - call us for the best prices in the UK
All prices include VAT. P&P Next day: £12.00 or £8.00 for normal service. Educational

orders welcome
All products carry a FULL 1 YEAR WARRANTY. Shop hours: 9.00-5.30 Mon -Fri

KIRKLANDS BUSINESS SYSTEMS LTD
KIRKLAND HOUSE, 27 CITY ROAD, STOKE

Tel: 0782 414333
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SHARP I117. -?U

0

SHARPSOFT USER NOTES a!:e published three
times a year and are

totally dedicated to the MZ700. They contain program listings, editorial
articles, readers letters and plenty of tips and hints on using the MZ700.

SOFTWARE Sharpsoft have the finest range of programs for
the MZ700 from machine code arcade action

games to programming aids, utillities and business applications.

HARDWARE We specialise in all periphals and accessories
necessary for expanding your MZ700 system:

Printers, Disc Drives, Hi -Res Graphics, Interfaces, Cables, Pens, Paper Rolls,
Monitors etc ...

SHARPSOFT 'WITH THE SHARP USER IN MIND'

Please send me: PCW/JLY

0 USER NOTES '84 (UK) £3.00  USER NOTES '84 (OVERSEAS £6.00

Please join me for:

 USER NOTES '85 (UK) £3.50 0 USER NOTES '85 (EUROPE) £6.00
0 USER NOTES '85 (OVERSEAS) £7.50

El Please send me more information on HARDWARE and SOFTWARE.

I own MZ711, MZ721, MZ731 (Please delete).

I enclose a Cheque/P.O. for £ Access/Visa _ I_
Name:

Address

SHARPSOFT LIMITED, 86-90 Paul Street, London EC2A 4NE
Tel: 01-739 8559

olivetti M24
Compatible & faster
then IBM PC

SAMPLE SYSTEMS
Integral Hard Disk, 1 x 360K Disk Drive Monochrome

Display, Keyboard, Bus Converter (7 Slots) and MSDOS.

PRICES FOR SYSTEMS WITH

20MB Integral Hard Disk £2799

10MB Integral Hard Disk £2699
All systems include Graphic Display serial
and Parallel Interfaces.

01-453 0123
T.F.H. COMPUTERS

6 Sunbeam Road, Park Royal NW10

Oasis Products

Precision, fully programmable, calibrated and
guaranteed hardware. 12 bit readings in 30usec
- includes 4usec signal acquisition time - to
0.02 percent accuracy. 8 bit in 16usec.

16 high impedance inputs - 1Tohm - with 8
channel differential mode.

6 precision ranges as standard, + or - 10volt down
to 1volt unipolar.
1mbyte per second data transfer rate.
Interface cards and cables provided
Enhanced versions available:
High speed version with 12 bit readings in 15usec, 8 bits in lOusec.
Analogue input isolation to 500Vrms maintaining full accuracy and speed.
32 channel systems.
Low cost Apple card based systems, from £349.

The Street, Old tostessQ , Nom ich \ R8 51)1: 1 eh 0603 747887

Full software support supplied:
- General purpose data acquisition package
with easy user interface and interactive scan
control and data file generation.
- Comprehensive product description to allow
the hardware to de driven from your own
software, either using the routines supplied or
from your own low level routines to operate the
analogue to digital process directly.
- Data file generation for export to existing
spreadsheet or other post -processing
software.

Custom hardware, software and systems
solutions available on a consultancy basis.

Peter Nelson

Design Consultancy
JULY 1985 PC W 71



I DON'T BELIEVE IT!!
Save over £1000

on the

OLIVETTI M24
+ 10 Meg Hard Disk

+ 640K RAM

ONLY £2450 (ex -VAT)

Ask about our discounted software, deli-
vered anywhere in the UK. Telephone for
more information on York 0904 39449 -

ask for David.

Why not visit us in York where history,
culture and technology meet.

MICRO -BRIDGE of YORK 0904 39449
75 GOODRAM GATE, YORK, Nth YORKSHIRE

PC USERS
DO YOU COMMUNICATE?

Turn your PC into a window on the world and communicate with the new world of
electronic mail, databases and networks.

Send telexes around the world, gather information from a database and link to
electronic mail networks such as BT Gold, Easylink, One to One, Prestel etc.

Modem House supply all equipment to turn your PC or compatible into a
communicating machine. Software and Hardware is perfectly matched to ensure
that all YOUR requirements are met, present and future.

COMPLETE SYSTEMS FROM £150 TO £2500.

1985 IS THE YEAR OF COMMUNICATIONS
SO COMMUNICATE WITH MODEM HOUSE NOW!

MODEM HOUSE
IOLANTHE DRIVE EXETER DEVON EX4 9EA Tel: (0392) 69295
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And the beauty of Sycero is that it
takes no time at all to build a simple
program for yourself. When you've built
one, expanding it, or building other,
more complex programs, is easy.

Once you start developing your own
programs you'll wonder how you ever
got on before. And no longer will you
have to bend over backwards to make
do because the program you bought off
the shelf does things differently to the
way you wanted.

No matter what your business,
there's now one program for the job.

F.
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The Disk to launch a
thousand programs

Here it is at last. One disk that will
prove to be the solution for many
business problems. A disk which will
allow you to develop your own
programs. Exactly the way you want.

The disk contains one of the most
revolutionary programs of the year.
Sycero. No matter whether you Ore a
computer novice or a seasoned
programming professional, Sycero
enables you to build any type of
business program.

No matter what your business.
From traditional business

applications like stock control,
invoicing, database management and
inventory to an unimaginable number
of specific industry applications.

ilk
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System C Limited
Tel 0622 55142

7175dacp-
The Progressive Software Company

TradeSoft House
62 Weir Road, Wimbledon

London SW19 8UG
Tel 01-879 1144 Telex 8954072 TSOFT G



LONDON COMPUTER CENTRE

IBM PC,XT,AT
IBM PC, upgraded with 20 MB
HARD DISK, 512 K RAM, CLOCK

IIBM,

OM AtoNorlon Dealer

CALENDAR,
MONO
OPTION
25 MB EXTERNAL

NorthStar

DISPLAY
AS

SERIAL

ABOVE
KEYBOARD

COLOUR
BACK-UP

PARALLEL,
£2950
£3250
£ 895

)4
DIMENSION ,m r --------

The IBM compatible _
Multi-user
system i up to 12 users)
15Mb hard disk and 2 user stations
complete with VDU running IBM graphics

Each subsequent work station £6,300
(8088 CPU 128K RAM) £1,450

--,
no,

apricot i FULL RANGE

FI,
POINT

X1 -10, X1-10 S, X1-20 PRICES CALL
7 POINT 32

SANYO 1
550: 2 x 160 K DRIVES + MONITOR £ 795
550: 2 x 800 K DRIVES + MONITOR £1095
FERRANTI: IBM COMPATIBLE
2 x 360 K DRIVES £1249
256 K RAM, MONO MONITOR
PLOTTERS MONITORS
HP 7470A 2 PEN £1 125 KAGA 12" HI-RES RGB IBM
HP 7475 6 PEN £2085 IBM-PC £399
ROLAND DXY 880 8 PEN, ROLAND DG 14" COLOUR £375
HP COMPAT £820 KAGA 12" MONO IBM £129
EPSON H1-80 4 PEN A4 £400
HARD DISKS & STREAMERS MODEMS
IBM,APRICOT,OLIVETTI,SANYO
External:-
10 MB £1295
20 MB £1545 I

Streamer 25 MB

BUZZBOX £ 69
MINOR MIRACLE £130

I 30 MB £2145 THORN VX 433
40 MB £2395 AUTO DIAL/ANSWER £180

£895
20 MB + 20 Streamer £2950 LAP PORTABLE
Internal: - NEC 8201 16 K £29910/20 MB £995/£1295 EPSON RX-8 £795
10 MB Streamer £850

PRINTERS: PHONE FOR PRICES
CANON PW 1080 150 CPS

CANON PW 1056 160 CPS

EPSON FX 80/100 160 CPS

EPSON RX 80/100 100 CPS

EPSON LO 1500 24 PN

BROTHER 1024 24 PN

TOSHIBA 2100 24 PN

FUJITSU DLP 24 24 PN

JUKI 6100 18 CPS

JUKI 6300 40 CPS

TEC - 1500 25 CPS

TEC - F 10 40 CPS

NEC - 2050 20 CPS

OUME 11-40/85 40/55 CPS
DIABLO 630 40 CPS

FLOWRITER 1600 60 CPS

SOFTWARE:- WIDE RANGE OF
CPM, PC DOS, MS DOS

CALL FOR PRICES

43 Grafton Way, London W1P 5LA (Opposite Maples)
Opening Hours: 10-7 Mon -Fn. 10.30-4 Sat. 4"01-387445514 lines) Telephone Answering Service After Office Mows

MicroSight 1111

MicroSight I on the BBC model B includes:-
 A CCTV camera with lens and tripod.

MicroEye vision interface 256 x 300 resolution
with 8 bit video plus all cables.
Fully documented hardware and software.
MicroSight software package with area perimeter
routines as well as disk and printer dumps.
Hi Res software package with mode 0 display,
disk and printer dumps and thresholding.
Package using mode 2 high quality display.

MicroScale
An image processing package with editing area and
perimeter calculations, dimensioning, windowing,
threshold and contrast setting.

MicroEye
Vision interface 256 x 300 resolution 256 grey
levels with full documentation and software for BBC
Sirius, IBM, Apple, RML, CBM etc.

11111111111111ffi

1.1,1,14{,{,t,4t1

MicroScale II
Image analysis for the IBM PC with:-

Object area measurement (absolute and %)
Perimeter measurement to user defined scaling
User definable and standard windows.
Disk and printer dumps.
Dimensioning and object counting.
Fully documented C software.

Also available for Hewlett Packard and Sirius.

For further details contact:-

D The image analysis people

Digithurst Ltd.
Leaden Hill, Orwell, Royston,
Herts. SG8 5QH Telephone (0223) 208926
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Buy an MSX computer and you'll invest in the future system of home
computing. MSX is the standard operating system that offers complete compat-
ibility between the best names in computer hardware and software. As technology
advances, MSX will be the computer link that keeps you right in touch.

As Sony continue to develop the latest in high
technology products for your home, they have
chosen MSX as the operating system for all their
home computing products. They believe that any
product which relies on software (record players,
tape recorders, video recorders and computers)
should, in the interests of both the consumer and
the manufacturer, utilise the best system as the
industry standard.

THE SENSATIONAL SONY
HIT BIT

A 64K MSX Computer with an
exclusive, built-in Personal Data
Bank (firmware). This handy facility
enables you to enter, store, recall
and up -date all kinds of personal
information such as appointments,
addresses, telephone numbers, etc.

Operation is simple, with instruc-

tions appearing on the screen
every step of 1%299.95
the process. LI
KV1430 14" MONITOR STYLE,
PUSH BUTTON CONTROL
TRINITRON COLOUR TELEVISION
with front mown- p.139.95
ted RF terminal. Lis

JS 75 REMOTE CONTROL
JOYSTICK Play fast -action games
from a distance without the
encumbrance of cables with this
quick -response remote control
joystick. £64.95

PRN-C41 PLOTTER/PRINTER
This Plotter/Printer produces red,
green, blue and black images and
characters. Pen replacement is
easy and it takes a wide choice of
paper sizes.lncluding FREE
'greetings pack' E249.95software.

TCM737 DATA RECORDER
A mains or battery operated
recorder ideal for use with your
home computer.

£39.95

JS55 JOYSTICK £19.95

SONIC

111RUIDi
rv,VE

HBD50 MICRO FLOPPY -DISK
UNIT stores up to 360K bytes of
information on a 31/2" disk. Easily
connected to the Hit Bit by using

one of the expansion ports.

£349.95

DISK DRIVE OPTION
Upgrade any MSX computer for business applications with

the addition of the Sony Disk Drive. Store up to 360k of
information on each 3.5 inch disk and realise the fantastic
potential of your MSX with this

high speed data access
facility.

FOR DETAILS OF YOUR NEAREST STOCKISTS AND OTHER MSX PRODUCTS, SEE FOLLOWING PAGES.

1345"
Data from the Personal Data
ank can be saved on any data
storage facility including the
UNIQUE HB155 RAM

CARTRIDGE, available for

£39.95

AT HOME WITH TECHNOLOGY
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The MSX system has been universally adopted by the
major home electronics manufacturers. With the rapidly
growing interest in the use of computers, each one

::unbeatable
With direct involvement in the growing use of

computers in industry, Sanyo recognise the fantastic
potential of the computer in the home.

Drawing on their vast experience in the provision
of popular home electronic products, Sanyo have
selected the MSX system as the new standard and
immediately taken advantage of the superb graphics
capabilities with the introduction of their unique light
pen option.

This sophisticated piece of equip-
ment offers all the advantages of
64K MSX computing. (Complete
with 4 programme starter
pack.) £299.99
Plus a unique optional feature -

DR101

RECORDER Specifically designed
for use with personal computers,
with phase shift switch, speaker
monitor and

E3-xd..99AC/DC operation.

MLT001 LIGHT PEN This provides
you with unlimited flair and flex-
ibility in colour graphics design. This
feature comes complete with a
software package containing some

facilities.
intriguing graphic 1E89.99

DR201
DATA RECORDER An AC only
recorder styled for computer use
with all controls conveniently placed
on top of the machine

£34.99for ease of use.

JOYSTICK MY 002 E12'99

CTP 413216" TELETEXT
COLOUR TV MONITOR
Advanced features include: black
matrix 90° deflection tube, 30 -
function I.R. Remote Control, 8
programme tuning, AV terminals
and Automatic E349.99
Fine Tuning.

FOR DETAILS OF YOUR NEAREST STOCKISTS AND OTHER MSX PRODUCTS, SEE FOLLOWING PAGES.

DR202
DATA RECORDER
Top of the range machine offering
a host of high technology

features. E44'99

SPECIAL OFFER!
SLIM 11 DATA RECORDER

NUY 002 JOYSTICK
Plus special software pack.

Total value over:

When you purchase the
Sanyo MPC 100 Computer



recognises the future potential of computer usage at home, quality and value have selected MSX as the one system to
for both entertainment and practical purposes. become the computer industry standard. Axis bring you

That's why household names famous for superb the best names in MSX at the best possible prices.

quality &choice...

STAR VALUE TOSHIBA HX10
Offering superb facilities and
outstanding value for the first time
user or enthusiast. 64K Ram, 16
colour graphics, RF, video and

FIX -P570 PLOTTER
PRINTER Easily connected
to the HX10 through the
printer interface. This
printer features image - ;:xy
and character plotting in 4
colours- red, green, blue and
black - making it ideal for colourful graphs,
pie and bar charts. Plotting speed E249.00
is 285 steps per second.

Toshiba were the first to
introduce MSX into the UK
market. With their years of
experience and their firm
commitment to the home electronics industry, Toshiba
recognise the potential of the computer in the home and
have selected MSX as the realistic standard to work to.

HX-J400
JOYSTICK

£12 .95
140E MONITOR STYLE COLOUR TELEVISION
The perfect partner for the HX10, providing
excellent picture and sound E1.89.95
quality

audio connectors, plus ports for
printer, disk drive and data recorder.

£279.95 (For money saving
offer see panel)

DON'T FORGET TO ASK YOUR DEALER FOR DETAILS OF CREDIT FACILITIES. EXTENDED GUARANTEES. ETC. AVAILABLE ON CERTAIN ITEMS.

TOSHIBA

111X -P550 HIGH SPEED DOT
IX PRINTER Printing

at 105 characters per
second, for fast copies of all

information, including graphics
symbols. Ideal for word processing
and programme £349.00
listing.

.SAVI 140
off the normal Axis price of the Toshiba HX10 Computer

PLUS 3 year guarantee

4PLUS 3 Free software titles.
ALL FOR

AXIS.
AT HOME WITH TECHNOLOGY
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SAVE OVER

The MSX System allows the experienced
computer user to select, from a wide range of
peripherals, all they need for any particular

 SANYO MPC 100 Computer

 SANYO SLIM 10 Data Recorder

 SANYO MJY 002 Joystick

 SAMSUNG BT309K B/W TV Monitor

ci 12 £35 worth of software

ONLY

IsIe4mg4
Norma/ Axis price £425.75

*Otters available only while stocks
last -At is Saving refers to previous

advertised prices or recommended retail prices.

JVC invented the `VHS' format for
video recorders, so are well aware

of the advantages of standardization.
They forecast MSX as the worldwide home computing

standard and they see the video compatibility of their
MSX as a key development path into the future.

THE SPECTACULAR HC-7GB

The HC -7G personal computer
from JVC is a new MSX machine
designed for total compatibility be-
tween other MSX machines and all
MSX software. A highly advanced
64K machine, the HC-7GB has
three display modes offering RF,
composite video and RGB outputs.

The HC-7GB MSX personal computer
from JVC is the final word in home
entertainment. £279.00
7255 GB 14" COLOUR TV
MONITOR A fully remote con-
trolled N, ideal as a computer

as a second TV. LI
monitor or alone r259.00

HCJ 615
JOYSTICK

£12.95
HC -R105 DATA RECORDER The
stylish designed HC -R105 data re-
corder is an example of a machine
produced to offer superb user

JVC SOFTWARE PACK
WHEN YOU PURCHASE
THE AMAZING HC-7GB

COMPUTER

convenience,
exceptional performance
parameters and reliable data transfer.
The HC -R105 is a high speed machine
giving very short
access times to data.

8E 9.00

FFSPECIAL FOR VIDEO INTNOSMSTS"
Add your own titles to your video films with the Character

Generator included in the JVC free software pack.

FOR DETAILS OF YOUR NEAREST STOCKISTS AND OTHER MSX PRODUCTS, SEE PREVIOUS AND FACING PAGES.



application. But, in order to help those starting a new needed to start in computing.
system, Axis have put together a special range of These "Complete Package Deals" are available
"Complete Package Deals" that contain everything to you at exclusive and unbeatable Axis prices.

package deals
02/30SAVE OVER

 TOSHIBA HX10 Computer  TOSHIBA140E Colour TV Monitor
 TOSHIBA HX-J400 Joystick  SANYO SLIM 10 Data Recorder\ PLUS Assorted Software (value £9.95)

'Offers available only while stocks last
"Saving refers to previous Axis advertised

prices or recommended retail prices.

Norma/ Axis price £5! 5

BRINGS A GREAT DEAL TO THE
Axis is an organisation that brings you the best deals through

your existing High Street dealer.
With an established reputation for personal service and care for

their customers, Axis recommended dealers now bring you deals
that no multiple can match.

Axis provide the resources to research and select high quality
products and to make them available through the independent at
unbeatable prices.

For "Exclusive Axis Deals" and the "Greatest Ever Care and
Service", your nearest Axis recommended dealer is:

AVON CLEVELAND
BRISTOL CJ. FREEMAN & CO. LTD.
47. High St., Portishead

Tel 0272 848180

STOCKTON N TEES MCKENNA &
BROWN LTD 81. High Street

Tel 0642 679995

GRAMPIAN REGION
ABERDEEN A & G KNIGHT
108, Rosemount Place

Tel 0224 630526

BEDFORDSHIRE
BEDFORD TAVISTOCK HI FI LTD.
21, The Broadway Tel: 0234 56323

DERBYSHIRE
DERBY STUART WESTMORELAND
67 St. Peter's Street Tel: 0332 367546

BERKSHME
SLOUGH C.F.LAKE LTD.
37. Stoke Road Tel: 0753 38287

WINDSOR SONICS HI -Fl LTD.
58 Grove Road Tel: 07535 60716

BUCIONGHAMSHIRE
CHESHAM D L CHITTENDEN LTD
5961.1he Broadway Tel: 0494 784441
HIGH WYCOMBE C.F. LAKE LTD.
117/118 Oxford Road Tel: 0494 28605

CHESHIRE
NORTHWICH NORDIS LTD.
39. Chester Way Tel: 0606 3691

CREWE ROY TOWNSEND SOUND &
VIDEO 2-4 Victona Street

Tel: 0270 213276

DURHAM
DARLINGTON MCKENNA & BROWN
LTD. 102, Bondgate Tel: 0325 59744

EAST SUSSEX
EASTBOURNE CLEARVIEW RENTAL
215, Seaside Tel: 0323 21646

SEAFORD CLEARVIEW RENTAL
34-40, High Street Tel 0323 898989

ESSEX
GRAYS AC. L. RADIO SERVICES LTD.
1. Northmall Tel: Q375 4666

ILFORD D. WOOLFMAN LTD.
76, Ilford Lane Tel: 014781307

CHELMSFORD RUSH HI Fl
5-6. Cornhill Tel' 0245 57593

LONDON &CREAM LONDON
WC1 HI -WAY HI -Fl LTD.
67 Tottenham Court Road
(Goodge Street) Tel:01-637 9787
W2 HI -WAY HI-FI LTD.
313-315 Edgware Road
Tel: 01-723 5251 01-402 2441
CROYDON 1& T ROBINSON LTD.
20, Norfolk House. George Street

Tel 01681 2800
SUTTON LANDAU RADIO LTD.
195-197 High Street Tel 01-643 0027

HAMPSHIRE
BASINGSTOKE SEWARDS
18, Paddington House. Bedford Walk

Tel: 0256 65665

KENT

GRAVESEND BENNETT & BROWN
181-183. Windmill Street Tel: 0474 52919
SHEERNESS BRITTAIN & HOBBS. LTD
22-24, High Street Tel 0795 665551

Demand for some MSX products means supplies are limited.
Please phone your dealer to check that he has stock available.

Note: For your local stockists of particular products in this advertisement,

LANCASHIRE

PRESTON GOODRIGHTS LTD.
1, Friargate Tel: 0772 57528

ZiARNOLDSWICK HARRY GARLICK
(TV CENTRE) 1. Church Street

Tel 0282 813309
BURNLEY HARRY GARLICK
ITV CENTRE) 10. Howe Walk

Tel 0282 37118

LEICESTERSHIRE
WIGSTON A G KEMBLE LTD
63, Leicester Road Tel 0533 881557

LOUGHBOROUGH
STUART WESTMORELAND
33, Cattlemarket Tel 0509 230465

LINCOLNSHIRE
GRANTHAM
STUART WESTMORELAND
49, High Street Tel 0476 78108

NORFOLK
NORWICH HUGHES TV & AUDIO
17-21, White Lion Street Tel' 0603 60935

NORTHERN IRELAND

NORTH BELFAST
THE GRAMOPHONE SHOP
16 Donegal, Square N Tel:0232 240046

NORTH YORICSHME - SURREY

YORK CUSSINS & LIGHT LTD. DORKING DORKING AUDIO
Kings Square Tel. 0904 55666 SYSTEMS 23, South Street

Tel: 0306 88289/
NOTTINGHAMSHIRE

NOTTINGHAM E N L AUDIO VISUAL W. GLAMORGAN

116-118, Alf reton RoadTel- 0602 784015 SWANSEA
RADIO SUPPLIES SWANSEA LTD.

STAFFORDSHME 80 Gower Road, Sketty
STOKE-ON-TRENT ROY TOWNSEND Tel:0792 204140
SOUND & VIDEO 10, Trinity Street,
Hanley Tel 0782 289114 VA3T WIRKSHIRE

HOLMFIRTH FRANK PLATT
STRATHCLYDE REGION ELECTRICAL Victoria House,

SALTCOATS HARRIS OF SALTCOATS 24, Victoria Street Tel 0484 682036
104-106, Dockhead Street HALIFAX FRED MOORE LTD.

Tel: 0294 64330 1517, Southgate Tel: 0422 67763
GLASGOW ROBERT SMITH BINGLEY SPENCER & HILL LTD.
136-140 Buchanan Street 133, Main Street

Tel: 041 248 5242 Tel:0274 565161

SUFFOLK
IPSWICH HUGHES TV & AUDIO
42, Buttermarket Tel 0473 215093

LOWESTOFT HUGHES T/ & AUDIO
62, London Road North Tel: 0502 85611

Ring Teledata 01-200 0200
DON'T FORGET TO ASK YOUR DEALER FOR DETAILS OF CREDIT FACILITIES, EXTENDED GUARANTEES, ETC. AVAILABLE ON CERTAIN ITEMS. AXIS.

AT HOME WITH TECHNOLOGY



The complete computer store . . .
Word Processing  Communications  Data Management  Business systems

Consultancy Installation Training Support

Business and II Engineering U Home and U Communications,
Professional Systems II Support Group III Educational Computing MI Electronics, Supplies

(0223) 65334/5 . (0223) 316045 (0223) 358264 (0223) 68155

.1-7-S14 stopple d a000Am HEWLETT
ACORN ETA PACKARD loll

CO FUER 111111
mil-1=mi- Mindy EPSON 410SANYCI       

11111111101
Cambridge Computer Store

I & 4 Emmanuel Street, Cambridge CBI I NE
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SO
High Quality

Microcomputer
Software

FONT 464 is an easy -to -
use program enabling you to
design, edit, and save your
own characters and graphics
for simple use in BASIC pro-
grams. There are 6 pre -
designed fonts and sophisti-
cated printer -driving software
which allows high -resolution
screen dumps and letter writ-
ing on Epson compatibles or
the DMP1.

ULTRAKIT is the most powerful inter-
active toolkit yet for ZX BASIC. All the fea-
tures you will ever need:

AUTO BREAK COPY DELETE EDIT FIND
GRAB HIDE INFORM JOIN KEY LOSE
MOVE NUMBER ONERROR PUT
QSEPARATE RAMTOP SUBSTITUTE
TRACE UPDATE VARIABLES WARN
CRUNCH1 CRUNCH2 REMKIL PACKER
MAP UCASE LCASE CTIME ATIME
ALARM PRINTER KMODE RESET and
much more. It comes with a FREE tape
header reader.

DEVPAC is a complete
machine code development
package. It is the second one
that many people buy,
because after the first one
they know what to look for!
The 'front panel' debugger is
the only way to really see pro-
grams in action, and assembly
from multiple source files is
fast enough to satisfy its most
demanding users - ourselves.

Product Price Table

Pascal r DEVPAC
£ £

C
£

ULTRAKIT
£

FONT 464

ZX Spectrum 25-00 14-00 25-00 9-45

Amstrad CPC464 29-95 21-95 7-95

MSX 29-95 19-95

CP/M-80 39-95 39-95

Sharp 39-95 25-00

Sinclair QL 19-95
(MON QL)

C combines high-level structuring with
direct control over the machine, all at com-
piled speed. Our compiler is now available
from good retailers, and has proved extreme-
ly popular. It supports all statement types
(plus inline code) and over 40 operators;
whilst char, int, unsigned and combinations
using pointers, arrays, structures, unions,
functions, and typedef are all allowed data
types. External and static variables can have
initializers, whilst auto variables support
recursion. There are six preprocessor direc-
tives and over 60 library functions with a
selective inclusion scheme.

Pascal is a valuable educa-
tional and development tool
as well as running typically 40
times faster than a BASIC
equivalent. Our compiler is an
almost full implementation
which compiles direct to
machine code (no slow
P -codes). Multiple file inclu-
sion allows very large pro-
grams to be compiled.

All prices are for cassette
versions (except CP/M and
QL) and include VAT and
p&p in the UK. Please con-
tact us for export orders,
disc formats or detailed
technical information
packs. All products are
available by mail order:
please send a cheque or
Postal Order. Sorry, we do
not accept credit cards.

MON QL is our latest pro-
duct and our first on the QL; it
was written by Andy Pennell,
who has a great deal of expe-
rience on the QL. It is similar
in style to the well-known
MON 'front panel' in
DEVPAC and includes addi-
tions like job control and
multi -tasking support. It also
catches system exceptions
and includes fixes for QDOS.

180 High Street North,
Dunstable, Beds. LU6 lAT
Telephone (0582) 696421

It can come as a rude awakening to a serious personal
computer user that the printer he thought was such a
bargain couldn't even handle his day-to-day
correspondence.

Especially when £259 could have bought him Star's
new SG -10.

A dot matrix printer that not only sets new standards
in value and reliability, it .offers outstanding print quality.

Compare the features foryourself:
- Li _New Near Letter Quality font produces characters
Close to daisy wheel quality yet still offers a printing speed

-Of 120 characters per second in draft mode.
D Easy interfacing with virtually all popular computers,

including IBM PC's
D Prints on single sheets and fan -folded paper.
C.] Printer memory of 2KB that can be expanded to 10KB

with optional buffer board.
D Wide range of character sets and fonts. International

characters, italics and proportional spacing can be
selected on all modes..

Fill in the coupon for full details and see what made us
one of the leading ranges of computer printers in the USA
in only two years.

Please send me details of your comprehensive range of Star Computer Printers.

Name Postion

Company

Address

CC I"

IL.&colic- Star Micronics U.K. Ltd.,
Craven House, 40 Uxbridge Road, London W5

WHEN WILL YOU BECOME A STAR WITH ONE OF OUR PRINTERS?
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ITALIAN FURNITURE

GAGLIARDI
Gt Britain - Switzerland - Italy - U.S.

 SEAT HEIGHT AUTOMATICALLY ADJUSTABLE
 COMPRESSED AIR ACTION
 BACK REST ADJUSTABLE, BOTH IN HEIGHT AND ANGLE

 EASY SPRING ACTION

509 KINGS ROAD, CHELSEA
LONDON SW10 OTX

Tel: 01-352 3663 Telex: 888142

115E plus P&P

PHONE

A F 0 R
MATRIX PRINTERS

Mannesman Tally  NEC Pinwriter  OKI Microline  Epson  Digital
Dataproducts Paper Tigers

LETTER QUALITY AND LINE PRINTERS
Uchida  Dyneer  Brother  NEC Spinwriter  Dataproducts full range

VDUs AND MONITORS
Televideo  Tatung  Digital  Hazeltine  Dyneer

GRAPH PLOTTERS
Hewlett-Packard  Gould

PLUS A FULL RANGE OF COMPUTER FURNITURE

&A A 11100%e1.1ou\'
o, -,...._osiT- 7 7_7;70 _:-__..=1. . ..7...;=_=,___=,.._.=
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CO -P' s3rU'1° TRADE WAREHOUSE
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MID F:112101WDIGni Milil WM II WINN 161
TOP -LINE CHOICE / BOTTOM -LINE PRICES

Mancos Computers, Unit 3, Albany Rood Trading Estate, Manchester M21 1BH

NEED
A

COMPUTER

WHERE
TO
GO?

WORLDWIDE
COMPUTERS

THEY KNOW
WHAT THEY'RE

TALKING
ABOUT

= =TX=
= 7

Authorised
Dealer

01-947 8562

(0273) 609331

WHY?
COMPUTERS
Apricot :-
PC 256K RAM + 2 a 315K IND
PC 256K RAM + 2 x 720K DID
Xi10 25610 RAM 10MB Winchester
Fle 256K RAM 1 x 315K 0/0
Fl 256K RAM 1 x 720K DM
Point 7 5126 RAM 10MB + Cluster
Point 32 256K RAM 10MB /Server
Commodore C16 Starter Pack
Commodore Plus 4
Commodore SX64
Commodore PC
Epson 0010
Epson P X8

28 K RAM Pak
BM PC 64 1 x DD Mono
8141 PC 64 2 x DO Mono
BM PC 64 10mbHD +1 x DD Mono
BM PC 64 20mbHD +1x OD Mono
BM PC XT 10mbHD +1 x DD Mono
BM Portable 1 x DD
BM Portable 2 x DO
BM Portable 10mbHD  1 x DO
BM Portable 20mbliD  1 x OD
BM PC AT 1.2mb x DO Mono
BM PC ATE 20mbH0  1.2mb x DO

Mono £4734.00
Sanyo MBC 550 1 a 160K DID... £599.00
Sanyo MBC 555 2 x 160K D/D £699.00
Sanyo MBC 5502 1 x 360K DID £799.00
Sanyo MBC 5552 2 x 360K D/D £1149.00
Sanyo MBC 775 Portable

256K RAM 2 x 360K 0/0 £1699.00
Sinclair OL £320.00
Victor/Sirius 9000 inc. mon.:-
2 x 600K D/D +128K RAM £1650.00
2 x 1.2MB D/D  256K RAM ..... £1899.00
1 x 10MB H.D  D/D  256K RAM £2499.00
Wren £899.00
Commodore 64 I -available for export
Sinclair Spectrum I in large quantities only

£1229.00
£1379.00
£209900

£799.00
£899.00

£279800
£2399 00

£49.00
£79.00

£499.00
£1449.00
£1299.00

£649.00
£150.00

£1516.00
£1735.00
£2366.00
£2716.00
£2822.00
£1699.00
£1950.00
£2549.00
£289900
£2777.00

DAISY WHEELS
Brother HR15 £31500
Brother HR25 £555.00
Brother HR35 £695.00
Daisy Step 2000 120 CPS) . £219.00
Diablo 630 IAN £1310.00
Epson DX 100 £315.00
Epson P-40... . £85.00
Epson HI -80 4 pen plotter £349.00
Hitachi 672 plotter.. £395.00
Juki 6100 . £299.00Juki 6300...... £655.00
Ouen Data £225.00
Oume 11/40 (RO) £1175.00
Oume letter Pro 20 £450.00Ricoh RP 1300.£875.00
Ricoh RP 16008K £1325.00
Smith Corona TP 1. ... f 175.00
Tec 10-40 £845.00

PERIPHERALS
Colour monitor for Apricot Fl . £350.00
Cables from £10 00
Commodore 1702 Col Monitor £175.00
Epson Accoustic Coupler £130.00
Micrantec 20" Colour Monitor £175.00
Sanyo 3117 Col Hi Ress 600 PIX £279.00
Sanyo 3125 Col Med Ress 400 PIX £175.00
Sanyo 8112 Green Screen 18MHz . £85.00
Monitor for OL £235.00
CRT 36 for MBC £100.00
APRICOT High resolution Monitors
9 170.00
12 £212.00

ACCESSORIES
Xrybonls. cables. interlaces. tractor leeds. sheet
teas. disks. seem. upgrades. hong paper.
ribbons, daisy wheels available for most products

An prices exCluchng VAT and DELIVERY

DOT MATRIX
Anadex DP 9000
Anadex DP 6500
Brother M1009(P)
Canon PW 1080A (NW)
Canon PW 1156A
Canon PJ 1080A (Colour)
Epson RX 80
Epson RX 80 FIT..
Epson RX 100 FIT
Epson FX 80
Epson FX 100 F/T
Epson LO 1500
Epson JX80 ........ £455.00
Hewlett Packard Laser Jet £3250.00
Mannesmann Tally MT80 f 195.00
Mannesmann Tally MT160 £449.00
Mannesmann Tally MT180 £549.00
MP 165 NLO Printer £275.00
Mannesmann Tally Pixy Plotter £349.00
OKI Microline 82A ......... £249.00
OKI Microline 83A £389.00
OKI Microline 84P £629.00
OKI Microline 92P £365.00
OKI Microline 2350P f 144900
Panasonic KP1091 £255.00
Shinwa CPBO F/T £189.00
Shinwa 40 (Colour) £119.00
Smith Corona DM 2001NL0O £375.00
Tec 1550 £459.00

£875.00
£2300.00

£155.00
£279.00
£355.00
£379.00
£190.00
£215.00
£325.00
£320.00
£425.00
£895.00

FREE COMMODORE
STARTER PACK WITH

EVERY PURCHASE
OVER £3,000

(WHILE STOCKS LAST)

JUNE

Worldwide Computers Ltd, Spa House, 11-17 Worple Road, Wimbledon, London SW19 4JS.01-947 8562 Telex:8955888 WOWICO
Also at 2 North Road, Brighton, Sussex BN1 1YA (0273) 609331
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***BEST PRICES - TOP QUALITY - FAST DELIVERY***

CAMEL PRODUCTS
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NEW POLYPRINT for Spectrum
. . . The interface which likes to say . . . Ja and Oui
and Si and of course YES! A Spectrum Centronics
interface unit with up to 8 sets of characters displayed
on screen, as per international set in EPSON FX80
printer. Printer driver also in EPROM.
POLYPRINT from Silicon City £44.95

EPROM PROGRAMMERS
BB -PROM
For the BBC. With fast pgm'g, Vpp generator, ZIF socket. S/ware in SWRROM incl. For 2764,27128 EPROMs. £29.95

BLOPROM-SP
A uniquely
sophisticated

EPROM
PROGRAMMER

Eprom programmer for the 2516
2716/32/32A/64/64A/28/128A,
yes even the 64A/128A from
Intel. Check, Read, Program &
Verify all or part of Eprom.

So immensely user friendly you'll
hardly need the manual.
Designed for the beginner but
includes a single key entry route
for the professional. Supplied as
firmware, the in/c driver routine
alone is worth more than the
price of BLOPROM-SP. No

STATeS NO Of SYSTEM -HEX
EPROM TYPE -271211

UM START ADDR
EPROM ST AMR - IOU

JOB LENGTH -
TASK - CHECK

WHICH TASK DO YOU WISH TO DO
MI CHECK THAT EPROM IS CLEAN
X) READ THE CONTENTS OF EPROM INTO,

RAM
Y) BLOW AN EPROM WITH DATA FROM

RAM
Z) VERIFY THAT EPROM DATA IS THE SAME

AS IN RAM
G TO QUIT R TO RESTART'

AVPersonality Cards, or D

FAST

H

CODES PORA ILABLE

'KATZ

other additions, just a Spectrum. Several inbuilt safety features. On.
board Vpp generation. 28pin ZIF socket. Cabled connector and
extender plug. ABS case. £89.95

AT /ASTI for the Spectrum user. Put your programs, utilities, Assemblers into
EPROMS for instant load from the unique ROM -SP

ROM -SP for Spectrum
Ingenious unit for Spectrum, with 2x28 pin sockets and a Reset button allows up

to 16K of Basic or M/C program to RUN or LOAD instantly from EPROMS.
Cabled connector and full extender card. NOTE: Does not disable Sinclair
ROM. £29.95

2764's at £5.50, 27128's at £8.50 x VAT
PROMER-SP for Spectrum
A brand new Spectrum programmer for 2764/128. Zero insertion force socket &

software on tape. 129.95

PROMER 81-S for S
The very popular PROMER-81 for the ZX81 has been adapted to the

Spectrum

and the price kept low. /24.95

ROM -81
Provides two 24 pin sockets for up to 8K of EPROM memory in the 8-16K area.

Can use 2516/32 or 2716/32 114.95

PROMER-81
A low cost reliable programmer for 2516/32, 2716/32 EPROMS. Requiree

4X PP3 batteries 124.95

DHOBI I UV ERASER
Compact. Mains powered. Safe. Fully cased. Up to 3 EPROMS /18.95

DHOBI 2 With automatic timer £22.95

CRAMIC-SP NEW for Spectrum
Ingenious software paged 16K non-volatile CMOS RAM to co -exist in the same

area as Spectrum ROM. Easy storage and retrieval of BASIC, M/C or DATA
on a 48K Spectrum £89.95

PRINT -SP for Spectrum
Centronics Interface with standard centronics Cable. Software on tape. See also

Polyprint £31.25

NIKE POWER BUFFERS
for Spectrum, Atmos, ZX81 E17.35

DREAM -81 ZX81
64K Rampack with link options to disable 0-8-16K. Plus a 28 pin EPROM socket

for 2716, 2732/2764 and 27128. £59.96

MEMIC-81 for ZX81
4K CMOS RAM with lithium battery. Easy SAVEing. 10yr storage and

instant retrieval of programs. £29.95

UK. VAT extra. No VAT on exports P+P UK Free
Europe +5% - Overseas +10% TLX 81574 CML

Cambridge Microelectronics. One Milton Road.
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Cambridge Microelectronics Ltd. One Milton Rd. Cambridge C84 lUY Tel: 02231314814

VERBATIM DATALIFE (Five Year
FD34-9000 S/side S
FD34-8000 S/side D
DD34-400I D/side D

BASF (Qualimetric)
IX

ID

2D
ACCESSORIES

L840-8
VCK-8
VCD-8

PAPE
PAP3
PAP4
LAB]
C12

..... .......... PRICE PROMISE ..........**** ..... *
Me will better any genuine delivered price advertised in the current issue of
PCN for Boxes of Disks shown in the list below. Please Telephone for price.

.....

QUALITY FACTORY SEALED DISKS NORMALLY SAME DAY DESPATCH
5.25" DISKS

BOXES OF 10 DISKS

MEMRON Coloured Diskettes - Packed in Library Box
Red,Blue,Green,Yellow,White,Rainbow(2 of each

1100

HR 5/side S or D Dens 48tpi 40Tr
2D HR D/side 5 or D Dens 48tpi 40Tr

5/side Q Dens 96tpi BOTr
20 D/side Q Dens 96tpi 80Tr

DYSAN
104/1D
104/2D
204/1D
204/2D

HR 5/side D Dens
HR D/side D Dens
HR 5/side Q Dens
HR D/side I Dens

48tpi
48tpi
96tpi
96tpi

VERBATIM DATALIFE (5 Year Warranty)
MD525-0IHR 5/side 5 or D Dens 48tpi

le
MD550-01HR D/side S or D Dens 48tpi
MD577-01HR 5/side Q Dens 96tpi
M0557-01HR D/side El Dens 96tpi
10 or 16 hard sectors at same price.

MEMOREX (5 year warranty)
3431 HR 5/side S
348] HR 5/side D

III:

3491 HR D/side D
3504 HP 5/side 0
3501 HR DisicleC1
5500HD D/side H

BASF

HASP

C

40Tr
40Tr
BOTr
80Tr

40Tr
40Tr
80Tr
80Tr
Add £1.

Dens 48tpi 40Tr
Dens 48tpi 40Tr
Dens 48tpi 40Tr
Dens 96tpi 80Tr
Dens 96tpi 80Tr
Dens 1.6MB BOTr

ID 5/side D Dens 48tpi 40Tr

(Qualimetric) .. FREE Library Box with every
IX HR 5/side 5 Dens 48tpi 40Tr
ID HR 5/side D 'Dens 48tpi 40Tr
2D HR D/side D Dens 48tpi 40Tr
1D/96 HR 5/side Q Dens 96tpi BOTr
2D/96 HR D/side Q Dens 96tpi 801r
5.25 20 D/side H Dens 1.6MB BOTr

CUMANA Packed in Library Box
2Q HR D/side Q Dens

HR denotes Disks with Reinforced

96tpi 80Tr

Hub Rings.

ACCESSORIES
HCK5 Head Clean Kit with Fluid
LC5 5.25 EGLY Library case
LB40-5 ABA Lockable Box 40 Cap inc Disk Pen
LB50-5 ABA Lockable Box 50 Cap inc Disk Pen

11:

LB90-5 ABA Lockable Box 90 Cap inc Disk Pen
VCK-5 Verbatim 5" Head clean kit
VCD-5 Verbatim 5" H/c disks (per 10)
DPEN BEROL Quality disk pens (per 12)
DL -5 Disk Labels 100 (5 colours)
DM -5 Disk Mailers 4 disk cap (per 100)

3.5" DISKS
SONY

Prices per Box (£)
1-4 5-9 10-49

colour)
21.00 20.00
26.00 25.00
26.00 25.00
31.50 30.50

16.50
24.00
24.00
29.00

15.90
23.25
23.25
28.25

19.00
24.00
24.00
28.50

15.30
22.50
22.50
27.50

14.95 14.70 14.20
19.20 18.45 17.70
19.20 18.45 17.70
25.20 24.95 24.00

20 for library box.

Please Telephone for

MOST COMPETITIVE

Prices

10.99 10.50 10.00
ID Disks ..

14.10

0M-03440 5/side 0 Dens BOTr
09-04440 D/side D Dens 80Tr

MF350 5/side D Dens 80Tr
BASF (Qualimetric)

FD3.5 5/side 80Tr (Boxed in 5's)
ACCESSORIES

510-3.5 SEE -10 Library Box
L860-3.5 ABA Lockable Box 60 Cap inc Disk Pen

8" DISKS
Warranty)
Den
Den
Den

S/side S Dens
S/side D Dens
D/side D Dens

ABA Lockable Box 40 Cap inc Disk Pen
Verbatim 8" Head clean kit
Verbatim 8" H/c disks (per 10)

14.70
18.65
19.30
22.00
37.00

13.70
14.20
17.90
18.55
21.25
36.00

13.30
13.70
16.65
17.30
20.50
34.50

16.45 15.95 15.45

14.90
1.90

13.50
14.75
16.50
6.40

12.50
5.25
4.50

21.00

33.00
42.50

34.00

17.00

2.30
15.50

19.50
19.50
23.00

16.00
19.00
22.00

16.50
6.40

12.50

PAPER -LABELS -CASSETTES
11"x9.5" 60gsm 2000 Sheets Micro Perf 11.00
A4 80gsm 2000 Sheets Micro Perf 24.50
A4 90gsm 1000 Sheets Micro Perf 13.50
89mmx36mm 2 on web 8000 labels 23.00
C12 Quality Screw Assembly(10) 4.50

14.50
1.80

13.00
14.25
16.00
6.20
12.30
5.00
4.25
19.50

32.25
41.75

33.25

16.50

2.15
15.00

18.50
18.50
22.00

15.00
18.00
21.00

16.00
6.20

12.30

10.50
23.50
12.75
22.00
4.30

14.00
1.70

12.50
13.75
15.50
6.00
12.10
4.75
4.00
18.50

31.50
41.00

32.50

16.00

2.00
14.50

17.50
17.50
21.00

14.00
17.00
20.00

15.50
6.00
12.10

10.00
22.50
11.50
21.00
4.10

RIBBONS - PRINTWHEELS - PRINTERS - SOFTWARE
Telephone or write for very competitive prices on a large range of goods.

Please contact us for Quantity Discounts (50+ boxes) and Trade Accounts.
Official orders accepted from Government or Educational Establishments.

Description Quantity Amount

Postage/Packaging (UK)
5.25/3.5 Disks,HCKS
8" Disks,VCD8,C12
LC5,DL5,VCK5/8,VCD5,DPEN
Lockable Box,Labels

£1 /8"*
£1.3/Box.
50p/pack

£2.5/Box

(75p 5+,
(95p 5+,
(35p Sc,

(E2 2.,

Post/Pack

£5 Mao Total exc VAT
£5 Max
£5 Max Vat 5 15%

£5 Max Total inc VAT
. ,

. Add 30p for First Class Post

Name

Address

Tel.No.

Post Code

Access/Barclaycard/Cheque No.

TELEPHONE ORDERS ANYTIME WF DO

34 CANNONBURY AVENUE PINNER MIDDX

01 868 9548
VISA

THE REST

Pinner Wordpro

HAS ITS
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SCOPIMPIR

 Software for HP7470
and HP7475 plotters
on CP/M micros.

 Direct or spreadsheet
data entry.. DIF format
supported.

om Plot files can be saved
for later amendment
or plotting.

 Many default settings
for ease of use.

£65
incl. tutorial
and full
documentation

GEFIEPRIL PROOFTEFT11116 E Fit:MOTES ETD.
Contact: David Lacey, 14 Denmark Road, London W13 8RG. 01-840-2796

Centronics Parallel Interface for QL*

CST announce the %t Centronics Parallel
Interface for Sinclair's QL- available NOW for only
Cambridge Systems Technology can provide the missing link for your QL.
The CST Q- PI is a Centronics Parallel Interface offering full Q. DOS device
driver software. It will connect your QL to the wide range of printers and
plotters which use the standard Centronics interface, and is fully
compatible with Sinclair -supplied PSION software. PLUS VAT
ORDER FORM
Please send Q -P1 units @ £86.25 incl VAT
(and) Centronics cables @ £11.50 each incl
(add post & packing @ £2.25 incl per unit)

CHEQUE/P.O. NO REMITTANCE TOTAL £

Name Address

Postcode

Phone Date of Order
CUT AROUND BROKEN LINE AND DESPATCH WITH YOUR REMITTANCE TO: pc3i7 785
CAMBRIDGE SYSTEMS TECHNOLOGY 30 Regent Street Cambridge CB2 1 DB
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CUMANA
Special

Price
Offers!

SPECTRUM

DISK
INTERFACE

Convenience

ofdouble
density

disk
operation

foronly
£99.95

DELTA
INTERFACE

FOR
YOUR

DRAGON

Dragon
32Disk

Controller

foronly
£49.95

DISK
DRIVE

SUITABLE

FOR
USE

WITH
APPLE

MODELS

II&II

AS501L
disk

drive
only

£109.95*

RS232
BOARD

FOR
TANDY

MODELS

111/4
only

£39.95

EXTERNAL

HARD
DISK

FOR
TANDY

MODELS

III/4
(5MB)

only
£895.00*

WESTERN

DIGITAL

WD
1005.1

CONTROLLER

CARD

foronly
£114.95

Z80DISK
PACK

Cumana

price
only

£649.95*

CUMANA

CSX
351

31/2-
single

drive
without

power
supply

only
£99.95*

CUMANA

CDX
352

31/2-
dual

drive
without

power
supply

only
£179.95*

CUMANA

31/2"
single

sided
double

density
diskettes

box
of10£29.95

THE
SUPER

MCP
40COLOUR

PRINTER/PLOTTER*

compatible

with
theBBC/Dragon/Tandy

only
£89.95

TH1603
ASpectrum

compatible

data
cassette

recorder

£29.95*

TH1603
CCommodore

compatible

data
cassette

recorder

£29.95*

TH1603
HBBC

compatible

data
cassette

recorder

£29.95*

*Cumana

Special
--
Allrecorders

come
with

abox
of20C15

data
cassettes!

*Add
£9.14

postage
&packaging

on these
items.

'_imited
offer,

allproducts

are
subject

to availability.

Allprices
are

inclusive

ofVA.T.

and
OE

Apple
is a registered

trademark

of Apple
Computer,

Inc.

1.------11011

MN
MI MEI

III=
OM

INN

MO
MEM

MM

owl
um

mm

ORDER

FORM

_IMITED,

THE
PINES

TRADING

ESTATE,

BROAD
STREET,

GUILDFORD.

SURREY

GU3
3BH

TEL
0483

503121

:heque/PO*

for

ordebit
myaccess/visa*

card
no.

*Delete
asapplicable

.ME
ADDRESS

CUMANA®The
best

name
inmemory



The world didn't need
another portable.
Just a better one.

The Bondwell 2 is a truly portable computer that offers
instant computing power when you're on the move.

And it offers some pretty remarkable features.

Small, light, powerful.
The Bondwell 2 is a 64K RAM portable that is the size

of an attache case and weighs just 5.5 Kg. The fold -up LCD
screen offers 80 characters x 25 lines with a brilliant
resolution of 640 x 200. It also tilts 0° - 180° to offer the
best viewing angle in all light conditions. V

There's also a built-in 31/2" microfloppy disk drive with a 360K formatted capacity.
So you get maximum software flexibility without the limitations of built-in ROM programs
on most portables.

And because the Bondwell 2 has a CP/M 2.2 operating system you have access to
a huge library of business programs.

Five top programs are offered free with the Bondwell 2 - WordStar, Mailmerge,
DataStar, CalcStar and ReportStar. As well a "Scheduler Plus" program is yours, free, for
better organisation of executive time.

Features. Features. Features.
Other Bondwell 2 features include a full -stroke keyboard with 8 user -defined function

keys: ports for data transmission, printer and a second disk drive: expansion slots fcr
modem, ROM/RAM card: a built-in battery which gives 8 hours of continuous use with
each recharge.

'Cr
Heavy in features. Light in weight.
The Bondwell 2 Portable.

And equally light on the pocket

AT £1575

Barbatan
Limited
35 - 38 High Street
Bristol BS1 2AW
Tel: Bristol (0272) 213928

Attractive trade discounts are available.
Dealer enquiries welcome.
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ATARI 600XI FMTFRTai
Great news for games addicts who appreciate high quality
graphics and sensational arcade action gameplay. For Only
£69, you can buy a 16K Atari 600XL Computer with two top
arcade ROM cartridge titles and a joystick. These two ROM
titles are the famous arcade hit Donkey Kong and another
favourite Qix (We only have a limited number of packs with
Qix. When these run out. Qix may be substituted for an arcade
entertainment cartridge of the same value). The 600XL
Entertainment Pack offers real value for money and enables
you to save £63.96, nearly half of the normal RRP's of the pack
items when purchased individually. Silica Shop have a wide
range of ROM cartridges available including arcade favourites
such as Asteroids. Centipede, Missile Command, Popeye,
Q*Bert, Star Raiders, Super Cobra for only £9.95 each! The
600XL is a programmable home computer with the Basic
Programming Language built in and if you later add a 1010
Program Recorder (XLP 1010 - £34), a range of hundreds of
cassette programs will become available to you The Atari
600XL is recommended as a first class games machine

SARI PACKS - POWER WITHOUT THE PRICE!

1111 E N T PACK
ATARI 600XL ENTERTAINMENT PACK

16K Atari 600XL £99.99
Donkey Kong (R) £14.99
Qix (R) £9.99
Single CX40 Joystick £7.99
Total (if purchased separately) £132.96
Less Discount (approx 481%) £63.96
PACKAGE PRICE (XLC 1600) £69.00

£69
The 64K 800XL is packaged here wan the 1010 recorder, an
economical storage and retrieval unit, a smash hit arcade
game and programming aid, all for a package price of only
£129 (ref: XLC 1010), a saving of £65.96 off the RRP's of the
individual items which total £194.96. The game included in this
pack is Pole Position. Now on cassette from Atari, Pole
Position is an accurate reproduction of Atari's own highly
successful arcade driving game which has all the thrills and
spills of the grand -prix racetrack. On the reverse of this
cassette is a demonstration program of Atari's amazing sound
and graphics capabilities giving an example of the high quality
performance of the Atari 800XL. Also included is an Invitation
to Programming 1 cassette which takes you step by step
through the first stages of programming in Atari Basic using
Atari's unique soundthrough facility which allows pre-
recorded human speech to be played through your TV
speaker. All you need is a joystick (ATJ 0400 - £7.90 for Pole
Position), to be up and running with this package. The Atari
800XL in this pack comes with a Silica two year guarantee.
ATARI PACKS - POWER WITHOUT THE PRICE!

This pack includes the 64K 800XL with a 1050 Disk Drive for
mass storage and speedy information retrieval as well as a
brand new adventure game and a powerful home help
program, all for only £249 (ref: XLC 1050), a saving of £115.96
off the RRP's of the individual items which total £364.96. The
first of these programs is The Payoff on disk, a new adventure
game which is a fantasy simulation in which you play the
leading role. An exciting introduction to adventure programs
which are always popular (with a demonstration program of
Atari's amazing sound and graphics on the reverse). Also
included in this pack is Home Filing Manager to help you
organise your files. It allows you to.catalogue and file details
of birthdays, books, your stamp collection or anything else
which would normally require you to use filing cards. The
instructions for Home Filing Manager are on the reverse of the
disk and all the disks which come in this package are in
protective paper wallets. You get an extended two year
guarantee on the 800XL and 100 free programs with the disk
drive when you buy this package from Silica,
ATARI PACKS - POWER WITHOUT THE PRICE!

Atari's new 128K computer, the Atari 130XE offers an enormous 131,072 bytes of RAM for only £169.
The 130XE comes with built in Basic and full operating instructions and is now in a newly designed
case with a modern full stroke keyboard, The XE is fully compatible with both the 400/800 and the XL
ranges of machines, this means that it can run approximately 90% of all Atari Computer software on the
market. This provides a range of over 1,000 software titles as well as a large selection of accessory and
peripheral items. Initial stock of the 130XE will be limited, so it's first come first served.

WE ARE THE UK'S Not ATARI SPECIALISTS
Since the introduction of Atari Video Games into the UK six
years ago. Silica Shop has been selling Atari products and
supporting Atari owners with a specialist mailing service
which we believe is unbeatable. We stock over 1,000 Atari
related product lines and have a mailing list including over
300,000 Atari 2600 VCS owners and over 50,000 Atari Home
Computer Owners. Because we specialise in Atari, we aim to
keep stocks of all the available Atari hardware. software,
peripherals and accessories. We also stock a wide range of
Atari dedicated books and through us, the owners on our list
can subscribe to several American Atari dedicated magazines.
We can provide a full service to all Atari owners and are now
firmly established as the UK's NUMBER ONE Atari specialists.
Here are just some of the things we can offer you:
FREE POST & PACKING ON MAIL ORDERS

FREE CLUBS & INFORMATION SERVICE
HIGHLY COMPETITIVE PRICES

AFTER SALES SUPPORT SERVICE
REPAIR SERVICE ON ATARI PRODUCTS

If you would like to register on our mailing list as an Atari
computer owner, or just because you are interested in buying
an Atari machine, let us know. We will be pleased to keep you
up to date with all new developments on the Atari scene free

Lot charge. So, post off the coupon with your order or enquiry
and begin experiencing an Atari service that is second to hone

1:4! 01-309 1111

ATARI 800XL + PROG. RECORDER PACK
64K Atari 800XL £129.99
1010 Program Recorder £34.99
Pole Position + Demo Prog (C) £9.99
Invitation to Programming 1 .... £19.99
Total (if purchased separately) £194.96
Less Discount (approx 33.8%) £65.96
PACKAGE PRICE (XLC 1010) . £129.00

ATARI 800XL + DISK DRIVE PACK
64K Atari 800XL £129.99
1050 Disk Drive £199.99
Home Filing Manager (D) £24.99
The Payoff + Demo Prog (D) £9.99
Total Of purchased separately) £364.96
Less Discount (approx 31,8%) £115.96
PACKAGE PRICE (XLC 1050) £249.00

SILICA SHOP LTD, 1-4 The Mews, Hatherley Road, Sidcup, Kent, DA14 4DX Tel: 01-309 1111
ORDER NOW -OR SEND FOR OUR FREE ATARI BROCHURES

01 ===== 11 11 EN Nip
To: SILICA SHOP LTD, Dept PCW 0785, 1-4 The Mews, Hatherley Road,

Sidcup, Kent, DA14 4DX Telephone: 01-309 1111
LITERATURE RFAI JEST-

dlim EN IN

O Please send me your FREE brochures on Atari Home Computers.

O I already own a Videogame I already own a Computer

Mr/Mrs/Ms: Initials: Surname:

Address:

ORDER REQUEST:

Postcode:

PLEASE SEND ME:
O 16K 600XL Entertainment Pack £69 All prices include VAT
O 64K 800XL & 1010 Recorder Pack £129
O 64K 800XL & 1050 Disk Drive Pack £249 Post & Packing
O 128K 130XE Home Computer £169 is Free Of Charge

I enclose Cheque/P.O. payable to Silica Shop Limited for the following amount: £

 CREDIT CARD - Please debit my:
Access/Barclaycard/Visa/American Express/Diners Club My Card No is:
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THE LOW COST COMPUTER FOR HOME AND BUSINESS

If you know anything
about computers you'll
know that disc drives are
up to fifty times faster
than cassette when you're
loading and saving
programs. In fact, a
disc drive makes
computing faster,
more reliable, more
efficient and more
fun. But up till now the
only way to gain these
advantages for a home
computer was to buy a
separate disc drive
attachment. Now Amstrad
are pleased to announce
the first complete home
computer with built-in
disc drive: The Amstrad
CPC 664.

And when you buy a
CPC 664 you'll find it's not
just the disc drive that's
built-in.

You'll get every-
thing you need, including a monitor
(green screen or full colour). We'll
even give you a free CPM and Logo
disc, so all you do is plug in and
you're in business.

WITH COLOUR MONITOR AROUND

.E449.
WITH GREEN SCREEN AROUND

.E339.

THE HOME
COMPUTER
THAT MEANS

BUSINESS.

BUSINESS OR
 PLEASURE 

Although a disc drive
will make games more fun
(and there are loads of
them to choose from) it
also makes the CPC 664
a serious proposition for
the business user.

There are accounting,
word-
processing,
spread -sheet
and data-
base pro-
grams (to
name but
a few).

The CPC
664 is also
supplied with
CP/M* to help
make your

business more efficient and effec-
tive by providing access to the
famous range of CP/M* software.

Amsoft Business Control, is a
complete suite of programs
for integrated sales invoicing,
stock control and sales ledger
for around £99. (Requires an
additional FD -1 disc drive
around £159 and DL -2 cable
around £7).

Wordprocessing with Amsword
can improve the productivity
of everyone from unskilled
typist to trained secretary.
Around £23.95.

HIGH PERFORMANCE
 LOW COST 

The one thing you won't need
a computer to work out is that the

Amstrad CPC 664
represents outstand-
ing value for money.

You only have to
check the cost of
buying all the ele-
ments separately (64K
computer, disc -drive,
monitor) to realise
that the Amstrad
package is very
hard to beat.

With a green screen
monitor the cost is
just £339. With a
full colour screen it
costs £449. And after
you've saved money on
the price of the computer
itself, you go on saving
on the price of software.

There are hundreds
of programs for business
or pleasure available
on disc (and cassette) to
CPC 664 users. Many from
Amsoft, others from other

famous -name software
houses. Few will cost
you more than £49 and
most will cost you con-
siderably less.

AN EXPANDING
-  SYSTEM

There is a com-
plete range of
peripherals avail-

able to CPC 664 users
which plug directly into

the built-in interfaces.
These include a joy-

stick, additional disc drive
(to double your on-line
storage) and the Amstrad
DMP-1 dot-matrix printer.
(There's also a cassette
interface so that you can
use CPC 464 programs
on tape). And there are
many more peripherals from
Amstrad and other manu-
facturers which can be used
to enhance the CPC 664.

 AMSTRAD USER CLUB  -
Join the optional Amstrad

User Club
and we'll keep
you informed
with our
monthly user
magazine,
and infor-
mation on all
software as it
is introduced.
Your member-
ship details

will be recorded on your
personal club card, which

entitles members to various
privileges and offers.

PareP4.24741VC%:=2*

8.7°,117.71: :17:741 17; a

Figure analysis made easy
with Microspread. An easy to
use spreadsheet with pull -
down menus and a wide range
of mathematical options.
Around £49.

lease s = nd me more information

Name

Address

Amstrad CPC 664
Amstrad, P.O. Box 462, Brentwood, Essex CM14 4EF.

PCW/664/2

CP/MisatrademarkdDigitalResearchfrw.

SPECTRUM  W.H. SMITH  WIGFALLS  AND GOOD INDEPENDENT COMPUTER STORES 



FORTH
TOTAL CONTROL

FORTH programs are instantly
portable across the most popular
microprocessors.

FORTH is interactive and very
fast.

FORTH programs are structured,
modular, and easy to maintain.

FORTH gives control of all
interrupts, memory locations, and
i/o ports.

FORTH gives full access to DOS
files and functions.

FORTH appliation programs can
be converted to turnkey programs.

FORTH Cross Compilers can
generate ROMmable code for:
6502, 6809, 68000, 8080, Z80,
8086, 6800, 6801/3, 1802, Z8,
8070, Z8000, 99)ooc, LSI-11

Application Development Sys-
tems include FORTH with virtual
memory, multi -tasking, assembler,
full -screen editor, decompiler,
utilities, and full documentation.

LMI Z80 FORTH - CPM
2.2
LMI 8086 FORTH -
CPM-86, MSDOS
LMI PC/FORTH -
PC/DOS
MPE-FORTH 6809 -
FLEX, 0S9
LMI 68000 FORTH -
CPM 68K

£95

£110

£110

£175

£225

FORTH+ has 32 -bit stacks and
directly accesses the whole
address space of the processor.

PC FORTH+
8086 FORTH+
68000 FORTH+

£225
£225
£225

Extension Packages include
floating point, cross compilers,
8087 support, colour graphics,
interactive deluggers

We are the FORTH specialists, we also stock a large range of
books, listings, and implementations for machines ranging from
Spectrums to Macintosh to VAX.ripe MicroProcessor Engineering Ltd

21 Hanley Road, Shirley
Southampton SO1 5AP
Tel: 0703 780084
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Making the
most of the
show
A day at PCW Show presents
an ideal opportunity for first-
time buyers in particular to see
for themselves what's
available in small business
micro systems. The hard part,
of course, comes later,
choosing the one that's right
for your individual business. As
well as the stands on which
companies will be
demonstrating and displaying
their products, and staff will be
ready to answer questions,
there are also some extra
features which we've added to
the show, both to help you
make the most of your visit
and to make that all-important
decision afterwards.

The first two days are
reserved for business and trade
visitors, so they will probably
be less crowded than the
Friday, Saturday and Sunday.
But whatever day you plan to
come, if you're a business or
professional user, you can

The 8th PCW Show takes place at Olympia,
London, 4-8 September. It's the biggest event of its

kind in the UK, appealing to personal computer
users in business, in the home, and in education.

Here's the first detailed look at what's in store.

apply for a complimentary
ticket. This enables you to
register in advance, to obtain a
personalised VIP visitor pass
which means you can walk
straight in at the entrance to
Olympia without having to fill
in the registration form at the
desk.

If you know the companies
or the types of product you
want to see, it also makes
sense to use the product
locator service. Just fill in the
form and we'll give you a plan
of the show, showing the
location of the relevant stands.
That way you can go straight
to them, and avoid any wasted
time and effort.

Anyone wanting to know
what software is available for
their specific application has
two key sources of advice and
information. On the Upper
Level of Olympia 2 is the
consultancy area, which brings
together a number of specialist
consultants with a wide range
of experience, and the PCW
Show Applications Software
Advisory Service. This is a
database system which lists
every available piece of
business software, identifying
the application, supplier,
operating system and other

The busy scene at last year's PCW Show: this year's will be
even bigger.

details - whether or not it is
being demonstrated at the
show.
On the ground level, look out
for the NCC Microsystems
Centre near the foot of the up
escalator. The Microsystems
Centre offers impartial advice
and information, trying, in the
words of senior consultant Eric
Bagshaw "to educate the
business user into a mood of
cheerful scepticism. Cheerful,
in the knowledge that, if he
gets it right, the system will
pay for itself in under a year,
and sceptical in the knowledge
that some of the salesmen he
may deal with were selling
used cars until last year."

Running on the stand will be
the NCC Directories on Disc,
which provide up-to-date
information on microsystems,
hardware, software and
training: more than 5000
business software packages,
3000 different systems and
2000 training courses avilable
throughout the UK. Next door
in the PCW Show lecture
theatre, a team of consultants
from the Microsystems Centre
will be running daily seminars
on how to choose your system.

These sessions cover the
main issues involved, starting
with the question why use a
micro at all? The NCC view is
that one business in four needs
a computer "like a hole in the
head" while for the other three
the difference between a
successful, effective system,
is one part discipline, one part
training and operation, and one
part dealer support. Other
topics include the pre-
conditions for success,
choices and trade-offs (this
can mean ease of use v
flexibility and power as well as
the more obvious price or
performance decision), criteria
for choosing a dealer as well as
a system, and finally security,
back-up and contingency
planning (summed up by
Bagshaw as "if it can go wrong
- it will.")

The seminars will be given at
10.30 and 2.30 on Wednesday,
Thursday and Friday,
September 4, 5 and 6, and at
2.30 only on Saturday
September 7. The fee at the
door wil be £25 + VAT, but for

those booking in advance there
will be a 50% discount,
making the fee £12.50 plus
VAT.

NCC Microsystems Centre,
11 New Fetter Lane, London

EC4A 1PU. Phone 01-353
0011/5.

Room with a
view
"Very nice, dear ... but what
does it do?" For every home
computer user whose
demonstration of treasured
system has brought this
response from girlfriend, wife
or mother, the National Hall at
PCW Show has the answer.

Tomorrow's Micro Home at
PCW Show brings together all
the latest in home electronics
and computing - TV, video, hi-
fi and computer-linked
videodisc, all in a futuristic
"living room of the future"
setting. Sponsored by Toshiba,
the feature also includes the
home control system recently
unveiled in Japan which can
answer the phone, adjust the
heating and even control
burglar or fire alarms. Final
development of the system is
still under way, to add a
number of extra devices
including one which will turn
off the taps to stop the bath
overflowing.

Although videodisc has had
little or no impact in the home
market so far, it does have its
uses. The advantages of disc
over tape for video are the
same as for computers: speed
of response and the ability to
access frames in any
sequence, including step -
forward and step -back, which
makes it useful for computer -
aided learning and Toshiba
believe that, as home
computers develop, so will the
interactive videodisc.

The setting will be more than
a show stand. It will be a
"room set" with furnishings by
one of London's most exciting
interior designers, providing a
fitting setting for the new
technology. Look out for
further details nearer show
time.

jt,Ly 19i15PCW9I
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Coming in from
the cold
Teachers involved with
computers in the classroom
often complain that they feel
"out in the cold" without much
genuinely useful help and
advice. Over the years many of
them have found that visiting
the show is a useful way to
keep abreast of developments
so we have now decided to
give them some specific help
through the PCW Show
Computers in Education
feature. Located in the main
National Hall, this new centre
will be manned by a team of
specialists - teachers or
former teachers with first-hand
experience of using computers
in primary and secondary
schools, and in higher
education. They will be able to
answer questions, help in
solving problems, and
demonstrate some of the
projects undertaken with their
pupils and students.

The stand is sponsored by
Computers in Education
Journal, the specialist
publication, which operates a
comprehensive database
listing thousands of
educational hardware and
software products, all listed
and cross-indexed by age,
subject and other parameters
including operating system.
The system will be operating
on the stand so that teachers
and others involved in the
education world, such as
advisers, trainers and local
authority support staff, will be
able to identify the products
which meet their needs.

Complimentary tickets for
individual teachers are
available in advance from the
show organisers and these are
valid for any day of the show.
Admission at the door is
£2.00; groups of 10 or more
(including school parties) can
obtain a discount of 50p per
head by booking in advance
but these are only available for

-Friday-Sunday, 6-8 September.

Commodore

debut
Commodore's new 128k
machine will debut at PCW
Show and will go on sale at
about the same time. Full
details are still under wraps,
but it will be upwards
compatible with the C64. The
new machine will sell
alongside the 64, which the
people at Corby say is still
selling well. Further

developments are promised for
the show, which will be
available in time for the
Christmas period.

As well as the serious home
user, the new 128 is expected
to appeal to small businesses
and the self-employed, using
CP/M software which
Commodore say is
comparatively cheap, still
widely avaialble - and familiar
to many users who want to
upgrade their existing machine.

The big push for the
business market, of course,
comes with the Commodore
PC, for which a lot of
development work is under
way, particularly in the field of
multi-user and multi -tasking
systems. The first results of
this effort will be seen at the
show, as part of what is
promised to be a determined
campaign to re-establish
Commodore as a big name in
the business computer market.

Faster printer
A letter -quality printer which
can output 10 pages a minute,
retailing for less than £2000 is
one of more than a dozen new
products to be launched at the
show by Micro Peripherals.
First deliveries to customers
are expected "within a couple
of weeks" after the show,
according to Micro P director
Ian Donaldson, who forecasts
increasingly fierce competition
at the quality end of the printer
market.

Also new from the
Basingstoke -based distributor
is a range of 1024 x 1024 high -
resolution monitors for
graphics applications and a
series of modems including an
auto -answer machine for
mailbox use, which will accept
messages unattended.

Answers to the
Organiser

question
When the Psion Organiser
hand-held computer first
appeared at last year's PCW
Show, a number of people
commented: "Great idea - but
what's it for?" At Olympia in
September, they should be
able to see at least some of the
answers to that question in the
shape of Organiser packages
for a number of different
applications. David Potter,
Psion's founder and chairman,
says that specialist contracts
already announced are worth

Finding a use for the Organiser in the construction industry,
performing quantity and cost calculations on site.

well in excess of £1 million and
several others are on the way.

The most visible of these
applications is for charge -card
validation at Marks & Spencer
stores. The card validation list,
held on an M & S mainframe, is
downloaded and then copied
on to EPROM datapaks which
are distributed overnight to
each store, where they are
plugged into point -of -sale
Organisers, ready for
immediate use. When a
customer presents his card,
the assistant keys in the
number and the computer
display signals "OK" or "Call
Supervisor" if the card is not
valid. At the end of the day,
datapaks are returned to the
central office and erased by UV
exposure.

Of more widespread interest
is the Wessex Materials
Computer, a development of
the Organiser for cost -
estimating in the building
trades. This allows a builder or
quantity surveyor to perform
quantity and cost calculations
on site, storing the information
in an EPROM datapak. The
software includes calculation
formulae for all the major
construction trades, including
concrete, brick and block,
woodwork, steelwork, roofing
and finishing trades.

This points the way in which
further applications for the
Organiser are likely to be
developed. The initial software
was produced by Psion on its

powerful VAX -based in-house
development system. Further
enhancements will be provided
by Wessex's own
programmers, using the Forth
Development System from
Psion, which enables
customers to emulate the
Organiser on an IBM PC and
which will be demonstrated at
the show.

The Organiser itself uses a
simple programming language
called POPL. This is designed
to enable even inexperienced
users to write and store
programs but is obviously
unsuitable for developing
specialist applications and
that's where FDS comes in.

The virtues of Forth are that
the programming system itself
can be very small, as little as
8K and it produces extremely
fast and compact code.
Anything you can do in
machine code or C, you can do
in Forth, often faster and, as in
Basic, you can write and
immediately test parts of a
program, allowing a "suck it
and see" approach which
makes for fast development
and debugging.

When programs have been
completely developed and
debugged, they can be sent
back to Psion for final
processing on the VAX master
system. This, the company
says, gives a reduction of at
least 20% in the size of the
code before it is copied on to
program packs.
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Now being shipped at a rate of 2 000 a month, the Xi is
ACT's best-seller in the Apricot range.

ACT broadens

its appeal
At the past two PCW Shows,
ACT have provided two of the
main attractions, first with the
Apricot PC and then the
Apricot Portable, both,
incidentally, winners of the
Standard Micro -Business
Awards in their respective
years. This is a hard act to
follow, but ACT are confident
they will have no shortage of
new products at Olympia again
this year, appealing to the
whole spectrum of customers,
from first-time computer users
in small firms to large
organisations needing
advanced multi-user
installations.

Since the last show the
availability of software for the
Apricot has increased
dramatically, so widening its
appeal. And from ACT itself
have come important
enhancements such as
Communique and the Telecom
Gold -based Micromail, as well
as several additions to the
Apricot range of machines at
various levels of
sophistication. Using ACT's
on -board modem,
Communique enables an
Apricot user to obtain a range
of information such as
commodity, foreign exchange
and stock market prices from

organisations such as Extel
and Datastream, plus detailed
company data from Dun &
Bradstreet, and to access the
Textline and Datastar
databases. These include
articles from hundreds of
international newspapers and
journals including the Financial
Times, providing a valuable
source of background
information on company,
industry and market
developments. The package
also includes a full incoming
and outgoing telex facility via
Telecom Gold.

Although the initial interest
in the system came from some
larger organisations, many
small and medium-sized
companies are also now
starting to realise its potential.
Tony Bryan, managing director
of ACT Computer Services,
explains: "Business is
increasingly competitive and
increasingly international and
that means that companies
need rapid access to various
kinds of commercial
information." At one time, this
kind of information was the
preserve of big companies with
established "connections" and
research facilities - now it is
readily available on the
desktop. The telex facility is
also attractive to smaller
companies: Tony Bryan says it
is more cost-effective than
purchasing a conventional
telex machine, even for firms

which do not already own an
Apricot.

Another aspect of the
Communique package which
will increasingly prove popular
is the PIPS and BACSPAY
service which offers complete
automation of company
payroll, including automated
payment of wages and salaries
through the Bankers
Automated Clearing Service -
again a facility once regarded
as the province of the large
organisation which is now
more widely available.

The Apricot range is
widening and prices of several
machines are being reduced. In
addition to the PC and
portable, the range now
includes the Fl machine for
small businesses with a more
friendly front-end, and the low-
cost F1E for schools and
colleges.

The original Apricot Xi hard -
disk machine has now been
enhanced and is available in
three versions, of which the
most powerful, the Xi2OS has
1Mbyte of RAM, 20Mbyte
Winchester and 720K double -
sided floppies. All of these are
expected to be demonstrated
at the show but it is not yet
clear if they will be joined by
the newest product in the ACT
line-up, the F2. First deliveries
are bound for the United States
during the summer and it may
therefore not be available in the
UK until much later.

New luggable

on its way
Interquadram, a company
which until now has been best-
known for its range of PC add-
on boards, is now planning the
launch of the Dataview 25, one
of several new portables which
will be seen at the PCW Show.
Like several other luggables, it
has a 25 -line LCD screen and
can run on mains or battery.
What makes this one different
is that it is fully compatible,
using standard 53/4 in. disks, so
it can run commercial software
which is copy -protected.

Trevor Sutton, marketing
director of Interquadram, sees
the full-size disk as a big plus
point in the portable market, or
at least certain sectors of it: "If
you want a machine for
portable data -entry, or simple
word-processing, the disk
factor may not be particularly
important. But if you are
looking at a machine to run
your standard software while
you are away from base, you
want to be able to move freely
from desktop to portable and if

your portable uses 3'/ in. disks
you could have problems."

As well as the busy
executive who spends much of
his time out of the office,
Sutton believes that the
Dataview 25 will appeal to a
range of users who need its
specific features. These
include, for example,
consulting engineers and
similar specialists who may
need to undertake complex
calculations while they are
actually on site, who will
probably also appreciate
another of the machine's
features, the hefty 640kRAM
provided as standard.

In addition to the new
portable, Interquadram will
also be showing the full range
of add-on boards and taking
the opportunity to
demonstrate how easily they
can be installed. Other new
products include Asher, a
device which enables
simultaneous speech and data
transmission over the same
phone line and a new colour
ink -jet printer for high -quality
graphics.

Write it
yourself
An easy -to -use development
system for companies which
want to write their own
applications programs is being
launched at the show by
Satellite Computing, which
combines full on -screen help
with advanced facilities for
design, information retrieval,
reporting and integration with
other software.

Satellite director Kathy
White says the package draws
on the company's experience
in producing custom
applications software for
business and industrial uses
over the past four years: "We
had very clear ideas about
what a development system
had to do, and we also knew
that several existing packages
were not really satisfactory for
end -users. For example, some
of those which claim to be
simple don't have on -screen
help facilities. We believe that
the manual is something you
keep on the shelf as a
reference book - not
something you have to consult
every few minutes whenever
you are using the system."

The new package is intended
both for experienced
programmers and for those
who want to develop new
applications for their existing
systems but have no previous
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The Enterprise 128, unveiled a few weeks ago, wi//be seen
running a variety of disk software at the show. The new
disk controller, to be launched at Olympia, will run both
3Wn. and 5% in. drives.

Software to be seen on both the 64 and 128 includes
arcade, adventure and strategy games, educational
programs, utility and small business application packages.

programming experience.
Satellite is also keen to see it
used to develop vertical market
applications.

Other new products which
will be shown at PCW Show
include software which allows
data from a NEC lapheld to be
transferred into application
software running on an
Apricot. Satellite is also using
the show to promote its
custom software business,
which Kathy White describes
as "for people who make and
sell things rather than the
insurance, banking and
commercial sector," covering
both minis and micros. Such as
the sales management system
recently developed for a large
confectionery firm, including
orders, sales ledger, analysis
and reporting functions, which
runs on a Sirius network.

Awards attract
Entries are already coming in
for the 1985 Standard Micro

Business Awards, as
announced in the May edition
of PCW. Sponsored by The
London Standard newspaper,
the awards are given for
innovations in hardware and
software which offer
"outstanding contributions to
business efficiency and profit."

Now in their third year, the
Awards are attracting entries
both from some of the
industry's big names and from
some of the smaller specialised
firms, particularly in
applications software.

Last year's winners were
ACT for the Apricot Portable
and Torus Systems for the
ICON network product. The
other finalists included
Macintosh, Amstrad's CPC464
small business system, and the
hand-held Psion organiser.
Three software products were
shortlisted by the judges - all
of them integrated business
packages: Lotus Symphony,
AshtonTate's Framework and
Psion's Xchange.

This year's entries will again
be judged by a panel drawn
both from the computer
industry and the world of
business and finance. Anthony
Hilton, City Editor of The
Standard is chairman, and
other members include Eric
Bagshaw of the NCC
Microsystems Centre, Dave
Tebbutt, software author and
consultant who edited the
Business Computing Survival
Guide published recently by
PCW, and Graham
Cunningham, editor of PCW.
The closing date for entries is
15 July and judging of the
finalists takes place in late
August.

The shortlisted products will
be featured at PCW Show, and
the Awards presented to the
winning companies at an
industry luncheon which is
held at Olympia on the opening
day of the Show, 4 September.

Entry forms and further
details: The Standard Awards,
PCW Show, 11 Manchester
Square, London W1M 5AB.

How to find it
For anyone who missed PCW
Show last year when it moved
to its new Olympia home, the
venue is easy to find in
Kensington, West London.

Olympia has its own
Underground station so it can
be easily reached from all parts
of the capital. Travel to Earls
Court on the District or
Piccadilly Lines and look out
for the special PCW trains
running throughout the show.
If you are travelling by car,
Olympia is readily accessible

from the M3, M4, M40 and
North Circular Road. There is
ample parking for cars and
coaches within a few minutes
walk of the exhibition halls.
Anyone flying into Heathrow
can take the Underground from
the airport direct to Earls Court
and change there; from
Gatwick, train to Victoria then
Underground.

If you want to stay
overnight, special discounts
have been arranged for PCW
Show visitors at hotels in all
price categories from budget
to 5 -star. For details phone the
Expotel hot-line on 01-741
4411.

Times and
tickets
From Wednesday to Saturday,
4-7 September, the Show is
open from 10.00 to 19.00
daily; hours on Sunday are
10.00 to 17,00.

Admission at the door is £2
and tickets are also available in
advance from PCW Show
Ticket Office, 11 Manchester
Square, London W1N15AB.
Cheques should be made
payable to PCW85/Montbuild
Limited.

For organised groups of 10
or more admission is £1.50 per
head; this is obtainable only in
advance and not at the door.

Business, professional,
education and trade visitors
can obtain complimentary
tickets in advance; application
must be made on official
letterhead or enclosing a
business card.

4-8 SEPTEMBER1985

OLYMPIA, LONDON
Sponsored by Personal Computer World
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GHTINGALE TH

APPROVED for use
with telecommunication systems
run by British Telecommunications
in accordance with the conditions

in the instructions for use.

'Fr S/2592/3/E 500065

The Nightingale modem is n
popular multi -baud rate m
lets you get on with the job.
information from Prestel
download telesoftware or sitii
colleague. Did you know that

established as the most
in its class. Nightingale

ether you need to extract
d telexes via Telecom Gold,
ly swap files with a
ou can search British

Library records through the' r on-line system BLAISE, or
access your bank account through homebanking services.
The possibilities are endless. '

Nightingale operates at the most popular baud rates,
1200/75 as used by both pr v to and public viewdata
systems, and 300/300 baud fdr communication with
remote mainframe, mini or iCro systems. Also included is

-verse viPwrtata /11200-A-nri n- Antinnal-Aittn-
toarcr-i

Approved for use in the UK and several other countries,
Nightingale can be supplied w.th quality software for a
variety of the Most popular micros. If you own or use any
micro with a standard RS232 nterface, including the BBC
micro, IBM PC, Apricot, Sirius or an Apple //e, //c or
Macintosh, etc, then we may e able to help you.
With the increasing number o valuable information
systems coming on-line, how uch longer can you afford
to be incommunicado?
Nightingale modem £119 plus VAT
Payment accepted by Cheque Access or Visa.. "1=7
Prestel is registered trademark of British Telecommunications Plc.
Pace Micro Technology, a division of Pace Software Supplies Ltd.

For a limited
period

we are offering

FREE registration
to

Midair*
With every
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iunaled fur -the -1985 Britishloticrort,rm,r
software. With it's powerful cbmbination of Viewdata and Pis
communications software you will ever need.
Developed specially for the BBC in an 8K eprom, Commstar
versatile Commstar is also Very easy to use. Full advantage is
manual describes each of Cornmstar's features in simple ter
logon strings and passwords can be placed under the functio
services which are available. When used in conjunction with
Commstar opens up a host of possibilities. Did you know thia
search British Lending Library's records through their on-lln
downloading telesoftware from Micronet is just the beginnin

NIGHTINGALE ACCESSORY BO
three new facilities on a single card. The auto -dialler now e'

NEWS RELEASE
OBBS Bulletin board software
Now, with OBBS and the
Nightingale modem fitted with
auto -answer accessory board,
you can run your own bulletin
board on a BBC micro. The entry
level system includes many
features normally only found on
systems costing ten times as
much. Full message searching
and XMODEM uploading and
downloading of software are
provided along with unique
colour teletext graphics and text
facility. £21.74 plus VAT

rd, Cvinnislar is arroutstandingpiece-of
In tar is probably the onlyterminal capabilities, Comi

)nce fitted, is always ready to
made of the BBC's function I
s. In addition to preprogram

n keys to facilitate automatic
:he Nightingale modem or oth
you could access your bank
system, BLAISE. Accessing I

tD This new accessory for r
Ins that you can dial any

be rimit_ tusinp..,.h e_telhone So wary .r iillitioninStar 'Will dial a
specified number or sequence of numbers once or more urti a connection is established,'
each call being optionally monitored through a loud speaker. Any number of directories
can be created and for each telephone number in a directofryl you may specify a series of
attributes which allow Corr star to configure itself automatiCally for that particular
system. Nothing could be e s!ier. Any baud rate may be configured under software
control including two new c pprating speeds 1200 and 600 h4lf duplex which were not
previously available. Finally, if you hope to set up your own *abase or bulletin board,
the accessory board includpsauto-answering.
Nightingale and accessoryi*oerd, a complete solution.
Nightingale modem £119, 4cOessory board £49, Commsta £29.57,
Commstar dialling software available on disc for £10 plus VAT
Commstar & Nightingale COMbination £139
All prices exclude VAT. Pa ntient accepted by Cheque, VIst Or Access.. ":2.!-t..-

i

.

u e. Although it is unusually
k s and a comprehensive
m d functions, items such as
access to the vast range of
er multi -standard modems,
cCount from your own home or

Prpstel for the latest news or

htingale offers

For further details
about Pace

communications
products

contact
your local

dea1er or

call:
e NIlcro Technology

Pac
92 New Cross Street

Bradford 8002
13S

'Tel ephone
4 729306

Telex51564s and dealer
Overseas

order

enquiries
welcom.

Internatonal
tel. no.

+44 274 729306

Prestel is a registered
trademark

of British
"telecommunications

Plc.

Pace Micro "Vechnoogy,
a division

of

Pace Software
Supplies

Ltd.
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Biscay -send us uour .acetonic

11 BBC Soitware
12 SPECTRUM Charts
13 APPLE COTO 2
14 PET
15 CBM 4
4 Program Feedback II:rZYZZI
5 Help and Advice COTO 3
9 Micronet Main Menu

7 CUM 64 Users Send us your software

MASTERCARD II Mastercard II is a combined asynchronous RS232 serial and 8 -bit parallel interface card
for the Apple 11-1- and //e. The serial port is fully software configurable for baud rate and data format. It is one of the few
interfaces which allows true split baud rates (eg 1200/75) for use with viewdata systems like Prestel. Other rates from
150 to 9600 baud are available for full duplex communication with other computers. The parallel port facilitates the use
of the autodial/answer board which is available for Nightingale or can be used to drive parallel printers.

DATA HIGHWAY Data Highway is arguably the most versatile communications software available for the
Apple // series. It is powerful and simple to use. Two main modes of operation, Viewdata and Terminal mode, allow access
to a huge variety of public and private viewdata systems, to Telecom Gold, One to One, and many other information
services. Data Highway 2.0 offers the ultimate Prestel displays when used in conjunction with a colour monitor and the
new Teletext Palette from Pace. Alternatively, if you have //c or //e with an extended 80 column card, Data Highway 2.0
will use the double resolution graphics mode to give the best quality graphics available without the Palette.

TELETEXT PALETTE The new Teletext Colour Palette from Pace is a unique
piece of hardware. It is designed to give genuine, full colour, viewdata text and graphics
on the Apple IT+ or lie and itF succeeds admirably. The secret is its on -board teletext details
descoding chip set which generates the full teletext character set including double height, further

de
Ow

flashing and reveal/conceal features. Use the card with Data Highway 2.0 to access
For

Technology
Pace WICru street

private and public viewdata systems or call the card from Basic to build your own colour 92 NeN Cross 8
graphics frames. RGB colour is generated on the card itself and does not rely on the Bradtora L'L-- BS
Apple's colour. The result is crystal clear, brilliant colour displays.

NIGHTINGALE ACCESSORY BOARD Enhance your
Nightingale with this 3 -in -one accessory. Auto -dial, auto -answer and software control in a
single package. Data Highway 2.0 can now be used in conjunction with Mastercard II to
control your modem automatically. Select from the usual baud rates or gain access to
1200 and 600 half duplex rates which are now available.
Data Highway V2.0 £75, Mastercard ii £80, Teletext Colour Palette £89,

-T:1:25729306

Accessory board £49
All prices exclude VAT. Payment accepted by Cheque, Visa or Access. "=1

telephone
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NO GROWING
PAINS.

Most accounting programs fall between two
stools -too complex for the fledgeling
business, too basic for the growing concern.
But not Sage.
Our new, improved family of compatible
computer programs will take your brainchild
through from first steps to full maturity.
You can cut your teeth on a system that's
simple to learn and use, then upgrade easily
as you grow bigger and stronger.
It's the most up-to-date accounting program
on the market - the result of extensive
research and improvement, embodying three

years of customer feedback.
We've made computer operation even

easier and incorporated colourful
graphic displays, yet each
program still uses only one disk!
It's Sage ingenuity at its best.
At a price that won't stunt
your growth!

SAGE BOOKKEEPER £295 + VAT
The computer program which keeps books for
small businesses and cash traders. Start here
and grow with SAGE.

SAGE ACCOUNTANT £495 + VAT
A full feature bookkeeping/accounting system
to put you in full control of your business.

SAGE ACCOUNTANT PLUS £695 + VAT
The next step up from the Accountant, for
the small to medium size business with an
above average invoice output.

SAGE FINANCIAL CONTROLLER* £995 + VAT
Top of the Sage range of computer accounting
programs. Bring the full power of a hard disk
computer to bear on your business.

SAGE PAYROLL £196 + VAT
A full -feature payroll/personnel system which
will completely automate the payroll function
for companies of all sizes.

NEW, IMPROVED ACCOUNTS PACKAGES FROM SAGE

rSAGE
*Available 4th qtr. '85

Please send me more details of Sage Accounting Programs
and my nearest dealer

Name: Position:

Type of Computer

Company.

Address

Tel
Sagesoft plc., NEI House, Regent Centre, Newcastle upon Tyne NE3 3DS
Tel: 091 284 7077. Telex: 53623 SAGESL G.

BETTER SAGE T1 AN SORRY I
pavii



Exclusive to Laskys-the new Torch Graduate
Convert your BBC -B computer to a fully compatible IBM system
with this competitively priced new add-on unit. It consists of a
powerful16-bit processor complete with the latest MS-DOS
operating system, providing both software and hardware
compatibility with the IBM PC.
A 256K Ram is standard. Coupled with its twin 51/4; 320K disk
drives, it has the power to run the most advanced IBM business
software such as Lotus 1-2-3 and framework.
With BBC -B computer and green screen or colour monitor,
the system includes colour graphics, serial and parallel ports.
In conjunction with a BBC -B without disk interface, the Graduate
can be used for saving and loading BBC BASIC programmes.

ONLY £999.13 + VAT
Plus Free Software
Set of Psion XCHANGE business software:
Quill -a fully featured word processor,
Abacus -a financial planning spread sheet,
Easel -a business graphics program,
Archive -a powerful database programming language.
Data is transferable between all applications.

New Torch Z80 Disk Pack
Upgrade your BBC -B/D computer for serious business use at
relatively little cost with this new add-on unit (BBC -B with disk
interface required.)
Pack includes Torch Z80 card, twin 400K disk drives and
system disks. ONLY £608.69 + VAT
Plus Free Software
Set of Perfect business software:
Perfect Writer -a word processor,
Perfect Speller -a spell checker,
Perfect Calc -a spreadsheet,
Perfect Filer -a database.
Also see our selection of IBM compatible software which can
be demonstrated on the Torch.
Torch products are exclusively available at the Laskys branches
listed below.

UP TO £1,000 INSTANT CREDIT. Ask one of our sales staff for full details.
Laskys Credit Brokers. Typical Budget Account APR From 31.3% variable.
All credit offers subject to acceptance by Laskys Credit Brokers. Ask for written details. Typical APR 313%
subject to status. Prices correct at time of going to press. All offers subject to availability.

Torch products are exclusively available at the following Laskys branches: Central London (42 and 257 Tottenham Court Rd., W1), Aberdeen, Birmingham, Brent Cross,
Brighton, Cardiff, Cheltenham, Croydon, Ealing, Edinburgh, Enfield, Glasgow, Leeds, Manchester, Newcastle, Nottingham, Peterborough, Preston and Sheffield.



Best price promise on Brother Printers
Brother M-1009 compact dot matrix printer
Ideal for most business and home computers. Full 80 column
printing on sheet, roll or fan -folded paper. 50 cps. Bi-directional
text printing. In two versions: Centronics (Epson compatible).

ONLY £156.51+ VAT

Dual Centronics Parallel and RS -232C (Epson compatible).
ONLY C173.90+ VAT

Brother HR -15 daisy wheel printer
Offers 2 -colour printing (black and red), shadow printing,
proportional spacing, super/sub-script and auto underlining
3K buffer memory. Print speed 18 cps. Centronics parallel or
RS -232C interface - compatible with most business computers.

ONLY £347.74 + VAT

New Brother HR -10 daisy wheel printer
Delivers superb bi-directional letter quality printing at around
12 cps. Centronics or RS -232C interface means it is compatible
with virtually every computer on the market

ONLY £243.47+ VAT

BROTHER PRINTERS AVAILABLE AT MOST LASKYS STORES

Best price promise
lf, after purchasing ANY ITEM at LASKYS you discover that you could
have bought the same product cheaper locally and call back within
7 days, we promise to pay the difference.
Best products
TOP BRANDS: All the leading brand names. BIGGEST RANGE: See the
latest models in Hi-Fi, Video, Computers, Microwaves and Accessories.
Best service
HEAR any combination of our Hi-Fi Separates.
SEE our range of TV's and Video's in action.
FREE 14 day exchange period.
FREE GUARANTEE up to 2 years with the option to extend up to 5
years for a small premium'
INSTANT CREDIT up to £l,000.t
PAYMENT OPTIONS: cash, cheque, major credit cards.
Plus expert after -sales service from our Servicepoint network
engineers.
*2 year parts and labour Guarantee on Hi-Fi and TV. 1 year on VCR's, portables, video
cameras, computers and peripherals. tAsk one of our sales staff for full details. Laskys
Credit Brokers, Typical Budget Account APR. From 31.30/0 variable.

MORE ON OFFER -MORE IQ OFFER



NEW AND DEMO STOCK AT
MORGAN

APPLE - software
Apple Writer £45
Apple Quickfile £35
Multiplan £43
Visicalc £43
80 Col Card for lle £35
Parallel Card £30
Serial Card £45
UHF Modulater £15
Visiterm/Visished £35
Visiplot £35
Extended 80 cola le)+64k £75
Business Graphics £45
Systematics 1 le £xx
Purchase Ledger £65
Sales Ledger £65
General Ledger £65
Stock £65
Invoicing £65
Disk Controller £45
INTEGER Card £50
Apple Pascal II & III £45
CCA Database £35
DBASE 11 £150

HARDWARE
Apple Disk Drive £135
Apple Monitor £75
Apple 111 £750
Apple EUROPLUS £225
Apple llc Drive £200
Centronics Card £30
Serial Card £45
I-EEE Card £85
Silentype Printer £45
Joystick £15
Grappler Card £70
Mackintosh £1200
Apple 111 disc drives £95

IBM
IBM PC Complete £1200
IBM Graphics Printer £295
AST Megaplus Cards £250
Tallgrass Hard Disk £600
Dbase 11 IBM £150
IBM Colour Mon £350
F.T. Moneywise £200
Framework £295
Symphony £350
SDLC £90
AT Serial Cable £45
AT Parr/Ser Cable £80
IBM Portable £1400
IBM Expansion Unit £1000
Displaywriter 11 £195
Lotus 123 £225
HMS PC,AT,XT,PORT £50
PFS series each £50

OLIVETTI
M10 Modem £70
Olivetti Jet Printer £125
Colour Mon. M24 £300
MIO Portable £250

ACT
Apricot Twin Drive
256k inc Monitor £1100
ACT printer 15 £225
Apricot Portable £1250
DBASE 11 £150
Wordstar £150
Most Pulsar Grey £65
Citoh Plotter £400
Spare Monitors £100

EPSON
HX 20 £295
QX 10 £800
CX21 £125
Sheet feeder LQ1500 £250
Keyboard DX 100 £100
Many Cable RIBBONS ECT

MISC
HR 25 £450
PR1 Acou Coup £90
Atari 600x1 £50
Microvitec Mon £150
HP 86 cpu £495
Honeywell L32 £295
NEC spinwriter £700
Rioch 1600 `S' £550
Seikosha GP 100 £90
VTX modem £50
Taxan Col mon £150
Dragon 32 £45
Kaga mon from £50
Juki 6100 £250
Microwriter £195
HP 7470A £600
HP 7475 £995
Buzz Box Modem £75
Oric Atmos £45
Oric 4pen Plot £60
Compaq Port £1300
Hyperion 256 £1100
Enterprise 64 £150
Sharp MZ 80B £395
Sharp P6 printer £195

SANYO MBC 2000
12" GREEN SCREEN twin
320k drives cpm £395
SANYO MBC 1000
12" GREEN SCREEN single
320k drive CPM £325

MORGAN CAMERA
COMPANY

179 TOTTENHAM COURT ROAD, LONDON W1 Tel: 01-636 1138
102 PCW JULY 1985



PEGASUS ACCOUNTING
Regarded by many accountants as the very
best accounting software available. Pega-
sus comprises eight modules, most of
which will operate alone or will work
together in a totally integrated system. We
have professional staff, in London and the
Midlands, fully trained to install and support
Pegasus. Prices and details on request.
We are authorised Pegasus dealers.

COMPUTER -AIDED DESIGN
As specialist consultants in this field we can
supply either software only or a total system
configuration with full support. We are
suppliers of AUTOCAD, DOODLE and a
number of other CAD packages. The pro-
ductivity benefits of CAD are enormous -
the cost of a system is almost certainly
much less than you would expect. In most
cases our clients have found a system pays
for itself within 3 to 12 months!

MULTISOFT ACCOUNTS
A system offering top-level functionality at a
very reasonable price. Recent press reviews
have highlighted Multisoft as one of the
most powerful micro -based accounting sys-
tems currently available. We concur. Very
impressive indeed! Please telephone for
further information. We are officially
appointed Multisoft dealers.

CHIT-CHAT
The new telecommunications package from
Sagesoft which we feel represents outstand-
ing value for money.
* Micro -to -micro file transfer.
* Top of the range EMI Datatek modern.
* Free subscription to Telecom Gold

(worth £100).
* Access to Viewdata and Prestel.
* Electronic mail, telecommunications and

telex.
List price £399 our price £325

BEST U.K.
SOFTWARE PRICES?

TRISOFT LTD. 0629-3021
Whether you are seeking specialist advice or simply wish to buy your software at a
competitive price we believe that Trisoft Ltd offers a service second to none. Apart from
offering over 350 software packages, covering most machine formats, we are also
dealers in ACT Apricot, Olivetti and North Star Dimension (IBM-compatible, multi-user),
computers.

NEW VERSION
DBASE II E239

WORDSTAR PROFESSIONAL £265

LOTUS 1-2-3 £289 MULTIMATE V.3.3 £265
FRAMEWORK V.1.1 £325 DR C COMPILER £225
DBASE III V.1.1 £325 MULTIPLAN £145
SUPERCALC II £145 OPEN ACCESS £325
DMS DELTA 4 £375 ENERGRAPHICS £265
********** ******* ****************************

WORDSTAR PROFESSIONAL P9(£265
*********************************************
Please note that the above prices are exclusive of V.A.T.
*Carriage is charged at £3.00 + V.A.T.

SAGE ACCOUNTS £259
SAGE PLUS £495

*We offer probably the widest range of software in the UK. Please ask for a
copy of our comprehensive price list.
"Local authority, government and European enquiries welcomed. Further
discounts may be negotiated for large orders.

Watiaosewleten
Crown Square, Matlock, Derbyshire DE4 3AT

Telephone 0629-3021

HARDWARE SERVICE
Please telephone for prices and details of
our optional installation service. We
supply:-

APRICOT
U.K.'s highest selling serious business
micros; we supply the full range from the Fl
to xi20s.

OLIVETTI
M21 and M24. In our opinion the Olivetti
range offers the finest IBM-compatible,
single -user hardware available.

NORTH STAR DIMENSION
The only 100% PC -compatible multi-user
multi -processing system currently avail-
able. Will accept up to 12 work stations and
runs all IBM "off -the -shelf" software.
Tremendously cost effective as compared to
IBM PC networks; up to 60MB central
storage. Entry-level, 2 screen configuration
with 15MB central storage only £5875,
R.R.P.

SUPERCALC III
Here are just some of the features offered by
Supercalc III Release 2 and why this
program is likely to overtake Lotus 1-2-3 in
total sales.
Price includes direct telephone support

from Sorcim/IUS. *Largest useable spread-
sheet (up to 9999 rows and 127 columns)
*Advanced memory manager. *8087 sup-
port for speed. *Over 500 built-in functions
such as rate of return, net present value,
average, random number generator, trigo-
nometric functions etc. *Superb graphics
including 8 font types, up to four charts per
page and able to print all plotter colours.
List price £295 Our price £199

DISKS and BOOKS
We stock Sony, Dysan and 3M disks. Our
prices are very competitive; for example 1
box of 10 Sony double -sided disks is
£44.50 + V.A.T. + £1.00 carriage. We also
sell computer books; please ask for a copy
of our booklist.

RM NIMBUS
POWERFUL. FLEXIBLE

AFFORDABLE
AVAILABLE

Research machines Nimbus: 16 bit super micro.
You've read the rave reviews - now try a demonstration. The new RM Nimbus can be seen and

tested immediately.
Complete with full range of software, including: word processing, spread sheet, database, accounts

and graphics.
* The fastest 16 bit business computer * Interfacing up to 30 peripherals devices can be
* Built-in colour hi -resolution graphics attached, (printers, instruments, modem, etc)
* 80186 Main processor running at 8 MHz * Full range of software now available
* RM graphics processor * MS word mouse driven word processor
* 8051 peripherals processor running at 11 MHz * MS multiplan spreadsheet
* 8910 sound processor running at 11 MHz * Superfile database
* MS DOS version 3.05 operating system * Pegasus, Sage, multipac accounts packages
* 192 K standard RAM expandable to 1 megabyte * CAD packages
* 2 x 720 K disk drives as standard * Mouse and joystick operated painting packages
* Hard disk option - 10, 20, 40 or 80 megabyte * Powerful RM basic, Logo and Pascal languages
* Networking up to 64 stations * And much, much more

Telephone straightaway for an instant trial

Regional Systems
2 Greenleaf Road, Walthamstow, London E 17 6QQ

Telephone: 01-521 7144



There's mor

AT ComputerWorld -the UK's leading
business computer chain -designed to help you
and your business. With a pedigree like ours -we
are a joint venture company owned by ACT
(over 25,000 Apricots successfully installed)
and the Tandy Corporation (the world's 3rd
largest micro manufacturer) -you'd expect to
find the best.

We don't think you'll be disappointed.
To find out how the superb Apricot and

Tandy micro computers could benefit your
business please join us at one of our major

customer seminars being held over the coming
weeks. This nationwide programme of business
events is designed to provide progressive
companies with free professional advice as to the
best choice of system for their particular needs.To
obtain your COMPLIMENTARY tickets simply
fill in the coupon and return it to us immediately.
Numbers must be restricted -so don't delay.

If you can't make any of the seminars, please
call into one of our ComputerWorld business
centres. Our experienced consultants are always
on hand to discuss your computing requirements.



e in store at

AT ComputerWorld Stores now open at: -
BIRMINGHAM 021-643 5362 LONDON EC2 01-283 9283
BRADFORD 0274-728431 LONDON WC2 01-836 1327
BRISTOL 0272-277104 LONDON NW1 01-388 8484
BRISTOL 0272-214721 LONDON EC4 01-248 5313
CAMBRIDGE 0223-66444 LONDON SWI 01-828 1423
CHELTENHAM 0242-515152 MANCHESTER 061-832 8322
CARDIFF 0222-45859 NEWCASTLE 0632-615161
COVENTRY 0203-23582 NORWICH 0603-612553
CRAWLEY 0293-543301 NOTTINGHAM 0602-412144
CROYDON 01-680 1852 READING 0734-508787
EDINBURGH 031-337 9870 SHEFFIELD 0742-7528158
GLASGOW 041-221 8413 SHREWSBURY 0743-68167
HULL 0482-28811 SOUTHAMPTON 0703-336344
LEEDS 0532-433411 SWINDON 0793-762449
LEICESTER 0533-550661 TELFORD 0952-506664
LIVERPOOL 051-236 1112 WILMSLOW 0625-584727
LIVERPOOL 051-708 0133 WOLVERHAMPTON 0902-712121

r
Please send me details of a

Icustomer seminar at a venue near to me.

NAME:

POSITION:

COMPANY:

ADDRESS:

TEL. NO.

eft GOMPUIER
AT ComputerWorld Ltd., 43 Calthorpe Road, Edgbaston, Birmingham B15 ITS.

LTelephone:
021-455 8484. PCW 7/85air MI NM INN rrrlrrrr011

Return To: RID
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a
when you're aiming for the best monitor around, set
your sights on a Taxan.

Because Taxan are quite simply the biggest selling
range of monochrome and colour monitors in Britain
today

And that's hardly surprising since every Taxan Monitor
is designed and engineered for superb style and
maximum performance.

Take a look at the KX1201 and 100202 for example.

High quality, high resolution 12 inch monitors offering
a choice of Green or Amber display with a long
persistence option on the Green phosphor model.

With the latest non -glare flat tube for easier viewing
and more than 20MHz video bandwidth, you can't do
better than a Taxan monochrome monitor.

Taxan also produce a range of 12 inch RGB colour
monitors that give you unbeatable price performance.

added versatility and both suitable for 80 -column text
display.

Finally, the K12SV3 (Super Vision III). A 12 inch, RGB,
super -high resolution, colour monitor with three
different monochrome modes. Fully compatible with IBM
PC, Apple, BBC and most other personal computers it is
simply the most versatile monitor on the market today.

Taxan Monitors retail at around:
10(1201G £109 (plus VAT)
10(1202G (P39 Phosphor) S,119 (plus VAT)
KX1203A £119 (plus VAT)
K12R2 £285 (plus VAT)
K12R3 £399 (plus VAT)
K12SV3 £429 (plus VAT)

Ring us on Ascot (0990) 28921 for the name of your
nearest dealer. And find out why you should aim straight
for the best-selling range of monitors around.

5 Kirld. Ride Park,-
Like the medium resolution K12R2 (Vision II) and the Ascot, Berks. SL5 8BP

high resolution K12R3 (Vision III). Tel- 0990 28927- Telex: 846303 DD LTD G.
Compact professional monitors, suitable for all

popular micros. Built-in switchable RGB interface for THE NEW FORCE IN DISTRIBUTION



Tailored Business Systems
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Select a cost effective & efficient system for you

Demonstrate the recommended equipment & software

Train your staff

a Supply software & hardware maintenance

VSupply systems allowing for future growth and expansion

We only recommend leading name products including:
COMPUTERS -ACT APRICOT PC & XI , ACT APRICOT POINT 32 Network,

SPERRY MODELS 10 to 50 , SPERRY Network up to 63 Terminals ,
ICL Model 36 &46 (Multi user), COMPAQ, IBM all models .

PRINTERS - BROTHER  CANON  MICROLINE EPSON 

SOFTWARE

MODEMS -

INTEGRITY Multi user accounts,
TBS ACCOUNTS (Single user), PADMEDE ACCOUNTS.
SUPERCALC 3, SUPERWRITER, D Base 2&3,
WORDSTAR 2000, LOTUS 12 3 etc.
Integrated Modems for ACT, SPERRY, IBM and all IBM Compatibles

 Authorised SPERRY &ACT BLUE RIBBAND Dealers 
Full Maintenance available Leasing Facilities arranged

1 W
Tailored Business Systems Ltd

2nd Floor, Gate House, The High, Harlow, Essex CM 2010U
Ring Round 3116

CONTACT US ON... 0279 413 893 110 Imes1





Herbie Briggs has
j ust destroyed the myth
that all floppy discs are

created equal.
They seem equal. Until you look at

the seams.
That's where equality ends.
Most companies seal their discs with a

spot here, a spot there. Leaving most of
each seam not sealed at all.

Sooner or later, the seams might do what
comes naturally: they bulge. Warp. Pucker.
Open up.

Pens, pencils, fingernails-even a four-
year-old's, like Herbie-can catch and snag
in those wide open spaces.

That's sloppy. And dangerous. Because
if you put a sloppy floppy into your disc
drive, it can jam your drive. Ruin your drive
head. Lose your data.

So much for their seams. Ours are
different.

THE SLOPPY FLOPPY:
Sealed with a spot here,
a spot there. Leaving
unsealed seams
everywhere.

Memorex uses a process we
called Solid -Seam Bonding.

Solid -Seam Bonding seals shuevery inch
of every seam of every Memorexafloppy disc.
Tight as a drum. That makes the Memorex

Memorex is a registered trademark
of Memorex Corporation.

1984 Memorex Corporation

developed,

floppy stiffer. Stronger. And your data safer.
To resist bulging, warping, puckering,

or opening up.

MEMOREX SOLID -SEAM BONDING:
Every inch of every seam
is sealed shut. Tight
as a drum.

To resist all the things that can jam
your drive, ruin your drive head, or lose
your data.

Which proves that a Memorex floppy
disc isn't equal to all the others. It's better.

Solid -Seam Bonding is just one example
of the extra care that goes into every
Memorex floppy disc. Be it 8" 51/4" or the
new 31/2" Extra care that lets us guarantee
every Memorex disc to be 100% error -free.

The next time you're buying a floppy
disc-or a few hundred of them-just
remember this:

It's always better to be safe than sloppy.
For more information on the full line of

Memorex quality computer media
products, including computer
tape, call Memorex U.K. Ltd.
96-104 Church Street,
Staines, Middlesex.
Tel: 0784 51488

Your Data. When it matters, make it Memorex'

MEMOREX
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In the City
No-one is pretending that
Sinclair has no financial
problems. At the time of
writing, the only thing I
couldn't establish was just
how bad they might be. Sales
of the Spectrum were low and
sales of the QL were
disappointing, to say the
least. Parts had been returned
to suppliers because there
was no point in keeping them,
and also because Sinclair
didn't have the money to pay
for them.

Yet a mere 12 months ago,
the company was riding high
on enormous profit figures,
and people were actually
hoping that Sinclair Research
would go public, soon, so that
they could buy shares.

Over in a different part of
the forest, Micro Focus has
been peddling Cobol
compilers to a growing
population. The company was
the answer to any sceptics
who said that the UK didn't
have a micro industry, and
indeed, the day its shares
halved - more than halved -
in value, I was on the phone to
someone saying exactly that.

City analysts, like myself,
don't like to feel foolish, and
they were enraged to find that
the company which they had
been recommending as a safe
bet in high technology was
suddenly changing its
accounting system, and their
recommendations of the day
before suddenly made them
look ignorant and
uninformed.

Neither Sinclair nor Micro
Focus is in any doubt of long-
term success - if they can get
the money they need. With
Micro Focus, the need for
money isn't crippling; the
City's reaction to the change
is plain daft and the shares
will be back soon.

In Sir Clive Sinclair's case,
however, there are several
secret but important projects
on the boil in Cambridge
which absolutely must have,
now, a lot of capital.

When I worked in the
construction business, I
visited many sites where
large structures were being
built in muddy river beds.

Bowler and brolly at the ready, Guy Kewney goes to the
City to reveal Sinclair's financial problems. He also knows

about the new Enterprise and Atari's latest 400/800
lookalike. Read on . . .

You just can't start building
on a river bed by taking a
space and pouring concrete
into foundation trenches. You
can if the tide is out, but when
the water comes back it will
obliterate everything you
have done. Civil engineers
build caissons (dry pits
surrounded by metal) in
which the main engineering
work can take place.

To suggest that the possible
failure of Sinclair Research is
justifiable because it must be
able to withstand the play of
'free market forces' is as
sensible as suggesting that a
bridge over the Thames is
only viable if it can be erected
at low tide by an army of
navvies and a horde of
brickies.

The tide is running hard
against the micro industry at
present. It will turn, and we
will need the products of the
industry of 1990. But at the
current rate, there just won't
be one in this country.

I only hope all you
shareholders in British
Telecom and Aerospace, and
TSB, feel proud of yourselves
when that day comes. You'll
be able to use the profit

you've made on your shares
to buy some of the nicest
Japanese and American
technology you've ever seen.

As for help from the
Government, well, I have a
nice little story from
Metacomco in Bristol to
illustrate just how helpful
government machinery
can be.

Metacomco sells software
- systems software such as
operating systems,
languages, and so on - for
68000 machines. It sells a
Pascal compiler for the QL, in
particular, and the software is
supplied on a microdrive
cartridge (that's the only way
of getting it into the machine).

Imagine the company's
delight to be given a contract
to supply some to overseas
customers! And imagine its
pleasure at being told by
Customs officials that it had to
apply for an export licence for
each order for a microdrive
cartridge.

The microdrive cartridge,
you see, is smaller than a
diskette. Therefore, it must be
'higher technology' and so
must be subject to the laws
that prevent us equipping the

No, this isn't the QL. It's the same game of chess that
Psion originally wrote for the QL, yes, but this is a
Macintosh screen. It costs f50.

Russians with missile control
systems.

Clever, eh?

Opening the box
Technically, there's little to
expand on about the new
BBC B+.

The disk operating system
is now capable of being
upgraded because at last, the
Intel 8271 diskette controller
has been abandoned.

The new chip, which has
been available for nearly four
years, is programmable.
Theoretically, the BBC can
now be used to read diskettes
from other machines such as
the IBM PC, and so on. In fact,
this ability is going to have to
wait; the file system is still
just a rewrite of the old DFS,
with 31 files per diskette.

The other thing the BBC
badly needs is space to plug
in ROM software.

The designers have given
us sockets for bigger chips,
taking the potential of plug-in
word processing programs
such as Wordwise and View
up several steps. There are
also six sockets, not five, and
the Acorn -supplied software
takes two, not three of them.

What they haven't given us
is a way of getting into the
box.

An Apple II has a lid which
clicks off. Admittedly, you do
have to take off the display
screen first but that's not
necessary on the Beeb, only
because the Beeb's case isn't
strong enough to hold one.

On the Beeb, you have to
get your screwdriver out and
take the case apart. This
involves turning the thing
upside down, which usually
means first unplugging
everything like disk drives,
modems, and so on. Then,
instead of sockets with levers
that clamp the chip in place,
you have to be an expert at
putting chip packages into
sockets- and, less likely, at
getting them out again if you
change your mind about their
priority. The fact that you no
longer have to undo the
keyboard as well is welcome,
but not really enough.

All these little niggles were
previously always in the back
of your mind when
comparing the Beeb with the
Apple. But you said to
yourself: 'Ah, well, it's quite a
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bit cheaper, isn't it?' and
muttered under your breath
something like 'and anyway,
it's a British design, and we're
as good as those California
freaks any day'.

The price comparison isn't
so exciting any more. There's
nothing like VisiCalc for the
Beeb, and the Apple's price
has dropped remarkably.

Perhaps we should all take
up bee -keeping instead. At
least bee -keepers don't
expect progress, so they
won't be disappointed at
getting the same amount of
honey from each bee every
year. And they expect to get
stung every now and then. I
just had a different kind of
dream in mind when I got
involved with micros,
that's all ...

Amstrad denies

nothing
I think (I'm not sure, mind
you, I just think) that it is
official: Amstrad will not be
launching a 68000 -based
micro this year.

The company has said,
many times, that it isn't in the
business of driving ahead
with new technology, that it
wants to take tested
technology and package it in
the way that it (uniquely, it
seems understands. That is,
in a nice -looking box with a
price tag of less than it looks.

The Amstrad is, strangely
enough, living proof of the
fact that I was wrong in
suggesting that MSX stood
no chance. It is as close to
MSX as you can imagine, but
better packaged. MSX would
have stood a chance
packaged in the same way:
that is, with a built-in screen
and tape drive, and with a few
cost savings to pull down the
price.

There is now a new version
of MSX called MSX II. That
looks as likely to succeed as
the previous version, which is
to say, not at all.

However, not far down the
road is MSX III. It looks likely
to be around for Christmas
1986, and it looks likely to be a
dual -processor Z80 and 68000
system.

That is where Amstrad's
futuristic leanings are headed
at the moment, and as soon
as it has a chance to study
MSX II, you can expect the
company to make a decision.

Either it will imitate it, or,
more likely, it will find one or
two cost savings, a good
gimmick and a neat .

packaging idea, and do
something similar that looks
much better.

But I think (again, I'm not
sure) that rumours of a 68000 -

based system are based on
the reluctance of senior
Amstrad executives to play
Twenty Questions. As one of
them said to me: 'If you ask
what we're doing, I obviously
won't say. Then you ask me if
I'm doing an 8086, and I say
no, then you say what about a
68000 and I say no, and after a
few questions like that, you
will have a pretty good idea of
what we're doing. So I'm not
going to deny a thing.'

Silicon Office

junior
The very first 'integrated'
software I saw was not Lotus
1-2-3 but Silicon Office, and
there is now a smaller version
of that product available for
machines like the Apricot F1E.

It provides integrated word
processing, database
management, a calculator,
plus its own programming
language which is said to be
easy for the untrained
business user to learn. It costs
£295 plus VAT.

Olivetti to

market Unix

system
Olivetti has done well, if only
in terms of public exposure,
with its IBM -like M24. It
recently did a deal, for
example, with Rank Xerox
(and its parent, Xerox
Corporation) whereby Xerox
will join American phone
giant AT&T in selling the M24
under its own label.

The other side of the AT&T
coin has just flipped over, and
that is almost certain to give
Olivetti a harder time because
AT&T now wants Olivetti to
sell its Unix machine in
Europe.

Olivetti will market the 10 -
user Unix system under the
B2 label in Europe, and is
trying hard to persuade
ordinary computer stores that
they can sell this.

'We recognise that one
problem will be raising the
finance,' said an Olivetti
executive, 'since the average
PC sale involves a £1800 price
tag, and with the Unix system
we're talking about £20,000.
So we're prepared to help
finance sales from our own
resources.'

Unix is as close to reality as
it has ever been, but that still
doesn't mean it will ever be a
personal computing tool. And
computer stores do sell
personal computing, retail, to

Acorn didn't announce the new version of the BBC
Micro, the , back in January because it is widely
known that it is stupid to announce details of a new,
faster, nicer product when you're still trying to sell off
thousands of the old, expensive, creepy one.

If only it had been candid in January! All it had to say
was: 'Don't get excited about the rumours of a new BBC
Micro because you only get an extra 32k of memory, and
the price will go up f100 to cover the disk controller
chips which will be thrown in.'

Instead, Acorn pretended there was no 'release X'
board (everyone had seen it, inside the ABC business
computer) and that there were no plans to release an
improved Beeb.

Everyone assumed, logically enough, that the new
machine must be a real whizzer, and I'd really like to

how many unsold BBC Micros and Electrons
remained unsold on that account, leading, as we all
know now, to the collapse of the company's finances.

The new BBC 8+, whose board is pictured above,
doesn't even have the BREAK key disabled. This is 1985,
and Apple learned not to have the RESET key where you
could bump it by accident, five years ago. Acorn still
hasn't worked this one out. The result: machine code
programs that contain priceless information taking
hours to work out (a game which has just reached level
20, a word processing program with hard-won
information, and so on) can be literally wiped out by
pressing function key 10 instead of function key 9.

All the signs are that this isn't the ultimate Acorn
machine, and that work continues in the (vain, I think)
hope of being ready for Christmas, with a real winner.
But the signs are also there to suggest that very few of
the remaining Acorn staff really believe in this project.
Those who do have been leaving, apparently
discouraged by the lack of firm direction.

What firm direction there is, it seems to me, is firmly
committed to the ideas put forward in public by Alex
Reid - that Acorn can't compete in the toy market, that
there is a big untapped market for 'superior' hardware,
and Acorn has the best machine in the world.

A BBC Micro system with two disks and a colour
screen still fetches so close to f 1000 that there isn't any
point in counting what it does give you by comparison
with other f 1000 systems, such as the Atari 520ST or the
Commodore Amiga. All it has today, over those systems,
is availability and.an analogue -to -digital conversion
circuit.

They, on the other hand, have very high-res displays,
very fast 16 -bit processors, enormous memory maps,
and multi -tasking operating systems - plus things like
Midi interfaces to synthesisers, mouse interfaces, and
proper word processing, spreadsheet and database
software.

How can 32k of 'shadow' memory plus a DOS that
gives you 31 files per disk in a machine that turns itself
off when you touch a button, compare?
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Extra Compatibility The A-200 is fully compatible with the
IBM PC, giving access to the world's widest range of software
and peripherals. It uses MS-DOS, the industry -standard
operating system, and GW-BASIC, the most popular language.
So it's totally in step.

Extra Speed Unlike many other PC's, the A-200 has the 8086
processor and uses a 16 -bit data bus. So it's quicker thinking.

Extra Memory The A-200 has a basic memory of 256 K, expand-
able to 512 K, plus twin 360 K disk drives. So it's harder working.

Extra Expandability The A-200 has built-in Centronics and
RS 232C interfaces, leaving 4 expansion slots for optional extras
such as Winchester disks up to 140 MB and local area

networking. So it grows with your business.

Extra Desk space The A-200 has a tilt and swivel, high
resolution screen and an IBM compatible keyboard layout.
It's not only quieter and better lookingthan most PC's, but
smaller and lighter too. So it won't cramp your style.

Extra Quality Canon's unrivalled expertise in optics and
micro -electronics, plus a world-wide reputation for excellence
in business machines, is the ultimateguarantee of quality in
the A-200. So you know it won't let you down.

Extra Value At£1,875 for the A-200 monochrome package, all
these extras are standard. So you do get more for your money.
IBM is d trade mark of International Business Machines Corporation.
MS-DOS and GW-BASIC are trademarks of Microsoft Corporation.
Centronics is a trade mark of Centronics Data Computer Corporation



PERSONAL COMPUTER

- POST TODAY

FTo: Canon (UK) Ltd., Computer Systems Division, Canon House, 2 Manor Road, Wallington, Surrey SM6 OAJ. Tel: 01-773 3173. Facsimile: 01-773 2156. PCW 7/85

Please send me extra information about the
A-200 Personal Computer.

I'd also like to know more about other Canon
Computer products.

TX -50 Counter terminal El
HT -5000 Handy terminal Ei
LBP-8 Laser printer Tack boxes

Name

Company

Position

Address

Telephone

Canon

Callon COMPUTER SYSTEMS
Official Business Mach/Iles

of The Football League



Prospero Software
LANGUAGES FOR MICROCOMPUTER PROFESSIONALS

al prop- need a language that's
so you can in any hardware), a compiler

orms to stand and behaves the way you expect,
lent documental id responsive support. That's what

you get from Pros Software.
Prospero's Pr rtt'an and Pro Pascal compilers are used by over
3,000 mi omputer professionals working on Z80 and 8086
hard in 5 continents. They're fast, clean, efficient and easy

o Pascal was the first microcomputer Pascal compiler to be
validated to ISO 7185 by the British Standards Institution. Pro
Fortran is 66 -with -extensions which compiles Fortran IV source.
The new 8086 releases of both include a symbolic debugger and
support for programs and/or data over 64K. A full Fortran 77
compiler is under development.
Prospero software is distributed by Xitan,Thadesoft, MPI and Software Ltd
in the I Lifeboat Inc. in Japan and Lifeboat Associates in the USA.

Prospero Software Limited,
190 CASTELNAU, LONDON SW13 9DH, F411iGLAND.
TEL: 01-741 8531. TELEX; 8814396 PROSOF G.

4c...wawa .' , omillamt

To: PROSPERO SOFTWARE LIVITED,
190 CASTELNAU, LONDON S111713 9D11, -:ENGLAND.

E Please send informatidp on Pro Foymart/Pro Pascal.

NAME

POSITION

COMPANY

ADDRESS

POSTCODE TEL
PUN 7 85



single buyers. It remains to be
seen whether people will
really go into a store and ask
for a 10 -user Unix system to
be installed in their
department, but Olivetti
insists: 'We have no direct
sales force, and are
committed to selling through
dealers.'

Tiny Tripos
Anyone planning to make a
lot of money from systems
software, here's my tip: get
into the property business.

I got this tip from
Metacomco, the Bristol
company which is quietly
polishing up a multi -tasking
operation system, Tripos, for
the 68000. In order to borrow
money from the bank (to
finance future projects) the
company has actually bought
and paid for a splendid period
mansion in the city (Bristol)
because that's the only
security that investors
understand. Buying the place,
of course, wasn't a problem
-the company is quite rich.
The fact that it has some of
the best people in the
business working for it
doesn't appear to matter a
damn.

For reasons which will
become apparent with the
passing of a little time, Tripos
could turn out to be a very
important operating system
indeed.

Metacomco licence it from
the original developers in the
Cambridge Computer Unit,
and has managed to fit it all
into around 50k of portable
code. For a multi -tasking
operating system, that's tiny.

Zenith board

compatibility
In a long-term, informal test
of compatibility, I'm currently
using a Zenith as my IBM
software test bed, and so far
have found no problem in
persuading programs that
they are running on a
genuine PC.

The Zenith has tackled
Lotus Symphony, Flight
Simulator, PC -DOS 2.00 and
PC -DOS 3.00 without any
difficulty, plus things like
Spotlight, Missing Link
(communications), PC to Mac
and Back (more
communications, WordStar,
Wordvision, Volkswriter, and
a long list of other programs
not guaranteed to work on
anything except a genuine
IBM. Even Dunzhin, which
makes the thing talk ...

After the Opus launch of a diskette interface for the
Sinclair Spectrum, these disks have become popular-
or at least, respectable.

Cumana, previously best-known for its BBC disk units,
has now produced a £99 interface to connect the
Spectrum to its standard 31/2in drives and 51/4in units.

And Kempston, the joystick king, has also released a
disk interface for almost exactly the same price which
'will work with any standard BBC disk drive'.

All these people have gone their own way, with no
sign of agreement on disk standards. Clever.

Kempston has also announced a Qt disk interface,
which (like many) is compatible with 0005 (we'll have
to commission a survey to find out if all these Tony
Tebby-written operating systems are compatible with
each other). The price of this one is £129.95.

Details of the Kempston units (including a QL
Centronics printer interface) on (0234) 856633. Cumana is
on (0483) 503121.

What is turning out to be
worth consideration,
however, is the question of
compatibility at board level.

There are machines on the
market (the Zenith isn't one
with faster -running 8086
chips inside them which make
them 'significantly faster'
than the original IBM PC with
its 8088. But the 16 -bit data
bus means that several add-
on boards just won't talk to
these systems.

At the moment, the Zenith
is away visiting Ashley Ward
of Intelligence Research to
sort out compatibility
problems with the Hyperram
board. Hyperram is the best -
looking price -performance
memory board available in
the UK for the PC. Ashley
Ward is leading his company
back from hard times with this
add -in board for the IBM (and
others, too), and because you

have the option of buying the
board with only 64k and
plugging in chips (cheap) it
really can save a lot of money.

The only trouble is, so far, I
haven't been able to persuade
the Zenith that the Hyperram
has memory in it.

The jury is out on this one
until next month, when we
will discover whether I've
been particularly clumsy -
fingered with the DIP
switches, or whether the
board is genuinely
incompatible with the 320k
that Zenith provides as
standard in its PC.

But the general principle
remains, especially when you
look at the wide range of
popular boards for the IBM
such as the Six Pack, and the
Hercules, and timers, and go -
faster Express boards ...

The Missing Link
communications board works

fine on the Zenith, by the way,
giving the machine a passable
Prestel capability as well as
ordinary teletype capability.
And it is really easy to use.

The problem is: it won't
work with the thousands of
American programs that
specify a Hayes -type modem.

The Hayes design has
become a 'standard' in the
market; certain signals sent to
the modem are instructions to
it, telling it how to dial, what
number to dial and when to
disconnect.

Some programs that expect
a Hayes modem can be
fooled. You plug in your non -
dialling modem, plug in an
ordinary phone and dial the
number by hand. Then you
tell the program that it is
'online' and it goes ahead.

You can't do this with the
Missing Link because the
modem plugs into the phone
direct, and into the PC at the
other end. There's nowhere to
plug in a phone.

It's a nice modem but a bit
pricey for 300/1200.75, and
why would anyone launch a
non -Hayes modem in 1985?

Neat handling
No matter how good it
sounds, a new database like
Infoscope is often greeted
with a shrug of the shoulders
by users because 'we already
have all our data stored in
dBasell format'.

Infoscope gets round that
one quite neatly: it can handle
those files with names ending
in .DBF, and also the .DIF and
SYLK files produced by Lotus
1-2-3, VisiCalc, and Microsoft
products, as well as dBasell
files.

Why you might want to
abandon an expensive
program like dBasell is fairly
simple to explain: Infoscope
can give the user access to
eight databases
simultaneously. And it can
transfer files to the other
software packages if need be.

The authors, Davidson
Richards, claim high-speed
sorting as a major feature of
Infoscope. More significant
for many users will be the
speed advantage from quite
another feature, however, and
that is the 'hop' feature.

The system allows users of
PC -DOS version 2.0 (or later)
to hop out of Infoscope, use
the diskette file manager or
other programs, and then hop
back into Infoscope with all
work still intact.

'Typical uses for Infoscope,'
says Nigel Jesty, software
products manager, 'include
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mailing lists, employee
records, parts inventory,
customer lists and
appointments book-all of
which can be displayed on the
screen simultaneously.'

Infoscope's own files are
simple ASCII strings, with
commas as the field markers.

The program occupies 192k
of memory (minimum) and
costs £195 plus VAT. Details
on (0332) 382321.

Apricot

Viewdata
You could set youself up as a
rival, in a small way, to
Prestel, providing you have
the £10,000 -odd it takes to
buy ACT's Apricot -based
Viewdata system.

The system involves a
special bit of hardware known
as the 'cheese wedge', which
has eight serial ports coming
out of it and which is driven
from an Apricot Xi 10S with a
hard disk, holding around
8000 'pages' of Prestel-style
information.

The software is from
Metrotel, and the only
problems faced in the transfer
from the original Z80 involve
the rather inefficient code
translation. In a nutshell, the
system worked OK in the
demonstration but used up
phenomenal amounts of
memory.

However, since the
previous price for this type of
system started at six to 10
times as much than the
£10,000 needed for the
Apricot Viewdata system, it's
bound to attract one or two
buyers in the next few
months.

Upgrade

assurances for

`flaky' drive
The cheapest disk in town for
the BBC now sells at £60 plus
VAT, and comes from RCS
Computer Services.

The company will upgrade
your ordinary BBC B with a kit
of parts to provide DFS plus
disk drive, for £168.50
including VAT.

The only caveat I have is
that the drive is the Olivetti
drive, which (when I knew it a
couple of years ago) was the
flakiest in town, but perhaps
that has changed.

Get assurances in writing
by phoning (01) 844 1333.

Pegasus

database
Why has an accounting
program suddenly acquired a
database management
module? I think I can tell you.

To my dismay, when I
originally tested the Pegasus
accounting system (the best-
seller in the market), I found
that it couldn't tell you the
account number of a given
company. You had to keep a
card index with names and
account numbers next to a
computer which was
(theoretically) capable of
doing the same thing 100
times faster.

Pegasus executives rubbed
their cheeks reflectively when
I complained, but said
nothing much.

Today, they have
announced 'Information
Manager', a database/
applications generator
module which works with the
Pegasus range.

It's not their own invention,
it's a specially adapted
version of SoSoft's
Tomorrow's Office.

Details on (0536) 522822.

The Enterprise

128 - ideas

and surprises
Doubling memory and getting
a 30 per cent increase in
speed sounds like a nice idea,
and it's what Enterprise is
offering with its 128k
machine. With no changes to
the operating system, the new
Enterprise is running both
Basic and machine code
programs faster.

The speed is achieved by
making sure that the most -
used of the 128k machine's
16k pages are the ones most
readily accessible to the good
old Z80 processor. And just to
prove the point, an old 64k
Enterprise expanded to 128k
will also be 30 per cent faster.

Enterprise, the company, is
also offering a monitor and
printer, and is trying very hard
to provide a reasonable
amount of software. Like
Amstrad, it has signed up a
number of software houses,
US Gold and Ocean among
them, to produce programs
which are then sold under the
Enterprise label.

But surprisingly, it has
dropped plans to produce an
Enterprise disk drive in favour
of producing a disk drive

controller and allowing users
to choose their own drives.
This may give users lots of
choice, but it's likely to
discourage software
houses from developing
software on disk.

The Enterprise 128 sells for
£249.95, while the original
Enterprise 64 takes a drop in
price to £179.95. With Atari,
Commodore and perhaps
even Sinclair producing 128k
machines, the Enterprise is up
against some stiff
competition. But having said
that, it's worth noting that it's
the only machine designed
from the beginning to take
more than 64k and use it
properly, and its internal
architeture is considerably
more advanced.

Reading is

believing
The fact that Apple's
shipments to retail stores in

the States 'jumped
dramatically from February to
March' is the kind of
interesting information that
American surveys
occasionally reveal.

Another is that although
dBaselll, the database
package from Ashton Tate,
was number two in the
software charts for April (after
Lotus 1-2-3 and in front of
Lotus Symphony), the other
Big White Ashton Tate Hope,
Framework (a rival to
Symphony) didn't feature in
the top 10 for that month at
all.

This type of information is
available from various
information -gathering
consultancies. The top 10
software list, for example, is
published by Management
Information Software Co in
New York. The analysis of
Apple's jump in sales is from
IMS America of Ambler, PA.

The IMS America figure
shows the fascinating detail
that Apple's total share of the

Should you be tempted to try and use both sides of a
diskette in your single -sided disk drive by buying a
'positioning guide' from Disk Doubler (through
Associated Compuer Marketing), you should be warned
of two things.

Firstly, the good news: you don't need double -sided
diskettes. I've yet to find a single -sided diskette which
had a faulty second side. Mind you, I've found three
certified double -sided diskettes which were dud.

Secondly, the bad news: not all diskettes take kindly
to being spun backwards. The inside of those black
envelopes is a smooth cleaning fabric. Like all fabrics it
has a 'nap'; some of them have very pronounced nap
directions, and will scrape the disk if ground backwards.

Details of the £15 gimmick on (0252) 330100.
I have to admit that a device for putting an index hole

in the other side of the diskette would be more help.
Anyone can usually cut the slit in the side to enable
writing to a disk, but locating the index hole is quite a
trick.

This little template/cutter doesn't worry about that-
it assumes you're using an Apple, Atari, Commodore or
Sirius drive which ignores the index hole. Ah well, don't
say you weren't warned.
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APRICOT WINDFALLS AT MORSE
We've pruned our Apricot prices at Morse, and we now offer stunning discounts
across the entire range. Morse are ACT Blue Riband dealers, and we'll give you
better support and value than anyone else. Call today!
Apricot PC, 2 315K drives, (RRP £1595): £1125
Apricot PC, 2 720K drives, (£1795), now: £1375
Apricot Xi, 10Mb, 720K drives, (£2795): £2030
Apricot Fl, 720K drive, software, (£1090): £995
Portable, 720K drive, software, (£1695): £1390
Monitors: 9" £200, 12" £250, 10" colour £385

DECMATE II, the famous wordpro-
cessing system, includes system
unit, 2 drives, display, software,
RRP £3190. Ex display: 1690.00
Brother EP44 (£249) .... 199.90
Casio PB700 (rrp £110) 79.00
Casio FP200 32K (£299) 215.00
Casio FX450 Sci (£19.95) 12.95
Casio PF3000 data (£39) 29.90
Casio PF8000 touch (£49) 39.95

SANYO Superdeals at Morse! Special prices on
MBC 550 series mean 16 -bit computing for the
cost of a home computer! Includes WordStar and
others worth over £1000, MSDOS & 128K RAM.
Sanyo MBC 550, Single disk , (RRP £795): £569
MBC 555, 2 disks, extra software. (£995): £749
MBC 555-2, 2 320K disks, software (£1395): £945
Monitors: CRT36 12" £127, CRT70 colour £395
All Morse prices exclusive of VAT at 15%, E. & O.E.

Televideo TS1605, full IBM PC
compatible, runs Flight Sim, 1-2-3,
Framework. 2 360K drives, 128K
memory, (512K for £400 extra),
14" display, RRP £1990 1290.00
Epson JX80 7 col. (£569) 540.00
Epson H180 plotter (£395)375.00
FX80 used, 1 only (£438) 250.00
PFS' Graph IBM (£99) .... 59.90
PFS Report IBM (£95) ... 57.50

MORSE

LOTUS 1-2-3, the most popular
software package in the World is
now available in Apricot and IBM
formats. RRP now £440: 375.00
WordStar 3.4 Professional, Corr-
ectStar & Merge (£399) 299.00
VisiCalc IBM (£195) 115.00
VisiFile IBM (£219) 145.00
VisiSchedule IBM (£219) 145.00
dB Master IBM (£445) 270.00

MORSE COMPUTERS 78 HIGH HOLBORN, LONDON WC1V 6LS. 01-831 0644. TELEX 916509.
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NEWSPRINT
PC market was 27 per cent in
March, and, in spite of what
all the 'experts' inside
American and British
businesses have been telling
us, most of this was due to
sales of the Macintosh.

Mac sales rose from $18m
at wholesale prices in
February to $29m for March.
These sales are through
stores, not the direct -to -
business sales which account
for so much of IBM's
business.

Interesting, nonetheless.

View from the
top
Programs 'which are not now,
or in the near future going to
be supported under TopView,
include Lotus 1-2-3,
Symphony, all Microsoft
products, Multimate, dBase,
Framework and R: Base 4000,'
comments American industry
observer Gerald Garvey in the
American MIS Newsletter.

TopView was first seen on

the IBM PC/AT, and was
widely assumed to be written
for that super -micro. It has
now been revealed in the UK,
six months later, as IBM's
own operating system for all
PC family machines- using
windows. The stampede that
has resulted seems unlikely to
cause many casualites -
there is a strong smell of
indifference from the market.

It is a genuine operating
system, despite the fact that
some people have called it an
'operating environment' for
the PC family, but many
observers see it as being
more bother than it's worth.

The problem isn't whether
users find it easier to use.
They do, mostly, but that
hardly helps if the
programmers can't use it, and
it seems that largely, they
don't think they can. The
aforementioned list of
unsupported programs is
heavy condemnation of the
product in its current form.

The trouble seems to be
that it doesn't offer them
enough, but does ask for a lot
more work. An operating

This is a computer with a radio in it. It cos `s $2295 which
is a fierce price, especially when you realise that you
need at least two of them to start working. You can, of
course, get the modem alone, which will set you back
just over $1100 for a low -power battery version, or just
under $100 for the mains -powered model.

It has an operating radius of about a mile (bet on less
in cities) but it will work at speeds of up to 2400 baud.

In the words of the company president, a man by the
name of Kitchner: 'The Quest, like the modem, is not for
everyone. We foresee it being used in places like large
warehouses where inventory can be directly input
through the Quest into the company's central computer.
We also see it in forestry work, ranching, or anywhere
mobility and computing are important.'

Well, it's a start. Details on (0101) 509 735 9092 from
Electronic Systems Technology in Kennewick, WA
99336, USA.

system like TopView has two
parts: the visible part, which
looks like a vague imitation of
the Macintosh; and the
invisible part, which looks a
little bit like a multi -tasking
version of PC -DOS.

Most software for the IBM
isn't written in horrible detail
by hot -shot assembler
programs. Instead, it links in
to existing code, sitting in the
machine, which does the hard
work of sorting out which
sector of the disk the next
data will be recorded on when
there is enough information
to fill a sector; or where in
memory your program will
keep its operating data; or
how to calculate the delay
before transmitting the next
character- and all that is the
task of the 'invisible' part of
the operating system.

Unfortunately, the routines
that you call under PC -DOS
are in different places, and do
different things, from what
many programmers find they
now have to do to work with
TopView.

IBM and Microsoft say this
isn't their fault. People have
been writing programs for the
IBM PC which ignore PC -DOS
routines, and do so from
scratch. They shouldn't -this
is 'badly behaved' software.

It is a fact that much
successful software is
successful because it runs
faster, does more, and is
simpler to understand than
well-behaved software
because the designers of the
DOS didn't foresee many of
the requirements of
programmers writing things
like Lotus.

There is also the fact that
many programs don't expect
windows, and they have to
before TopView will work.
And Microsoft has its own
windows standards which are
different from TopView,
hence the list excluding
Microoft applications.

TopView, like a rival
product Desq (from
Quarterdeck) is multi -tasking.
That is, it tries to keep more
than one application program
running, juggling their
attempts to use the DOS like
an acrobat. Irritatingly, it
seems that IBM has chosen a
strange way of doing this-
described as 'time -slicing' -
which means that you can't
use TopView for
communications programs,
or so say my friends at Digital
Research. Worse, in a world
where graphics are daily
becoming more important to
PC users, TopView can't cope
with graphics.

Desq is text -only, like Top -

View, but according to
Garvey's report, Desq is very
much better at coping with
the kind of program you're
likely to buy than TopView.

The major advantage Desq
has, today, over TopView is
that it will run programs, even
if they aren't Desq
compatible. That means that
Lotus 1-2-3 will run, even
though Desq can't manage its
windows. The result, says
Garvey, is that a 1-2-3 user
with Desq can take part of his
spreadsheet and easily put it
into a WordStar document. 'If
you want to do this with
TopView, you will have to
wait until Lotus rewrites 1-2-3
(and others do the same) to
be TopView compatible.' And
he adds: 'It seems that a
windowing environment
program should be a help to
the user today, not, maybe, a
year down the road.'

Neither Desq nor TopView
is for the user with 256k.
Currently, TopView will leave
you 80k free; Desq will leave
you about 25 bytes.

The market wants multi-
tasking, and it wants
windows, and it wants
graphics. People have seen
the Macintosh, and they want
their IBM PC to do the
same thing.

But it looks as though they
will wait for Microsoft's
Windows (June? September?
Which June?) or Digital
Research's GEM, already out
in early versions.

Mega memory

for the PC
The main advantage of the
IBM AT over its earlier
relatives is the amount of
memory it can look at -
8Mbytes instead of 640k -
and the disk size.

Lotus has decided to kill off
half this advantage by
announcing, with Intel, a way
of expanding IBM PC memory
up to 8Mbytes.

Intel is the chip maker
which designed the IBM's
processor, the 8088, so the
specification worked out by
the leading software producer
and the 'horse's -mouth'
hardware designer is likely to
become the standard
solution.

A version of Lotus 1-2-3 to
take advantage of the
expanded memory is due out
later this year, but the really
vital thing was for Lotus to
expand Symphony, and an
expanded Symphony will be
available very soon.
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"My portable micro is IBM compatible!' "My portable micro is IBM compatible.
And it has a colour screen?

There were once two businessmen in the market
for a portable micro computer.

The first, a proud and somewhat shortsighted man,
snapped up the first IBM compatible machine
he encountered. Thinking he'd done wonderfully well.

The second, a wise old bird, considered the options
carefully and settled on the Sanyo MBC 775.

His patience was admirably rewarded.
Not only did his chosen machine have full IBM

compatibility, with twin 360K disk drives, 256K RAM
expandable to 640K RAM, but also a colour screen.

The only portable micro with a colour screen.

The price of £2,150 included not only the monitor
but £500 of free software like Calcstar, Wordstar, and
GW Basic.

And he was given the opportunity to join the Sanyo
Micro -Users Association, giving direct access to product
and software information.

For full details ring Sanyo Business Systems on
0923 46363.

And remember the moral of the story is, see Sanyo,
then decide. to stuvrcs



Food for thought ifyou're
about to do your accounts.

A constant diet of sales ledgers, payrolls,
stock control, invoicing (and that's just for
starters) is almost guaranteed to damage the
health of your business.

You'd be far better off concentrating your
energies on more profitable pursuits, like driving
your business forward.

That's where your not -so -humble servant,
the unique Apricot Accountant steps in.

Why 'not -so -humble'? Well, by the time
you've finished reading this we believe you'll see
that you can't afford to be without it.

FRUITFUL RELATIONSHIPS.
The Apricot Accountant is designed to

work either with one Apricot personal computer
or in a local network with the entire Apricot
range.

Already, we're the most widely used range
of business micro's in Great Britain.

A dynamic duo, without doubt.

Apricot Accountant, as you can see to your
right, is as easy on the eye as it is to use.

Each slim module or Apricot Dataslate is
dedicated to one particular accountancy
function: Invoicing, Payroll, Stock Control, Sales
Ledger, Purchase Ledger, Nominal Ledger
and Data Analysis.

Apricot's Dataslates allow you to build your
own compact desktop filing system.

Every slate has its own manual and file to
house the 3.5 in. micro floppy program disk.

A PLAIN DIET.
All the instructions are written in plain



English. So, if this is your first introduction to
computers, Apricot protect you from the verbal
fog of computer -speak.

Equally, if your staff aren't fully conversant
with accountancy terms, they will more than
welcome our plain speaking.

They'll also welcome the release from the
drudgery of every -day routine.

Our expertise in accountancy is hardly
surprising when you consider that as a company
we have been writing accounting software for
smaller businesses for 20 years.

Many of our dealers have been selling it
for almost as long.

We've even thought about your stationery
for use with the Accountant. A specially
designed range of invoices, statements, payslips
etc. are available from your dealer.

But if you'd rather use your own designs,
we can organise that as well.

INTELLIGENT APRICOTS.
The Apricot Accountant is fast, efficient,

thorough and clever.

Unlike other software packages it can be
tailored to suit your business needs.

If you need analysis
of data, for instance, the
keyboard brings a speedy
automatic answer.

We collate the inform-
ation you feed in and
automatically update the other
relevant modules.

Our software complies with all current
legislation and should the law change we'll
up -date your system.

The system also knows how to keep a
secret. Only specific password holders are
allowed access to your information.

AN APRICOT CALLED GEORGE?
The Apricot Accountant has a unique,

built-in autopilot called George.

(It has to be better than something with
a name like a 'double faceted nerd fangler.')

George carries out certain regular proced-
ures for you, such as producing a weekly stock
report.

Switch your Apricot computer onto
auto -Q: step through the procedure once, give
the job a title and next time round George will
handle it all for you.

He'll also train new staff by simplifying
their role to a few simple keystrokes until they've
got the hang of things.

APRICOT'S MAXI MICRO'S.
Whichever Apricot micro you choose you

can rest assured you've chosen from the pick of
the crop. Not only do we offer the largest
compatible range in the world, but they can all
be locally networked.

They are also fully capable of interfacing
with mini and main-frame computers.

To top that lot, the Apricot software library
is the absolute cream. We have the largest,
published library in the UK.

And that includes the best-selling business
package in the world, Lotus 1-2-3
as well as Symphony, their new

all -in -one system for managers
and professionals.

All the other famous
software names are there

also: Micropro, Ashton-
Tate, Microsoft, Digital

APRICOT Xi 10.256K RAM, 10MB Research and so on...
WINCHESTER. 42,795!

Finally, for those
of you hungry for the latest facts and figures
there is nothing to touch Communique.

Services such as Prestel and Pergamon
Infoline as well as Telecom Gold and Easylink,
our telex service, are yours at touch of a button.

Call in on your nearest Apricot dealer so
you can get all the
facts to chew on. apricot

ACCOUNTANT

TO FIND OUT WHERE YOUR LOCAL DEALER IS, OR FOR MORE INFORMATION ABOUT APRICOT COMPUTERS OR THE APRICOT
ACCOUNTANT, EITHER CALL US ON 0954 617617 OR WRITE TO ACT LIMITED, FREEPOST(BS4251), PATCHWAY, BRISTOL BS12 4YZ. YOU CAN ALSO REACH US ON

TELECOM GOLD -SYSTEM 81 -JET 077. 'PRICE EXCLUDES MONITOR OR VAT AND IS CORRECT AT TIME OF GOING TO PRESS.



NEWSPRINT
The problem there was very

simple: due to the enormous
extra applications in
Symphony (a big database, a
big word processor and
powerful graphics, plus
communications) there just
isn't memory space enough
for the big 1-2-3 spreadsheets.
Users who switched from 1-2-
3 to Symphony have
complained, very loudly, that
they've upgraded, only to get
a smaller spreadsheet.

It should be added that the
AT will, of course, run faster
than a PC or XT, even with
expanded memory.

Meanwhile, taking
advantage of the interest
created, Mega -Omega
Systems has announced that
'enhanced Lotus 1-2-3 needs a
companion,' and has released
a memory board for the IBM
PC that can be expanded to
2Mbytes. The company
doesn't claim that it is
compatible with the Intel -
Lotus standard, but neither
does it admit that it isn't,
which is just about
forgiveable on the grounds
that perhaps it didn't know
the standard was coming
when they prepared the
literature.

The card is useful for
providing a RAM disk, and
Mega -Omega is on (0101) 214
828 0960. But it won't run
Lotus version 1.1 - the Intel
Above Board /PC is the first
expanded memory board
certified by Lotus as
compatible with Symphony,
and will be available shortly.

Gem Write for
the IBM
Giving IBM users the chance
to catch up (!) with Macintosh,
the authors of Volkswriter
have written Gem Write.

It works like MacWrite,
under GEM on the IBM. It will
be marketed by Digital
Research which does GEM
(the Macintosh -like
environment for what Lifetree
calls 'generic' personal
computers).

Lifetree has received mad
adulation for Volkswriter,
which has tested out very well
in 'objective' assessments of
word processing. I have to
confess that I found it hard to
use, but it was quite powerful.

This new program isn't
compatible with Volkswriter,
but it should be very much
easier to use. It will be sold for
$199 as a package with GEM
Paint and GEM Desktop from
June, says Lifetree. Contact
that company on (408) 373
4718 in Monterey, California.

Remote

response
'I don't know the address,'
said the voice on the other
end of the phone, 'but it's on
my IBM database back home.
Just hang on, I'll dial through
and see.'

The voice belonged to a
hacker of the old school, who

These are the winners of the John Menzies Young
Programmers of 1984 competition. I show them here not
just to fill space, but because the picture inadvertently
gives a rare opportunity to see Tom Hartnell, one of the
judges. Hartnell runs a publishing company, and I've
never seen him in a suit before. Also in the picture is
artifical intelligence pundit Donald Michie.

The real reason for printing the picture, however, is to
encourage other girls by drawing their attention to
Cathryn Dew, who won the Under 12 category. Don't
believe boys who shoulder you aside from the computer
on the grounds that girls can't do it. They can.

had written a routine to let
him control his home system
from his office. Within a
minute, he'd logged on,
retrieved the information and
displayed it on his office
machine. And ever since, I've
been jealous.

Microstuff's answer to the
problem, Remote, is said to
work with any PC program
'except those that use colour
graphics, and those that
require you to change disks,'
and that appeared in the UK
earlier this year. Inevitably, it
requires a Hayes -style auto -
answer modem.

Software Synergy's
Respond PC Host goes one
better in that it can be active,
not just passive. That is, it can
call a remote computer
automatically, as well as
respond to a call from the
remote unit. But, unlike
Remote, Respond doesn't let
you run the host programs-
it just lets you download files.

There are times when your
desire to watch a 3Mbyte file
scrolling across the screen at
1200 baud is limited.

Scraping for

profits
You may think that cutting the
price of the ACT Apricot HE
was effectively aiming a large
cannon at Acorn.

After reading this little
analysis, however, you may
wonder whether the weapon
is pointing at Apple in
Cupertino, or at least Hemel
Hempstead. Consider:

If you think £500 is rather
steep for an ageing BBC+,
how about saving up the extra
£100 needed for a 16 -bit
Apricot Fl E? Today, that's the
difference. What do you get?

You get a 256k memory, a
16 -bit 8086 processor and a
31/2in floppy disk (not just a
disk file system) with 320k
capacity. The filing system is
MS-DOS, which these days
opens up a path to running
complex programs such as
Symphony. But more
significant for BBC users
languishing with 31 files per
disk, this is DOS 2.1. That
means a hierarchical file
structure - several
directories on a single disk,
each with sub -directories (and
soon) if you like.

ACT has, as you will have
deduced, cut the price of its
bottom -end Apricot. But the
comparison with the BBC+'s
idiotic new price doesn't stop
there. ACT has rubbed it in.

'Also available is a £30
program called B-Tran, which
enables the Apricot F series

and PC models to run virtually
all programs written in BBC
Basic.'

The claim obviously
requires your programs to
use no illegal POKEs or
machine code. But most
teacher -written code falls
neatly into that category, and
it is teachers who ACT is out
to impress. Anyone who likes
writing Basic, by the way, will
quickly find that there are
several things to get excited
about in Microsoft's GW-
Basic, even without
procedures.

The really sad thing about it
is that the gun isn't aimed at
Acorn at all.

Oh, I know, the managing
director of ACT (Brian
Androlia) made the necessary
gesture of patronising pity in
Acorn's direction. Who could
resist it? 'Since Acorn
launched the BBC Micro, the
requirements of educational
computing have changed
enormously,' he said sadly.
'Students are now demanding
access to the greater
sophistication offered by the
16 -bit MS-DOS world. They
need the experience of using
serious industry -standard
software, which normally will
not run on 8 -bit micros such
as Acorn's BBC and the Apple
II series.'

We're not going to actually
mention the Apple as a
serious contender, he hints
casually, but just in case the
thought did occur to you,
dismiss it (he implies).

Not so. Apple is selling its
Ile and Ilc very hard indeed
into the schools market,
under a program called Our
Kids Can't Wait. Acorn is not
trying to sell in the States (at
the time of writing, sanity
prevails in Cherry Hinton at
least so far) but Apricot Inc is.
And Apricot Inc is using a
picture of an Apricot, next to
an Apple, to emphasise the
fact in the American market.

Quite how well Apricot is
doing in the Sates isn't clear.
The word on the streets, when
I was there for the Atlanta
Comdex show, is that Apricot
is looking good - especially
with the launch of the 512k Fl
at $999. But it's really too
early to say.

Apple is not pleased, and is
doing its best to chop down
the Apricot tree at home in the
UK. In retaliation, of course,
ACT is going after the
education market as hard as it
can, keeping Apple out.

Included in the new low-
cost Fl E is software. It's
possible to use Asynch to
communicate with remote
time-sharing systems such as
Telecom Gold, but I wouldn't
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As this photograph shows, the original Atari machine
has seen the inside of a good few boxes. First there was
the 400/800, then there were the XL models, and now
there's the 130XE.

The 130XE is yet another version of the six -year -old
Atari 400/800, repackaged in a sleeker and smaller case
to match its 16 -bit brother the ST, and offering 128k of
RAM.

Inside, the chip count has been reduced from the XL,
which itself was a reduction from the original machine. A
new memory controller chip called 'Freddy' organises
the extra bank of 64k RAM into four blocks of 16k, which
is accessible by a switch at some obscure memory
location in the operating system.

The machine has two standard joystick ports, a
cartridge slot, a serial port, composite monitor output,
television output and an additional, surprisingly small
expansion port not found on the previous machines. The
serial port will take all existing Atari peripherals. The
cartridge port has been moved to the rear of the
machine, with two weak plastic pins projecting from it
that are in danger of breaking when a cartridge is
inserted.

Also on the debit side, the keyboard has deteriorated
slightly from the earlier machines, although it's still
better than the one on the Spectrum and it is
full-sized.

Some jiggery-pokery with the video signal has
occurred with the 130XE: the graphics are now far
sharper and a little less bright, which makes programs
such as Atariwriter and VisiCalc easier to read at the cost
of games being rather dull.

Atari has also cured the television problem that has
plagued it for years, the sound and picture being slightly
apart on the tuning wheel.

The XE's operating system is the same as in the XL:
that is, the original 400/800 bugs have been corrected so
some of the old software won't run on the new
machines. Atari supplies a translator program that loads
the old operating system, complete with bugs, into RAM
and switches out the ROM, allowing all software to run.
For disk drive owners the first program to use that extra
64k of RAM will be DOS 2.5, Atari's new disk operating
system. This will replace DOS 3.0 which was far too
friendly and hence infuriating to use. DOS 2.5 returns to
the old DOS 2.0 -type menu with the additional feature of
allowing you to set up a RAM disk in the extra memory.
Whether DOS 2.5 will support double -density on the
Atari 1050 disk drive wasn't clear at the time of writing.

The Basic in the 130XE is unchanged so it looks
somewhat long in the tooth now, although Atari has

taken the opportunity to insert Revision C Basic which
should mean no more locked -up programs after hours of
editing.

It's disappointing to see that there's a grand total of
37k available for Basic programs on this 128k machine.
You can make the extra 64k available with a series of
POKEs, but then you'd only be able to use it to store
data, once again using POKEs, as the Basic knows
nothing about this new-fangled banks witch RAM.
Obviously it's art open question as to how long it will
take before commercial software that uses the extra
RAM is available in any quantity, as software houses
won't want to ignore 400, 800 and XL users. However,
Atari is planning extended vesions of Atariwriter and
VisiCalc which will use the extra memory.

As there's probably about 2000 'old' Atari programs
already on sale in the UK, you won't go short of
software. Some of this software is being sold at silly
imported -from -America prices, but the likes of US Gold
and Ariolasoft are now selling good American software
for much less.

And there's some good serious software around, such
as the Atariwriter and Homeword word processors,
VisiCalc's spreadsheet, and many high -quality
assemblers and programming languages.

The manual included with the 130XE couldn't be much
worse than the 12 -page pamphlet supplied with the XL.
Although it isn't inspiring, the 132 -page ring -bound
manual is adequate as a teaching guide for anyone new
to computing, and contains some very useful appendices
including pin -outs of all the external ports.

At £169 the Atari 130XF is currently the cheapest of
the 128k 8 -bit machines, so in those terms it's good
value. Inevitably, though, there must be some
reservations about Atari's commitment to supporting its
old 8 -bit family in the light of the new ST range. And
both machines in PCW's offices suffered from problems
with the function keys, with one of the keys on each
machine eventually giving up altogether. This is
unfortunate as previous Atari machines have had a good
reliability record.

Atari claims that 31/2in disk drives, a new range of
printers and lots of good serious software is on the way,
but with the dropping of other machines in the XE range
and of the wonder business package Infinity, it is difficult
to judge how committed the company really is. Having
said that, it obviously makes sense to have a cheaper
machine sitting alongside the ST in the shops, especially
one that looks so similar to the ST, so hope for Atari
users' sake that the company continues to support both
machines.
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NEWSPRINT
recommend it to a beginner. I
haven't played with ACT Diary
and Sketch yet, and Activity is
an icon -driven 'Macintosh -
like' interface of which I've
heard both enthusiastic and
disgusted reports, so it's
clearly a matter of taste. And
Gee -Whizz (GW-) Basic is very
good, especially the editor.

There is one other
comment that can't be
avoided. The £600 price tag
for the Apricot does make the
£400 QL look rather steep for
a 128k machine without disks,
doesn't it? Even including the
Psion software. The fact is
that Sinclair Research
desperately needs every
scrap of profit it can get out of
that box.

Tramiel's

`millions' fall

short: new ST for

merchandisers
Jack Tramiel told me that he
would sell 'millions' of Atari
800s at the new, low price.
That was in February.

But in May, at the Comdex
show in Atlanta, he gave me
an opportunity to gloat- I
had told him in February that
the days of the 8 -bit, single -
tasking box were over. 'The
users,' Jack confirmed at
Atlanta, 'are cleverer than we
are. They saw the 800 as an
old-fashioned box, and they
didn't buy it the way we
thought they would.' Just
how many boxes the 800 has
been in makes an interesting
story in itself- see the
caption story on page 123 for
more details.

Anyway, Jack's solution to
all this was to invent a new
machine. To the
astonishment of the
assembled industry
observers, he began by
spending 10 minutes talking
about the evils of selling
machines through 'mass
merchandisers' and the
wisdom of selling through
computer stores, only to then
start discussing what would
happen when the mass
merchandisers got hold of the
product.

One polite observer
tentatively remarked that he
had trouble following this
apparent contradiction. 'I'm
quite used to the Press having
trouble understanding me,'
said Tramiel cheerily. 'What
I'm referring to is the version

While you are waiting for your IBM PC/AT (and if you
ordered one, you are almost certainly still waiting for it),
Compaq distributor MBS Rentals suggest that you
consider a Compaq Deskpro.

The reason, apparently, is that you rent the Deskpro
until the AT is delivered, and there's no penalty for
sending it back if the AT arrives early (fat chance!); and,
should you decide to keep the Deskpro, MBS will take
half of what you've already paid in rental off the price.

Details from Philip Ely on (0990)28921.

of the ST which we will have
specially for the mass
merchandisers.'

Yes, another machine. It
will have the same chip
(Motorola 68000) as the ST,
but no disk, no screen, no
keyboard, and 'will therefore
appear to be cheaper'. But by
the time you've bought the
bits to turn it into the ST, it
will cost more, he promised.

The machine itself was on
open demo at Comdex, which
gave me my first chance to
push the mouse around. Its
colours and high -resolution
definition are brilliant, and the
drawing and drafting
software is amazing.

But it is also clearthatthe
price hasn't been finalised
Once you build -in variables
like a colour screen, software,
and so on, I suspect you will
have to find around £1000 for
a working system. Above that
Atari cannot go, because that
would be to give the
Macintosh, with its ready -to -
go software, too much of an

edge.
Tramiel still insists there

will be hundreds of STs in
September.

However, to my surprise,
Atari appears to be letting
American software writers
believe that the machine is
already available in the UK.
One producer of programs
told me (in the first week of
May) that 'there are already
machines on the shelves of
shops in Britain, according to
Sig Hartmann'. Hartmann is
director of software.

Sig, on being asked
whether he did say this, told
me: 'Please, would you mind
going in at the other door and
signing the visitors' book so
we have your details?'-and
when I returned to the exit
door where he had been, he
was there no longer.

Anyone who knows of a
store where Atari STs are
actually on sale (not just up
for demo) do let me know. My
Prestel number is at the end
of this Newsprint section.

PCII competition

a gamble
Everyone and his uncle is now
launching imitation IBM PC/
ATs (the biggest version, with
the big disks and big memory
capacity, and the 80286 chip).

The list in the last month or
so includes Televideo, Zenith,
Compaq, Kaypro and many
others, some as well known,
some you've never heard of.

The question that hasn't
been answered, however, is:
can these machines compete
with the new PCII?

It seems fairly certain to
many observers that IBM has
postponed the PCII launch,
which was due in May. The
reason is simple: the boss got
himself promoted to a salt
mine, and the new boss put
the whole scheme on ice
while he sorted out who was
who in the organisation.

If it turns out that the PCII
does use the 80286, then a lot
of these AT clones are going
to look sick.

Worse, there are signs that
IBM hasn't yet quite made up
its mind whether the AT is a
finalised design. There may
still be changes, which may
leave all the imitators high
and dry.

Compaq's attitude to the
problem seems dangerously
similar to hubris -inspired
mania.

One of the company's
executives recently said that
'the IBM standard isn't really
an IBM PC standard at all, it's
the IBM -Compaq standard'.
Asked to explain this, he
offered the perfectly accurate
observation that the Compaq
design left out several things
that the IBM design included,
and that no software worth
speaking of tried to use these
IBM specials (things like the
Professional Graphics board,
for example).

There is, of course, a
difference between the
unique hold that Compaq
acquired in the market by
producing a portable PC
clone, and its chances of
getting a similar, unique hold
of the AT clone business. I
hope Compaq isn't betting
on winning because it's quite
a gamble. END

Guy Kewney can be con-
tacted on electronic mail.
His numbers are Source
TCK 106, and Telecom
Gold 81: JDS018.
The Prestel mailbox num-
ber is 01-802 2679.
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APRICOT XI
Hard Disk + Free Printer

+ Free Integrated Accounts Software
including Payroll Training & Installation

APRICOT Fl
720K Disk 256K Memory

includes Free Integrated Accounts
Software or Printer

APRICOT
TWIN DISK

I

SYSTEM71

+ Free Word Processor
+ Free Printer

ZENITH 2150
(IBM Compatible) Twin Floppy + Free

Accounts Software
ALSO AVAILABLE 10 Megabyte Hard Disk

£2845 + VAT

COMMODORE
PC -10
(IBM Compatible)
256K RAM Free
Accounting Suite
including Payroll

OLIVETTI M24
Twin Floppy

+ Free Accounts Software

ALSO AVAILABLE
10 Megabyte Hard Disk
£2895 + VAT

Hard Disk + Accounts Package
including Payroll + Free Printer

EVALUATION
SYSTEMS
AVAILABLE FROM £100 per week
ALSO AVAILABLE
RENTAL SYSTEMS
FROM
£40 per week

COMPUTER DISCOUNT STORE
58 Mount Stuart Square, Cardiff CF1 6DR

Tel: (0222) 488650/488641



Cell power
A cellular array processor
(CAP) under development at
the ITT Advanced Technology
Centre has the potential to
provide a desk -top computer
with the processing power of
a large mainframe, and to
replace a mainframe with one
a hundred times as powerful.

Compared to a con-
ventional processor which
performs operations
sequentially (multiplication,
for example, is a series of
additions), a CAP does many
operations simultaneously
and in parallel. One of the
main CAP parts is a VLSI array
chip which contains one -bit
processors; each one -bit
processor has its own set of
32 general-purpose registers
and its own memory of from
16k to 64k -bits. These
processors can be duplicated
as many times as will fit on a
chip. Currently a chip with 16
processors has been
fabricated, but the number is
expected to rise as VLSI
design and manufacturing
techniques continue to
improve. The CAP chips
themselves can be wired
together to form processing
arrays of virtually any power
and speed.

Flexibility results from the
way the processors are
programmed. For example, a
16 by 16 array of one -bit
processors could do 32
simultaneous 8 -bit additions
or a single 256 -bit addition.

Along with simplicity,
flexibility and speed, the CAP
design boasts high fault
tolerance. As the technique is
relatively inexpensive, it
should result in inexpensive
systems with high processing
capability and excellent
reliability.

As it can perform many
simultaneous operations, the
CAP is particularly suited to
solving problems that involve
large quantities of similar
data, such as speech
recognition, robotics and
office automation.

The best -dressed desk -top will soon be wearing a cellular
array processor to provide mainframe power, and Lotus

isn't sitting on its laurels - David Ahl brings you the
latest news Stateside.

The Lotus
eaters
Lotus is a busy company
these days - out on the
acquisition trail while
expanding its range of current
products. It has signed a letter
of intent to acquire Software
Arts and hire its two founders,
Dan Bricklin and Bob
Frankston. Bricklin and
Frankston are the inventors of
the original spreadsheet,
VisiCalc.

The decision to be acquired
by Lotus, acknowledged
Bricklin, was a result of a
sharp reversal of Software
Arts' fortunes. Software Arts
had licenced VisiCalc to
Personal Software (later
renamed VisiCorp) to market
and distribute. However, as
the sales of VisiCalc declined
the two companies came to
legal blows from which
neither fully recovered. In the
face of mounting losses,
VisiCorp was acquired last
September by Paladin
Software Corp, while
Software Arts' revenue
plunged to $3 million in 1984
from about $12 million a year
earlier. Software Arts
currently holds the licences
for VisiCalc, TK!Solver and
Spotlight.

In its first move into
hardware, Lotus has signed a
letter of intent to acquire
Dataspeed Inc, a vendor of
portable stock quote radio
receivers. Dataspeed's two
products, Quotrek and Modio,
receive data transmissions
from FM radio sidebands that
carry stock quotations. The
hardware can also load this
information into Lotus
spreadsheet programs. The
transaction was valued at
$6.5 million.

Lotus also announced new
releases of its Symphony and
1-2-3 programs which will
take advantage of up to
4M bytes of RAM. The new
releases use the new Lotus/
Intel RAM spec which has an
eventual capacity of 8Mbytes,
and up to four 2Mbyte boards
can be added to an IBM PC or
PC -compatible to reach the
specified 8Mbyte capacity.
The specification has been
made available to over 30
board makers and software
developers.

In addition to utilising
additional memory,
Symphony 1.1 can also
interface with 8087 and 80287
maths co -processors which
should dramatically improve
the computational speed of
the software. Symphony 1.1
has a minimum memory
requirement of 384k and is
priced at $695. The revised
1-2-3, which will be available
later in the year, will be priced
at $495.

The final
comeback?
Xerox has introduced five
desk -top computers, two laser
printers and related software
programs in an effort to
regain its position in the office
automation market. An
internal study indicates that
Xerox must look to computers
and related products for at
least one half of its sales by
1990, but previous efforts to
enter the market have been
largely unsuccessful.

The new machines are not
major technological
breakthroughs. More
significant is the marketing
strategy which includes more
aggressive pricing, an
integrated approach to office
automation (which Xerox
calls 'document creation and
distribution'), and marketing
through a newly -merged
4200 -man copier/computer
sales force. In fact, the new
computers and printers will
not be sold through retail
computer stores but will be
sold only by the integrated
sales force. Analysts feel this
will put pressure on Wang
and other vendors, but
especially Apple which does
not have a central sales force
for large corporate accounts.

In another departure, the
new computers will run IBM
PC software and will
communicate with local area
networks other than Xerox's
Ethernet. Analysts consider
this to be important, but that
success really depends upon
the newly -combined sales
force.

Random bits
Watch for the introduction
later this year of a 10Mbyte
hard disk on a single IBM PC

board; the entire assembly is
less than 1 in thick . . . The
Corporation for Science and
Technology approved a $3.5
million contract with Intl
CMOS Technology and
Purdue University for the
development of an advanced
erasable/programmable non-
volatile memory product that
incorporates 'technology
which is expected to
dominate the semiconductor
industry for the next 10
years' ... The Honeywell
Physical Sciences Centre has
announced an optical
interconnect consisting of a
gallium arsenide laser diode
with its associated drive
circuit and an optical detector
and amplified on a single
chip, coupled to an optical
fibre. The interconnect, with
transmission rates in the
gigabit range, is ideal for
short communications links
between silicon chips, circuit
boards, and processors in a
distributed network .. . IBM
has announced its intention to
do battle with Japan in the
low -end printer markets, and
it has introduced two units.
The $549 dot-matrix
Proprinter offers three print
speeds and near letter quality.
A unique paper -feed
mechanism allows it to
handle both single sheets and
envelopes while continuous
form paper is left in the
machine. The Color Jetprinter
prints in seven colours on
standard bond paper, coated
stock and transparencies. The
inks are stored in easy -to -
change, no -mess
cartridges . .. Abacus
Software has announced two
interesting products for the
Commodore 64, Xper and
Super C. Xper is said to be an
expert system, although it
sounds to me as though it is
simply a database with an
efficient search algorithm.
Super C is a C language
compiler which produces
6510 machine code from
source files up to 41k in
length . .. ITT has
announced a repositioning
of the ITT Xtra computer.
'Repositioning' in this case
seems to mean a 41 per cent
price reduction from $4395
to $2595 for the 256k
Model III with a 10Mbyte hard
disk. Similar price reductions
were announced on other
configurations . . . END
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Qume ribbons, developed
and refined by Qume and
made in Britain for use with
all Qume Printers here in
the U.K. and in Europe.

Why gamble with imitations, when, for a
very small premium you can get
Qume Originals. The best ribbons for all Qume
Printers without a doubt.

Be sure your printer sees "red" when you
fit your next Multistrike I, Multistrike II, or
Multistrike IV

Plume(UK)Limited,
UM

.,iarketing and So
Park Way, Newbury, Berkshire RG13 1EE
Telephone (0635) 31400 Telex: 846321

Service and Training Centre
Bridgewater Close, Reading, Berkshire RG3 1JT

Telephone: (0734) 584646 Telex: 849706

A
as

A British Company of ITT



The DMP-51/52 MP Series:
A Breakthrough in Plotting Power

Houston Instrument's
DMP-51/52 MP precision
drafting plotters are designed to
dramatically increase your firm's
productivity. Built to be fast, quiet,
accurate and intelligent, these new
plotters offer :

CUSTOMIZED PEN
PERFORMANCE

Holding 14 pens in two
removable pen stables, the
DMP-51/52 MP series puts an
end to time-consuming manual pen
changes. So when your plots re-
quire multiple colors, varying line
widths or differing types of pens,
you can custom -configure the
51/52 MP's 14 pens just the way
you need them. This 14 -pen flex-
ibility adds a creative new dimen-
sion to your plotting productivity.
The 51/52 MP's easy -to -use pen
stables can quickly be set up in
many combinations of pen type,
color or width to best produce any
given plot.

ADDED VALUE
The DMP-51/52 MP series of-

fers features usually found on very
expensive plotters. Constant veloci-
ty control has been added to en-
sure uniform inking regardless of
the angle of pen movement. Liquid
ink pens are capped automatically
to help prevent them from drying
out.

VARIED APPLICATIONS
Whatever your application, the

DMP-51/52 MP series is designed
to accomplish the task efficiently.
The sturdy plotter produces clean,
crisp, C and D size drawings on
paper, vellum or polyester film. Its
precise resolution of .001 inches is
suitable for producing the most
complex jobs, such as detailed
architectural and engineering
drawings as well as circuit board
layouts. Furthermore, there are
now more than 200 popular
graphics and CAD software
packages available to run Houston
Instrument products.

SLEEK HARDWARE
Built on the established

technology and reputation of
Houston Instrument's successful
DMP-51/52 series plotter, the
multi -pen versions offer you the
performance you need to be com-
petitive. By combining a maximum
plotting speed of 22 inches per se-
cond and a user -selectable ac-
celeration rate of up to 4 Gs with
a compact design and servo drive,
Houston Instrument has developed
a very fast and capable drafting
plotter that doesn't require a lot of
precious floor space.

EASE OF OPERATION
A key advantage of the

DMP-51/52 MP series is its user-
friendly command menu. With the
51/52 MP series, it's simple
to select and change plotting
parameters such as acceleration,
velocity, resolution, pen up/pen
down time, paper size, character
set, font, parity and baud rate.

PLOTTING POWER
With Houston Instrument's built-

in Digital Microprocessor Plotting
Language [DM/PLTM], the 51/52
MP series can execute complex
functions from simple commands.
This resident firmware intelligence

means the 51/52 MP series is
designed to handle these difficult
tasks without tying up the host
computer. By coupling this feature
with our strong software support
program, Houston Instrument has
developed a plotter that is the ideal
complement to any computer -aided
drafting system.

QUALITY PRODUCTS
Founded in 1959, Houston In-

strument has earned a reputation
over the years as a quality manu-
facturer of computer peripherals
at reasonable prices. Each
Houston Instrument plotter
undergoes rigorous testing and
hours of systematic plotting and
pen changing. Although we don't
expect you to have any problems
with a Houston Instrument pro-
duct, our worldwide sales and sup-
port network is ready to respond
quickly and efficiently if you ever do.

Houston Instrument products
are manufactured at our Austin,
Texas headquarters and in our
facilities in Belgium.

At Houston Instrument, we're
committed to changing the way the
world uses graphics . . . and the
DMP-51/52 MP series is just
another example of that
commitment.

Represented in the U.K. by SINTROM PLC, 14 ARKWRIGHT ROAD, READING, BERKS RG2 OLS



A TOUGH

Fuji's achievements in Floppy Disk research and
development have defined new industry standards for
safety, durability and data capacity.

Each twice tested, certified disk is guaranteed for at
least 20,000,000 passes. The revolutionary integral
super -thin hub ring means that off -tracking could now be
a thing of the past.

The 1.6 MB 51/4" disk indicates just how far Fuji
technology has advanced. And Fuji's unique sensitizing
processes have cut signal modulation down to an
astounding 2.3% - unmatched by rivals. To summarise,
Fuji have developed a range of disks unsurpassed in the
UK. Available today - with tomorrow in mind.

FUJI FILM FLOPPY DISK
Cresta House, 125 Finchley Road Swiss Cottage, London NW3 6JH. Tel: 01-586 5900

DEFINING THE STANDARDS



FUJI FILM FLOPPY DISK
MASTER DISTRIBUTORS
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CAVENDISH DATA SYSTEMS LTD. 74 Portland Road, South Norwood SE25 4PQ. Telephone 01 654 9211

EPIC BUSINESS SYSTEMS 40-46 Edward Street, Belfast BT1 2LP. Telephone 0232 237274

HYWIN MEDIA TECHNOLOGY LTD. Hywin House 277-279 Pershore Road South, Kings Norton, Birmingham B30 3EX. Telephone 021 458 5444

LOADPLAN LTD. Tranley Mews, Fleet Road, Hampstead, London NW3 2QX. Telephone 01 485 0665

MAGNUM MEDIA LTD. Unit 7, Hogwood Industrial Estate, Finchampstead, Berks. Telephone 0734 734849

SCOTMEDIA COMPUTER SUPPLIES LTD. Unit D, 46 Bavelaw Road, Balerno, Midlothian EH14 7AE. Telephone 031 449 5557

HVL COMPUTING 812 Ecclesall Road, Sheffield S11 8TD. Telephone 0742 661328

TH STRALFORS DATA PRODUCTS LTD.11 Techno Industrial Estate, Swindon, Wilts SN2 6HB. Telephone 0793 37837

ZIADATA LTD. Hudson House, Terenure Road East, Dublin 6, Ireland. Telephone 0001 901172

MARTINVEST LTD. 63 Buckingham Street, Aylesbury, Bucks. Telephone 0296 661856

FREE ROSE LTD. 24 St. Cross Street, Hatton Garden, London EC1 Telephone 01 405 1430

FUJI FILM FLOPPY DISK
ICresta House. 125 Finchley Roa.d Swiss Cottage. London NW3 6JH Tel. 01-586 5900

DEFINING THE STANDARDS



COCKING & DRURY LTD.

A SINGLE SOURCE
FOR APL

A.Consultancy & Programming

A APL*PLUS software

AEducation

A Support

A- Packages

ATurnkey Systems
Please send me information on:

Li Consultancy & Programming

APL*PLUS/PC

APL*PLUS/UNX

APL*PLUS for the mainframe environment

Turnkey Systems

1 My need is urgent - please phone me

APL Courses

APL Packages

Hot-line support

Statgraphics,
PC Statistical
Graphics Software

Name

Address

Postcode

Phone

Please send to: COCKING & DRURY LTD, FREEPOST 34, LONDON, WIE TOZ



ution mute

Paying £250 for a single module?

Our Super £250
Total Integrated

Business Accounts Package
includes

SALES LEDGER, SALES INVOICING, STOCK CONTROL,

PURCHASE LEDGER and NOMINAL LEDGER plus
all manuals and documentation

yes all for an unbeatable £250, VAT

Runs on all APRICOT, IBM, SPERRY, SANYO & SIRIUS MACHINES
(Payroll available at extra cost)

HIGH RESOLUTION

12 Monochrome MONITORS
FOR APRICOT, SPERRY, IBM or IBM COMPATIBLES AND

MOST BUSINESS & HOME
COMPUTERS

From 11 59 +VAT

M-1009 Centronics Compact
Dot Matrix

£169+ VAT

PRINTERS FOR MOST BUSINESS & HOME COMPUTERS

TBS Distribution Limited
2nd Floor, Gate House, The High, Harlow, Essex CM 2010U

Tel.(0279) 22323



The trouble with
IBM . . .
All is not well with IBM Japan,
despite the launch of the 5540
business machine (described
in the caption story on this
page) which attempts to
bridge the gap between the
company's bottom -end JX
micros and the struggling
5550.

The Japanese market has
been a difficult one for IBM
over the past 10 years. Unlike
the situation in other
countries, IBM Japan is not
the top supplier here: Fujitsu
has the biggest share of the
market, with NEC following
close behind. IBM is fighting a
losing battle against Hitachi
for third place.

IBM was once at the top,
having more than 70 per cent
of the Japanese market, but it
has been steadily losing the
market to Japanese suppliers
in the last decade. This
downward trend applies not
only to one market sector but

Shinichiro Kakizawa diagnoses IBM Japan's terminal
problems and tries his hand at forecasting the weather

in this month's news from the Far East.

to all of them, including
mainframes, small-business
computers and micros.

The reason for IBM's failure
is simple - it couldn't cope
with the increasingly
demanding user
requirements. Until recently,
IBM didn't even grasp the full
extent of the ever-changing
Japanese market.

Where does IBM Japan
stand now? None of the IBM
PC models are available here:
IBM Japan created its own -
the 5550, the JX and now the
5540. When the 5550 was
introduced, the market was
already dominated by NEC
which had more than a 50 per
cent share. But IBM's hopes
ran high. It envisaged a repeat
performance of a successful
entry into a new market, and
quick control of the dominant
position was its ultimate goal.

But it didn't happen. While
IBM was trying to sell the
5550 which featured just one
model, NEC, Fujitsu and other
local manufacturers began to
expand their entire product
ranges. The 5550 had
achieved moderate success,
primarily as a 3270 emulation
terminal cum PC in the IBM
mainframe user market, but
had never taken off as a
business micro. IBM pushed
the 5550 fruitlessly for over a
year, but finally realised that a
new machine was imperative.

Last September a series of

If you think this machine looks less than exciting you'd
be in agreement with many Japanese users. It's the IBM
5540 which consists of an 8MHz 8086 cpu, 256k main
memory expandable to a maximum 640k, two 720k
double -density 51Asin floppy disk drives and an amber -
coloured display screen.

List price for the basic configuration is f1460, which
does not include the display, but my IBM salesman
unofficially suggested that I should be able to get 20 per
cent discount.

new -model JX machines was
announced to fill the demand
in the lower -end market (JXs
are PCjr lookalikes and very
cheap). IBM was confident
that this time users would
appreciate the real power of
IBM, but again, to the
company's surprise, things
went wrong. While IBM was
developing the JXs, its
competitors had also
strengthened their products.

IBM had to try something
else so it announced the 5540,
but this is a stripped -down
version of the 5550: same
8086 chip, same MS-DOS
operating system. Everything
in the 5540 is identical to the
5550 except that a colour
display and hard disk are not
supported.

The market has reacted
cooly. Many micro retailers in
Akihabare -Japan's
electronics bazaar - have
ignored the 5540's launch.
Now, with this product line
considered unconvincing
even by existing dealers, IBM
Japan faces a difficult task-
to gain a prominent position
in a market where the users
do not dance to IBM's tune.

DIY weather

forecasts
IBC, a Kyushu software
house, has developed a DIY
weather forecast program.
The program analyses data
from the Japanese weather
satellite 'Himawari' (Sun
Flower) and apparently
continually presents highly
accurate forecasts.

Satellite data is captured
through a parabola antenna
on the roof; the data is
analysed by the program and
displayed on a VDU. With this
DIY system, users can
forecast the local weather and
answer questions such as:
'How much rain should I
expect in my garden half an
hour from now?'

IBC says with a straight face
that the DIY system provides
a useful guide for setting up
short and long-term
marketing strategies for many
service and leisure industries
such as football stadiums,
open-air children's parks,
zoos, exhibitions, and
catering services for these
facilities. Farmers and other
weather -dependent industries

can also benefit.
The program runs on many

popular 16 and 8 -bit micros;
the only functional difference
between the two versions is
that the latter displays the
temperature on an eight -level
scale while the former can do
it on 64 levels.

To run the program, you
need a parabola disc antenna
of a small diameter and a
down converter which is
basically an AID converter.
Weather data transmitted
from the satellite is captured
by the antenna, converted to
digital form and stored in a
floppy disk; this data is then
analysed by the program.

A moving picture of clouds,
similar to those seen on TV
weather programmes, can
also be shown on the VDU.
The picture can be enlarged
up to 16 times the original size
in order that the user can
zoom in to a particular point
on the map. IBC suggests that
simply by watching the
clouds moving on the screen,
users can make a fairly
accurate forecast themselves.

IBC also says that two to
three weeks self -training will
be required before users can
enjoy the full benefits of the
DIY system. As for the
satellite data, anyone can use
it provided he submits an
application form to the
Government Weather
Authority, which owns the
satellite.

The program is called
'Weather Man' and costs
£6600, inclusive of parabola
antenna, ND converter and
interface cards.

Floppy converter
A unique stand-alone floppy
disk converter has been
released from Iwasaki
Engineering in Kyoto. The
machine has two drives, for
51/4in and Bin disks, and
performs two-way copying of
either -size floppy disks in a
mere 160 seconds. Setting
copy parameters is done
through prompt messages on
the single -line LCD screen
located on top of the box.
Entire disk or file -by -file
copying is supported for any
sequential files.

Iwasaki claims that the unit
is useful in an IBM business
data processing environment
where 5'/4in and 8in drives
often co -exist. END
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LETTERS

Bravery . . .
In Guy Kewney's report on
Tapestry, the network
management product which
he saw at the PC Trade Show
(May 1985 issue) he claims to
be confused by the PC
Network and its software.

The situation is quite
straightforward. The IBM PC
Network was announced in
September 1984, and became
available in April this year.
IBM offers a choice of two
software programs to run the
network: Torus' Tapestry or
the IBM PC Network Program.

The report claims it is 'yet
another non-standard IBM
network standard'. This is not
so - it is IBM's stated
intention to connect the PC
Network and IBM's planned
industrial network to its future
token ring local area network.
Each network will have the
ability to communicate with
IBM System/370 host
computers and applications.
MD Stott, Information and
Services Manager, IBM
United Kingdom Ltd
It takes a brave man to say
that anything to do with
networking is 'quite
straightforward'. We remain
sceptical: after all, bugs are
still being discovered in PC -
DOS. For example .

... and bugs
We have found a bug in PC-
DOS/MS-DOS version 2.1
when copying more than 255
files using the wild card
option (*).

If you attempt to copy files
from one sub -directory to
another, on a hard disk
machine, using a command
such as COPY *.* or COPY
*.EXT and this results in more
than 255 files being copied,
the 256th file is not copied.
This also applies to the 512th
file (and probably all
multiples of 256). The screen
message tells you that the file

This is the chance to air your views-send your letters to
Communications, Personal Computer World, 62 Oxford

Street, London W1A 1 HG. Please be as brief as possible and
add 'not for publication' if your letter is to be kept private.

is being copied, but this
is not so.

The file count is reset to
zero after 255 files and
restarts counting from one as
more files are copied.
Therefore, when copying is
complete, the screen
message 'File(s) copied' gives
you the true number of files
copied - 255.

Since finding this fault two
months ago, we have
scanned the computer press
to see if anyone else has
reported it. Having notied
with some surprise that no-
one seems to have found it,
we felt that we should report
it to you.
W Clewlow, Bass Computer
Services, West Bromwich
You're right-small though it
may be, it's there in DOS 2
and 2.1. If it's any consolation,
IBM says it's been fixed in
DOS 3.0.

In the eye of the
beholder
Having read Peter Bright's
'review' of the ABC 310 in the
April issue, I feel I must
redress the balance.

Firstly, the ABC's size. Who
was it who said: 'Beauty is in
the eye of the beholder'? If Mr
Bright subscribes to this view
(and I'm sure he does) why
does he then make such a
song and dance about the
'sheer ugliness' of the
machine? I like the ABC, not
because I like 'slab grey' (Mr
Bright's words, not mine), but
because I think that the all -in -
one approach is much neater
and more ergonomic (so did
Mr Bright in his review of the
C/WP Cortex in December
1983).

Next, the keyboard. Mr
Bright may think it 'chunky'
and 'dated', but did he notice
that it is virtually the same as
the BBC Micro's (except that
the ABC's is 'slab grey', only it
isn't, it's beige). Anyway, how
does the colour of the
keyboard (or, for that matter,
of the computer) affect its
performance?

Having expressed my
opinions of its appearance,
now for the computer itself.
Has it not occurred to Mr
Bright that, like the PCB, the
OS chip might have been
redesigned? (This,

incidentally, is why the
Electron has a 1.0 OS rather
than a 1.2 OS.) Also, Mr Bright
says, in the same issue, that
the RM Nimbus being'... the
third fastest we have ever
tested, beaten only by a
couple of Motorola 68000 -
based machines'. 68000 -
based machines like the Sage
p -System, TDI Pinnacle, ABC
310... ABC 310?! Yes, the
ABC 310, which uses a
humble 6502 and an Intel
80286, is timed with every test
faster than the Nimbus, and
an average 1.63 seconds less
than the Nimbus.

I used to think that a
Benchtest was a fair,
unbiased review of a
computer. Recently, though, I
have had my doubts. Surely
Acorn is in enough trouble
already without being
subjected to an unnecessarily
bad review?
Hugh McLaren, Great Ayton,
North Yorkshire
Redressing the balance is
fine, and we obviously can't
claim a monopoly on
interpretation, but it's hard to
agree with some of your
points. We are in agreement
about the all -in -one approach
-Atari is also promising a
neat monitor with built-in
drive for its STs - but the
ABC is a much bigger
machine than the Cortex.

As for the keyboard, it looks
and feels different to the one
on the BBC. The Benchmarks
are instructive, but we have to
repeat the message that
there's more to life than the
speeds they measure.

Nor do we have any wish to
add to Acorn's troubles -
only to report them
accurately, as is our policy in
describing and assessing
machines. Olivetti also seems
to share our reservations
about the 300 range.

Child's play
It is evident that whoever
wrote ChipChat in your April
issue, or at least the 'Trivial
Fact no 437', has either
forgotten all the 0 Level
Physics he or she ever learnt,
or never took it in the first
place. As any schoolchild will
tell you, the unit of electrical
charge is not the farad but the
coulomb-or wasn't the
author in question quite up to

spelling this?
Even if the error was

originally the paper
company's, such an
illustrious magazine as PCW
ought to have spotted it. Just
because it's described as
'trivial' doesn't mean it
shouldn't matter. We don't
want to know about static
measured in picofarads
because it don't exist. Funny
perhaps, but it would be
helpful (and credible) if a few
basic facts were right.
Thomas M Hawkins,
Southampton
We could, of course, pretend
that it was an April Fool's
joke. On the other hand, we
could admit that we got the
unit wrong. By the way, the
figure itself was correct.

Don't buy

British!
Normally I am a gentle, kindly
person but recent experience
forces me to voice strong
opposition to M Hamer's
recent invocation to 'Fly the
flag' (Letters, PCW, April
1985) and buy British micros.
My general advice is not to
buy British unless forced to at
gunpoint, and even then ask
for a second opinion. The
Brits are marvellous at design
and invention (I include the
arts and sciences) and
generous in providing free
services (such as computer
user groups), but when forced
to work for reward, the quality
of service and goods
deteriorate remarkably.

Our laboratory
minicomputer uses British
terminals, brand X (to save
embarassment and possible
litigation). Company X also
sells intelligent terminals with
disk drives operating under
CP/M. It was natural for us to
buy this company's (rather
more expensive, though well
engineered) micros when we
needed word processors in
the department.

The company was reluctant
to sell us a fourth X micro
directly, and we were forced
to buy the machine from an
even more reluctant dealer
many miles away. It was true
we were demanding more
than just a micro. We wanted
WordStar, dBasell, a
daisywheel printer and
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accoustic hood as well. We
also wanted the system to
work! Instead of company X
first installing and checking
the system in its own
premises, the goodies arrived
accompanied by two nice
blokes who did not know how
to get the printer or programs
to work (this is called software
support!). They did not
appreciate that a special
printer cable was required,
although we were ale to teach
them from our own
experience on the other X
brands. This is called on -site
training!

The dealer sent another
expert (remember the experts
were travelling at least a
hundred miles a day to install
the system) who decided they
needed help from the X
manufacturer. A software
man from company X
eventually got the goodies
cobbled together. There are
still bugs in the WordStar
implementation and dBasell
has an unresolved problem.
Public money (yours and
mine) has been spent on a
British system which has cost
more in terms of wasted time
than would have been
necessary if a local dealer had
sold and installed a system
which he understood.

The distant dealer, who was
forced to sell us brand X,
complained that he did not
get the software support from
the parent company. This is
probably true - our dealings
with company X has revealed
the usual discrepancies
between the real machine and
the documentation. Company
X felt that it was not worth
investing support in a small
customer, and any
information it did provide was
done as a great favour. It was
wrong. We are not naive
computer users who need
constant hand -holding. If the
company provided us with
reasonable and prompt
support it could have access
to in-house software which
could be used by other
laboratories. At present I must
advise my colleagues in other
NHS laboratories to avoid
brand X.

This and similar
experiences with other
commercial companies has
revealed some common
failings. Sales and support
staffs are separated, each
ignorant of the other's
activities. In general, technical
and support departments
appear to be pushed into back
rooms and are less well paid.
May I prescribe the following
treatment before departing in
my rusty but reliable
(Japanese) car?
1) Reduce the sales staff.
2) Use the money to provide

better goods, services and
information for the customer.
3) The satisfied customer will
do your selling.
Dr C Weinkove, Bramhall,
Stockport

Temperature

rules
Fahrenheit/Celsius
conversions need not be as
cumbersome as Mr Khatir's
formula (Letters, PCW, May).
The simplest rule, taught to
me some 60 years ago, is
based on the fact that -40 is
the same temperature in both
systems, so the rule is:
Add 40 : Multiply by 9/5 or 5/9

: Subtract 40 : END
For C to F you use 9/5ths;

for F to C 5/9th (you are
expected to remember that
Celsius degrees are larger
than Fahrenheit).
RA Fairthorne, Farnborough,
Hants

Getting it

taped
The Department of Trade is
considering a levy on audio
and video tapes to
recompense for the alleged
loss of royalties due to
pirates. This is spelt out in the
Green Paper The Recording
and Rental of Audio and
Video Copyright Materials,
Published by HMSO.

The DOT has been
impressed by the amount of
support which has no doubt
been produced by the trade
lobbies. It also quotes an
'International trend towards a
tape or equipment levy'.
which all suggests that the
levy will be introduced
although it is claimed that no
decision has been reached
as yet.

A levy of 10p on an audio
tape and 25p on a video tape
may not cripple the innocent
but it is a bad principle. The
way it has been proposed
assumes that pirating is
related to the music and video
industry because that is
where the strong lobbies
exist, but it is not going to be
long before the computer
industry wants a share of the
cake. This will lead to an
increase on the levy and
eventually to applying it to
disks. Even a person who
never even thought about
pirating will still be penalised
on the grounds that he could
have if he had wanted to.

Now we all know that
pirating goes on but the
figures are wrong. a person
who pirates a copy of
WordStar for a pound or two

would not pay out £250. A
business user would not
bother to pirate software
because the support and
manual are worth more than
the cost (or they should be).
The same applies to all
popular home pirating. All
pop pirates that I have met
seem to spend most of their
money on records and they
tape music that they cannot
afford to buy, therefore the
industry does not lose as
much as it would like us to
believe and much of its
reduced income is due to the
reduced purchasing power of
the market.

Commercial pirating is just
plain stealing and should not
be glamourised by an exotic
title. We should not have a
levy on the innocent - it is
like charging you 50p to walk
the streets because you might
mug someone.

If enough people protest it
will have a balancing effect on
the trade -sponsored lobby
which is pushing the matter
despite early government
doubts. If this levy does come
about it will spread, and could
be applied equally to
magnetic disks. A
more ominous threat is that
the levy could be applied to
equipment. Eventually it
could be applied to plain
paper because it's used to
photocopy sheet music.
Whatever the outcome, it is
likely to be effective for a long
time because no government
misses a trick to raise money.
D Taylor, Hornchurch, Essex
As far as we know, only a levy
on video tape is being
considered now, which
doesn't alter the fact that
penalising the 'innocent'
along with the 'guilty' doesn't
make much sense to us either.

Knowing about

Aslib
I read with interest Stephen
Farr's article 'In the Know',
PCW, April. I was surprised,
however, that there was no
reference to the fact that there
is a national centre in the UK
which was set up specifically
to give information and
advice about online
databases.

The Online Information
Centre, which is now part of
Aslib, can provide detailed
information about the
systems which are available
and the equipment and
training needed. An annual
subscription covers a monthly
newsletter and gives access
to an advisory/information
service, but new contacts can
usually be helped with their
initial enquiries with no

obligation to subscribe. The
centre has over 800
subscribers in the UK and
overseas, and answers over
2000 enquiries every year.

The Online Information
Centre can be contacted c/o
Aslib, The Association for
Information Management, 26/
27 Boswell Street, London
WC1N 3JZ. Tel: (01) 430 2671.
Dr D A Lewis, Aslib

Printers
problems and
praise
I have previously written to
you regarding the problems I
had correctly connecting the
Spectrum Interface 1 with the
Brother HR -5 printer, and
would now like to inform you
that Brother's service
department in Audenshaw,
Manchester, sorted out the
difficulties. Some of the wires
from the RS232C port from
the printer's side have to be
linked together before it will
work correctly. The correct
linkage is:

ZX IFI HR -5
2 2
3 3
4 20
5 5
7 7

The 4, 6 and 8 wires should
be linked on the Brother's
side.

Although this printer and
the Spectrum are normally
linked via an extra Centronics
interface, it seems a good
idea for those who normally
have the ZX Interface for their
Microdrives to obtain normal -
sized printing using the HR -5
with the RS232C interface.

Furthermore, the HR -5
switches should be set to
eight bits and the Spectrum
baud rate to 300 (FORMAT
"t";300 : OPEN #4;"t": REM
for text: FORMAT "b";300 :
OPEN#5;"b" : REM for
control characters). Text can
the be printed using the
fourth channel (PRINT#4;
"text";), control characters
(underlining or emphasised
characters using the fifth
channel (PRINT'#5; CHR$ ;),
which is rather more
complicated than the method
mentioned in the manual.
Henk van de Pol, Geneva,
Switzerland
It's good to know that some
suppliers can be helpful.
We've also received words of
praise for Pace Software
Supplies of Bradford and DGR
Computer Products of
Tonyrefail in
mid -Glamorgan. END
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BANKS' STATEMEN

Picture talk
Martin Banks muses on the impending significance of graphicsand

networks in the small-business market.

As I sit here in front of my machine, it is
the middle of April. I mention this for no
other reason than by the time you read
this, it will be the best part of June and
the world will probably have changed.

Fora start,we'll be a lot nearerthe day
(which I'm sure you've all been waiting
for) when you can actually buy Micro-
soft's Windows and IBM's Topview.
Both packages are relevant to my first
theme-graphicsfrontendsto applica-
tions programs. My second theme is
networking, especially small, tolerably
cheap networks. These two mark what
is likely to be the dominant thrust in the
small-business marketplace, and any
manufacturer of hardware or software
which does not have at least a stated
position on them may well have no
position at all in the near future.

The reason that these two are going
to be significant has nothing specifical-
ly to do with them being explicitly used
together, though this will almost cer-
tainly be the case. Rather, it is that they
represent a growing industry trend to
make all this clever technology do
something that the user can not only
understand, but can see a simple
reason for using. Of such philosophies
are sales made.

It is the potential arrival of MS -
Windows that is prompting my interest
in graphics. According to Bill Gates,
who, as boss of Microsoft really should
know, Windows is going to be the
greatest graphical thing since sliced
bread. Users and software authors will
be ableto do thingswith itthat will make
you thrill with excitement. The trick, as
first developed by Xerox in the US and
followed by Apple with the Lisa (sorry
-the Macintosh XL) and the Mac itself,
isto put graphics atthe human interface
to an applications program. This has
the remarkable effect of making the
program understandable in operation
and easy to use.

I appreciate that some computing
devotees will find such an idea heretic-
al, but the users like it. There is no
reason why someone can't walk up to
an applications program that has not
been encountered before and rapidly
get it going in a usable fashion; that is
what these graphics front ends can do.

Digital Research was quickto spotthe
opportunity and produced GEM

(Graphics Environment Manager). This
adds the same type of Macintosh
facilities to a wide range of machines,
not least of which is the IBM PC. GEM,
though disparaged by Microsoft's Bill
Gates when compared to the upcoming
Windows, has one distinct advantage
- it is available and working. For those
who had one particular reservation
about the Macintosh, GEM can also
work in colour.

The sneakyJapanese have now got in
on the act too - Epson recently
launched its QX16 PC -compatible
machine. As hardware, it is a fairly
average box with not too much to
distinguish it from the general PC

`Getting the cost of
networking down by using
the latent intelligence of
the hardware more wisely

makes a great deal of
sense, not least to the

user who gets a cheaper
network that is easier to

work with.'

throng. But it has one special feature -
a graphics front end called Taxi, a
package developed by Epson UK and
currently on sale only in Europe. If it is
pushed hard in the US as well it could
prove quite a sales aid in that important
market. Taxi offers the usual Macintosh
facilities and can be added to any
standard MS-DOS applications pack-
age in about a day. (It should only take a
beginner a couple of days to fit up a
package, according to the company.)

Once seen, the advantages of all
these graphics front ends are obvious,
and you begin to wonder why you ever
felt at home with the dear old A>
prompt as the only intro to anything.

With a bit of lateral thinking, howev-
er, graphics can be taken much further
than just as a helpful front end to
applications: it can becomethe applica-
tion itself. For example, I recently saw a
demonstration of a Macintosh program
which is ideal for any small publisher.

Called Pagemaker, it allows the oper-
ator to take words prepared on any
Mac -oriented word processing prog-
ram and paste them down onto a 'page'
format onscreen. Headlines can be
written, typefaces can be tried out, and
different sizes and shapes of article can
be toyed with on the page until the user
is happy with the result. When the job is
complete, the idea is that the user will
then fire the page round the AppleTalk
network to the new LaserWriter, which
is a dashed clever (if expensive) box of
tricks that can print fancier and better
than most micro owners would feel
they have a right to expect. (Pagemaker
is not yet available.)

Mention of AppleTalk neatly brings in
theme two - networks. Currently,
networks are an adequate solution for

but users have to be
prepared to pay large amounts of
money. AppleTalk is one of the first
systems to attempt to keep the inter-
connection costs low by putting most of
the network's required intelligence in
the hardware rather than the interface.
The LaserWriter, for example, has a
68000 processor and 2 M bytes of mem-
ory built into it. The file server will be
similarly equipped. The idea is that
connection charges, for a simple
twisted pair cable and a connector box,
will be around the £50 per station mark.

This can be achieved by making use
of the processing power available. For
example, instead of trying to transmit a
full bit -map tothe printer,the network is
used to send only enough data for the
internal system of the printer, which
uses the Linotype -developed Post-
Script language to reconstruct what is
required.

Getting the cost of networking down
by using the latent intelligence of the
hardware more wisely makes a great
deal of sense, not least to the user who
gets a cheaper network that is easier to
work with. The British Micro Manufac-
turers' Group is seeking a similar end,
with its recent requests to the Depart-
ment of Industry for development
funds fora network scheme. This, if and
when it gets off the ground, could be
even better because it will work with
more than one type of hardware.
Sometimes, technology can be madeto
look quite reasonable, really. END
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Commodore 128
The C128 is Commodore's answer to its critics - it sports an improved

Basic, and Commodore 64 compatibility coupled with originality. But has it
come too late in the light of strong competition from Atari and Amstrad?

Peter Worlock takes a look.

In its earliest days Commodore enjoyed
a remarkably successful run with the
Pet, the Vic -20 and the Commodore 64,
all selling in large numbers. But just
when the company began to look
invulnerable, it stumbled over the
launch of the C16 and Plus/4 models in
the crucial pre -Christmas period of last
year, which makes its next offering, the
C128, even more interesting.

In a sense, the C128 isn't a new
machine, more a logical development
of its predecessors. Indeed, there's a
Commodore 64, complete in every
respect, lurking beneath the skin. But
the C128 is much morethan a Commod-

ore 64 with a few extra bells and
whistles - it's three computers in a
single unit. It also functions in the new
C128 and CP/M modes.

The machine reviewed was a pre-
production model but lacked only the
CP/M implementation and full docu-
mentation. The 128 and 64 modes
worked flawlessly, and the former
proved to be an impressive demonstra-
tion of what Commodore can achieve
when it gets things right.

Hardware
The C128 consists of a single unit
housing the keyboard, circuitry and

input/output ports. The unit is an
attractively -styled low wedge in off-
white and grey, with the power switch
and interfaces neatly tucked away at the
rear and right-hand side. The connec-
tors are mostly solidly -mounted sock-
ets, except for the familiar gold-plated
edge connectors which have been long
employed by Commodore for cassette,
cartridge and user ports.

After a brief flirtation with non-
standard connectors on the C16 model,
Commodore has enjoyed a return to
common sense. The C128 features
Commodore 64 -compatible cartridge
and cassette ports; the user port (for
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modem and IEEE devices) is the same
as that on the Pet, Vic -20 and Commod-
ore 64; the two joystick ports are also
standard 9 -pin D -types; and the stan-
dard Commodore serial port for prin-
ters and disk drives is also present,
plus the composite video output port.

However, there are two newfeatu res,
both welcome and long -overdue on
Commodore's machines - a reset
switch and an RGB monitor interface.
The reset switch is set into the casing so
accidental operation is avoided, but
neither is it necessary to dig around
with the end of a ballpoint or the like.

The RGB interface is required for the
80 -column display as Commodore's
standard composite monitors lack the
necessary resolution.

The keyboard looks large although it
isn't much wider than that on the

`In a sense, the C128
isn't a new machine,

more a logical
development of its

predecessors. Indeed,
there's a Commodore
64, complete in every

respect, lurking beneath
the skin.'

Commodore 64; the impression of
width comes from the addition of a
numeric keypad on the right-hand side.
Other new features include the moving
of thefour programmablefunction keys
from a vertical strip on the right to a
horizontal strip above the numeric
keypad. They have been joined by 12
other dedicated function keys, includ-
ing four cursor keys, although the
traditional Commodore arrangement
of cursor control from two keys next to
the right-hand SHIFT key is retained.

The other function keys include
ESCAPE, TAB, ALT (a kind of secondary
CONTROL key), HELP, LINE FEED, 40/80
COLUMN DISPLAY, CAPS LOCK and
NO SCROLL. The LINE FEED key looks
as though it's there just to make up the
numbers since the same effect is
achieved with SHIFT/RETURN, but

CAPS LOCK is welcome to word proces-
sor users, and the HELP key is a boon to
programmers, identifying the location
of program errors.

Overall, the keyboard is as good as
any on machines costing less than
£1000. It's pleasantly sculpted, has a
light but positive feel, and once again
emphasises the point that there's no
excuse for supplying computers with
unprofessional keyboards.

Getting inside the machine is diffi-
cult. Six screws hold the casing
together, with the circuit board fixed to
the lower half and the keyboard fixed to
the upper. Two bundles of connecting
wires link the two sections. The circuit
board is covered with a metal shield,
and removing this reveals a neat board
design which takes up the whole of the
available space.

On the review machine nearly all the
major components were on EPROMs
with the exception of the RAM block and
two interface controllers, the latter
handling all I/O including keyboard,
cartridge and user ports, and joysticks.

The C128 has two main processors-
the 7510 (another development of
Commodore's line of 6502 -compatible
chips) and the Z80 for CP/M operation.
The 7510 is an upgrade of the Commod-
ore 64's 6510, and allows the C128 to
completely emulate that machine while
also providing the ability to handle the
extra bank of 64k RAM and the new
ROMs. (An examination of the C128
memory map should prove an interest-
ing exercise as the machine is obvious-
ly doing some very sophisticated mem-
ory paging.)

Graphics and sound are handled by
two custom chips - VIC (Video Inter-
face Chip) and SID (Sound Interface
Device), both inherited from the Com-
modore 64. SID is arguably the most
powerful sound synthesiser available
on any micro, giving three independent
sound channels, full ADSR enveloping,
filtering, hard sync and ring modula-
tion, and four waveforms - pulse,
sawtooth, triangle and white noise.

In addition to normal alphanumerics,
the C128 features the full range of
Commodore block graphics characters
which can be displayed in either 80x25
or 40x25 text mode. The advanced
graphics features are available in 40 -
column mode only and include eight
programmable sprite graphics,

320 x 200 high -resolution graphics
mode, and 160 x 200 multi -colour
mode.

The C128 offers 16 colours, available
from the keyboard, and can display all
16 at once in text mode. In the
highest -resolution mode, two colours
can be displayed in each 8x8 character
'cell', and in multi -colour mode four
colours can be displayed in each cell
at the cost of half the horizontal
resolution.

System software
CP/M's movement into the home mar-
ket continues with the C128, but where-
as Acorn, Amstrad and others have
offered it as an upgrade, the C128
features CP/M as standard. The C128's
other plus is that it features CP/M
version 3.0, not the older version 2.2.

'If Commodore had got
this machine to market
before last Christmas,
instead of the Plus/4, it
would almost certainly

have wiped the floor with
its major competitors.
The market's a tougher

place now.'

Commodore has further customised
the operating system to take advantage
of the 128k of RAM and the machine's
sound facilities, although how this
affects operation remains to be seen.
However, CP/M was not implemented
on the pre -production review machine,
which may indicate problems in install-
ing the software.

The inclusion of CP/M should be a
distinct advantage and widens the
scope of the C128 considerably. CP/M
holds out the promise of access to an
enormous range of applications prog-
rams, and already Thorn -EMI has
announced that itwill convertits Perfect
suite of business software - word
processor, spreadsheet and database
- to Commodore disk format.

In 128 mode, the machine holds no
surprises for anyone familiar with

View from the side: two standard joystick ports, the reset button and power on/off
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The cartridge and cassette ports, the user port, the standard serial port and the RGB interface

Commodore machines, with the possi-
ble exception that disk commands are
now built into Basic. The unwieldly
syntax of LOAD "$", 8: LIST simply to
get a disk directory is now replaced by
the DIRECTORY command, and other
disk functions are similarly catered for.

The addition of an ESC key is
welcome since escape codes for, for
example, printer operation can now be
generated direct from the keyboard.
Another development involves the
'programmable' function keys; on the
Vic -20 and Commodore 64 these were
programmable only through interrupt -
driven machine code. The C128 fea-
tures a KEY command that allows you
to define each key to perform any
desired function. This can either print a
string, an oft -used Basic statement for
example, or a direct command can be
issued byadding CHR$(13)-a carriage
return - to the key definition.

One other welcome surprise awaits
- the inclusion of a sprite -definition
program in ROM. Simply issuing the
command SPRDEF calls up a sprite grid
which gives control of sprite design,
mode and colour. The definition is
placed in sprite memory with SPRSAV,
and all definitions can be saved to tape

or disk with the BSAVE command.

Applications software
The new version of Basic on the C128 is
one of the most attractive features of
the machine. Although its line of

Benchmarks
BM 1 2

BM2 11.8
BM3 22
BM4 23.3
BM5 26.5
BM6 42.4
BM7 67.3
BM8 126
Average 40.1
All timings in seconds. Fora full listing
of the Benchmark programs, see page
185, January issue.

descent is clearly traceable from the
Vic- 20's Super Expander Basic through
the version implemented on the C16
and Plus/4, it is a good deal more
comprehensive than any Commodore
Basic to date although it is still short of
the standards set by Acorn's BBC Basic
and Amstrad's Locomotive version.

There are a host of new commands
and functions, largely covering the

The numeric keypad gives an impression of width

areas of graphics, sound and disk
control. It remedies most, if not all, of
the shortcomings of programming on
the Commodore 64.

Sprite control is easy with new
commands such as SPRITE for turning
on, colouring and positioning each
sprite; MOVSPR which allows you to
determine the direction and speed of
movement of each sprite; and COLLI-
SION which is interrupt -driven and
transfers program control to a specified
subroutine when a sprite -to -sprite or
sprite -to -background collision is de-
tected. Sprites can also be drawn on the
high -resolution screen and transferred
by means of the SSHAPE and SPRSAV
functions.

The convoluted manner of high -
resolution graphics on the Commodore
64 is also gone. A GRAPHIC command
allows you to set up one of five screens:
text, high -resolution, multi -colour and
two split screens of either text and
high -resolution, or text and multi-
colour. The split screens default to a
five -line text window, but this can be
altered by the addition of an extra
parameter to the GRAPHIC command.

Others include DRAW and BOX with
the ability to rotate the object drawn,
CIRCLE which caters for arcs, ovals and
elipses, a PAINT command for solid
colour fills, and CHAR which displays
text and block graphics on the high-res
screen. The system now features auto-
matic clipping so that out -of -range
values don't crash your program -the
operating system 'clips' them to fit the
screen.

In text mode a WINDOW command
allows you to define an active text area,
which means that user input and
messages can be displayed without
destroying a previously -defined screen
made up of block or user -defined
characters.

The other main bugbear in Commod-
ore 64 Basic is controlling the
machine's sound facilities. Again the
C128 goes a long way towards putting
things right with four new commands:
SOUND takes the arguments voice,
pitch, duration; PLAY sounds a string of
notes; TEMPO allows you to control the
duration of each note in a PLAY
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command; ENVELOPE
gives control of ADSR en-
velope and waveform; and FIL-
TER implements some of the SID chip's
advanced features.

The PLAY command is enormously
flexible and powerful. Notes are given
simply by name, for example A,B,G
with # and $ signifying sharps and flats,
and envelope, waveform and filter can
be altered with the inclusion of single -
letter controls. A musical piece of some
length, with three voices and several
waveform and envelope variations, can
be created with just a few PLAY
statements.

As mentioned, disk control is fully
implemented in Basic. There are new
commands forformatting disks (HEAD-
ER), saving and loading to disk, and
deleting a file (SCRATCH), as well as a
RECORD function which makes the
handling of random access files much
easier than on the Commodore 64.

The new Basic features improved
program control with the addition of DO
LOOP . .. WHILE and UNTIL and multi-
ple IF . . . THEN clauses through new
BEGIN, BEND and ELSE functions.
There are error -trapping commands,
functions for reading joystick, light -pen
and game paddle input, programmer's
aids like AUTO, RENUMBER, TRON and
TROFF, a facility to save and load
machine code and data with BSAVE and
BLOAD, and extra functions for number
and string manipulation. The single,
major ommision is the facility for
procedures with parameter -passing.

The last new feature is the
inclusion of a built-in machine code

monitor, accessed by the simple
MONITOR command. This offers all the
usual features of an advanced monitor
including assembler, disassembler,
memory fill and display, hex dump,
block moves, block compare, and the
facility to save and load from tape and
disk.

Documentation
The review machine was accompanied
by a bundle of photocopied sheets
which form only part of the eventual
documentation. In its final form this is
likely to comprise two manuals to be
supplied with the machine, with a third,
the Programmer's Reference Guide, to
be supplied separately.

The material supplied looked like an
introduction to programming,covering
the new Basic with comprehensive
sections on sound and graphics, plus
appendices on using the machine in 64
mode. The manual will also include a
brief guide to machine code and CP/M.
Although the manual was well written
and should serve newcomers to prog-
ramming quite well, the Reference
Guide should prove essential reading.

Prices
Commodore has not yet announced
final pricing on the C128, although
when the machine made its European
debut at the recent Hanover Fair it was
quoted at around £300.

Pricing will be crucial. Although Atari

Technical specifications
Processor: 8502 (6502 compatible) plus Z80A
ROM: 64k
RAM: 128k (two banks of 64k)
Screen: 40/80x 25 text, 320 x 200 graphics
Keyboard: 91 -key, full travel with numeric keypad, cursor keys, four

programmable function keys, eight dedicated function keys
I/O: Serial I/O, user port, cartridge port, cassette, composite and

RGB monitor, two joystick ports
DOS: Commodore Basic 7 and CP/M 3.0 in ROM

In perspective
The C128 shapes up very well against the current competition, specifically
the Amstrad machines and the Atari XE. The XE competes with its 128k of
memory, but loses in comparison with the C128's implementation of Basic,
the keyboard and facilities such as CP/M, the built-in machine code monitor
and sprite -definition utility.

The Amstrads have a distinct price advantage, offering colour monitor and
tape deck at £340 or 80 -column monochrome monitor and disk drive at the
same price. Even if Commodore keeps the machine price down to around
£200, a comparable C128 system is going to cost around £600 which
probably awards the victory to Amstrad, although Commodore 64
compatibility gives the C128 a better chance than it would otherwise have
had, and in the small-business market buyers may prefer to deal with a
company of Commodore's standing. In the longer term, the new range of
Atari ST machines stand an excellent chance of capturing a significant part of
the C128's natural market.

However, for many Vic -20 and Commodore 64 owners, the C128
represents the ideal upgrade.

is offering the 128k XE at £170, the C128
is sufficiently better to hold a price
higher than that - but not too much
higher. On the other hand, the price
difference between the Commodore 64
and the C128 will have to be substantial,
otherwise you'd be a fool to buy a
Commodore 64 with the C128 offering
so much more. This indicates a price cut
on the Commodore 64, perhaps to
around £150, with theC128 coming in at
the £225 level.

Although the C128 is compatible with
the full range of Commodore 64
peripherals, including the 1541 disk
drive at £220 and the 1701 colour
monitor at about the same price,
Commodore is promising a new range
featuring the high -resolution RGB
monitor which will be essential for
80 -column and CP/M applications, and
a faster drive. No pricing has been
announced on these products, but
expect to pay the same or slightly more
than for the current range.

Conclusion
Commodore at last appears to have
listened to its critics. When Commod-
ore 64 owners decried its abysmal
Basic, Commodore responded with the
C16 and Plus/4- better Basic certainly,
but at the expense of much of the
hardware that made the Commodore
64 such a great machine.

In the C128, Commodore has solved
the old problem of maintaining com-
patibility while offering a great deal
that's new, and the Basic is better than
many could have hoped.

The pity now is one of timing. If
Commodore had got this machine to
market before last Christmas, instead of
the Plus/4, it would almost certainly
have wiped the floor with its major
competitors. The market's a tougher
place now. Although I would strongly
argue that the C128 is better than any
'home' machine available as I write this,
it's open to question how it will fare
against the likes of Atari's forthcoming
ST series.

The C128's main strength is compati-
bility with the enormous range of
Commodore 64 software- and that's a
range that includes some of the best
packages available for any machine,
covering everything from games to
serious business applications. Upgrad-
ing those applications to take advan-
tage of the extra memory should not be
difficult, and that, coupled with CP/M,
could win it a lot of friends among
small-scale business and professional
users, while the combination of the
hardware and new Basic make it an
excellent programmer's machine.

The C128 is an outstanding product.
Provided Commodore does not get
pricing outrageously wrong, it de-
serves to be one of this year's most
successful machines. END
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SCREENTEST

ISO Pascal
Adam Denning roots out the advantages of an ISO standard Pascal

compiler over other, non-standard packages with the aid of comparison
Benchmark results.

There's a Unix utility called yacc, which
stands for 'yet another compiler com-
piler'. Perhaps there should be one on
the QL called yapc-'yet a nother Pascal
compiler' - as there are now three
different packages for the machine.
However, the one reviewed here differs
from the rest mainly by virtue of its ISO
(International Standards Organisation)
standardisation, which brings it up to
the level Pascal programmers have
been told they should adopt.

What advantages does an ISO stan-
dard Pascal compiler have over its
non-standard brethen? The main point
is that any program which you write on
one machine will compile and work
without alteration on another machine,
as long as it too has an ISO compiler. A
laudable idea, except that in my experi-
ence there's not much you can do
efficiently in Pascal unless you extend,
and therefore break, the standardisa-
tion rules.

This package is from Metacomco of
Bristol, the company which has already
provided QL owners with a macro
assembler, a BCPL compiler and a Lisp
interpreter. It costs £89.95, which is
over twice as much as the competition
from Computer One, and £10 less than
the p -System plus UCSD Pascal compil-
er from TDI.

The package comes as two microd-
rive cartridges, an EPROM cartridge
and a hefty manual. The microdrive
cartridges contain most of the compil-
er, a screen editor, the linker and a few
'include' files. The EPROM cartridge
contains the rest of the compiler and
needs to be plugged in only during
compilation. It goes into the socket
which used to house the 'dongle' on
very old and dodgy QLs, but has the
virtue of being rather more attractively
packaged than that dongle.

The screen editor is the usual Meta-
comco product, as supplied with all the
company's products and the Sinclair
assemblers, and is a version of the BCPL

editor used on BBC Micro and Sage
Tripos BCLP systems. It supports all the
usual screen editing facilities, and also
allows the use of command lines to
execute complicated exchanges in one
easy go. It has the slight disadvantage
of allowing its files to be only RAM -
based, but that hasn't been a problem to
date.

The Pascal compiler
In common with all Metacomco pro-
ducts, the Pascal compiler is written in
BCPL, a high-level systems language

`Pascal is undeniablyan
extremely popular

language, and this ISO
compiler is probablya
dream come true for
those who remain
exponentsofthe

language. I'd
prefer a nice C C. .

that PCW reviewed in June. This
highlights one of the shortcomings of
Pascal - why program in Pascal at all
when it simply cannot do the things
BCPL (and C) can do?

A further advantage of having the
compiler written in BCPL is that the end
result of each compilation is simply a
BCPL binary module, which means that
it can be linked with sections of
programs written in BCPL and 68000
assembler. If you thought that some
sections of code would be better
expressed in Pascal than in BCPL or
assembler, you could write that bit in
Pascal and link it with the rest of the
program written in BCPL: the best of
both worlds with very little effort. The
end result is unlikely to compile on the
average ISO Pascal compiler, however!

To reverse the saying, every silver
lining has a cloud, and the one here is
that the Pascal compiler is huge.
Leaving out the EPROM, there are four
program sections (three overlays); the
largest of these is over 42k. This leads to
a couple of related problems. As the
compiler is overlaid, each overlay has
to be loaded into RAM during compila-
tion. This is fine if you have floppy disks
or a lot of RAM (more slave blocks, you
see), but the standard QL with microd-
rives is almost as slow at compiling a
program as the IBM PC is with Digital
Research's MT+ compiler.

Nevertheless the compiler is one -
pass, which means that it generates its
binary file with only one read of the
source file. The result is a surprisingly
small BCPL module, comprised of
native 68000 machine code and some
linkage details. This is processed by the
linker, Paslink, which combines it with
any other subject files you choose to
include and then transfers the execut-
able code to a named file. The linkage
process naturally links in the run-time
system at the same time, but this is one
of the bad parts. In common with the
BCPL compiler there is no selective
library linkage, so the entire run-time
system and library is always linked into
each file. This isn't significant if the
program is fairly large, but it does mean
that each Benchmark program is appro-
ximately 22k long!

A further side -effect of the compiler's
size is the workspace used during
compilation. Without expansion RAM it
uses most of the screen to store its
working tables, resulting in a pretty
selection of green, red and white
squiggly lines all over the screen. It
initially gives the impression that the
system has crashed, but when you get
used to it the idea doesn't seem that
odd.

When the compiler is invoked you are
given the option of .producing listing
and code files, which may be given any
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valid file name, and then you're asked if
you want to omit the range -checking
code. The answer to this would normal-
ly be 'no' (the default) until a program
has been fully developed and debug-
ged. The range -checking code slows
down the speed of the resultant code
quite considerably.

You are then asked whether you want
to include extensions to the ISO stan-
dard. If you reply 'no' and your program
contains non-standard routines, calls,
and soon, a compile -time error results.

Finally, you are asked for the size of
the workspace the compiler can use.
The default is 20k which is enough for
the average compilation, but for any
more you really need a RAM extension.

Compilation then proceeds at a fairly
respectable rate, and details of the
amount of workspace used are printed.
At the end of each compilation, you are
asked whether you wantto compile any
more files. This saves repeated loading
of the compiler, which is very handy if
you're stuck with microdrives.

Documentation
The manual provided has the manda-
tory 'How to use it' section, along with a
brief description of how to install the
compiler to use floppy disks rather than
microdrives. Following this is a com-
plete reference section detailing the
syntax of the language, with numerous
examples. There are also explanations
of each predefined identifier (built-in
procedures, functions and variables)
and a list of compile -time and run-time
error messages. This is followed by
details of the available extensions to
ISO along with QL-specific material
dealing with windows, multi -tasking,
and so on. There is even a special
function called QTRAP which allows
you to access any of the QDOS internal

trap -invoked routines from within
Pascal.

Comparisons
Given that there are three different
Pascal compilers available for the QL,
which compiler do you buy? If price is
your sole consideration, there's no
question - Computer One's. At £39.95
it's a bargain, although it isn't ISO
approved and only compiles to an
interpretive p -Code (for more details,
see February's review.

The TDI p -System compiler and
operating system costs £99.95 and
comes complete with an assembler, but
I was unable to examine this at the time
of writing as it wasn't quite finished.
The compiler on this system obviously
conforms to the UCSD standard rather
than ISO, so some aspects of it are
going to be different from those on ISO
products.

The main advantage of this ISO
package is that it compiles to native
68000 machine code, which means that
programs written in it will generally
execute far faster than those produced
on the other two systems. The speed
advantage is not stunningly noticeable
until you remove the range -checking
code, when ISO Pascal roars ahead of
the rest. It suffers slightly in its handling
of reals (floating-point numbers), even
though (or possibly because) it uses the
internal floating-point routines built
into QDOS.

If you look at the PCW Benchmark
results in Fig 1, you will see that the
averages at the bottom of each column
confuse the issue. Only Acornsoft ISO
Pascal (reviewed last December) is
consistently awful, but even the £500
MT+ 86 compilerfrom Digital Research
shames itself when running the real
arithmetic Benchmarks. Both QL Pas -

al ISO QL Comp. 1 DR MT+ Acorn ISO Hisoft ZX
Magnifier 0.70 1.00 0.10 2.38 0.85
Forloop 12.21 11.00 3.0 31.27 7.10
Whiteloop 13.20 45.10 3.0 126.50 8.90
Repeatloop 10.92 40.10 2.80 127.07 7.80
Literalass 13.49 22.00 3.80 52.60 7.50
Mem access 13.50 20.70 4.00 53.00 7.80
Real arith 52.30 43.80 391.70 60.80 20.70
Real algeb 49.10 37.90 317.60 58.25 21.40
Vector 21.32 77.50 9.30 202.50 17.00
Equalif 16.53 42.50 5.20 107.00 10.60
Noparams 9.20 15.30 1.99 31.10 6.50
Unequalif 15.78 40.50 5.20 106.00 10.60
Value 10.51 18.70 2.50 36.10 7.20
Reference 9.91 17.50 2.70 35.20 7.20
Maths* 10.50 10.20 328.30 35.07 9.30

Average 17.28 29.59 72.03 70.99 10.03

All compilations were done with no special compiler options (for example,
removal of range -checking code)
Benchmark 15, maths, has been run with an iteration count of 1000 rather
than 10,000 as it is by far the slowest test
Digital Research's MT+ 86 compilerwas run on a Zenith Z-150 PC,which is an
IBM PC compatible

Fig 1 Pascal compiler Benchmark results

cals follow a fairly uniform execution
rate, but QL ISO Pascal wins in the end. If
the Benchmarks are run without range-

checking code, the figures diverge
more, with QL ISO Pascal being much
faster than Computer One's except for
reals. For more details on the Ben-
chmark programs, see the December
1984 issue.

The Spectrum compiler looks good in
any comparison, with only the MT+
and unchecked QL ISO Pascal beating it
in the integral tests. Considering the
£25 price tag on Spectrum Pascal and
£500 for MT+, not to mention the
difference in machine prices, you may
wonder why people buy PCs in the first
place!

Conclusion
QL ISO Pascal is a very good package,
and even at £89.95 proves to be
excellent value for money. Perhaps
Borland could be convinced that it
would be worth doing a Turbo Pascal
for the QL in addition to the imple-
mentations reviewed in April, but I can't
see it being that much cheaper.

The problems with Metacomco QL
Pascal are not insurmountable. Thefirst
step should be a selective linkage
editor, following the Sinclair standard
format. Then a way to avoid the
necessity of an EPROM should be
found, as this must considerably in-
crease the price. At the same time, it
shouldn't be impossible to cut down the
size of the compiler. All this would
mean yet another trip through the ISO
evaluation suite, which is gigantic and
often well over the top, but the step
must be worth thinking about.

Pascal is undeniably an extremely
popular language, and this ISO compil-
er is probably a dream come true for
those who remain exponents of the
language. I'd prefer a nice C with
structures, floats, and so on, or a BCPL
compiler.

Metacomco is one of the few com-
panies with enough confidence in
Sinclair to continue taking the QL
seriously, and with the impending
release of the Lattice C compiler
through the company, Sinclair should
get its marketing together and sell the
QL to the right sector. It is not much
more than adequate as a business
PC -style machine, but it's damn good as
a development system for Atari STs.

By the time you read this it will be one
year since the real launch of the QL, and
for a machine that's only sold 60,000 at
£400, it has a good deal more develop-
ment software than most. If you bought
a C compiler (I'm talking real C here, not
one of those toy Cs with none of the
language's useful features), a BCPL
compiler, an assembler and an ISO
Pascal compiler for the PC, you would
need to spend in the region of £1200,
while £290 will get you the lot on the QL.
That range of software alone (remem-
ber the 'ISO' tag on the Pascal compiler)
makes the QL an ideal machine for
further education. END
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Epson Q*16
Epson has entered the 16 -bit league with the QX-16, a sturdy if standard
machine which boasts IBM compatibility and a friendly user interface.

But are these features enough to ensure Epson's success in this
PC -dominated market? Peter Bright has the answer.
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Epson made its name in microcomput-
ing as purveyor of printers to the
masses, then made its break in produc-
ing micros with the 8 -bit QX-10. This
was widely regarded as one of the
nicest CP/M-80 machines around.
However, it was overpriced, and was
launched at a time when 16 -bit
machines were establishing their sup-
remacy.

Now Epson has launched its own
16 -bit machine which boasts IBM com-
patibility, an 8088 processor and
Epson's unique Taxi friendly user
interface.

Hardware
Physically the Epson QX-16 is very
similar to the older QX-10 8 -bit
machine. The main u nit is 20 inswide by
13 ins deep by 4 ins high. While the unit
is quite broad this gives it a pleasing
low -line appearance which reduces its
visual impact on your desk. The casings
are constructed from high -quality plas-
tic with rounded edges on most of the
surfaces to further enhance the lines of
the unit.

The overall colouring is also standard
Epson - predominantly cream with
touches of grey on the disk drives,
monitor and some of the keys.

The front panel houses the twin
half -height 51/4in disk drives, the DIN
keyboard socket, the reset switch and a
little red power -on LED. The power
switch lives at the right-hand side of the
back panel.

On the rear panel from left to right we
have: power -in, monitor -out, eight sys-
tem DIP switches, speaker volume
control, a Centronics printer port and an
RS232 serial port. There are also four
covers which may be for expansion
cards - we'll find out later.

It isn't immediately obvious how to

get inside the QX-16, but it is, in fact, a
two -stage affair. Most people want to
get inside their machine to fit a new
expansion card. To make this as easy as
possible, the QX-16 has a special hatch
which you can remove to gain access to
the expansion slots. When you have
removed this cover, you also gain
access to two of the four screws which
hold the main cover in place. The other
two are below the lever -off caps on the
top of the main casing.

When you have removed the four
screws, you have to undo an earth strap
before you can lift off thetop casing and
disk drives as one unit.

`Overall, the construction
quality of the casings
and the PCBs is very

high. The casings feel
solid, and the PCBs look

well made . .

Despitethe size of the system box, the
internal electronics are tightly packed.
The disk drives live in the top casing
while the bottom casing houses the
digital electronics and the power supp-
ly. The main PCB runs along most of the
width of the system box, stopping just
short of the power supply circuitry. Two
extra heavily -shielded PCBs piggyback
onto the main board; one of these
handles the display via two very small,
densely -packed, surface -soldered cus-
tom chips.

The main PCB also acts as a mother-
board for up to three plug-in expansion
cards. Strangely, the casing has space
for four cards butthe PCB has only three
slots. On the review machine two of

these slots were in use, leaving just one
available for future use. If you need the
extra space, one of the cards is only
used by the Z80 processor so can be
removed when you are running 16 -bit
software.

The QX-16 comes with two proces-
sors: an 8 -bit Zilog Z80 and a 16 -bit Intel
8088. In addition to running modern
16 -bit software, it can also run general-
purpose CP/M-80 software and prog-
rams written for Epson's 8 -bit QX-10.

The base model QX-16 comes with
256k of RAM which is internally expan-
able to 512k. It also has 24k of ROM.

Overall, the construction quality of
the casings and the PCBs is very high.
The casings feel solid, and the PCBs
look well made with no signs of
last-minute patches. Although every-
thing inside the system box had
obviously been well screened for RF
emissions, some noise was still audible
on my radio.

The review machine was supplied
with twin half -height 51/4in floppy disk
drives which can work in two modes-
either 360k IBM compatible or 720k
native mode. 10Mbyte hard disk ver-
sions of the machine will be available in
due course.

The review system was supplied with
a green -on -black monochrome moni-
torwhich plugs into the backofthe main
unitvia a short cable and a couple of DIN
plugs. In monochrome mode, the
QX-16 displays 80 characters by 251ines
and 640 x 200 pixels in IBM mode, or
640 x 400 pixels in native mode. This is
put to very good use by the Taxi
software. Also, like Epson's older 8 -bit
machine, the QX-16's g raphics are 'soft'
and can be specially programmed.

Colour is achieved by plugging a
colour monitor into the same port on
the back of the system box. The Epson's
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The keyboard sports an impressive 105 keys grouped in a fairly standard manner
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The monitor has a good display and standard controls

colour graphics specifications are ex-
actly the same as those on the IBM PC.

As it stands, the system character set
on the QX-16 is the best I have seen on
any micro. Each character is extremely
well formed and easy to read without
becoming bloated like the characters
on the IBM PC. The letter 'G' is
especially good!

The monitor is a good-looking unit
with power and brightness controls at
the front, and vertical hold and contrast
controls at the back. Its display is
generally good, but despite using

long-persistance phosphor onscreen,
there was still some evidence of flicker
on displays where most of the pixels are
switched on.

The keyboard is decidedly non -IBM
compatible. It is a very slim unit, but it
covers a large area. It has two adjust-
able feet on its underside which allow
you to type flat (very uncomfortable), at
10 degrees (very comfortable) or at 15
degrees (like typing on a cliff face). It
connects to the main unit via a short
length of coiled cable and two DIN
plugs.

Even if the processing power of the
QX-16 doesn't win you over, Epson is
certainlygoing fora win in the keyboard
stakes with an impressive tally of 105
keys. These include a big red button
marked 'STOP' in the top left-hand
corner. The last time I saw one of these
was on the system console of an IBM
System 370 mainframe at college - a
friend pushed it just to see what would
happen .. .

Luckily the effects of pushing the
QX-16's STOP button range from midly
boring to nothing at all.

The rest of the keys are grouped in a
fairly standard manner, although the
individual postioning is rather idiosyn-
cratic. Most of the space is occupied by
the main qwerty typing area; to its left
are three keys which set and release
tabulations and margins. The margin
key doubles as the ESCape key.

To the right of the qwerty typing area
are the editing keys with the usual
cursor keys, plus INSERT, DELETE
FORWARD, LINE and WORD keys. To
the right of this is the numeric keypad
which features all the usual arithmetic
operators.

Running along the top are 17 prog-
rammable function keys and the STOP
key.

All the keys auto -repeat very fast,
resulting in a supersonic DELETE key
which happily outran my reactions and
ate hundreds of words I wanted to keep.

As mentioned, although the general
layout of the keyboard is fairly stan-
dard, the individual placement of keys
is sometimes rather odd. The main
culprit is the ALT key which hides down
by the space bar next to the CTRL key. It
also took me a while to realise that the
escape key is marked 'MARGIN RE-
LEASE'.

The final oddity is that the QX-16
keyboard differentiates between SHIFT
LOCK and ALPHA LOCK. Both, inciden-

The rear panel has space for four expansion cards but the PCB will only support three
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EPSON

QX16

YOU CAN GET ONE
AT A SUPER PRICE

01-337 4541 from 01-337 4541

CONCORDIA COMPUTERS
6 CENTRAL ROAD, WORCESTER PARK

SURREY KT4 8HZ

SYSTEM SCIENCE
C Compilers
DeSmet C PC/MS-DOS
Lattice C PC/MS-DOS
C86 & optimiser PC/MS-DOS
Microsoft C ver 3.0 PC/MS-DOS
Aztec C86 PC/MS-DOS
C80 requires LINK PC/MS-DOS
Aztec C App -DOS
Aztec C II CP/M-80
C/80 Software Toolworks CP/M-80
C/80 Mathpak - floats and longs CP/M-80
BDS C CP/M-80
ECO-C for Z80 Code CP/M-80
VENIX-86 full Unix for IBM PC -XT and PC -AT

LISP Interpreters
LISP -80 Software Toolworks
MuLISP/MuSTAR
MuMATH
IQ LISP

CP/M-80 & MS/PC-DOS
CP/M & MS/PC-DOS
CP/M & PC/MS-DOS
PC -DOS

FORTH -83 from Laboratory Microsystems
Z80 Forth, PC -FORTH, 8086 -FORTH
Floating point extensions

Editors
SEE Editor for IBM-PC and Apricot
EC Editor (windows and DOS calls) PC -DOS
PMATE IBM-PC and Apricot
FirsTime C (with syntax checker)
FirsTime Pascal (with syntax checker)
Final Word for IBM-PC, Apricot and CP/M-80
Tools - many C tools available
dBase to C conversion package
Crosstalk XVI communications
Pascal Compilers incl Turbo 3.0
Fortran Compilers
Assemblers and cross -assemblers

£135.00
£450.00
£365.00
£475.00
£225.00

£50.00
£175.00
£175.00

£50.00
£30.00

£125.00
£185.00

from £850.00

£45.00
from £175.00
from £215.00

£160.00

£89.00
£89.00

£50.00
£125.00
£225.00
£295.00
£245.00
£295.00

£995.00
£165.00

£ call
£ call
£ call

HSC 16 bit Co -Processors for Z80 CP/M systems
- choice of 8086 or 68000 - 6MHz clock
- MS-DOS, CP/M-86 and CP/M-68K - 256Kb to 1.25Mb memory
- use as RAM DISK under CP/M - fit most Z80 systems
- simple to install, simple to use. Prices from £625.00

Prices are exclusive of VAT and postage.

6-7 West Smithfield, London EC1A 9JX Tel: 01-248 0962

SAINVCI
Micro users
association

Important
News for
sannrci
micro

owners

EXTENDED OFFER.
FREE GETTING STARTED PACK, VALUED AT
£49.99. LIMITED NUMBER ONLY

* The SMUA has been formed to support YOU
and your computer

* Our services include unlimited telephone sup-
port for the software supplied with your Sanyo
micro

* For further details dial 100 and ask for
FREEPHONE SMUA
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DRIVE A
TAXI
FREft.

TIPS)

IBS HAVE IN STOCK A NUMBER OF EPSON QX-16s FOR YOU
TO TEST DRIVE- ABSOLUTELY FREE.

ALSO IN STOCK
WE HAVE THE WHOLE RANGE OF EPSON PRINTERS AND COMPUTERS

FOR IMMEDIATE DELIVERY. PAYMENT IS POSSIBLE BY ALL THE
MAJOR CREDIT CARDS.

CONTACT US FOR FREE TAXI RIDES AND GREAT DEALS ON PRINTERS.

WE'LL GET YOU TO WHERE YOU WANT TO BE.

IBS
Immediate Business Systems plc
3 Clarendon Drive, Wymbush, Milton Keynes
Buckinghamshire. MK8 8DA England



tally, are on the same key,
which may be confusing. If you
select ALPHA LOCK, you get what
usually refer to as 'shift lock': that is,
you get capital letters but the numbers
on the top row remain the same.

To select SHIFT LOCK you simul-
taneously press one of the SHIFT keys
and the ALPHA LOCK key. This gives
you capital letters, but instead of giving
you numbers on thetop row, you get'!',
'&', and so on.

This is probably what all you typists
out there prefer, but I prefer the normal
computer version.

The feel of the QX-16 keys is quite soft
but still positive. This isn't to my taste; I
prefer the IBM PC or Apple Macintosh

`Like the other friendly
systems, Taxi makes

heavy use of windows,
ikons, mice and pull -

down menus . . . Epson
hasn't gone quite as far

as GEM . .

feel, but I know many people will
appreciate this keyboard.

System software
When you first switch on the QX-16, it
displays the not -particularly -friendly
message: 'IPL Version 3.0A Testing
RAM'. It then sits around for a while
pretending to be doing something
useful before it asks you if you would
like to put a disk into the drive. When
you do this it says: 'Power on self test in
process' and tries to amuse you by
flashing the keyboard LEDs. Eventually
it boots the operating system.

The QX-16 cleverly decides which
processor to use. If you put a CP/M-80
boot disk in the drive, it automatically
usesthe Z80; if you use an MS-DOS 2.11
disk, it uses the 8088.

Assuming that most people buy a
16 -bit machine to run 16 -bit software,
I'll concentrate on MS-DOS and its
applications. In the case of the QX-16
this means MS-DOS version 2.11 with
some special help from a utility called
Taxi.

1985 is very much the year of the
friendly user interface. No longer is the
Apple Macintosh the lone voice in the
dark of the mass market. Now the big
software guns appear to have cottoned
on to the fact that there may be more to
life than the A> prompt. The first on the
market was Digital Research with its
GEM user-friendly user interface. This
sits on top of the operating system and
gives a graphical user interface which is
reminiscent of the Macintosh. GEM has

the potential to run on a wide
range of machines, and currently

can be found on the Atari 520ST, ACT
Apricot and IBM PC.

Next is Microsoft with its oh -so -long
awaited Windows package. This isn't
quite as friendly as GEM, but it does
give the operating system lots of
bolt -on goodies in the way of multi-
tasking.

Instead of licencing GEM or Win-
dows, Epson developed its own user-
friendly user interface package, Taxi.

When Taxi is first booted, you are
greeted with - you've guessed it - a
black London cab. This doesn't stay on
the screen for long.

Like the other 'friendly' systems, Taxi
makes heavy use of windows, ikons,
mice and pull -down (or in this case
pop-up) menus. However, Epson hasn't
gone quite as far as GEM in terms of
user interface.

In the case of Taxi, there are a
maximum of two windows on the
screen at one time. Both windows are
fixed in terms of size and position
onscreen, primarily because it takes a
lot of calculation to track and resize
multiple windows so the speed over-
head can be quite high. Also, for much
the same reason, it isn't possible to drag
ikons around the screen as you can with
GEM or the Mac. This makes copying
files less intuitive, but it does make the
system fast.

The first things you see on the screen
(when the picture of the taxi has gone)
are two disk ikons running down the
left-hand side of the screen. It must be
said that the quality of the ikon draw-
ings is very high, certainly much better
than, say, GEM on the IBM PC. A nice
touch is that the disk ikons show the
actual names of the disks rather than
just the drive letters A or B.

To open an ikon, you use the mouse
to move the pointer to the desired disk
and hit one of the mouse buttons; this
opens a window which shows ikons
representing thefi les and directories on
the disk.

Sub -directories are represented by a
picture of a filing cabinet, general
executable files by a piece of paper
tape. All Taxi system files are stored in a
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sub -directory called 'Garage', repre-
sented by a picture of a garage. When
asked why, I was told that taxis live in
garages . . .

To run an applications program you
first double-click its ikon; this writes the
name of the program to a command line
at the top of the screen. You can then
add any necessary parameters to the
command line. You then use the mouse
to move the pointer to the command
line and click the mouse again, and the
program will be run. This can be rather
long-winded, but it does give you the
flexibility of being able to add para-
meters.

Whenever an error occurs, a dialog
box is displayed in the middle of the

The QX-16 is a pleasant,
fairly IBM-compatible

machine which is being
marketed as part of a
competitive package.

The friendly user
interface is useful.'

screen telling you what has gone wrong
and what to do about it.

Aswell as having ikons and windows,
Taxi also provides a pop-up menu
which runs along the bottom of the
screen. This has five headings: Disk,
File,Window, Help and Accessories.

Disk has two options - 'Change' and
'Rename'. Change tells Taxi that you
want to change the disk in one of the
drives, but it isn't strictly necessary to
use this because Taxi will re -read the
name eventually. Rename allows you
to change the name of a disk.

File contains the options 'View',
'Print', 'Make', 'Copy', 'Rename', 'Re-
move' and 'Run'. View lets you see the
contents of a text file on the screen;
Print lets you print it; and Make lets you
create a new sub -directory. Copy will
copy a filefronn one window to another,
so you need to have the right windows
open before you can use it. Rename
renames a file; Remove deletes a file;
and Run is the same as double-clicking
an ikon.

Window contains the fol:owing op-
tions: 'Where' displays the MS-DOS
pathname of the current window; 'Tidy
Up' rearranges the ikons in a window;
'Switch' transposes the active and
inactive windows; 'Open' opens a file;
'Close' closes the active window; 'De-
sktop' closes all the sub -directories in
the current window and then closes the
window; and 'Close All' closes both
windows.

Help has two options: 'Describe'
prints a predefined text about a prog-
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ram file, and 'Get Info'
displays statistics about the
disk or file selected.

Accessories is probably the most
useful of the pop-up menus. It contains
utilitiesfor installing printers and useful
accessories such as a calculator, clock
calendar and note pad. These are all
selected using the mouse, and are
displayed onscreen over whatever else
might be there. The Accessories head-
ing also includes an Othello game so
you can while away the hours.

Taxi differs from GEM in that GEM
stops as soon as you call an applica-
tions program. It doesn't matter how
friendly GEM is, if you run WordStar
you are stuck with the WordStar com-
mands.

Taxi is different in that it goes some
way in allowing you to modify standard
applications programs. This is possible
because part of Taxi is co -resident, it
stays in memory when you load the
applications program. This allows Taxi
to exercise some control over the appli-
cations program while it is running.

You can usually modify the appear-
ance of a program in two ways. Firstly,
you can use the mouse to move the
cursor; and secondly, you can install
your own pop-up menu on the 25th line
of the display.

If you want to alter a standard
package in this way, you have to install
it into Taxi by creating an .INFfileforthe
program. This describes the ikon to be
used for the program as well as the
system details needed to control it. I had
hoped to be able to play around with
installing applications programs, but
unfortunately the manual refers users
to their dealerand I couldn'tfind a utility
that would let me edit an .INF file.

Applications software
Luckily, Epson supplied three packages
for which it had written the necessary
.INF files. These were Enable - an
integrated program, GW-Basic and
good old WordStar.

WordStar is a good test of this kind of
thing as it is notorious for not liking
simulated keyboard input - it usually
can't keep up. Epson overcame this
problem by using the new revised and
presumably faster WordStar 3.4.

WordStar usually displays its own
function key assignments on the 25th
line of the display which, of course, is
where Taxi wants to display its pop-up
menu. To get around this, the middle
button on the mouse is used to select
the Taxi pop-up menu which, in turn,
has an option to return to WordStar's
own status line display.

Mouse control of the cursor works
well. WordStar's usual habit of not
keeping pace is signalled by exclama-
tion marks all over the screen. There
was certainly no sign of this, even with

EST

the most vigorous mouse
movement.

Having said that, I don't think the
mouse was any great improvement
over the cursor control in this case. The
problem is that packages which weren't
specifically designed for use with a
mouse can't handle the quick diagonal
movements you often want to make. A
bottom -left to top -right movement
ends up as up -a -line, right -a -bit, up -a-
line, right -a -bit -more, and so on, which
can be exasperating.

The pop-up menus were more suc-
cessful and could make life easier for a
first-time user, although being used to
WordStar I didn't use them very much.

As far as IBM compatibility is con-
cerned, the QX-16 willingly booted
PC -DOS out of the box and ran Lotus
1-2-3 quite happily.

Documentation
The documentation supplied with the
system was very pre -production - it
consisted entirely of photocopies of the
drafts of the manuals. These were quite
helpful, but it would not be fair to
discuss them in detail as they will
change when they are printed.

Prices
Unlike most other machines, the Epson
QX-16 is being sold as part of a package
rather than just as a piece of hardware.
Three packages are available. The first
is the 'Business Systein' which sells for

£2750. This includes the QX-16 with
256k of RAM, twin disks, a

monochrome monitor, an RX100 prin-
ter, Taxi and the Enable integrated
business system.

The 'Word Processing System' re-
places Enable with a customised ver-
sion of WordStar and substitutes a
DX100 daisywheel printer. It cost
£2650.

The Graphics System comes with the
Logistics graphics package as the
applications software and an HS80
colour plotter instead of a printer. This
costs £2550.

Conclusion
The Epson QX-16 is a nice machine; not
wonderful, just nice. The hardware is
well built if unspectacular in terms of its
performance.

The QX-16's main claim to fame is its
Taxi friendly software, which again is
useful rather than wonderful. As far as
its user interface is concerned, it is
closer to Microsoft's Windows than to
Digital Research's GEM. Like Windows
it doesn't go in for processor -intensive
graphics, but unlike Windows it doesn't
have multi -tasking.

The QX-16 is a pleasant, fairly IBM-
compatible machine which is being
marketed as part of a competitive
package. The friendly user interface is
useful. The fact that it is non-standard
need not be a problem because no
standard has yet emerged.

Technical specifications
Processor:
RAM:
ROM:
Mass storage:
Keyboard:
Size:
I/O:
DOS:

Zilog Z80, Intel 8088 running at 5.3MHz
256kexpandableto 512k onboard
24k
Twin 360/720k 51/4in floppy disks
105 keys typewrite r style
20ins x 13ins x 4ins
RS232,Centronics, three expansion ports
CP/M-80, MS-DOS version 2.11 plus Taxi

In perspective
In terms of hardware, there is nothing unusual about the Epson QX-16. It is a
fairly standard IBM-compatible machine. But in terms of packaging, the
machine is quite different.

The most notable feature is the way Epson is selling the machine as part of
a packagethat is designed to run out -of -the -box. Usually it would be uptothe
dealer to fill out the details of printer, software, and so on. This makes sense
from Epson's point of view because it means the company shifts more
printers and software, and it creates a nice, integrated image.

But it may not be so good from the dealer's point of view: he might have
preferred to discount the machine and sell a high -margin printer and
software. It all depends on the deal Epson is offering its dealers.

Another interesting point is Epson's decision to go it alone with the Taxi
user interface rather than licence GEM from Digital Research or Windows
from Microsoft. I'm not sure if this is a good idea from a marketing point of
view.

At present the decision doesn't lock Epson out of any IBM software, but if
software houses writeforthe GEM or Windows environments inthefuture, it
could be a problem. I can't see major software houses rewriting their
software for the Taxi environment for what, after all, is just an
IBM-compatible machine.
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The new DATA GENERAL/ One.
The only IBMIPC compatible computer

you can use up a tall tree.
You can use the new DATA GENERAL/One

portable wherever you happen to find yourself.
Apart from operating on mains electricity, it

runs for up to 8 hours on rechargeable batteries.
And the DATA GENERAL/One only weighs
around 101b. However don't run away with the
idea that its perforniance is lightweight too.

This briefcase size portable offers industry -
standard performance that includes access to a
tremendous range of IBM® PC. software that
includes Wordstar,® Lotus 1-2-3TM and dBase II°

It has a full-size 25 -line high definition screen
A 512KB memory. Almost 1.5MB of integral
disk storage. And the ability to communicate with
mainframes.

True, there are other portables around
claiming that you can carry them wherever
you like.

The fact that the DATA GENERAL/One is
the only IBM® PC compatible portable of its kind
that you can also use wherever you like rather
brings them down to earth.

For full details and the name of your nearest Dealer post this coupon to: Dealer Operations,
DATA GENERAL Limited, 7 Kenrick Place, London WIH 3FF. Or telephone Pat Cunningham on 01-935 9461.

Name

Company & Address

1. Data General.
pow , a Generation ahead.

IBM is a registered trademark of International Business Machines Corporation. Wordstar is a US. registered trademark of Micro Pro Intl
1-2-3 and Lotus are trademarks of Lotus Development Corp rci 1983. dBase II is a registered trademark of Ashton-Tate.



Fast
timing

Tests for measuring the speed and accuracy
of standard Basic functions and operations on nine

popular machines - presented by
Dusko Savic and Ninoslav Cabric

Many people think that the word
'computer' is a synonym for speed and
accuracy. When compared to human
methods of operation it certainly is, but
it is also true that computers vary
greatly. To form a complete picture of
the value of a computer, many ele-
ments must be taken into account
(available memory, peripherals, ex-
isting commercial programs, price, and
soon), but here we'll concentrate on the
speed of execution and numerical
accuracy of usual Basic functions and
operations.

We have measured the speed of
execution of 37 elementary Basic in-
structions on nine different computers.
Our results show that virtually all
versions of Basic have at least one
'blind spot', and there are also many
programming bugs. The knowledge we
gained from thetests enabled ustofully
exploit the Basic/hardware combina-
tions that we regularly use.

Programs written in different dialects
of Basic and run on the same computer
are executed at different speeds. For
example, on the Sharp MZ-80K, the
calculation of the square root of 5 in
SP -5025 Basic takes 12.2 mil-
liseconds(ms) and in Xtal Basic 3.1 it
takes 43.4ms, although the latter works
with one significant digit less than the
SP -5025 Basic.

Measuring speed
For the purpose of our tests, we used a
program called Speed Test (Fig 1),
which can be easily rewritten in any
Basic dialect. The FOR .. . NEXT loop
was measured first; then, instead of the
REM statement in line 40, operations
from Fig 2 were inserted in the program.
From the measured time we subtracted
the timing of the FOR . .. NEXT loop,
which gave us the net time for certain
operations. Timing is measured from
the first BEEP signal (line 20) to the

second BEEP signal (line 60); these
BEEPs are convenient if the time is
measured with a stopwatch.

Alternatively, if the Basic supports a
real-time clock, that can be used: the
BEEPs are replaced by the correspond-
ing clock initialisation and reading. This
concept is very different from other
speed -testing methods, and gives the
possiblity of analysing every command
individually. There were five basic
groups of statements; for every group,
an average timing is also given (Fig 2).

The results show that the computer's
clock does not crucially influence the
final speed of execution, although with
the same CPU (Z80A) the Spectravideo
and Spectrum are much slowerthan the
Sharp MZ-700. The Apple II, which has
an older CPU and a slower clock, the
BBC Model B and the Commodore 64
(which only has a 1MHz clock) are also
faster than the Spectrum. The speed of
the Olivetti M20, and especially the PDP
11/34, should be considered separately.
They have 16 -bit processors, and both
their prices and program support can-
not be compared with other (home)
computers that were tested.

Further analysis of the results in Fig 2
shows a great dispersion inside these
five groups of statements. Some com-
puters are faster when assigning num-

10 DIM X(20),Y(20),A(20,20),
B(20,20)

20 K=5:(15)=7:B(5,10)=3:BEEP
30 FOR 1=1 TO 1000 :REM can be

greater than
1000 for fast
computers

40 REM Here you insert one of the
operations from Fig 2

50 NEXT I
60 BEEP:END

200 RETURN

Fig 1 The Speed Test program

bers to variables (Spectrum, Sharp
MZ-80K) but the majority are faster
when assigning constants. A similar
trend applies to arrays and matrices.

The fastest arithmetic operation on
all the tested machines is addition and
the slowest is division (except for the
PDP 11/34); therefore, it is better to
multiply with 0.5 than to divide by 2.
Any great difference in the speed of
multiplication and division indicates
bugs and weaknesses in a computer's
architecture, or in the system support.

Mathematical functions
To write a program for computing
elementary mathematical functions, a
programmer must have, apart from an
excellent knowledge of programming,
a thorough knowledge of numerical
mathematics, something which
doesn't appear to be a strong point of
the system programmers who de-
signed these nine Basics. There is no
other explanation for the catastrophi-
cally slow algorithms for calculating a
square root on the Spectravideo and
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the Spectrum. Even though these two
machines work with the greatest num-
ber of significant digits, this cannot be
used as an excuse. In Hu -Basic, which is
an alternative language for the Sharp
MZ-80K and works with 16 digits, the
square root is taken in a mere 29ms -
compare this with the Spectrum's
118ms or the Spectravideo's incredible
164ms! (With regard to Sharp, it is
surprising that the new S -Basic on the
MZ-700 does not use that excellent
algorithm from the older MZ-80K.)

A usual programmer's dilemma is
whether to save memory space or to
gain in speed, but it seems that the
majority of the tested computers' prog-
rammers have decided to save space.
Let's take a very common operation as
an example - squaring a number.
There are two ways to do it: by ordinary
multiplication, or by means of logar-
ithms. The former is faster but is not
general, which means that the other
must reside in memory at the same
time. Of the models tested here, only
the BBC B and the Spectravideo 'recog-

nise' squaring and perform it through
multiplication; the others square a
number as if it were an exponent.

The Speed Test program reveals that
the BBC B is a very professionally
designed machine, but there is a bug in
the algorithm for computing SIN(X).
Normally, computers have a detailed
program for computing one trigono-
metric function, while other functions
are calculated by means of the resulting
formula. If you know the value of
COSIX), then you can easily find SIN(X)
using theformula SIN(X)=COS(90-X):
that is, one subtraction, one assign-
ment and a call of COS(X). This is just a
little slower than the computation of
COS(X).

As one mistake leads to another, the
computation time of TAN(X) also be-
comes unnecessarily slow as it is
always found by means of division -
SIN (X)/COS(X). This can also be used as
an example of when the advantages of
Basic in ROM become disadvantages;
the average programmer might be able
to remedy the situation, but it isn't

1 f

possible to do it elegantly.
Of all the tested computers, only the

Sharp machines load Basic from cas-
sette and place it into RAM. Each
loading thuswastestwo-three minutes,
but the Basic can be changed and a new
version saved for later use. The use of
disks is an ideal solution to similar
problems as disk Basics easily lend
themselves to internal changes.

As far as string operations are con-
cerned, most computers work at appro-
ximately the same speed as for num-
bers. The only exception is the Sharp
MZ-80K, which takes 51.8ms for a

simple string assignment such as
A$="A". The speed of string opera-
tions is, of course, important when
writing games in Basic.

In all other commands the tested
computers achieve enviable speeds,
but the differences present, although
initially appearing small, cannot be
regarded as unimportant. All these
commands are frequently used, and
even a slight deficiency is multiplied
many times in a program. Top marks
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Micros (see key below). (1) <2> (7) '.4) (5) (6) (7) (8) (9)

1. FOP...HE' T 5.? 1.4 1.7 1.0 0.7 1.9 1.1 2.5 .5

ASSIGNMENT

L.: '..7 1.0 0.7 0. - 1. ., 0.3 2.0 1.9

7. ':=k 7.0 1.1 1.7 0.6 0.6 1.3 0.2 2.0 1.3

4. :=Y( 15') 4.6 4.? 2.3 1.2 1.1 3.9 0.7 3.2 2.1

5. ;(7)=K 5.1 4.8 2.5 1.1 0.9 7.9 0.7 2.5 1.8

4. `;(7)=5 3.5 6.0 2.1 1.2 1.0 4,2 0.9 2.6 2.2

X(7)=Y,t15) 6.0 3.6 7.? 1.7 1.3 6.! 1.4 3.7 2.4

3. A(1,12)=B(5,10) ?.4 13.7 6.1 2.7 2.6 14.1 3.0 6.9 4.7

9. A(1.12)=F 6.0 7.2 7.7 1.6 1.6 7.; 1.6 4.3 2.7

10. A(1.12)=5 5.4 3.6 7.2 1.7 1.7 3.7 1.8 4.3 3.1

3
'E

r CI 3 E 5.0 6.4 7.0 1.4 1.4 5.7 1.2 3.5 2.!

II ELEMENTARY MATHEMATICAL OPERATIONS

11. X=5+6 3.1 5.3 1.7 1.1 0.9 3.2 0.3

12. X=5-4 7.3 5.5 1.3 1.1 1.0 7.5 a.s 2.7 2.3

13. X=5 f4 3.'-, '..9 2.0 1.1 1.1 4.0 0.9 3.8 2.5
14. X=5'4 5.4 6.6 2.6 1.5 2.5 4.9 0.7 6.5 6.7

0"Et03.1E 7,8 5.3 2.0 1.2 1.4 7.9 0.8 7.9 7.4

III MATHEMATICAL FUNCTIONS

15. X=SOP(5., 118.0 12.2 32.8 2.0 10.2 55.1 1.7 49.0 164.0
16. :.:=5t2 113.7 45.7 32.0 1.8 4.0 53.7 1.4 49.0 2.7
17. X=ABSf5., 3.3 7.3 1.6 1.0 0.9 2.5 0.5 2.7 2.2

18. :=LOGE,..5, 59.4 24.6 17.7 2.9 17.6 24.3 0.9 24.5 128.5
19. "=E :;F'(5) 44.1 22.4 17.1 1.0 12.4 27.4 0.9 23.9 105.5

20. :=3I11(5) 49.2 22.2 20.1 2.6 30.7 70.0 1.0 21.5 39.5
21. :=COS(5:, 50.' 21.6 19.5 2.7 1? .2 2,q.9 0.9 22.5 94.5
22. :=TAN(5) 92." 4".8 79.7 4.5 45.0 57.6 2.6 45.5 1?7.5

23. :=ATNf.5, 66.2 20.2 19.5 2.7 22.7 43.5 1.5 27.5 119.5
3"EtOgE 67.7 23.9 22.2 2.4 13.0 7'..4 1.7 29.6 100.4

It' STRING OPERATIONS

24. AS="A" 7.5 51.8 1.2 0.7 0.5 1.1 0.4 1.9 1.5
25. X=UAL("1") 7.8 4.7 2.7 1.8 1.0 2.0 1.2 4.5 2.7
26. AS=CHR$(64) 5.8 54.2 2.1 1.1 0.8 4.1 0.9 3.0 2.0
27. X=A8C("1") 2.9 2.2 1.7 1.1 0.8 2.0 0.? 7.5 ".7
28. AS=STP$(1) 13.6 59.2 5.2 1.5 5.6 11.1 2.2 4.7 3.9
9. AS=INKEY$ 7.6 3.5 1.6 0.3 1.2 1.4 0.6 2.4 1.2

oyeroge 6.2 29.3 2.4 1.2 1.: 7.-: 1.0 3.3 2.7

U MISCELLANEOUS

30. CLSfnot in a,..E.ro9e.,64.2 32.3 47.1 71.4 4.2 43.: - 1-.0 13.5
31. GOSUG20n 2.4 7.0 0.6 0.6 0.4 1.4 0.1 t.2 0.7
32. 60TO 'in 1.4 1.7 0.2 0.2 0.2 3.5 0.1 0.7 0.5
73. IF les=14 THEN X=1 3.0 3.0 1.7 1.4 1.0 7.7 3.7 .7 2.3
34. PLOT 3,4 2.4 5.8 1.9 2.5 1.0 2.5 - 2.0 2.0
35. ::=RND 15.6 4.7 2.3 0.7 1.5 6.3 0.5 4.5 2.1

36. :---.PEEK(32000) 3.3 1.9 1.8 1.- S.? - 2.7 2.5
37. POKE 32000,0 3.0 3.6 1.9 1.0 4.5 2.0 '

ci i).e, ro.3e 4.4 3.4 1.5 1.1 O.? 4.4 0.4 2.3 1.5

Proc.el3or 280A 280 21-33A 28001 6502 5510 280A 280
Clock: q11 -1z, 3.6 2 3.6 4- 1 1 2_

... =
Averoge ti(qin? 20.5 17.3 7.5 1.1 5.7 12.5 1.0 10.0 27.6

Key to micros: (1) Spectrum 48k, (2) Sharp MZ-80K, (3) Sharp MZ-700, (4) Olivetti M20, (5) BBC B, (6) Commodore 64,
(7) PDP 11/34, (8) Apple II, (9) Spectravideo SV328.

Fig 2 Operations for speed measurement (all timings in milliseconds)
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here to the BBC B, which is, in the last
group of statements (Fig 2), even faster
than the more expensive Olivetti.

There aren't many people who would
continually erase the screen in each
program, but nevertheless it cannot be
said that the Basic authors put a lot of
effort into this area. The exception is,
again, the BBC B. The Spectrum should
do it faster: the Spectravideo has the
same processor and screen resolution
as the Spectrum but erases the screen
at three times the speed. (Incidentally,
the Olivetti does it only twice as fast.)

Average values are not always the
most respectable measure, but there's
no harm in comparing them. It would
also be interesting to compare values
from our tests with 'official' test metho-
dologies, for example Benchmarks.
Although Benchmarks are often used,
they do not help you to get the most
from your computer, but they are
nonetheless a competent guide to
machine performance. Before buying a
computer, a new Basic or any other
language (say, Pascal), you should try
the battery of tests featured here to
ensure that your money is well spent.

Accuracy comparison
There are two reasons why a computer
might perform 'incorrect' calculations.
Firstly, not every decimal number can
be accurately represented; this is parti-
cularly evident where 8 -bit computers
are concerned. Secondly, and more
important, is the choice of non -optimal
algorithms by firmware writers. Diffe-
rent writers use different algorithms,
instead of drawing from others' good
experiences. Beginners' solutions are
common: they approach the problem
with the attitude 'Here's what I can do'
instead of 'Here's the best solution'.
Let's see how this looks in practice by
comparing eight computers (the PDP
11/34 is omitted).

Sixteen expressions were used for
testing; variables take values from a
predefined interval with a predefined

10 DEF FNY(X):REM insert an
expression from
Fig 4

20 M=0:P1=3.14
30 FOR X = lower limit TO upper

limit STEP step
40 Y=ABS(FNY(X))
50 IFY>M THEN M=Y: J=X
60 NEXT X
70 PR1NT"Error is ";M;" for X= '';J
80 END

Fig 3 The Accuracy Test program

step. The expressions were chosen
with the criteria they should all be 0 -
or, at least, 0 in normal mathematics.
But, using the Accuracy Test program
(Fig 3), the result will frequently be
different from 0; the value of this
declination is shown in Fig 4. The
results measured are the biggest abso-
lute errors within the interval, and show
the given step.

A manufacturer would proudly show
you the data from expressions 4 and 15
(Fig 4): due to the nature of functions
ATN and TAN, as well as LN and EXP,
the appliance in given order cannot
produce any significant error. But you
need only change the order of these
functions and, immediately, errors start
to creep in (see the results for express-
ions 1, 2, 3 and 16).

The errors that occur with the Apple II
(using Microsoft Basic) when calculat-
ing large arguments in expressions 2
and 3 are a consequence of the fact that
the argument of TAN(X) must be within
the interval -90° to +90° (in radians).
This Basic cannot produce an angle
from this interval so a programmer
must do it: it's a slow, tedious operation
if done in Basic source code instead of
machine language.

The results of expression 8 are very
interesting -who would have thought
that there are computers (the Spec-
trum, Olivetti M20 and Spectravideo)
which cannot divide exactly with an
integer number such as 255? To make

the mystery greater, the number 255
has a finite binary representation and
there cannot exist a conversion from
base 10 to base 2: the error surely
originates from the division routine.
Sinclair was at least honest - it is well
known that the division routine in the
Spectrum ROM contains a bug which
gives a wrong end result. Perhaps the
other two machines suffer for the same
reason.

Expression 13, X*X-X T 2, contains
another surprise. Is it true that for all
integers from 0 to 100, the value of that
expression is not 0? The Apple Il's error
is no less than 0.005. Not even an error
of two magnitudes less, as with the
Sharp MZ-700 and the Spectrum, can
be tolerated.

The right-hand side of expression 14
is known as Heron's Formula. It com-
putesthevalue of a square root but in an
ideal way: in every iteration, it doubles
the number of significant figures com-
pared to the previous va lue. It's a shame
that no other systems programmer has
used it; the result of such negligence is a
slow, error -prone algorithm for com-
puting the square root.

Testing the expressions 9 to 12 lets
you select which is most appropriate.
The expression of type 12 will run
faster, but note that it will not give the
most precise values for all tested
computers.

Conclusion
A computer is only as powerful as a
programmer makes it. To get the most
from your machine, it is essential that
you know what it does quickly and
accurately (in order to use those fea-
tures), and, conversely, to be aware of
things it cannot do (in order to avoid
them). You will soon start to use your
computer as a computing tool, which
will be a real test of its capabilities.

Know your Basic - it will save you
time and cut down on frustration.

We leave the pleasure of further
research to you! END

Expressions Interval Step (1) (2) (31 (4) (51 161 (8) (9)

1 TAN(ATN(X)) -X (0,1) 0.01 1.2E-9 1.5E-8 2.8E-9 1.8E-7 1.6E-9 4.7E-10 1.2E-7 2.0E-10
2 TAN(ATN1X)) - X (1,50) 0.5 8.0E-7 1.2E-6 4.9E-7 3.7E -4 6.6E-7 7.5E-7 50 1.0E -9
3 TAN(ATN(X)) -X (50,100) 10 3.9E-4 4.5E-4 1.7E-4 1.5 2.2E -6 2.4E-4 999 7.8E-8
4 ATN(TAN(X)) -X ( - PI/2,P1/2) 0.01 7.0E -10 0 2.1E-9 1.2E -7 7.0E-10 4.7E-10 7.2E -7 9.6E-11
5 SIN(X)*SIN+COS(X)*COS(X)-1 10,100) 9.3E-10 5.0E-8 2.4E-8 1.2E -7 4.7E-10 2.2E -8 5.6E-6 3.0E-14
6 ABSISIN(X))-SQR11-COS(X)*COS(X)) (0,100) 2.3E-8 4.0E-7 3.1E-8 8.9E -7 1.5E -8 2.2E-8 7.1E-6 1.4E-12
7 ABS(COS(X))-SQR11-SIN(X)*SIN(X)) (0,100) 2.2E-8 1.2E -6 3.1E-8 3.7E-6 3.5E-8 3.3E-8 1.7E-5 1.4E-12
8 X - X/255*255 (0,1001 3.0E-8 0 0 7.6E -6 0 0 0 2.0E -12
9 X - (SQR(X) T 2)
10 X - SQRIX T 2)

(0,100)
(0,100)

1.8E-7
1.8E-7

0

0

7.2E-7
4.8E-7

7.6E-6
0

6.0E-8
0

2.1E-7
7.3E-8

6.1E -5
3.1E-5

4.0E-12
0

11 X - SQR(X)*SOR(X) (0,100) 1.2E-7 0 5.1E-7 7.6E-6 6.0E-8 5.0E-8 3.8E -5 4.0E-12
12 X - SQR(X*X) (0,100) 1.5E-7 0 5.1E -7 0 0 3.4E-8 4.6E -5 0

13 X*X - X 2 (0,100) 2.7E-5 0 4.6E-5 0 0 6.4E-6 4.9E-3 0

14 SQR(X) - 0.5*(SQR(X)+X/SQR(X)) (1,100) 1.1E-8 0 4.6E-5 9.5E-7 0 3.7E-9 2.9E -6 0

15 X - LN1EXPIX)) (1,100) 0.1 3.7E-9 0 3.7E-9 6.0E -8 3.7E-9 4.8E-10 2.9E -6 5.0E-13
16 X - EXP(LN(X)) (1,100) 0.1 7.4E-9 0 1.9E-8 9.5E -7 7.5E-9 5.1E-9 4.8E-7 2.0E-12

No of digits onscreen 8 8 8 6 9 9 7 14

Maximum number (approximately) 1E+38 1E+18 1E+38 1E+38 1E+38 1E+38 1E+38 1E+64

Note: a usual mathematical notation is used throughout these tables.
For example, 1.2E-7=0.00000012.
Key to micros: (1) Spectrum 48k, (2) Sharp MZ-80K, (3) Sharp MZ-700, (4) Olivetti M20, (5) BBC B, (6) Commodore 64,
(7) PDP 11/34, (8) Apple II, (9) Spectravideo SV328.

Fig 4 Accuracy tests
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Go Forth and prosper
Keith Bowden argues the case in defence of the much -maligned

Forth language, and presents a comprehensive Benchmarks
update for various Forth systems.

Forth is a much misunderstood lan-
guage, and few writers in the popular
field have everput over its true power to
the reader, preferring to emphasise its
apparently peculiar syntax. But if my
experience is anything to go by, this
neglect is undeserved.

Initially I discovered Algol 68 and all
was happiness. I could define matrices,
and I could define my own operators to
add them together, multiply them, read
them in and print them out. In the
statement A=B+C*D, the symbols +
and *, and indeed =, would do different
things depending on the types of the
operands B, C and D. If they were real or
integer,then ordinaryscalar multiplica-
tion and addition would be performed,
or, if they were arrays, then the rules of
matrix algebra would be followed, or
any set of rules the user cared to define
for a particular type, for example set
theory. But thetrue beauty of Algol 68 is
its 'orthogonality' or context independ-
ence, which is the way that any sensible
syntax will work in any context, pro-
vided it is not ambiguous.

After purchasing a Commodore 64, I
started to lookfor a language which had
the aforementioned featu res, but which
would run on my new machine and
let me define all the sound and graphics

commands that Commodore had omit-
ted from its own Basic. I had previously
come across Forth, but had been
frightened off by the use of Reverse
Polish notation.

As a 'stack -orientated' language,
Forth performs the (Basic) operation
PRINT B+C in the order in which it is
written in the language: that is, B C + .
(where . is Forth for PRINT). This says
'put B on the stack, put C on the stack,
add the top two things on the stack
together and put the answer on the
stack, print out the value on the top of
the stack'. This has three main consequ-
ences: it is fast (most languages con-
vert to Reverse Polish themselves
anyway); it makes brackets unneces-
sary; and it makes the language very
difficultto read and write (it takes a lot of
practice to overcome this problem).
This is not helped by the almost
deliberately obscure notation used by
Forth (for example, '.' for PRINT).

All Forth syntax is reversed (with the
single exception PRINT "string" -
."string"). For example, a statement of
the form IF 1>0 THEN PRINT 2 ELSE
PRINT 3 becomes 1 0 > IF 2 . ELSE 3 .
THEN. Note how this can be shortened
to 1 0 > IF 2 ELSE 3 THEN. as 2 just
means 'put the integer 2 on the stack'.

This is typical of the economy of
expression available within an ortho-
gonal language.

I could not, however, see the point of
a language in which the user has to do
work which the computer could well do
itself. I spent a considerable amount of
timeworking on a 'front-end processor'
to convert ordinary notation into Re-
verse Polish as a program is typed into
the Forth interpreter. The reason why
this type of front end is not more
popular is that it actually decreases the
power of the language. Infix (ordinary)
notation only allows two operands and
one result for each operator (consider
A=B+C). Even procedure -based lan-
guages such as Pascal only allow one
result (consider A=MAXIA,B,C)).
Stack -orientated languages allow as
many operands and results of one
operation as the user desires, as they
are pushed onto the stack ready for
such time as they are needed. Indeed,
use of variables is rare in good Forth
programs.

What is good about Forth? It is
orthogonal; all grammar is indepen-
dent of context; and it is extensible -
you may defineyour own operators and
your own syntax. If you don't like the
control statements provided in the

Forth Benchmarks update
Package

Compiler

Machine
Processor
Clock rate
Benchmark

Artic Forth

Artic

Spectrum
Z80A

3.5MHz

48/80 Forth

East London
Robotics

Spectrum
Z80A

3.5MHz

Z-80 Forth

Laboratory Microsystems

Vector 4 Pericom 7800
Z8OB Z80

5.1MHz n/a

Wycove
Forth

Wycove
Systems

TI/994A
9900
3MHz

Premier
FIG Forth
Premier

Software

Superboard II
6502
1MHz

80 Series
Forth

HP Users'
Group

HP -85
n/a
n/a

Magnifier 1.7 1.4 1.1 1.0 1.18 2 2
Do loop 14.3 11.3 8.6 7.8 9.28 15 19
Literal 20.1 15.2 12.0 10.7 14.00 24 26
Literal store 29.6 22.0 17.7 15.6 23.57 40 40
Variable 18.8 14.2 11.1 9.9 13.60 24 24
Variable fetch 24.4 18.0 14.4 12.7 18.58 32 31
Constant 20.2 14.8 11.8 10.6 13.87 24 26
Dup 24.6 18.4 15.0 13.2 18.87 31 32
Increment 43.1 32.7 14.8 13.1 17.72 53 34
Test > 49.5 39.6 20.7 18.1 43.27 63 47
Test < 32.1 26.0 20.4 17.9 36.72 42 47
While loop 53.0 41.5 21.1 18.1 41.70 69 50
Until loop 36.8 30.5 23.4 20.1 38.15 70 55
Nest 14.2 10.8 8.8 7.9 9.95 14 14
Arithmetic 16.5 40.3 24.4 21.6 8.62 57 47
Average time 26.5 22.4 15.0 13.2 '20.61 37 32.9
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language, you may define your own
versions of IF, LOOP, REPEAT, and so
on, to your heart's content. This is the
whole philosophy of the languge, that
rather than writing pages of code for
one subroutine, each new bit of code
has its own name. You may build up a
graphics library with commands such
as CIRCLE, LINE and FILL. You can
design a language entirely to your own
specification -a 'super -language', but
entirely in Reverse Polish. As your
familiarity and experience with Forth
grow,you will build up libraries of Forth
words which can be incorporated into
later programs. You never have to write
the same bit of code twice.

To define your own words in Forth,
you must use defining words such as :
and VARIABLE.Thefirst word following
: must be a new word and the sequence
following that, up to a semicolon, is a
definition of the new word. For exam-
ple, : SQR DUP * ; defines a word which
will square the number at the top of the
stack. (DUP is the Forth word which
duplicates the object at the top of the
stack.) Similarly, VARIABLE defines a
new Forth variable.

New Forth defining words may them-
selves be defined. Definitions of new
defining words come in two parts: one
to be carried out at compile (define)
time, and one to be carried out at run
time. The Forth brackets <BUILDS and
DOES> provide this facility. It is not
unusual for a Forth program to create
new words while it is running, and it
may be necessary fora particular action
to be taken each time a certain form of
word is defined.

SMALL BEAUTIFUL IS (and FAST):
the two outstanding features of Forth
are its speed and size. It has all the
advantages of an interpretive language
yet it runs faster than many compiled
languages. A complete Forth interpre-
ter, with screen editor, assembler and
all the words you need to start program-
ming, will fit into an 8k RAM cartridge

>BLKS

n BLOCK
EMPTY -BUFFERS
LOAD n
UPDATE

Transfers video screen to current editing screen;
translates from screen code to program code
Transfers screen n from disk to a buffer
Empties buffers without copying to disk
Begins interpretation of screen n
Marks the most recently referenced block as updated
- automatically transferred to disk if its buffer is
required

Fig 1 FIG Forth standard commands

leaving plenty of addressing space for
your program on the average micro.

Like its cousin Lisp, Forth is a

'threaded interpretive language' (TIL):
much of the computer's work is carried
out while the program is being typed in
(or loaded). Each Forth word is stored in
a 'dictionary' as a sequence of other
Forth words. A Forth program consists
of just one word which is typed in to
execute it. At run time, the Forth
interpreter looks to see which words are
used to define the program word, and
then which words are used to define
these words, and unwinds - or un-
threads - the sequence until it arrives
at words which are defined in machine
code, which are then executed. These
core words, which are supplied with the
Forth system, are the kernel of the
language. (More strictly, the kernel is
the minimal set of words needed to
implement the language.)

Interpretive Basic systems tend to be
incredibly slow compared to compiled
languages, as the computer spends
most of its time running the interpreter
and hardly any time running the user's
program. Threaded interpreters, due to
the stack -based nature of the languages
they are running, attain speeds of the
same order of magnitude as machine
language programs - it is possible to
implement the kernel of Forth in only 40
bytes!

It is little known that there are two
possible implementations for threaded
languages, known as 'direct threaded'

and 'indirect threaded'. Indirect -
threaded Forth dictionaries are stored
as a list of pointers to subroutines: for
example, the SQR word defined earlier
would be compiled, by :, into the
dictionary as
DUP
*

where DUP and * are the addresses of
the routines in question. This list is then
interpreted as a series of subroutine
calls by the tiny inner Forth interpreter.

Direct -threaded Forth is stored as a
sequence of machine language sub-
routine calls: for example, SQR would
be stored as
JSR DUP
JSR *
RTS
and is thus essentially a compiled
program. Direct -threaded systems are
often called Forth compilers and run up
to 10 times faster than indirect -
threaded systems, although they take
up more space and in some ways are
not as flexible. FIG Forth is indirect
threaded (this is the Forth standard
defined by the Forth Interest Group).

The FIG Forth editor and assembler
are both written in Forth and can be
extended in exactly the same way asthe
rest of the language. All editor and
assembler words are part of the Forth
language and can be used as such.
Naturally, Forth assembler mnemonics
must be expressed in Reverse Polish
and looksomething like this -22 # LDA
- rather than LDA #22.

Series 80 83 Standard X Forth 2 C64 Forth Tiny Romik Forth 64
Forth Forth Forth Forth

HP Users' Added n a Handic Abacus Romik Audiogenic
Group Dimension

Software
H P -86A na Torch Unicorn CBM 64 CBM 64 CBM 64 CBM 64

n a 8088 Z80 6510A 6510A 6510A 6510A
n/a 5MHz 6MHz 1MHz 1MHz 1MHz 1MHz

2 0.34 1 2 2 2 1

19 3.16 5 17 17 17 10

26 4.45 6 25 25 27 14

40 8.16 9 45 55 43 25

24 5.33 6 25 30 26 35

31 6.93 7 35 40 34 30

25 5.34 7 26 28 25 25

31 5.93 7 34 35 33 14

33 5.73 7 56 60 57 15

47 7.88 16 67 85 68 35

47 7.88 10 45 60 46 30

50 9.30 10 75 94 75 28

55 8.63 9 90 109 90 40

14 3.75 4 16 19 16 3

47 2.40 13 65 66 65 30

32.7 5.68 7.8 42 48 44 24
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Forth source is stored in 1024 -byte
blocks, each of which may be displayed
and edited on the computer screen. The
FIG Forth standard uses a virtual
memory or paged system for storing
source. Only a small number of blocks,
or screens (typically six), are held in
RAM at any one time, in 1k buffers;
these are automatically paged on and
off disk when needed, but this is
invisible to the user (although he may
hear his disk drive whirring).

Each buffer contains a register which
holds information regarding the length
of time since that screen was last used.
When all the buffers are occupied and a
screen is needed that is not currently in
RAM, then the least recently used
screen is automatically transferred to
disk and replaced in memory by the one
required. When an edit session is
finished, all remaining updated buffers
which have not been transferred to disk
can be so moved by using the FLUSH
command.

Unlike Basic systems, the FIG Forth
system only uses a relatively tiny
amount of memory for storing source;
the rest is reserved for the dictionary.
This is a linked list of threaded object
code which is produced when compil-
ing words such as : are used. The
commands in Fig 1 are FIG standard and
handle the virtual memory system.

Forth treats text from the disk and text
from the screen in an identical manner.
One of the buffers is the editor screen,
and can be edited using the rather
old-fashioned line editing system. Only
on the editor screen can Forth com-
mands be used in direct mode. The
Forth editor screen is defined as 16 rows
of 64 characters which is fine on an
80 -column screen, but causes prob-
lems on the Commodore 64. Modern
implementations usually provide a full
cursor -controlled screen editor.

Each screen can be linked to the next
by the -> symbol. On large computers
(like the Commodore 64) you can define
so many words when writing a package
that you lose track of what's going on.
Further, it's easy to find yourself trying
to define one word to do two different
things in two different contexts.

To eliminate these difficulties, a

two -level hierarchical word definition
structure is used. For example, the
command VOCABULARY GRAPHICS
causes all words on succeeding pages
to be defined into a special area with
the name GRAPHICS. When interpret-
ing, the meaning of a word is always
first looked up in the 'current vocabul-
ary', so a number of different word
libraries can be built up and used
whenever the need arises.

Implementations
I looked at four packages for the
machine which sparked my interest-
the Commodore 64. The first two are

cartridge -based - C64 Forth from
Handic at £35, and Forth 64 from
Audiogenic at £30.

The Handic implementation was
written by Dataprint AB in Stockholm
and is based on the old Pet Forth. It is the
largest of the four systems and prob-
ably the truest to the FIG standard, with
a full virtual memory implementation
using disks without directories. It is also
the only one of the four systems with a
resident assembler (although the
source of this is available from FIG and
is only an hour's workto install on other
systems). The manual supplied with the
system is nothing more than a list of FIG
Forth commands, and to get any
implementation details it is necessary
to purchase the Pet Forth manual with
322 glossy A4 pages from Handic. This
increases the price of the system
somewhat and the manual is not even
fully compatible, but it is nonetheless
very good. For a FIG Forth expert this
system is ideal, buta beginner would be
absolutely lost with only the manual
supplied.

The Audiogenic system is a direct -
threaded system, and as such is about
twice as fast as any of the other
systems. The loose-leaf 82 -page manu-
al is reasonably clear, even for a
beginner, and includes most of the
information you will need to know.
Despite the fact that this is the only
non -FIG standard system I looked at, it
is the only one that sticks to the 16 by 64
screen format. It gets around the
problem of only having a 40 -column
screen by scrolling thetext left and right
across the page; this is OK once you get
used to it, and it does leave a convenient
space at the bottom of the page for
system information.

The system includes a powerful text
compression algorithm for storing the
source code; this is essential as all
source code is stored in memory at
once. There is no virtual memory
management scheme. The SSAVE
command saves the whole of the
source to disk, and the SLOAD com-
mand loads and appends. The com-
piled code grows up from the bottom of
memory, and the source code expands
down from below the Forth cartridge to
meet it. 255 screens are available,
although this is probably dependent on
the density of the source.

A number of special words for the
Commodore 64, including IEEE com-
mands and function key definitions, are
included.

The review copy of the third system,
Romik Forth, came on cassette so it was
difficult to test the virtual memory
system to the full. A disk version is also
available at the same price, £15. The
'temporary' manual is a tiny 64 -page
affair that, like the Handic one, contains
nothing but a list of FIG Forth com-
mands. The powerful screen editor has

pattern -matching and searching.
The last package, Tiny Forth from

Abacus in the US, is distributed by
Adamsoft in the UK, also for £15 on tape
or disk, and is a subset of FIG Forth with
simplified paging. The GET and PUT
commands must be used to transfer
screens manually between disk and
buffers. The SYS command which
jumps to a machine code routine is a
neat addition. The 45 -page A5 manual
is very clear and includes most of the
necessary information, and full instruc-
tions are given for producing your own
superset of Forth and saving it as a
separate system. Tiny Forth is not so
tiny! There are more words built into
the Abacus implementation than there
are in Romik Forth.

In January 1983 (updated in Decem-
ber 1983) PCW published Benchmark
timings for a number of Forth systems. I
carried out the Benchmarks on the four
Commodore 64 packages, and con-
firmed the general trend that the three
FIG Forth systems ran at about the same
speed (which is hardly surprising as the
code is supplied by FIG), and the
Audiogenic system runs approximate-
ly twice as fast. The results are shown
here, along with timings for other
systems submitted since the previous
articles were published.

Conclusion
Forth is a difficult language, but in my
view it is the most powerful generally
available on microprocessors. Of the
four systems looked at here, each has
its place in the market. If money were
no object, it would be worth buying
both the Handic and the Audiogenic
cartridges. The former is the most
powerful system available for the
Commodore 64 and is full FIG standard.
The latter is much faster and has a
number of other advantages, not the
least of which is that it should be
possible to take the compiled code out
of the system and run your program on
a machine without the cartridge. The
Romik system is a cheaper imple-
mentation of the FIG standard, and Tiny
Forth is undoubtedlytheeasiestsystem
for the beginner.
Thanks to Roger Beaumont, Dr MA
Slifkin, Gerard O'Toole, DH Long,
Wycove Systems and Added Dimen-
sion Software for sending in their
Benchmark timings. Any other results
are welcome.

Dave Middleton (author of Audioge-
nic Forth) points out that the PCW
Benchmarks are biased against direct -
threaded Forth systems in that all but
one of the tests are very low-level
routines, thus Dave's package does
very well on the dictionary search
which is very heavily nested. In real
applications, direct -threaded Forth
could well be 10 times as fast as
indirect -threaded. END
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The Great British
Laboratory Micro
System!

The CE D)1401, real time heart of professional
laboratory systems

High performance hardware
and
Full laboratory software - including FFTs - is standard
Demonstration programs include Spectrum Analyser, Signal Averager

The 1401 is made in Cambridge, England-and runs just as fast with Apples and IBMs too!
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Introducing Bitstik 2, the first system to
bring sophisticated CAD techniques to the
desk of the BBC Model B user.

Bitstik 2 is the affordable solution to
your technical drafting problems. Designed
to take full advantage of your BBC's
powerful graphics facility, the system is easy
to learn and fast to operate.

Bitstik 2 incorporates a range of
impressive functions, clearly displayed on-
screen as Menus and Palettes. These are 
selected via the Bitstik hand controller,
which also controls the dynamic 'rubber -
banded' drawing cursors.

Among the system's impressive list of
capabilities are:
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110. Auto Dimensioning
Po. Adjustable Curves
10. Precision Grids & Angle Locks
IP. Powerful Zoom And Pan

Scale Drawing & Text
 Graphic Library Index

These advanced features represent a
significant step forward from the existing
and very successful Bitstik Graphics System.
Yet Bitstik I users can obtain Bitstik 2 at a
Special Upgrade Price.

Bitstik 2 is produced in the UK by
Robocom, the people behind the best-
selling Robosystem family of CAD
packages for the Apple II
(+ or e) micro. To run Asibmih.

Bitstik 2 you will need
a BBC Model B with 6502
Secondary Processor, Twin
Disk Drives and colour or monochrome
monitor. Quality hard copy can be
produced from a wide range of supported
plotters.

So whether you need to produce
complex architectural plans, detailed circuit
diagrams or simply teach CAD on a fully
implemented CAD set-up (with scope for
advanced project work) you ought to be
tuning into Bitstik 2 for your BBC ...

Testdraw a Bitstik
See for yourself how the Bitstik 2 system can make your

drafting
proiects easier.

lust try it out, with no obligation
to buy.

Ask your local Robocad Centre
for details of our free

Test Draw a Bitstik Offer.

DIAL 100 AND ASK THE OPERATOR
FOR FREEPHONE

ROBO. WE'LL PUT CE
YOU DIRECTLYNTRE.

IN TOUCH WITH

YOUR LOCAL ROBOCAD SYSTEMS
Robocom, Clifton House, Clifton Terrace, London N4 3TB.

Telephone 01-263 8585/272 8417 Telex 297137 ROBO G



MODE
Kode Limited

F+4.41

The new near -letter -quality dot matrix
printer with front -loading convenience.
 Fully compatible with Epson FX* software

 105 characters per second
 Unique front -loading design  Built-in stand

 Single sheets  Any thickness
 Front -loading operation

A front -loading dot matrix printer, plug
compatible with Commodore*

 Print all 82 Commodore graphics characters
 96 -character ASCII

 Built-in Commodore interface
 Unique front -loading design

 Paper of any thickness  Single sheets
 105 -character -per -second print speed

Print Method
Wire dot matrix
Print Head
9 pins (user replaceable head)
Print head life expectancy 50 million
characters
Front -Loading Paper -Feed System

Specifications for the Riteman F+ and C+.
Line Spacing
Vein, Vein, 'hxin, programmable n/72in
and n/216in
Paper Feed
Tractor feed: Fan -fold paper (4in-91/2in)
Friction feed: Roll -paper and cut sheet
(4in-10in) post cards

'Epson FX is a registered trademark of Epson America, Inc.

Buffer Size (1 line standard)
a pica - 80 characters
b. compressed - 132
c. expanded - 40
Paper Thickness Control
2 sheets (including original)
40 g/m2 pressure sensitive
paper train

Ink Ribbon
Reinking compact black ribbon
Ribbon life expectancy 1 million
characters
Size
3%in(H) x 11%in(D) x 153iin(W)
Weight
8% lbs

'Commodore is a registered trademark of Commodore Business Machine, Inc.

Power Supply
AC 120, 220, 240 volt.
50/60 Hz

Power Consumption
30 VA

Noise Level
60 dB or less

KIIIDE
Kode Limited

A member of the Kode International Group

Station Road, Caine, Wiltshire SN11 OJR
Telephone (0249) 813771

Telex 449335



PROJECTS

Television tune -in
Visicode is a new method of receiving software via your television. John

Billingsley explains howyou can use your Commodore 64 or BBC Micro to
receive the TVtransmissions and join in this software revolution.

In recent experiments shown on Chan-
nel 4's 4 Computer Buffs, software was
transmitted in the form of a spot in the
corner of the television screen. The TV
team tried the experiment for two
reasons. Firstly, a teletext adaptor costs
about £100 as it must contain a special
tuner and a quantity of its own storage;
in contrast, the spot data can be
received with a few pounds -worth of
home -built components. Secondly, the
production team can build in the spot as
part of the picture tape for transmis-
sion, and the spot and its data can be
recorded at home on a video.

But the first spot suffered from one
big disadvantage - it was too slow to
be really useful. At only 50 bits per
second, it took over three minutes to
transmit one page of text. Only one
short program for one machine could
be included in each 4 Computer Buffs
programme to allow viewers time to
tune in their receiving circuits.

The new developments made by the
author and Jim Crowther of Thames TV
change all that (and introduce the term
Visicode for using light pulses to
transmit software over the TV screen).
The new receiver circuit is much more
reliable, has no knobs to twiddle, and
costs much less in componentsthan the
previous one. A new technique allows a
byte of data to be transmitted on each
half -frame, 50 times per second. The
data rate is much improved, and a full
page of text now takes a mere 20
seconds to send. Extra control bits
allow end -of -file markers to be sent so
that machine code programs can be
broadcast, too.

To get round the construction prob-
lems some users had with the first
experiment (PCW March, 'Light Fantas-
tic') an electronics company, Magenta
Electronics, is offering a ready -built
receiver unit. Details of the components
and circuitry are included in this article
for readers with construction experi-
ence. Combine the receiver unit with
the programs published here and you'll
be ready to receive Visicode transmis-
sions.

The first transmissions take place
during the Database TV show on 4 July,
preceded by programmes about Visi-
code on 20 and 27 June. Database is at
10.30pm on Thursday evenings on

Thames TV - the transmission time
varies from region to region so check
local details. Visicode transmissions
continue on 11 July,18July,and 25July,
using a BBC Micro to generate the
transmitted pattern.

Visicode transmissions can be re-
ceived on a range of micros provided
suitable hardware can be interfaced.
I've covered the BBC and Commodore
64 in this article, but the principles
explained here can be put into practice
on other machines. To celebrate the
first Visicode broadcasts Micronet 800
has agreed to provide £2000 worth of
prizes - to win you have to solve a
puzzle which will be broadcast in text
form in thefirstfourtransmissions.

Speed-up technique
The techniques used to speed up the
transmissions are fairly simple.

The previous system uses a single
spot, which is either on or off each
half -frame of the transmitted signal.
The signal is coded in a form similar to
the ASCII teletype code used in RS232
links. To start each byte of data, a 'start
bit' guarantees that the spot is on. Eight
more data bits follow, least -significant
bitfirst, wherethe spot is on for a 1 or off
fora O. Afinal 0 'stop bit' ends each byte,
so there will be an off -to -on transition at
the next start bit. The old circuit
included a retriggerable monostable to
stretch out the pulses received from the
photocell into a waveform resembling a
teletype signal. The receiving program

waited for the first edge of each start bit,
waited a further 10 milliseconds, and
then sampled the signal at 20 mil-
lisecond intervals.

It is hard to avoid thinking of the spot
as a single on -off blob, and therein lies
the improvement. The picture is made
up of scan lines. Ittakes nine 'stripes' on
successive lines of each half -frame to
make up a spot of the size transmitted,
therefore the signal received by the
photocell consists of not one but nine
pulses each half -frame. There are over
60 microseconds between these
pulses, plenty of time in which to build
up the byte from the train of bits. After
the electron beam has passed, there
are again 20 milliseconds to wait before
the next byte starts. This time can be
used to advantage, permitting a large
part of the receiving software to be
written in Basic for simplicity and easy
modification.

Now you can obtain a start bit by
always setting the top stripe to be on.
The next eight stripes can represent the
data, and there is no need for a stopbit.
But there is a more important use for an
extra final stripe-the transmission of
control codes.

If the picture just above the window is
rather bright, the photocell could pick
up pulses before the blob has started:
this would, of course, wreck the data
received. I suggest you use two more
lines at the top of the blob, forming the
pattern 101 before the data bits: now
the chances of accidentally picking up

Fig 1 Circuit diagram for the Commodore 64 and BBC receiver unit
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this pattern are much less. A splodge of
bright picturewould give 111, and at the
second 1 the computer would go back
and lookagain forthe start pattern. lfthe
cell catches just the bottom of the
surroundings, reading 100, then the
program will again loop back to search
for the start code. As long as there are at
least three blank lines above the blob,
the software will be in time to find it
correctly.

Control codes
The old system was restricted to
sending Basic or text so that the end of
the data could be detected as three
successive zero bytes, or whatever,
depending on the computer being
used. If an end -of -file signal is included
any data can be sent - machine code
programs, binary data, start addresses
and soon. The bytes can be in the same
form received from a floppy disk driver
routine and anything is possible.

The bottom stripe will indicate that
the blob is a control code. A continuous
train of codes for tuning will be sent
before the start of the data to allow the
photocell to be correctly placed and the
brightness on the set to be adjusted.
When you are satisfied, press the space
bar and the program will be ready to
load the data. The saving software
waits for the first non -control code
before beginning. As bytes are re-
ceived, they are saved until another
control code is received to end the data.

With 256 codes available there are a
lot of possibilities - but the allocation
of codes can quickly mount up. For
tuning up, a suitable code is <$> where
the brackets imply 'control'. Together
with its start code the stripe pattern
would be 101001001001 - a hard
pattern to miss! It corresponds to
hex 124.

As I mentioned, only text will be
transmitted in the first series. In the
future, sets of software for a variety of
machines might be sent in a single
procession. How will each machine
know which section of the data stream it
should load? That's where the codes
come in. For example, before Amstrad
software there will be a stream of
<A>s; at the end of the section there
will be some <$>s, the tuning signal.
Then might follow a string of <B>s, to
wake up the BBC Micros, and again
<$>s to end the section. <C> tells the
Commodore to load, <S> the Spec-
trum, <Q> the QL, and other letters for
other machines. At then end of the
stream some <&FF>swill tell everyone
to stop. As text files are Universal, any
machine will load a section starting
<U>.

Very long programs might require
time-out breaks to save them to disk.
The code <5> signals that there is a
break of five seconds in the data and will
be sent continuously, counting down to
<0>. Another code <T> is used to
signify a title, and isfollowed by a string
of letters (not codes) indicating the

Resistors 1/4 watt carbon film 5%
470R, 680R, 1k, 2 x 2k2 2p each
Capacitors- miniature polyester 20% type rated 63 volts or more
33nF&47nF 8p each
Transistors
BC213, or use BC178 or 2N3702 PN P type 11p each
BC183, or use 2N3705 or BC108 NPN type 11peach
Phototransistor-OP500 or XC500C 78p each
Integrated circuits
SN74LSOO 40p each
4 -way ribbon cable two metres 60p/2m
20 -way IDC socket- BBC £1.74 each
12 +12 way 0.156in edgeconnector-Cornmodore 64 £1.66 each
0.1in plain perforated board 1in x tins (BBC & Commodore 64) .... 26peach
Prices quoted are from Magenta Electronics, which is also supplying
complete kits and ready -built units.
Magenta Electronics Ltd, 135 Hunter St, Burton -on -Trent, Staffs DE14
2ST. Tel: (0283)65435

Fig 2 Components list for Commodore 64 and BBC Micros

machines for the software that follows.
For a single machine, three multidigit
numbers indicate the number of bytes,
load address and execution address, all
separated by returns. In all cases, the
title will then follow, terminated by
<$>. As the title can be of any length,
this can be used to put text and
instructions on the screen without
saving them.

Other codes will certainly be found to
be necessary, and it is important for
everyone to maintain the same stan-
dard. The safest proposal is to write to
Nick Walker at PCWso that codes can be
noted as they are claimed.

The receiver unit
The old circuit cannot be used, as its
20 -millisecond monostable obliterates
any fine detail, but some means must
be used to stretch the thin pulse which
arrives each time a bright line is written
under the phototransistor. The answer
is to use an 'R -S flip-flop' which will be
set any time a pulse is received, and
which can be reset by the computer
when it has seen the result.

The R -S flip-flop is simply made by
cross -coupling two gates of an
SN74LSOO quad NAND gate chip
(SN7400 or any equivalent will do). It is
now connected to two bits of the user
port (in the case of the BBC or
Commodore - see Fig 1). One bit
inputs the state of the flip-flop while the
other is used to reset it.

With the increased data rate, phos-
phor persistence can be a problem.
When the top slice is written on the
screen, there is a sharp increase in the
photocell current. The photocell itself
will take five microseconds or so for the
signal to fall, but the screen might glow
for many tens of microseconds more. A
middle 'off' stripe could therefore 'fill in'
if its predecessors are lit. The answer is
to look atthe rate of change of the signal
as the stripe is written, rather than at its
DC value, then persistence and photo-
cell time-constance lose their
importance.

By adding two amplifying transistors
to the phototransistor, an auto -biasing
arrangement can be found which will
tolerate an enormous range of bright-
ness. This brings the total component
count to one SN7400 (or SN74LS00),
one OP500 phototransistor (or similar),
one PNP and one NPN general-purpose
transistor (such as 2N3702 and
2N3705), two small capacitors of values
.047 and .033 microfa rad, and five
resistors (values 470 ohms, 680 ohms,
1k and two at 2k2. The total cost should
be small (Fig 2).

The circuitry can comfortably be
mounted on a 1in x 2ins unclad 0.1in
perforated circuit board, and with a
couple of metres of instrument wireyou
only need add the user port connector.

The components should be available
at your local electronics store, but
Magenta Electronics can supply any
that you have problems finding. Its
address is 135 Hunter Street, Burton -
on -Trent, Staffordshire DE14 2ST, or
call (0283) 65435. This is a mail-order
service only and payment is needed
with each order-cheque, postal order,
Access or Visa are accepted (for details
of Magenta's prices, see Fig 2). Only
users able to work out wiring layouts
from the circuit diagram published here
are advised to buy the components
individually. Magenta will also supply
complete kits including wiring layouts,
a case and a drilled, tinned, printed
circuit board or ready -built Visicode
receiver units. The kits cost £5.44 for the
Commodore 64 and £5.52 for the BBC.
The Commodore 64 version of the
ready -built unit costs £7.10 and the BBC
£7.20. All prices include VAT; postage
and packing is 60p extra for each order.

Receiving transmissions
You'll need two televisions or one
television and a monitor to receive
Visicode: tune one into your computer
and one to the TV station. Insert the
Visicode receiver in the user port of
your computer and load up the receiv-
ing software ready for the transmis-
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PROJECTS

10 REM
20 REM 
30 REM 
40 REM 
50 REM 4
60 REM 
70 REM

80
90 KEY100.1M
100 byte.I.70
110 contro1.401
120 count.4.72
130 tries&73
140 store -&3000
150 DDR8m$FE62
160 IRBR&FE60
170 osascim&FFE3
180 osairgsm&FFDA

190 oscli.&FFF7
200 DIM command 30
210 code.&900
220
230 PROCassemble
240 IF NOT FNcheck THEN PRINT

"Machine code not set up"sEND
250
260 REPEAT
270 PROCinit

280 UNTIL FALSE
290 END
300

310 DEFPROCassemble
320 FOR N.0 TO 2 STEP 2
330 P%=coOe

340 I

350
360

370

380

390
408

410
420

VISICODE 0

BASIC receive routine
IC) Jim Crowther 1985

OPT N
get_byte
sea

ldy

sty

Ida

sta

sta

.duff
440 sty IRB
450 Inc IRB
460 dec tries
470 beg out
480 .wait
490 Ida IRB
500 bpi watt
510 ldy 09
520 .half
530 dey
540 brie half

550 jsr clear
560 ldy 4117

570 jar get_bit
580 bcs duff
590 ldy 017
600 isr get_bit
610 bcc duff
620 Jsr gbend
630 .loop8
640 Idy 015
650 jsr get_bit
660 ror byte
670 dec count
680 bne loop8
690 ldy 015
700 jsr get bit
710 ol control
720 Inc control
730 .out
740 dec control
750 cli

760 its

770
780

790

800
810
820
B30
840

850
860
870
880
890
900

control
08

count
tries

.get_bit
nop
nop

.line
dey
bne line
Ida IRB

.clear
sty IRB
Inc IRB
asIA

.gbend
its

tDo not enter the comments
on this side of the page.

,They are intended to be useful
both to those using BBC micro, and

i those who wish to work Out a receive

a routine for different computers.
'Remember that the timings are critical

i and that a TV line is 64 microseconds.
:Not essential but useful.
eLocation of received byte.
;Contains the control bit.
'Contains number of bits received.
'No. of times we ignore duff syncs
'Start of text store in RAM.
.Data Direction Register
.1/0 port B
sprints on screen.
!Performs various filing functions.
;Executes a line of text.
eThis is where we store this text
:Can be changed if required.

sAssemble machine code
1 and check it's correct,
1 if not exit program.

Olean loop.
:Display menu
:For ever.
:End of main program.

:Assembles 'Whine code.
:Two pass assembly.
:Location of code.
:Start of assembler language.
:Screen listing disabled.
:Start label.
:No time to service interrupts.
:Preset control to "0" to enable

:
a tally if no sync sequence found.

:Preset locations "count. & "tries".
INo. of bits in received word.

sNo. of tapes we ignore duff SYoc0.
:Loop for checking duff reception.

:regY.0
Reset interface flip-flop.
,if we get duff reception more than
i eight times, exit this routine.
sWatt until a "1" is received.
:This loop takes 7 machine cycles
:i.e. 3.5 micro -secs.
:Padding to make up a half-line
I delay.
:This loop takes 46 machine cycles
: i.e. 23 micro -secs.
'Reset flip-flop, takes 24 m -cycles.
:Preset delay in get -bit routine.
;Returns next bit in carry flag.
;We want a "0".

'As above.
eGet next bit.
eWe want a .1".
e6 microsecond delay.
eMain loop to receive a byte.
:Preset delay in get_bit routine.
'Get next bit.
'Rotate carry flag into byte.
:Find how many times we have looped.
:If not 8 times, loop again.
:As above.
'Get control bit.
:Put it in control location.
:Add 1

'This is exit point for "duff" routine.
:Subtract 1. "control-.&FF if duff.
:Enable interrupts again.
:Return to BASIC.

:Routine to get a bit at a time.
:Delay padding.

and act on it.

:Rest of line delay i.e. 64 micro -secs.

s"Y" has been preset above.
:Each of these loops takes 5 m -cycles.
:Get bit from interface.
:Reset flip-flop.
:regY.0

:Set bit 1 10/p bit) to "1".
:Shift bit 7 (i/p bit) into carry flag.
'Label for end of Code.
:Return to main routine.

Fig 3 BBC Visicode receive routine

sion. When the standby signal is
transmitted, proceed as follows:
BBC Micro Run the program and select
option four from the menu, and posi-
tion the Visicode receiver in the bottom
left-hand corner of tne screen over the
transmission area. Re -position the re-
ceiver until the computer displays 'OK',
and secure the receiver with sellotape
or, preferably, Blu-Tac.

The software will automatically load
and return to the main menu when

Fig 3 (continued)
910

920 1

930 NEXT
940 ENDPROC
950
960 DEFFNcheck
970 B%.0
980 FOR PY.mget_byte TO gbend
990 8%.137.+,P7.

MO NEXT
1010 IF 8%.11362 THEN .-1 ELSE .0
1020

1030 DEFPROCinit
1040 CLS

1050 XX.&80
1060 Y%.0
1070 AX.0
1080 T7..USR osargs AND &FF
1090 IF T7..1 OR 1-4.2 THEN Tf."tape"

1100 IF 7%.4 THEN Ttm.disc"
1110 PRINT"l Save text to "CS
1129 PRINT.2 Load text from "ITI1
1130 PRINT"3 View text"
1140 PRINT"4 Receive VISICODE

transmission"
1150 REPEAT
1160 A.OST
1170 UNTIL Po&30 AND A<I.35

1180 IF A.&31 DR A.132 THEN INPUT
"FILENAME -.FS

1190 IF A.131 PROCosclit"SAVE
"3000 "YSTRS'Istorel/IENDPROC

1200 IF A.&32 PROCosclit"LOAD
.3000"1,store.&3000..&2F8
i ENDPROC

1210 IF A.6.33 PROCvieweENDPROC
1220 IF A.8.34 PROCreceivesENDPROC
1230

1240 DEFPROCoscIIICS)
1250 Scommand.CS+CHR413
1260 X%.command MOD 256
1270 YX.command DIV 256
1280 CALL oscli
1299 ENDPROC
1100

1310 DEPPROCview
1320 IF store .13000 ENDPROC
1330 PRINT"Press SHIFT to scroll.
1340 VDU14
1350 FX15
1360 FOR P%=&3000 TO store
1170 A7..dP%

1380 CALL ',Amite

1390 NEXT
1400 VDU13
1410 REPEAT
1420 UNTIL INKEYI-1)
1438 ENDPROC
1440

1450 DEFPROCreceive
1460 storem&3000
1470 PROC sssss ble

1480 7DIORB.1

1490 CLS
1500 REPEAT
1510 PRGEfetch
1520 IF $13(14,24 OR 8301 THEN

PRINTTAB(0,01;"Not receiving
correctly" ELSE PRINTTABX0,01;
"Receiving correctly

1530 UNTIL ii%.ASC.U. AND 82.1
1540 ,(wait -11.0
1550 CLS
1560 PRINT"STANDING BY.
1570 REPEAT
1580 PROCfetch
1590 UNTIL A%<>ASC.1.1. AND 83<11
1600 VIDU15,30

1610 REPEAT
1620 CALL osasci
1630 'stores:4Z
1640 store.store.1
1650 PROCfetch
1660 UNTIL A%.A.FF AND 11%.1

1670 storemstore-1
1680 ENDPROC
1690

1700 DEFFROCfetch

1710 CALL get_byte
1720 A%.?byte
1730 137..,cOntrol

1740 SOUND&13,-7,A%,1
1750 ENDPROC

:End of assembler language.

:Two pass assembly.
:End of assembly.
:REM
:This is a check to ensure
machine code is set up correctly.

:We add up all the machine -code

bytes and make sure the total
is what we expect.

:Returns "TRUE" or "FALSE".

shenu routine.
:Tidy screen.
'Find filing system in use
: by using the routine
: provided in the OS ROM.
:We want the contents of regA.
:Filing systems other than tape
: or disc are not provided for.
:Print menu on screen.

oldest for a key to be pressed.

eIf not what we want, try again.

:For a LOAD or SAVE we need
to know the filename.

elf you have BASIC II or HIPASIC
I you can use the command OSCLI
i instead of the procedure below.
'Location 12F8 contains length

of loaded file.
:Views text from 13090 to store.
'Receives the VISICODE data.

:This routine is only
necessary for those with
BASIC I. It executes

: a line of text pointed to by
regi and regY.

:Outputs text received to screen.
:It no tent received then exit.
:We are going into paged mode.
iThus'

:Flushes all buffers.
:Pt points to text.
:A% contains byte for output.
:Prints byte, linefeeds for A%.&0D.
:Keep on going till end of text.
:Cancel paged mode.
:Wait for another press
i of the SHIFT key
i before returning.

sheen receive routine.
:This is where we store text.
;Cassette users have to re -assemble.
:Batt of IRB as o/p, rest as i'ps.
:Tidy screen.
:This is the IDLE loop.
:We watt until we receive the
STANDBY code "U" for
"Universal text"

:Also tells us if the sensor is
not picking up the correct code.

:When we receive "U"
: we disable the "duff" routine,
: tidy screen,

inform of standby mode
: and enter a loop which waits
: for the STANDBY mode
to finish.

:Page mode off, cursor to top.
eMain data receive loop.
:Print text on screen,
and store in in RAM.

eIncrement RAM pointer.
%Get next byte.
:Until End Of Text code.
sAdiust RAM pointer
'Return to menu.

:We have time to make this

a separate procedure,
and it does make the program

: tidier'
sWe can hear the data arriving, use
FX210,1 to turn sound off.

finished, where you can save and view
the transmission. You can test out the
receiver hardware by running the test
routine program and following the
same procedure for positioning the
receiver.
Commodore 64 Run the program and
wait for the screen to go blank, and
position the Visicode receiver in the
bottom left-hand corner of the screen
over the transmission area. Press the
space bar and view the computer

display. Re -position the receiver and hit
the space bar until the computer
displays 'OK'. Secure the receiver with
sellotape or Blu-Tac and press 'R' to
receive. The software will now load and
return to a menu which allows you to
save or view the transmission. If you
have access to a BBC Micro you can test
the system beforehand using the test
routine for the BBC Micro and the
receive software for the
Commodore 64.
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Receiver software
The receiver routine for the BBC (Fig 3)
isfully annotated to show users of other
machines how to set about conversion,
so the comments at the side don't need
to be typed in. The routine is compatible
with Basic I and II. If you have Basic II,
the assembler routine can be put on
multi -statement lines, and PROCoscli
becomes redundant.

The test routine (Fig 4) allows you to
check your Visicode receiver unit ahead
of transmission, while the receive
routine is the one you actually use for
the transmissions. The test listing has
nearly the same assembly language as
the receive routine, so by typing in the
test routine first, with the judicious use
of DELETE and RENUMBER, the receive
routine is easier to enter. The com-
ments for the receive routine apply to
both. The machine code for the test
routine can be checked with the follow-
ing program line:
B°/0=0: FOR N =receive TO tx3+ 5:
B°/.= B°/0+ ?N : NEXT: PRINT B% and B%
should be 14976!

If you are writing a routine for your
own micro, remember that timings are
critical. The delay loops have to be
accurate to within better than five per
cent to receive the last line of Visicode
data correctly. The BBC is able to do this
easily, having an internal clock frequ-
ency of 2MHz, but programming for
slower machines will need a lot of care.
Interrupts must not occur while the
machine code routine is being called.

The best way to test the main delay
loops is to point the sensor at a TV
screen at peak white, preferably from
an off -air transmission such as a test
card, and observe the timings on an
oscilloscope. Although you may be
used to thinking that machine code
routines are incredibly fast, it's quite
instructive to see the effect of just one
more NOP in the delay loops! Remem-
ber that a TV line is exactly 64 mic-
roseconds in duration, and your timing
has to be accurate over 11 lines after the
first start bit.

The briefer Commodore 64 routine
needs a little more explanation. As
shown on the BBC routine, the receiver
software is most easily arranged by
combining machine code with Basic.
The machine code routine waits for a
spot, reads its value and checks
whether it has the control bit set. It
plants the byte value in the first Basic
variable, A%, and plants 1 in the second
variable B% if a control bit is sensed (A%
and B% must be declared in the first line
of the program). If it objects to the spot,
it sets B% to 255.

The Basic program can now control
the saving of the data by first POKEing it
into a safe region of memory. In the case
of the Commodore 64 it must also
switch off the display, as this steals
memory cycles and confuses the tim-
ing. This might leave you guessing
about the quality of the input, so the
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REM **************************
REM *
REM * VISICODE test routine *

REM * (C) Jim Crowther 1985 *

REM *
REM **************************

DDRB=&FE62
IRB=&FE60
byte=&70
control=&71
screen=&72
count=&74
tries=&75
X=0

Y=30
c=&5800+X*8+Y*320

1E0 ?screen=c MOD 256
190 ?(screen+1)=c DIV 256
200 ?DDRE=1
210 PROCassemble
220 MODE4
230 VDU23,255,255,255,255,255,255,255,

255,255
240 PRINTTAB(0,28>;CHR$255;CHRS255;

CHR$255;CHR$255
250 PRINTTAB(0,29);" ";CHR$255
260 PRINTTAB(0,30);" ";CHR$255
270 PRINTTAB(0,31);" ';CHR$255;
280 A%=&55
290 REPEAT
300 A%=A% FOR &FF:CALLtx
310 CALL receive
120 SOUND&13,-7,7byte,1
330 1F7byte=A7. AND ?control=1 THEN

PRINTTAE(0,10);"0.K." ELSE
PRINTTAB(0,10);"DUFF"
340 UNTIL FALSE
350

360 DEFPROCassemble
370 FOR N=0 TO 2 STEP2
380 P%=&900
390 1

400 OPT N
410 .receive
420 sei

430 ldy *0
440 sty control
450 Ida *8
460 sta tries
470 sta count
480 .duff
490 sty IRE
500 Inc IRB
510 dec tries
520 beq out
530 .wait

540 Ida IRE
550 bpi wait
560 ldy *9
570 .half

580 dey
590 bne half

600 jsr clear
610 ldy *17

620 jsr get_bit
630 bcs duff

640 ldy *17
650 jsr get_bit
660 bcc duff
670 jsr gbend

680 .round
690 ldy *15
700 jsr get_bit
710 ror byte
720 dec count
730 bne round
740 ldy *15
750 jsr get_bit
760 rol control
770 inc control
780 .out.

790 dec control
800 cli

810 rts

820
830 .get_bit
840 nop:nop
B50 .line
860 dey

870 bne line
880 lda IRE
890 .clear
900 sty IRB
910 inc IRE

920 aslA
930 .gbend

Fig 4 BBC Visicode test routine

Fig 4 (continued)
940 rts
950

960

970 .tx
980 sta control
990 Ida *255
1000 .tx1
1010 sta c-313
1020 sta c-315
1030 sta c+320
1040 ldy *7
1050 .tx2
1060 lda *0
1070 rol control
1080 bcc tx3
1090 Ida *255
1100 .tx3
1110 sta (screen),Y
1120 dey
1130 bpi tx2
1140 rts
1150 3
1160 NEXT
1170 ENDPROC

sound channel has been called into
action. The machine code plants the
value of each received byte into the
pitch 1 high byte. The decay is setto give
a brief 'ping' as each byte arrives,
scattered up and down in pitch. Every
time a control bit is found, the second
sound channel is strobed. This is set to
give a long deeper 'plung', so that you
can easily hear when the set-up blob is
being correctly decoded. When you are
happy with it, press the space bar and
the program will wait for the data to
start. It will save it and restore the
display when the final control code is
received. The rest is up to you.

The 'pseudocode' version of the
machine code is as follows. The Com-
modore version is given, but apart from
lines 15 to 18 the method is common to
most micros.
1 Inhibit interrupts.
2 Pulse bit 0 of the port down and upto

clear the latch.
3 Load COUNT and TRIES with 8, set

B% to zero.
4 Decrement TRIES; if zero then flag

B% is 'no good', enable interrupts
and return to Basic.

5 Input the port, if no pulse go to 5
(wait for start bit).

6 Wait half a line, clear the latch.
7 Call GETBIT- bistable sense bit is

bit 7.
8 If bit 7 is set, go to 4 to try again.
9 Call GETBIT.
10 If bit 7 is clear, go to 4 to try again.
11 Call GETBIT.
12 Combine the input bit with the byte

so far.
13 Decrement count; if not zero, loop

back to 11.
14 Call GETBIT; if bit 7 is setthen B%=1

(control).
15 Save the byte in A% - STA

(VARPTR),Y where (Y)=3.
16 Save the byte in sound pitch chan-

nel one high -byte.
17 If B% is non zero, pulse sound

channel two.
18 Pulse sound channel one.
19 Enable interrupts, return to Basic.

GETBIT:
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PROJECTS

20 Wait for one -line period.
21 Read the input port.
22 Toggle bit 0 of the port to clear the

bistable.
23 Return.

Spectrum dilemma
After a week of frantic effort, the
question still hangs in the balance: 'Will
the Spectrum be able to receive Visi-
code?'.

After an uncomfortable experience
trying to get the timing loop correctly
balanced on the Commodore 64 -
solved by killing the screen display - I
was a little cautious in claiming that
Visicode would work for the Spectrum.
But a brief two -liner which planted and
ran a simple machine code loop gave a
beautifully clean signal on the oscillo-
scope, so I felt safe in predicting
success.

The assembler routine worked out
rather neatly, and a prod to the ULA
produced a gratifying stripe of colour
and a click as each byte was received. To
save effort, I tacked the receiving optics
onto the Spectrum's own screen to line
up the timing, and in no time had it
balanced. Next came a live test on data
transmitted from the BBC computer's
screen - and then my troubles really
started.

The machine code is loaded from a
Basic program which then tests the
received byte for quality. If it matches
the test pattern, the screen shows 'OK';
if not, you have problems. The relative
display timing of the two computers is
not exact. The point at which the
photocell received the spot was rolling
slowly on the Spectrum's screen. While
it corresponded with the part of the
screen which shows text, all was well.
As soon as it rolled to the border area,
the timing was too far in error. A quick
bodge to the machine code changed all
that. Now the spot was perfectly
decoded in the borders, but went to
pieces in the text area. Just as in the
case of the Commodore 64, the display
was causing trouble.

During display output, the ULA in the
Spectrum rations outthe clock pulsesto
the processor, leaving itself time to
drag display bytes out of memory.
Program execution therefore speeds
up in the gaps. There were a number of
possibilities: kill the display altogether,
as in the Commodore 64; persuade the
ULA to stop stealing cycles; persuade
the ULA to steal cycles the whole time;
or hope that the two screens stay in
step, perhaps bending the clock rate to
lock them.

Clearly I needed to know more about
the innermost workings of the Spec-
trum. Where better to look for help than
Sinclair Research? I am sure it is easier
to telephone the headquarters of the
CIA, but I eventually obtained a number
and a name to contact. 'No, you can't

READY.

10 POKE56,29:CLR:REM PROTECT STORE AREA
15 A7,0:8%=0:MC=30.256:1=0:DL=36:CLI=85:P=32*256:0=12811256
20 80SUB1000: REM LORD MACHINE CODE
25 POKE54273,80:POKE54280,32:PME54296,15:POKE54277,2:POKE54284,7:REM SOUND
30 VD=53248+17:00=PEEK(VD):POKE VD,VD AND 239:REM SCREEN OFF
35 SYSMC:SYSMC.GETAS:IFAS=""THEN35
40 IF 11%,:>DLOR 87,.,1THEN POKE VD,VO:PRINT"nNOT HAPPY 1":807030
42 IF AS.,.,."R" THEN PRINT"nOK":POKEVD,VO:GOTO 30
45 POKE54200,40:SYSMC:REM CHANGE PITCH, SYNCHRONISE BLIP
46 SYS MC:IF B%<>1 OR A%<>C11 THEN46:REM WAIT CONTROL U
50 SYSMC:IFE7.THEN50:REM WAIT FOR DATA
60 FOR I=P TO O:POKE I,A7.:SYS MC:IF 8%=0 OR A7.<>255THENNEXT
70 R=1:1=0:NEXT
80 POKE VD,VO:PRINT"nq":D=3:REM CLEAR SCREEN, SET WHITE TEXT
100 OPENI,D:FORI=PTOR-1:PRINTEI,CHRS(PEEKIII)I:NEXT:CLOSEI
110 INPLIf"3 FOR SCREEN, 4 TO PRINT";D:GOTO 100
1000 I=MC: PRINT"i LOADING MACHINE CODE"
1005 PRINT"*RESS SPACE TO TEST, R TO RECEIVE"
1010 READ AE:IF LEN(AS)K.>2 THEN RETURN
1020 A=ASCIA$/-48+7*(4$;":")
1030 BS=MIDS(A4,2>
1040 A=16*A.ASCI840-48+7.(8$.:":")
1050 PURE
2000 DATA
2010 DATA
2020 DATA
2030 DATA
2040 DATA
2050 DATA
2060 DATA
2070 DATA
2080 DATA
2090 DATA
2100 DAIA
2110 DATA
2120 DATA
2130 DATA
2140 DATA
2150 DATA
2160 DATA

READY.

1,A:1=1+1:G0101010
69,01,80,03,DD,A0,00,8C
01,DO,81),01,01),78,69,08
00,84,1E,8D,85,1E,CE,85
1E,F0,47,AD,01,D0,10,F8
A0.01,20,73,1E,20,6E,IE
30,EC,20,6E,1E,10,E7,20
71,1E,CE,84,1E,DO,F8,8A
60,02,91,21),BD,01,04,20
71, 1E,A2,00,09,00, 10,0A
E8,A0,20,8C,OB,D4,C8,8C
08,04,BA,A0,0A,91,21),A0
20,8C,04,D4,C8,8C,04,04
58,60,A0,0A,A9, 7F,91,2D
A0,03,91,20,58,60,EA,EA
EA,A0,04,88,D0,FD,AD,01
DD,E1C,01,DD,EE,01,0140A
8A,6A,AA,60,XXX

Fig 5 Commodore 64 receive routine

disable the display. All you need to do is
move your machine code to the top of
the 48k memory.' Hopefully I tried it. It
didn't work. What had looked like a
clean oscilloscope trace was hopeless-
ly dependent on the part of the display
in which it was triggered, although I still
believe that I once got a completely
clean pulse when the machine crashed.

Back to the telephone: 'I'll ask a
hardware man.' Soon a determined,
anonymous voice was advising me to
pull one of the expansion port pins high
so that the ULA could not see the I/O
request. It didn't work. From the circuit
diagram I then saw that the pin was
already pulled high for the particular
address I was using.

Perhaps a reader has the answer. The
ULA has a write line to the memory, so it
could use memory locations to keep
track of byte and line count-and these
could be nobbled. If you have the
answer, please let PCW know.

In the meantime, an Amstrad is
waiting in my hallway to be given the
treatment. I do hope it's easier!

Micronet prizes
Once you've received the Visicode
transmission, you can start to ponder
the puzzle which makes up the four
broadcasts. Each of the four 'clues' will
take approximately 6k of memory and
they will all piece together to give a final
answer. Put them together correctly
and you could win one of 30 free yearly

combined subscriptions to Prestel and
Micronet 800 (together worth £2000).

In addition to being transmitted via
Visicode on the four Database prog-
rammes (4, 11, 18 and 25 July), the
competition will also be run on the
Prestel/Micronet 800 database and on
the Prestel Free Access Area (a special
database available to modem owners
and Micronet demonstration retailers
at a local phone call rate).

To access this second service,
dial 100 and ask Freefone Prestel
Service for your area telephone
number, then key in 4444444444 as
an identity number and 4444 as a
password.

To round off the competition, the
winners will be announced on the
Database/PCW special that will be
transmitted from the PCW Show on 5
September.

Many thanks are due to Jim Crowther
for his enthusiastic collaboration, and
to Michael Feldman and the rest of the
Database team for their encourage-
ment. Thanks will also be due to readers
who join in the experiment, helping to
bring about a change in public domain
software. Receive routines and circuit
diagrams for machines other than
those covered here are obviously wel-
come. Send them to Nick Walker at PCW
so that they can be checked and
published. END
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your next product
Right now you are probably planning your
next product. A workstation. An intelligent
terminal. A network file server. Or perhaps an
embedded control system.

Whatever your application, benchMark 186 is
the computer you need never design.

Because we've done it for you.

It is so resourceful, you are only bound by
your imagination. It is blessed with an elegant
architecture and abundant computing power.
Its superb high resolution graphics and text
display are unheard of in this price range. Yet
it only costs around £750 in quantity.

And while we are taking care of quality and
the production, you can be spending more on
your new application.

But our support does not end there.

We also provide you with an excellent
software development environment. With
many languages, libraries and tools to match.
So you need not invest in expensive
development systems.

We even throw in a multitasking real-time
executive, and a concurrent debugger with
each board we sell.

And if you are not really looking forward to
interfacing that laser printer, ask us. We can
probably do it for you. We may even go out of
our way to customise the board if your order is
a large one.

We can also save you precious time with our
training programme. In hardware. Software.
Or both. Servicing should not be a worry
either. With our specially designed tools we
will show you how to test your product quickly.

Because we know your success is ours, we
work harder when you do. So before that
important exhibition you can contact us round
the clock on a special hot-line we provide.

And as we are a British company we are
never more than a short journey away. If it
cannot be said over the phone, we will come
to you to help.

At benchMark we pledge loyalty to our
customers. In fact, convince us, and we may
even give you an exclusive deal in your
immediate field.

So if you are interested and want to get on
board fast, contact us.

We will talk to you.

benchMark Technologies Ltd
11 Victoria Road, Kilburn
London NW6.
Tel: 01-624 5681

benchMark 186
single board computer
for OEMs

HARDWARE SPECIFICATIONS
CPU
EPROM

VIDEO

80186 6 orb MHz
32K
RAM128K to 1M on board
16K separate character buffer
upto 1280 x 800 pixels bit resolution
upto 160 x 60 characters text resolution
upto 16 x 32 bits character resolution
Fully bit mapped graphics.
Soft character set of upto 2000 characters
Full attributes and soft scroll
Composite or direct video drive

COMMUNICATIONS Two full RS232 channels with independent baud rate generation and with
loop -in loop -out capability
Asynchronous and synchronous protocols.

FLOPPY Controller for a upto 4 double sided double density 8.5.25 or 3 5 inch drives.
HARD DISC On board SAS( bus and support for 2 hard disc drives

(fixed - removable)
KEYBOARD Parallel or serial keyboard interlace
PRINTER Centronics compatible parallel keyboard interface
REAL-TIME CLOCK Battery backed clock with time calendar and alarm functions
CMOS RAM 50 bytes of battery backed RAM
IEEE 488 Full electrical implementation of the IEEE 488 instrument control bus
DMA CHANNELS 2 floating DMA channels Most peripherals can be DMA and/or interrupt

driven
3 uncommitted timer counters with external trigger and clock inputs
Fully buffered expansion bus with access to interrupts. DMA channels and
TIMERS
8087 floating point module (November 841
Proximity string correlator module (January 851
CAD/CAM 4 layer PCB I 33Ornm x 280mml

TIMER COUNTERS
EXPANSION BUS

ADD-ONs

PCB

SOFTWARE
MS-DOS 2.11 Multitasking implementation of MS-DOS operating system

The operating system itself also runs as a task
C- COMPILER Specific support for the Lattice compiler and tools with benchMark

specific libraries
bRTX benchMark multitasking real-time executive
bCD benchMark concurrent debugger
bVT220 benchMark VT220. VT100. VT52 emulation
bSAS benchMark signature analysis Man uli
bOEF benchMark hardware definition libraries
MS-o0s 4 a trademark or kbcrosoft xc
Lattice e a IrrIdernare of Latece
beam... bane 500 OVT220 laSers trOEF are iracernarks or benchmark Tecnnorocees is
Paces ancl sereerliCatraos are sateen to caaepe wrieour aorta.

bentirnkstadi
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IN BUSINESS

Business begins

at home
At last-the definitive way to make sure you don'toverspend.

Impossible? Bob Hinton shows you how, using Psion's Xchange suite on the QL.

Only a small minority of people who
buy a Sinclair QL will immediately
plunge happily into programming in
SuperBasic. Most will turn first to
Psion's Xchange, the four software
packages called Quill, Abacus, Easel
and Archive that are bundled with the
computer for ease of use.

In practice I found that I had to put in a
lot of hard work before I could make use
of the programs. Probably the best way
to learn is to work through a practical
example. There are several of these in
the QL's manual and they are certainly
useful, but I learned more aboutAbacus

and how to display some of its results
with Easel from the exercise described
here.

Anticipating risks
The exercise is not very sophisticated,
but it should be useful to anyone who
needs to live within his income and who
wishes to have reasonable warning of
the risk of failing to do so. For this I

wanted a system which could:
- list planned spending month by

month;
- compare it with likely income;
- compare it with actual spending as it

A

1:

2:

3:January
4:

5:

61 Item

81Salary
9:Expenses
10:

11:
12:
13:
14:

15:Total Income
161
17:

181

191
20:Item
211--

181 C D 1 E

HOUSEHOLD BUDGET

INCOME

Estimate (C)

F: G

Actual (C) Difference (E)

820 820
25 45 20

845

EXPENDITURE

Estimate (E)

22:Mortgage repay t 120
23:Water rate 15

241General rate 43
25:Insurance 15

261Housekeeping 300
271Barclaycard 30
281Entertainment 20
29:Personal Expenses 90
301Gas 80
31:Electricity 90
321Contingency 30
331
341
351

36:
37:
38;
391

401
411
421
43:Total Expenditure 833
44:
451
461MONTHLY SUMMARY
47:
481Estsmated result for month.
49:Actual result for months
50:Variation from estimates

865 20

Actual (C) Difference (E)

120
15
43
15

310
26
44
90

125
85
21

-10
4

-24

-45
5
9

894 -61

12
-29
-41

Fig 1 January income and expenditure

-41 ReftHBJFMA

occurred;
- forecast the peaks and troughs of

over and under -spending likely over
the course of the year; and

- warn when spending is beginning to
overshoot this forecast and so
prompt action to avoid disaster.

The heart of the system is the chart
showing the income and expenditure
for each month of the year. The chart for
January is shown in Fig 1, the other
months following the same basic pat-
tern. Both income and expenditure
have information in four columns.
Alongside each item of income is the
estimate of what it is likely to be, and
next to that a column to record the
actual income when received. The end
column records the difference between
the two. Items of expenditure are
treated in the same manner.

All the columns are totalled and
income is compared with expenditure
to produce the monthly summary
figures at the bottom. The summary
shows how well or badlyyou have done
over the month, but more importantly it
forms the basis for the chart in Fig 2
which builds up the picture for the year
as the figures for each month are
transferred to it.

At the start of the year, the estimate
for each month can be fed into the top
line of Fig 2 for the whole 12 months.
This automatically produces a line of
figures in the fourth line ('Estimated to
date') which tells you howyou are likely
to stand overall at each stage of the
year. A + sign indicates that your
income is estimated to exceed expendi-
ture at that stage; a - sign means you
are likely to spend more than your
income.

This highlights the times in the year
when you might have cash -flow prob-
lems, and by warning you in advance
enables you to do something about it:
for example, plan economies, earn
extra income, withdraw savings or
defer payment of bills.

As the year goes by, the actual result
for each month is transferred from the
monthly summary to line two, and this
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puter Division MAIN DISTRIBUTORS

OF FUJI, MAXELL,
3M FLOPPY DISKS

DISIRIBU1 ORS STRENGTI IS
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IN BUSINESS
in turn automatically produces the row
of figures in line five ('Actual to date').
This builds up a picture of the year to
compare with the expected figures in
line four. It will tell you whether your
planned efforts to avoid disaster are
working, or, if there seemed to be
nothing to worry about atthe start of the
year and your control has been slack,
this line will act as a warning as, for the
months yet to come, it projects the new
pattern now developing from the actual
results.

In case you should want an overall
assessment of whether it will be a good
year or a bad one, the year-end forecast
is added at the bottom.

The monthly chart
After loading Abacus, the first thing to
do is to adjust the width of the columns
to suit the chart. Column A should be 16
characters wide to allow room for the
words of the items. If you adjust column
B to one character, you can position the
main income and expenditure head-

ings slightly out of line with others to
make them stand out. Columns C, E and
G will hold the figures- six characters
should be enough for most people's
monthly income! D and F are spacing
columns and eight characters should
be sufficient (note that the column
headings spill over into them so they
should not be less than this).

The widths are adjusted by the GRID
command by choosing the width op-
tion and following the prompts to get
the result you want.

The following are the cell references
in sequence and the content to insert:

"Household budget (you may wish
to add the year to the text of this
heading).

Here you have a choice. You may
feel it is simpler to add the underline
by inserting " . If you
prefer to use a formula, you will find
the pattern at A4.

"January
rept ("-",len(A3)) (Here you must

use the formula linking the length of

1D11

1D21

[A31

1A41

A B

11 HOUSEHOLD
21

31 1984
4:

51Estimated result

61

7:Actual result
81

91Variation
10:

II:CUMULATIVE
121
13:Estimated to date
14:

15:Actual to date
161

1 C 1 D 1

BUDGET - TABLE OF MONTHLY

January February

12 -20

-29 -49

-41 -29

12 -8

-29 -78

E F G
AND CUMULATIVE PERFORMANCE

March April May

-109 44 106

-87 -23 126

22 -67 20

-117 -73 3

-165 -188 -62

17: June July August September October

18:

191Estimated result -73 112 -150 126 23

20:
21:Actual result -33 134 -120 126 23

22:
23:Variation 40 22 30 0 0

24:

25:CUMULATIVE
261
27:Estimated to date -40 72 -78 48 71

28:
291Actual to date -95 39 -81 45 68

301 .. mn mm. =n= ====
=

31:
32: November December
331
34:Estimated result -58 44

35:
36:Actual result -58 44
37:
381Variation 0 0

39:
40:CUMULATIVE
41: ..... =wmww
421Estimated to date 13 57
431
44:Actual to date 10 54
451 ............. ......................

461
471
481YEAP END FORECAST
491
5010riginal estimate 57

511
521Current forecast 54
531
541Performance forecast -3 (A plus figure is better than originally
551 forecast,  minus figure is worse)
561 -3

Fig 2 Building up a picture of the budget for a year

the underline to the text in A3 in order
that it adjusts to different months
when you insert these in the copies of
the chart you will make later.)

I1 "Income
1B51 " (This six -character under-

line will be useful and can be referred
to as B5 whenever needed.)

"Item (The other column headings
go in row 6 followed by the under-
lines in row 7.)

r7 and 1E81 It might be a good idea to
put numbers in these cells pro tern
just to test the operation of the
formulae you will now insert.

Diff = Est - Act (from 8 to 13) (This
uses the excellent facility whereby
Abacus recognises cell labels in
formulae and applies the facility to a
range of cells. It gives you space for
six items of income.)

B5 (Remember?And in C16, E14&
16 and G14 & 16.)

"Total income
Row = sum(col) (from 8 to 14)

(from C to G).
This entry totals the rows, but it may
worry you to see stray Os in columns
D and E. Not to worry, we can shift
these with the DESIGN command
later on.

&119 Entries for expenditure like
B4 & 5.

1A61

G81

IC14I

in rows 14 & 16.)
"Total expenditure
Row = Sum(col) (from 22 to 42)

(from C to G).
With this entry the basic monthly grid

is complete. If you now add a few trial
figures in columns C and E, you can test
the operation of the whole grid and go
on to create the display and formulae
for the whole grid. Then you can create
the display and formulaeforthe Month-
ly Summary.

"Monthly summary (followed by
underline at IA471 I.
In the next three lines in column A

insert the three items under that head-
ing in the chart.

"E (This will be centered with the
JUSTIFY command later on. Until
then it will be out of line with the
figures below it.)

1E481 C15 - C43 (As an alternative you
could use the cell labels here, but as
they are long I prefer the cell refer-
ences.)

E15 - E43
E49 - E48
G15 + G43 (This should produce

the same figure as E50, and so is a
check that you have entered the
formulae correctly. If it does check,

[Al
1C151

B18

A,C,E,G20

G22

Enter A6 C6 E6 & G6 respec-
tively to repeat headings, followed in
row 21 by the underlines from row 7.

Diff = Est - Act (from 22 to 41)
This will give space for the entry of 20
items. Adjust if you think you need
more or less.

B5 (Again! And five more times asC42

1A431

1C431

IA461

1E471

1E491

1E501

1G501
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UK's Best Printer Prices
London's Largest Range of Printers on Demonstration

D M RIX PRINTER
Brother HR5 £129.90+VAT= £149.38
Brother M1009 El 55.90 +VAT= £179.29
Brother 2024L NLQ. . .

'

£899.90 +VAT= £1034.88
Epson P40 Thermal AC/DC £81.90 +VAT= £94.18
Epson RX80 E190.90 + VAT= £219.54
Epson RX80FT+ £215.90 +VAT= £248.29
Epson RX80/FX100/RX100. POA
Epson LX80 NLQ (New) . . £239.90 +VAT= £275.89
Epson L01500 NLQ E895.90 +VAT= £1030.28
Epson JX80 Colour E449.90 + VAT= £517.39
Canon PW1080A NLQ £289.90 +VAT= £333.39
Canon PW1156A NLQ £365.90 + VAT= £420.79
Canon PJ1080A Colour £479.90 + VAT= £551.88
Panasonic KP1091 NLQ E255.90+VAT= £294.29
Oki -Mate 20 Colour E235.90 + VAT= £271.29
Shinwa CPA80 £199.90+ VAT= £229.88
Anadex POA Oki. POA
Data Prods. Paper Tiger POA NEC.......... POA
Newbury POA Tec POA
Seikosha GP5OS

(Sinclair Spectrum) £79.90+ VAT= £91.88
Seikosha G 500A E113.90+VAT= £130.98
Smith Corona Fastext 80 . . El 49.90 + VAT= £172.39
Smith Corona TP1 El 79.90 +VAT= £206.89
Smith Corona D100, D200 NLQ G. D300 NLQ POA
Star SG10 (IBM) NLQ £225.90 +VAT= £259.79
Kaga Taxan KP810 NLQ E259.90 + VAT= £298.89
Kaga Taxan KP910 NLQ . . £379.90 +VAT= £436.89
Commodore MPS801 E139.90+VAT= £160.89
DAISYWHEEL PRINTERS
Brother HR15 (P) E315.90 + VAT= £363.29
Brother HR25 POA
Brother HR35 + sheet feed £819.90 + VAT= £942.89
Daisystep 2000 £219.90 +VAT= £252.89
Diablo 630 POA Silver Reed POA
Juki 6100 E319.90 +VAT= £367.89
NEC POA Qume POA
Ricoh POA Tec POA
Epson DX100 E339.90 + VAT= £390.89
Commodore DPS1101 £309.90 +VAT= £356.39
PRINTER/TYPEWRITERS
Brother EP44 E189.90 + VAT= £218.39
Brother TC600 C373.50 + VAT= £429.53
Brother FB100 Disk Drive

for TC600 E161.50+VAT= £185.73
Juki 2200 Daisywheel

CP or S) E259.90 +VAT= £298.89
All popular interfaces, cables, etc. available from stock.
Custom cables made to order.
Let our' experts match your computer to the printer of your
choice.
Printers - All models parallel-centronics interface Serial
RS232C available at same or slightly higher prices.
Prices correct at copy date. Subject to change without notice
due to currency fluctuations etc. E. & 0.E.

MONITORS
Microvitec Colour
1431 DS STD RES RGB. . . £169.90 +VAT=
1431 DZ STD RES Spectrum.£199.90 +VAT=
1451 DS MED RES RGB E229.90 +VAT=
1451 DO MED RES QL E229.90 + VAT=
1451 APDS MED RES

RGB/Composite E289.90 + VAT=
1441 DS High RES RGB. E389.90 +VAT --
1456 LI MED RES IBM PC . £395.90 +VAT=
1456 DA MED RES Apricot . E349.90 + VAT=
Philips Monitors Full Range

£195.39
£229.89
£264.39
£264.39

£333.39
£448.39
£455.29
£402.39

POA
Ferguson Monitors Full Range POA

we accept official orders from PLC's. Government Departments
and Educational establishments.
These prices correct until superceeded by next advertisement.

CASH & CARRY COMPUTERS
53-59 High Street,

Croydon, Surrey CRO 100.

COMPUTERS
Amstrad
CPC664 Green Monitor £286.91 +VAT= £329.95
CPC664 Colour Monitor £382.56 +VAT= £439.95
Apricot (monitors extra)
HE 256K RAM 1x315K Disk. £539.90 +VAT= £620.89
Fl 256K RAM 1 x720K Disk E759.90 +VAT= £873.89
PC 256K RAM 2x315K Disks El 225.90 +VAT= £1409.79
PC 256K RAM 2x720K Disks E1375.90 +VAT= £1582.29
Portable 256K RAM lx720K

Disk E959.90+VAT=- £1103.89
Xi 10 256K RAM 10Mb £2095.90+VAT= £2410.29
Atari 520ST £499.90 +VAT= £574.89
Commodore (includes Green Screen Monitor)
PC10 IBM Compatible inc

Free Colour Graphics Card. E1675.00 +VAT= £1926.25
PC20 IBM Compatible inc

Free Colour Graphics Card. E2795.00+VAT= £3214.25
SX64 Portable £478.22 +VAT= £549.95
Sanyo
MBC 555 128K RAM 2 x

160K Disks E779.90 +VAT= £896.89
MBC 775 IBM Portable E1695.90 +VAT= £1950.29
Sinclair a E321.69 +VAT= £369.95
IBM Phone Compaq Phone

SUPERDISKS Prices per box of ten ex VAT
SSOD 0300 SS96TP1 DS96TP1

40TR 40TR 80TR BOTR

BASF 5114- £10.00 £17.80 £18.50 £21.00
3M 51/4- £13.50 £19.50 £19.90 £23.90
VERBATIM 5114- £14.50 £18.40 £18.40 £24.50
DYSAN 5114- £15.90 £23.50 £23.50 £28.50
TN 5114- £17.50 £16.90* - £32.00
3M/BASF 3112- £34.90 - "Exclusive offer

Add 70p for P&P per order of Disks or Ribbons
PRINTER RIBBONS (Ex -VAT Prices)
Single prices, deduct 10% for 5+

Epson 80 Series. . . . £2.80
Brother HR15 Corr . £2.65 Epson 100 Series. . . E3.40
Brother HR15 MS . £4.95 Juki 6100 SS £1.80
Brother HR5 E2.70 Juki 6100 MS £3.50
Brother EP44 £2.50 Juki 2200 £3.50
Brother M1009 . . £3.60 Kaga KP810. . . . . £9.50
Canon PW10804. £9.50 Mannesman MT80 E5.90
CBM 801 £6.50 Seikosha GP50 £6.50
CBM 802/1526. . . . £5.90 Seikosha GP100. . . £4.00
CBM 1525. . . ..... £4.00 Seikosha GP500 . . . £6.50
CBM DPS1101 MS . £3.50 Seikosha GP700 . . E18.50
Daisystep 2000. . . . £3.50 Shinwa CP80 £5.90

Mail Order + Export + Trade
Hot Line Phone 01-686 6362

driZi1 Delivery by Securicor (3 day) please add £5.00 + VAT per item.
ea Delivery by T.N.T. (overnight) please add E9.50 + VAT per item.

Send off the coupon or order by 'phone quoting your Access,
Barclaycard No. 'Phone 01-686 6362. Immediate
despatch on receipt of order or cheque clearance.

Or you can Telex your order on: 946240 Attn 19001335

r To. Cash & Carry Computers. 53-59 High Street, Croydon. Surrey CR0 10D

Please supply

I
I enclose my cheque for £ including delivery by Securicor/IN.T.

or charge my Access/Barclaycard No

Name Signature

Address

PC 7
.Please Delete

rrr
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IN BUSINESS
you can delete it if you wish.)

IH50 This is a convenient place to put
the name under which you will
eventually save the chart on microd-
rive. It is useful for reference on the
printout (if you make one) and will
also help to ensure column H is
included - it has to be since the
contents of G20 spill over.
Having completed the basic chart,

you should nowenter in the Income and
Expenditure columns any items which
will recur in all or most months. We are
going to create the charts for the other
months with the COPY command so
there is no point in entering these 12
times over. In Fig 1 the first eight items
might be in this category, and you
should be able to enter the figures for
thefirst five as well. If they do alter asthe
year goes by, it is easy enough to
change them.

You will note that I suggest the use of
integers throughout; it is too fiddly and
hardly relevant for monthly and yearly
budgeting to include the pence.

Next come two bits of tidying up:
JUSTIFY,cells,text,centre,range E47 to
E47 (centres the £ as promised).
JUSTIFY,cells, numbers, centre, range
E48 to E50 (centresthefigures underthe
£ sign).

When the screen display shows
DESIGN, press B to give a YES opposite
BLANK IF ZERO; this clearsall the single
Os off the chart. Also, change the LINES
figure to 55 in order to get a separate
page for each month if you are to print
out hard copy.

Now use the COPY command to take
the whole chart to a new location with
A56 as the top left-hand corner; this
gives you the chart for February. Then
copythe whole of whatyou now haveto
the location A111, and you have added
March and April also. If you started out,
as I did, with only 15k of spare memory, I
should stop there as you probably have
only 4k left and quite a few entries still to
make. If you are going to pack each
month very tight with entries, you
might feel safer with groups of three
months rather than four if you are short
of space at this stage.

To create your charts for the whole
year, save the current version in its
present form before making anyfurther
entries of income and expenditure
items. It can be loaded to form the basis
for the May/August and September/
December charts when you come to do
these.

All that remains now is to make the
remaining income and expenditure
entries for the first four months. When
you do this at the start of the year, you
must put in the Actual columns the
samefiguresasyou put in the Estimates
column, or, put in the Actual column
balancing figures equal to the totals in
the Estimates column under both In-
come and Expenditure. When we come

to the Cumulative chart, these figures
will have to be entered for all the
months of the year at the outset if the
year-end forecast is to be revised each
month as the year goes by.

Don't forget to change the month title
at A3 on each chart, then save the
complete chart with a new file name to
distinguish itfrom the basiconealready
saved. Load the basic file again, and
complete and save May/August fol-
lowed by September/December to
complete the year.

The cumulative chart
Until such time as Abacus, when
loaded, leaves you with enough space
to hold a whole year on the spreadsheet
at once, the chart shown in Fig 2 will
have to be created separately and the
figures individually entered from the
monthly summaries.

The headings and other text are
created in the same way as the monthly
chart. The column headings and figures
are lined up at the end with theJUSTIFY
command, as before.

The most important point for sim-
plifying your task with this chart is to
create the top section (January to May),
and usetheCOPYcommand on A4:G16
to repeatthisforJuneto Octoberand on
A4:D16 for November/December. Most
of the work only has to be done once,
apart from a few adjustments. The
following are the main points:

row=month(col 0-2) (from Cto G)
(This creates the column headings.
Why '-2'? Work it out! Column C,
where we want to start, is column 3 but
January is month 1. 3-2=?.)
n row= rept ("-",width()+1) (And
enter A4 at A10 & A16.)

row=Act-Est (from C to G) (If you
want to check that this works, put a few
trial figures in rows 5 and7.)

and C15 Enter C5 and C7 respec-
tively.

C13+D5
D13+E5 ... continue pattern

for F13 & G13.
C15+D7 ... in similar pattern

for E15 -G15 .
This completes the top section which

is copied as already described for the
later months. The adjustments are:

row= month(col (+3) (B32 the
same, but '+8').

G13+C19 (This picks up the pre-
ceding cumulative figure for May from
G13 and the rest of row 27 adjusts
automatically.)

By the same token we get:
G15+C21 C42 I G27+C34 and
G29+C36

All that remains is to add the year-end
forecast, the firsttwo items of which are
simply the two cumulative figures for
the last year of the month, the third
being the difference between them. We
therefore get:
r561 D42 C52 D44 and

C13

ID131
1E131

D15

B17

C27

C29
C44

[C54 D44- D42
If you want to check on the accuracy

of the last figure, you can total up the
figures in the variation row 9 with an
entry at r---1 of sum(row) (from Cto G). If
you do this before you copy it will be
repeated at H23 , otherwise you will
have to enter it again there and, in any
case, at H38 . Total these figures with
the entry of sum(col) at H39 . If you then
enter H39 at C56 , you should see the
same figure appear as at C54. If not,
something is wrong!

Save the cumulative chart for up-
dating.

Forthese graphsyou create one set of
figures as soon as Easel is loaded and
name it 'Estimate', and create the
second set with the NEWDATA com-
mand. The two are combined with the
VIEW command.

Graphs to show the overall monthly
performance, for the year as a whole to
date (in this case we are at the end of
August) and the trend for the rest of the
year, can easily be created with Easel.

General tasks
At the start of the year you will have the
chore of entering all the data for the first
year in each monthly chart, butthen you
have broken the back of it for future
years because the pattern usually stays
much the same. Don't forget to put the
same figures in the Actual column (or a
balancing total) so that the monthly
summary gives you a figureto put in the
'Actual to date' line of the Cumulative
chart. Without this, you will have no
revised forecast for the year-end as the
months go by.

Similarly, create the chart in Fig 2 at
the start of the year, putting the
Estimatefigures in the Actual result row
at this stage. They will be replaced by
the real figures at the monthly updates.
On the graphs there is no point in
entering anything other than the Esti-
matefigures before the year starts: you
can add the Actuals in both graphs
when you have some results at the end
of the first month.

,At the end of each month, peruse
your records of expenditure for that
month and fill in the details of Actual
expenditure item by item on the chart
for the month. I use my cheque book
stubs for the manual record of most of
this information, even if payments have
not necessarily been by cheque. From
the monthly summary you then have
two figures for updating the perform-
ance chart and, in turn, the graphs.

In the examples shown here, the
person whose budget is shown in part
on these pages began to use the system
around April when he suddenly real-
ised his expenditure was racing away
from income. Since then he has reigned
it back, so that by the end of August he
will be back on target and set fairforthe
rest of the year. END
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Fatten up your Mac
Soldering iron and pliers at the ready, David Burns presents a

step-by-step guide to expanding the Macintosh - four times the
memory for a third of the price.

When Apple produced the first Macin-
tosh computers, the new 256k RAM
chips were not widely available. So,
ratherthan be late into the marketplace,
the company fitted 64k memories as a
temporary measure. Although prom-
oted as 128k computers, they are, in
fact, only 64k word machines and much
of this memory is taken up by the Mac's
own software. Users of programs such
as MacWrite and MacPaint soon be-
came aware of the limitations of this

memory - a mere seven A4 pages
when word processing.

The new, larger memories were
introduced and the 'Fat -Mac' was born:
four times the memory and a boon to
those sick of waiting for the Mac to
du mp to its clattery old disk drive so that
they could add a bit more text or do
another doodle. The problem, though,
is the cost of the upgrade - around
£800. The cost of the memories them-
selves, however, has recently fallen

Pads used for extra address decode circuit

Fig 1 The Macintosh board

rapidly, and the 16 256k RAMs needed
to 'fatten up' your Mac can now be
obtained for around £15 each -a total
of less than £250. With the other few
items required, the whole job can be
done for well under £280, or a third of
Apple's price.

Needless to say, Apple is not keen to
be done out of sales of its new Fat -Mac
boards. DIY upgrades will certainly
invalidate any warranty, but if the
machine is a year or more old then this
should be of little consequence. Doing it
yourself may involve a small risk to the
computer, but the task is not difficult (if
a little fiddly) for anyone who is
reasonably competent with a soldering
iron. The £500 -plus saved will buy a lot
of extra software or hardware - or a
service contract for that matter!

Requirements
The main additional components are
the 16 256k dynamic RAM chips. A
suitable device is the Hitachi
HM50256P-15, although equivalents
are available from several sources;
both Semi -Components, tel: (0932)
241866 and Happy Memories, tel: (054)
422 618 stock these at about £15 each.
It's worth shopping around as prices (at
the moment) are dropping all the time.

You will also need another IC - I've
specified the type used by Apple, the
74F253 - to act as the address multi-
plexer required by the larger RAMs. It's
important that this device is fast -
Fairchild's FAST or the Texas Instru-
ments Advanced Shottky series -
don't use ordinary TTL or low -power
Shottky. They may work but cannot be
guaranteed to do so. Other, similar
multiplexer chips could be substituted,
but it seems reasonable to use the
device already used by Apple to multi-
plex the other address lines.

The only other components required
are a 47 -ohm, 1/8watt resistor, a small
piece of circuit board (Veroboard will
do), solder and some solid wire. Neces-
sary tools include a good, small solder-
ing iron of reasonable capacity (25
watts minimum), a small screwdriver,
and pliers. You'll also need an efficient
desoldering tool - the chips aren't
socketed. A small solder -sucker such as
the miniature one sold by RS Compo-
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nents (order number 547 391) which
costs a little over £7 is ideal, although
there are several types available from
other dealers.

Finally, you need a 3/32in Allen key
with a long (six inches or so) handle to
open the Macintosh. If you can't get a
long -handled one, it's easy enough to
make one by cutting the bent end off a
short one and soldering the resultant
key into the end of a nut spinner or
similar. The total cost of these 'extras'
should not be more than £15.

Memories
Dynamic RAMs generally have multi-
plexed address lines to save on pin

connections and hence package size.
With the original 64k RAMs 16 address
lines are needed, but the 16 -pin pack-
age only allows for eight address
connections: A0 -A7. Consequently, the
address is loaded in two 'chunks'.

Firstly, half of the microprocessor's
16 low -order address lines are switched
to the memories' A0 -A7 pins, and a
signal callecr FTASr(row address strobe)
is activated. Next, the other half of the
low -order address lines areswitched in,
and a signal called (column
address strobe) is activated. This is
achieved in the Macintosh using
74F253 mutliplexer chips. With 256k
RAMs you obviously need two more

address lines but, because of the
multiplexing system, only one more pin
is required; this is pin 1 which is unused
on the 64k device.

On the Mac board, all the pin 1s of the
memory chips are connected and taken
to a row of pads on the printed circuit
next to the microprocessor chip shown
in Fig 1. I've called this signal 'RAM A8'
in Fig 2a. This pad is next to the one
marked '+ 5 volts', and on the 'thin' Mac
these two pads are connected; they will
have to be disconnected. The other
pads in this set of seven are: 0 volts
(ground); A17 and A18 from the compu-
ter address bus (these are the two extra
address lines - for some reason

From
68000

A18-4

A17

ASEL

BSEL

+5v

+ 5v

Vcc
6 ICY 1Y

5 IC1

4 IC2

3 IC3

1,
OE BSEL

OE ASEL

GND

7
47 RAM To DYN----AAA/-°' A8 RAMs Pin 1

1/274F253

14

Fig 2a A diagram of the pad layout

PC board pads seen from top of board

+5v
RAM A
A8 A18 SEL SEL A17 OvEl 0 0 0 0 0 0

Fig 2b The circuit required for multiplexing
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Figs 3a -3c The position of the five Allen screws which hold on the back of the Macintosh

Motorola starts counting its addresses
at Al and not AO); and 'A select' and 'B
select' (my signal names) which are the
two multiplex control signals that allow
you to switch between A17 and A18,
and, incidentally, the register which
controls the memory refresh. A dia-
gram of the pad layout is shown in Fig
2a, and the circuit required to do the
multiplexing is in Fig 2b. Note that the
output of the 74F253 is connected to the
RAM A8 signal via a 47 -ohm resistor.
This circuit can be made up on a small
piece of Veroboard or home-made
printed circuit (as mine is) for direct
mounting on the Mac board. (I suspect
that Apple has a small hybrid or similar
circuit that slots in at this point - our
upgrade will have to be a more modest
affair.The pad spacing is 0.1ins and the
+5 -volt end is identified by a square
printed circuieland',while alltheothers
are round. It's important that pins 3 and
4 of the 74F253 are connected to +5
volts as shown or the circuit will not
work properly. When you've made up
this small board, you're ready to do the
rest of the upgrade.

Making a Fat -Mac
The best way to approach this job, as is

Fig 4 The front and back separated

often the case, is step-by-step.
1) Unplug everything - especially

the mains! Find yourself an uncluttered
area and get all the tools and parts to
hand. Read the previous instructions
thoroughly to make sure you haven't

Fig 5a The removal of the disk drive cable

forgotten anything.
2) Remove the reset push-button

from the lower rear left-hand side of the
case (looking from the front) by gently
prising it out. It should come out quite
easily-whatever you do, don'tforce it.

Fig 5b The power and video connector
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Fig 6 The board slides from under the machine

Fig 7 Sucking the solder from the
same side of the board as the iron

Fig 8 Heating one side of the board
and sucking from the other

Figs 10a & 10b Care should be taken when lifting the pads

Fig 9 Straightening the IC pins

Use as broad -bladed a screwdriver as
possible so as not to damage the plastic
case. Take off the battery coverfrom the
back of the case and remove the battery
which powers the real-time clock.

3) You can now unscrew the five
Allen screws which hold on the back, all
of which are at the rear. Two are at the
bottom corners, one is under the
battery cover, and two are under the lip
which forms the carrying handle (that's
the reason for the long -handled Allen
key). Figs 3a -3c show these positions.

4) Now comes the bit which at first
seems impossible, but is really quite
simple. The rear of the case slides off to
give access to the interior. Do not try to
prise the two apart by sticking a

screwdriver into the gap just behind the
front of the screen -you'll only ruin the
case. Simply work out the front by
pressing the screen surround forward
while pushing into the battery compart-
mentatthe rear. It may a Is° helpto push
gently on the mains plug inserted into
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the rear mains inlet, bearing in mind the
following warning. Above all, don't be
too forceful-the case wit/come apart.
Warning: don't poke your fingers into
the back of the mains inlet unless the
Mac has been powered -down for some
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time. Apple has been rather naughty
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computer has been unplugged
there is sufficient charge remaining on
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internal power supply capacitors to --,,, ... .. . ............... . ::
give you an unpleasant shock from the
mains connector. It's wise to either
switch off the Mac for sometime before
doing this upgrade or to discharge ,

.
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these capacitors (if you know what ,

you're doing) through an appropriate :
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5) Eventually the back cover should 4 S 6 7
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slip off quite easily. Fig 4 shows the two
parts separated.

6) Pull out the two connections to the
main board. Fig 5a shows the removal
of the disk drive cable and Fig 5b shows
the power and video connector. There
is also a metallised screen which

° 11 12

for new RAM chips

13

Fig 11 The cleaned board ready

normally sits overthe rear serial I/0 and
printer connectors; this may have 4.-**-.-....

ter -
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stayed in the back of the rear casing. Put
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this to one side. el';p.
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7) The board should now easily slide ...o' ..-.1110
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from under the Mac (Fig 6). . ' .
,8) You can now proceed to unsolder

all the RAM chips shown in Fig 1. There - ,%
are 16 altogether and numbers such as ....,
MCM6665 or 4164 will be inscribed on
them. Make sure you don't take out
anything else-you'll have enough of a
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job getting out the 16 correct ones. You
can use several techniques to desolder
these devices. If you're using a desolder
gun you can try sucking the solder from
the same side as the iron (Fig 7), or,
holding the board vertically, you can
heat one side and suck from the other

,
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(Fig 8). If you're not interested in the
continued well-being of the 64k RAMS
you're removing, then you can simply
cut the legs off them and remove each
pin separately. You should also clear

9 ° 11 2

the seven holes where your extra
address decode circuit will go.

Fig 12a Inserting the extra address decode circuit

The Mac printed circuit board com-
prises four layers, with the two internal
ones carrying +5 volts and ground.

,--
-, -.

Consequently, there will be a signifi- ' c
cantly greater heat -sinking effect when
you'retrying to desolderthe power pins
of the memories (pins 8 and 16), so
don't be surprised if this is the case and
it's harder to melt the solder satisfac-
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torily. Whatever happens, don't over _

heat the pads too much, and allow
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'difficult' lands to occasionally cool , I:
down otherwise they will lift from the
board.

9) Fig 9 shows the straightening of
the IC pins under the board to ensure
that they are not still soldered to the ..=.- .-- ' -
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sides of the plated through holes. t `'+w- _4

10) Gently work each old memory
chip from the board. Don't prise against
the tracking which runs under the chips
or you'll damage them: lever against

,,::
.--'

the edge of the board itself. Some holes
may still require a little heat to loosen

Fig 12b Working with a sheet of aluminium foil as a base is ideal
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PROJECTS

the remains of the solder, but don't
overdo it. Don't forget, be careful when
lifting the pads (Figs 10a and lob).

11) This dismantling and desolder-
ing should take no more than an hour if
you're familiar with desoldering plated
through -hole boards, but will take
perhaps twice that if you're not. Either
way, take your time. You're saving a lot
of money, but you won't if you rush the
job and damage the board.

12) At this stage, it's best to clean the
board with a flux remover. Not only
does it look nicer, but it will show up any
damage you might have done which
would have otherwise been covered
up. Don't use any old solvent - you
might take off the solder resist, the
screen -printed component markings
and dissolve a few connectors in the
process. Fig 11 shows the cleaned
board ready for the new RAM chips.

13) You can now insert and solder
your extra address decode circuit into

Fig 13A completed board

the row of seven holes on the left of the
microprocessor chip (Fig 12a). Use wire
links or pins to make the connection,
and check the orientation of this circuit.
Cut the track on the underside of the
board between the +5 volts (square
land) and the RAM A8 line next to it-
this is important. A scalpel or sharp
Stanley blade is suitable. Now insert the
new RAM chips (don't put the old ones
back in!) bearing in mind the usual
precautions for dealing with MOS
integrated circuits.

Working with the whole board, the
packaging of the new chips and your-
self resting on a sheet of aluminium foil
is ideal (Fig 12b). Before picking up the
iron, make sure all the RAMs are the
correct way round- a mistake here can
prove very expensive. Now solder in
the whole lot, watching out for solder
bridges between tracks in particular.
Again, clean the board with a suitable
flux remover and check for any obvious

Fig 14 Reassembling the Macintosh

bridges or missing solder joints. Most
importantly, make sure that no IC legs
are folded under the chips instead of
being inserted in the holes. Fig 13
shows a completed board.

14) When you're satisfied that all is
well, you can reassemble the Mac by
reversing the disassembly procedure.
Take note of Fig 14, and ensure that the
small tags on the back of the printed
circuit board fit into the slots on the
main frame. Now push back the disk
drive and power connectors, making
sure they are properly seated. Tilt the
whole computer forward and drop the
meta llised foil screen over the rear
connectors. Check whether the power
supply and video board which sit
vertically to the right (viewed from the
rear are seated in the slots down the
front of the casing. You should now be
able to slide on the back of the case.
Make sure no wires are snagging and,
above all, don't force anything. The
five Allen screws can now be replaced
along with the battery, its cover and the
reset switch which simply pushes back
into position.

15) Plug everything back in-mouse,
keyboard, and so on-and switch on. If
there's no smoke, breathe your first
sigh of relief. Fat -Mac should now be
asking for a disk. Put one in and shortly
after, your new, enlarged Mac should
be smiling its usual smile and pinging
its usual ping. Another sigh of relief.
Now check if allthe memory is working;
use a program that you know uses up a
lot of memory. For example, if you have
MacWrite, load some text and copy it
continually to see how soon the compu-
ter fills up. Originally, this should have
occurred after only seven or so A4
pages; now it should allow you to go
much further. If it does, go out and
celebrate with some of the money
you've saved. If it doesn't, it means that
the microprocessor is not 'seeing' all
the extra RAM. Firstly, check your
additional circuit; and did you cut the
track between +5 volts and RAM A8
properly? If there's no response what-
soever from your Mac, you will have to
check things a little more closely. Look
especially at the soldering to the RAMs
and their orientation.

The finished product
Don't be put off by some of the more
dramatic warnings in this article. With
patience the whole job should not take
more than a couple of hours, and with
care should not unduly threaten the
health of your Macintosh. Apple and its
dealers, however, will more than likely
say that the job is too risky - but then
they would, wouldn't they? After doing
three upgrades without problems I'm
convinced that it isn't too risky,
although I have to add that PCWcannot
accept responsibility for any damage
caused by following this advice. END
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Personal Computers.
Are you taking on more than you can manage?

Some companies make the mistake of
allowing their computer system to outgrow
them. As a result they discover that they've
taken on more than they can handle.

With an ICL Personal Computer you can
build a system in your own time and at your
own pace.

It can accommodate up to four people,
each with their own screen and keyboard.

They're able to work alone, but still very
much part of a team sharing common facts and
information.

Each user can also have as many as four
applications running at any one time, so a
person can switch from task to task, at the
touch of a button.

Nowadays, people tend to choose a corn -

THE PERSONAL COMPUTER
ICL IS A MEMBER OF THE STC GROUP OF COMPANIES.

Rd like more details on the ICL Personal Computer.
Please send me a free colour brochure
Please contact me to arrange a demonstration with
an independent dealer
Phone ICL Infopoint on 01-788 7272 or post to ICL
House, Putney, London SW15 I SW. PCW 785

Name

Position

Company

Address

Tel

Nature of business

L
r.We should be talking to each other.

puterputer by looking for their software first.
We can show that to get the best from

software, your choice of hardware can be just
as important.

We have over 100 expert dealers who'll
demonstrate, or let you try out for yourself
some of the thousands of programmes avail-
able on the ICL Personal Computer. And not
only that. Staff training, and a complete
back-up service unit are all ready to support
you when needed.

To find out more about our personal
computers and your nearest dealer, simply
post the coupon.

We'd be very happy to take some of the
weight off your shoulders, when it comes to
personal computers.



SCREENTEST

Samna+
Kathy Lang looks at Thorn EMI's Samna+, an impressive word

processing package with the capabilities to rival other
dedicated systems on micros.

An increasing number of word proces-
sing packages are becoming available
for micros which rival in power and
flexibility the software available on
dedicated word processors. Indeed,
some of the newer packages provide a
level of facility not common even on
dedicated word processors. Such a
system is Samna, a word processor
available at present only on the IBM PC.
Samna comes in four versions: Samna
I, II and Ill are increasingly powerful
word processing packages, while
Samna+ is Samna Ill word processing

plus two extra features-a spreadsheet
and a document indexing facility.

Samna III requires a minimum of 256k
memory; Samna+ needs 384k. Samna
is not cheap - Samna III is £490 while
Samna+ is £640 (you can upgrade from
one to the other for the difference
between the two prices) - but, as you
will see, an impressive set of facilities is
provided for your money.

Installing Samna is straightforward:
you just run a program called Instal that
is provided with the package. This
carries out the initialisation procedures

SAMNA WORD 11
"Real" Word Processing for Your

Personal Computer

Center Proportional
Printing

A WORD ON SAMNA DEPRNDABILI

And that word is commitment to the business user, company wide. Our
software is subjected to a multiple phase testing cycle in a variety of
situations by trained and untrained personnel. Error recovery is built in.
And every SAMNA product undergoes thousands of hours of comprehensive
testing before it's ever released.

The bottom line is more then just keeping our programs bug -free. It's to
safeguard your work from start to finish. In computer lingo", you will
have 0 problems with SAMNA WORD.

Overstrike
Character

Change

Executive

PRODUCT TEXT RECAP

Clerical Word Processor

Pitch Plumber of testers 4 3

Hours per week each 10 20 35

Total hours per week 40 ho 210

Change
Margins Totals 54 83 251

THE SAMNA CHALLENGE

Numeric Alignment

Technical

3

la
31

44

Try SAMNA WORD for yourself. Compare it to any other word proces-
sing software for ease of operation, functionality and speed. Or
any dedicated word processor.

We believe you'll find it's the first successful marriage of word
processing to personal computers.

And that's a blessed event for your IBM PC, DEC Rainbow or TI
Professional.

Revised February 1984
Page 2

Page Number

Fig 1 An example of the Samna general word processing road map

Footer

such as installing a printer, and sets up a
directory called Samna, together with
(on hard disk systems) a program in the
root directory which automatically
takes you into the right directory and
loads the program.

Unlike most systems, you are im-
mediately placed in an editing mode
rather than having to go through a
menu option first - all functions in
Samna are carried out as commands
within the ambit of the editing mode.
The screen displays the word READY!
in the top left-hand corner and the
current column, line and page number
in the top -right, together with the name
of the document being edited. Initially,
this will be the so-called 'scratchpad'.
You can start typing this in right away
and create a file in which to storethetext
later, or print out what you have typed
without storing it. Alternatively, you
can set up a file by pressing a function
key and naming the file (Samna sens-
ibly checks that you do want to create a
new file) and then enter text for thatfile.
If thefile already exists, you can enter its
name rather than the name of a new
document - you have access to
directory information at this point if you
need it. Another option is to go into
spreadsheet mode and create a model,
but more aboutthis later.

General editing
Once into creating or editing a docu-
ment, Samna provides a good range of
features for amending text. The cursor
can be moved by character, line, word,
sentence, paragraph and page, to a
particular page number and to the start
and end of the document. All except the
character move are circular: that is,
moving a word left at the start of a line
moves to the last word on the previous
line. You can also place marks into the
text to which the cursor will jump, but
these are identified only by their
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relative position, so you can go forward
or backward to the 'next' marker but not
to a particular marker. When adding
text at the end of a document, you can
scroll the text so that some blank screen
is in view; this avoids the common
problem of having to enter new text on
the bottom line, with the whole screen
being refreshed after each line.

Samna is usually in Overtype mode:
that is, any text entered replaces what is
already there. To insert new text, you
must enter Insert mode. In this mode,
no cursor movement is allowed except
backspace (which deletes the character
preceding the cursor), so if you want to
make several small insertions you have
to take the rather tedious approach of
invoking and cancelling Insert mode
each time. Text may be deleted either
by using backspace, or by pressing the
DELETE key and then using the cursor
movement keys to shade the area to be
deleted. This works well, and saves
having a lot of special, separate func-
tions keys for cursor movement and for
deletion, as do most packages. There is
also an UNDO command which res-
tores the most recent deletion-a most
useful feature.

Powerful automatic search and re-
place features are provided, allowing
you to search and replace forwards and
backwards by exact match or ignoring
case and emphasis, and by whole
words or parts of words. Replacement
can be automatic or with confirmation
from the keyboard.

Samna allows you to copy or move
sections of text, either lines or columns.
However, if the amount you want to
move is more than a paragraph or so,
you must name a temporary file to act
as a working area to hold the text being
moved. The same mechanism allows
copying of text between documents.

One of Samna's most unusual fea-
tures is the ability to use a number of
different sets of keyboard characters;
these include several foreign language
sets with accented characters which
display correctly on the screen, as well
as a Greek/Maths symbol set. Invoking
a different character set involves just a
couple of keystrokes. Another unusual
and helpful feature isthe ability to draw
lines around tables and boxes on
diagrams, although the exact repre-
sentation of these on your printer will
depend on the print wheel you use.

When you have finished typing, you
save your file with a function key.
According to how your package de-
faults are set up, Samna will either keep
no back-up copy of your text, or two (so
that you have grandfather -father -son
copies) - there doesn't seem to be a
way to keep just one back-up copy! If
you have made a complete mess of
your editing session, you can exit
without saving your changes, but
Samna will ask you to confirm that you
really wa nt to do that. There is no way to
save an interim copy of your document
and then continue editing without
re -specifying thefile name.

Center Bold

SAMNA MARES SHORT WORK

Type as much as you want and watch

into

SAMNA WORD III Header
"Real" Word Processing for Your

Personal Computer
Caps

OF LONG DOCUMENTS

SAMNA neatly form the document

pages. Put in an many headers and footers as you like --

wherever yoc want, as long as you want. Alternate the headers

and/or footers, number pages or check the whole document for

hyphenation or spelling --all automatically.
Line Spacing

Then print the document while typing or

Change

revising another. You can even move
paragraphs or pages, look at two files on the
screen at the same time, and tell the computer
to save space for charts or graphs.

SAMNA WORD GOES TO GREAT LENGTHS FOR WIDE STATISTICAL DOCUMENTS

Change
Margins

Indent

Paragraphs

Indent

line

cootnote

Horizontal Scroll Feature
a, no competition
b. no limitations for length and width

"Fold" Feature
a. compares left and right margin columns
b. allows side -by -side comparisons

3. Aligning Numbers
a. automatic)

4, Format Flexibility
a. allows for mixed formats on one page

Bold . SAMNA FOR HIGHER QUALITY DOCUMENT

Footnote

5,

SANNA's intelligence makes you look good on paper. Just a
few keystrokes will have you automatically boldfacing, centering, Supemcnot
underlining, double underlining, typing superscript (H20] or
subscript (a2IT7

Justify

Subscopt
Double Underline

You can insert additions, make any kind of deletions, copy or
move text around effortlessly. Change formats, indent paragraphs,
justify ail or any part of your document at will.

SAMNA gives you full control so you can play the keyboard
like a virtuoso. Even if you're not a professional typist.

1. You can even change the tab stops after you have typed
the columns and SAMNA WORD will automatically adjust the columns
to the new settings.

Bold

Urdenme Revised February 1884 Footer
Page Number

. Page lj

Fig 2 A Samna road map showing formatting indicators

Text formatting
Samna displays on the top of the screen
a ruler which shows the left and right
margins, and tab positions. You can
change these at any time while typing a
document; changes are stored with the
text and automatically activated as the
cursor moves around the document.
The package also displays a border
around your text so that you seethetext
plus two hashed borders covering the
area which would otherwise be blank-
I found this quite a helpful approach,
but you can turn offthe border display if
you don't like it. The same shading is
used to show page breaks. Unlike many
packages which mimic dedicated word
processors, Samna treats a document
as a continuous whole, so that you can
at any time see the end of one page and
the beginning of the next together on
the screen, with the shaded boundary
between.

Text is formatted to the current
margins onscreen, including justifica-
tion if that is set on - again, many
packages do not show text justified on
the screen. As text is inserted and
deleted, reformatting automatically
takes place. Sometimes Samna seems
to get in a muddlewith the reformatting
and spreads a line out with far too many

spaces, but invoking and cancelling
Insert mode puts the problem right.

Samna allows you to have lines of
text spaced in increments of 1/48th of an
inch if necessary, but this is specified in
units of lines where a line is Ysof an inch.
So, if you want one -and -a -half line
spacing, you ask for 1.5 spacing and
that's fine; but if you want something a
bit more complicated, it is less easy to
work out what is needed. This should
not worry the average user, who tends
to think in terms of single, one -and -a -
half, double -line spacing, and so on.
More esoteric requirements are harder
to specify, but at least you can specify
the full range of daisywheel printer
capabilities, unlike the majority of
packages of thistype which prevent you
from exploiting the printer's abilities to
the full. Samna is a little less generous
with pitch variation-you can choose 8,
9, 10, 12 or 15 pitch, again more than
most packages will allow, but a smaller
range than most word processing
printers can handle.

You can indent paragraphs to tab
markers, either directly or by using the
Section Outline feature. This is a very
useful facility for anyone who has to
prepare long, numbered documents
like manuals, as it allows you to specify
up to six levels of numbered indenta-
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tion (1, 1.1, 1.1.1, and so on), using three
different styles of which the wholly
numeric is one. Section numbers are
not displayed during editing, only at
print time, but the corresponding in-
dentation is displayed. As sections are
inserted, removed or moved to diffe-
rent parts of the document, Samna
automatically renumbers the sections
to match. You can also mark these or
any headings for inclusion in a table of
contents, for which you can specify a
special layout.

Samna does not hyphenate text
while typing, but will suggest hyphena-
tion points while proof-reading (for
spelling errors) if you request it. Awk-
ward page endings can be prevented in
several ways. You can specify that
widows and orphans (single lines at the
start or the end of a page) must be
avoided, orthat page breaks must occur
only between paragraphs. You can also
specify that a specific number of lines
must be kept together, either to avoid
an unwanted page break or to allow
space for a separate figure which must
appear on a single page. You also have
the opportunity to dynamically adjust
page breaks if you request the Re -
pagination option.

Tables can be typed using text or
decimal tabs, and automatically refor-
matted if the tabs are changed. Col-
umns can be moved or copied as
desired. For extra -wide tables which
will notfit within the width of the screen,
Samna has a useful feature called
'folding' which allows you to see the
left-hand side of the table (where you
usually enter the titles) together with
the right-hand side, and with the middle
'folded' away. There is also a Calculator
mode which allows you to carry out
arithmetic operations, using a totalling
register plus two user registers which
can store intermediate results; the
effect is rather like a pocket calculator
with two memories.

Headers and footers can be created,
to be printed on every page or just on
specified pages, and you can have
several in the course of one document.

SCREENTEST
Samna also allows true footnotes, a
very unusual feature which not every-
one needs, but which is indispensable
for some applications. Footnotes can
be printed either on the page on which
the reference occurs, or in a list at the
end of the document.

Formatting instructions are not dis-
played in Samna unless you request
them, although you can tell by inspec-
tion if text is to be underlined (under-
lined text is shown underlined on a
monochrome monitor, and in a diffe-
rent colour on a colour monitor),
subscripted or superscripted, or
emboldened; forced carriage returns
are also shown. As marks for change of
pitch and so on are shown only on
request, you don't get problems with
the marks interfering with formatting
during normal typing.

The upshot of all this is that Samna
has, in my view, succeeded in getting
the extent of WYSIWYG (what you see
on the screen is what you get on the
printer) just about right. Apart from
things you physically cannot display,
such as changes in character size and
true porportional spacing, the major
omission is in displaying changes in
line spacing, and here it seems that the
disadvantages of showing double-
spaced text as such onscreen outweigh
the advantages.

Printing
Samna supports a wide variety of
printers, and allows you to specify six
different printwheels for use with each
one. If you want to change printwheels
within the text - for instance, to use a
different character set - you must

place a 'change wheel' mark in the text,
and Samna will stop printing for you to
make the change. When printing, text
can be emphasised by single or double
underlining or emboldening, oryou can
overstrike text.

If you want to type short letters or if
you are a beginner, there is a Typewriter
mode which simply echoes what is
typed on the screen directly to the
printer.

Repeated text
Samna allows you to store up to 10
abbreviations which are accessed by
pressing a function key followed by a
digit. The total length of all 10 items
accessed in this way may be a max-
imum of 500 characters, which should
allow sufficient scope for most needs.
The stored characters can include
instructions as well as text, so you can
use the abbreviation facility to put
together sequences of commands
which you frequently execute.

For longer sections of text which are
used in many places in one document
or in several documents, you can create
standard paragraph libraries, called
'glossaries' in Samna. These consist of
sets of named paragraphs or longer
sections of text, recalled by name from
named glossary files.

Samna also provides a mail -merge
facility, which allows you to create a
template document to be merged with
variable information to create several
different copies of the same basic letter
or report. Variables to be entered in the
template document are referred to by
name; you can then use the same
names to create a form, to be filled in,
for each set of values to fill those
variables. This approach is much easier
for novice users than simply entering
strings of names and addresses inters-
persed with commas, as most micro
packages require, and quicker than
those which oblige you to use variable
names in each record but do not use a
form with these already provided.
Records are stored in order by the first
field in each so that you can retrieve
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Fig 3 The Samna keyboard layout
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individual records for editing. You can
also specify start and end points for the
values of this field if you want to print
just a subset of your letters; this
provides a very primitive selection
capability.

You can request that the records be
reordered by any one field before
merging - useful if, for instance, you
want to output labels by post office
sorting code. However, I couldn't find a
way to get multi -column labels printed
- there is a simple multi -column
feature, but !could not see how to apply
it to automatic merging.

Housekeeping
Documents can be copied within Sam-
na; you can also copy whole director-
ies, or parts of them, using the same
wild code facilities as those provided in
DOS. Files do not need to be in the
Samna directory-you can set up path
names, and edit documents from other
directories. Samna allows you to im-
port ASCII text files, and to output
documents in ASCII format.

Samna+ provides an extremely
powerful method of finding documents
which meet particular criteria. You can
use a featu re called Word-baseto create
an index of all the documents in one
directory, or just some of them. If you
did this with, say, a set of reports on
individual projects, you could then use
the index to find all the projects with
deadlines in the next three months or
with a priority greater than a specified
lower limit. Or you could index all
committee minutes for the last three
years, and then pull out all references to
a particular discussion topic. Word -
base thus provides simple, text -
oriented data management features
within the context of a word processor.
Like many of Samna's more sophisti-
cated features, not everyone will need it
- but in many applications it could
justify the cost of the software by itself.

Samna also provides a spelling
checker, which is invoked from within
the package. You can use your own
dictionary in addition to that provided
with the package, and add words to
your dictionary. You can only have
one dictionary of your own on each
disk, so on a hard disk system you
would, if you needed more than one
dictionary, have to store all but one
under pseudonyms until you needed
them. Again, not a problem for most
people, but irksome if you do not have
this requirement. While checking, the
speller offers alternatives to misspelled
words if it can, and Samna automatical-
ly reformats paragraphs as words are
corrected.

You can create a printable index
based on the contents of any document.
Most packages which allow this expect
you to mark every occurrence of words
to be indexed. Samna takes the oppo-
site approach of allowing you to enter a
list of words to be indexed; it then
creates an index, showing the page
numbers on which each reference

occurs. This index is an ordinary Samna
document which can be edited in the
usual way.

Spreadsheet
The Samna+ spreadsheet works in
partnership with the word processor so
there is always a text 'view' of the
spreadsheet, and you can take copies of
it or parts of it and insert them in the text
as needed. These copies can be kept in
step with changes in the calculation
version of the spreadsheet if you wish.
You can also specify 'floating' cells for
insertion within the actual text of the
document, which can also be kept
up-to-date as the cell values change -
perhaps to include varying figures such
as total profits in textual descriptions.

The maximum size of the spread-
sheet is 6400 cells, with a maximum of
250 characters on each row. The usual
range of arithmeticfeatures is included,
plus a number of functions such as net
present value, loan rate, standard
deviations and variances. Recalcula-
tion may be automatic or manual, and
you can determine the order in which
recalculation takes place.

In use
Samna commands are invoked by
function keys, or by a function key
followed by a character key. Through-
out, extensive help is provided for
beginners, although you can decrease
the level of help as you become more
experienced. If the prompts provided
are insufficient, you can access more
information by pressing a help key -
surprisingly, this is the ESCape key.
When you need to cancel commands,
the ALT key, rather than ESCape, is
used. The modes of use are the samefor
both the word processing and spread-
sheet parts of the package, including
cursor movement, block copying and
moving, and so on, so it's quite easy to
move between the two.

Other aspects of the package will be
of particular interest to experienced
users. You can have two windows open

at once, allowing you to view either two
parts of the same document or a section
of each of two documents. I've men-
tioned the fold facility; if you have a
graphics board, you can also zoom
pages of a text document to see the
shape of a complete page on the screen
(though of course without being ableto
read the text).

Samna comes complete with a refer-
ence manual, a reference summary
and a set of stickers to identify the
special keys. There is no tutorial guide
as such, although there is a 'Read Me
First' booklet to get you started, and a
tutorial disk is provided which contains
a set of self -paced lessons. These allow
you to select sections of the package
which you want to learn about, and
provides a reasonable way of getting
started with the word processor. There
are however, no tutorials on the
spreadsheet.

Conclusion
Samna III provides a powerful range of
word processing facilities with a high
degree of WYSIWYG, and includes a
spelling checker, the ability to create an
index for a document, and some
unusual formatting features such as
outlining and true footnotes. It is
remarkably easy to use for such a
powerful package. Not surprisingly
there a few small glitches, but these
should not affect its use to any signifi-
cant degree.

The spreadsheet which forms part of
Samna+ also has a good range of
features, and is well integrated with the
word processor. The Word -base facility
would be invaluable in a wide range of
applications.

All in all, other packages providing
word processing facilities on micros to
rival the dedicated systems had better
look out.

Supplier: Thorn EMI Computer Soft-
ware, Thomson House, 296 Farn-
borough Road, Farnborough, Hants
GU14 7NF. Tel: (0252) 543333. END
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. and here, you see, a simple keyboard layout modification emphasises
the user-friendly aspect'
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McMill 68008 card
The McMill package for the Apple II+ and the Apple Ile comprises an

economically -designed 68008 processor card, software and a variety of
books and manuals. Mike Liardet looks at this ideal aid to

learning 68000 code.

A co -processor card transforms the
Apple II into a different machine. The
card contains a processor with as many
support chips as is necessary to inter-
face it to the Apple, and can be inserted
into the Apple via one of the expansion
slots. When the machine is activated,
the processor mounted on it takes over
the running of the system, replacing the
Mostek 6502 processor that is normally
in control. The processor is the most
fundamental component in a compu-
ter, so the effect of installing a co-
processor card is quite profound - the
computer equivalent of a transplant.

With the exception of the Z80 and
super -6502 cards, most of the co-
processor cards offer access to only
very limited software. They are aimed
more at the assembler programming
and hardware enthusiast rather than
the applications user.

This is the thinking behind the McMill
68008 card. With the assembler in-
cluded in the package, it provides an
excellent vehicle for learning 68000
assembly language. Utilising the Ap-
ple's versatility, it can also form the
nucleus of a 68000 development en-
vironment, with the possibility of

PRE3
1000 .OR
1010 .TF
1020 ADD64

MOVEM
1030 MOVEA.
1040 MOVEM
1050 ADD.L
1060 ADDX.L
1070 MOVEM
1080 ADDI.L
1090 RTS
PRE1
LIST
PR£3
SAVE PCWDEMO.SOURCE,D2
ASM
RUN MONITOR,D1
Fig 1 Setting up a simple 68000
subroutine

$4000
PCWDEMO

.L D2-D3/A0,-(A7)
L 12(A7),A0
.L (A0)+,DO-D3

D3,D1
D2,D0

.L (A7)+,D2-D3/A0
£16,2(A7)

'downloading' the code to 68000 -based
home computers such as the Sinclair
QL. The McMill's name implies that it
offers the same 'mill' (processor) as the
Apple Macintosh, and broadly speak-
ing this is true, but be warned: it does
not enable you to run Macintosh
software on the Apple II.

The McMill package
In addition to the co -processor card, the
McMill package includes a number of
manuals, books and software: every-
thing you need to develop, test and run
68000 code, plus a little more besides.

The McMill card is surprisingly small,
about the size of an Apple disk control-
ler card, and contains just eight sock-
eted ICs which are dwarfed by the giant
68008 processor. It was designed by an
ex -Apple engineer, Ron Nicholsen, and
has an economy of design worthy of
Apple originator Steve Wozniak him-
self. Unlike some 68000 co -processor
options, all the circuitry is on a single
card (half a card, really) and there is no
need for a separate power supply. The
only snag is that the card doesn't
contain any extra RAM, so its range of
operation is limited to the amount of
memory in the Apple - just 48k or 64k
for many systems.

The software accompanying the card
comprises a 68000 macro assembler, a
monitor/debugger and a 68000 version
of the Forth programming language.

The rest of the package is the
system's weak point, namely the docu-
mentation and manuals. There is a

short leaflet giving technical informa-
tion about McMill; the assembler
manual; a guide to programming the
68000; a hardwaretechnical manual for
the 68008; a software technical manual
for the 68008 instruction set; and
miscellaneous leaflets. The quantity is
certainly present - it's just that the
quality is lacking in some quarters.

The McMill is compatible with both
the Apple 11+ and Ile, but not the Ilc.
Installation is very simple - you just
slide it into a vacant slot in the Apple.

The McMill does not affect the normal
operation of the Apple until it is
activated under software control. In
particular there were no problems with
a Microsoft Z80 card alongside it: both
cards operated normally, ignoring the
presence of the other, and both re-
mained 'off' for normal 6502 opera-
tions. With the two cards in place it was
possible to run CP/M applications,
normal Apple programs and 68000
software without once opening up the
Apple or flicking any switches. All three
processors can be activated under the
appropriate software control embed-
ded in the application programs.

All disks supplied with McMill are in
Apple DOS 3.3 format and can be
copied in the normal way using Apple
DOS utilities. There are no instructions
for doing this, but anyone contemplat-
ing work with the 68000 assembler
ought to be enterprising enough to
manage this with instructions from
Apple's own manuals. When the disks
are copied, any one of them can be
booted in the same way as any other
Apple DOS disk. It is natural to choose
the macro assembler disk first.

The macro assembler
The macro assembler was produced by
S -C Software, and one of its most
surprising features is that it does not
actually use the McMill card at all. It is
implemented in 6502 code and will
operate even if the McMill card is not
present, but of course the output -
executable object code is only usable
by a 68000 processor such as the one on
the McMill.

When the macro assembler disk is
booted it presents a menu which
includes the option to 'load the assemb-
ler into I/c'; attempting to discover the
meaning of 'I/c' introduces the manual.
Although the assembler manual is well
written it only documents the S -C 6502
macro assembler, and the only 68000
acknowledgement is a few short intro-
ductory pages. This is not as bad as it
seems: about 75 per cent of the
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assembler is unchanged for 68000
operation and the other manuals in the
package make up the shortfall, but it is
still not easy to get started. Eventually
you will find that 'I/c' stands for
'language card', and this is the prefer-
red option (if you have one) as it frees
more of the main board memoryfor the
text of the program, allowing bigger
programs to be created.

One of the most appealing features of
the S -C assembler is that the input,
editing and other activities involving
the creation of an assembly source
program are as similar as possible to
the normal Applesoft DOS procedures
for developing an Applesoft Basic
program. This makes it very easy for
seasoned Applesoft programmers to
adjust to the new system.

The assembler contains some
powerful facilities such as conditional
assembly and macros, and can respond
to a number of directives embedded in
the code; these can control the assem-
bly process. The most notable omission
is the lack of facilities for referencing
labels defined in other files. If an
assembler source file gets too big and
must be split, the management of
external label references between files
falls on the programmer. More soph-
isticated 'relocatable' assemblers can
automatically deal with external refer-
ences. As the assembler source must be
fully loaded into the Apple's limited
memory space for editing, this could
become a problem forthe development
of medium -to -large applications.

Coding and debugging
Due to space restrictions, it is not
possible here to give a full assessment
of all the features and facilities of the
68000 -range processors, or of the
assembler and monitor provided with
McMill. But in order to give a flavour of
the complete system, I'll present a short
session to develop a simple routine to
add two 64 -bit integers. This will give
some idea of the power in the 68000
instruction set.

Using the S -C assemblerwe can enter
the sequence shown in Fig 1. Except for
the actual program content in lines 1000
to 1090, this session should be familiar
to regular Applesoft users. PRE3 acti-
vates an 80 -column display card in slot
three (assuming one is present - it is
not essential to have one), then the lines
of code are entered in the normal way.

All the normal conventions for line -
numbering and editing apply, and the
familiar Applesoft screen editing facili-
ties can be used in an almost identical
fashion. PR£1 activates the printer, and
the next statement, LIST, lists the
program on the printer. PRE3 reselects
the screen for output, and SAVE saves
the program in a file called PCWDEMO
.SOURCE on the disk in drive two. (In
CATALOGs the program is listed as an
integer -Basic type, which it is not, but
this is a difficulty caused by the Apple
DOS filing system which only allows
four types of file.)

ADD64 is called by
JSR ADD64
.DA $12345678,$9ABCDEFO
.DA $99999999,$AAAAAAAA

and resumes execution at ", with all
data and address registers preserved
except DO and D1 which hold the result
of adding the two 64 -bit numbers
following theJSR calltothesubroutine.

Line 1020 saves the values of data
registers D2 and D3 and address
register AO on the stack. This single
instruction can be used to save any
combination of registers. Address reg-
ister A7 is the normal stack pointer,
used automatically by JSRs for holding
the return address. The '.L' in the
instruction means that long (that is,
32 -bit) values are to be used. In
common with most instructions, '.W'
and '.B' for word and byte values are
also available.

Line 1030 reads the subroutine return
address from the stack into address
register A0. This is the location where
the numbers are stored.

Line 1040 reads the two numbers into
data registers, DO to D3, and 1050 and
1060 adds them together, with the
result in DO and D1.

Line 1070 restores D2, D3 and AO from
the values held on the stack.

Line 1080 adjusts the return address
on the stack so that the return point is
after the numbers and not at the start of
them, and 1090 causes return from the
subroutine with the result.

The ASM command assembles the
program at the M68000 address of 4000
hexadecimal, saving the executable
code on the disk in a (binary executable)
file called PCWDEMO (the 'assembler
directives' in lines 1000 and 1010 cause
this to happen). The RUN command
runs a normal Applesoft program that

The McMill package contents
IVIcMill card for Apple II+ or Ile with 68008 processor
Three disks: S -C macro cross -assembler 68000; monitor/debugger;

version 1.0 Fig Forth
S -C assembler Manual
McMill Operation Guide -

Programming the M68000 by Tim King and Brian Knight; Addison-Wesley
1983

S68000 User's Guide; Signetics Corporation 1982
MC68008 microprocessor (Motorola 1983)
Price: $295
Contact: Stellation Two, PO Box 2342, Santa Barbara, California 93120.

Tel: (805) 569 3132

loads the monitor and the PCWDEMO
program, and then enters the monitor.

At this stage it is useful to use the
monitor to run the program for two
reasons: firstly, because the program
may need debugging; and secondly,
because the monitor handles all the
details of activating the 68008 proces-
sor so that it can execute the code. If the
monitor were not used, the executable
file would have to start with a few 6502
instructions in order that when it was
BRUN from Apple DOS, it could switch
on the 68008 and start it running on the
right piece of code. This does not
involve many instructions, but as the
McMill's addressing of the Apple mem-
ory is different from the 6502 some
careful thought is needed, and this is a
complication best avoided in the early
stages.

Using single -letter commands, the
monitor allows the user to view and
change memory locations and regis-
ters, start program execution, and so
on. The more powerful facilities include
the setting of break points (to stop the
program executing at a pre -determined
point) and a single-step facility (to
execute one instruction at a time..
Using these monitor commands, it is
possible to set up the registers to test
the loaded ADD64 routine.

There is one undocumented facility in
the monitor which I only hit upon by
accident. It has a 'reverse assembly'
facilitythat unscrambles a block of code
into a close approximation of the
original assembler source. With re-
verse assemblers it is not possible to be
fully accurate, but the output is close
enough to help you find your way
around if you compare it to the original
source.

Conclusion
For any Apple ownerwith a tight budget
but who wishes to start 68000 coding,
the McMill package should prove in-
valuable. An obvious alternative would
be to buy a Sinclair QL with a 68000
assembler (for example, Metacomo's),
which would mean sacrificing the
keyboard and disk drives of the Apple
for the QL keyboard and microdrives.

Seasoned Apple programmers will
quickly grasp the workings of the S -C
assembler as it is similar to Applesoft
DOS, and they can save all their energy
for learning the intricacies of the
powerful 68008 processor. The
assembler offers some very powerful
features and is a delight to work with,
for the simpler programs at any rate.

The package's only significant let-
down is the rough edges in the docu-
mentation. The Forth manual must be
ordered separately, but otherwise all
the required information is there - it
just takes some effort to find it. Any
budding 68000 programmer worth his
salt should be able to get round this
obstacle, but it does slow things down
initially. In the long -run it is worth it-
the 68000 processor is a generation
ahead of its contemporaries. END
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PROGRAMMIN

Slicing the pie
Create pie charts, bar charts and graphs on your IBM PC- Phil Cohen

delves into the more artistic realms of Basic programming.

Business graphics - the drawing of
charts and graphs based on business
statistics-is becoming commonplace
these days. Spreadsheet and database
packages, and even printing pocket
calculators, are producing bar and pie
charts to order.

Butthere are cases where the abilities
of a package are not enough. As they
have to be user-friendly, they stick to
standard forms of graphics (bar, line,
pie) and often do not give enough
flexibility to produce quite what you
want.

On the other hand, there is Basic.
Although nowhere near as easy to use
as a package, this will give you exactly
what is required and will allow your
imagination to run riot. This article
looks at Basic's graphics capabilities.

Graphic Basic
At the heart of Basic graphics is the
SCREEN command; this lets you select
from three screen modes. SCREEN 0

gives the normal 80 -column non -
graphics screen that you get when you
first enter Basic. SCREEN 1 gives a 320
x 200 -dot screen on which you can use
limited colour (all the programs in this
article use screen mode one). SCREEN
2 gives a higher -resolution screen (640
x 200) which is limited to black and
white.

Having chosen mode one you have a
choice of three colours, the option to
change the background colour, and to
change the palette (the particular set of
three colours used on the screen).

COLOR sets the background colour,
and also specifies the palette.

LINE draws a line from one position
on the screen to another. 'LINE (10,20)
- (40,551' draws a line from the point
(10,20)-that is, 10 from the left and 20
from the top of the screen- to the point
(40,55), 40 from the left and 55 from the
top. The screen in mode one is 320 x
200, so (319,199) is at the bottom
right-hand corner of the screen.

10

20 SCREEN 1

30 CIRCLE (50,50), 20
40 LINE (50,50) - (70,50)
50 LINE (50,50) - (50,70)

Fig 1

REM Squaring the circle

10

20

30 SCREEN 0,0,0
40 DIM A(10)
50

60 FOR I=1 TO 10
70 PRINT "POINT";I;
80 INPUT A(I)
90 IF A(I)>10 OR A(I)<0 THEN BEEP :

100 NEXT I
110

120 SCREEN 1

130 KEY OFF
140

150 LINE (25,10) - (25,180)
160 LINE (25,180) - (300,180)
170

180

190

200

210

220

230

240

250

260 IF INKEYS="" THEN GOTO 260

Fig 2

REM Program to draw a bar chart
REM First, reset the screen for input

REM Now input the data

GOTO 70

REM Now set the screen for display

REM Draw the axes

REM and the axis 't cks-
FOR I=1 TO 10
LINE (25,180-I*17) - (20,180-1 7)

NEXT I

REM Finally, draw the bars
FOR I-1 TO 10
LINE (I*25,180) - (20+1*25,180-A(1)*17),1,8F
NEXT I

REM and wait for a key to be pressed

By adding a number to the end of
LINE you can make it draw lines in
different colours. 'LINE (10,20) -
(40,55), 1' produces a line in colour one.

Adding the letter 'B' to the end turns
the line into a box. 'LINE (10,20) -
(40,55), 1, B' produces a box in colour
one, which has its top left-hand corner
on (10,20) and its bottom right-hand
corner on (40,50). If instead of 'B' you
add 'BF',the box will be drawn and then
'filled in' - the whole area covered by
the box will be turned into colour one.

For pie charts you need circles as well
as lines, and the CIRCLE statement
produces just that. 'CIRCLE (40,55), 20'
produces a circle with its centre at
(40,55) and a radius of 20.

Deviations
This is where Basic becomes devious.
As the screen is not square, a circle
drawn normally would look squashed.
This is because a radius of 20 units
horizontally appears as, say, one cen-
timetre, but the same radius vertically
would be 1.16 centimetres due to the
shape of the screen.

Basic assumes that when you tell it to
draw a circle, you want it to automati-
cally make allowance for this. The circle
it draws will look circular, but if you start
to draw lines around it in Basicthey will
be in the wrong place.

Try the program in Fig 1. The first line
will meet the edge of the circle as you
would expect it to, but the second will
end outside the circle. Although the
circle looks round on the screen, it is (in
terms of its coordinates within the
computer) smaller from top to bottom
than it is from side to side.

You will find when you come to look
at the pie chart program that all
distances vertically have to be
squashed by a factor of five or six in
order to fit with a circle drawn on the
screen.

The first step in drawing a bar chart is
to drawthe axis lines. Drawing these is a
simple matter once you have decided
whereto put them. Putting 'ticks' on the
axes to show the actual scale is a little
more difficult, but can be handled with a
FOR loop (Fig 2, lines 140 to 200). Line
190, although it looks complicated, just
puts 10 ticks (short line segments) at
equal intervals along the axis.

The LINE statement can also be used
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10 SCREEN 0,0,0
20

30 DIM A(10)
40

50 FOR I=1 TO 10
60 PRINT "POINT";I;
70 INPUT A(I)
80 IF A(I)>10 OR A(I)<0 THEN BEEP : GOTO 60
90 NEXT I
100

110 SCREEN I

120 KEY OFF
130

140 LINE (25,10) - (25,180)
150 LINE (25,180) - (300,180)
160

170 FOR I=1 TO 10
180 LINE (25,180-1*17) - (20,180-I*17)
190 LINE (25+1*25,180) - (25+I*25,185)
200 NEXT I
210 REM
220 PSET (50,180-A(1)*17)
230 REM
240

250

260
270

280

REM Program to draw a line graph

REM Input the data

REM Now set up the screen

REM raw the axes

REM Axis ticks

Draw the line - first the first point

now the rest
FOR 1=2 TO 10
LINE - (25+1*25,180-A(I)*17)
NEXT I

REM And wait:
IF INKEY$="" THEN GOTO 280

Fig 3

to draw the actual bars of a bar chart
(lines 220 to 240) using the BF para-
meter introduced earlier. The rest of the
program in Fig 2 is fairly simple: it asks
for 10 numbers (with values between 0
and 10) and produces a bar chart based
on them.

Line 30 sets the screen to mode 0,
which clears any old graphics so that
the data can be entered more easily.

Lines 60 to 100 inputthe data and load
it into the array, checking for out -of -
range values. Lines 150 to 200 draw the
axis (the vertical one having 10 ticks
corresponding to the values 1, 2, 3, and
soon, in the input data).

Lines 220 to 240 do the real work of
the program, drawing the bars onto the
screen using the LINE statement with a
BF at the end to draw the bars. Line 260
sits and waits for a key to be pressed so
that you can look at the bar chart before
the 'OK' prompt appears.

A limitation of the program in Fig 2 is
that only figures between 0 and 10 can
be input, which means that you have to
knowthe maximum figure the program
is likely to have to accept when you
write the program. The alternative is to
keep a constant watch on the input and
pick up the maximum value as it is
entered, and then to 'scale' the whole
chart accordingly. The following prog-
ram segment inputs the data and finds
the maximum value, M:
30 DIM A(10)
40 M=0
50 REM Input the data -M is the

highest value
60 FOR 1=1 TO 10
70 PRINT "POINT" ;I;
80 INPUT A(I)
90 IF A(I)<OTHEN BEEP : GOTO 70
1001F A(1)>M THEN M=A(I)
110 NEXT1
120 M =10/M

Line 120 converts M from the max-
imum value into a 'scaling factor' so

that after each value is multiplied by it
(as in line 210 below),the maximum any
of them can reach is 10.
190 REM Draw the blocks
200 FOR 1=1 TO 10
210 LINE (I*25,180) - (20+I*25,180-

A(I)*17*M),1,BF
220 NEXT I

Line graphs are almost as simple as
bar charts- again, the LINE statement
is used. This time, however, it is used in
a slightly differentform. You've already
seen how these two lines can draw two
axes:
150 LINE (25,101- (25,180)
160 LINE (25,180)- (300,180)
If you omit the first point on the second
statement:
150 LINE (25,10)- (25,180)
160 LINE - (300,180)
it will still work.

LINE followed by a dash and the
coordinates of one point draws a line
that startswherethe last linefinished, in
this case at 25,180. Now take a look at
lines 240 to 260 of the program in Fig 3,
which draws a line graph.

Each successive execution of line 250
will draw a LINE which starts at the end
of the previous one, producing a graph
that joins one point to the next.

Starting from the end of the previous
line is all very well for every case except
the first point because there was no
previous line to it. That's why line 220
uses the PSET statement (which puts a
single dot on the screen) to give the first
LINE statement a starting point.

The rest of the program is straightfor-
ward, the only major difference be-
tween it and the bar chart program
being that it has ticks on both axes.

Both types of graph covered so far
have been fairly simple, and for varia-
tions you can easily add your own 'bells
and whistles' such as different width or
colour blocks on the bar chart, or
annotations.

Pie charts
The next most common type of graphic
is the pie chart, but this is not so simple.
The program has to deal with the
possibility that less than 10 numbers
will befed in. The example program (Fig
4) will do this by asking the user to end
the list of numbers with a negative
value; the same technique could also
be adapted for line and bar charts, the
only problem being the automatic
adjustment of the width of the bars and
the spacing of the line points to
accommodate the different number of
inputs.

The next problem is the shape of the
chart - after all, with the bar chart and
line graph the LINE statement does
most of the work. But the use of the
CIRCLE statement to draw the outside
of the pie chart produces the problems
of circle -squashing mentioned earlier.

Pie charts must have their pie 'slices'
filled in in different colours. There is
really only one way to dothis, and that is
to use the PAINT statement.

To use a PAINT statement you give it a
starting point, a colour to paint in and a
border colour. PAINT starts from the
starting point and fills in around it,
stopping only when it finds the border
colour. PAINT can fill in an area
(surrounded by the border colour) of
almost any shape.

To fill in the slices of the pie you have
to make sure that they are drawn round
in a border colour, and then give PAINT
a starting point which you are sure is
inside the slice.

The program in Fig 4a is not complex.
Lines 50 to 130 take in the data, setting N
to the number of points (when line 90
jumps out of the loop, N will be settothe
last value of I for which data was input)
and T to the total value so far, which is
used to scale the input so that it makes
one complete pie.

Line 170 sets A which is the 'squash
ratio', the ratio that Basic uses in the
CIRCLE command to make it look
circular on the screen. If you are using a
Basic other than the one this article
covers (Basic -A), then you may have to
alter line 170 to give a different value for
A. You will be able to tell that A is the
wrong value because the straight lines
along the edges of the pie slices will not
stop at the edge of the circle.

Lines 190 and 200 draw the circle and
the first straight line (which is at the
three o'clock position).

Lines 230 to 290 drawthe pieslices, or
at least, the straight line that defines the
clockwise edge of the slice. Note that
the last pie slice is not drawn (see line
230): this is because the last slice will
just be the space left in the pie after the
other slices have been drawn.

Line 240 keeps a running total of how
far around the circle you are, using T to
scale the values in order that the total
will be 6.283 or twice pi. For the
mathematically -minded, R is the angle
in radians from the horizontal for each
line, and will reach twice pi for the full
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PROGRAMMING
circle. The non -mathematically minded
can use the method shown as a 'black
box'.

Line 250 draws the line along the
edge of the slice. It starts at the centre of
the circle (150,000) and goes to a point
which is calculated from the coordin-
ates of the centre, the radius of the circle
(which is 70), the value of R (which goes
from 0 to 6.283 to go all the way round
the circle), and A.

Line 260 chooses a colour: it uses
colours in the sequence 1, 2, 3, 0, 1, ...
finishing on a 0 for the last slice.

Line 280 does the painting, starting at
a point which is halfway between the
centre and the outside of the circle
(which is why the radius of 70 in line 250
has been replaced by 35 here) and just
anti -clockwise of the edge of the slice
(which is why R in line 250 has been

replaced by R-0.1 here).
With very thin slices this may cause

PAINT to start painting in the previous
slice, but this does not cause problems
as the colours chosen are arbitrary. If
you jazz up the program to include, say,
a key to what the colours mean, then
you may have to be more careful: for
example, reducing the 0.1 to something
smaller and not filling in very small
slices.

As the slices have not been colour -
coded in this example, you will need a
way of identifying them. The program
segment shown in Fig 4b, when
MERGEd with that in Fig 4a, will put a
number beside each slice.

The heart of the segment is the
subroutine that starts at line 450. This
puts a string at a particular position on
the screen, the position being given in

10 SCREEN 0,0,0
20

30 REM First, input the data:
40 DIM A(10)
50 PRINT "INPUT A NEGATIVE NUMBER AFTER YOUR LAST SLICE"
60 FOR I=1 TO 10
70 PRINT "SLICE";I;
80 INPUT A(I)
90 IF A(I)<0 THEN GOTO 150
100 T=T+A(I)
110

120 N=I
130 NEXT I
140

150 SCREEN 1 : KEY OFF
160

170 A=5/6
180

190 CIRCLE (150,100),70,3
200 LINE (150,100) - (220,100)
210

220 R=0
230 FOR I=1 TO N-1
240 R=R+A(I)/T*6.283
250 LINE (150,100) - (150+COS(R)*70, 100+SIN(R)*70*A)
260 C=I-INT(I/4)*4
270 REM Now fill in the slice:
280 PAINT (150+COS(R-.1)*35, 100+SIN(R-.1)*35*A),C,3
290 NEXT I
300 REM And wait:
310 IF INKEY$="" THEN GOTO 310

Fig 4a

REM Program to produce a pie chart

REM N is the number of slices:

REM Now set the screen

REM A is the 'squash' ratio:

REM Draw the circle:

REM R totals how far round we are:

300 REM Now add the annotations

310 R=0
320 FOR I=1 TO N
330 DR=A(I)/T*6.283
340 S$=STR$(1)
350 REM Work out the positions

360 X=150+COS(R+DR/2)*85
370 Y=100+SIN(R+DR/2)*85*A
380
390 GOSUB 450
400 R=R+DR
410 NEXT
420 REM And wait:

430 IF INKEYS="" GOTO 430
440 END
450
460
470

480 XC=X/320*40
490 YC=Y/200*25
500 LOCATE YC,XC
510 PRINT S$
520 RETURN

Fig 4b

REM Use the subroutine to print them

REM Subroutine to print a string
REM S$ at a position (X,Y) on
REM the mode 1 screen

terms of the coordinates used for LINE,
CIRCLE, and so on, effectively coordi-
nating the graphics and text.

The part of the program that calls the
routine calculates a position for the
string (lines 360, 370), setsthe string to a
representation of the number required
(line 340) and then calls the routine to
print the string on the screen.

Basic has two powerful commands
which allow you to alter the 'dimen-
sions' of the screen (as far as your
program is concerned) and which may
simplify your programming a little.

VIEW lets you limit the part of the
screen onto which graphics can be
drawn. 'VIEW (20,30) - (100,100)' will
shift the top -left of the picture down to
(20,30) so that a point which would
previously have appeared at (40,40)
now appears at (60,70). At the same
time, it will prevent graphics from
appearing anywhere except in the
rectangle from (20,30) to (100,100),
effectively limiting the size of the
screen's graphics area.

VIEW SCREEN does much the same
except that the points on the screen are
not shifted. 'VIEW SCREEN (20,30) -
(100,100)' only has the effect of limiting
the graphics to the rectangle, so the
point (40,40) would still appear at
(40,40) but the point (10,10) would not
appear at all.

WINDOW is more useful-it lets you
redefine the measurements of the
screen. For example, 'WINDOW (0,0) -
(1,2)' will make the screen appear (to
your program) as one unit wide and two
units high, so the point (0.5,1) would be
in the middle. Also, the screen is
'inverted' so that (0,0) will be at the
bottom -left of the screen; the screen
coordinates now correspond to the
conventional Cartesian system (x in-
creases as you go up, y increases as you
goto the right).WINDOW SCREEN does
the same as WINDOW except that there
is no inversion.

Implementations
One option is to use graphics in
presentations with a monitor set up so
that the audience can see it. If you do
take this route it is a good idea to be able
to call up the graphics -drawing prog-
rams in any order, so write down the
program names with a brief description
of what they are.

Another possibility is to use one of
the very good screen cameras avail-
able. These generallytake an RGB input
and produce standard colour 35mm
slides. If you have access to a graphics
printer (or, even better, a colour
graphics printer) then you can copy the
contents of your screen by using the
PrtSc key.

Business graphics are definitely here
to stay. There's no better method for
presenting statistics in an eye-catching
way, as you will discoverfor yourself by
using these routines. END
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Ask the right
people first.

* Fast 24 hour delivery
* Full range of Epson Printers
and Interfaces
* Ask for our Price Lists,
Brochures and Print Samples

EPSON

*Trade enquiries welcome
(ask to be added to our
Mailing List)
* Full Technical Support and
Service Contracts available.

Versatile and Reliable The Fastest Movers around

WestwooN Distribution
Distributors to the Computer Trade

DIAL 100 AND ASK FOR FREEFONE VVESTWOOD
TO GET FULL DETAILS

Westwood Distribution Ltd., 116/118 Tennant Street,
Five Ways, Birmingham B15 lEY. Tel: 021-643 8680.

\\- The BEST DIRECT PRICES

CErCyisks
Cerac Computer Supplies Limited

3mAuthorised Distributor
Data Recording Products

51/4 " DISKETTES BOXES
CODE 1-9 10-49 50+

DOUBLE DENS/S.S 744 £14.40 £13.40 £12.40
DOUBLE DENS/D.S 745 £19.60 £18.20 £16.90
QUAD DENS/S.S 746 £22.00 £20.50 £19.00
QUAD DENS/D.S 747 £25.50 £23.80 £22.00

51/4 " &TDK SPECIALIST DISTRIBUTOR
DOUBLE DENS/S.S M1D-S £14.50 £13.50 £12.50
DOUBLE DENS/D.S M2D-S £20.60 £19.20 £17.80
QUAD DENS/S.S M1DX-S £21.20 £19.70 £18.30
QUAD DENS/S.S M2DX-S £25.10 £23.40 £21.60
* HIGH DENS £51.00 £47.50 £44.00
* For Olivetti M30 and IBM PCAT

31/2 " DBLE.DENS/S.S MF1 DD £36.30 £33.80 £31.30

51/4 " NASHUA COPYCAT
DOUBLE DENS/S.S
DOUBLE DENS/D.S

MD1D C/B
MD2D C/B

£13.40
£15 90

£12.50
£14.80

31/2" RHONE POULENC
DOUBLE DENS/S.S
DOUBLE DENS/D.S

£42.10
£54.50

£39.20
£50.80

CASES 51/4 "
Capacity 10

£1.69 +
75p p&p

Capacity 50
£14.99 +
£1 75 p&p

POST and PACKING PER 10 DISKS 75p FOC

01-773 0641
ACCESS/BARCLAYCARD welcome!

Allow 7 days ANSWERING SERVICE AFTER 5.30PM
for delivery 44 Wallington Square, Wallington, Surrey

FOC

ADD
15% VAT
TO ALL

ORDERS
please!

PC PRICE BONANZA

PROFESSIONAL SERVICE

PC's & COMPATIBLES EX VAT

APRICOT PORTABLE 256K 1 x 720K Drive £1295
APRICOT 256K 2 x 315K Drives & Monitor £1295
APRICOT 256K 2 x 720K Drives & Monitor £1545
APRICOT Xi 256K 10MB & Monitor £2195
APRICOT Xi 512K 10MB 3 Monitor £2595
APRICOT Xi 512K 20MB & Monitor £2995
COMPAQ 2 2 x 360K drives £1795
COMPAQ PLUS 10MB £3195
ERICSSON 256K 2 x 360K Drives £1645
ERICSSON 256K 10MB £2695
MACINTOSH £1495
OLIVETTI M24 256KB 2 x 360KB Drives £1690
OLIVETTI M24 256KB 10MB £2810
OLIVETTI M21 256KB 2 x 360KB Drives £1590
OLIVETTI M21 256KB 2 x 720KB Drives £1810

EXTERNAL STORAGE DEVICES
PLUS 5 20MB + 5MB CARTRIDGE £2325
PLUS 5 30MB + 5MB CARTRIDGE £2845
PLUS 5 40MB + 5MB CARTRIDGE £3059
CIPHER CARTRIDGE TAPE STREAMER £795
SIMONS 20MB TAPE STREAMER £895

MEMORY BOARDS
128K MEMORY EXPANSION £149
256K MEMORY EXPANSION £219
512K MEMORY EXPANSION £549
PC NET STARTER KIT £795

EXPERT ADVICE

PC SOFTWARE
CAXTON CARDBOX
DBASE II
DBASE III
DMS DELTA 4
DMS +
DR FORTRAN 77
DR PASCAL
DR ASSEMBLER Plus Tools
FRAMEWORK
FRIDAY
KNOWLEDGEMAN
LOTUS 1 2 3
MICROSOFT WORD
MULTIMATE
MULTIPLAN
MULTIUSER ACCOUNTS per Module
OPEN ACCESS
PEACHPAK
PEGASUS LEDGER MODULE
R. BASE 4000
SAGE ACCOUNTS
SAPPHIRE DATAMASTER
SMART SOFTWARE SYSTEM
SYMPHONY
TK SOLVER
VOLKSWRITER DELUXE
WORDSTAR
WORDSTAR PROFESSIONAL
WORDSTAR 2000

NEXT DAY INSURED COURIER DELIVERY AVAILABLE

EX VAT

£165
£265
£325
£375
£155
£199
£250
£125
£325
£135
£380
£345
£240
£295
£125
£295
£325
£150
£200
£295
£250
£395
£495
£425
£245
£235
£195
£260
£295

PROMPT DELIVERY

PC PRINTERS EX VAT

ANADEX DP -6500 500cps £2295
DRE 8850 300Ipm £2065
EPSON LQ 1500 200cps (NLQ) £895
HEWLETT PACKARD LASER PRINTER £2895
JUKI 6300 40cps £749
MANNESMANN MT180 160cps (NLQ) £549
MANNESMANN MT400 400cps (NLQ) £1595
NEC 2050 20cps £625
NEC 3550 35cps £955
NEC PINWRITER P2(P) 180cps £535
NEC PINWRITER P3(P) 180cps £595
OKI 84A 200cps £645
OLI 2350 (P) £1435
OLIVETTI DY450 45cps (P) £765
PANASONIC KX-P1091 120 cps + NLQ £269
QUIME 11/55 RO IBM 55cps £1745
RICOH FLOWRITER 1600 46k £1349
TOSHIBA TH2100H 192cps (P) £1350
TREND 930 200cps NLQ 80cps £1350

MAYFAIR
MICROS
BLENHEIM HOUSE, PODMORE ROAD,
LONDON SW18 1AJ

TEL: 01-871 2555 / 870 3255
We accept official orders from UK Government and
Educational Establishments. Mail Order and Export
Enquiries welcome. Callers by appointment.
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93,652
PERSONAL COMPUTER WORLD BUYERS

CAN'T BE

WRONG

SUBSCRIBE NOW -SAVE POUNDS!
*ABC Jan-Dec1984 93,652
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C.Itoh Electronics Co. Ltd., Beacon House, 26-28 Worple Road, London. SW19 4EE.Tel: 01-946 4960. Tlx: 8955616.

Look through
C. Itoh's window
and find today's
answer to low cost
PC printing
Although compactly designed and low
in price, the range of PC printers from
C. Itoh includes many features normally
found on more expensive models.

Take the Y10 daisywheel printer,
with its 20 cps print speed. Drop -in
encapsulated daisywheels are easy to
change, and a snap -on interface pack
permits a simple changeover of standard
interfaces, giving you full flexibility to
meet your printer requirements. The
Y10 is also code -compatible with our
other laisywheel printers.

The 7500 series dot matrix printer
is a product designed for optimum
reliability, and its low profile makes it
ideal for today's PC user. It offers a full
range of character sets, and is equipped
with parallel or serial interfaces.



Demon modem
The Demon multi -mode modem seems to be excellent value, but it has yet

to receive BABT approval. Ralph Peters goes online to test its many facilities.
Notwithstanding with the way prices
have been falling, the arrival of the
Demon multi -mode modem at £50
(excluding VAT) is a remarkable event,
especially when it has auto -answer and
auto -dial facilities.

The Demon is surprisingly light (it
weighs less than a pound), partly due to
the fact that it has a separate power
supply built into the mains plug. It gives
the impression of having been 'builtto a
price': the case appears to be glued
together, and there's no apparent
way in.

The modem's front panel has three
push-button switches and five LEDs.
One of the switches is used to select
CCITT (European) or Bell (US) modem
frequencies. The other two are for
auto -answer use.

Four of the LEDs on the front panel
indicate the chosen baud rate (300
originate, 300 answer, 1200/75 origin-
ate and 1200/75 answer), the fifth is
labelled 'carrier'. There are no data or

modem online indicators.
The rear has no sockets but has three

cables coming from it; these are the
power, telephone and RS232 connec-
tions. The telephone cable has one of
the new -style plugs and there is no
socket for a telephone on the back of the
modem, so you will need a double
adaptor if you want to plug it in at the
same time as the telephone. This is not
strictly necessary as the modem can be
instructed to dial the numbers itself, but
I prefer to dial the number myself so I
can hear whether the phone at the other
end is engaged or if it is answered by a
modem tone.

The Demon is almost completely
dependent on the software in the
computer (in this case, the Zromm) -
changing baud rate, switching on and
offline and dialling are all controlled in
this way.

For this reason it is difficult to
separate the two but I have done so for
this review, cross-referencing where

necessary for clarity.

The modem
The modem weighs 15ozs and mea-
sures 6ins x 10ins x 2ins. The case is a
beige plastic. The first Demon that I

received had suffered in transit - the
back panel had been dislodged, prob-
ably by the power supply. As a result,
the power cable was no longer
anchored and one of the leads had
pulled away inside the case.

Everything appeared to be glued
together (the back panel was certainly
glued into position). Gaining access to
carry out any repair work would be
difficult, and would probably mean
causing significant damage to the case.

There are very few controls on the
modem, the main work being done by
the Zromm. The technical notes that
accompany the modem are very brief.
When I first read about the Demon (or
Unicorn as it was then called) and saw
the features described, I assumed that
the control would be from the BBC
Micro's user port. This provides several
control signals which could be used for
switching on and offline, dialling, and
selecting the baud rate. However, the
only connection to the computer is to
the RS232 port. The Beeb is not noted
for having a full range of signals, and all
the control is done by pulsing the
RTS line.

The secret is in the length of the
pulses. Short pulses (100 micro-
seconds) step the baud rate. A pulse of
about 300 microseconds will reset the
baud rate to its default (1200 receive, 75
transmit). Pulses of more than 1000
microseconds cause a relay to pulsethe
line, which is used to dial telephone
numbers. The manual doesn't tell you
how to use this, but just states that care
must be taken to ensure the correct
pulse duration and inter -digit delays. If
RTS is held high, the modem goes
online.

It should be possible to use the
modem with other computers provided
you are capable of writing your own
software, but it didn't work with the
standard terminal programs. There
may be problems in the signals
communicated to the micro by the
modem, but the documentation gives
no details of these. Nor does it specify
the connections on the RS232 plug:
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these are the same asfor the BBC Micro,
except that the CTS pin is used for
carrier detect. The manufacturer in-
tends to produce software for other
micros such as the Commodore 64,
Amstrad, and IBM PC compatibles, but
these are unlikely to be available before
early autumn. However, one Commod-
ore 64 user already reports success with
the modem.

The Zromm
The software for the review model was
in ROM, called the 'Demon Zromm'.
Installation instructions are provided
which are adequate- most BBC Micro
owners will be familiar with installing
ROMs. There are certain restrictions
regarding the ROM sockets that the
Zromm will work in, but these are exp-
lained in the installation instructions.

Having fitted the Zromm and po-
wered up, the message 'Demon Zromm
1.0' appears on the screen as confirma-
tion that it is present. Unfortunately
*HELP doesn't produce a list of the
available commands as it does with, for
example, the DFS ROM (that would
apparently occupy too much program
space).

The ROM provides 23 commands.
There are three basic terminal modes: a
simple dumb terminal mode (with
limited facilities); a smart terminal
mode; and a Prestel mode.

Modes
Using the software to access bulletin
boards or Prestel is basically simple:
you set the baud rate and then type
'*TERMINAL' or '*PRESTEL' followed
by a telephone number. The number is
dialled and when the remote system
answers, the modem is switched online
and you proceed from there. '*PRE-
STEL' automatically sets the baud rate,
selects Prestel mode, and dials 618
(which is the Prestel access number in
many areas) and '*PSS', which doesthe
same for PSS except that it dials the
Slough PSS phone number, but it will
be of limited use to most PSS subscri-
bers. With all these options you can
store your name or account number in
function key 11, and the information
will automatically be transmitted to the
system when requested.

If you preferto dial the phone number
to determine whether the number is
engaged, or if a voice answers, then the
terminal modes are more difficult to
use. You can use the Zromm to dial the
number, but you then have to issue
three commands to go online. The first
is the baud rate selection, which can be
done before you dial. The next two are
'*ON' to put the modem online, and
'*TERMINAL' or '*PRESTEL' to select
the terminal mode. This is rather
clumsy and, with some systems, you
have to be fairly quick or you may lose
the connection. You could use the
function keys which, although used by
the Zromm, are still availableto the user
by pressing SHIFT/function key.

*CHAT mode is a very simple termin-

al program but does have the advan-
tage of allowing full graphics to be sent
from Beeb to Beeb. The *TERMINAL
mode filters out graphic data.

There are a number of other com-
mands provided by the Zromm that
enable the modem to automatically
answer the telephone and carry out a
number of other tasks. These include
*ANSWER, *DETECT, *CARRIER,
*HOST, and *TIMEOUT. They work by
returning errors to Basicwhich can then
be trapped by an ON ERROR GOTO
statement in a Basic program. For
example, the *ANSWER command
generates a code of 60 and the message
'Rrrring!'.

Drawbacks
Although the modem and software
combination generally work well, there
are one or two areas where there are
drawbacks. There is no online indicator
on the modem, so there is no way of
telling whether it is online or not. There
is a *STATUS command which should
tell you (it also shows the selected baud
rate, answer and detect status, but I

found this to be unreliable (possibly
due to hardware problems). The safest
thing to do is to type '*OFF' each time
you finish online. Accidentally leaving
the modem online could result in you
continuing to pay telephone charges,
so an online indicator on the modem
would help.

Another omission is a method of
selecting parity and word length.
Apparently the Zromm uses eight
bits/no parity in *TERMINAL mode, and
seven bits, even parity in *PRESTEL
mode. Problems might arise if you use
*TERMINAL with a system that tests
what you send for parity (most don't).
Most smart terminal software allows
you to reset word length, and so on, but
in practice I had no problems.

The worst omission is the ability to
spool to tape. The manual states that
the modem will go offline if you try to
spool with tape as thefili ng system; this
is due to the way the BBC Micro's RS232
and cassette interfaces are set up, the
same circuitry being used for both. The
option to spool to a memory buffer and
then to dump the buffer to tape after
going offline could be provided. Also,
you ought to be able to load the buffer
from tape before going online, and then
send it to the remote system during the
online session.

The omission of these facilities
means that tape users cannot prepare
messages offline, or download or
upload software. The software is only of
real use if you have disks.

Documentation
The documentation that came with the
review modem was provisional and
just about adequate (the bulk of it is
concerned with the software - the
hardware section is very brief) and the
software section mentions commands
that are not described. However, it is
still a lot better than some so-called

'final' documentation that I have seen.
The software section lists the com-

mands in alphabetical order, which I
found confusing. It would have been
better to group them by function -the
terminal commands in one place, and
the ones that you would only need to
use in connection with auto -answer
and running a bulletin board in another.

Conclusion
The Demon and Zromm are very
aggressively priced. To use the Demon
with computers other than the BBC
Micro, you will either have to wait for
the software to be written or write your
own. I have doubts about the standard
of construction, the possibility of re-
pairing the modem and back-up sup-
port from the manufacturers. The lack
of spooling to (and from) tape makes
the Zromm of doubtful benefit to
tape -based users. With the exception of
the auto -baud detect and the BBS-type
commands, and the other reservations
previously mentioned, the software is
very well constructed and simple to
use. It is apparently possible to use it
with other modems such as the Night-
ingale and the WS2000. It is significant-
ly cheaper than Commstar, for exam-
ple, but this offers more terminal
features, especially for tape users.

The Demon's main drawback at
present is that it doesn't have BABT
approval, and it is illegal to connect it to
British Telecom phone lines. As the law
stands, the Demon cannot be recom-
mended unless, and until, an approved
version is produced, except for those
who want to use it on private lines or
who wish to export itto a country where
different regulations apply. The manu-
facturertakes the position that it can sell
plenty of Demons without approval, so
why should it go through the hassle
(and expense) of getting it approved. It
would almost certainly mean changes
in design (perhaps leading to increased
cost. Part of the problem is the law that
allows something to be sold, but not
used. It isn't just illegal to use guns, it's
illegal to sell them, too.

Modem manufacturers who go
through the BABT procedure have a
legitimate grumble when it is so easy
for other companies to flout the spirit, if
not the letter, of the law. Paradoxically,
it can be argued that part of the benefit
to the user of BABT approval is exactly
the cost and procedural hassle. A
company that has the will and financial
stability to go through the legal proce-
dure is more likely to be able to support
its products in the long-term.

Thanks to Data Exchange in Birkenhead
for providing the BBC and disk drives
used for the review.

Prices (including VAT and p&p): De-
mon £61, Zromm £24.

Demon Products Ltd, Lex House, 3-6
Alfred Place, London WC1. Tel: (01)930
3619. END
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SCREENTEST

Sycero
Kathy Lang looks at System C's Sycero, a powerful and flexible program

generator which is ideally suited to software developers.

Sycero bills itself as the businessman's
program builder, so I thought it would
be interesting to see how a program
generator with a host of file -handling
facilities compares with more conven-
tional data management systems as a
tool for the average business user. The
major advantage claimed isthatyou get
far more power for your money, with-
out any increase in the difficulty of use.

Sycero is menu -driven, so you can
construct a program entirely on a
question -and -answer plus options
basis. The main menu is shown in Fig 1.
When a program is constructed, you
must generate it using a menu option;
this results in the production of Basic
which you can inspect with your Basic
interpreter if you wish. The generated
program is then run, either from
within Sycero or direct from the
operating system. You don't need
Sycero present to run generated prog-
rams, and no royalties are charged on
such programs.

The major difference between a
program generator of this type and a
conventional system is that you have
two levels of building blocks to con-
struct. In a data management system
the basic features of file maintenance,
reporting, and soon, are already there;
all you have to do is set up file, screen
and report formats and handle them
with the modules already provided. In
Sycero, you must create these modules
(as programs) for yourself, but the
package gives help with creating the
main types of program needed in most
data management applications.

Five standard types of program are
available: file maintenance, enquiry,
posting, report and menu. In the first
three, a powerful facility for processing
displays enables you to carry out a
variety of tasks such as validation, and if
necessary to include the full gamut of
Sycero commands. In addition, you can
write complete Sycero programs your-
self using the Batch facility, which

Dote
01/01/84

SYCERO- 101

Time
12:00:00

1 System configuration 8 Program definition
2 Initialisation 9 Generate a program

3 System -file -field definitions 10 Creatr a "live" data file
4 Screen definition 11 Run a generated program
5 Screen processing 12 Utilities

6 Report definition 13 End session
7 Report processing

Please select your option 4

Please confirm your option (Y/N)  se 4
Ensure SYCERO Disk 2 is in the right hand drive and a data disk in the left

Fig 1 The Sycero main menu

effectively gives you the full power of
Basic plus indexed file -handling in a
reasonably palatable form. For novices,
however, it is possible to create quite
powerful systems without using the
batch features at all.

Sycero is produced by a British
company, System C, which, in addition
to sales in this country, is currently
engaged in substantial contracts with
suppliers in Germany and Spain.

Constraints
The major limitations are set out in Fig
2. For most people, these limits will
cause no problems. Areas of difficulty
could be the maximum length of text
fields, and the restriction in file mainte-
nance programs to a single key for
retrieving files when editing. Dates may
be in either British or American numeric
format. Validation is adequate at the
level supplied - for example, type is
checked, and you can forcethe operator
to enter a field value- but can be much
more powerful if you exploit the screen
processing features.

File creation and indexing
Sycero permits four different types of
file organisation: sequential, random
(stored by record number), indexed and
transaction. Random and indexed files
can have extensions associated with
them to improve the efficiency of
file -handling, and to permit sets of
linked records larger than the limit
imposed on record length for a single
file. Transaction files are associated
with indexed files in such a way to
establish a master/slave relationship
between the two files. For example, in a
stock control file you might have a
single entry for each item of stock in the
main file, with a transaction entry for
each order for stock items; these would
then be kept in order by the stock code
item in the transaction file so that a
complete set of transactions could be
retrieved together.
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Maximum filesize
Max record size (ch)
Max no fields
Max field size
Max digits
Max prime key length
Special diskformat?
File sizefixed?
Link to ASCII files?
Data types
Fixed rec structure?
Fixed record length
stored?
Amend rec structure?
Link data files?
No data files open
No sortfields
No keys
Max key length

(chars, fields)
Subsidiary indexes kept
up-to-date?
Data validation
Screen formatting
Unique keys
Report formatting
Store calculated data
Totals &statistics
Store selecn criteria
Combining criteria
>1 criterion /field?
Wild code selection?
Browsing methods
Interaction methods
Reference Manual+
Tutorial Guide+
Reference Card +
Online Help+
Hot-line?

NS
5000
100
78
14
111
N
Y

N,C,D,Array

CO
Y
NS
14+
14

111,UL

UTD
G
P

OP
P

IN,BA
Y,T+ST
N

Y
SW
AK
M,C,FT***
**
N
*
P

Fig 2 Features and constraints

Each index uses a key which may be
formed from one or more fields. Every
indexed file has up to 14 keys which are
used to determine the order in which
the file may be retrieved during en-
quiry, or printed in reports, as there is
no physical sorting as such within
Sycero. Primary keys may be unique or
duplicate, but Sycero automatically
allows duplicate values for all other
keys.

The first step in setting up a Sycero
system is to define the parameters such
as printer page size, and then to define
the files and fields you need for the
system. For each field you enter name,
type, length and extra parameters
where necessary, such as the number
of digits after the decimal point for
numeric fields. Types of field include
character (letters only, letters and
digits, or digits in character format
only), numeric (which may be used in
calculations), date and array. Arrays
may be one ortwo-dimensional and are
useful tor storing groups of variables of
the same length and type, such as the
four lines of an address. You then define
the keys to be used to access the file, if
any, and the links, if any, to other files.
As links are established, so are the
paths used to link the files. Links
between transaction and master files
are a special case in Sycero, since the
posting program type is provided to
facilitate their creation and updating of
transactions and the aggregation of

data from transaction records onto the
corresponding master record.

Once a file has been set up, if you
change your mind and decide, say, to
alter the definition of index keys, you
must write a batch program to carry out
the task. The same procedure is needed
if you find that your initial specification
of the number of records to be stored in
the file is inadequate; the file must be
copied, and you have to write your own
routine to do it. In either case, there is a
helpful utility which permits the old file
definition to be copied for modification
before the data is copied across.

If there are calculated fields in the file,
these are not defined during file crea-
tion but as part of the screen definition
process. This means that you have
greater control over calculation than is
often possible.

The next phase is to create one or
more screen definitions in which the
fields from your files are laid out
appropriately.

Data input and updating
Sycero allows you to create file mainte-
nance programs to permitthe entry and
amendment of records, using a stan-
dard Sycero program type. Alternative-
ly, you can use the batch facilities to
provide more flexible processing
should this be needed. File mainte-
nance programs are created using an
option from the main menu. When this
option is invoked, Sycero asks you
which files are to be used, and the
names of the screens with their associ-
ated processing definitions.

The possible ways of putting
together screens and processing are
varied. Within the basic file mainte-
nance option, records are always re-
trieved for maintenance by the primary
key. Partial entry of this key is allowed-
Jo will find records about Jones,
Johnson and Jonas - and once a
particular record has been accessed,
you can browse forwards or backwards
in the file on order by primary key.
Screens for file maintenance may
include data from more than one file,
but in normal circumstances only one
file will be updated in one file mainte-
nance program generated by Sycero
(although experienced users can get
round this if they need to, or use the
batch facility instead).

In addition to interactive updating,
you can, of course, use a sequence of
commands in a batch program to
update records as a group.

Screen display
Sycero's facilities for creating display
areas on the VDU screen are powerful
and flexible. Screen displays are cre-
ated using a paint -a -screen approach;
text and field markers are entered, and
the positioning of each field is shown by
entering a control character and the
name of the field. I've deliberately used
the term 'screen display' rather than
'screen' because the output produced
by several screen descriptions can be

displayed on one physical screen at a
time. In fact, 'screen' in Sycero actually
means 'the display of one or more
records from one or more files', since a
screen is a processing entity rather than
a physical object. Screen displays may
contain either a single record, or a set of
records in what is known as a 'page
display'; this is usually used for enquiry
programs to facilitate, for example, the
display of several related records
together, perhaps one per line or with
each record spanning two or three
screen lines.

Display and processing in screen -
handling use screen line numbers to
locate individual items for display.
Within a screen, using screen proces-
sing, you have seven processing op-
tions: display of help messages; eva-
luation of the data entered; display of
error messages when incorrect data is
entered; warning messages (as error
messages, but processing of that par-
ticular field entry is allowed - this is
used to warn of unusual values rather
than definitely incorrect entries) condi-
tions (which arrange for entry of
specified fields to be skipped if
appropriate, for example to avoid
asking for spouse's age if the person is
unmarried); and statement processing.
Statements may be processed either
before or after screen entry, and this
facility has a wide range of uses. Such
statements may be written in Sycero's
own command language, in Basic, or
both.

Printed reports
As with screen displays you first create
a format for a report, then arrange for
Sycero to generate a report -processing
program. Report layouts are also drawn
using paint -a -screen techniques. Re-
port processing statements may be of
three kinds - conditions, and state-
ments before and after printing. These
work in a similar way to the corre-
sponding processing statements in
screen display. The Sycero report
generator provides the ability to total
up to 40 fields as part of the report, and
to have up to 10 levels of sub -totals.
Reports may consist of header and
footer lines, total lines, and body lines
which contain the detail of the report.

Selection and sorting
When browsing through records on the
screen using an enquiry program, you
can access records via any one key or,
for random files, via the record number.
When a record has been retrieved you
can browse through the file, forwards
or backwards. Other than by using the
batch features, there did not seem to be
any way to set up searches which did
not use indexes. There is, however, on
enquiry processing an option to ex-
clude records which meet certain
criteria. This facility can be used, for
instance, to suppress printing of the
detail of records if you simply want
totals displayed on the screen. For
reports, you can set up a maximum of
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five conditions which must all be met
before a record will be included in the
report; these conditions are entered
when the report program is run. You
can apply a number of tests to indi-
vidual fields, including the ability to use
wild codes to represent one character
or a group of characters.

Reports can be printed in order on
any key field; this is the only form of
reordering Sycero provides-there are
no sorting facilities. This would not be a
major drawback were it not that to
re -index a file using different keys, you
must copy it with a batch program
written for the purpose. There is an
example program in the manual which
you could adapt, but it would still have
to be done. This seemsto be a high price
to pay to occasionally get out reports
in an order you had not originally
envisaged.

Calculation
The screen processing facilities allow
you to specify calculations to be per-
formed either before or after fields are
displayed or entered; this permits a
wide degree of flexibility in this area. A
powerful range of calculating functions

SCREENTEST
is provided - the usual range of
arithmetic and comparison operators,
string -handling functions which pro-
vide the equivalent of Basic's Left$,
Rig ht$ and Mid$ in a simplified form,
and the ability to sum numeric arrays.
You can also process the system date,
although I could not find a way to get at
the time of day. Date arithmetic is
handled correctly-all dates are stored
internally in Julian format, and you can
either access this or the current display
format for the date. If you really want to
go to town, any of the Basic string and
numeric functions can be included,
using the conventional Basic syntax.
Sycero also provides the ability to use
one file as a reference for another,
giving a 'table look -up' facility which in
some circumstances can replace the

Package
Sensible
Solution

Knowledge -
Man

Sycero

Cost (£)
565

Summary
Powerful multi-user, multi -file system based
on central data dictionary which holds all
record definitions. Menu -driven for
beginners but no default formats, so lots of
work to do to get started. Tailoring powerful
but tedious to implement.

450/545/850 Powerful data management system, few
software limits on processing. Spreadsheet
included, word processing and business
graphics as add-ons, all loosely integrated.
Features for experienced users and system
developers excellent, rather complex for
novices.

595 Powerful and flexible program generator
with good facilities for screen -handling and
processing; powerful command language;
ability to incorporate Basic statements if
desired. Rather complex for novices: better
for software developers.

The Complete 530/130
Manager

Three -level package with top level as
run-time system for third level. Full system
is command -driven: has multi-user,
multi -file facilities, up to 10 keys per file kept
up-to-date, macros with parameter
substitution, operating system commands
and paths.

dBaselll 495 More advanced version of popular dBasell
package. Allows max 10 files open at once,
which can be interrelated as you wish on a
DIY basis. Flexible indexing. Command
based: can store sets of commands to get
close to programming. Only on IBM PC and
clones.

Fig 3 Comparison of similar data management packages

need for calculation.

Multiple files
Links between files are of two kinds:
those between indexed and transaction
files, and those between random or
indexed files and other indexed files.
You can link random files to indexed
files by storing the record number of the
linked random record in the indexed
file, thus permitting one -to -many pro-
cessing by allowing several indexed
records to be linked to the same
indexed record. Transaction -master
links are also one -to -many. However,
within the basic Sycero facilities many -
to -many links did not seem to be
possible. Where two indexed files are
linked by a field which can have
duplicate values, when the link is made
to retrieve the appropriate record in the
second file, only the first record which
matches is retrieved. You could use the
batch facilities to process linkages of
the many -to -many kind if necessary.

Links with outside
Sycero sequential files use the DIF"
format created by Software Arts for
spreadsheets and used by popular
programs such as VisiCalc and Super-
Calc, so it would be possible to import
and export files in that format. Alterna-
tively, the internal formats used for the
other forms of file are shown in the
Reference Manual. For the Benchmark I
was able to create a file in Sycero's
random format through a Basic prog-
ram, and then write a short Sycero
batch program to copy it to an indexed
file I had previously created. The
reverse process would permit export of
Sycero data to other programs. For
export, you could simply add some
Basic statements to a generated Sycero
enquiry or report program to send the
output to a file in whatever format you
wished.

Tailoring
The tailoring features of Sycero are
extremely extensive, to the point where
you can include Basic statements with-
in programs before or after generation.
Sycero provides several levels of
sophistication in its tailoring facilities.
Inexperienced users could combine the
various program types provided, in-
cluding the very powerful screen pro-
cessing together with the facilities for
generating menus automatically, to
produce quite powerful and flexible
systems. Such systems could exceed in
power all but the most sophisticated
data management packages now avail-
able, although not those packages
which provide their own command
languages and permit full interaction
between records, including the hand-
ling of many -to -many relationships.

When setting up screen processing
and when generating the five types of
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programs provided, you can include
any Sycero commands at a variety of
entry points. For example, in addition to
any processing statements attached to
individual screens, a file maintenance
program can include commands to be
processed before and after records are
amended, added to and deleted from a
file. (Such commands might be used to
carry out tasks which did not directly
interact with screen display or which
were specific to this particular type of
file maintenance, rather than to every
use of the screen format in question.)

Where the user requires features
which are not availablethrough the five
program types provided, batch prog-
rams can be constructed using any of
Sycero's extensive range of com-
mands. Basic statements can also be
used where necessary. For the appli-
cation where most of the work is
straightforward,the true programming
aspect could be confined to a few small
areas of the system, rather than the
whole system being programmed in
Basic or the language in use.

Housekeeping
Files can be deleted within Sycero; file,
screen and report definitions can be
copied. DOS commands can be ex-
ecuted from within Sycero, but this

facility is not available to generated
programs. Programs must go through a
generation phase before being run; this
is usually automatic unless previously
unidentified errors are found. Gener-
ated programs can be run within
Sycero, either in their full mode of
running or in a test mode. Once tested,
programs can be run independently of
Sycero. The manual does not explain
how to do this, but an extra typed sheet
supplied with the package gives the
necessary information.

To run the programs you need two
files supplied with Sycero. System C
does not charge you for the privilege of
using these on other systems, so there
are no royalties to pay to software
developers who write systems for sale
using Sycero.

User image
Sycero is a menu -driven system. Every
part of the package can be run using
menus, but there are times when an
experienced user will find this rather
tedious especially as in many cases you
can find yourself pressing the Exit key
many times to work back up through the
levels of menu.

In some parts of the package, exten-
sive use is made of special key se-
quences and of function keys. As the

BM 1
BM2
BM3
BM4

BM5
BM6

BM7
BM8

BM9

BM10

Time to add one new record 3secs
Time to select record by primary key 5secs
Time to select record by secondary key 5secs
Time to access 20 records from 1000 sequentially on
three -character field (same field as in BM2 key) NT
Time to access record using wild code 5secs
Time to index 1000 records on three -character field 35min

30secs*
Time to sort 1000 records on five -character field NP
Time to calculate on one field per record and 36mins
store result in record 15secs*
Time to total three fields over 1000 records 9m ins

35secs*
Time to add one new field to each of 1000 records 33mins

45secs*
Time to import a file of 1000 records: 32mins 15secs
Notes: NT= Not tested NP=Not possible + =including scrolling. Where

two times are given, first is access to first record, second is access
to each subsequent record. *=estimated from time to process
200 records.

Benchmark times recorded on :Apricot/H

Summary
Supplier
Tel
Cost (£)
Systems
Version reviewed
Type
Features

Drawbacks

Ease of use

System C
(0622) 55142
595
PC,MS
1.08
S,E
Program generator - permitting the setting up of a
variety of systems based on file -handling. Powerful
screen -handling and processing, adequate report
generation, good keyed access to single or linked files
including transaction processing.
Rather cumbersome ordering and selection facilities.
Limited ability to relate linked files within basic
system.
Quite difficult for novices to learn about and use.
Could be tedious for expert users, but should save
time.

manual has been written to be applic-
able to all the systems on which Sycero
runs, these keys are referred to by
generic names, and, in the absence of a
keyboard template, the strain on the
memory can be considerable. (The
Installation and Configuration Guide
does give details of the generally
applicable key sequences, but it is not
as easy to use as a template would be,
nor does it cover the use of function
keys or the Apricot microscreen. These
references are all embedded within the
Reference Manual.)

Documentation
The system comes with two main
manuals. The Reference Manual covers
the full range of Sycero facilities in a
reasonably comprehensible way, but it
would have been much better to have a
more extensive introduction to the
overall approach. The Example Manual
takes the user through two complete,
worked examples, and should be a very
effective way of learning about the
system. Unfortunately it has 36 pages
of errata: many of these contain only
one error and often this is simply a typo,
but not always, so you would have quite
a bit of work to do to get started with the
example and I doubt if many would
have the patience required.

System C provides support for the
package through an unusual route:
buyers are offered an annual mainte-
nance contract for £185, which includes
a modem and a subscription to BTGoId.
This means you can use the mailbox
system to communicate with the soft-
ware support people - an imaginative
move which should be cheaper for
most people than a maintenance con-
tract plustelephonecharges.

Conclusion
Sycero is a powerful and flexible
program generator which should
perhaps appeal more to system de-
velopers than ordinary users. I suspect
that many people will be wary of its
approach simply because it obviously
has a lot of power and capacity.

There are some areas which novices
will find particularly difficult-the need
to copy your files if they exceed their
initial size specification, and to write a
routine for the purpose, even if it can be
done by adapting an example in the
manual, is a real disadvantage. There
are also some surprising gaps in the
functionality of the five predefined
program types. The difficulties pro-
duced bycreating a report in an unusual
order is one obvious example, and the
barriers to creating linked files where
many -to -many relationships are possi-
ble is another.

I see Sycero as being of most interest
to people who need a powerful applica-
tion which can be almost completely
programmed in Sycero with the addi-
tion of a small number of Basic
statements. For this type of work, it
should prove a considerable aid to
productivity. END
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TEACH YOURSELF LOGO

Primitive Logo
Harvey Mellar looks at Logo operations, variables, arithmetic and co-ordinate

geometry, and presents a 'cat -and -mouse' program to illustrate the facts.

Some Logo primitives have an effect,
and are called 'commands', whereas
others simply return a value and have
no effect - these are called 'opera-
tions'. FORWARD is a command: it
causes the tu rtle to move on the screen.
HEADING, On the other hand, is an
operation: it returns the value of the
turtle's heading, but does not cause
anything to 'happen'. In order to find
out what the turtle's heading is, we
must give the value returned by HEAD-
ING as the input to a command, as for
example in PRINT HEADING; PRINT is a
command that causes the value of its
input to be displayed on the screen. It
follows from this that the first proce-
dure or primitive on a line must be a
command, otherwise a value would be
returned without anything to 'use' it.

All the procedures discussed in the
previous article (PCW, June) were
commands; they had an effect, butthey
did not return a value. To get a
procedure to return a value, we use the
primitive OUTPUT. As a very simple
example, here is a procedure that
returns the square of its input:
TO SQR :A

OUTPUT :A * :A
END
To find the square of 6.7, we type PRINT
SQR 6.7.

A procedure stops execution and
returns control to the procedure that
called it (or to the top level) as soon as it
executes an OUTPUT. The next exam-
ple illustrates this; it is an operation to
calculate the absolute value of its input.
TO ABS :X

IF :X < 0 THEN OUTPUT ( 0 - :X
OUTPUT :X

END
If :X is less than 0 then the first OUTPUT
is obeyed; Logothen stops obeying this
procedure and returns control to the
next higher level. Otherwise, Logo goes
on and obeys the second OUTPUT.

What I am calling an 'operation' in
Logo is usually called a 'function' in
other languages. One feature of a
function is that it returns a single value,
but in Logo that sing le value can be a list
structure of any degree of complexity.

Lisp is a languagewhich works purely
in terms of functions, whereas you
must include the word OUTPUT to
make your Logo procedures into func-
tions. Despite its origins in Lisp, Logo

departs from it in one of its most
fundamental features and so remains a
'procedural' rather than a 'functional'
language. There is dispute in the Logo
community about the correctness of
this approach, and one company, TLC,
(The Lisp Company) is producing ver-
sions of Logo which are 'functional'.

The majority of Logo primitives (and
all procedures) are prefix in form: that
is, the procedure is followed by its
inputs, as in FORWARD 20. However,
there are also a small group of 'infix'
operations which are used because of
theirfanniliarity. 4 + 5 is an example: the
+ is an infix operation, so called
because it is written between its inputs.

. . in Logo that single
value can be a list

structure of any degree
of complexity'

Some versions of Logo also include
prefix formsforthese operations, so 4 +
5 can also be written as SUM 4 5.

Calculations
Logo might not be your first choice of
language for number -crunching appli-
cations, but it does have a basic set of
arithmetic and trignometrica I functions
much the same as those you would
expect to find in Basic.

Operations enable us to write neat
definitions for mathematical problems.
Here's a procedure that returns the
distance between two points:
TO DISTANCE :X1 :Y1 :X2 :Y2

OUTPUT ( SORT ( SQR ( :X1 - :X2 )

+ ( SQR ( :Y1 - :Y2 ) )

END
To find the distance between the

points (50,60) and (90,70), type PRINT
DISTANCE 50 60 90 70. DISTANCE uses
the primitive operation SQRT as well as
the procedure SQR.

It is worth looking closely at the way
brackets are used here. The brackets in
( :X1 - : X2) ensu re that the subtraction
is done before any squaring; they
include the operation and its operands,
which isthe standard approach in many
languages. When brackets are used
with prefix primitives or procedures,
they include the procedure name

together with its inputs, so you write
(SQR :X) or ( SQR ( :X1 - :X2 1. This is
in contrast to the situation in Pascal and
Basic where it is just the arguments (the
inputs) that are bracketed together.

Many mathematical applications re-
quire the generation of random num-
bers, and Logo uses a primitive RAN-
DOM for this task. RANDOM takes an
integer input - n - and returns a
random integer between 0 and n-1. To
get the turtle to make a random right
turn of between 0 and 89 degrees, put:
RIGHT RANDOM 90
As a slightly more complex example,
the following makes a random right
turn between -90 and +90 degrees:
RIGHT ( ( RANDOM 181  - 90)

Co-ordinate geometry
In order to make use of the DISTANCE
procedure that has been defined, you
need a way of dealing with co-ordinate
geometry (that is - the usual school
geometry in terms of x and y co-
ordinates).

The geometry looked at in the pre-
vious article was 'turtle geometry',
which is defined in terms of FORWARD
and RIGHT and is a 'relative' geometry
in that everything is measured with
respect to the turtle's present position.
This form of geometry has great
importance- it offers a number of new
insights into geometry, and is better
suited to solving certain kinds of
problems than is co-ordinate geomet-
ry. However, there are problems for
which co-ordinate geometry is the
better way of expressing a solution.

Logo has a number of primitives for
dealing with co-ordinate geometry. The
origin of the co-ordinate system is taken
to be at the centre of the screen and you
can set the position of the turtle with
SETX, SETY or SETXY. SETX and SETY
take one input, the value of the x or y
co-ordinates respectively. SETXY takes
two inputs. If the pen is down, the turtle
will draw a line as it moves from its old
position to the new. The heading can be
set with SETH. These primitives are
commands.

There are a corresponding set of
operations that return values. HEAD-
ING has already been mentioned;
XCOR returns the value of the turtle's
x co-ordinate; arid YCOR its y
co-ordinate.
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Variables
The only variables seen so far have
been 'local' variables in the form of
inputs to procedures. These variables
are preserved as long as the procedure
that uses them is still active, but
disappear as soon as it is completed.

It is sometimes useful to have vari-
ables that can be shared by a number of
procedures and that do not disappear
after the procedures have finished
running. Such variables are usually
called global variables, and in many
versions of Basic all variables are
global.

To create a global variable you use
the primitive MAKE. For example,
MAKE "XPREY 5 assigns the value 5 to
the variable named XPREY. To find the
value of the variable, you could type
PRINT :XPREY.

A point to bear in mind when using
variables in Logo is that they are not
'typed' so there is no distinction, for
example between numeric variables

and string variables, asthere is in Basic.
You can say MAKE "XPREY 3, then later
MAKE "XPREY "THREE or MAKE
"XPREY [1 2 3].

In the last article I discussed, and have
now introduced, another punctuation
mark,". These symbols are very impor-
tant in Logo for there are three different
ways of using words, and these sym-
bols are used to differentiate these
uses:
XPREY (with no preceding punctua-

tion) is a call to a procedure (or a
primitive) named XPREY; it causes
the procedure to be obeyed.

"XPREY with preceding quotes (but not
following) is the word XPREY itself.
This could be the name of a variable,
the name of a procedure or simply a
'word' (the same as a 'string' in
Basic).

:XPREY with preceding colon is the
value associated with the name
XPREY; it is the contents of a 'box'
whose name is XPREY.
MAKE "XPREY :XPREY + 1 increases

the value of the variable XPREY by 1. At
first sight this notation seems un-
necessarily complicated, but the idea
behind the notation is that the two
different uses of XPREY should be
clearly distinguished. In Basic, the
statement LET XPREY = XPREY + 1
uses XPREY in one place as the value of
the variable and in the other as the
name of the variable. This is a source of
potential confusion that Logo tries to
avoid.

The colon notation in :XPREY is a,
shorthand for the fuller Logo syntax of
THING "XPREY. THING is an operation
which returns the value associated with
a variable name. A colon can be used in
place of THING if they are followed by
the actual variable name.

To show how THING works, consider
these examples:
MAKE "OTHERNAME "ROSE
MAKE "ROSE "SWEET

Then PRINT :ROSE prints SWEET
PRINT :OTHERNAME prints ROSE
PRINT THING :OTHERNAME prints the

value associated with :OTHER -
NAME, in other words the value
associated with "ROSE - that is, it
prints SWEET.
This in itself is often a useful feature,

but it is made even more useful by the
fact that you can create variable names
during the running of a procedure. To
make a word, you use the primitive
WORD which takes two inputs and
outputs the word formed by putting
these together: WORD "X "PREY out-
puts XPREY. You could also write
THING WORD "X "PREY in place of.
:XPREY. This facility becomes useful if
one of the inputs is a variable, for
example:
TO FINDX :ANIMAL

PRINT WORD "X :ANIMAL
END
FIND X "PREY prints the contents of
XPREYwhile FINDX "PREDATOR prints
the contents of XPREDATOR.

How does Logo organise its memory
to hold procedures and variables? The
memory is described as a 'workspace'
and is composed of 'nodes'. Procedure
and variable definitions use up nodes.
As procedures run workspace is used
up, and from time to time Logo must
stop, examine its workspace, decide
which parts are still needed and free the
rest of the memory for reuse - this
process is known as garbage collection.
Logo will hesitate for a second or so
from time to time as it performs a
garbage collection. Most Logos have
commands which will enable you to see
how many nodes you have free at any
time, and to force garbage collections
so that they do not occur during
time -critical parts of programs.

You can save the whole workspace to
disk (or tape) and reload it later. In this
way, procedures and global variables
are saved together as one file. There are
a variety of commands to organise the
workspace, for deleting procedures
and variables, and listing names of
procedures and variables. In some
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Why cant all our printers be like the JUKI 6100?
Because every business is different.
Not everyone, for instance, needs the full sophisti-
cation of our remarkable 6100. (Though judging
from the fact that it's one of the best-selling printers
in the UK, quite a few people do).
And not everyone has an IBM* computer (though
for those that have we've just introduced the
brand-new, IBM* graphic printer compatible 6100-1).
No, not for us the 'take it or leave it' approach,

JUKI 6100: one of the best-selling letter
quality daisywheel printers in the UK.
Graphic mode and full word processing
support

I
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sywtieel ftf; 3k buffer memory
word processing support.

JUKI 5520: low-cost, high quality
dot matrix personal computer printer.
High speed (180cps), graphic mode
and optional 4 -colour pant ct r.

fj

JUKI 6100A: brand-new, 1BW-compatible
version of the best-selling 6100. Graphic
Triode and full word processing support.

JUKI
Technology true to type

but a sensible, sensitive appreciation of individual
needs and requirements. So whatever you want
from your printer, you'll find a JUKI that's just right
for you.
But just because you're concentrating on their
differences, don't overlook the important fact that
two things, at least, never change.
Quality and value, for instance.
In these respects, all JUKI printers are the same.
*IBM is a trade -mark of IBM Corporation.

JUKI 2200: fully portable daisywheel
printer with 2k buffer memory and full
word processing support. Ideal for
use at home.
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JUKI (EUROPE) GMBH Eiffestr. 74  2000 Hamburg 26 F. R. Germany
Tel.: (0 40) 2 51 20 71-73  Telex: 2163 061 (JKI D)  Fax.: (0 40) 2 51 27 24.

Sole distributor: tri Micro Intec Unit 3, Hassocks Wood, Wade Road, Basingstoke, Hants, RG 24 ONE.
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JUKI 6000: letter quality daisywheel
printer designed specifically for home use.
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systems you can 'package' groups of
procedures and 'bury' them so that
their definitions can't be accessed.

The exact commands used vary
slightly from version to version, but the
important idea to grasp is that of the
workspace as it is a different concept to
a program in Basic.

The hunt
You can put all these ideas together in a
program to investigate how a predator
chases its prey. This example is
adapted from Abelson and diSessa's
excellent book, Turtle Geometry (MIT
Press 1981).

The predator has a rudimentary
sense of smell. The smell of his prey
gets stronger as he gets closer, and
weaker as he gets further away. If he
finds the smell getting weaker, he turns
right through a given angle. The prey,
on the other hand, moves at random in
an attempt to throw off any attack.
Amazingly, with this crude attack
strategy the predator usually gets his
prey, but then the prey is not too
intelligent either! This is a powerful
example of the value of feedback: a
simple mechanism with feedback will
often succeed in the long -run.

The program has to control two
animals at once:
TO DO

INIT
EXECUTE.TOGETHER

END
INIT sets the original position of the

two animals and ensures the pen is up.
DISTANCE.LAST.TIME is a global vari-
ablethatwill be used to keep track of the
distance between the two animals.
TO INIT

PENUP
MAKE "XPREY 0
MAKE "YPREY 0
MAKE "HPREY 0
MAKE "XPREDATOR ( - 100
MAKE "YPREDATOR ( - 100 )
MAKE "HPREDATOR 0
MAKE "DISTANCE.LAST.TIME 100

END
EXECUTE.TOGETHER causes two

processes, a prey movement andthen a
predator movement, to occur 'simul-
taneously' (actually one after the other
in small steps). The procedure also
checks if the two animals are close
enough together for the predator to
grab its prey, and if so it stops.

PREY.STEP and PREDATOR.STEP
each require two inputs, one giving the
length of each step and the other giving
the angle through which the animal
turns on each step.
TO EXECUTE.TOGETHER

PREY.STEP 4 40
PREDATOR.STEP 10 50
IF DISTANCE.TO.PREY < 10 THEN

STOP
EXECUTE.TOGETHER

END
(Note: DISTANCE.TO.PREY is an op-

eration and so returns a value that can
then be compared with 10.)

The prey moves forward its step -
length and then makes a random turn.
As the same turtle is being used for both
animals, you need to restore the turtle
to the place it was last at when it was
tracing the path of the prey before
making the move, and save the new
position before leaving the procedure.
TO PREY.STEP :SPEED :TURN

RESTORE.STATE "PREY
MOVE :SPEED
RIGHT (RANDOM 2 * :TURN )

- :TURN
SAVE.STATE "PREY

END
The predator makes a right turn only

if the smell is getting weaker. The other
details of this procedure are similar to
that for the prey.
TO PREDATOR.STEP :SPEED :TURN

RESTORE.STATE "PREDATOR
MOVE :SPEED
IF SMELL = "WEAKER THEN RIGHT

:TURN
SAVE.STATE "PREDATOR

END
The two procedures for saving and

restoring the state oftheturtle make use
of the ability to create variable names
during program execution.
TO SAVE.STATE :ANIMAL

MAKE I WORD "X :ANIMAL 1 XCOR
MAKE (WORD "Y :ANIMAL  YCOR
MAKE ( WORD "H :ANIMAL )

HEADING
END

TO RESTORE.STATE :ANIMAL
SETX THING ( WORD "X :ANIMAL)
SETY THING (WORD "Y :ANIMAL)
SETH THING (WORD "H :ANIMAL )

END
You have to use MOVE rather than

FORWARD so that lines are only drawn
when one animal or the other moves,
and not when the turtle swaps from one
to the other.

TO MOVE :X
PD
FD :X
PU

END
DISTANCE.TO.PREY is an operation

which outputsthe distance between the
two animals.
TO DISTANCE.TO.PREY

OUTPUT SQRT ( ( SQR ( :XPREY -
:XPREDATOR )  + ( SQR ( :XPREY
- :YPREDATOR) )

END
SMELL is another operation. It uses

the operation DISTANCE.TO.PREY to
determine whether the prey is closer or
further away, and the global variable
DISTANCE.LAST.TIME to keep a record
of the distance.

The fact that a procedure stops when
an OUTPUT is obeyed is rather inconve-
nient here, and to simplify the program-
ming I have used an alternative form of
the conditional test. TEST evaluates the
expression on that line and returns
TRUE or FALSE. This value is then used
by any following IFTRUE or IFFALSE
statements.
TO SMELL

TEST DISTANCE.TO.PREY > :DIS-
TANCE.LAST.TIME

IFTRUE OUTPUT "WEAKER
IFFALSE OUTPUT "STRONGER

END
This program illustrates one of the

uses to which Logo is well suited. You
have a very simple model of a pre-
dator's behaviour, but you can now
refine one part of the program (PRE-
DATOR.STEP) in an attempt to get a
more efficient predator, or devise
avoidance strategies for the prey, run
the programs and see what happens. It
is this ability to easily alter the model
that separates this type of program
from a simple simulation.

This is part two of a six -part series. END
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ORIC SOFTWARE

TIP
This simple and short
machine code routine is
designed to stop the cursor
flashing. Why you would
want to do this is arguable,
but I find it a little distracting
and occasionally annoying!

It works by re -vectoring the
fast interrupt vector located at
#229 to the start of the
machine code (in this
case#400, but the code is
relocatable to any area in
memory where it is safe from

US WORKSHOP

Our monthly pot-pourri of hardware and software tips for the
popular micros. If you have a favourite tip to pass on, send

it to TJ's Workshop, PCW, 62 Oxford Street, London Wl. Please
keep your contributions concise. We will pay E5-£30 for any

tips we publish. PCW can accept no responsibility for damage
caused by using these tips, and readers should be

advised that any hardware modifications may render the
maker's guarantee invalid.

being overwritten by Basic).
The code continually stores

zero at location #0274. A
ROM -based routine uses the
timer at #0274/#0275 to
decide how long has elapsed
between the cursor having
been flashed on and off.
When zero is reached, the
cursor is flashed on.
Therefore, as this routine
continually zeros the timer,
the cursor is permanently on.

Flashing can be restored to
normal by entering
DOKE#229, #ECO3 as a direct
command.

J M Wright

Assembler listing
:TXA: (Preserve registers)

PHA: TYA: PHA
#405 LDA £#00 (Load accumulator with zero
#407 STA#0274 (Store Acc @#0274)
#409 PLA: TAY: PLA: (Re -instate registers)

TAX: PLA
#40E JMP#ECO3 (Jump to interrupt handler)
Basic listing
10 FOR 1=0 TO 17
20 READ D$ :D=VAL(""+D)
30 POKE#400+I,D
40 NEXT I
50 DOKE#229,#400
60 DATA 48,8A,48,98,48,A9,00,8D,74,02
70 DATA 68,A8,68,AA,68,4C,03,EC

MZ-80K

REVERSE VIDEO
Here is a modification to the
Sharp MZ-80K based on an
article in a user club magazine
for reverse video. The original
article only gave total screen
reversal, but by the addition
of just two ICs, it is possible to
have reverse video characters
anywhere on the screen as on
the Commodore Pet.

Although the modification
is fairly simple, it should not
be undertaken by anyone with
doubts about his capabilities.

The two ICs required are: 1)
2102 lk memory chip; and 2)
74LS74. Also required are a
small piece of Veroboard and
some thin connecting wire.
1) Remove the main PCB and 

lay it component -side down.
2) Follow the track from pin
9-IC29(74LS165) to the solder
connection and link to pin
11-IC26(74LS86).
3) Cut the track going to pin
9-IC29.
4) Link pin 9-IC29 to pin 12-
IC26.
5) Link pin 13-IC26 to pin
5 -new 74LS74.
6) Link pin 3 -new 74LS74 to
pin 1-IC29.
7) Link pin 2 -new 74LS74 to
pin 12 -new 2102.
8) Link pin 11 -new 2102 to pin
9-IC2(74LS74).
9) Link pin 4-1C23174LS02) to
pin 11-IC2.
10) Link pin 6-IC23 to pin
6-1C30174LS42).
11) Link pin 12-IC2 to pin A25
on the I/O connector.
12) Locate pin 1-IC24(74LS00),
locate the solder connection

on the sixth track up from pin
1-IC24 and link to pin 5-IC23.
13) Connect a 4K7 resistor
from pin 10-1C2 to pin 14-IC2.
14) Locate the two solder
connections between pin 14-
IC2 and pin 1-IC1(555) (note
that they are very close
together). Connect a link from
pin 13-IC2 to the solder
connection nearest to pin
14-IC2.
15) Link pin 1.
16) Link pin 7 -new 74LS74 to
pin 9 new 2102.
17) Link the following
connections from the
Veroboard to IC42(2114):
New 2102 1C42
PIN 1 PIN 1

PIN 2 PIN 2

PIN 3 PIN 10
PIN 4 PIN

PIN 5
PIN 6
PIN 7
PIN 8
PIN 9
PIN 10
PIN 13
PIN 14
PIN 15
PIN 16

PIN 7
PIN 4
PIN 3
PIN 5
PIN 9
PIN 18
PIN 8
PIN 15
PIN 16
PIN 17

The modification is comp-
lete. Using Basic, POKE 57364, 1
for reverse video and POKE
57364,0 for normal video.

To use in a program:
10 POKE 57364,1
20 PRINT 'SHARP';
30 POKE 57364,0
40 PRINT 'MZ-80K'
This will print 'Sharp' in
reverse video and 'MZ-80K' in
normal video.
Howard Winwood

AUTOMATIC

SEARCH -AND -

REPLACE
Wordwise 1 was an excellent
word processor for the BBC
Micro, one of the few at any
price which gave a running
word count. Its successor,
Wordwise+, is even better,
and the feature of a
programming language
makes it unbeatable for many
of the actions that I need. One
of these is automatic search -
and -replace.

The search -and -replace of
Wordwise 1 was something
which required quite a lot of
typing, and when a large
number of replacements had
to be made, to conform with a
publisher's house style, for
example, this was tedious. By
using the new programmable
Wordwise+, the search -and -
replace of a list of items can
be made automatic. The list of
items is typed into
Wordwise+ with the old item
followed by the new item, for
example:
machie
machine
Z-80
Z80 (and so on),
and this list is saved under

whatever file name you like,
such as CORLST.

The search -and -replace
program listed here is then
loaded into one of the
segments, and the file
CORLST is loaded into SEG.5.
With the text in the main
section of memory, activating
the program will carry out the
search -and -replace action on
all the listed items. The
machine beeps twice when
the program is finished.

The only thing to watch for
is that a space should be
placed after each complete
word when the list is being
compiled. If this is not done,
there is a possibility of an
endless loop forming. If, for
example, you have items wil
and will in the list, with no
space following wil, then the
first wil in the text is replaced
by will, and the 'wil' part of
'will' is then replaced by'will',
and so on. The result in this
example is to fill the memory
with a set of letters 'I'.

On another Wordwise+
topic, has anyone
successfully used PDOC when
the PSF$ command was in
place in a print header? I
found it difficult enough to get
the PSF$ command to work at
all, and when it was used with
the PDOC program, it caused
the output to take one page
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from each file. It also
produced the error messages
'Too many files' and 'CPIT
error', which are not
documented in the
Wordwise+ manual.

There are no problems
when the command is used
with files that are not being
printed with PDOC.

Ian Sinclair

SELECT SEGMENT 5
CURSOR TOP
.LAB1

A$=GLT$
IF A$="" THEN GOTO
B$=GLT$
SELECT TEXT
CURSOR TOP
REPEAT
REPLACE A$,B$
UNTIL EOT
SELECT SEGMENT 5
GOTO LAB1
.LAB2
SELECT TEXT
CURSOR TOP
DISPLAY

LAB2

LYNX ROUTINES
Here are some short routines
for the Lynx. They can be
stored at 6343H (this is within
the cassette file name buffer,
and is safe if the file name is
restricted to less than 51
characters). The routine in Fig
1 starts the cassette motor. To
run this routine call 6343H; to
stop the cassette press S.

To wait for a key to be
pressed and to print it, use the
routine in Fig 2. This has the
advantage over a Basic
program that it will also print
control characters (for
example CNTL-G = BELL).

The routine in Fig 3 will
beep every time an error
message is generated (very

useful when in auto mode and
when you are not always
looking at the screen). Also, it
does not destroy any pointers
to other routines.

These routines can all be
placed in memory by entering
MONITOR and using the M
command. When you are
satisfied it is working
correctly, it can then be saved
on tape by using the D
command. As an example,
the beep routine is saved
with:
D 6343 6357 6343 'BEEP'

This can then be loaded
with MLOAD 'BEEP', and will
automatically run and beep
whenever an error is
produced.
R W Toms

6343 : START CD F2 OC
6346 CD BD 09
6349 FE 53

CALL MOTON
CALL KEYDVR
CP'S' Check to see if S

is pressed, if not
jump to start

634B 20 F6 JR NZ
634D CD FB OC CALL Stop motor

MOTOFF
6350 C9 RET

Fig 1

6343 START CD BD 09

6346 B7
6347 28 FA

CF

18 F7

6349

634A

Fig 2

CALL Get chr
KEYDVR
OR A
JR Z Jump to start if

no key has been
pressed

RST 8 Call display
routine

JR Jump to start

6343 21 88 62

Fig 3

LD HL, Address called
ERRAM during error

Fig 3 continued

6346 3E C3 LDA,C3 Load into ERRAM
a jump to beep
routine

6348 77 LD(HL),A
6349 23 INC HL
634A 3E 52 LDA,52
634C 77 LD(HL),A
634D 23 INC HL
634E 3E 63 LDA,63
6350 77 LD(HL),A
6351 C9 RET
6352 F5 PUSH AF
6353 3E 07 LDA,07 Load A with 07

(BEEP)
6355 CF RST 8 Call display

routine
6356 Fl POP AF
6357 C9 RET

UCSD PASCAL

PROCEDURES
Pascal assumes that writing
onto a VDU will follow the
same pattern as writing to a
line printer. While an
equivalent of such commands
in Basic as the MTX's CSR
(X,Y) or the PRINT AT (X,Y) of
some other micros is rarely
essential, it is occasionally
useful and cannot be
implemented using Pascal's

field -width parameter.
UCSD Pascal provides a

GOTOXY (X,Y=INTEGER)
procedure. This procedure
will GOTOXY (X,Y) for any
micro which uses the
standard ASCII teleprinter
control codes for VDU
formatting. (CHR (26) (ASCII
'SUB') homes the cursor to
the start of the current page,
and CHR (25) (ASCII 'EM')
advances the print cursor one
position without printing a
space.
B L Houghton

PRI.TICEDLIF'E iTiOTOXY Y: I NTEGER)

(Places print position/cursor at)
(Cartesian coordinates supplied.)
(Note that error -trapping should)
(be outside this PROCEDURE,so
(that alternate text windows,
(screen modes7etc.may be handled)
(Assumes that micro uses ASCII )

(,_onto) characters as VDU format)
[commands_

VAR A: INTEGER.;
BEGIN

IF (X:,=0) AND (Y> =c') THEN
BEGIN
WRITE (CHR (2h)) ;
FOR A ; =1 TO Y DO WR I TELN
FOR A: = 1 TO WRITE (CHF! (25)

END
END ;

COMMODORE

DISK DIRECTORY
Here is a tape and listing of a
disk directory subroutine for a
Commodore 64, which allows
the user to read a disk
directory without destroying a
program in memory.

To add it to programs, type
it in and save it as a separate
program as usual.

Now load the program it is
to be added to (ensure this

contains line numbers below
60000). Type in direct mode:
POKE 43, PEEK(451-2
POKE 44, PEEK (46)
NEW
LOAD "NAME OF DISC
ROUTINE",8
POKE 43,1
POKE 44,8

Remember to press
RETURN after each
statement. The routine and
your program will now be
merged.

I Learmouth

60000 OPENI.8,0:CLOSE
60010 UPEN1,8,0."$0"
60020 GE111,1,85.BS

II -ST. -1/810E1+,0200
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D'S WORKSHOP
60030 GET#1,8$,B$
60040 GET#1,8$,B$
60050 M=0
60055 R$="NR"
60060 IFH$K)""THENM=E6C(0s)
60070 IFE$<)""TNENM=M+RSr:(Bs)*256
60080 PRINT"N"MIDVSTRS(M),2);THB(5)j"krj
60090 GET#1,85:IFSTOOTHEAq60160
60100 IFB$OCHRS(34)THEN6m090..
60105 0E1111,8$;IFB$OCHRS(34)ThENPRINTRS+BC 00T060105
60110 GET$11,BS,IFF3=T.NRs(3,)THEN60110
60120 PRINTT814(27);M$=""
60130 MS=Mf+DET41,8$:IFIIS<)""THEN60130
60140 PRINT")".LEFTS(M$.3)
60150 IFST=OTNE.TI60030
60160 PR1NT"BLOCKS FREE"JATISEI
60170 END
60200 PRINT"aDEVICE NOT PRESENT"

UNROLLING

LOOPS IN BASIC
What is the fastest way, in
Basic, of summing the N
elements of a one-
dimensional array X? I
suspect most programmers
would opt for the simple, tight
loop embodied in line 510 of
the accompanying program.
There is, however, a faster
method, based on the idea of
'unrolling' a loop. This
technique consists of
replicating the contents of the
loop one ormore times and
making the appropriate
adjustments to the loop
counter. The aim is to

execution time of the loop by
reducing the overheads of
incrementing the loop
variable, testing for the end of
the loop, and branching back
to the start of the loop.

Line 630 of the program
contains a loop unrolled to a
depth of three. Other moduli
are possible, and some
experimentation is required
to find the most suitable value
of M for a particular

application and a given
computer. If a higher value of
M is to be used, extra terms
should be added in line 630 so
that each time through the
loop, M consecutive terms of
the array X are summed.

Line 620 is a clean-up loop
which deals with any
elements remaining after the
N elements of X have been
divided into groups of three.
The table in Fig 1 gives some
timings obtained on the
Commodore Pet using the
listed program. The unrolled
loop provides a useful speed
increase for N greater than
about 10, although it is
marginally slower than the
standard method for smaller
N due to its start-up overhead.
I would expect similar speed
increases to be obtained for
the other popular micros.

This technique is well worth
considering if you need to
squeeze the last ounce of
performance out of your Basic
interpreter!
Reference: JJ Dongarra and
AR Hinds (1979), Unrolling
loops in Fortran, Software
Practice and Experience, vol
9, 219-226.
Nick Higham

N
Time for standard
method (Jiffies) Speed-up ratio

10 5 1.2
15 7 1.0
25 12 .917
100 45 .844
500 221 .855
1000 439 .838

Fig 1

10 REM UNROLLING LOOPS
15 REM INt PET BASIC:
20 REM EXAMPLE. SUMMING X(1)
30 REM BYt NICK HIGHRM
40
100 REM VARIABLES ARE 'FASTER' THAN CONSTANTS:
105 M=3,P=110=2
110 INPUT N
120 DIM X(N).FORI=ITONtX(I)=ItNEXT
130
200 T=TItOOSUB500:71=TI-TsPRINTTI,S
210 T=TI1GOSUB600:1-2=TI-T.PRINTT2,S
220 PRINT.SPEED-UP RATI03.1.2/71:END
230
500 REM STANDARD METHOD
505 S=0
510 FORI=ITONIS.S.X(I):NEXT
520 RETURN

530
600 REM UNROLLED LOOP s MODULUS M=3
605 S=0
610 R=N-INT(N/M)*M
620 IF R>0 THENFORI=1TOR:S=S+X(I):NEXT
630 IF R<N THENFORI=R+1TONSTEPMIS=5+X(I)+X(I+P)+X(I,C0tNEXT
640 RETURN

READY.

BBC LISP
Acornsoft Lisp has, like many
small-scale Lisp systems, no
provision for loading and
saving separate functions.
These functions will do that.
For example, to save the
function FLATTEN use
(FSAVE 'FLATTEN); to recall
it, use (FLOAD 'FLATTEN).

The function FLATTEN is
described in the Lisp user
guide. It works by storing the
definitions as an ASCII file on

disk or tape, and will work on
the BBC A BBC B and
Electron. You can use those
functions to build up a whole
library of LISP definitions
without the whole Lisp -
environment.

FSAVE and FLOAD won't
work with functions
implemented in machine
code. ADDHEAD is used in the
definition of FSAVE , so don't
forget to type in ADDHEAD.

Dreesen Jos

(DEFUN
FSAVE
(M (LW))
(*

(IMPLODE
(CONS

(QUOTE SPOOL)
(CONS BLANK (EXPLODE M)))))

(SETQ LW LINEWIDTH)
(SETO LINEWIDTH 130)
(SPRINT (ADDHEAD M))
(PRINC CR)
(SETS LINEWIDTH LW)
(* (QUOTE SPOOL)))

( DEFUN

FLOAD
(M)

(*

( IMPLODE
(CONS

(QUOTE EXEC)
(CONS BLANK (EXPLODE

(DEFUN
ADDHEAD
(L)

(CONS
(QUOTE DEFUN)
(CONS L (CDR (EVAL L) ) ) ) )

M) ) ) ) ) )

BBC BREAKS
The effects of the BREAK key
and CTRL BREAK can be
easily harnessed using the
*FX247 command; this
redirects the Break vector to a
user's own routine. Certain
protocols must be observed,
and the operating system has
to be allowed to reset
variables.

The OS checks the break
vector twice, and it is best to
intercept the vector the
second time. During the first
check, the OS enters with
carry clear and the second
with carry set. To tell the OS
the address of the user's
routine, *X248 and *FX249
are used (low byte, high byte
respectively). The
demonstration program
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shows the theory in practice.
10 MODE 7:REM Intercept
break

20 FOR PASS=0 TO 3 STEP 3
30 P%=&C00
40 [OPT PASS
50 BCS START /Check if
second access of the vector

60 RTS
70 .START
80 CLI /Re -enable

interrupts
90 LDX #&00 /Print string
100 .LOOP /Onscreen
110 LDA string,X
120 JSR &FFE3
130 INX
140 CMP #&OD
150 BNE LOOP
160 JSR &FFE3
170 RTS
180 .string
190 ]

200 $P%="The Soup
Dragon's dropped a
Clanger"

210 P°/0=P%+LEN($P°/0)+ 1
220 NEXT PASS
230 *FX247,76
240 *FX248,00
250 *FX249,12
260 PRINT CHR$(129)

"PRESS BREAK!!"
Beeb disks may be

protected by setting the
directory option to the
'teletext conceal' character.
Type in PRINT CHR$(&98);"*"
[return], then type in *DIR.
Use the cursor keys to copy
the invisible character before
the When it is copied
correctly, the copy cursor
disappears. Now press
RETURN. Any files saved
while this directory is set will

not be visible when the
directory is set back to
normal. To see the filenames,
this procedure must be
repeated -a boot file could
do it automatically.

To give simple protection in
a basic program by hiding any
important lines using
CHR$)42) ('*'), make a REM
statement at the end of the
lines to be hidden. This REM
statement should be made up
of the number of asterisk
characters required to hide
what goes before it (don't
forget to include the REM
itself).

Now fit into your program
these lines:
1 TEST=FALSE:FOR
X= PAGE TO TOP STEP 1

2 IF ?X=&F4 THEN
TEST=TRUE

3 IF ?X=&OD THE
TEST=FALSE

4 IF ?X=42 AND TEST=TRUE
THEN ?X=&7F

5 NEXT X
6 END

Run the routine with GOTO
1 and then DEL.1.6. When the
program is listed, the REMs
will have been filled with
CHR$(&7F) (the delete
character) which will cause
the characters before the REM
to be deleted from the screen
when the program is listed
(that is, the parts of lines that
you don't want visible).

It is possible to redefine the
copy cursor by storing the
new ACSII code at address
&366.
Stephen D Jamieson

NEWBRAIN

CAPS LOCK
Using the NewBrain default
screen, capitals lock can be
achieved by either using
POKE43,1 or Control/1. But if a
series of pages are opened,
this is not possible; the

solution is shown in this
program.

Line 160 traps the graphics/
L key input and the subroutine
sets L at either 0 or 1. The
punch line is 1030, which
alternately sets CAPS LOCK
and normal with each
consecutive graphics/L
keystroke.
PM Stevenson

100 REPOset keyboard and screen*
110 kb.55:sc.99:REM*allocate streams
120 OLOSEekb:CPEN01<b,5:REM*open keyboard device 5 with stream 055
130 CLOSEesc:OPENesc,0,sc, "924" :REM*cpen screen 40 8 24 on stream *99
140 PUTesc.22,1,3,6!Reetplace cursor on screen 1199 at x=1 y=3
150 CETekb,a:REM*road key entry
160 1Fael40THENGOSUB1000:00T0150:REMftrap graphics& = Little/Large Lock
170 PUTeec,a:REM*print key entry to Screen
100 00T0150:REM*for next key entry
1000 REMtcapitals lock sub routine
1010 1.1+1:REWincrement by count of 1

1020 IRDITHE91.0:REWensure either 0 or 1

1030 PUTIOkb,1:REM*set keyboard mode to 0 m normal / 1 . CAPITALS LOCK

1040 RE7

IBM PC #
REDEFINITION
Something like "GWBASIC

LPT_INIS" included in an
autoexec can make
spreadsheet automatic
pounding considerably more
useful.
Will Roberts

10 'Epson FX 0/100 printer Cs and Ns redefine. For IBM PC or Compatables
20 ON ERROR MOTO 210
30 OLE
40 LOCATE 10,241PRINT.Printer inieallaation program..
MO LOCATE 12,5
60 PAINT.This redefines the C sign and the 0 to be the same me the screen."
70 READ N '

If no WHILE/WHEND then change SO 4 110 toe
SO WHILE N<>-1 ' IF Nw-1 THEN OOTO 120
90 LPRINT CHRAINII
100 READ N

110 WEND MOTO MO
120 ON ERROR OOTO 0
130 LOCATE 20,23
140 PRINT"Printer inisaliaation done with..
150 SYSTEM

' This could be system, return, atop,
160 Move ram chars. Into ram
170 DATA 7,58,0,0,0
180 Use ram Char..
190 DATA 27.37,1,0
200 Define 35 a. 0
210 DATA 27,38.0,35,35,140,40,40,254,254,40,40,254,254,40,40,0
220 Define 156 se C
230 DATA 27,38,0,156,156,1390800.126,146,18.128,2,128,66,0,0
240 Let char.. 128-159 I. 255 be printed
250 DATA 27,54
260 End Al data flag
270 DATA -1
280 IF (ERR-24)0R(ERR=25)0R,ERR=27) THEN LOCATE 20,24.PRINT.THE PRINTER 18 PLAY!
NO DEAD... BEEP
290 LOCATE 22,26NPRINT.HIT A KEY TO TRY AGAIN.'
300 RESTORE ' -Start again'
310 DEF SEG :POKE 106,0 ' -Empty. the keyboard buffer
320 IF 1NKEY* THEN RESUME 10 ELSE 00T0 320

AMSTRAD LVAR
This short utility for the
Amstrad will print out all the
variables and their current
values used in a Basic
program. Put a break point
where the bug occurs and
type GOTO 65500. The

program should be MERGEd
in from tape or disk rather
than loaded in.

This routine uses a few
variables of its own which
should be avoided in your
Basic program. These are
LV,LVS, LVL and LVS$.
J W Jack

65500 '

65501 '- LVAR. - J.W.Jack - 1985.

65502 DEF FNlv(x)=PEEK(1/f2560PEEKIK.1) :Iy=0 :lys=FNly(44679)-17

65503 FOR 1v1=FNIv(44677) TO lvs-16

65504 IF PEEK(1y1)>0 THEN GOSUE, 65508

65505 NEXT

65506 lys=lvs-16 POKE 44679,1ys-INTIlys/256/0256 POKE

44680,INTklys/256)

65507 END

65508 '- Label.

65509

655113 IF PEEK(1v1)>128 THEN ly18=Iy14+CHRS(PEEK(ly1)-128) GOTO

65511 ELSE ly18=Iy1S+CHRS(PEEKily1/): ly1=Iy1.1.1 : OOTO 65510

65511 PRINT 1v181

65512 '- Type & Value.

65513 1v1=1v1+1

65514 IF PEEK(1v1)=1 THEN PRINT.% = .;FNly11y1+1) : ly1=ly1+3:

RETURN

65515 IF PEEK(1yI)=2 THEN PRINT.S = .;CHR$(34)3 :FOR

lyg=FNlyllylf2/ TO FNly(ly1+2)+PEEK(Iy1+1)-1 : PRINT

CHRS(PEEK(lyg)1:NEXT :PRINT CHR$(34) ly1=lylfPEEK(ly1+1):

RETURN

65516 IF PEEK(1y1)=4 THEN FOR lyg=l TO 5:POKE

1ystlyg.PEEK(Iy1+1vg) :NEXT :PRINT ' = .11y :1v1=1v1+6 :RETURN

65517 1v1=1v1+2 : PRINT" is a FuNction.. : RETURN

65518 '

ATARI CLOCK
This listing is for all Ataris,
and is a real-time clock which
is accurate to about 10
seconds a day.

When run it provides a 12 -
hour digital clock in the top
right-hand corner of the
screen.

The program is interrupt -
driven, leaving normal
operations unaffected, and
updates the time by looking at
the Atari's 50Hz clock.

It is affected by scrolling or
clearing the screen, but will
reappear in the same place
after one second.
Mauro Maestranzi

9880 GRAPHICS 0, .REAL TIME CLOCK., 14 .BY mAuR0 MAFSTRANZI .?

HHIMISS FORMAT.
9010 TRAP 9838

9020 FOR R1 TO 300sREA0 M1POKE A.I535,MINENT A
9030 4 7 "ENTER TINE: .18811)1536,

9060 DATA 162.0.32.199,6.21.42,42,42.42,141.255.6.32,199,6.24,109,255.6.157.240,
6,232,224,3.240.11.169,58,141,251.2.32

9078 DATA 208.6.76.2,6.173.49.2,133,205,173.18,2,21.105.63.133,281.114.2,238,265
.169.8.141,14.212.169,79.141.362,169,6
9080 DATA 141,37.2.169,64,141.14,212,76.0.160,162,8,282,208.253.218,11.162.0,173
.213,6,105,1,141.243.6

9090 DATA 201.08.141.96.142.213.6,173.212.6.1050,141.212,6.201.96,141,35,112.21

2.6,173,241.6,105,8.141.241.6.201.96
9100 DATA 141,20.142.241.6,173,210.6.105.0.111.210.6,201.18.111.5.169.1.111,240,

6.173,221.6,280.41,24,162,2.16003.189

9110 DATA 218.6.72.11.15.9.16.145,201.181.136.105.186.106.1.86.41.15.9.16,115,284

.136.169.26,145.201.136,202,16,225,200

9128 DATA 169.0.145.284,76,98.220,142,254,6.32,228,216,174,251,6,142,254,6.32,17
0.216.11,15.234.174.254.698.0.0,80,0,8
9138 DATA 0

S IN
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SCREENPLAY

Grand Prix -style motor racing, hassle from intergalactic muggers, and an
impression of the end of the world nuclear-style-take a trip with Stephen

Applebaum through this month's selection of great games forthe BBC,
Commodore 64, Spectrum and Atari.

Grand Prix
Title: Revs
Computer: BBC B
Supplier: Acornsoft
Format: Cassette, disk
Price: £14.95/f17.65

Aviator and Elite are hard acts to follow
but Acornsoft has done it again with
Revs, a full -colour motor racing game
which looks set to emulate the success
of its predecessors.

Revs' scenario is not new. Atari had
the idea some years ago with Pole
Position, but whereas the latter pro-
vided a good, fun arcade game, it never
captured the exhilaration of sitting
behind the wheel of a powerful racing
car hurtling around a Grand Prix circuit
at break -neck speeds.

Revs, on the other hand, straddles the
boundary between pure arcade and
simulation, treading the same path cut
by Aviator, the first of Acornsoft's
classic trio. The action is so accurate,

Revenge is mine

you can almost feel the wind gushing
from the television as you motor your
way around the Silverstone track.

Before getting down to the serious
business of racing, a practice section
gives you a chance to get the feel of the
car's controls. Most new players will be
thankful for this option -the manual is
not kidding when it says: 'You will need
to practise a great deal to master the
skills of a formula 3 driver.' Even getting
the car running is difficult, but once
started you soon find yourself motoring
along quite happily until the first bend
when you skid off the track and brake,
putting the car into an uncontrollable
spin. Crashing results in a rather
disappointing lattice -work pattern
being drawn across your field of view.

When you feel you are confident
enough to race, a state I never reached,
you can be ambitious and embark on
your first time trial. To be competent to
race, the manual suggests that you
should consistently complete a circuit
in under 1.40 minutes. Most drivers

won't manage this for quite a while, so
there are three classes of race: novice,
amateur and professional.

The novice class can be entered by
anyone because rescue crews are on
constant alertto helpwiththeaftermath
of a pile-up. The amateur and profes-
sional classes cannot be entered im-
mediately, both requiring a qualifying
time.

Racing is difficult and takes a lot of
concentration. Not only do you have to
deal with the perils of coping with your
own car, but also make sure that you
don't bump into anyone else. Even the
slightest knock can send you careering
onto the grass, only to be man -handled
back onto the track by the rescue
services.

I would not normally rave about a
motor racing game - there are far too
many of them - but Revs has some-
thing different to offer. The graphics
surpass even the excellent Aviator,
achieving a stunning authenticity that
will be difficult to match in the future.

Title: Bounty Bob Strikes Back
Computer: Commodore 64
Supplier: US Gold
Format: Cassette
Price: £9.95

Bounty Bob Strikes Back is the long-
awaited follow-up to Miner 2049er, the
program which provided the inspira-
tion for games such as Manic Miner and
Jet Set Willy (you should have already
guessed that Bounty Bob Strikes Back is
a ladders and levels game).

Like its predecessor it is set inside a
mine, but unfortunately things have
changed for the worst since Bob's first

visit. Whereas the mine was previously
inhabited by friendly, furry animals, it is
now overrun with radioactive mutants,
the result of a metamorphosis the
animals have experienced due to their
food having been contaminated with
waste dumped by the evil Yukon
Yohan. Contact with any of the beasties
is fatal, so you, as Bounty Bob, have
you rwork cut out if you areto securethe
mine and defeat Yukon Yohan.

As you bounce around the mine's
various levels, you collect pieces of
equipment which lower the radiation
level, allowing you to wreak revenge on
the mutants. But you must be quick
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because the radiation level soon rises
again. Getting around the mine in-
volves jumping between ledges and
climbing ladders; there are often short -S

cuts with various kinds of lift, but !found
them difficult to use. So much so, in fact,
I was not able to get past the second of
the game's 25 screens.

Anyone who enjoyed Miner 2049er
will find Bounty Bob Strikes Back an
absolute joy. It's a game which makes
Jet Set Willy look almost prehistoric.

`I got the blues ..
Title: Dropzone
Computer: Atari
Supplier: US Gold
Format: Cassette
Price: £9.95

Dropzone is another minor classic from

US Gold. This time you are not down a
mine or flying over Moscow but gliding
over the surface of a planet, testing out
your new jet pack. Noticing several blue
creatures having difficulty landing, you
decide to help by taking them to the
dropzone.

Unbeknown to you, they were having
rather more trouble than just man-
oeuvring, and were in fact being
pursued by a horde of intergalactic
muggers. Fortunately you are carrying
three smart bombs, a laser and a cloak,
so you are not exactly defenceless.

Defender fans will love Dropzone
because the playing technique is exact-
ly the same - you zoom over the
planet's surface, blasting away at the
ever-increasing number of attackers.
Your normal mode of defence would be
to use a laser, but when the going gets
tough smart bombs, each of which
destroys everything within a set radius,

become the only viable method. The
ambiguously -named cloak also comes
in handy, making you invisible for a
limited period.

Although Dropzone is virtually a
rewrite of Defender, the quality of its
graphics and sound make it far
superior.

The planet's surface, for example, is
much closer to an imagined lunar
landscape, while the explosion caused
by your man being hit by an enemy
projectile is the nearest I have yet seen
to a firework. The sound is also
excellent, with realistic explosions and
an enticing whistle coming from either
the blue creatures or the enemy - I
couldn't tell which.

I often find arcade games all much of
a muchness, but Dropzone's riveting
action really got the adrenalin flowing.
This is one game I will return to again
and again.
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Across the miles
Title: Starion
Computer: Spectrum 48k
Supplier: Melbourne House
Format: Cassette
Price: £7.95

When Elite appeared on the BBC it was
hailed as being truly innovative, thanks

mainly to its superb graphics. Who,
then, would have thought that a game
sporting 3D wire -frame graphics, more
detailed and fast-moving than those on
the BBC, would appear on the Spectrum
as a game called Starion from Mel-
bourne House?

Starion is one of those rare games
which mixes good, old-fashioned
arcade action with brain -teasing puz-
zles. Players require not only physical
skills, but mental dexterity as well.
Starion achieves this by having a
scenario so outlandish, it makes even
the C5 travelling 15 miles on a single
recharge seem plausible.

You are told that time -travelling
aliens have managed to rearrange
history, putting the universe at risk of
total collapse. Only by going back
through time, destroying the aliens and
capturing their historical booty, can the
cosmos be returned to order.

Trouble is, the cargo is shared

between several ships in each time
zone, coming in the form of single
letters. The only solution, therefore, is
to fly to a time zone, capture the letters
and form a word from them. Generally,
the word will be an answer to a question
posed in one of the other time zones, so
not only do you have to be able to
decipher the answer, but know your
history too. The obvious answer is not.
always the right one so a little lateral
thinking is needed.

Working out the anagrams is a small
but extremely important part of the
game. For the most part, you can zap
away at aliens to your heart's content,
but unless the anagrams are success-
fully completed, Starion can become
extremely boring, developing into little
more than a souped -up Space Raiders.

On the whole, Starion is an excellent
game which, although not as complex
as Elite, is a milestone in Spectrum
programming in its own right.

Sport for all
Title: Jonah Barrington's Squash
Computer: Commodore 64, Spectrum

48k
Supplier: New Generation Software
Format: Cassette
Price: £7.95

You would think that squash, the
agrophobic's version of tennis, would
be a difficult game to simulate on a
computer. But Jonah Barrington's
Squash, from New Generation Soft-
ware, admirably captures the atmos-
phere of the sport, including its little
idiosyncrasies.

Versions are available for the Com-
modore 64 and Spectrum, although
both differ dramatically due to the pros
and cons of the machines. The major
difference is in the success of some-
thing the game's writers call 'Repro -
sound', which allows New Generation
Software to digitise virtually any sound
and incorporate it into a program
without the use of any hardware
add-ons.

In this case, Jonah Ba rrington's voice
has been written into the program to
call scores, lets, and so on. For obvious

reasons, this can be appreciated more
on the Commodore 64, being reduced
to little more than a hiss on the
Spectrum. The graphics are also better
on the 64.

Jonah Barrington's Squash can be
played by one or two players. I recom-
mend the former for beginners be-
cause, unless both players have had
plenty of practice, the game can be-
come very tedious as both successively
miss the ball.

If you knowanything aboutthe game,
you will be familiar with the grading
system used to indicate the speed of a
ball. For example, a novice would
usually play with a slow ball, identified
by a red spot, while a professional
would usually play with a yellow ball.
There are four levels of difficulty, all of
which are included in the program.

Something that will be of most use to
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SCREENPLAY
the Spectrum owner is the ability to
customise the controls. This facility
enablesthe user to setthe up, down, left
and right controls for a joystick, allow-
ing the use of almost any interface.

During play, the display features a
view from the rear of the court as if you

were looking through a glass wall. By
moving the joystick you are able to
move your man around the court, as
well as control his racquet arm. In this
respect the Spectrum version is similar
to Psion's Match Play.

Jonah Barrington's Squash is one of

the best sport simulations I have seen
on any home micro. The graphics are
excellent, as is the sound, especially on
the Commodore.

It's a pitythat Spectrum ownerswon't
be able to hear Reprosound at its best,
due to the limited Spectrum sound.

The shape of things to

come?
Title: Theatre Europe
Computer: Commodore 64 (as re-

viewed), versions planned for the
Amstrad CPC 464, Atari, MSX

Supplier: PSS
Format: Cassette, disk
Price: E9.95/E12.95

As if we didn't have enough to worry
about, PSS' latest offering speculates
over what could happen in the first 30
days of a war in Europe, a time -span
long enough to cover the beginning of
hostilities to the end of civilisation.

As the opening music runs its course,
you are asked to select a side and
whether or not 'action screens' are to be
used (the latter are arcade sequences).

That done, let battle commence!
The game begins on day one at

DEFCON 5 -a military term indicating
the likelihood of making a nuclear
attack: if the condition reaches DE-
FCON 1, it means the button has been
pressed and the missiles are flying.
Which direction they take is for you to
decide.

Like most war games, the major part
of Theatre Europe takes place on a map.
Armies are represented by circles, blue
for NATO and red for the Warsaw Pact,
and each can be identified by the use of
a cursor. Individual armies can be
moved via the cursor, with the limita-
tion that those deployed in the moun-
tains can only move every other go.

Following the movement phase com-
es the attack phase, which involves
much the same procedure as that
already described except that both an
allied and opposing army are selected.
If the action screens option is chosen,
the ensuing skirmish is depicted by a
graphic sequence showing enemy
tanks, jets and helicopters attacking
your position in wonderful 3D. You can
fire back and, depending on how many
ofthe enemy are destroyed, you receive
a bonus (or penalty). After a set length
of time, the display switches back to the
map screen.

Last but not least is an air phase,
during which air units can be assigned
to special missions. Level one can be

played without employing this phase,
but this slows the game down. Special
missions include launching a strategic
chemical or nuclear attack, or just firing
off all your missiles at once.

Before a nuclear attackcan begin,you
must know the codeword that initiates a
launch. This is given on a map supplied
with the program, although a more
interesting way of getting it is to phone
a number flashed up onscreen. When
dialled, you get a taped message in the
form of a simulated news broadcast
telling of a breakdown in arms limita-
tion talks and a build-up of Soviet tanks
on the East German border. Suddenly,
the message breaks off and a woman's
voice gives the code.

While the missiles are in flight, their
path is depicted on the map screen. If
the strike was an all-out one, the 'other
side' is quick to retaliate, firing off all its
warheads. As the missiles near their
target the display switches to show a
city, while an impressively accurate
siren sounds to warn of the attack. Very
soon, the city is rocking under the
effects of the explosion. Of course, the
inevitable mushroom -shaped cloud is
quick to follow, rising high above what
is left of the devastated skyline.

When all the major cities have been
destroyed, a feeble message, 'Civili-
sation as we know it has been des-
troyed' appears; the world ending with
more of a whimper than a bang.

A little dodgy, maybe..
Title: Minder
Computer: Spectrum (as reviewed),

MSX, Amstrad, Memotech and
Commodore 64

Supplier: Dk'tronics
Format: Cassette
Price: £9.95

Minder is another attempt to take a
successful TV programor film and turn
it into a game. The problem with this

idea is that the writers feel the game will
be a success merely because of the
reputation of the product on which it is
based, the result being a program of
little substance and limited appeal.
Minder does not fall into this category,
although it does have its faults.

As Arthur Daley, you are your own
worst enemy in this simple game of
buying and selling, the aim of which is
to finish a 14 -day trading period with
more money than when you started.
Only thing is, many of the goods you
have stocked up in your warehouse are
stolen, putting you under the close
scrutiny of Sgt Chisholm, the local
bobby, as well as making them difficult
to get rid of.

Help is at hand in the form of Terry,
who will deliver and collect goods as
well as act as your minder- at a price,
of course. Apart from being a general
dogsbody, he will also get you out of
any tight corners. For example, if
frustration leads you to swear at one of
the other characters, you will find
yourself in hospital and several trading

days down unless Terry's on hand to
dissuade your attacker.

The number of locations that can be
visited are limited to Terry's flat, the
Winchester Club, the lock -up (ware-
house) and several dealers' premises.
Driving between locations involves a
Ghostbusters-like sequence where
your car motors through the streets
between trading sites.

One of Minder's most powerful fea-
tures is its ability to allow a two-way
conversation between the player and
any of the characters in the game.
Unlike programs such as Valhalla and
The Hobbit, Minder really gives the
impression that its characters are in-
telligent, or at least it does most of the
time. I found some of the characters to
be a little shaky in their trading techni-
que, sometimes accepting a lower price
for goods than that which I had offered.
Even so, I didn't manage to finish the
game with a profit.

Minder is by no means perfect, but it
does offer an interesting alternative to
alien -bashing or adventuring. END
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In this month's book selection, David Taylor warns against DIY micro
maintenance and throws himself into the trenches to avoid

the computer wars. Read on . .
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Michael -Fooley

War of words:

inside Atari
Title: The HomeComputer Wars
Author: Michael S Tomczyk
Publisher: Computei Books
Price: $9.95

This book, if I might just sum up, is a
stinker. Ostensibly it's the 'inside' story
of how Jack Tramiel (for four years the
author's boss) founded Commodore,
fought off arch -rival Atari, then quit
Commodore, retired, went round the
world, came back and bought up Atari.
But the person we get to know, alas,
isn't so much the i rrespressible Tramiel
as the insufferable Tomczyk. He's not a
shy man, still less a modest one. Mad as
a hatter is how I'd describe Mr Tomczyk.

His obsessively gee -whiz story is

dedicated 'to all the people who said I'd
never make it, because they're the ones
who made me try the hardest,' among
them Tomczyk's Mrs 'for making me
feel like a genius when I felt like a shlub'
and his mother 'for giving up her
singing career so I could be a writer.'

The next thing I knew, begins writer
Tomczyk, I was sitting in a foxhole with
a bunch of smiling young geniuses. I
poked my head out of the trench to see
what was going on and a floppydiskette
came whirring by. I ducked and it
missed me by inches. Somebody hand-
ed me a chip and yelled 'Start Comput-
ing!' That's the kind of war it was.

For this Mom gave up singing?
Wait, here's Jack Tramiel. His large

dark brown eyes were set deep beneath
thick wiry brows and tended to bulge
slightly . . When he spoke his lips
curled, twisting and contouring into a

thousand shapes and portraying a
thousand emotions . . . Sometimes he
looked and moved like an Asian
bear . . I guess you could say he had a
schizophrenic face. It matched his
moods, but then we were all rather
schizoid at Commodore. You had to be.
It was war.

And this, I imagine, must be shell -
shock. There are a further 300 pages in
this vein.

Tramiel was himself a survivor of the
Nazi holocaust and apparently ever
after saw his business in terms of war -
his men as tough troops,fighting off the
Japanese, slashing prices to conquer
the home front - not to mention more
prosaic analogies: 'Business is like sex:
you have to be involved.'

Tomczyk is a Vietnam veteran and
asserts that he was as a result battle -
hardened for the rigours of corporate
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in -fighting, back -stabbing and charac-
ter assassination which, we're repe-
atedly told, were the norm at Com-
modore.

Maybe so, but Tomczyk's holy -
smoke narrative style parodies all
attempts to get any interesting insight.
You're left incredulous right enough,
not so much at the waythingswere (and
presumably still are) with Tramiel, but
by the fact that one of his acolytes can
produce such gunk.

Not, as you may have gathered,
recommended.

Curiosity kills
Title: Servicing Personal Computers
Author: Michael Tooley
Publisher: Newnes Technical
Price: £17.95

My advice to those about to take a
computer to bits is- don't. Unless you
see diagnostic fault-finding as your
life's work (in which case thorough
training would not come amiss), to
tinker with bewilderingly complex and
delicate microelectronic innards is
about as prudent as taking up brain
surgery part-time.

Still, the insatiably curious and itchy -
fingered Mr Tooley is clearly not a man
easily dissuaded. Before you can say
'Blimey, I think my 8 -bit tri-state bi-
directional data bus must be on the
blink' he's got the lid off and is in, up to
his elbows in splintered chips with his
logic analyser, oscilloscope, test prods,
digital frequency meter, set of jewel-
ler's screwdrivers, junior hacksaw and
trusty pair of snipe -nose (half -round)
pliers.

With dogged precision, Mr Tooley
then sets about locating and correcting
numberless malfunctions, glitches and
bugs; stripping down disk drives,
probing the CPU, gutting his monitor,
the printer scattered in a thousand
pieces on the bench.

It's all very well, very detailed,
sometimes absurdly comprehensive
('The bench should be constructed
from a substantial piece of timber') and
it is, I suppose, quite absorbing for
insomniacs or for those with their
pin -outs out.

But I soon came across an intractable
fault in Mister Fixit Tooley's own
operating system. It is, of course, that
while most of us can lay hands on a
junior hacksaw or, at a pinch, a pair of
snipe -nose (half -round) pliers, the tool-
box which contains a logic analyser or
oscilloscope is not so easy to locate.
And I'd imagine it costs about the same
as tossing your kaput computer into the
nearest skip and buying half a dozen
replacements.

Proceed with utmost caution, I say
again, if ever you're tempted to tackle
DIY computer repairs. If you're already
well -versed in electronic troubleshoot-
ing, then this is a useful and unusual
book. If, on the other hand, changing
torch batteries is nearer your handy-

man mark, you might think about a
service contract instead.

Do nothing until you

read this
Title: How To Make Money From Your
Software-legal and businessaspects
Author: Anne Staines
Publisher: ESC Publishing (Oxford)
Price: f6.75

Anne Staines is a barrister and her brief
in this slim, explicitly -titled paperback
is to précis the legal mumbo -jumbo
surrounding software protection, to
suggest sound marketing strategies,
and to advise upon setting up and
financing a small company.

Good software, she points out, isn't
half in demand and should- but by no
means necessarily will- make a bob or
two for its author.

Here the typical pitfalls are identified
and more street -smart approaches ex-
plained; if not in exhaustive detail then
at any rate in a brisk, lucid and
authoritative vein that serves as an
excellent introduction to the software -
writing tyro. The assumption-and it's
a fair one - is that however brilliant at
inventing or coding programs such
tyros may be, they might well be
commercially naive.

Making money from software is a
tantalising proposition but one fraught
with difficulties and injustice. Should
you contemplate giving it a go, this
book describes the basics of what is
involved and does it very well.

The blackboard jungle
Title: Educational Software-a
creator's handbook
Editors: Ken Alexander and Diana
Blanchard
Publisher: Microelectronics Education
Programme
Price: f25

Notwithstanding that such luxuries as
pencils, rubbers and exercise books are
harder and harder to come by, so
disaffected teachers complain, every
school must have its computers. Mrs
Thatcher says they must, so that's that.

Schools have to decide what to do
with the things: whether to concentrate
upon computer studies per se or to
regard the machines primarily as high-
tech teaching aids, running software
custom-tailored towards enhancement
of the general education process all the
way from A is for Apple (or Atari) to
sixth -form studies.

It was with the latter, more desirable
approach in mind that the Government
nearly five years ago established the
Microelectronics Education Program-
me (MEP), and charged it with bringing
together educational specialists and
software writers with a view to pooling
their talents, ideas and needs.

This book is a distillation of what's
been learned to date and is set to
become the standard reference for
pioneers in software's blackboard
jungle. It fillets the subject under six
major headings: origination and de-
sign, coding, field trialling, software
support, publication and software eva-
luation. Plough through that lot and any
teacher should have an insight into
what software developers need to
know about education, and the soft-
ware developers in turn should have a
better handle on what teachers expect
of them.

It's tough going, too much infested
with jargon in both camps, but it is a
useful and encouraging picture which
in the end emerges. Britain's program-
me of computerising schools has an
international reputation for solid
achievement, and this book combines
the field experience of those who have
themselves achieved it.

Specialised, perhaps, but a stimulat-
ing read for anyone with a smidgin of
vocation to have computers teach kids
to do much more than program or play
games.

An insomniac's dream
Title: Artificial Intelligence-
applicationsto logical reasoning and
historical research
Author: Richard Ennals
Publisher: Ellis Horwood
Price: Not known

If this work has a fault it's that so much
of it is incomprehensible. It has been
many years in the making, its intensely
academic author says, and I fear it could
be many years in the reading, too.

It's tricky for a start to grasp precisely
what it's meant to be about - sup-
posedly artifical intelligence (currently
a fashionable and therefore brisk -
selling subject), but apparently about Al
as applied to teaching history with the
help of computers.

To that end the role of logic program-
ming is explored, intelligent informa-
tion retrieval systems are examined,
models proposed and the fifth genera-
tion of computing invoked. The mind -
stretching benefits of Prolog are much
in evidence, as are such mind -boggling
asides as Jean Piaget's doctoral work
on the classification of molluscs, Beat-
rice Henin's study of leasehold agree-
ments in 17th -century Marseilles, a soil
(or bird) identification program using
CHIMP, the nature of archaeological
knowledge, obscure Roman wine ves-
sels, and a computer -aided analysis of
the calorie count of a typical French
tomato salad.

Heady stuff, you'll agree, and strictly
for humourless boffins steeped in
cracking what, if anything, is meant by
what, whether and why.

More research work may yet be
needed to establish what proportion of
students can stay awake. END
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EPSON SCREEN

DUMPS

The request in PCW, February
forthe shortest screen dump
routine in each popularcode
produced a hefty response in
Z80 and 6502, with one 8066
routine but no 6809 or 68000
code!

The screen dump problem is
that most screen formatstreat

David Barrow presents more documented machine code
routines and useful information for the assembly language
programmer. If you have a good routine, an improvement
orconversion of one already printed, orjusta helpful
programming hint, then send it in and share it with other
programmers. Subroutines foranyofthe popular
processors and computers are welcome but please include
full documentation. All published code will be paid for.
Send yourcontri butions to Sub Set, PCW, 62 Oxford Street,
London W1A 2HG.

each byte of data as a
horizontal sequence of dots.
Epson dot-matrix printers, on
the other hand, expect each
byte of bit -image data to
encodea vertical strip of eight
dots. Thesolution istotake a
column of eig ht screen bytes
(one eight by eightdot-matrix,
often corresponding to an
alphanumeric character) and
twist it around, or transpose it.
Every routine seemsto use a
differentvariation onthis basic
transposition method.

Z80 DUMP
Z80 code poured in and ranged
in length from a very
sophisticated 570 -byte
program from Ted Hayes of
Northampton which dumps
variousformats in different
pri nt densities,to this 80 -byte
DUMP8Ofrom John Kerr of
Glasgow.

John makes a good attempt
at generality by inputting the
lineand character -width

counts, and the screen/start
address, ratherthan having
them programmed in. Tocut
down on byte use,the
characterwidth doubles as
displacementto the next
vertically adjacent screen byte,
and its (assumed zero) high -
order byte is used to effect a
one -byte ADD Cy.
Unfortunately,thisgenerality
is spoilt by DUMP80 setting an
80 -dot margin whateverthe
screen width.

DATASHEET1

DUMP80 Dump bit mapped screen to Epson standard printer.

:JOB

:ACTION

To produce a normal -density Bit Image screen dump
from a memory mapped screen to an Epson dot matrix
printer (or other printer accepting Epson control
codes), with a 4/3" left margin (centering a 320
dot wide dump on standard 241 mm paper).
For each screen line of 8 dot rows:
C Set 8/72. line spacing.

Set normal density bit image mode.
Output data number - 8 x characters f 80.
Output 80 zero bit images for 4/3. margin.
For count of characters per line:
C For bit count of 8:

C Save screen pointer.
For line rows count of 8:

Rotate screen byte left 1 bit.
Shift output bit left into accumulator.
Address screen one dot row higher. ]

Restore screen pointer.
Output bit image. 7

Address next character. ]

Output carriage -return.
Address next line, 1st dot row, lst byte. 7

:CPU
:HARDWARE

:SOFTWARE

Z80
Screen RAM. The screen memory mapping must be such
that every bit controls one pixel and each
successive row of displayed bytes follows
contiguously from the last (no undisplayed
margins).
Epson standard (FX, MX or RX) printer. Must be set
to line -feed automatically on carriage -return.
PRNTER - Epson printer driver, should preserve all
register contents.

;INPUT

:OUTPUT

HL add first byte of screen RAM (low memory).
BC = screen lines (vertical dots + 8).
DE = screen line width (horizontal dots - 8).

(BC and DE assumed less than 256)
HL add last byte + 1 of screen RAM.

tERRORS

:REG USE
:STACK USE
:RAM USE
:LENGTH
:CYCLES

BC - 0. DE unchanged. AF changed.
Single line dump of entire screen will occur unless
the printer automatically line -feeds on ODH code.
Unchecked use of D as a zero value.

AF BC DE HL
4 + PRNTER stack use.
None.
BO
Not given.

:CLASS 2 -discreet
4* -reentrant

ainterruptable Kpromable
-relocatable -robust

DUMP80 PUSH
LD
LD

ESCSEQ LD
CALL
INC
DJNZ

MARGIN

LD
LD
ADD
ADD
ADD
LD

HL
HL,STRING
B,5
A(HL)
PRNTER
HL
ESCSEQ

H,D
L,E
HL,HL
HL,HL
HL,HL
A,L

LD 8,80
ADD A,B
CALL PRNTER
LD A,H
ADC A,D
CALL PRNTER

SUB A
CALL PRNTER
DJNZ MARGIN
LD B,E
POP HL

SQUARE PUSH
LD

COLUMN PUSH
LD

ONEDOT RLC
ADC
ADD
DJNZ

:Save HL and use to address
:Epson code sequences.
:Count 5 codes.
:initialise printer to
:8/72" line feed and select
:normal density bit image
:mode.

:Calculate bita data bytes
:for one line of dump.
:Number of data bytes is
:screen character width 8
a+ 80 for left margin.
:Get screen horizontal dots
.0 margin dots as low order
:byte to send to printer.
:Send no. of data low byte.
:Get high order byte (with
:any carry from margin add)
:and send to printer.

:Clear A for sending nulls.
:Send 80 zero bytes to
:printer for left margin.
.Set B . screen byte width.
:Restore screen pointer.

BC :Save char. & line counts.
C,8 :Count 8 horizontal bits.

HL :Save screen pointer.
8,8 :Count 8 vertical bits.

(HL)
A,A
HL,DE
ONEDOT

POP HL
CALL PRNTER

DEC
JR

INC
POP
DJNZ

C

NZ, COLUMN

HL
BC
SQUARE

LD A.ODH
CALL PRNTER

LD
NEWROW ADD

DJNZ

DEC
JR
RET

B,7
HL,DE
NEWROW

C

NZ, DUMP80

:Rotate screen byte, rotate
:next bit into A, repeat
:for 8 vertically adjacent
:bytes of screen RAM.

:Restore screen pointer.
:Output bit data byte.

E5
21 lo hi
06 05
7E
CD lo hi
23
10 F9

62
6B
29
29
29
7D
06 50
80
CD lo hi
7C
BA
CD lo hi

97
CD lo hi
10 FB
43
El

CS
OE 08

E5
06 08

CB 06
8F
19
10 FA

El
CD lo hi

:Repeat for El bits in each OD
:of 8 bytes. 20 FO

:Address next column byte
:and repeat for full width
:of screen.

:Output carriage -return
:ready for next line.

:Screen pointer is at start
:of 2nd dot row, move to
:1st dot row of next line.

:Repeat full operation
:for each character line
:of screen, then exit.

23
CI
10 E9

3E OD
CD lo hi

06 07
19
10 FD

OD
20 B6
C9

....Code sequences to set 8/72" line spacing and select normal
....density bit image mode (60 dots per inch). Bit image mode
:...sequence must be followed by 2 -byte value (low order byte
:...first) giving number of bit data bytes to follow.
STRING DEFB 18H,41H,8 :ESC A B (line space). 113 41 08

DEFB 1BH,4BH :ESC K (bit image mode). 18 48

6502 DUMP
The shortest 6502 code at 87
bytes from WAnderton of
Hampton, had to be
disqualifiedfor relying on a
couple of absent subroutines
to do much of the work. This is a
pity since Mr Anderton,with

tonguefirmly in cheek, named
his routine PRINTER and sent
his printdata straightto his
Apple's memory -mapped
peripheral device.

Theone shown here,
DUMP65from Matthew Dunn
of Manchester, is not quite as
versatile asJohn Kerr's
DUMP80. The 40 -character
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width is encoded in the routine.
The number of lines to dump,
however, isvariable because
Matthewwrote the routineto
dump screens in several of his
Atari's graphics modes (for

example, modes 3, 5,7,7+)
where bit -pairs are grouped to
define colour and thustake up
differing amounts of memory.
ATARIB provides an entryto
DU MP65from Atari Basic.

DATASHEET2

:= DUMP65 Dump bit mapped screen to Epson standard printer.
:> ATARIB Entry to DUMP65 from Atari Basic.

:JOB To produce a normal -density Bit Image screen dump
: from a memory mapped screen to an Epson dot matrix
: printer (or other printer accepting Epson control

codes), with a 1" left margin.
:ACTION Set 8/72. line spacing.

For each screen lines
: C Output 10 character spaces for 1" margin.

: Clear character index.
: Set normal density bit image mode: 320 bit data.
: For screen characters 0 to line -end:
: C For count of 8 dot rows:
: C Copy current dot row byte to accumulator.
: For bit data store bytes 0 to 7:
: I Shift accumulator left

I bit.
: Rotate bit left into current store byte. ]

. Address next higher dot row. 7

: For bit data store bytes 0 to 7:
: I Output bit data store byte. ]
: Index next character. ]

Output i a ge-return. ]

:CPU 6502
:HARDWARE Atari computer for entry at ATARIB.
: Screen RAM. The screen memory mapping must be such
: that every bit controls one pixel and each
. successive row of displayed bytes follows
. contiguously from the last (no undisplayed
. margins).
: Epson standard (FX, MX or RI) printer. Must be set

to line -feed automatically on carriage -return.
:SOFTWARE PRNTER - Epson printer driver, should preserve all

register contents.

:INPUT MO = number of screen lines (dot rows . 8).
M2,3 Addresses 1st byte of screen memory.

:OUTPUT P, A, X, V and MO to MB are changed.
:ERRORS Single line dump of entire screen will occur unless

the printer automatically line -feeds on SOD code.
:REG USE PAXY
:STACK USE 4 + PRNTER stack use.
:RAM USE MO to MB
:LENGTH 125 (+ 16 for ATARIB entry).
:CYCLES Not given.

:CLASS 2 -discreet ainterruptable flammable
-reentrant 4.relocatable -robust

.

:...ATARI assignment of storage. Note DATA is any eight
:...consecutive bytes (pp in code field is page number).
LINCNT = $CD := SUBSET MO
COUNT = SCE :- SUBSET MI
LINPNT = SCE( := SUBSET M2
DATA . lo hi :Address of any free eight bytes.

..ATARI BASIC entry. DUMP65 origin at $0610.
ATARIB PLA :For DUMP65 exit to BASIC. 68

LDA $58 :Copy screen start address A5 58
STA LINPNT :(low order byte first) 85 CB
LDA $59 :from $0058 & $0059 A5 59
STA LNPNT+1 :to $00CE: & *MCC. 85 CC
LDA M24 :Set 24 line count A9 18
STA LINCNT :in SODOM 85 CD
JMP DUMP65 :Jump to DUMP65. 4C 10 06

....SUBSET assignment of values and pseudo -register storage.
er:...Note DATA is in page zo (pp in code field . 00).

WIDTH = 40 :Bytes per screen line (dots 8 ).

LINCNT = MO :Stored number of lines (rows - 8).
COUNT = M1 :Store for 8 -byte count.
LINPNT = M2 :Stored screen RAM pointer.
DATA = M4 :8 -byte store for transposed bit data.

DUMP65 LDA *SIB :Send sequence ESC A 8 A9 1B
JSR PRNTER :to printer to set 20 lo hi
LDA *541 :line spacing to A9 41
JSR PRNTER :8/72". 20 lo hi
LDA *8 : A9 08
JSR PRNTER : 20 lo hi

DUMP LDV *10 :Count 10 spaces. AO 0A
CENTRE LDA *32 :Send 10 spaces to give a A9 20

JSR PRNTER :1" margin to each line 20 lo hi
DEY :(smaller if printer is in 88
BNE CENTRE :elite or condensed mode). DO F8

LDA *SIB :Send ESC K sequence to set A9 IB
JSR PRNTER :normal density bit image 20 lo hi
LDA *549 :mode, then the two -byte A9 48
JSR PRNTER :number of bit data (320) 20 lo hi
LDA *540 :to follow, with low A9 40
JSR PRNTER :order byte first. 20 lo hi
LDA *1 : A9 01
JSR PRNTER : 20 lo hi
BED LINEST :Jump to start, skipping FO 08
BNE LINEST :pointer restore. DO 06

NXTBLK PLA :Restore saved pointer to 68
STA LINPNT+1 :first byte on top row 85 M3
PLA :of each screen line of 68
STA LINPNT :8 dot rows. 85 M2

LINEST LDA *8 :Set count for 8 bytes A9 08
STA COUNT :vertical on screen. 85 MI
LDA LINPNT :Save pointer to first A5 M2
PHA :byte on top row of 48
LDA LINPNT.: :each screen line of A5 M3
PHA :8 dot rows. 48

NSHIFT LDA
LDX

SHIFT ROL

ROL
INS
CPX
BNE

CLC
LDA
ADC
STA
LDA
ADC
STA

(LINPNT),Y :Set next byte. 81 M2
MO :Index bit data store. A2 00

A :Rotate 8 bits from byte 2A

DATA,X

118

SHIFT

LINPNT
*WIDTH
LINPNT
LINPNT+1
NO
LINPNT+1

DEC COUNT
BNE NSHIFT

LDX NO
SNDBLK LDA DATA,X

JSR PRNTER
INS
CPX 418

BNE SNDBLK

INV
CPV *WIDTH
BNE NXTBLK

PLA
PLA
LDA
JSR
DEC
BNE
RTS

M$OD
PRNTER
LINCNT
DUMP

:into the 8 separate bytes
sof bit data store, results
gin a transposition from
:horizontal to vertical.

:Prepare to add, no carry.
:Add screen byte width to
:pointer so it add
:1st byte of next dot row.
:(After 8 additions, it
swill address 1st byte of
:top row of next line.)

3E M4 zz
ES
E0 08
DO F7

lB
A3 M2
69 28
85 M2
A5 M3
69 00
85 M3

:Repeat for 8 vertically C6 MI
:stacked screen bytes. DO E2

:Then index bit data store
sand send transposed bit
:data to printer.
:This is one 8 x 8 dot
smatrix.

A2 00
BD M4 zz
20 lo hi
E8
EO 08
DO F5

:Repeat for number of bytes C8
:across screen width. CO 28

DO CO

:Discard saved pointer to
slast line of 8 rows.
:Send carriage -return
sto printer.
:Count off one line dumped
:and repeat for all lines.
:Then exit, dump done.

68
68
A9 OD
20 lo hi
C6 MO
DO 93
60

8086 DUMP
DU M P86 by Dave Stanford of
Kinrosswasthe only 8086
(8088) routine submitted. It is
quite compact at 137 bytes-
the machine codes of the 16 -bit
and 32 -bit processors are
generally one or two bytes
longerthan those of 8 -bit
processors.

This routine is among the
veryfew I received which
bothersto reset line spacing to
1/6i n. One thing it doesn't do is

to ensurethatthe dumpstarts
with the print head inthe
left-hand column.

All parameters are
programmed into DUMP86,
which makes itthe least
adaptable of thethree DUMP
routines. The onlyvariability is
thatthe extra segment (ES)can
be set to any 16 -byte boundary
before entry. Consequently,
the routine can be used to
dump practically any area of
memory and can copewith
multi -screen environments.

[111111S111:01

:
.

:= DUMP86 Dump bit mapped screen to Epson standard printer.

:JOB
.

s

.

s

.ACTION
S

:

:

:

:

i

:

s

:

:

:

:

.

:

To produce a normal -density Bit Image screen dump
from a memory mapped screen to an Epson dot matrix
printer (or other printer accepting Epson control
codes), with a 4/3" left margin (centering a 320
dot wide dump on standard 241 mm paper).

Address screen 2nd line, 1st dot row, let byte.
Set 8/72. line spacing.
For count of 24 lines:
C Set normal density bit image mode: 400 bit data.
Output 80 zero bit images for 4/3" margin.
For count of 40 characters per line:
I For temporary store bytes 7 to 0:

C Address screen one dot row higher.
Copy byte to temporary store. I

For bit image count of 8:
C For temporary store bytes 7 to 0:

C Rotate temporary store byte left 1 bit.
Rotate bit left into accumulator. ]

Output bit image. ]

Address screen 8 dot rows + 1 byte higher. ]

Output carriage -return.
Address next line, 1st dot row, 1st byte. ]

Set 1/6" line spacing.

:CPU
:HARDWARE
.

:

.

:

.

:SOFTWARE
.

:

8086 (8088)
Screen RAM. The screen memory mapping must be such
that every bit controls one pixel and each
successive row of displayed bytes follows
contiguously from the last (no undisplayed
margins).
Epson standard (FX, MX or RX) printer. Must be set
to line -feed automatically on carriage -return.
PRNTER - Epson printer driver, should preserve all
register contents. Must be in the same Code Segment
as DUMP86.

:

:INPUT
.

:OUTPUT
.

:ERRORS

:REG USE
:STACK USE
:RAM USE
:

:LENGTH
:CYCLES

ES - screen segment (actual address of screen RAM
first byte divided by 16 - screen RAM must begin on
a 16 -byte boundary).
Flags, AL, BX, CX, DI and TMP changed.
All other registers and memory unaltered.
Single line dump of entire screen will occur unless
the printer automatically line -feeds on ODH code.
F AL BX CX DI ES
6 + PRNTER stack use.
TMP - 8 bytes temporary storage (directly addressed
as a CS offset).
129 (plus 8 -byte TMP store).
Not given.

:CLASS 2 -discreet ainterruptable flammable
-reentrant erelocatable -robust
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TMP DB

DB

DUMP86 MOV

MOV
CALL
MOV
CALL
MOV
CALL
MOV

NEWLIN PUSH
MOV
CALL
MOV
CALL
MOV
CALL
MOV
CALL

MARGIN

NXTCH

MOV
MOV
CALL
LOOP

MOV
PUSH
MOV

NXTDTA SUB
SEG
MOV
SEG
MOV
DEC
JNS

MOV
NXTIMG MOV

NxIBIT SEG
SHL
RCR
DEC
JNS

0,0,0,0

0,0,0,0

BX,0140H

AL,1BH
PRNTER
AL,41H
PRNTER
AL,08H
PRNTER
CX,0018H

CX
AL,1BH
PRNTER
AL,4BH
PRNTER
AL,90H
PRNTER
AL,01H
PRNTER

AL,00H
CX,0050H
PRNTER
MARGIN

CX,0028H
CX
DI,0007H

BX,0020H
ES
AL, CBX]
CS
CDI.TMPl,AL
DI
NXTDTA

:Storage for 8 bytes read 00 00 00 00

:from screen RAM. 00 00 00 00

:Index 1st byte, 2nd line BB 40 01
:for width subtraction.
:Send ESC A 8 sequence BO IB
:to printer to set E8 lo hi
:8/72" line feed. BO 41

E8 lo hi
BO 08
E8 lo hi

:Count of 24 lines. B9 18 00

:Save line count.
:Send ESC K sequence
:to printer to set
:normal density bit
:image mode, then number
:of bit image data to
:follow (400), sending
:low order byte first.

:Clear for margin spaces.
:Count for 80 zero bytes.
:Send 80 zero bytes out to
:effect 4/3. left margin.

51
BO 18
ES lo hi
BO 4B
ES lo hi
BO 90
E8 lo hi
BO 01
E8 lo hi

BO 00
B9 50 00
E8 lo hi
E2 FB

:Count of 40 characters. B9 28 00
:Save character count. 51

:Index temporary store. BF 07 00

:Index next dot row. 83 EB 28
:Screen segment override, 26
:get screen byte. BA 07
:Code segment override, 2E
:store byte. 08 85 lo hi
:Repeat for B vertically 4F
:stacked screen bytes. 79 F2

CX,0008H :Bit count (8 per byte). B9 08 00
DI,0007H :Index temporary store. BF 07 00

CS '

B,CDI.TMP]
AL
DI
NXTBIT

CALL PRNTER
LOOP NXTIMG

ADD
POP
LOOP

BX,0141H
CX
NXTCH

MOV AL,ODH
CALL PRNTER
ADD BX,0118H
POP CX
LOOP NEWLIN

MOV
CALL
MOV
CALL
MOV
CALL
RET

AL,1BH
PRNTER
AL,4IH
PRNTER
AL, OCH
PRNTER
L

:Loop, getting next
:single bit from each of
:8 stored bytes into AL
:in the correct order,
:forming transposed data.

2E
DO
DO
4F
79

A5 lo hi
DO

F6

:Send bit data, repeat E8 lo hi
:until 8 bit images sent. E2 EE

:Index next character. Ell C3 41 01

:Restore character count, 59
:repeat for full line. E2 D2

:Send carriage -return
:to printer.
:Index next screen line.
:Restore line count,
:repeat for all lines.

:Send ESC A 12 sequence
:to printer to reset
:linefeed to 1/6..

:Exit (restore CS:PC).

BO OD
E8 lo hi
81 CT 18 01
59
E2 A4

80
EB
BO
ES
BO
E8
CB

1B
lo hi
41
lo hi
OC
lo hi

6502 BIT

ROTATION

BITROTfrom David Heale of
Bolton wasn'tsubmitted in
responsetothescreen dump
challenge. The concept,

however, fits in neatlywith the
requirementsfor converting
horizontal bit-imagesto a
vertical format.

The routine rotates an 8 -bit
by8-bit matrix stored in eight
contiguous pages-zero bytes
anticlockwise by 90°. The
difference between a
transposed matrix and a

0 O000 000000000
000004110 00000000 00000000000000  000 0000O0 OO 0000 00000 0000000 0000000000000000 0000000 00000 000000000000000 00000000 0000000

(a) Original (b) Transposed (c) Rotated

Fig 1

1...Send rotated 8 x 8 matrix (character) to printer.
SENDRM LDY *8 :Index / count DST bytes.
SENDLP LDA SPARE,Y :Set next DST byte from end

JSR
DEY
BNE
RTS

PRNTER :sent out to printer.
:Repeat for all eight bytes

SENDLP :of rotated 8 x 8 matrix.
:Thew exit.

A0 08
B9 LF 00
20 lo hi
88
DO F7
60

Fig 2

rotated one (as far as screen
dumps are concerned) isthe
order in which the resultant
bytes are output-the rotation
must be sent out last byte first.

Fig 1 shows (b)transposed
and (c) rotated versions
alongside an original matrix (a)
for the letter 'F'.

Fig 2 gives a short
subroutinefor sending outthe
rotated matrix result of BITROT
as bit -image data. You will
have to write your own routine
totransfer blocks of data to
SRC, and call BITROTand
SENDRM.

BITROT reminds me of the
safety officerwho worethree

belts and two pairs of braces. It
clearsall the destination bytes
initially,which is an
unnecessary operation as they
are all going to beshifted out.
Each destination bit isthen
cleared again beforethe
source bit iscopied to it in an
8 -byte operation which
involves saving Aon stack-
another u nnecessary
operation asthe LSR DST
instruction has already
accomplishedthattask.

Despite its shortcomings,
BITROT is a useful routinethat
oughttofind a place in
anyone's subroutine
library.

rigliSlilfrii

:= BITROT Rotate an 8 . 8 bit matrix.

:JOB
:

:ACTION
:

:

:

:

:

:

:

:

:

To rotate an 8 . 8 bit matrix stored as eight
contiguous bytes in page zero by 90 degrees,
storing the result simularly.
Clear destination area.
For count of 8:
C For each source byte (7 to 0):

C Shift destination byte 0 right by I bit.
Copy most significant bit (msb)
from current source byte
to destination byte 0. 7

For each source byte (7 to 0):
[ Rotate current source byte left by 1 bit. J

Rotate destination area upwards by 1 byte. I

:CPU
:HARDWARE
:SOFTWARE

6502
None.
None.

:INPUT
:OUTPUT
.

:

8 -byte source matrix in 88 to MF.
8 -byte result matrix in MO to M7.
P, A, X, 1', 88 to MF and one page zero byte

immediately below MO (designated 'LF') ars changed.
Indexing error if either source or destination page
zero blocks 'wraparound' zero page memory.
PAXY
1

'LF', MO to MF
69
Not given.

:ERRORS

IREG USE
:STACK USE
:RAM USE
:LENGTH
:CYCLES

:CLASS 2 -discreet
-reentrant

einterruptable ...aroma:1)1e

arolocatable -robust

s

SPARE -
DST =
SRC -
.

BITROT LDA
LDY

CLRDST STA
DEY
BNE

.

LDX
OUTLP LDY

INLP LSR
LDA
AND
PHA
LDA
AND
STA
PLA
ORA
STA
DEN'

BNE

DEX
BED

.

LDY
ROTSRC LDA

ROL
STA
DEY
BNE

:

LDA

STA
LDY

ROTDST LDA
STA
DEY
BNE

8E0

BREND RTS

LF
MO
M8

00
*8
SPARE,Y

CLRDST

*8
*8

DST
SRC -1,Y
*080

DST
**7F
DST

DST
DST

INLOOP

BREND

*8
SRC -1,Y
A
SRC -1,Y

ROTSRC

DST.7

SPARE
*8
SPARE -1,Y
SPARE,Y

ROTDST

OUTLP

:Store for rotated destination byte.
:8 -byte store for rotated matrix.
18 -byte stored source matrix.

:Clear for clearing DST. A9 00
:Index / count 8 -byte DST. A0 08
:Clear 8 -byte destination 99 LF 00
:page zero for rotated BB
:result. DO FA

:Count for 8 DST bytes. A2 08
:Index / count SRC bytes. AO 08

:Clear for next SRC bit. 46 MO
:Set next source byte and B9 M7 BO
:select only next bit. 29 80
:Save next bit while 48
:re -clearing msb of DST A5 MO
:byte ready for next SRC 29 7F
:bit. 85 MO
:Restore next SRC bit and 68
:merge with DST byte, 05 MO
:store back to DST. 85 MO
:Repeat for single bit from 88
seach of 8 SRC bytes. DO EA

:Count DST byte completed CA
:and exit if all done. FO ID

:Index / count SRC bytes. AO 08
:Shift all source bytes 89 M7 00
:up by 1 bit, bringing 2A
:next bit of each into 99 M7 00
:the msb ready for transfer 88
:to destination byte. DO F6

:Move last DST byte to A5 M7

:SPARE for DST rotation. 85 LF
:Index / count DST bytes. AO BB
:Shift all DST bytes up B9 LE 00
:higher in memory by one 99 LF 00
:byte, bringing next DST 88
:byte ready for SRC bits. DO F7

:Go get next result byte. FO CB

:Exit, matrix rotated. 60
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CAW SYSTEM 16.
FOR BUSINESSES WITH MORE

AMBITION THAN BUDGET
When your plans seem to overtake your capital,

then Cado System 16 is the computer system for you.
It lets you expand when you can afford to

without having to compromise on the equipment you
start with.

From its small compact beginnings (it can fit
under a desk), System 16 can be expanded up to 16
workstations, multitasking from a comprehensive
catalogue of software packages, including: word
processing, database, mailing, and a range of specific
business software such as Purchase and Nominal
Ledger, Stocks, Costing, Sales and Order Processing.

With your future in mind, System 16 gives all
software packages access to the main database, with
separate password protection for
individual databanks should you wish
to set up sub -companies.

Response is very fast. System
16's revolutionary design gives you an
answer to your enquiry in only a
fraction of a second - faster than any

of the competition.
Naturally, Cado System 16 has the advanced

CCS Business Systems back up. That means complete
systems design, software support, peripherals,
technical back up and maintenance, co-ordin-
ated from three regional offices in London,
Birmingham and Bristol.

In fact, System 16 is endorsed with every-
thing you'd expect hom the $2 Billion strong
Contel-Cado Corporation.

Which should be reassuring, no matter what size
your company is now.

Contact your local office for a demonstration or
post the coupon now for more information.

To: Tony Cook, Sales Director,,CCS Business Systems,
Vulcan House, 163 High Street, Yiewsley, West Drayton,
Middlesex UB7 7QN. Please send me more information about
CADO System 16. PCW6 85

FEL

BUSINESS SYSTEMS

CCS Business Systems, Vulcan House, 163 High Street, Yiewsley, West Drayton, Middlesex UB7 7QN. Tel: 0895445757. Telex: 8814207.
BIRMINGHAM, 25-27 Smallbrook, Queensway, Birmingham B5 4HP. Tel.- 021-6325343. Telex: 337619.

BRISTOL; 1 Denmark Avenue, Bristol BSI 5HD. Tel: 0272290245. Telex: 44363.



COMPUTER ANSWERS

Simon Goodwin takes his toolkit to your problems. The address to write
to is Computer Answers, PCW, 62 Oxford Street, London W1.

Getting started
I am a complete novice
interested in learning how a
computer works, but
unfortunately neither the
'computer experts' or the
public libraries have been
able to provide any adequate
material - it is either too
brief or too complicated.

Can you suggest any
books, magazines or
organisations I could consult?
RD Thomas, Otford, Kent
A book called The Mighty
Micro by Christopher Evans
(Coronet) should fire your
imagination; it gives a good,
enthusiastic beginner's guide
to computing. But you won't
thoroughly appreciate micros
until you get the chance to
use one, preferably with
someone around to help.

Go along to your local
computer club and pick the
brains of people there. You
will soon find people willing
to explain and demonstrate
things (they probably knew as
little as you a few months
previously). New hobbies
always seem complex at first
until the techniques fall
into place.

You can find the address of
your local computer club from
the Association of Computer
Clubs- see the ACC News
section on page 230.

Buy a cheap computer
(perhaps second hand) as
soon as possible: 'finding out'
is preferable to 'learning', and
this is especially true of
computing. The Sinclair ZX81
and Spectrum are the best -
documented machines for the
beginner, but the model
doesn't matter too much if
there's someone to guide
you at first.

Chips,

mysterious chips
I have read several texts on
the Z800 processor, which is
said to be a direct upgrade
from the Z80, but I cannot
find any information on its
actual application: pin -out
diagrams, instruction set or
schematics. Can you help?
Darren Brown, Keighley,
West Yorkshire
The Z800 'super -Z80' was
announced by Zilog in 1981,
at about the time its rivals
Intel announced the IAPX
range of plug -compatible
processors, 'super' versions
of the 8086 processor. The
IAPX chips have since
appeared, but the Z800 is
nowhere to be seen. It
promised the most exciting
specification of all, with a
clock speed of 17MHz - eight
times faster than the standard
Z80 of the day - and a
plethora of useful extra
instructions for memory
addressing and fast
arithmetic.

At the time, I wrote to Zilog
for further information and
heard nothing. More recent
enquiries also drew a blank.
Until Zilog comes up with
more details I will continue to
think that the Z800 is nothing
more than a figment of a
marketing manager's
imagination.

A conventional NMOS
processor could not run at
17MHz unless there were
major advances in
semiconductor design. It is
possible to increase
processor throughput to
some extent simply by
running the same design at a
higher speed - witness the
Z80B, a 50 per cent faster
version of the Z80A, and the
6809E, which is a fast 6809.
But this trick won't work
forever- after a while a
fundamental re -think is
needed. A 17MHz Z80, with
extra instructions, would have
to be quite a different beast
from the normal version. One
of the biggest problems
would be simply keeping such
a chip supplied with current
and cool air.

If the chip worked at all, it
couldn't just be plugged into
the Z80 socket- it would
need a new clock signal. More
importantly, it is unlikely that

the memory and peripheral
chips for a 4MHz Z80A would
be able to work at 17MHz
unless they were exposed to
the same radical re -design.
Hardware compatibility is not
likely to be great.

The Z80 is probably the
most idiosyncratic processor
ever produced. With its
hundreds of ad hoc extra
instructions bolted onto the
specification of Intel's 8080, it
would be extremely hard to
design an efficient new chip
which supported them all.
Even assuming Zilog solves
all these problems, it is
usually about two years
between the appearance of
sample chips and full
availability. We haven't even
seen sample Z800s yet.

You might consider getting
in touch with Hitachi, as it
recently announced a 'super -
Z80' chip rather like the Z800.
The Hitachi HD64180's
specification looks good. The
chip supports all the Z80
instructions plus a few new
ones including an 8x8 -bit
multiply. It is a low -power
CMOS chip yet it runs fast, at
6MHz.

Unlike the Z80 the HD64180
uses internal 'pipelines',
which means that it can
manipulate memory at the
same time as internal results
are calculated. This is the
technique used on the 6502
and 6809 to give high
throughput at a low clock
speed, and it improves
performance considerably.
The Hitachi chip also has
extra hardware, including
built-in serial ports, timers
and memory controllers.

The real test will come
when samples are delivered
and users try to wire the
HD64180 into a Z80 socket.
Then we'll discover all the
incompatibilities that weren't
mentioned on the data sheet .

DIY cable box
Having some experience of
electronics, is it practicable
for me to construct a cable
junction box along one of the
following lines:
(a) Parallel connections
throughout, leaving it to
common sense to power up
only one computer at a time?
(b) A simple diode matrix to
connect lines from each
computer to the printer bus?
(c) Using multiway wafer

switches?
(d) Using electronic data
selectors and/or bilateral
switches to make and break
each connection?

10 active lines need to be
switched: STROBE, BUSY,
and eight data lines. Which
system do you recommend?
AJ Clarke, London EC2
I'm impressed - you've all
but answered the question
yourself. Answer (c) is the
briefest and seems to me the
most sensible, although the
others might work too.
Answer (a) is fraught with
danger, even if you do believe
in common sense, since even
an inactive computer might
interfere with the signal on its
way to the printer. Answer (b)
is nice in theory but might
require some trial -and -error
to get right. A faulty diode
could cause all sorts of
problems. The same goes for
answer (d), which smacks of
complexity for its own sake.

Answer (c) is easy to build
(once you've got the right
switch) and easy to check by
eye if something goes wrong.
The only thing to watch for is
that the switch has contacts
which break the first
connection before they make
the second.

Commercial switchboxes
are expensively made by
hand - the fairly low demand
is spread between many
small manufacturers. The
price is what the market can
bear- as long as a switchbox
is cheaper than a second
printer, it will be seen as
economically viable by those
who lack the knowledge, or
the confidence, to build their
own. Remember that many
such boxes also incorporate
serial -to -parallel converters or
buffers.

Two-faced

printer
I need a good, reliable printer
which has a daisywheel (or
more than one) at each end of
the shaft on which they move
(some other means of
automatically changing
daisywheels would do). This
is to enable the printer to be
used to produce the master
material for offset printing of
scientific text in which it is a
convention that the names of
species are printed in italics.
JH Atkinson, Dyfed
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A year ago Diablo made a
printer capable of changing
its own daisywheels in mid -
document - the Diablo ECS.
This is rather hard to obtain as
the distributors refuse to lend
demonstration models to
dealers. In turn, the dealers
are reluctant to buy expensive
hardware on the off -chance
that they will be able to sell it.
The Byte Shop chain quote an
approximate price of £2300
for the ECS, which is a very
high price when you consider
that reliable, good -quality
daisywheel printers such as
the Juki 6300 retail for under
£400. The Juki comes with the
Courier typeface, but you can
use many other faces
including an italic one called
'Joan Italic 10/12'.

The snag with standard
daisywheel printers is that
you have to change typefaces
by hand. However, most of
them support a 'shadow' or
'bold' print which can be used
to obtain a contrasting face
without a change of wheel;
this could be used for species
names if you consider that a
differential of £900 is a high
price to pay to conform with
convention.

Alternatively, if you're
(very) confident about
wielding a scalpel, you could
print out the italic text in a
separate run and glue words
over the top of the main
(non -italic) draft before
printing. This is fiddly but it
can give good results; any
competent offset printing firm
should be able to remove the
shadows caused by the
montage of individual words.
You should use good -quality
paper for the overlays, and
make sure that you use the
same pitch (character
spacing) when printing the
italics and the body of the
text.

Another possibility would
be to use one of the new
high -resolution dot-matrix
printers. These 'dual mode'
printers allow fast printing in
normal dot-matrix styles, or
slower 'near letter -quality'
printing where extra densely -
packed dots are used so that
it's hard to tell that characters
are made up from individual
dots. They can support almost
any typeface by assembling
characters from dots,
although special 'driver'
software may be needed. In
particular, look at NLQ driver
packages for the Epson range,
the new Anadex printers, and
printers designed for use with
Apple's Macintosh system.

You might consider word
processing a document as
usual and having it typeset
automatically: some firms
can set type directly from
popular micro disks. The price
is generally far less than that

for traditional typesetting,
and the chance of typographic
errors is reduced as the
information does not have to
be retyped by the typesetting
machine operator. You
specify changes of typeface
with simple control
sequences in your document.
Your printers should be able
to put you in touch with such
'budget typesetting' firms.

Operating

systems

explained
I have used home micros for
some time and recently came
across the 'business micro',
an altogether different
proposition. As part of my
course at Teeside Polytechnic
I am using an ACT Sirius, and
I am becoming more and
more confused about
operating systems.

If a program is either CP/M-
86 or MS-DOS, does it mean
that it is usable on other
systems which use either
CP/M-86 or MS-DOS? For
example, I use a Cobol
compiler provided by the
college which happens to
work with MS-DOS. Can it be
used on other MS-DOS
machines?

I can't imagine that
manufacturers have made
machines compatible to the
extent that software is
directly transportable, but I
get the feeling that I'm
missing something.
John Masterman,
Hemlington, Cleveland
Most home computers are
deliberately made
incompatible with one
another as this encourages
hardware purchasers to buy
peripherals and programs
from the original
manufacturer. It also means
that makers can cut costs by
using the latest design tricks
in new machines.

Home computers are sold
on the strength of features
such as price, graphics or
sound; differing design
requirements make the
machines mutually
incompatible. There's no
reason why micros should be
made and sold in this way
since the differences have
little real significance to users.
However, it makes life easy
for advertising agencies,
which can compare computer
models rather than try to
answer the more difficult
question of why anyone
should want a computer in
the first place.

The marketing situation is
different where business
computers are concerned.

These machines cost more
and generally sell in much
smaller numbers. The
programs are complex, hard
to write and expensive as
most of them are only of use
to a small proportion of
computer owners. Almost
anyone can find a use for a
Space Invaders game, but few
people would be interested in
a Cobol compiler or a hotel
booking package.

It is vital that complex
programs run on as many
different types of computer as
possible, both from the point
of view of a new machine's
manufacturer who can't
afford to translate all the
complex and esoteric
software available for other
machines, and the software
house launching a new
product which would like it to
run on as many different
computers as possible as it
will only sell a small number
of copies on each one.

This need for compatibility
is greater than the need for
specific features, since the
average business user is less
concerned with sound effects
and colour than with the
availability of a package
broadly suited to his or her
needs. But the manufacturers
can't produce identical
machines: that would make
their products indis-
tinguishable and thus
impossible to advertise
distinctively.

The solution is to build
them differently but to include
a program which provides
essential services in a
standard way regardless of
the hardware details. This
program would translate
'primitive requests', in a
standard format, into actions
giving fixed results regardless
of the hardware being used.
Primitive requests might do
such things as print a
character, open a disk file, and
soon. The program, or
'operating system', translates
these generalised requests
into specific operations which
vary according to the
hardware being used.

Most of the operating
system is just concerned with
distinguishing between
requests, so it can be identical
on every machine. Individual
sections within the operating
system may differ, reflecting
hardware differences
between the computers.
These are the only sections
which must be rewritten
when a manufacturer
launches a new machine;
other programs should work
as they will call the
appropriate operating system
routine rather than try to
communicate directly with
the hardware.

As long as software houses

use these request codes to
perform machine -specific
operations, their programs
will run on any computer with
the correct operating system.
The snag is that the
translation of these request
codes slows down the
programs which use them.
The request codes must be
standard for all computers, so
they might not provide
control over hardware which
is not available on all
machines. For example, CP/M
does not have a generalised
facility to read a character at a
given position on the display,
so it's hard to write a screen
editor such as those for many
home computers.

These restrictions tempt
programmers to
communicate directly with
the hardware, running the risk
of making their software
incompatible with some
machines. Parts of the
program which do not
interact with specific
hardware are written in
machine code; this code will
run on any computer with the
appropriate processor.

The first popular operating
system was CP/M, which
contained request codes to
perform input and output in
programs written for the Z80
or 8080 processors. CP/M was
not originally written for sale
- it was rudimentary and
inefficient for many purposes
(the primitive requests were
not well thought out) but it did
work, and in the early days of
computing that was enough.

CP/M-86 is a development
of CP/M which provides
standardised input and output
facilities for programs written
in machine code for the Intel
8086 and similar processors.
These are used in most new
business machines.

MS-DOS is a competitor -
a similar but incompatible
program. It only caught on
because IBM used it in its
Personal Computer. Like CP/
M, MS-DOS is rudimentary
but it works. It was based
upon an experimental system
called QDOS, standing for
Quick and Dirty Operating
System!

Operating system requests
are slow and inflexible
compared with machine -
specific routines. In business
programming the advantage
of compatibility between
computer models more than
outweighs these snags; it is
more important that pro-
grams are available than that
they run quickly or take full
advantage of special
hardware.
Unfortunately we can't
answer questions on an
individual basis, so please
don't send a SAE with your
query. END
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Miracle modem
Peter Tooth!! unveils Miracle Technology's new modem and issues a

plea for free telephone lines for BBS operators.

A new modem from Miracle Technolo-
gy (which produced the first multimode
modem at a price the home user could
afford) can be expected to be an
interesting event and indeed the
WS3000 has a number of novel
features.

The base model (approximately
£250) has V.21, V.23, auto -answer
(including ring -back method) and auto -
dial as standard. It also has speed
buffering to enable computers which
cannot handle split baud rates (that is
the V.23 type 1200/75 Prestel standard)
to use it at the same speed in both
directions. The modem will still talk to
the phone line at the two speeds. Other
features will be available as optional
extras.

The method of autodialling will be
compatible with the system first used
by an American modem manufacturer
called Hayes. The Hayes 'Smart -
modem' protocols are now a very
popular and widely used standard
among other modem manufacturers in
the US. So people with US computers
will be able to use standard US software
to control the autodial feature.

The optional extras will include: a
V.22N.22bis module giving 1200 and
2400 bits/sec full duplex operation as
well as the basic 300/300 and 1200/75
modes; battery backed RAM to store up
to 64 phone numbers; battery power for
portable use; security key switch;
password security. (Under this system
the caller will give the modem his
password when it answers the phone
and then hang up. The modem will then
check to see if he is an authorised user
and if so the modem will ring him back
in order to establish the call. This will
make it very difficultfor hackers, as they
will not only have to have a password
for the system, but also to be calling
from the right telephone! This is the
type of security that certain financial
institutions are looking for before they
will put their systems on-line.)

The V.22N.22bis option (although
initially expected to be pricey at £250 or

so is a very interesting development.
V.23 is OK when you use a bulletin
board or Prestel as long as itistalking to
you, but it is no good if you want to
unload anything more than a very short
message. Imagine sending even a short
program to a BBS at seven -and -a -half
bytes per second! V.22 is also compati-
ble with US Bell 212a standard that
many American BBSS use as well asthe
basic 300 bits/sec Bell 103. This means
that people with V.22 modems can call
US bulletin boards. 2400/2400 modems
for use on ordinary phone lines are
beginning to appear in the US as well,
and I would expect that they will
operate with V.22bis systems as this is
the waythings have been developing in
recent years.

The prices are expected to be around
£250 for the basic modem and as much
again for the V.22/V.22bis module.
While this is not cheap - even a basic
V.22 modem will set you back around
£500 at present. A V.21/V.22 type would
be nearer £800, and no other V21/22/23
ones are available, as far as I know.
Prices for the other options were not
known at the time of writing. BABT
approval has been applied for, and
Miracle Technology is optimistic about
getting it soon. Presumably, if it is using
the same production facilities as for its
existing modem (now approved) there
will not be quite so much involved in the
process. The company also hopes to
get approval with the Bell standards
enabled, as one or two modems with
Bell frequencies were accepted by BT
before the BABT became responsible
for the procedure. For further details
contact Miracle Technology tel:
Ipswich (0473) 50304.

Lines for free
It has always seemed a bit unfair to me
that I should have to pay BT for the
privilege of having a second telephone
line so that I can run my bulletin board
for 24 hours a day, and still have a
telephone available for ordinary calls.
Especially when you think just how

much revenue it gets from the system. I
recently did a spot check for a 24 hour
period and had fifty-eight calls, with a
total of around 800 units. If this is
typical, then BT is getting about £40 a
day from people calling my system.
One day's calls would more than cover
the rental on the line for a whole
quarter! This is an annual rate of nearly
£15,000! BT must really love BBS
operators. In my opinion BT should at
least provide a free line and modem to
people prepared to run a BBS. Most
commercial organisations would do
this - and give you commission on
revenue generated as well.

If you are running a BBS (or thinking
of starting one) and want to follow this
matter up with BT, the person to speak
to is called the 'call marketing (or call
stimulation) duty' at your local tele-
phone manager's office. These are the
people who deal with the 'Guideline'
services (such as weather forecasts,
gardening hints, recipe of the day, and
so on). BT may not betoo keen on lots of
BBSs in one area, of course, but it is well
worth trying. If you have problems, try
asking for the marketing manager, he is
the person who is ultimately responsi-
ble for getting more people to use
telephones. I would think that BBSs are
especially good from BT's point of view,
as the heavy use tends to be out of peak
hours when the lines are very much
under used.

If BT won't play ball you can always
threaten to stop running your system-
that would put an end to shareholders'
dividends.

New bulletin boards
The number of BBSs that have started
recently is enormous. I have had great
difficulty keeping up and checking out
the new numbers that I have been
given. At the last count there were
nearly thirty 24 hour systems and as
many part-time ones. The list of num-
bers is as up to date as possible, but as
always please let me know of any
changes on Liverpool Mailbox. END
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UK free networks
Bulletin Board
Aberdeen ITEC
BABBS-Bath

BABBS-Felixstowe
BABBS TWO -Basildon

Basildon ITeC

BASUE
Blandford Board TBBS
CABB TBBS
CBBS SW
CBBS Surrey (Woking)

Chatham (Kent)

CNOL Lancaster TBBS

Computers Incorporated Newcastle (CBBS)

Forum 80 Hull

Forum 80 SPA

Forum 80 Wembley

Fido Compulink
Fido Fastnet
Fido Fore TBBS
Hackney BBS
Hamnet Hull
Livingstone, Scotland
London Underground

Liverpool Mailbox TBBS

Mactel (Nottingham)
Mailbox -80 W Midlands Stourport TBBS
Manchester Open Bulletin Board TBBS
Marctel

MBBS-Mitcham

MG -Net CBBS London

Microweb Manchester TBBS

NBBBS-North Birmingham TBBS
NBBS-E BBC Micro
NBBS Lutterworth
NKABBS
C7I3BS Manchester

Octopus RAS
PIP -Sheffield TBBS
REACT UK
SABBS Glasgow
SBBS Southern
Southern BBS

Stoke ITEC
Teletrieve (CTC)
TBBS London
TYNESIDE BBS
VISA
WABBS-Worthing

Phone Number
(0224) 641585
(0225) 23276

(0394) 276306
(0268) 778956

(0268) 22177
(0268) 25122
(01) 373 6337
(0258) 54494)
(01) 631 3076
(0392) 53116
(04862) 25174

(0634) 815805

(0524) 60399

(0207) 543555

(0482) 859169

(0926) 39871

(01) 902 2546

(06286) 63571
(051) 260 5607
(01) 301 4110
(01) 985 3322
(0482) 497150
(0506) 38526
(01) 863 0198

(051) 4288924

(0602) 289783
(03841635336
(061) 7368449
(01) 346 7156

(01) 648 0018

(01) 399 2136

(061) 4564157

(0827) 288810
(0692) 630186
(04555) 4798
(0795) 842324
(061) 4271596

(0272) 421198 (Bristol)
(0742) 667983
(0376) 518818
(0698) 884804
(0923) 676644 (Watford)
(0243) 511077

(0782) 265078
(0484) 657299
(01) 348 9400
(091) 251 4271
(01) 958 7098
(0903) 42013

Notes
V.23
300/300 baud rate; 9pm-8am weekdays, 9pm-noon
weekends; Atari -based system, ring -back system
300/300 baud rate; 24 hours daily; Apple users' group
300/300 baud rate; 24 hours daily; Apple users' group
with special area for queries to Apple UK
Prestel type service
Atari based 300 baud. 24 hour
24 hour
300/300 baud rate; 24 hours daily
300/300 bauft rate; 24 hours daily + 1200/75
300/300 baud rate; 24 hours daily
1200/75 and 300/300 baud rates; 24 hours daily; jokes,
jobs, reviews, news
6pm/9am daily + weekends 7 bits, even parity; sales and
wants - cars, houses, computers
300/300 baud rate; 24 hours daily; Clinical Notes Online
service, mainly for medical users; works in conjunction
with a database on the Datastar network
300/300 baud rate; 24 hours daily; primarily business -
oriented
300/300 baud rate; 5-11.30pm weekdays, noon-11.30pm
Sundays, Bell 103 standard, midnight-8am daily; interna-
tional electronic mail, library for up/downloading
300/300 baud rate; 11pm-midnight daily; TRS-80 and
Genie users' group
300/300 baud rate; 7-10pm weekdays, midday-10pm
weekdays; electronic mail, library for down loading; ring
and ask for Forum 80
24 hour
10pm-8arn BELL 103/212a tones only at present
Fido lam-8am
V.23 Password: PUBLIC
300/300 baud rate; 6pm-8am daily
Atari, 24 hours daily
24 hours V.21/V.23 (Viewdata coming soon) BBC Based
(colour for BBC users)
300/300 baud rate; 24 hours daily; sponsored by INMAC;
electronic mail, program downloading, TRS-80 informa-
tion; messages for PCW can be left on the board and will
normally be read by us within 24 hours
V.21N.23 Macintosh users 24 hours daily
300/300 baud rate; 6pm-8am daily
300/300 baud rate; 24 hours daily + 1200/75
10am-lOpm daily (24 hour coming, watch for announce-
ment on Marctel) BBC based system (FBBS) with colour
for Commstar users
300/300 baud rate; 24 hours; BBC -based system with jokes,
graffiti, electronic mail, and Atari and BBC sections
300/300 baud rate; 5-10pm Sunday; electronic mail,
program downloading
300/300 baud rate; 24 hours daily; Micro User magazine,
mainly for BBC users
300/300 baud rate; 24 hours daily
BBC Based 24 hours daily
Mon -Fri 8pm-11pm; Sat 9pm-10pm; Sun 9am-12.30pm
9.3Opm-midnight
300/300 baud rate; weekdays except 7pm-9pm, weekends
except 10am-10pm
6pm-8.30am V21 using public domain Octopus software
300/300 baud rate; 24 hours daily. Bell 9pm-8.00am
24 hours. Mainly Dragon
Atari, 24 hours daily
11pm-8.30am daily; BBC based V.21/V.23
300/300 baud rate; 8pm-2am daily; ring -back system (dial
the number, let phone ring once, and then ring back);
messages, downloading
300/300 baud rate; 24 hours daily; remote CP/M system
6pm-8am
300/300 baud rate; 9am-7pm daily
V.21 BBC based
8am-11pm daily V23 Prestel type
300/300 baud rate; 24 hours daily; ring -back system (dial
the number, let phone ring once, and then ring back);
Atari -based

UK subscriber commercial/business systems

Bulletin Board
Comet

Micronet 800

Prestel

Telecom Gold

Phone Number
(0527) 28515

(01) 278 3143

Freefone 100
Prestel sales
(01) 403 6777

Notes
Message handling system: Details from Istel Ltd, Grosve-
nor House, Prospect Hill, Redditch, Worcs
Prestel database information for micro users. Details from
Micronet 800, 8 Herbal Hill, London EC1R 5EJ
Subscribers only

All information from Sales Admin, 60-68 St Thomas Street,
London SE1 3QU
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TRANSACTION FM

 LISA IMB, x 2 Profiles
Imagewriter, Macworks,
LisaCalc, Write, Calc, Corn,
full 7/7 software, Multiplan,
MacWrite. Cost over £9,000,
will accept £5,590. Tel: 01-
749 6528.
 COMMODORE 8032; plus
8050 double disk drives, plus
4023 printer, Superscipt
word processor, Petcress,
Adventure game. Cables etc.
£1,500 ono. Tel: Bordon
(Hants) 4261.
 TANDY MODEL III, 48K
twin disk drives, RS -232 built
in. Lots of disk based
software, £650 ono. Also
Anderson Jacobson 300
baud acoustic coupler.
Almost new, £150. Tel:
(0584) 810015.
 T199/4A. Little used,
Extended Base, mini
memory, assembler, editor,
manual, Parsec, cassette
lead, books, technical data,
£150. No splitting. Tel: (0240)
74899 (Chalfont St Giles),
(eves).
 Dpage Eurosystem Sirius I,
prototype board, with quick
connect tool and wire, £25.
Also an AP products TC40
test clip, £15. Tel: Bordon
(04203) 7194. Alan Kay.
 SHARP MZ80A. Dual disk
drives, Z80 Serial and
Parallel I/O cards, CP-M,
FDOS, disk -Basic, XForth, C.
All manuals. Complete, £500
ono. Tel: 01-736 3678.
 WANTED. PCW before
February 1980. Also does
anybody want a dead
Compukit UK101. C. O'Neill,
123 Downs Road, Coulsdon,
Surrey, CR3 1AD.
 APPLE II Monitor, dual disk
drives, language card, Z80
card, Pkaso printer card,
Saturn 128k disk emulator,
80 column, lots of software,
£950 the lot. May split. Tel:
(0227) 452061 (Canterbury).
 NEWBRAIN AD. Fitted with
latest ROM set, users
manual, 2 cassette leads, V24
lead, £125. 0/S software
manual, £15. Tel:
Farnborough (0252) 540633.
 SANYO MBC 555. 2 x 800k
drives. 256k RAM, RS 232C
port c/w, WordStar,

Your chance to buy, sell or swap equipment.

SpellStar, Mailmerge,
CalcStar, DataStar,
ReportStar. Cost £1,550, will
accept £900 ono the lot. Tel:
Quidenham (095387) 491
after 6pm please.
 APPLE IIE. Two disk drives,
monitor grappler plus
interface and Riteman
printer. Hardly used. Lots of
programs, DBase, VisiCalc,
w/p etc. £1,200 ono wanted.
Contact Norman on 01-935
3323 (day).
 WANTED. Apple III SOS
reference manual, SOS
Driver Writers Guide, A-111
128k add on, Serial card III,
A III modem eliminator. Tel:
Bedford (0234) 65997 (eves).
 SINCLAIR QL. Usual
extras. (Unwanted Xmas
gift). Plus printer cable, 4
extra empty cartridges,
magazines, manual. Also
Commodore computer
game. Both still boxed.
Worth £475 new. Bargain
£320. Tel: Upper
Warlingham (08832) 3834.
 TORCH ZEP100 Z80 board
for BBC Micro. Only 3
months old, includes Perfect
word processor,
spreadsheet, BBC Basic
(Z80). In addition Turbo
Pascal will also be included,
£275 ono. Tel: Reading
789150.
 COMMODORE 4040 dual
disk drive. Hardly used, £200
ono. Tel: 031-447 2011 ext
442 or 031-447 6027, Mr
Chick.
 APPLE II+. Apple monitor
and disk drive, language card
(64k total), AppleWriter II
word processor, paddles, all
manuals. Virtually unused,
£475. Tel: Bourne End 25895
(eves).
 APPLE software. Apple
Multiplan, Murder by the
Dozen, Crypt of Medea, £100
ono. Tel: Byfleet 41045.
 FREE SOFTWARE with my
2x 8in Shugart disk drives,
64k cased Ohio superboard,
610 expansion, 64 character
screen, Rs232, 1200 baud
cassette, 2x power supplies,
software in ROM's, manuals,
£600 ono. Tel: Chorley
(02572) 72955 (eves).

 BBC MODEL B. 40/80 track
drive, DFS, Wordwise,
Prestel acoustic coupler with
software, joystick, games
magazines, books, manuals,
light pen, £500 for the lot.
Tel: Richard on (Norwich)
57087.
 VIDEO GENIE system 48k.
Including computer,
expansion unit, disk drives
2x 35T, (Tandy) monitor,
£260. Offers for individual
items considered. Also
Aculab floppytape unit for
above. Tel: (0294164144
(Ayrshire), (eves).
 SHARP PC1500, CE150
printer/cassette interfce,
CE161 16k RAM, Casio
FX702P, FP -10 printer, FA -2
cassette interface. Any offers
for any part. Tel: Richard on
Norwich 57087.
 SINCLAIR SPECTRUM disk
interface, cable,
documentation, utility disk.
Never been used, £55. Tel:
(0946) 812523.
 CUMMANA CSX200, 80
track, single -sided disk drive.
Little used, with handbook,
cables and formatting disk,
for BBC Micro, £120. Tel:
Plymouth (0752) 46489 (eves,
weekends).
 FOR MZ80K, SP1002,
SP5025 Source listings, ZEN,
Sharpsoft, Forth and
disassembler, assorted
games. Offers? Tel: 021-373
9546 (eves).
 COMMODORE SX-64
portable, (includes disk drive
and colour monitor). CBM-64
compatible 1520 plotter,
£500 original software,
accessories. As new, £650
ono (for quick sale). Tel:
(0392) 54188 (8pm-9pm
Wedsfrhurs).
 NASCOM 2 with 48k,
additional hardware,
software, Centronics 501
printer, dual Memorex disk
drives, Televideo 912
terminal. Clearing out prior
to working abroad. Tel:
Wokingham (0734) 793152
(after 7pm).
 LEARN TO PROGRAMME
in machine coded. Full 0/U
course with manuals and
computer. Exchange BBC

Z80 board or Dual 80T disk
drive or £250. Tel:
Godalming 22699.
 TRS-80 colour computer
32k. With leads, manuals,
programming course on
cassette, cassette leads,
joysticks and various games.
Tel: (061) 941 1161 (nights),
(061) 980 8015 (days).
 APPLE II+ 64k. Two disk
drives, colour monitor, Serial
interface, clock, Eprom
programmer, Pascal and
Logo. Many books and
manuals, etc. £700 ono the
lot. Tel: (0978) 840629.
 ATR 8000 CP/M add-on for
Atari computers. Permits
connection of standard
peripherals, includes CP/M
and MyDos operating
systems. Free software
utilites £600 value. Brand
new, £295. Tel: Luton (0582)
32752.
 BBC computer. With disk
chip, Microvitec colour
monitor, Inforunner h/speed
printer, Twilstar 80 track d/
sided disk drive. Eight disks.
Unwanted prize - unused!
Retail £1,300. Offers around
£950. Tel: Mellor 2476 (eves).
 COMMODORE SX64
portable for sale, having
gone 16 -bit. Software
includes: Easystock, Future
Finance, Games, Zork III,
Beach -Head. Together with
30 unused disks, joystick,
books, £500. Contact Mike
Fielding, (0222) 551019
(eves).
 APRICOT PC. Twin 720k
disks, 256k RAM, 12 inch
monitor, SuperWriter,
SuperCalc, SuperPlanner,
Parallel printer cable, 10
disks, dust cover, 6 months
old, little use, as new, £1,300
ono. Tel: 01-635 67458.
 NASCOM 2.64k RAM, 10
board and AVC colour board.
Fitted in Kenilworth case. Full
documentation for hardware
and software. Offers. Tel:
Hitchin (0462) 814029 (after
6pm).
 SHARP MZ-80B dual -disk
system, 64k user RAM, 16k
Hi -Res graphics RAM, P6
printer, built-in tape back-up,
CP/M, WordStar, SpellStar,

Mailmerge, MBasic,
SuperCalc, etc. Luxury
computing at £1250 ono. Tel:
Bournemouth 427553 (eves).
 TANDY TRS-80 Model 111
48k. Twin built-in drives.
VisiCalc, TRS-80 line printer
VIII. All in first class
condition, £395 ono. Tel:
(0765) 4612.
 CROMEMCO Z2 system.
ADM monitor/keyboard, 48k
CPU, PFD577 twin 8in drives,
teletype printer, Basic DBMS
etc. May split, offers?
Collectors item! Tel: Soper
on 01-580 7265 (days).
 TRS-80 MODEL I Level 2
Expansion interface 48k.
Lowercase and Hi -Res
mod's. Disk drive, Smaldos,
word processor, assembler,
Pascal, games. All on special
desk, £300 or offers. Tel:
Harlow 28218.
 CUMMANA 800k dual disk
drive. With PSU and 40/80
track switch. Acorn 1.2 DFS,
Wordwise, graphics ROM
and Disc Doctor original
ROMs and £3000 of software
Sell for only £450. Tel:
Harpenden 69152.
 SONY MSX Hitbit micro.
Together with all leads and
manuals and over £60 of
software. Total value over
£350, sell for only £200. Tel:
Harpenden 69152 for details.
 VIDEO GENIE 64k. Built-in
cassette, green screen,
masses of software,
literature, etc, £75. Serial
interface +2k buffer. Fits in
Epson MX80 or MX100
printers, £25. Tel: Mantell
(Hants) (096) 278 619.
 CBM64 software. Disks -
Vizawrite, Infomast, £50 ono
for both. Tapes- Mailshot,
Kensington, Valhalla also
Quickshot I joystick, offers.
All above is new. Apple
Silentype without card, £90.
Tel: Guildford (0483) 60102.
 APRICOT -PC. 2 x double
density 1.4MB plus monitor.
Complete with manuals,
software and SuperCalc 3.
Six months old, cost new
£2,300. Accept £1,500. Tel:
Slough (0753) 23649.
 APRICOT 256k computer.
2x720k drives, 12in monitor

TRANSACTION FILE ADVERTISEMENT FORM
All Transaction File ads must be submitted by readers on this form or a photocopy of this form. Maximum 30 words. Print one word per box, very
clearly. Name, address and/ortelephone number must be included in the30words. All ads must be accompanied by a flatfee of £2.50. Makecheques or
POs payable to Personal Computer World. Ads accepted from private readers only. Ads cannot be repeated (unless sent in on another form) and we
cannot guarantee to print an ad in any specific issue. Please help ourtypesetter to help you by printing your ad very clearly. Send your completed form
to: Transaction File, PCW, 62 Oxford Street, London W1A 2HG.

Please find enclosed my cheque/PO for £2.50 for the following Transaction File ad.
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Quickie
I know a young man whose mother is
older than his grandmother. How can
this be?

Prize Puzzle
The idea for this month's puzzle comes
from Roy Newham of Nottingham.

A roll of cloth 60ins wide has to be cut
into a number of lengths so that each
length and each diagonal is always an
exact different number of inches. No

and stand. Canon
PW1156A 15in printer.

Sage, Accounts, Payroll,
SuperWriter, SuperCalc,

SuperPlanner software, 20
spare disks. Cost over £3,500.
Unused in boxes. £2,950. Tel:
01-866 3268.

TRANSACTION FILE
 SIRIUS 128k, 1.2Mb, with
usual software, including
Basic compiler. Very good
condition, £1,300 ono. Tel:
01-427 6067.
 FOR SALE: TRS-80 Model
3, 48k RAM, one disk, and
Hi -Res graphics board. TRS-

80 Quick Printer
(electrostatic), CGP-115
colour printer/plotter, all
leads, manuals and software,
£1,000 ono. Must sell
quickly! Tel: (Nigel) (0966)
33441 or 32521.
 APPLE II+, with disk drive,

£500 ono. DB master and DB
utilities 1 and 2, £200 ono.
Apple Logo, £60 ono.
AppleWriter 1.1, £35. Tel:
(06473) 3388 (eves. Tony).
 FOR SALE. View Word
processor ROM for BBC
Micro model B, plus manuals

and printer drivers. Hardly
used, £42.50. Tel: Stevenage
10438) 721216 (after 5pm).
 BBC "B" DFS, £250. Torch
CP/N card and Perfect
software, £200. Green
monitor, £50. Epson FX100,
£300. Tel: (0256) 75717.

LEISURE LINES

Brain -teasers from J J Clessa

measurement (except the width) is ever
repeated.

How long is the roll?
Answers please, on postcards only

(letters are automatically disqualified)
to PCWPrize Puzzle, July Leisure Lines,
VNU Business Publications, VNU
House, 32-34 Broadwick Street, London
W1A 2HG. Entries to arrive not later
than 31 July 1985.

April Prize Puzzle
This wasn't too difficult a problem,

although about 10 per cent of the 180
entries had the wrong solution. The
correct answer is 300, 325, 351, which
are the smallest three consecutive
triangular numbers whose product is a
perfect square.

The winning entry came from SJ
Mudd of Brentwood, Essex. Congra-
tulations, your prize is on its way.

Thank you to all those who directed
me to prime number tables which do
not include unity - it seems there are
some in existence.

NUMBERS COUNT

Mike Mudge considers the 'Numeri Idoner of Leonhard Euler and
awards a prize in the field of triperfect numbers.

Among the extensive correspondence
and papers of Leonhard Euler (1707-
1783) there are various strictly arith-
metical theorems for which Euler does
not have a proof and which he does not
even state precisely. Included in these
are references to the sequence:d=1, 2,
3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 12, 13, 15, 16, 18,
21, . .. 1320, 1365, 1848, containing 65
terms up to this point.

These numbers all have thefollowing
property:
If d=ab and if a number n can be
expressed uniquely in the form
n=ax2+by2 where ax and by are
coprime (that is, ax and by have no
common factor other than unity), then
either n isprimeor it is twicea primeor it
is a power of 2. Any odd number that
can be written uniquely in this form
must be a prime.

Euler calls these d 'Numeri 'done
because they can be used for primality
tests. For example, d=57=3.19 yields
the prime number1000003 becausethis
can be uniquely written 19.82+3.5772
where 19.8=152 and 3.577=1731 cop -
rime.

For example, d=1848=1.1848 yields
the prime number 18518809 with the
unique representation 1972+1848.1002
where 197 and 184.100 are coprime.

It is still unknown whether Euler's 65
Numeri ldonei are the only such num-
bers. Euler only proved that cases d=1,
2, 3 have the required property.

Problem Obtain the full listing of 65
Numeri ldonei less than or equal to
1848. Attempt to find further such
numbers.

Generate sub -tables of prime num-
bers from each of these d -values, and
compare their union with a complete
table of prime numbers or with an
implementation of a sieve technique for
the determination of all prime numbers
up to the required maximum value.

Readers are invited to submit their
program listing, output and hardware
details together with their conclusions
relating to this problem to Mike Mudge,
'Square Acre', Stourbridge Road, Penn,
Nr Wolverhampton, Staffs WV4 5NF.
Tel: (0902) 892141. A suitable prize will
be awarded to the 'best' entry received
by 1 October 1985. Criteria will include
accuracy, originality and efficiency, not
necessarily in that order.

Please note that submissions can
only be returned if a suitable stamped
addressed envelope is included. Ex-
panded reviews of previous problems,
together with, subject to the approval of
the contributor, copies of detailed
programs from the prize-winning entry
may also be requested.

Prize-winner January
Congruent numbers The response to
this problem was very disappointing,
probably due to its underlying mathe-

matical nature. Substantive contribu-
tions were received from 'regulars'
including Gareth Suggett, 31 Harrow
Road, Worthing BN11 4RB and Richard
F Tindall of 26 Poplar Close, Great
Shelford, Cambridge. Readers in-
terested in pursuing this problem
further may contact the above or Robin
Merson, 2 Vine Close, Wrecclesham,
Farnham, Surrey GU10 4TE, who has
been working in this area for years.

Relevant references include Un-
solved Problems in Number Theory by
RK Guy (Springer 1981) and the paper
by Ronald Alter, The Congruent Num-
ber Problem, American Mathematical
Monthly Vol 87, 1980, pp43-45.

Triperfect numbers
Dave Arnold of Buxton, Derbyshire was
examining T7 as published in PCWMay
on his Video Genie and found 'it
appeared to be OK when I checked the
sum of divisors, but on further ex-
amination 301, 541 and 901 are compo-
site and the number is not therefore
triperfect'. Exchanges of correspond-
ence between RF Tindall and D Arnold
took the search for T7 up in stages to
260-1 without success. For this enter-
prise and collaborative effort Dave
Arnold is nominated as this month's
prizewinner; an award in the area of
congruent numbers may be considered
in the future if further results are
forthcoming.
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WRITING FOR PCW

Your chance to contribute to the magazine.

We're offering readers a chance to get
rich (well, at least richer) and to
influence what's published in the
magazine - by writing for it. We
welcome approaches from would-be
writers, including those who have
never appeared in print before. It's
often users with practical experience
who have the most interesting things to
say, so don't worry if your prose is less
than perfect, we can take care of the
polishing.

If you have an idea for a feature write,
with a brief synopsis, outlining the
proposed structure and content. If your
article is already written, then send it in

for consideration. Remember to put
your name and address on both the
covering letter and the manuscript -
along with a daytime phone number if
possible. Manuscripts should be typed
or printed out (dot matrix output isfine),
in double -line spacing with ample
margins top and bottom and on each
side.

Any accompanying program listings
should be supplied on disk or cassette,
ideally with a printout as well. We'll try
to return all submissions sent in with a
suitable sae, but make sure you keep a
copy of everything you submit as well
for reference.

Bear in mind that it's worth taking a
look at the Back Issues advertisementto
see what sort of things we have already
published- after all there's no point in
reinventing the wheel. And please be
sure to tell us if you've contacted
another magazine (perish the thoug ht):
it would be very awkward if the same
article appeared elsewhere. Frankly,
we're more likely to accept something
which has been offered exclusively to
us.

Finally, we do pay for published work
- the rate is £65 per 1000 words, and
payment usually follows about four -six
weeks after publication.

MICROCHESS

Computer thrashes human at the Third Commonwealth Chess
Championship. Kevin O'Connell records the first -round upset.

The Third Commonwealth Chess
Championship was held this year in
London's Dockland. The event was
sponsored by the Hong Kong chess
computer manufacturer, Novag.

The tournament was won by the
reigning champion, Kevin Spraggett of
Canada, ahead of the pre -tournament
favourites John Nunn and Murray
Chandler, both of England and ranked
respectively ninth and sixteenth in the
world.

One of the perks of sponsoring the
event is that Novag is permitted to enter
a couple of chess computers. Having
micros play in this class of tournament
is still rather like trying to rewrite
Shakespeare's first folio using a room-
ful of monkeys seated at word proces-
sors, but every so often a chimp does
produce a usable scene. That was
certainly the case in the following
game, the sensation of the first round,
in which the Novag defeated a master -
strength human rated 2210.
White: A J Stebbings. Black: Novag
Monster. King's Indian Defence.
1 d2 -d4 Ng8-f6
2 c2 -c4 g7 -g6
3 Nb1-c3 Bf8-g7
4 e2-24 d7 -d6
5 f2 -f3 0-0
6 Bc1-e3 Nb8-c6
7 Qd1-d2 Rf8-e8
8 Ng1-e2 Ra8-b8
9 Net -c1 e7 -e5

Nc6xd410 Nc1-b3
(10...e5xd4 is more common, fol-

lowed by 11 Nb3xd4 d6 -d5!, freeing
Black's game: for example, 12 c4xd5
Nf6xd5 13 Nc3xd5 Nc6xd4 14 Be3xd4
Qd8xd5.)

11 Nb3xd4 e5xd4
12 Be3xd4 a7 -a6

(Not now 12...d6 -d5 13 Bd4xf6 and
14 c4xd5.)
13 Bf1-e2 Bc8-d7
14 0-0 b7 -b5
15 c4xb5 a6xb5
16 Ra1-c1 c7 -c5
17 Bd4-e3 b5 -b4
18 Nc3-d1

(White would like to put the knight on
d5, but cannot do so since that would
lose a pawn (18...Nf6xd5 19 Qd2xd5
Bd7-e6, followed by a capture on a2 or
b2) or even worse (18...Nf6xd5 19
e4xd5 Re8xe3 20 Qd2xe3 Bg7-d4,
winning the queen).)
18 Bd7-e6
19
20
21
22
23

Be2-c4
Rclxc4
b2xb3

Nd1-f2
Rf1-d1

Be6xc4
Rb8-a8
Qd8-d7
Qd7-e6

r V Ts rAIV

rAr A
A4VA

A

Aci A

A
V r ". r

A --1-- A ,

White is already looking vulnerable

(White cannot prevent the freeing
23...d6 -d5.)
23 d6 -d5
24 Rc4xc5 d5xe4
25 f3 -f4

(Exchanging on e4 would be much
worse, for example 25 f3xe4 Nf6xe4 26
Nf2xe4 Qe6xe4 27 Be3-f2 Bg7-c3, and
White is in trouble.)
25 Nf6-g4
26 Nf2xg4 Qe6xg4
27 Rc5-d5 Re8-e7

(The point of this move is quite deep.
By getting the rook off the back rank,
Black prepares his material -winning
manoeuvre at moves 30-32.)
28 Qd2xb4 Ra8xa2
29 Qb4-b8+ Bg7-f8
30 Rd5-d2

-..,--;_-_--A

r
Cti AA

A
v

v v
* 4

A A iAV V A
4 'MA, A/*, a/=..

I% r
Black is gaining a material advantage

30 Re7-d7
31 h2 -h3

(White has very little choice. 31
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London

Rd2xa2 fails to 31 ... Rd7xd1 + 32
Kg1-f2 Qg4-h4+ and 33g2 -g3 Qh

4xh2 mate or 33 Kf2-e2 Qh2-el mate.)
32 Qg4xd1+
32 Rd2xd1 Rd7xd1+
33 Kg1-h2 Ra2-a5

(To stop 34 Be3-c5.)
34
35
36
37

Be3-c5
Qb8-b7

b4xc5

b3 -b4 Ra5-d5
Rd5-d8
Bf8xc5

(Black has a small but clear material
advantage. However, White's passed
c -pawn could be very dangerous.)
37 Rd1-c1
38 Qb7xe4

(Of course White would like to keep
his c -pawn, but if 38 c5 -c6 then
38...e4 -e3 39 c6 -c7 Rd8-e8 and if 39
Qb7-b5 Re8-c8 ensures that it dis-
appears.)
38 Rd8-c8
39 f4 -f5 Rc1xc5
40 f5 -f6?

(Now Black gets a greater advantage.
After 40 f5xg6, my money would have
been on a draw.)
40 Rc5-c6
41 Qe4-e7 Rc6-e6
42 Qe7-d7 Rc8-f8
43 Qd7-d4 Rf8-b8
44 h3 -h4

(or 44 g2 -g4 g6 -g5 and the f -pawn
rapidly falls).
44
45 Kh2-g3

h7 -h5
Rb8-b6

46 Qd4-d8+ Kg8-h7
47 Qd8-f8

(The days have long done when such
a last -gasp effort could prove success-
ful against a chess computer.)
47 Re6xf6

The end is nigh . . . Novag Monster
has now only to avoid stalemate

(Not only that, but Novag Monster
now demonstrates thetechnique to win
this ending.)
48 Kg3-h3 Rb6-b3+
49 Kh3-h2 Rf6-f4
50 Qf8-e7 Rf4-f2
51 Qe7-d8 Rb3-b4
52 Kh2-g1 Rb4-b2
53 Kg1-h1

(Another 'hopeful'. Now
53...Rf2xg2? would allow 54 Qd8-h8+!
Kh7xh8 stalemate.)
53 ... Rb2-c2
54 Qd8-138 Rc2-a2
55 Qb8-d8 Ra2-b2
56 Qd8-d4

(Still coveting the h8 square.)
56 ...Rf2-e2
57 Qd4-d8 Rb2-d2
58 Qd8-c8 Rd2-d4

(Grinding down White's resistance.
Now 59 g -g3 allows 59...Rd4-d1 mate
while 59 Qc8-h3 Rd4-d1+ 60 Kh1-h2
Rd1-d2, and Black picks up the g -
pawn.)
59 Kh1-g1
60 Qc8-d8
61 Kg1-hl

(Black still has to
stalemate possibility.)

Rd4xh4
Rh4-g4
Rg4-f4

beware of the

62 Qd8-c8 Rf4-h4+
63 Kh1-g1 Rh4-g4
64 Kg1-hl Rg4-f4
65 Qc8-d8 Rf4-f1+
66 Kh1-h2 f7 -f5
67 Qd8-f6 Rf1-f2
68 Kh2-hl Re2-d2

(Ole.)
69 Qf6-f8 Rf2-e2
70 Qf8-f6 Kh7-h6
71 Qf6-f8+ Kh6-g5
72 Qf8-g 7 h5 -h4
73 Qg7-h8 Rd2-d1+
74 Kh 1-h2 Re2-el

(0-1 (White resigns)

DIARY DATA

Readers are strongly advised to check details with exhibition
organisers before making arrangements, in order to avoid wasted journeys due

to cancellations, printer's errors, and so on.

(Kensington Exbn Centre), Engineering Software Exbn & Conf (ENGSOFT). Contact:
Computational Mechanics Centre, (042129) 3223

18-20 June

London (Olympia), Computers in Manufacturing Exbn. Contact: Independent Exbns Ltd, (01)
891 3426

25-27 June

London (Wembley Conf Centre), Networks Exbn. Contact: Online Conf Ltd, (01) 868 4466 25-27 June

London (Barbican), The Construction Industry Computer Fair. Contact: RIBA, (01) 836 2973 25-27 June

London (Olympia), PC User Show. Contact: EMAP Int Exbn, (01) 837 3699 2-4 July

London (Royal Lancaster), Computers In Personnel Exbn & Conf. Contact: Peter Mirrington
Exbns, (0277) 232030

9-11 July

London (Wembley Conf Centre), Silicon Design Exbn. Contact: Project Presentations Ltd, (01)
242 3621

9-11 July

USA (Chicago), National Computer Conference & Exbn. Contact: American Federation of
Information Processing Societies Inc, 1899 Preston White Drive, Reston, VA22091

15-18 July

London (Olympia), First European Programmable Controller Event. Contact: Evan Steadman
Services Ltd, (0799) 26699

16-18 July

London (Barbican), Personal Computer World Show. Contact: Montbuild Ltd, (01) 486 1951 4-8 Sept
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The ACC is interested in branching out into the realm of 16 -bit
computers. If this, or a club in eastern England interests you, read on

The Association of Computer Clubs
(ACC) is a democratically run, non-
profit association ofthe computer clubs
and user groups within the UK. Its
attention is primarily focused on clubs
that are run on a democratic basis,
althoughthe master list of UK computer
clubs contains a number that are run as
small businesses.

ACC services
The ACC provides a number of
services to affiliated computer clubs
(this costs 0.50-00 a year depending
on club size) including free insurance
against public liability risks, a scheme
for cheaply insuring computer equip-
ment during club meetings, and va-
rious forms of publicity and advice. At
present, roughly one-third of the clubs
have chosen to affiliate in the 15 months
that the scheme has been running. The
Association also runs a service to put
members of the public in touch with
their local computer clubs. To take
advantage of this, please write to John
Bone (at the address below) so that he
can pass it on to the enquiry office.

The Association is particularly in-
terested in expanding its activities
among clubs working in the 16 -bit area.
At the last committee meeting, the
unanimous view was that hobby com-
puting would follow business comput-
ing into 16 -bits, and probably Intel 8086
and modified MS-DOS in particular.
What couldn't be agreed was how soon
this move would occur. The Depart-
ment of Education has since
annnounced that its next educational
micro standard will be 8086/MS-DOS.
Does this mean that schools will teach
Lotus 1-2-3?

If you are involved in a club interested
in 16 -bit computing, or are thinking of
starting one, let the ACC know. Special
interests are Apricot, Sirius, IBM PC,
Olivetti M24 (and other compatibles),
ACT Fl and Portable, RML Nimbus,
MS-DOS and Lotus 1-2-3. I get many
requests from people wishing to meet
other Apricot users, but apart from a
business group called the Apricot &
Sirius Users' Club, I have no other
information.

The ACC is intending to move its
administration on to 16 -bit machines as
soon as an enterprising manufacturer
of MS-DOS/PC-DOS machines realises
how much excellent publicity could be
gained by lending one to the Associa-

tion. This would include having the
machine proudly displayed on the ACC
stand at computer shows, and crediting
the lender on the hundreds of database
enquiries sent out. Anyone interested?

Club news
This month's selection focuses on the
East of England, ranging from Lincoln-
shire through Cambridgeshire to
Essex.

I continue to receive information
from the Lincolnshire Microprocessor
Society and the related Lincoln Compu-
ter Club. The Society has provided
some financial backing to the Lincoln
Club, which holds regular meetings on
the first and third Wednesday of each
month at The Cardinal's Hat, 268 High
Street, Lincoln. To find out more about
either group, contact Douglas Griffiths
who is secretary of both on Lincoln
680578 or at 659 Newark Road, Swal-
lowbeck, Lincoln LN6 8SA. One in-
teresting facility offered by the Society
is a number of computersystems which
are available to members on hire terms.
This would allow members to 'try out'
their prospective purchases with more
time and less pressure than in a shop,
and is a thoroughly welcome initiative.

Dr Rupert Francis writes to me about
a computer club for hospital staff
around Boston, Lincolnshire. Mem-
bership is restricted to employees of the
South Lincolnshire Health Authority,
and it meets at the Pilgrim Hospital,
Sibsey Road, Boston, Lincs PE21 9QS
on the second Tuesday of the month at
5.30pm and the fourth Wednesday at
7pm. For more information, write to Dr
Francis at the Pilgrim Hospital.

John Goodwin is the secretary of the
Boston Acorn Computer Users' Club. It
meets on the third Wednesday of each
month at Fishtoft Social Club, Church
Green Road, Fishtoft, Boston. It is
planning to hold a 'kids' corner' feature
with a competition and a prize for the
child getting the top score of the night.
The club is also interested in the
educational use of computers and the
development of speech synthesis inter-
faces. For more information, contact
John Goodwin on Boston 51710 or
write to him at 245 Church Green Road,
Fishtoft, Boston, Lincs PE21 ORP.

Moving down to Peterborough, I hear
from Paul Bywater. He is now the
secretary of the Commodore Users'
Club at Peterborough, replacing Tony
Scott. If you are interested in Commod-

ore computing in the area, please
contact Paul Bywater on Peterborough
210948 or at 13 Tatwin Drive, Crowland,
Peterborough PE6 OAE.

I have received a copy of the Cam-
bridge Computer Town newsletter. The
man behind it is Bob Waixel of 4
Manhattan Drive, Cambridge CB4 1JL
(or call (0223) 61319). The Computer
Town has been helped by Cam-
bridgeshire libraries with the use of the
lending library on the first floor of the
Central Library, Lion Yard, Cambridge,
for the meetings, and by Boots Compu-
ter Department which has lent TV sets.
The next few meetings will be on
Saturdays 13 July, 28 September, 19
October, 7 December and a date to be
advised in November. Equipment
available includes BBCs, Spectrums
and a Commodore SX64 portable. A
variety of software is also on show.

MJ Osborne of 25 Oak Avenue, S
Wootton, King's Lynn, Norfolk PE30
3JQ writes to tell me of the King's Lynn
ZX Users' Group. The club is running
very successfully, with 23 members at
the last count, but please note Mr
Osborne's new address as he has
recently moved.

Allan Potten has written from 14
Foxmead, Rivenhall End, Witham,
Essex CM8 3HD to remind me about his
Corn puterTown which serves Colches-
ter and the surrounding area. The
members own a variety of equipment,
mainly the popular micros, but also a
variety of home-made, adapted
second-hand and 'own design' equip-
ment, some of which has been mar-
keted. Write to Allan for the details

John Murphy tells me of a club which
meets on Thursdays at 7.30pm in the
Gallery Room at the Blue Boar Hotel in
Maldon. Activities include a regular
programming course for beginners,
general interest meetings and a small
group dedicated to game -writing. For
more information write to John at The
Computer Group, Oaklea, Goldhanger
Road, Maldon CM9 7QU.

Fora mention in this column orto notify
the ACC of a new or existing club:
Rupert Steele, 12 Philbeach Gardens,
London SW5 9DY, or call (01) 370 0601.

For any other enquiry, including the
address of your local club: John Bone,
ACC chairman, 2 Claremont Place,
Gateshead, Tyne & Wear NE8 1TL, or
call (091477) 0036. END
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If you haven't guessed by now
Epson's new printer is the
LQ 1500. It's everything in one.
And this is the coupon to
send off for details.
Or tel: EPSON FREEPHONE

Name

Position
Company

Address

To: Epson (UK ) Ltd_
Dorland House, 388 Hid-) Road, Wembley, Middlesex, HA9 6UH.

a

a

4

a

a

24 pin impact dot matrix, 200 cps, 67 cps NLQ mode, 101-406 mm paper width, up to 272 characters per line.
Options: single or double sheet feeder, tractor, parallel and serial 2K or 32K, IEEE 2K.

EPSON



MICROMART PROGRAM FILE

SOFTWARE TRANSLATION

English based company with international
network is looking for

Micro -computer
Programmers

with language expertise. Mother -tongue
French, German, Italian or Spanish and fluent

in English.

Please apply in writing giving C.V. details
including knowledge of programming lan-

guages to:
P.F. Racher

LinguaSoft
CORPORATlON
Imperial House, 15-19 Kingsway London WC2B 6UU

256 COLOURS FOR YOUR BBC MICRO!!
11-h Colour Expander replaces the eight boring colours On the BBC IlIllro
with a selection of eight from 256. Every colour you could ever want is
there: silvery greys, shades of brown, pinks, golds, subtle aquamarines,
warm oranges, etc, etc.
Applications are almost unlimited. The most spectacular computer art is

possible, 3D graphics using true shading techniques, fabulous gamey
business graphics enhancement. education etc.
The Colour Expander is a unique device which will open up a whole Ile,
world of graphics. It is compatible with most RGB monitors and comes
complete with a cassette of demonstration and utility program, The
Colour Expander costs only E85 + (VAT + P&P) = £98.75. Also
available as a module for OEM & scientific use.

5 -INCH PORTABLE MONITOR
The immensely popular Fliltee TMCIR portable monitor w ith 5"
monochrome business
computing, home and professional video or any application where a really
compact, lightweight, low power monitor is needed. It measures just
180mm x 105nmr x 230nrin and will run off mains or from mains or
frOIII batteries in its integral battery compartment. 'Fite TMC IR cost just
L92 " (VAT + P&P) = 11108.60.

PROFESSIONAL PAL ENCODER & UHF
MODULATOR

A high quality PAL encoder module superbly designed by Hiltee. This
unit accepts digital OCR inputs, (9 data lines allow 512 colours; and
produces a 75 ohm PAL colour output together with a modulated
colour output. Digital timing techniques and state of the art ICs guarantee
king and reliable operation together with high signal quality. Only )170 +
t VAT + l'&P) = L82.5.

Please send SAL for more information about any of these products.

HILTEC ELECTRONICS LTD
7 Airlie Gardens, Campden Hill Road, London W8 7AJ

Tel: 01-727 5956 or 07987-316
Please 28 days for deli, cry. Mail Order on!}

IS YOUR IBM PC SECURE?

Are your PERSONAL computer files becoming
COMMON knowlege?
Encode your files with "CRYPTO" - THE file
encrypting program.
Mathematically secure even from larger compu-
ters. Out now only £29.

CRYPTO - Data Ciper £29
Also available:
TEA - Integrated design and word
processor £99
LOA - Logic Design Aid £49

Logitech
(01)-794 5441

310 Finchley Rd, Hampstead, LONDON NW3
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Nick Walker selects the best of readers' programs - for
details on submitting your own, see the end of this section.

In PCW May I published a Commodore
64 utility to make disk access com-
mands friendly. This month's utitlity,
Turbo -DOS, make the disk drive oper-
ate six to seven times faster. Recently
the turbo -load programs for cassettes
have led to Commodore 64 cassettes
loading quicker than disks, but Turbo -
DOS redresses the balance and will
even work with some commercial
software. As an example of the power of
this program I loaded a small Basic
program using the normal method
which took 26 seconds - using Turbo -
DOS, it took under four seconds.

The utility theme is continued this
month with Spectrum Speech, a prog-
ram that will take any sound presented
to the ear socket (that is, from a
microphone or cassette) and digitise it.
The sound can then be edited in
memory if required and played back
through the Spectrum's speaker. Don't
expect too much when playing voice

back: the best effects come from other
sounds. Other utilities this month
include a professional -quality com-
munications program for the Epson
HX-20, a oaL program that enhances the
quality of graphs printed from Easel,
and a program compressor written in
Microsoft Basic.

For the BBC, there is a game called
Revenge of the Flying Bunnies -
despite its title it is a very good game.
Forthe Sirius there is a bank accounting
program.

r
r
117

Games

Scientific! mathematic

Business

Toolkit/utilities

Educational/ Computer
Aided Learning

Program of the Month

Commodore 64

Turbo -DOS
by Kietil Nass

It's pretty sickening being the proud
owner of a 1541 disk drive and discover-
ing that the new fast loader cassettes
can load a program faster than the disk
drive. This program redresses the
balance, allowing the 1541 to operate
up to seven times faster.

The listing creates a machine code
file containing Turbo -DOS. Type in the
listing as shown and save it, then type
RUN; any errors in the data statements
will be detected by the checksums
within the program. After correcting all
errors, the program will generate the
machine code program called TURBO -
LOAD 64 on disk. Wheneveryou want to
use Turbo -DOS just insert the disk, type
LOAD "TURBOLOAD 64", 8 and then
RUN. All further disk access will be at
the new high speed. That's all you need

to know to use the program, but for
those who are interested the following
explains how the program works.

The program fools the disk into
thinking it's an RS232 device instead of
a 3600 baud serial device. As with most
RS232 devices the baud rate is then
user -selectable, and in Turbo -DOS is
selected to operate at 15200 baud (it can
be taken to 19600 baud, but at this rate
load errors start to creep in). The fast
load system will work on any program
that uses the normal LOAD vecto rs, and
unlike most toolkit programs this one
uses no user memory. After initialisa-
tion the program puts itself under the
kernel at $C000 to $D000. This leaves
the normal 38911 Basic bytes free and a
4k block at $C000-$D000, giving plenty
of room for any extras.
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PROGRAM FILE

TURBOLORD .654 - THE FAST LORDINO 0.6
REQUIREMENTS. A COMMODORE 64 COMPUTER KITH A 1541 DISK DRIVE CONNECTED
PLEASE NOTE THAT ALL THAT 'REM'S CAN BE OMITTED WHEN TYPING IT IN.

10 REMIZEZIONBIESMEENMIIMINIEMEISEMINIMENMELSOMEIW in
20 DATA11,8.192.7.158,51,50.51,56,0,0,0.3247,243,169,226.162,248,133.167,-219
30 DATA134,168J169J0,162,3,133,169,134,170,169,8,32,12,237,169,111,32,185,149
40 DATR237,169,77,32.221,237J169,45,32,221,237469J87,32J221,237,160,0,165.-180
50 DATA169J32.221,237,165,170,32,221,237,169,30,32J2214237,177J167,32.221,210
60 DATA237.200,192,30.144.246,32,254,237.24,165,167)105,30,133,167,144.3,-206
70 DRTR230,168.24,165,169,166,170,105,30,133,169,144,2,230,178,224,5,144.-144
80 DRTA173,201,0,144,169,169,8,32,12,237,169,111,32,185,237,169,77,32,221,-74
90 DATR237,169,45,32,221,237J169,69,32,221,237.169,139,32,221.237,169,4480
100 DATA32.221.237,169,11,141,17,208,32,251.237,234,234.76.46,240,169,11,-6
110 DATR141,0,221,44,61,221,16.251,169,3A141,0,221,162,5,202,234,208o252/162,93 41
120 DAT84,173,0,221,42,42,102,176,106,102.176.234,282,208,242,165,176,73,-140
138 DRTA255,96,32,82,239,281,235,240,248,168,0,169,11,141,0,221,44.8.221,35
140 DAT816,251,169,3,141,0,221,162,7,202,208,253,173,0,221,42,42,102,176,-85
150 DATR106,182,176,234,234,173,0,221,42,42,182,176,106,182,176,234,234,173,73
160 DWRO,221,42,42,102,176,106,102,176,234,234.173.0,221,42,42,102,176,106,-249
170 DRTR102,176i165.176,73.455,153,166451,200,288,180,96,120,169.1,133,167,231
160 DATP160,255,32,124,239,192,255.240,64,162,2,165,167,240,2,162,4,173J166,-.244
190 DATR251,288,7,238,167,231,173,167,251,44;169,8,133,108,189,166,251,145162
200 DATA174,230,174.208.2,230,175,232)228,168,208.240.162,0,134.167,173,168,..255
210 WIT8251,208,198,169,53,133,1,169,27,141,17,208,169,64)133.144,24/96,169,-70
220 DATA53,133,1,169,27.141,17,208,234,169,29,56,96,160,0,185,66)240.153,89
230 D814448,1,280,192,31,208,245,32,210,239,76,48,1,234,8,72,169,0.168,89,..223
240 DATR0.160,200,208,250,201,128,240,4,169,55,133,1,166,174,164,175,184,.-228
250 DATR40,88,96,221,16,173,240,34,173,161,2,74,176,258,1173,1,221,41,253,...129
260 DRTR141,1,221,173,1,221,41,4,240.249,169,144,24o76,39,239J173o161,2o41,...76
278 DRTR18,240,243,24,96,173,151,2,172,156,2,204,155,2,248,11J41,247,141.0.14
280 DSTA151,2.177,247,238.156,2,96,9,8,141,151,2,169,0,96.72,173o16/,2,240)..245
290 DATR17.173,161,2.41,3,208,249,169,16,141.13,221,169.0141,161,2J104496.39
300 DATA165.0,41,6,201,2,240.3,76,158,253,234,169,5,133,9,162,90,134,75,162,*14
310 DATA0,169,82,133.36,32,86,245,80,254.184,173,1,28,197,364240,9,198,75,210
320 DATA208.239,169,10,76,105,249,80,254,184,173,1,28,149,37,232,224,7,208,-73
330 DRTH243,32,151J244,165,22,69,23.69,24,69,25,69,26,240,7,198,9,208,192,..37
340 DATA76,30,244,165,24,197,6.240,3,76,11,244,133,34,169,6,133,49,76o60,-184
350 DATR4,165,18,166,19,133,22,134,23,165,6,133,24,165,7,133,25J169,0,69,-.44
360 URTR22,69.2369,24,69,25,133,26,32,52,249,162,90,32,86,245,160,0,80,254,110
370 DRTA184,173/1,28,217,36,0,240,6,282,208,237o76,81,245,200/19218,288,234,216
380 DATR32.86,245o80,254,184,173,1,28,145,48,200,288,245,160,186,80,254,184,..233
390 DATA173.1,28,153,0,1,200,208,244,32,224,248,165,56,197471,240/3,76,2446
400 DRTA244,32,233,245,197,58,240,3,76,2,245,160,8,169,85,32,82,4,185,0,6,..250
418 DATA133.119,44,0,24,16,251,169,16,141,0,24J44,0,24,48,251,162,0,138.182,...170.
420 DKR119,42,42J102.119,42.42,141,0,24,138J102,119,42J42,102,119,42,42,141
430 DRTH141.0,24,138,102,119,42,42,102,119,42,42,141,8,24,138,102/119,42,-199
440 DRTR42,102/119,42,42,141,0,24,162,2J202,208,253o169J15,141,0,24,200,208,.48
458 DATR173,134,234o234.234,234,234,234,173,0,28,9,8,141,0,284173,0.6,208,.25
460 DATA3,76,158,253,197,24,208,249,133,6,173,1,6,133,7,76,101,3J133,119,*11
470 DATR44,0,24,16,251.169,16,141,0,24444,0,24,48,251,162,4,169,8,102,119,-72
480 DATA42.42,102,119,42,42,141,0,24.202,208,240,234.234.234,234,234$234,48
490 DAT8169,15,141,0.24,96,96,133,0,88,165o0J48,252,120A96,128i234/234/234J-217
500 DATA234,234o234o165/24,141,0J6,133,6,165,25,141,1,6J133.7,1-69,4,133,120,-33
510 DAT8169,226,32130,4,281,2.144,31.160,0,132,120,164,129J185J2194254A248o-.249
520 DIRT818.88.32,118,214,120.169,226,32,130,4,201,2,144,26,Z30J128,208,2319
530 DATA169A192,32,130,4,169,226.32,130,4,201,2,144,8,169:255,32,82.C76.-13
540 DATA34,235,173,06,240,248,197,24.240.196,173,0,6,133,6,173,1,6,133,7.-183
550 DATA76.160,4o234,234,234,234.160,0,185,25,244,153,48,1,200,192,31,208,-63
560 DRTA245,76s48,1,169,0,168,89.0,160o200,208,250,201,128,240,7,169,55,133o-243
570 DATA1.76.1,245,76,48,244,160,0,177,187,201,36,240,242,169,1,133,167,169,-13
580 DRTR0,133,144,165,167,32,12,237,169,111,32,185,237,165,144,16,11,230,-142
590 DRTRI67,165,167,201,16208,230,76,187,238,165,167,201,8,240,239.160.0,-19
600 DATR185,122J244,240,6,32.210,255,200,208,245,32,225,255,208,251,238,234,-62
610 DUR234,234J234J76,187,238,234,13,89,79,85,32,72,65,86J69,32,77,79,82,-249
620 DATR69,32084,72,65,78,32,49,32,68.69,86,73,67,69,32,79,78,45,76,73,78,-126 0
625 DATA69o13,0,-82
630 DAT80.0,0,120,169,35,133,1,160,0,132,3.169,160,133,4,177,3.145,3J230.-5
640 DRTA3,208,248,230.4.208,244,169,229,141,214,253,169,76.141.114,254,141,-230
650 DRTA249,244,169,188,141,115,254,169,254,141,116,254,169,9,141,250,244,-35
660 DATA169,244,141,251J244,169.18.133,3,169,10,133,4,169,226,133,5.169,248,-78
670 DATA133,6,177,3J145,5,200,208,249,230,4,230,6,165,6,201,250,208.239.169.-18
680 DATA16i162,8,133,3.134,4,169,187,162,238,133,5,134,6,177,3,145,5,200,-232
690 DRTA208,249.230,4J230,6,165,6,201,240,208,239.185,67o13,153,95.228,200,-111
700 DRTA192,80,208,245.160,0,185,12,12,153,9,244,200,192,148.208,245,169,-102
710 DATA53.133,1,76,248,252,234.234,0,32,66.89,84,69,83,32,70,82,69,69,13,-197
720 DATA0,0,0,0,0,0,0,147,67,66,77,32,83,85.80,69,82,32,68,79,83,13,79,46,-164
730 DATA83,32,49,46J48,13,40,67,41,32,49,57,56,52,32,72,69,76,77,83,77,65,-192
740 DRTA78,32,83,79,70.84.87,65,82,69,32,67,79,82,80.46,13,0,129,72,32,0/-81
750 DRTR0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0.0,0.49,54.53,44,49,55,54,44,48,55,51.44.50,-138
760 DATA53,53,44.48.57,32,32,32,32,32.42,80,82,71,32,32,0,223,13,1,0,32,32,-31
770 DRTA32,34,70,65,83,84,46,83,80,69,67,73,65,76,34,32,32,32,32,32,80,82.-3
780 DATA71,32.32,0,255,13,6,0,32,32,32,34,72,69.76,77.83,77,65,78,32084,85,-57
790 DATA82.66,79,68,73,34,32,80,82,71,32,32,0,29,14,241,0,66,76,79,67,75,-98
800 DATR83,32,70,82,69,69,46,32,32,32,32J32,32,32,32,32,32,32,32,32,0,0,0,-99
810 DATI944,55J-99,-999
820 0OSUB960
830 00SUB1270
840 G0SUB1160
850 REMCZINDIM1X8111IIIII5MINW121010100118=211.711=111:141111171111111101/M0/111U2
860 RESTORE,OPEN1,8,3,00,TURBOLORD 64,P,W.PRINT41,CHR8(1)1CHR$(8),
870 PRINT"NOW OENERATINO THE TURBOLOAD FILE"
880 READR:IFFICOGOT0900
890 PRINT111,CHRS(R);:0070880
900 IFA0-9990070880
910 PRINT41,CLOSEI,SAVE"CTURBO.GEN",8
920 GOSUB1420
930 REMMIIMMOBIIIIIIIIIIMITNIMIMIMMDMICHOMMIIIIIMININI11111111XX3
940 LORD"TURBOLORD 64",8
950 REMIENDO011111111:1111111111011121M11,11,1111(111MONW911faNSIMIZI3
960 PRINT":/ *44TURBOLOAD OENERATOR***"
970 RUCHECK=0,FORLINE.07079
980 CHECK=0
990 READITEM,IFITEM<800T01030
1000 CHECK.CHECK+ITEM,CODE.CODE+1
1010 ALLCHECK=RLLCHECK+SUM+CHECK
1020 G0T0990
1030 SUM.RBSCITEM):IFSUM=999THENRETURN
1040 IFSUM<><CHECK MD255)00701090
1050 PRINT"MMEEMMEREFIDING DATA FROM LINE";PEEK(63)+256*PEEK(64)
1060 NEXT LINE

MICROMART

Data Buffer
Don't wait for printing to finish - no
matter how fast your printer, your
computer works faster.
Release that micro for more
processing, seconds after giving the
command to print out.
Save time by using a data buffer.
And remember, computer time saved
means operator time saved.

Word-processing and all
print -orientated tasks can be
speeded -up dramatically.
Graphics and CAD output- a
data buffer is a must for these
applications.

Cost-effective time saving. From
£87.50 for 16K of buffer memory (for
use with Epson printers). 64K buffer
memory with optional serial or
parallel input or output £199.
Full -featured (copy, output hold etc)
256K buffer memory, £423. Prices
exclude VAT. Trade, quantity, and
corporate terms - please call.

A)Line Dataspeed Devices Ld
3 Auburn Road,
Blaby,
Leicester LE83DR.
Ilr (0533) 778724

SOFTWARE CENTRE

EINSTEIN
SPECIALISTS

Wordstar professional
Datastar

Reportstar
All three £375 exc VAT

Einstein from £350
Software for chemists, garages,

newsagents, farmers etc
52A Bromham Road
Bedford
Tel: (0234) 44733
3 Crosskeys, St. Neots
Cambridgeshire
Tel: (0480) 72013

Save money on Einstein software and
peripherals by joining our user club
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Centronics or RS232
serial interfaces for

SHARP MZ 700

also

PRINTERS
and

MODEMS

Send for details:

PETERSON
ELECTRONICS LTD

ACADEMY STREET, FORFAR,
TAYSIDE DD8 2HA

TEL: 0307 62591

WDSoftware
For the QL

WD Utilities (3rd ed) (base £5.50)
PRINT 60 -file DIRectory or view it on one screen, one -key LOAD. COPY or
PRINT 60 files with one key (allows for namesakes). Multiple FORMATting to
prevent corruption by stretching of tape. TOOLkit to give dated, numbered
modules in program development. PRUNE old files to release space (one key
DELETES a tile). Full instructions in QUILL file. Use up to 6 EXTRA
MICRODRIVES (add on your Spectrum ones)!

WD Utilities for CST Disks (base £8)
100 -file capacity, for CST/Compumatamate disk system AND up to 4 extra
microdrives. User-friendly timesavers.

RefQL (3rd ed) (base £3)
500 useful QL references in an ARCHIVE file.

For Spectrum/QL/BBC
WD Morse Tutor (base £4)
From absolute beginner to beyond RYA and Amateur Radio receiving. Adjust
pitch. Set speed to your test level (4-18 wpm). Learn from single characters,
via groups with wide spaces to random sentences; decrease spacing to
normal. Write down what you hear, then CHECK on Screen or Printer (or
speech for Spectrum fitted with Currah Microspeech). Also own message,
random figures, letters or mixed.

For Spectrum 48K
Tradewind (base £4)
Sailing/trading strategy game with graphic surprises.

Jersey Quest (base £4)
Text adventure with Bergerac and the Dragon, (not disk).
Prices: rind Europe postage, elsewhere add ft). Spectrum/BBC cassettes,
base price only. OL or Spectrum Microdrives, £2/cartridge plus base price.
51/41" floppies, £2 plus base (SPOOS format for Spectrum).

Two or more programs on one medium - pay medium plus base EG. WD
Utilities and RefOL for E10.50, but IMPOSSIBLE to mix OL/BBC/Spectrum
programs on one medium. Send YOUR cartridge and base price, but
FORMAT it FIRST in your DRIVE 1 for compatibility.

WDSoftware, Hilltop, St Mary, Jersey.
Tel: (0534) 81392

BRAIN
SURGEONS

Anita Electronic Services (London) Ltd. are

specialists in the repair and service of the

Superbrain and associated peripherals.

We offer a fast on -site nationwide service

or alternative repairs can be carried out at

our workshops should you wish to bring
your machine into us.

Maintenance contracts are available at

very competitive prices.

We also specialise in the repair of Com-
modore, Apple, IBM Apricot, Osborne and
Sirius.

Trade enquiries welcome

For further information telephone or write

to:-
Mr. D. Wilkinson

Anita House,
15 Clerkenwell Close,

London EC1R OAD
Tel: 01-253 2444

1070 IF ALLCHECK01977780001.01140
1080 RETURN
1090 PRINT"IPDATA ERROR IN LINE ":PEEK(63)+256*PEEK(64)
1100 PRINT"OENERATED CHECKSUM ".CHFIND255
1110 PRINT"SHOULD HAVE BEEN ":SUM
1120 ERWL,"+STR8(PEEK(63)+256.PEEK(64))+CHRS(13)+"RUN",FORI=1TOLEN(ERS)
1130 POKE630+I.ASC(MIDVERS,1,1)),NEXT,POKE198,LEWERV,END
1140 PRINT"UNRECOVERABLE ERROR. CHECK YOUR DATA- STATEMENTS CAREFULLY",END
1150 UI
1160 OPEN8.8.0,"$0,1£$%&"
1170 FORI.IT08:0ET*8.X$,NEXT
1180 GET#8.WIFX$<>""GOT01180
1190 OET018.WOET118.XS
1200 OET118,XS:OETII8.Y$
1210 X.LEN(X4):IFXTHENX=ASCOW
1220 Y.LENCYS):IFYTHENY.ASC(YE)
1230 L=X+Y*256:IFL)50THENPRINT"YOU HAVE"L" BLOCKS FREE ON THE DISK":RETURN
1240 PRINT"NOT SUFFICIENT SPACE ON YOUR DISK"
1250 INPUT"INSERT ANOTHER DISK AND HIT 'RETURN'";XS:0070830
1260 REMIMUIM110110011011111002111110140/11111MDOMPOSIBUIMOMMOUBM
1270 OPEN15,8,15,"I"
1280 INPUT15.EN:IFEN.OTHENCLOSE15:RETURN
1290 IFEN021THENPRINT"YOU HAVE A FAULTY DISK INSERTED" 00701250
1300 PRINT"YOUR DISK IS NOT FORMATTED"
1310 PRINT"DO YOU WANT ME TO FORMAT IT (Y/N)" POKE198.0
1320 GETWIFAS="N"ORAS="Y"00701340
1330 00101320
1340 IFAWN"00701250
1350 INPUT"nENTER NEW DISK NAME";NAMMIFLEN(NAME$>>1600701350
1360 INPUT"ENTER NEW ID-CODE"ADS:IFLENCIDC>200701360
1370 PRINT*15."NEWO:"+NAMEW,"+IDS:CLOSE15
1380 FORI.IT010:0PEN15.8.15,"I"
1390 INPUT15.EN:IFENOOTHENPRINT"YOU HAVER FAULTY DISK":00T01250
1400 CLOSE15:NEXT RETURN
1410 REM1ZZEINIMOUIMMIPMCIIIMIRMIMIXIMULUBSSOIMBININIBMBSOIMMOIRMIIIMMI1
1420 PRINT"DO YOU WANT TO PROTECT THE TURBOLOAD FILE (Y/N) 7,,ROKE198,0
1430 GETWIFAS="N"ORAWY"00T01450
1440 00101430
1450 IFAWN"THENRETURN
1460 FORAD=828701006:READDA:POKEAD.DA:NEXT
1470 FS="TURBOLOAD 64"
1480 POKE679.1,FORI=ITOLEN(FU:POKE683+1.ASC(MIDS<FS,I.1WNEXT
1490 P0KE700.0:0PEN15.8.15:0PEN2,8.2."*",T=18:S=1
1500 PRINT15."U1".2:0.7.3,SYS828:A=PEEK(252):IFROOT01530
1510 T=PEEK(681),S=PEEK(682),IFTOOT01500
1520 PRINT"THE FILE IS NOT ON THE DISK",PRINT"UNRECOVERABLE ERRORR. TRY ROAIN",E
ND
1530 IF(RAND64)THENPRINT"THE FILE IS ALREADY LOCKED.",STOP
1540 P=PEEK(255),PRINT15."Ul".2.0:T;STRINT*15,"8-P".2.P,PRINT#2,CHRVAOR64).
1550 PRINT15,"B-P 2 0"4,RINTS115."U2'.2.0.T.S
1560 PRINT"THE FILE IS NOW PROPERLY LOCKED":RETURN
1570 REMMUMILIMISMONNIMICIIMMOOMOIMEXIMINOWNIILM1011111111111SZ3
1580 REMIZIMIUMMOSIMEMMOMINUMMIVAMAIRMAIMMUMMIMORKOMMINUMMUMWSZI
1590 REMMINUMHISIONJWAIIIIMICIMI:MOZIECIGUMellin
1600 DATA169,0,141.168.2,133,253,162.2,32,198.255,32
1610 DATR228.255.141.169.2.32,228,255.141.170,2.230.253
1620 0ATA230.253.32,228,255,133.252,165.253.133,255.32.228
1630 DA1A255.32.228.255.230,253.230.253.160,0.32.228.255
1640 DATA230,253.153.189,2,200,24,192,16.144,242,160.243
1650 DATA32.228.255.230,253.165.144,240.3.141.168,2,200
1660 DATA208,241.165,252,208.7,173.168,2.208.22,240.191
1670 DATA165.140,240.3.32.199.3.173,167.2.240.3.32
1680 DATA175.3,173.168,2.240.171.32,204.255.96.160.0
1690 DATA185,172,2,240.8.217.189.2.208,7.200:208,243
1700 DA1A238.168.2.96,169.0.133.252
1710 DATA96.160,0.185.189,2.240.6.32.210.255.200,208
1720 DATA245.165.252.41.64,240,10.169,144.32,210,255,169.60.32.210,255,169
1730 DATA13.32.210.255,169,144.32,210.255.96

READY.

Spectrum Speech
by Philip Kirkpatrick

This program will take any outside
sound (including speech) and record it
into the Spectrum's memory. Once in
memory, the sound can be speeded up
and rearranged as required by the user.

To use this program, type in the first
listing and save to cassette with the
command SAVE "speech" LINE 3. Then
type CLEAR 32767: NEW id type in the
second listing with the command SAVE
"sc"CODE 65279,100.

To run the program type CLEAR
32767: NEW :LOAD " "; the program wil I
automatically load the machine code.
After loading you will be presented with
a menu of eight different options:
1) Sample sound -thiswil I al lowyou to

record any sound entered via the ear
port into the Spectrum memory.
2) Change parameters- allows you to
lengthen, shorten or change the speed
of the recording in memory.
3) Play sound.
4) Save sound - saves the sound in
memory to tape.
5) Load sound - loads previously
stored sound.
6) Name sound - adds a single letter
label to sound.
7) Program sequence - allows you to
create a sequence from previously
defined labels.
8) Run sequence - executes the
sequence created.

LIST
1 REM ... PLIDLIC SPEECH 03)1985 .
2 REM ... BY 9.KIRKPATRIC1( ******
3 PRINT AT 10,9;BRTOHT 11FLASH 1;"Cod is Loading"
5 LOAD ""CODE

DIM F$(50):DIM E(50):D1M D(50);LET =0
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PROGRAM FILE MICROMART
7 LET St..^'
8 LET S=32768:LET F=65024:LET P=E:
9 CLS
:3 PRINT AT 0,10;"Public Speech"
.0 PRINT AT 0,1010VER 1;" ":REM 13 UNDERLINE CHARS
30 PRINT AT 2,0;"OPTIONS"
40 PRINT AT 4,0;"1 Sample Sound"
50 PRINT AT 6,0;"2 Change Parameter,"
60 PRINT AT 8,0;"3 Play Sound"
70 PRINT AT 10,0;"4 Save Sound"
80 PRINT AT 12,0;"5 Load Sound"
85. PRINT AT 14,0;"6 Name Sound"
87 PRINT AT 16,0;"7 Program Sequence"
88 PRINT AT 18,0;"8 Run Sequence"
90 LET Af=INKEY$
100 IF Af="1" THEN CLS:GOSUB 1000:CLS:GOTO 10
110 IF Af="2" THEN CLS:GOSUB 1500:CLS:GOTO 10
120 IF Af="3" THEN CLS:GOSUB 2000:CLS:GOTO 10
130 IF Af="4" THEN CLS:GOSUB 2500:CLS:GOTO 10
140 IF Af="5" THEN CLS:GOSUB 3000:CLS:GOTO 10
150 IF Af="6" THEN CLS:GOSUB 3500:CLS:GOTO 10
160 IF Af="7" THEN CLS:GOSUB 3600:CLS:GOTO 10
170 IF Af="8" THEN CLS:GOSUB 3650:CLS:GOTO 10
180 GOTO 90

1000 INPUT"Press ENTER to Sample ";LINE Af
1010 RANDOMIZE USR 65280
1020 RETURN
1500 PRINT AT 0,8:"Alterations Menu"
1510 PRINT AT 0,8;OVER 1;" ":REM 16 UNDERLINE CHARS
1520 PRINT AT 2,0;"OPTIONS-"
1530 PRINT AT 4,0;"1 Change Start Address"
1540 PRINT AT 6,0;"2 Change Last AddresS"
1550 PRINT AT 8,0;"3 Change Speed"
1560 LET Af=INKEY$
1570 IF Af="1" THEN CLS:GOSUB 1620:CLS:GOTO 1500
1580 IF Af="2" THEN CLS:GOSUB 1680:CLS:GOTO 1500
1590 IF Af="3" THEN CLS:GOSUE 1740:CLS:GOTO 1500
1600 IF AS-CHRI 13 THEN RETURN
1610 GOTO 1560
1620 PRINT AT 0,0;"Current Start Address. ";S
1630 INPUT"ENTER New Start Address ";S
1640 IF S>=F OR S<32768 THEN GOTO 1630
1650 LET H=INT (S/256):LET L=S -(H+256)
1660 POKE 65310,L:POKE 6531I,H
1670 RETURN
1680 PRINT AT 0,0;"Current Last Address ";F
1690 INPUT"ENTER New Last Address ";F
1700 LET N=INT(F/256)
1710 IF N>254 OR N<128 THEN GOTO 1690
1720 POKE 65335,N
1730 RETURN
1740 PRINT AT 0,0;"Current Speed ";P
1750 INPUT"ENTER. New Speed ";P
1760 IF P<1 OR P>15 THEN GOTO 1750
1770 POKE 65313,P
1780 RETURN 0
2000 INPUT"Press ENTER for Sound ";LINE AS
2010 RANDOMIZE USR 65308
2020 IF INKkef=1CHR$ 13 THEN RETURN
2030 GOTO 2010 '

2500 INPUT"ENTER Name of File ";LINE NI.
2502 IF N$="" THEN GOTO 2500 0
2510 SAVE Nf CODE 32767,32512
2520 RETURN
3000 INPUT"ENTER Name of File ";LINE ',11 0
3002 IF Nf="" THEN GOTO 3000
3010 LOAD N$ CODE
3020 RETURN
3500 LET C=C+1:IF C>50 THEN PRINT AT10. ; n. '. F,1rPAIYEa: 0!cl'!IP
3505 PRINT AT 10,8;"Press Letter ,.ine"
3510 PAUSE 0:LET Af=INKEY$
3515 IF Al="/" THEN 0070 3505

0
3520 PRINT AT 21,60$;"= Name of -This tr,
3530 LET Ff(C)=AS:LET E(C)=F:LET P,C)=S 411

3540 RANDOMIZE USR 65308
3550 RETURN
3600 PRINT AT 0,0;"Program-";SS
3601 INPUT"Re-Program? ";LINE E$
3602 IF Ef="" OR Ef="n" THEN RE7UPN

0 3603 INPUT"ENTER. Pause Length Regd.. ";M
3605 IF M<1 OR M>20 THEN GOTO 3600
3610 PRINT AT 10,0:"Program Sequence No. "
3615 LET S$=""
3620 INPUT LINE Sf
3625 IF Sf="" THEN GOTO 3620
3630 RETURN
3650 IF S$="" THEN RETURN
3655 FOR L=1 TO LEN Sf
3660 IF Sf(L)="/" THEN PAUSE mNEXT L
3670 FOR K=1 TO LEN Ff
3680 IF Ff(K)=Sf(L) THEN GOTO 3710
3690 NEXT K
3700 GOTO 3750
3710 POKE 65311,INT (B(K)/256)
3715 LET W -PEEK 65311
3720 POKE 65310,B(K)-(W*256)
3730 POKE 65335, INT (E(K)/256)
3740 RANDOMIZE USR 65308
3750 NEXT L
3760 LET F=PEEK 65335.1'256
'3770 LET S=W*256+PEEK 65310
3780 RETURN

10 FOR a=65280 TO 65339
20 READ v:POKE a,v
30 NEXT a
40 DATA 243,33,0,128,6,8,219,254,203,119,32,2,203,254,203,62,16,244,203,
14,35,124,254,254,32,234,251,201,243,33,0,128,6,8,203,70,40,4,62,0,211,
254,62,255,211,254,203,6,16,240,203,6,35,124,254,254,32.230,251,201

BEST UK
SOFTWARE PRICESX

Buy from TriSoft Ltd., the specialist software company
formed by microcomputer consultants.
* Over MO leading software packages (inc. Apple)
* Independent advice in making your choice
* Professional staff + network of consultants
* Most formats. All programs latest versions

SAGE ACCOUNTS £259

SAGE PLUS £495
List Our List Our

Price Price Price Price
Lotus 1-2-3 430 299 Multimate 3.3 399 265
WordStar 2000 465 299 DMS Delta 4 495 375
dBase III -1.1 550 325 Knowledgeman 450 359
Framework -1.1 550 325 Superproject 395 299
Open Access 550 325 DR C Compiler 295 225
Supercalc II 195 145 MS Pascal 295 235
Supercalc III 295 199 Ascom 170 149
Multiplan 190 145 Level II Cobol 965 720******************
-I( NEW VERSION *

D BASE II £239
******************

INTERESTED IN ACCOUNTANCY
SOFT WARE?

Having reviewed many of the accounting s/w
packages currently available, we are now able to
offer first class advice on the best accounting s/w
for your business. One of the accounting systems
which we supply and support is

PEGASUS
We have Midlands and London based staff who
are fully trained in the application and use of
Pegasus software.

WORDSTAR PROFESSIONAL

L'^c1..).._ £265
All prices exclude VAT and carriage.
If you see any of these products genuinely advertised at a
lower price we will improve upon that offer in most cases.
Please phone or write for our comprehensive price list.

DEALER, CONSULTANT, GOVERNMENT AND
OVERSEAS ENQUIRIES WELCOME

fp ill
" AZ801111'416111D

Crown Square, Matlock,
Derbyshire DE4 3AT

Tel: 0629-3021 (6 lines)

DAISYWRITER 2000
The Printer that thinks it's a Computer

Full IBM compatibility with the highest letter quality to
meet today's professional and business applications.

DAISYWRITER comes complete with a unique universal
interface providing compatibility for a wide range of
micros and PCs. It allows you to emulate the protocols of
almost every letter quality printer on the market today.

A 48K byte buffer memory is standard, so you can easily
dump a 25 page A4 document to the printer and
immediately commence drafting another. A reprint buffer
facility allows, at the touch of a button, quality copies.

Diagnostic software - the control codes may be printed
with text for easy fault finding and programming.
Graphics mode for plotting of graphs and charts.

DAISYWRITER 2000 gives full compatibility with: IBM
Displaywriter, Wordcraft, Wordstar, and many more WP
100 wordprocessing commands, 20 different printwheels
in 16 languages.

Bring out the best in your PC with a professional quality
printer offering reliability and throughput.

DAISYWRITER 2000 £1,095
SHEETFEEDER £295

Send for full specification and sample print quality to:

PREMIER SYSTEMS INTERNATIONAL
(Printer Specialists)

Heatherside House. Camden Road, Maidenhead SL6 6HA
Tel: (0628) 34302
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BLANK CASSETTES
Guaranteed top quality computer/audio cassettes
at great budget prices.
Packed In boxes of 10 with labels, inlay
cards and library case.
Prices include VAT, post and packing.
O C5) £3.35 0 C30 £4.70
O C10 £3.40 0 C60 £5.30
O C12 £3.45 0 C90 £7.00
O C15 £3.75
O SF LOPPY DISKS
Prices of boxes of 10
0 51/4 Single side/Double density £19.95
0 51/4 Double side/Double density £21.85
0 51/4 Double side/Quad density £28.75
MICRO FLEXI DISKS
Price per unit
0 31/2 Single side £4.00 each
0 3(/2 Double side £4.75 each
Indicate quantity of each product required in boxes.
Free delivery UK only.
Cheque/PO Enclosed for P

NAME

ADDRESS

PRonssionm.
MAGnETICS IUD

CassefteFiouse,329FlunsletRoad,Leeds1S103YY
FREEPOST Tel: P532)706066 PCW7 85

COMMODORE
2001.3000
4000.8000

We have the world's largest selection of software for
the PET/CBM range. We supply to schools, universi-
ties, large and small companies, government depart-
ments, and of course home users.
We also manufacture add-on boards and plug-in chips
that can make your computer more powerful - the
most popular add-ons are our high resolution graphics
boards which give your PET better resolution than an
Apple!
IF YOU OWN OR USE A PET/CBM COMPUTER WRITE
OR PHONE FOR A FREE CATALOGUE. By the way, we
also offer software for the Commodore 64.

SUPERSOFT
Winchester House, Canning Road, Wealdstone,

Harrow, Middlesex, HA3 7SJ
Telephone: 01-861 1166

TYPESET DIRECT
FROM DISK

z Anvil direct typesetting from micro disks puts
you firmly in control of your photo -typesetting.

Mark up your text using your usual
wordprocessor commands (as long as you are
using WordStar, Wordwise or another similar
CP/M, MS-DOS or PC -DOS wordprocessing
program).

TypeFit software copyfits (casts off) your text
files on your micro in exactly the same way as a
photo -typesetter.

Create copyfitted wordprocessor files which
can be typeset line -for -line and character -for -
character.
Write or telephone now for details of low-cost
TypeFit demo software and FREE Anvil
typesetting offer.

Wordsmiths
33 Clerkenwell Close  London EC I
ZS (01) 608 1868
19 West End  Street  Somerset
'IT (0458)45359

Epson HX-20

HX-Modem
by Wico Ypma

HX-Modem is a communications prog-
ram for the Epson HX-20, allowing you
to usethe HX-20 asa smartterminal. For
transfer of files it employs the Ward
Christensen (or XModem) protocol.
This protocol is very popular among
CP/M systems, so you can not only
transfer files from HX-20 to HX-20 but
also to CP/M machines (including the
Epson PX-8 and QX-10).

When you run the program the
terminal machine code section will load
into memory as a file called HX-
Modem, and some Basic will be left
called SetModem. Select HX-Modem
from the menu to enter terminal mode
or SetModem to configure com-
munication conditions.
HX-Modem
In this mode the PF-keys have the
following functions:
PF-1 - local Echo ON/OFF
PF-2 - automatic LF after CR during

transmission ON/OFF
PF-3 - filter during transmission ON/

OFF

PF-4- send the file in the RAM file area
PF-5 - return to MENU
PF-6 - disable left/right scrolling ON/

OFF
PF-7 - automatic LF after CR during

receive ON/OFF
PF 8-filter during receive ON/OFF
PF-9- receive a file in the RAM file area
PF-0 - return to MENU

The filter function filters out non -
ASCII symbols and control codes, and
converts the delete (ASCII B) into the
more general (ASCII 127) code.
SetModem
The SetModem section of the program
has three options:
1) Allows you to change the RS232
handshaking conditions and the
amount of memory reserved for the
screen file and file buffer.
2) Handles saving and loading of text to
tape in text or ASCII -Basic format.
3) Loads a text or ASCII -Basic file from
tape and stores it in the file buffer ready
for transmission.

100 'HX-Modem V3.1 1985 BY J.W.Ypme
110 CLS,PR1NT" HANG ON A SECOND"
120 MEMSET GHEA8.81.24
130 FOR 1=6HA40 TO 6HEA6:READ A:POKE I,A:NEXT
140 TITLE "SetModem"
150 EXECE.HA40,AWDELETE 1-999".CHR$(131*"EXEC&HOFFD".CHR$113)
160 A=VARPTRDIEPOKESH916.6HFE:POKE&H917.PEEK(A.1):POKEBH918.PEEK(A.2)
170 END
180 DATA 206,1.60.60.238.2,140.255.255,39,5,24,56.24.32.243.56.204.186.65.237.0
190 DATA 204,10,92,237,2,57,186,65.255,255.10,116,72.88,45,77.111.100,101,109
200 DATA 32,32.86,51,46,49,32,87.89.0,206.14.77.198.7.166.0,167.7.8,90.38,248
210 DATA 206.14,84,189.255.94,206.14.86,189,255.94.134.255.183,14,55.183,14,57
220 DATA 183.14,59.183.14,58,79,183,14.56.204.253.40.189.255,136,134.1,189,255
230 DATA 133.254.255,220.204,1,4,189,255,130.189,255,157,37,93.39,94,189,255
240 DATA 154,129,254,38,19,192,241.37.83,193,10,36,79,88,206,11,114,58,238,0
250 DATA 173,0,32,68,246,14,57,39,34,129,13,39,30,129,32,44,26,129,8,39,7,54
260 DATA 189,255.79,50.32,44,246,14,55,39,3,189.255.79,134.127.189.255.118.32
270 DATA 29,189.255,118,246.14.55,39,5,54,189,255,79,50,129,13.38,12.246.14,56
280 DATA 39.7.134,10.32,230.126,14,43.254,255.216,236.0,39,148.189.255.121,246
290 DATA 14,59,39,34.129.127,46,136.45.4.134.8,32.24.129,127,39,57,44.52,129,32
300 DATA 44,14,129,7,39.31.45,42.129,13.46,38,129,11,31,29,54,189,255,79,50,246
310 DATA 14,58,38,3.126,10.179.129,13.38.17.134.10.32.235,204,10,2,189,255,100
320 DATA 32,5,134,10,189,255,79,126,10,179,134,8,32,215,11,141,11,152,11,163,13
330 DATA 87,14.43,11,174.11.195,11.206.11,217.14.43.76,198,1.189,255,100,57.182
340 DATA 14,55.67.183,14,55,132,15,32,238,182,14.56,67.183.14.56,132,15,32,227
350 DATA 182,14,57,67,183,14,57,132.15,32,216,182,2,128,133,1,39.7,122,2,128
360 DATA 114,0,32,202.124.2,128,134,15.32,195,182,14,58,67,183,14,58,132,15,32
370 DATA 184,182,14,59,67,183.14.59,132.15,32.173,198.0,189,255,73.198.19,206
380 DATA 14,91,189,255,73.198.10.206.14,111.189,255.73,198,10,206,14,122,189
390 DATA 255.73,79,183.14,73,183.14,71,183,14,70.189.13.67,189,13,47,252,1,44
400 DATA 253,14,64,179,4,254,253,14,62,134,21,189,255.118.204.160,0,253.14,68
410 DATA 189.13,12,182,14.75,39,3,126.12.181.182.14,74,129,1,38.122,189.12,254
420 DATA 182,14,74,183,14.71.189.12,254.182,14,74,187.14,71.76,38,113,182,14,71
430 DATA 176,14,70,38.3,126.12.231,74,38,99,79.183.14,72,198,128,247,14,76,254
440 DATA 14,62.255,14.60,189,12,254,182,14,74,254,14.60,167,0,8,188,14,64.44,67
450 DATA 255,14,60,187,14,72,183.14,72,122,14.76.38,225,141,124,182.14,74.177
460 DATA 14,72.38,43,182,14,70,76.183.14,70.189,13,47,79,183,14,73,189,13,67
470 DATA 254,14,60.255,14,62,134.6,189,255,118,126,12,23.129.4,38,8,134.6,189
480 DATA 255,118,126.12,197,182.14.73.76,183,14.73,54,189,13,67,50.129,10.45.12
490 DATA 198,0,189,255,73.204,10.2.189.255.100,57,141,3,126,12,18,189,12,241
500 DATA 204,5,0,253,14.68.141,29,182,14,75,39,240,57.141,237,134,6,189,255.118
510 DATA 126.12,23.254,255,216,236,0,39,5,189,255,121,32,244,57,204,16,0,253,14
520 DATA 68.189,255,157,36,3,126,255,37,127,14,75,254,255,216,236,0,38,18,198
530 DATA 25.90,46,253,254,14,68,9,255,14,68,38,235,115.14.75,57,189,255,121,183
540 DATA 14,74,57.182,14,70,22.79,206,14,135,189,255,40,214,6,206,14,133,189
550 DATA 255,73,57,182,14.73,22,79,206.14,142.189,255.40.198.6.206,14,140,189
560 DATA 255,73,57,198,0,189,255,73,198.19,206,14.147.189,255.73.198,10,206,14
570 DATA 111,189,255,73,198,10,206.14,122,189.255,73,127,14,73,189,13,67,252.1
580 DATA 44,179,4,254,253,14,62,206,14,66,227,0,253.14.64.134,1,183.14,70,189
590 DATA 13,47,254,14.62,134.1,189,255.118.182,14,70,189,255,118,67,189,255,118
600 DATA 198,128,247,14,76,79,183,14,72,166,0,189,255,118,187.14.72,183,14,72.8
610 DATA 122,14.76,38,239,182,14,72.189.255,118,60,204,160,0,253,14,68.189.13
620 DATA 12,182,14,74,129.6,39,22,56,189.12,214,124,14,73,182,14,73,54,189.13
630 DATA 67.50,129,10.45,170,126,12.197.56,255,14,62,124,14,70,188,14.64,44,14
640 DATA 182,14,70,189,13,47,127.14,73,189,13,67.32.141,134,4,189,255,118.189
650 DATA 12,254,182,14.74.129,6,38,3,126.12,197.124,14,73,189,13,67,189,12,214
660 DATA 182,14,73,129,10,45,222,126.12,197,189,255.127,79,189,255,133,56,126
670 DATA 255,37.57.255.0.255,0,255,78.128,67,0,66.240,2,240,14,214,7,29,70,0,6

680 DATA 0.0,132,34.135,79.23.14,167,132,34,135,0,23.14,167,0,0,32,32,72.88.45
690 DATA 77,111.100.101.109.32,82.101,99,101,105,118,101.0,1.32.32.83.69.67.84
700 DATA 79,82,58,0,2,32,32.69,82.82,79,82.83,58.9,1,48.48,48,48,48,9,2,48,48
710 DATA 48,48,48.0.0.32.32,72,88.45.77,111.100.101.109,32,83,101,110.100,32,32
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PROGRAM FILE
720 DATA 32
1000 'SetModem FOR HX-Modem V-3.1:29/04/85:BY J.W.YPMA
1010 WIDTH 21,20,1:POKEIIH27C,0:0N ERROR GOTO 1540
1020 CLS,PRINT". Set -Modem V3.1 It"

1030 PRINT"1 SET CONDITIONS":PRINT"2 SAVE/LOAD FILE":PRINT"3 MENU";
1040 A.VAL(INPUTS(1)):ON A GOTO 1060,2000,1050:GOTO 1040

,.,

..

1050 EXEC&HDFFD
1060 CLS:F=PEEK(11H4FE)1.256WEEK(11H4FF)
1070 PRINT"AVAILABLE MEMORY FOR":PRINTUSING"FILES : BOMBS Bytes";F
1080 PRINT:PRINT"1:0.K. 2:CHANGE";
1090 10.INPUTS(D:IF 10."1" THEN 1110
1100 CLS:PRINT"REDUIRED MEMORY FOR":INPUT"FILES :",F:CLEAR 200,F:GOT01060
1110 CLS:PRINT'AVAILABLE MEMORY FOR"
1120 M.PEEKIIH136).1256.PEEK(80137)-8HEA5
1130 COL.PEEK(IIHE50).1:LIN=PEEK(BHE51)+1
1140 PRINTUSING"SCREEN: 4114 COLUMNS";COL:PRINTUSING" S44 LINES";LIN
1150 PRINT"1:0.K. 2:CHANGE"; 0
1160 10.1NPUTS(1):IF 0."1" THEN 1210 ELSE IF 10."2" THEN PPINTMGOTO 1160
1170 CLS:PRINT"INPUT NUMBER OF":INPUT"COLUMNS : ",COL:INPUT"LINES : ",LIN
1180 POKE 611E50, (COL -1) :POKEDIE51, (LIN-I)

1190 M.IIHEA6.1_110(COL.1):MEMSET M

1200 GOTO 1110
1210 CLS:PRINT"1. Set -Modem V3I 0"

''' 1220 A.PEEK(IHAA0):B=PEEK(IHAA1)
1230 PRINT"WORDLENGTH: ":8 AND 111.10F;"BIT"

1240 PRINTUSING"BIT RATE : 9884 BPS";2^((8 AND 61-F0)/16-1)$150
1250 PRINT"STOP BITS : ";A AND 61103;"BIT"
1260 CD=A AND 4:PRINT"CD : ;:IF CD THEN PRINT"NO CHECK- ELSE PRINT" CHECK"
1270 RTS=A AND 8:PRINT"RTS . ";:IF RTS THEN PRINT" ON" ELSE PRINT"OFF"
1280 CTS=A AND 32:PRINT"CTS : ;:IF CTS THEN PRINT"NO CHECK" ELSE PRINT" CHECK"
1290 DSR.A AND 16:PRINT"DSR : ";:lF DSR THEN PRINT"NO CHECK" ELSE PRINT" CHECK"
1300 PAR.(A AND 61-1C0)/64:PRINT"PARITY

1111

.., 1310 IF PAR=0 THEN PRINT" EVEN" ELSE IF PAR=1 THEN PRINT" ODD" ELSE PRINT"NO CHECK"
1320 PRINT:PRINT"1:0.K. 2:CHANGE";
1330 0=INPUTS(D:IF 10="1" THEN 1000
1340 IF K$<>"2" THEN PRINTM:GOTO 1330
1350 CLS:PRINT"WORDLENGTH":PRINT"l: 7 BIT":PRINT"2: 8 BIT" I/
1360 WS.INPUTS(D:IF WS="1" THEN WL.7 ELSE IF 10="2" THEN WL.8 ELSE 1350
1370 CLS:PRINT"BIT RATE":PRINT"I: 300 4: 2400":PRINT"2: 600 5: 4800":PRINT"3: 1200";

0 1380 BR.VAL(INPUTS(1)):IF 6112<1 OR BR,5 THEN 1370 ELSE BR=BR.1
1390 POKE 8HAA1,0211016.WL)
1400 CLS:PRINT"STOP BITS":PRINT"1: 1 BIT":PRINT"2: 2 BIT-

. 1410 SS=INPUT$(1):IF SS."'" THEN SB.1 ELSE IF S$="2" THEN SB=2 ELSE 1400
1420 CLS:PRINT"CARRIER DETECT":PRINT"1: CHECK":PRINT"2: NO CHECK"
1430 T3=INPUTS1D:IF 0."1" THEN CD=0 ELSE IF 0="2" THEN C0=1 ELSE 1420
1440 CLS:PRINT"REGUEST TO SEND":PRINT-1: ON":PRINT"2: OFF" I/
1450 RS=INPUTS(D:IF RS."1" THEN RTS=1 ELSE IF R$="2" THEN RST=0 ELSE 1440
1460 CLS:PRINT"CLEAR TO SEND":PRINT"1: CHECK":PRINT"2: NO CHECK"
1470 COINPUTS(D:IF CS."1" THEN CTS.0 ELSE IF CS="2" THEN CTS=1 ELSE 1480

IS 1480 CLS:PRINT"DATA SET READY":PRINT"I: CHECK":PRINT"2: NO CHECK"
1490 DOINPUTS(1):IF DS."'" THEN DSR=.0 ELSE IF D3."2" THEN DSR=1 ELSE 1460
1500 CLS:PRINT"PARITY CHECK":PRINT"1: EVEN":PRINT"2: ODD":PRINT"3: NONE";
1510 10.INPUTS(1)IF PS."I" THEN P=0 ELSE IF P3="2" THEN P=I ELSE P=2
1520 POKEIHAA0,(6111.4$CD.81.RTS+16eDSR.32.CTS.64P)
1530 GOT01210
1540 CLS:IF ERR=7 OR ERR=9 THEN PRINT" MEMORY OVERFLOW" ELSE PRINT" UNDEFINED ERROR"

1550 PRINT:PRINT" ENTER CR";:0141=INPUTS(1):RUN
2000 CLS,PRINT-0 Set -Modem V3.I e":PRINT"1 SAVE SCREEN":PRINT"2 SAVE FILE":PPINT"3 LOAD FILE ;

2010 A.VAL(INPUTS(1)):ON A GOTO 2020,2100.2190:GOT02010 IP

2020 CLS:PRINT".0 SAVE SCREEN ee"

2030 GOSUB2270:0PEN"0"011,"CASO:"+AW.ASC"
2040 COL=PEEKOINE50):LIN.PEEK(IHE51):DOIHEA7
2050 FOR 1.0 TO LIWAS=""
2060 FOR J.0 TO COL
2070 AS.A$4CHRS(PEEK(D.J.1.1(COL.1)))
2080 NEXT J:PRINTII,A$
2090 NEXT 1:CLOSE111:GOT01000
2100 CLS:PRINT" 0 SAVE FILE 40":80SUB 2270
2110 OPEN"0",41,"CASO:"+AS.".ASC":M=PEEK(IM120,1256+PEEK1IHI2D) 0
2120 M=M-PEEK(PH4FE)+256-PEEK(6H4FF):L.PEEK(IHE3C)41256.PEEK(11H231:)-M
2130 POKEIIHE42,)L\256):POKE/IHE43,(L MOD256)
2140 L=PEEK(IIHE42)$256.PEEK(IHE43):DEFFIL 1,0:1=0:E0=CHRS(13).CHR$(101:A3.""
2150 GET% 1,1S:AS.A$4.0:1=1+1:1F In. THEN 2180
2160 IF RIGHTS(04,1).CHR$113) THEN 2150 ELSE PRINT81,LEFTS(AS,LEN1M-1):A$=""
2170 GET'/, I.1,IS:IF IS.CH10(10) THEN 1.1+1:G0702150 ELSE GOTO 2150
2180 PRINT81,AS:CLOSE41:GOT01000
2190 CLS:PRINT"10 LOAD FILE **":GOSUB 2270
2200 OPEN"1"01,"CASO:".A$4.-.*":DEFFIL 1,0:L=0:CLS:PRINT" LOADING "A$
2210 IF EOF(D THEN 2250
2220 INPUTS1,13$:FOR 1.1 TO LEN(BS)

,.. 2230 PUT% L.1110$(81,1,1):L.L.1:NEXT
2240 PUT% LOCHRS(13):PUT% L+1,CHRS(10):L.L.2:GOTO 2210
2250 POKE 80E42, (L\256):POKEIIHE43, (L MOD256):FOR 1=1_ TO L.127:PUTX I,CHRS(0):NEXT
2260 CLOSE111:60101000
2270 INPUT"FILE NAME:",AS:AS=LEFTS(AP,8)
2280 PRINT"TAPE-COUNT:"TAPCNT"
2290 PRINT"IN POSITION? (Y/N)";
2300 114.1NPUTS(DIF 130."Y" AND ElIc,"y" THEN 2280
2310 RETURN

Microsoft Basic

Compressor
by Bjorn Taale Sandberg

One of the sad consequences of Basic
being an interpreted language is the
amount of memory the source code
consumes. This often makes it neces-
saryto gothrough the program, remov-
ing comments and compressing state-
ments from a well -tested bit to make
room for more. This compressor prog-
ram takes a Basic program stored on
disk as an ASCII file, removes all
comments, and appends lines to the

end of preceding lines wherever possi-
ble. The resulting program is consider-
ably shorter and usually faster.

Lines referred to in any GOTO,
GOSUB, RESUME, RESTORE, THEN or
DELETE statements are not touched.
Whenever a line consisting entirely of a
comment cannot be removed because
it is the destination for a jump, the
comment is removed and replaced by
'JTR (jump to remark).

MICROMART

SAGE SUPERDEALS
List

Price
Our

Price
Sage Accounts 375 259
Sage Plus 695 495
Sage Payroll 195 145
Accts/Payroll 495 359
Plus/Payroll 795 575
A/cs to + Upgrade 375 259
Chit -Chat 130 110
C/C with Modem 395 299
Options 145 115
Retrieve II 495 295

If you require advice please call

All the above prices include full support
from our technical department. We are

authorised Sage Superdealers.
DEALER ENQUIRIES A MUST

172.1traelpriken
CROWN SQUARE, MATLOCK,

DERBYSHIRE DE4 3AT
Tel: 0629-3021 (6 lines)

THE CRACKER
The spreadsheet designed for normal people
who make mistakes. Instant error detection and
easy correction. Yes, this is a special feature. It
means that what you do is right, first time, most
times. For Businessmen, Engineers, Scientists
and most simpletons.
£100+ £2pp+ VAT, CP/M-ZSO, CP/M-86, MP/M-86, CCP/
M-86, MSDOS, PCDOS

DISASSEMBLERS, Z80, 8086
Powerful practical file based disassemblers.
Produces error mesages, full listings and cross-
reference tables. The 16 -bit version suitable for
whole 8086 family and 8087. This version can
handle..CMD, .COM and .EXE files also ROMS.
£80+ VAT, CP/M-Z80, CP/M-86, MP/M-86, CCP/M-86,

MSDOS, PC DOS

TRANSLATOR Z80 TO 8086
This is a single pass translator designed to allow
you to get your Z80 source code into an 8086
form easily. It has no real size limit and works
fast. Data areas handled intelligently. Output for
popular assemblers. An easy way to learn 8086
assembly language.
£80+ VAT CP/M-Z80, CP/M-86, MP/M-86, CCP/M-86,

MSDOS, PCDOS

Software Technology Ltd
PO BOX 724, BIRMINGHAM B15 3HQ

TEL: 021-454 3330
TELEX: 337675 TELPES G
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d Basenid Base III
Informix & C

Sensible Solution
Regd Trademarks Ashton Tate. RDS Inc. °Hanlon Systems
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MICROMART PROGRAM FILE

THE

PC50
LIBRARY

The PC50 Library is a subset of the
internationally renowned NAG library and
offers a powerful set of programming tools
for the Fortran user.
Available for ACT* apricot ,
/Victor, 11-71M.F--_-:, CP/M version for

8 -bit micros.

ForfulldeMthnwnteto:-

HARRISON-WARD
associates Ltd.

62 LYNTON ROAD, RAYNERS LANE
HARROW, MIDDLESEX HA2 9NN

UXBRIDGE (0895) 54052

ALL TYPES OF
BUSINESS COMPUTER

SYSTEMS BOUGHT,
SOLD AND EXCHANGED

BESPOKE PROGRAMMING
SERVICE IN BASIC,
COBOL OR PASCAL

ALL TYPES OF NEW
EQUIPMENT SUPPLIED

Telephone:
0602 761504/278620

D+R COMPUTER
SERVICES

WHY PAY MORE??
FERRANTI ADVANCE 86B

IBM PC compatible micro with: integrated
Spreadsheet, Wordprocessor, and Database and
BASIC A. Used by many organisations including

British Steel and British Rail.
ONLY £1086

including monitor and box of disks and paper.

COMPLETE BUSINESS SYSTEM
Advance 86B Micro, Printer and Monitor. SAGE
Accounts Software. Integrated Spreadsheet,
Wordprocessor, & Database and BASIC A. Box of

Disks and Paper.
ONLY £1650

Change your data into graphs and really illustrate your
work

"DATAPLOT" The easy to use graphics package
for IBM PCs and compatibles, Apricots, Wren.

Links to most spreadsheets and comma -delimited
files.
£180

Taxan/Canon ribbons £5.80
Other software at very competitive prices.

Leicester Computer Systems
26 Brookfield Way, Kibworth

Leicester LE8 OSA

Tel: Leicester (0533) 541030

10 DIM GT(5000) :TGT%=0:PASS=1:SOSUB 140
20 PRINT.Input file opened !.

30 GOSUB 680
40 PRINT.Line numbers logged !.:PRINT
50 GOSUB 750
60 PRINT.Line numbers sorted !":PRINT
70 OPEN.1.011,RF$
80 OPEN"0",$2,0F$
90 PASS=2
100 PRINT"Ready for pass 2 -> Compression & comment deletion.":PRINT
110 GOSUB 680
120 PRINT:PRINT"Process complete:"lRF$1. "l0FS:PRINT:PRINT
130 END
140 'JTR
150 ON ERROR GOTO 250
160 PRINT:PRINT
170 INPUT"Input BASIC ASCII file "ORES
180 IF RF$="" THEN END
190 FILES RFS:ON ERROR GOTO 0
200 OPEN.I.,e1,RFS
210 INPUT.Output BASIC ASCII file "l0F$
220 IF OF$="" THEN END
230 OPEN"0.012,0F$
240 RETURN
250 RESUME 260
260 ON ERROR GOTO 0
270 PRINT"No such file er.i s !!!!!!
280 GOTO 150
290 'JTR
300 LW$=."
310 TSV$=I$
320 IF INSTR(I$,CHRS(34))>0 THEN GOSUB 890:GT(TGT%)=VAL(RWS)ITGT%=TGT%-1-1:I$=TSVS
:GOTO 340
330 IF INSTR(IS,.IF .)>0 THEN GOSUB 890:GT(TGT%)=VAL(RWS):TGT%=TGT%-1-1:IS=TSV$
340 GOSUB 890
350 IF VAL(RWS)>0 THEN 380
360 IF RW$="," THEN 390
370 LWS=RWS:GOTO 390
380 IF LWS="THEN. OR LW$= -RESTORE. OR LW$="GOTO. OR LWS="GOSUB. OR LWS="RESUME.
OR LW$="DELETE" THEN GT(TGT%)=VAL(RWS):TGT%=TGT7...-1
390 IF IS=.. THEN RETURN
400 GOTO 340
410 'JTR
420 S$=1$ :GOSUB 890 :LNR=VAL(RWS):IS=SS:SSIS=RWS:GOSUB 790
430 IF FEIL% THEN 490
440 GOSUB 570:IF (VAL(I8)>0) AND (ABS(LOG(VAL(IS).1)..434294482*-LEN(IS))<4) THE

N I$=I$."^JTR.
450 IF OP$<>"" THEN PRINT$12,0F$
460 PRINT:02,1$
470 OP$=..:18=""
480 RETURN
490 GOSUB 890:ES$=RWS
500 GOSUB 570
510 IF If=". THEN RETURN
520 IF OPS=." THEN OPS=ES$,IS:RETURN
530 IF LEN(OPS)+LEN(IS)>250 THEN 550
540 OPS=OP$+":"..-1S:RETURN
550 PRINT$2,0P$
560 OPS=ESS+IS:RETURN
570 1:1$=""

580 C4=RIGHTS(IS,1)
590 RS=C$T-RS:IS=LEFTS(IS,LEN(1$)-1)
600 IF CS=CHRS(34) THEN IS=IS,RS:RETURN
610 IF Ce="'" THEN 660
620 IF If=". THEN IS=RS:RETURN
630 IF C$<) -.M. THEN 580
640 IF (RIGHTS(IS,3)=. RE") OR (RIGHTS(I$.3)=":RE") THEN IS=LEFTS(IS,LEN(IS)-3):
RETURN
650 GOTO 580
660 IF IS=SPACES(LEN(I8)) THEN I$,..:RETURN
670 RETURN
680 'JTR
690 WHILE NOT(E0F(1)):LINE INPUTS11.1$:PRINT IS
700 IF PASS=1 THEN GOSUB 290 ELSE GOSUB 410
710 WEND
720 PRINT"End of input file reached !"

730 IF PASS=2 AND OP$)," THEN PRINT$2,0PS
740 CLOSE$1:CLOSE42:RETURN
750 FOR 01%=0 TO TGT%-1
760 FOR 02%=01%+1 TO TGT%
770 IF GT(02%)<GT(01%) THEN SWAP GT(01%),GT(02%)
780 NEXT:NEXT:RETURN
790 FEIL%=(0=1)
800 TP%=TGT%:BU%=0:CU%=(TP%+BU%)02
810 IF LNR=GT(CU%) THEN RETURN
820 IF GT(CU%)<TNR THEN 860
830 TP%=CU%:CU%=(TP7.4-111U%)02
840 IF TP%-BU%=1 THEN 880
850 GOTO 810
860 BU%=CU%:CU%=(TP%+BU%)02
870 GOTO 840
880 IF LNR=GT(CU%) OR LNR=GT(BU%) OR LNR=GT(TP%) THEN RETURN ELSE FEIL7=(0=0):RE
TURN
890 'JTR
900 W$=""
910 IF I$=". THEN R1.4$=..:RETURN
920 CS=LEFTS(I4,1)
930 I$=MID$(I$,2)
940 IF CS=CHR$(34) THEN 980
950 IF INSTR(.';041$4-/()=0",CS)<>0 THEN 980
960 IF CS=" " THEN RWS=WS:RETURN
970 WI=WS+CS:GOTO 920
980 IF W$<>". THEN IS=C8+IS:RWS=WS:RETURN
990 RWS=CS:RETURN

QL Shading
by Kees Truijens

QL Easel is probably the best of the lent way to draw graphs, but any
Psion Xchange suite, offering an excel- serious user will eventually want to see
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the graphs in hard copy. If you try to
print an Easel graph, it soon becomes
apparent how much the program relies
on colour graphics, making black and
white printout impossible to decipher.
The routines presented here offer a
solution by replacing red and green
with shaded black and white.

To use the procedure, dumpthe Easel
picture in a microdrive file using the
PRINT command with the S (screen
dump) option. Then load the program
shown in listing 1 and type 'shade_i nit',
load the picture with the LBYTES
command and type 'shade_all'.

Although the routines have been
designed to workwith four-colour Easel

screens, they will work with any screen.
Try shaded pictures with stippled col-
ours or pictures in eight -colour mode.
The program in listing 2 produces
sample charts of all thecombinations of
four foreground colours, four back-
ground colours and four stipple pat-
terns to allow you to test the shading
program.

The resulting picture can be plotted
on a graphics printer with the help of an
appropriate screen -dump program.
Listing 3 shows an example screen -
dump program for the IDS Microprism,
but should be of value to anyone who
has not yet obtained or written a

screen -dump program.

20000 DEFine PROCedure shade(x_start,y_start,x_stop,y_stop,green_mask,red_mask)

20010 REMark (c) Kees Truijens / Kees van der Wal nov 84 vers 1.2

20020 REMark first run procedure "shade_init" once
20030 REMark input parameters:
20040 REMark shade_start = start adress of machine code returned by
hade_init.
20050 REMark x_start,y_start = upper left corner of affected area
coordinates)
20060 REMark x_stop, y_stop . lower right corner etc.
20070 REMark red_mask, green_mask (0 - 255) determine shade pattern
20080 REMark Try values 17,51,119,85 etc.
20090 IF x_start<0 OP x_start)512 OR y_start<0 OR y_start)256 OR x_stop<x_start OR
x_stop)512 OP y_stop<y_start OR y_stop)256 OR red_mask<0 OP red_mask)255 OR green

_mask<0 OR green_mask)255 THEN PRINTO0;'8ad parameters for procedure "shade"..:RET
urn
20100 CALL shade_start,green_mask,red_mask, 131072+(x_start DIV 8)92 + y_start*128

, (x_stop-x_start) DIV 8, y_stop-y_start
20110 END DEFine shade
20120 REMark *******************************************************
20130 DEFine PROCedure shade_all
20140 shade 0,0,512,256,17,17
20150 END DEFine shade_all
20160 REMark ***44**************************************************
20170 DEFine PROCedure shade_init
20180 LOCal sign, word, address, checksum
20190 LET shade_start=PESPRI64)
20200 LET checksum=0: sign=1
20210 RESTORE

FOR address=shade_start TO shade_start+58 STEP 2
READ word
POKE_W address,word
LET checksum.checksum+ gn ord+1

sign. -sign

END FOR address
IF checksum 14565 THEN PRINT40;'Erroneous data in proc shade_init.' RETur

20220
20230
20240

20250
20260
20270
20280

20290
20300
20310
20320
20330
20340
20350
20360
20970
20380
20390
20400
20410
20420
20430
20440
20450
20460
20470
20480

20490
20500
20510
20520
20530
20540
20550
20560

20570
20580
20590
20600

PRINT "Machine code for 'shade' and.\.'shade_all' is loaded."\\
PRINT "It's start address is assigned.\"to the variable 'shade_start'
PRINT "The present value of.\.'shade_start. is: ";shade_start\\
PRINT "Assign this value again"\"to 'shade_start' after a"
PRINT "'CLEAR', 'NEW' or 'LOAD' command."
DATA 8259 ,REMark MOVEA.1
DATA 8776 :REMark MOVEA.L
DATA 9732 :REMark MOVE.1
DATA 24620 ,REMark BRA.s
DATA 24600 :REMark BRA.s
DATA -20216 .REMark CMPM.b
DATA 26388 ,REMark BEQ.s
DATA 7712 :REMark MOVE.b
DATA 7200 :REMark MOVE.b
DATA 4103 :REMark MOVE.b
DATA -16378 :REMark AND.b
DATA -13311 :REMark AND.b
DATA -12798 :REMark AND.b
DATA -32762 :REMark OR.b
DATA -32761 :REMark OR.b

DATA 4288 :REMark MOVE.b
DATA 4288 :REMark MOVE.b

DATA 20940, -26 ,REMark DBF

DATA 10243 :REMark MOVE.1

DATA -11268, 0, 128 .REMark ADDA.1
DATA 8263 ,REMark MOVEA.1

DATA -7399 :REMark ROL.b
DATA -7634 :REMark ROL.b
DATA 20941, -46 :REMark DBF

DATA 28672 :REMark MOVEQ

DATA 20085 :REMark RTS
END DEFine shade_init

Listing 1

03, A0

AO, Al

04,03
+44

+24

(A0)+,(A0)+
+20
-(80),D7
-(80),D6
D7, D0

06,D0

D1, D6

02,07
06,00
07, D0

DO,(A0)+
00,01)01+

04,-26
03,04
128, Al
81,80
01,01

01,02
D5,-46
410,00

proc "s

(pixel

" \ \

PLUS 5
HIGH QUALITY AT A

LOW PRICE
Example prices for IBM/Olivetti, Ericsson,

Apricot and Sirius

FIXED PRICE SUBSYSTEMS
10MB RRP £1,295 Our Price £1,075
40MB RRP £2,395 Our Price £1,995

FIXED/REMOVABLE SUBSYSTEMS
10 + 5MB RRP £2,545 Our Price £2,095
40 + 5MB RRP £3,645 Our Price £2,995

RAM BOARDS FOR APRICOT
128K £155
256K £240
512K £595

All prices are subject to VAT

ifzaSerrZrp.)
Crown Square, Matlock, Derbyshire DE4 3AT

Telephone: 0629 3021 (6 lines)

ALGOL 68
on

APRICOT SIRIUS IBM
Quite simply:
the best language available today
* Easy to learn and use - it is INTERAC-

TIVE!
* Batch compiler for complete programs
* 8087 support, graphics etc.
* System programming support

£350 + VAT
MS-DOS

ALGOL
APPLICATIONS LTD

369 Ipswich Road Colchester
C04 4HL

Tel: (0206) 843385

[aft]

5L," FLOPPY

DISKS

3Ver FUJI
2 Microdisks

ss/oo £29.95
DVDD £39.95

Sortable for use on nearly all
and double -sided 5," disk sys

 Replacement Guarantee
 Hub rings
 Boxed in 105

PRICES PER BOXi- 5-8
osiDo s.so

n ew

PRICES PER 000

SS 2995 29:50 29:1
OS 3995 39.30 38.70

Full Lifetime Guarantee

EACH
EXCL VAT

SEE10 LIBRARY CASES
Mold 10 disks I

5, 199 1.95 1_75
3', 1.99 1.85 1.75

HOW TO ORDER
To total order value add Delivery, Men add 15, VAT arel send to.

IDS Computer Supplies
P 0 BOX 036 BABBROPT MILTON 10 3,063 161(13 00X re/ 01906) 310866
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REPLACEMENT
GUARANTEE

P any disk Mould fail.
return it for free
replacement.

DELIVERY
1.4

Maas iperb.. 75p 50p 40p
Laxary Cues 60p 30o
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USED COMPUTER
BARGAINS

HP 125, twin disks, lots of software £995
Commodore 8032 + 8050, 1 meg drive + software £795
Rair CPU, 5 meg Winchester + floppy + terminal, d/w
and matrix printer + ACC and w/p software £1,295
ACT Sirius 128k, 1.2 meg £995
Epson FX80 £250
ACT wide matrix printer for Sirius £200
Sharp MZ3500, twin disks, 2'Z80, CP/M, monitor.
software £595
Epson MX80 for above computer £120
TEC FP1500 d/w printer £225
Commodore 8000 second processor (Z80) + CP/M
software £95
PBM CPU 5 meg Winchester + floppy + terminal +
software £595
Apple III 5 meg profile Winchester + monitor £1,395
Matrix printer for above computer £150
Olivetti DY311 d/w printer + t/feed £275
Comart CPU 5 meg Winchester + floppy + terminal, has
boards to run extra terminal £595
Eagle 4 10 meg Winchester + floppy + software £895
Northstar Advantage twin floppy £595
Epson MX80 for above computer £120
Apple II ledgers £25 each, 4 for £60
Commodore 8000 software

Tel: 021-706 9748 Mondays or Thursdays
(Answerphone on other days)

MICROSAVE SYSTEMS
SOLIHULL, WEST MIDLANDS

8271 £45.00
. . . but hurry!
OTHER CHIPS FOR DFS

74 LSOO 28p
74LS10 25p
7438 40p
74LS123 £1.00
74LS393 £1.20
4013 60p
4020 90p
2764 (250ns) £4.20
27128 (250ns) £8.50

24 -HOUR DISPATCH
Orders under £10 add P&P 60p. Add 15%

VAT to all UK orders

(0252) 515666 El

mar elec limited
43 QUEENS RD, FARNBOROUGH,

HANTS GU14 6JP

GENIE & TRS-80 Model 1
Don't sell your computer upgrade to latest

spec:

Genie 48K RAM £39.95
Lowercase Genie £27.95

Lowercase TR 80 Mod 1 CALL
Hi speed CPU £27.95
(Nearly double speed)

Centronics printer
Interface Genie £44.95

Centronics Printer TRS Mod 1 £54.95
RS232 -C interface Genie £64.95

R232 -C interface TRS Mod 1 £75.95
Double density disc upgrade CALL

Disc interface CALL

Please add £1.50 p&p and 15% VAT

ARC ELECTRONICS
54 HERON DRIVE

WAKEFIELD, W. YORKS
Tel: (0924) 253145

Listing 2

100 REMark sample of shade patterns

110 REMark lc) Kees Truijens/Kees van de Wal, dee 1984
120 REMark first run procedure shade_init once
130 MODE 4

140 WINDOW 512,224,0,0:WINDOW00,512,32,0,224:PAPER 0,PAPER40,0:CLS CLSOO
150 palette 17,17
160 REPeat loop
170 green_mask=FIND(1 TO 255):red_mask=AND(1 TO 255)
180 palette green_mask,red_aask
190 END REPeat loop
200 REMark ***********W**************************************44
210 DEFine PROCedure palette (green_mask,red_mask)
220 LOCal coll,co12,stip,x,y
230 CLS:CLS*0
240 FOR stip=0 TO 3
250 s=0:y=stip*56
260 FOR co11=1 TO 7 STEP 2
270 FOR col2=1 TO 7 STEP 2
280 BLOCK 32,56,x,y,coll,co12,stip
290 x=s+32
300 END FOR colt
310 END FOR coil
320 END FOR stip
330 CL540:PRINT$0,.green_mask= ";green_mask\"red_eask= ";red mask
340 shade 0,0,512,224,green_mask,red_mask
350 PAUSE 250
360 END DEFine palette

Listing 3

100 CLS

110 INPUT "Give filename:" I name$
120 WINDOW 512,256,0,0
130 CLS
140 LBYTES name$,131072
150 shade_all

160 OPEN$9,serl
170 PRINT49,FILLSICHR$(13),81,REMark 8 blank lines
180 PRINT$9,CHR$(3);:REMark enter graphic mode
190 FOR j=1 TO 73
200 FOR i=131583 TO 163840 STEP 128
210 a=PEEK(i)
220 IF a=3 THEN PRINT09,CHR8(3) ,REMark '3' is graphic code, not a graphic escape
230 PRINT49,CHRS(a);
240 END FOR i

250 PRINT$9,CHR$(3);CHRS(19);:REMark graphic Linefeed
260 PAN 7
270 END FOR j

280 PRINT49,CHRS(3);CHR$(2);FILLSICHRS(13),81 REMark leave graphic *ode
290 CLOSE$9

111,1011
BBC Revenge of the

Flying Bunnies
by Simon Pithers

Not only is the title of this game totally the rabbits are fairly harmless but one
ridiculous, the game itself is equally of the rabbits is a killer.
silly but it is challenging and well Revenge of the Flying Bunnies runs
finished. You are an alien stealing on a BBC Model B, full instructions are
carrot juice from a carrot patch which is included in the program and it really is
guarded by four flying rabbits. Three of worth typing in, honest.

>LIST
le REM .
28 REM * REVENGE OF THE a
30 REM . FLYING BUNNIES *
40 REM * By S.C.P1thers is
50 REM * (c) 1995 v.5.4 a
60 REM
70 REM 0
B0
9e

100
110 *TV 0,1
120 MODE 2
130 VDU 19,8,610;19,9,4;0;
140 ENVELOPE 1,1,58,40,40,120,120,120,129,10,10,10,129,120
1561 ENVELOPE 2,1,10,30,70,18,10,161,40,18,0,18,80,90
160 ENVELOPE 3,2,6,8,0,255,0,0,126,8,8,-126,126,126
178 VDU 23;8202;0;8;0;
180 VDU 23,224,8,24,60,68,60,29,24,24
198 VDU 23,225,60,0,0,8,0,0,0,8

VDU 23,226,24,68,102,195,255,126,0,8
riT, VDU 23,227,0,0,24,68,0,0,36,102
220 VDU 23,22E1,24,24,24,68.62,62,28,119
230 VDU 23,229,102,195,129,16,8,0,0,0
248 VDU 23,230,129,195,102,8,8,8,0,0
250 VDU 23,0,11,0,8,8,0,0,61,0
268 CHAN=0
270 Left= -98
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280 right= -67
290 up= -73
300 do.. --105
310 DIM DX(7)
320 FOR X=1 TO 7
330 DX(X)=X
340 NEXT
350 CX=0
360 WOOL 0,135:CL6
370 GCOL 0,9
380 FOR X=1 TO 50 STEP 4
390 MOVE X,O:ORAN X,1024: MOVE 0,1iDRAW 1280,X
400 MOVE 1280-X,19:DRAN 1280-X,1024
410 MOVE 0,1024-X:DRAN I280,1024 -X
420 NEXT
430 COLOUR 0
440 PROCD("REVENGE OF",3,4,I,99)
450 PROCD('THE',7,8,-1,99)
460 PROCD("FLYING BUNNIES",2,12,1,99)
470 PROCD("By Simon Pithers",1,18,7,8)
480 PROCD("(C) 1985",5,22,0,8)
490 T=TIME:REPEAT
500 FOR 12=0 TO 150:NEXT
510 IF C7.<6 C2=C2+1 ELSE C2=1
520 VDU 19,1,DMC2);0;
530 VDU 19,2,D2((C7.) MOD 6+1);0;
548 VDU 19,3,1)2((M+1) MOD 6+1)10;
550 VDU 19,4,D2((C2+2) MOD 6+11;0;
560 VDU 19,5,D2((C2+3) MOD 6+1);0;
570 VDU 19,6,02((C2+4) MOD 6+1);0;
580 UNTIL (TIME -T>800)
590 COLOUR 0
600 MODE 7
610 PROCINST
620 MODE 2
630 5=24:RS=8:LE=1:SC=0

0 640 CN=10:RC=1:1_1=5:SS=3
650 VDU 23;8202;010;0;
660 PROCbegin
670 END
680
690
700 REM The Procedures start here
710
720
730 DEF PROCD(AS,H7.,V2,DR2,CL2)
740 A2=&A:X2=&72:Y2=0:D=&72
750 G2=0
760 FOR IX=1 TO LEN AS
770 BS=MIDS(AS,I2,1)
780 ?D=ASC BS:CALL &FFFI:G2=G7.+1:IF 62=7 02=1
790 VDU 23,235,D71,071,072,D72,D73,D73,074,D74
800 VDU 23,236,D75,075,D76,D76,077,077,D28,0,8
810 IF DR2=1 COLOUR 07. ELSE COLOUR 7-G%

0

820 IF CL%<>99 COLOUR CLX
830 PRINT TAB(-17.+12,V7.);CHR$235;TAB(H2+17.,V2+1);CHRS236
840 NEXT
850 ENDPROC
860
870
880
890 DEF PROCINST
900 CLS 0
910 PRINT TAB(2,1);CHRS157;CHRS129;CHRS141;"Revenge of the flying rabbits."+CH

RS156
920 PRINT TAB(2,2);CHR4157;CHR$129;CHR$141;"Revenge of the flying rabbits."+CH 0

RS156
930 PRINT
940 PRINT" You are an innocent little alien who"
950 PRINT"by accident lands on a carrot patch."
960 PRINT"But this is no ordinary patch, it is"
970 PRINT"guarded by four rabbits who have sworn"
980 PRINT"revenge for the death of there prize"
990 PRINT"carrot which took them 2000 years to"
1000 PRINT"grow."
1010 PRINT" Anyway, your stuck in the middle of"
1020 PRINT"the rabbit patch and you have to get"
1030 PRINT"carrot juice by sitting on top of a"

9 1040 PRINT"carrot and you will automatically suck"
1050 PRINT"the juice out, but the rabbits are"
1060 PRINT"constantly chasing you. Three of the"
1070 PRINT"rabbits arn't that dangerous but one"
1080 PRINT"of them is a real killer, the others"
1090 PRINT"jump on you to stop you sucking"
1100 PRINT"the juice.You may also use a supersuck"

ID 1110 PRINT"which allows you to suck alot of juice"
1120 PRINT"3 times whilst playing."
1130 PRINT
1140 PRINT" Press any key to continue."
1150 A=GET
1160 CLX
1170 PRINT TAB(2,1);CHR$157;CHR$129;CHR3141;"Revenge of the flying rabbits."+CH

R$156
1180 PRINT TAB(2,2);CHR$157;CHR3129;CHRS141;"Revenge of the flying rabbits."+CH

R5156
ill 1190 PRINT

1200 PRINT" Your keys are:
1210 PRINT

0 1220 PRINT" Z=left X=right"
1230 PRINT" :=up /=down"
1240 PRINT" S=supersuck"
1250 PRINT" Escape=Super Suicide" 0
1260 PRINT
1270 PRINT' Super suicide is for when you feel'
1280 PRINT" that your close to death and this'
1290 PRINT" will drain all your carrot Juice and"
1300 PRINT" energy and lifes and will also kill'
1310 PRINT' all the rabbits and give you many"
1320 PRINT' points. But Only Use In An Emergency.'
1330 PRINT
1340 INPUT 'Do you wish to change key controls to A=up Z'down <=left >=rig

f ht ";WS
1350 IF 6/$="V" OR WS="VES' THEN CHAN=1
1360 IF CHAN=1 THEN left=-103iright=-104:up=-66idown=-98
1370 PRINT
1380 PRINT" PRESS ANY KEY TO START"
1390 A=GET
1400 ENDPROC
1410
1420
1438

BUY DBASE II FOR
£299 AND RECEIVE

EXPRESSBASE II FREE
Today's dBase II users can now write
applications in Expressbase II - the
new dBase II shorthand. Salamanca's
Expressbase II is a programming aid
designed for the professional dBase II
programmer, enabling the user to
speed up programming by a factor of
three without sacrifice of flexibility.
Normal prices are £395 + £125 +
VAT.
Call (0629) 3021 to reserve your
copies at £299 + VAT, carriage £5.00
+ VAT.

Tat It a la h -re rib
Crown Square, Matlock,

Derbyshire DE4 3AT
Tel: (0629) 3021 (6 lines)

COMPUTER
MAINTENANCE
ON -SITE REPAIRS

BUSINESS COMPUTERS
MICRO & MINI SYSTEMS

Hard & Floppy Disks V.D.U.s
Most Printers Repaired

Fixed Maintenance Charges for
8 Working Hour Response

SUMLOCK ELECTRONICS
LIMITED

GOTHIC HOUSE
MARKET PLACE

PENKRIDGE
STAFFS ST19 5DJ

Tel: 078-571-5155

PERSONALISED COMPUTER COVERS
These NEW products are available NOW on a

SPECIAL INTRODUCTORY OFFER
Protect your keyboard and VDU with these practical

and attractive dust covers for as little as £6.95!

* In durable and easy -to -clean leathercloth

* Available to fit all leading makes of computer

* This special offer includes the computer cover
complete with your own initials

Send as follows:
Your full name and address.
Make and model of your keyboard and VDU.
The initials to be displayed on your cover.
Cheque/PO payable to South Yorkshire (Promotions)
Ltd, PO Box 5, Barnsley, South Yorkshire S70 1HD.
Add 50p p&p. Allow 10 days for delivery.
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SERIOUS BUSINESS OR SERIOUS HOBBY
THE ONLY WAY YOU WILL BEAT OUR NORMAL PRICES IS

TO JOIN OUR DISCOUNT GROUP. WE DARE NOT PRINT THEM!!

Acorn. Apricot, Atari, Amstrad. Brother, Canon, Commodore, Cumana,
Enterprise. Epson. GEC. Juki. Mannesman Tally, Mitsubishi, Opus, One.
Philips. Sanyo. Sokata. Sorryilwemissedyou, Sinclair. Solid Disk. Tatung.

Torch. Triumph Adler

* * * * * * * * * * * *

* * * * * * * * * * * *

* * * * * * * * * *

*
THIS MONTH'S MEMBERSHIP SPECIAL

* * * * * * * * * *

CANON PW  0800 NLO Dot Marv, spas VAT - C276 00 inc.VAT

* ACORN Music 500 FM Synthesiser C150 VAT - (172.50 Inc VAT *
AMSTRAD 664 Colour + Drive C374. VAT MO 10 iris. VAT

* * * * * * * * * * * *

* * * * * * * * * * * *

* * * * * * * * * *

We carry most leading brand names. For more Information on how to get our
monthly price hst of genuine discount prices and details of the other services

we offer contact -

COMPUTER DISCOUNT GROUP
8 Westwood Lane. Welling, Kent DAIS 2HE

Tel: 01-301 3745,0322446561

Callembyprioreppololmentonly

EPSON
COMPUTER AND PRINTER

REPAIRS AND SALES

Tel: 01-968 8622
APPROVED EPSON SERVICE CENTRE

Terrific prices on all printers
We do have a same day service if

you bring your computer or printer to
us. Easy free parking.

Or if you prefer we will come to you,
fast - on an emergency call out or a
cheap rate annual maintenance con-
tract.

Distributors and dealers - we pro-
vide a special service for you.

ALL ENQUIRIES WELCOME

LOGIFIX LTD
HORMEAD WHARF, HORMEAD ROAD

PADDINGTON, LONDON W9
Evening and weekend collections possible

OFFSHORE
SOFTWARE INC.

SOFTWARE HOUSES, do you need
increased Sales Revenues?
Could you use new software products
to add to your product range?
If so, let us locate the right PC
software products and arrange distri-
butor agreements for you.
We have offices in both the USA and
the UK, and we have over 6,000
products at our fingertips.
Interested?

Write for details:

OFFSHORE SOFTWARE
23 STEWART CLOSE

HAMPTON, MIDDLESEX TW12 3XJ

1448 DEF PROCbegin
1450 ERS=20-LE
1460 AX=10:X%=ERS:CALL&FFF4
1470 A%=9:X%=ERS:CALLS/FFF4
1480 IF SC>(LEs10000) THEN SS=SS+1
1490 CLS
1500 GCOL0,5
1510 MOVE 0,80
1520 DRAW 1280,80
1530 RXIX=20:RYIX=150
1540 RX2%=20HRY2%=1000
1550 RX3X=1200:RY3X=150
1560 RX4%=1200:RY4X=1000
1570 COLOUR6
1580 PRINTTA8(0,30);"CARROT JUICE'
1598 FORX=&70190 TO WE00 STEP 4
1400 !X=8,13131313
1610 NEXT
1620 CJUZ=X
1630 AS=CHR$(18)+CHRS(3)+CHRS(1)+CHRS(224)+CHRS(8)+CHRS(18)+CHRS(3)+CHRS(2)+CHR

$(225)
1648 OS=CHR$118)+CHRS(3)+CHRS(4)+CHRS(226)+CHRS(8)+CHRS(18)+CHRS(3)+CHRS(6)+CHR

$(227)
1650 RS=CHRS(18)+CHRS(3)+CHRS(RC)+CHRS(228)+CHRS(8)+CHRS(18)+CHRS(3)+CHRS(8)+CH

RS(229)+CHRS(8)+CHRS(18)+CHRS(3)+CHRS(15)+CHRS(230)
1660 COLOUR2:PRINTTAB11,0);"LEVEL=";LE
1670 COLOUR6:PRINTTAB(1,2);"Superdrain=";SS
1680 COLOUR3:PRINTTAB(1,1):"SCORE=.:SC
1690 ON ERROR PROCSUPERDE
1780 VDUS
1710 MOVE RX1X,RYIX:PRINTRS
1720 MOVE RX2X,RY2X:PRINTRS
1730 MOVE R03%,RY3%:PRINTRS
1740 MOVE RX4X,RY47.:PRINTRS
1750 IFLI=1 GOT01770
1760 MOVE 800,70:FORX=ITOLI-1:PRINTBS::NEXT
1770 FOR X=1 TO CN
1780 MOVE RND(1200)+40,RND(800)+130
1790 PRINTAS
1800 NEXT
1810 VDU4
1820 MX%=640:MYX=512
1830 VDU5:MOVE MX7.,MY7.:PRINTBS:VDU4
1840 REPEAT
1850 IF INKEY left PROCA:MXX=MX%-S:PROCSB:PROCA
1860 IF INKEY right PROCA:MXX=MXX+S:PROCSB1PROCA
1870 IF INKEY up PROCA:MY%=My%+S:PROCSB:PROCA
1880 IF INKEY down PROCA:MY%=MYX-S:PROCSB:PROCA
1890 IF INKEY-82 PROCSUPER
1900 PROCCH:PROCMR:SOUND2,2,I,2
1910 PROCMAR
1920 CJUX=CJU%-1:,CJU%=0
1930 IF CJUM<=647080 PROCEND
1940 UNTILFALSE
1950 ENDPROC
1960
1970
1980
1990 DEF PROCA
2000 VOLI5:MOVEMX%,MY%:PRINTBS:VDU4
2010 ENDPROC
2020
2030
2040
2050 DEF PROCJ
2060 !CJU%=&13131313:CJUX!4=&13131313
2070 CJUX=CJUX+8:SC=SC+8:PROCSC
2080 IF CJUX>=&8000 PROCWIN:GOT01490
2090 SOUND1,1,CJ11%,1
2100 ENDPROC
2110
2120
2130
2140 DEF PROCCH
2150 IF POINT(MXX+32,MY%-45)=1 OR POINT(MX%+28,MY%-45)=1 OR POINT(MX%+36,MY%-45
)=1 PROCJ
2160 ENDPROC
2170
2180
2190
2200 DEF PROCMR
2210 VDUS
2220 MOVERX1%,RYIX:PRINTRS
2230 IF RXIX<MX% THEN RX1X=RX17.+RS ELSE RX17.=RXIX-RS
2240 IF RY17.<MY% THEN RYIX=RY1X+RS ELSE RYIX=RYI%-RS
2250 MOVERX1%,RYMPRINTRS
2260 MOVERX2%,RY27.:PRINTRS
2270 IF RX2X<MX% THEN RX2%=RX27.+RS ELSE RX2X=RX2X-RS
2280 IF RY2X<MY% THEN RY2X=RY27.+RS ELSE RY2%=RY27.-RS
2290 MOVERX27.,RY27.:PRINTR$
2300 MOVERX3X,RY3X:PRINTRS
2310 IF RX3X<MX7. THEN RX3%=RX3X+RS ELSE RX35=RX3%-RS
2320 IF RY37.<MY% THEN RY3X=RY37.+4 ELSE RY37,RY3X-4
2330 MOVERX3X,RY3X:PRINTRS
2340 MOVERX4%,RY4%:PRINTRS

e 2350 IF RX4X<MX% THEN RX4X=RX4X+RS ELSE RX4X=RX4X-RS
2360 IF RY4X<MY% THEN RY4X=RY4X+4 ELSE RY4%=RY4%-RS
2370 MOVERX4%,RY4X:PRINTRS
2380 VDU4
2390 ENDPROC
2400
2410
2420
2430 DEF PROCMAR
2440 IF MX%=RX17. AND MYX=RY17. PROCEND
2450 IF MX%=RX2% AND MY%=RY2% PROCEND
2460 IF MX%=RX37. AND MYX=RY3% PROCEND
2470 IF RX4%+LE>MX% AND R04%-LE<MX% AND RY47.+LEMY% AND RY4X-LE<MY% PROCEND
2480 ENDPROC
2490
2500
2510
2520 DEF PROCEND
2530 SOUNDI,-15,10,20
2540 LI=LI-1:IF LI=0 PROCDEAD
2550 60701440
2560 ENDPROC
2570
2588
2590
2600 DEF PROCWIN
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2610
2620
2630
2640
2650
2660
2670
2680

SOUND1,3,4,50
SOUND2,3,4,50
SOUND3,3,4,50
S=S+2:RS=RS+3
SC=SC+(LE.1000)
CLG:VDU4
PROCD('BONUS",2,10,LE MOD 6,99)
OWS=STWLE.1000)

0

2690 PROCD(8WS,8,10,LE MOD 6,99)
2700 PROCWAIT(200):CLG
2710 LEE+1
2720 C=C+2
2730 RC=RC+1
2740 IF RC=0: RC=0 0
2750 ENDPROC
2760
2770
2780
2790 DEFPROCSC
2800 COLOURS
2810 PRINTTAB(1,1);"SCORE=";SC
2820 ENDPROC
2830
2840
2850
2860 DEF PROCSUPER
2870 IF SS=0 ENDPROC
2880 IF POINT(MX7,+32,MYZ-45)<>1 OR POINT(MX7.+28,MY7.-45)<>1 OR POINT(MX7C+36,MYX-
45)<>1 ENDPROC
2890
2900

VDU19,61,80;
AX=9:XX=1:CALL&FFF4 0

2910 A7.=10:XX=1:CALL&FFF4
2920 FORO=CJUX TO CJUX+128 STEP 2
2930 ?0=&13:1271=&13
2940 SOUND1,1,CJIA,1
2950 C.1UX=C.111X+2:SC=SC+4:PROCSC
2960 NEXT
2970 VDU19,0,0;0;
2980 SS=SS-1
2990 A7,10:XX=ERS:CALL&FFF4
3000 AZ=9:X1C=ERS:CALL&FFF4
3010 COLOUR6:PRINTTAB(1,2):"Superdrain=";SS

ID
3020
3030

ENDPROC

3040
3050
3060 DEF PROCWAIT(147.)
3070 TIME=0
3080 REPEATUNTILTIME>=W%
3090 ENDPROC
3100
3110
3120
3130 DEFPROCDEAD
3140 CLG
3150
3160

VDU19,1,2;0; 19,2,5;0; 19,3,6;0;4
COLOURI

3170 PRINT'
3180 PRINT" The rabbits have"
3190 PRINT" there revenge"
3200 PRINT'
3210 COLOUR2
3220 PRINT. You scored:"
3230 PRINT" ";SC
3240 SOUND1,1,100,40
3250 SOUND2,2,100,40
3260 SOUND3,3,100,40
3270 PRINT

.. 3280 COLOUR3W 3290 PRINT" PRESS 'Y' TO"
3300 PRINT" PLAY AGAIN."
3310 AS=GETS:IFAS=.Y" RUN
3320 END
3330 ENDPROC
3340
3350
3360
3370 DEF PROCSB
3380 IF M07.<20 MX7..MX%-.-S
3390 IF MX7.>1250 MX7,MX7.-S
3400 IF MY%<140 MY%=MY7.+S
3410 IF MYX>1000 MYZ=MYX-S
3420 ENDPROC
3430
3440
3450
3460 DEF FROCSUPERDE
3470 .FXI5,0
3480 ON ERROR ENDPROC 0
3490 PROCMR
3500 PROCDETUNE
3510 VDU4
3520 IFFX9,1
3530 .FX10,1
3540
3550

MX7.=MXX+16
MYX=MY7.-8

3560 MOVE MX7.,MYX
3570 GCOL 0,9
3580 DRAW RX17.,RYIX
3590 SC=SC+1000: PROCSC
3600 SOUND1,3,50,10
3610 PROCWAIT(40)
3620 MOVE MXY.,MYX
3630 GCOL 0,10
3640 DRAW RX27.,RY27.
3650 SC=SC+1000:PROCSC
3660 SOUND1,3,100,10
3670 PROCWAIT(40) 0
3680 MOVE MX%,MYX.
3690 GCOL 0,11
3700 DRAW RX3V.,RY3%
3710 SC=SC+1000:PROCSC
3720 SOUND1,3,150,10
3730 PROCWAIT(40)
3740
3750

MOVE MX7.,MY7.
GCOL 0,12

3760 DRAW RX47.,RY47.
3770 SC=5C+1000:PROCSC
3780 SOUND1,3,200,10
3790 PROCWAIT(40)
3800 S=255

BETTER SERVICE, BETTER
PRICES, WIDER CHOICE

COMPUTERS SANYO (now inlcuding IBM compatible
and 2x 800K versions), APRICOT 8 OLIVETTI, plus WIDEST
CHOICE of IBM COMPATIBLES. Tailored systems from under
£1.000 Extra RAM, Multifunction boards etc, all at discount
prices (eg Apricot 128k RAM. £139).

SOF ARE Full range of WP, spreadsheet and database
softwa,., etc, plus Accounts, Payroll, CAD, Communications
packages etc. All at very special prices - eg Wordstar 2000
£299. Saae Accounts £249, Supercalc II £145.

PRI ERS All the leading printers supplied. We specialise
in Near Letter Quality Matrix Printers (from under £200) and
Daisywheels (including Dame compatibles from £209).
PLOTTERS We supply a full range of plotters from A4 -

£169 (iv1CD-80), A3 - £275 (ROLAND), Al - £2,995
(HOUSTON). Use independently or as part of a CAD system.

PRINTER BUFFERS Any combination serial/parallel in
or out. 8K -512K, eg from 8K - £75, 16K - £85, 32K - £95,
64K - £119.

DISKS - SPECIAL OFFERS - POST FREE!!!

NOW - PROGRESSIVE DISCOUNTS ON EVERY BOX
DYSAN 3M

100% guaranteed Lifetime guarantee
Per box of 10 + per order Per box of 10 + per order

SSDD £14.40 + £1.00 £11.75 + £2.75
DSDD £20.90 + £1.45 £16.25 + £2.75
SSQD £20.90 + £1.45 £17.15 + £3.85
DSQD £26.85 + £1.65 £20.15 + £3.85

SS
DS

SONY 3.5"
£27.20 + £3.30
£37.20 + £3.30

AMSTRAD 3" DISKS
£32.50 per box of 10

Please add £2.00 to the above prices if required in 'SEE 10'
Library Case.
UNLABELLED DISKS from the above manufacturers at EVEN
LOWER PRICES.

FANKILD PAPER 11" x 9.5" £9.75. A4 Clean Edge
£11.69 2,000 sheets/box. All sizes available. Delivery £2.25
(fixed) + £1 per box.
RIBBONS - All types available at low prices, eg Juki 6100 99p,
Shinwa CP/CPA 80 £3.79, Epson FX/MX/RX 80 £2.49.
PRINTWHEELS from £3.79. Delivery 95p (any quantity
ribbons/printwheels).

Official GovemmenVEducationaliLocal Authority orders
welcomed

Please add 15% VAT to all prices (inc carriage). Limited space
precludes listing of our full range of products. Please telephone

if you do not see the item you require.

A.M.A COMPUTER SYSTEMS
& SUPPLIES

Dept A, 8 Glebe Street, Beeston
NOTTINGHAM NG9 1 BZ

Tel: 0602 255415

SCIENTIFIC SUBROUTINE LIBRARY
VOLUME 1 - STATISTICS AND CURVE FITTING
Mean, SD, Normal Distribution, Partial Expectation. Chauvenets Criterion,
Least Squares Fit to a Polynomial and Arbitrary Function, Repetitive Least
Squares Fits, Covariance Matrix, Chi -Squared Statistic, Matrix Inversion,
Solution of Linear Simultaneous Equations.

VOLUME 2 - LINEAR PROGRAMMING
RedUdia 3f a Simplex Tableau. Integer Programming, Partial Integer
Programming, Conversational Linear Programming System, Least Cost Mix
Problem.

VOLUME 3 - FURTHER STATISTICS
Ranking, Quartiles. Frequency. Correlation Coefficient, T, Chi -Squared and
F Distributions and their Inverses, T Test, Chi -Squared Test, Wilcoxson
Test, Linear and Multiple Regression, ANOVA 1 -way and 2 -way.

VOLUME 4 -- TRANSFORMATIONS AND SORTING ALGO-
RITHMS
Fourier and Fast Fourier Transforms, Numerical Integration and Differentia-
tion. Harmonic Analysis, Interpolation, Coordinate Transformations, Ex-
change Sot Quicksort, Shellsort, Tree Sort.
All routines are written in BASIC for easy implementation on any machine.
Machine readable source code - £75 plus VAT per volume. (Most disk
formats plus QL microdrive now available).
Manuals including full source listings with implementation notes and
documentation - £25 per volume.

CP/M TO DEC FILE TRANSFER
Software to read and write RT-11 format RX01 diskettes under CP/M80.
Supplied on 8" SSSD diskette - £25 plus VAT.

SERVICES
Micro Logic Consultants specialise in scientific data processing and the
interfacing and control of laboratory instrumentation. We can advise you on
the best approach to your problem, or provide a complete solution. Contact
Derek Clifford on 0860 319482.

MICRO LOGIC CONSULTANTS LTD
57 Station Road, Southwater, Horsham

W. Sussex RH13 7HO
Telephone: 0403 731818
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FLOPPIES
Superb "Own -Label" Disks

(5 year Warranty)
packed in standard card or

See -10 plastic lib cases

Plus The FUJI FILM Range
Defining the Standards for Floppy

Disks
51/4" Disks per 10

"OWN -LABEL" FUJI
CARD SEE -10 FILM

SSDD (40tr) £9.50 £11.00 £13.30
DSDD (40tr) £10.50 £12.00 £18.90
DSOD (80tr) £14.80 £16.30 £22.90

31/2" Disks per 10
"OWN -LABEL" FUJI
Loose SEE -10 FILM

Single -Sided £27.50 £28.75 £31.50
Double -Sided £35.50 £36.75 £41.50

3", 8" and Hard Sectored Disks available
SEE -10 Plastic Library Cases
8" £2.10 51/4" £1.65 31/2" £1.35

FREE SOFTWARE!!!
IBM-PCTm and Compatibles

300 DISKS FULL OF FREE PROGRAMS
The contents of the Santa Clara and New York

PC User Group Libraries

Games, Utilities and Business Software
Buy Rent

All 300 £450.00 £222.00
Vols 1-100 £150.00 £75.00
Vols 101-200 £150.00 £75.00
Vols 201-300+ £150.00 £75.00

Disk rentals are for 14 days and include return
carriage and 20% blank disks, ie includes +60

blanks on Full Library

ALL PRICES EX -VAT but include delivery (UK).
COD or 3% CWO discount

MID -SURREY MEDIA
Unit G22, Southbank Technopark

London Road, Elephant & Castle

London SE1 6LN

Te1:01-92812900
IBM is the trademark of International Business Machines

QI BANK
&ACCOUNT

Fed up with infrequent bank statements? Avoid
bank charges and keep up to date with 01 BANK
ACCOUNT. Check your mortgage HP, standing
orders! Budget those bills.
* Automatic posting of standing orders and other

regular payments or credits.
* Delete, amend and even backdate entries. Scroll

through your statements. Comprehensive 80
column display and printout.

* 6 different entry search routines!
* Post items to headings name by YOU to suit your

circumstances. Print out individual accounts and
summary, e.g. all payments to building society or
motoring expenses.

* Output of bank statement and accounts to most
Epson compatible printers. Makes automatic use
of memory expansions. Demonstration bank
account included.

Cartridge and Manual £19.95 + 50p P&P
Cheques and POs to:

CENPRIME SOFTWARE
Dept. PCW

10 CASTLE STREET
RUGBY CV21 2TP

Tel: Coventry (0203)686162

3810 FORX=Caff. TO 57080 STEP -4
3820 !X=8,00000000
3830 SC=SC.100:PROCSC
3840 SOUNDI,-15,5,1
3850 S=S -I

3860 NEXT
3870 PROCWAIT(60)
3880 FORX.ITO7
3890 VDU19,X,7.X;0;
3900 NEXT
3910 PROCWAIT(150)
3920 CLS
3930 PROCDEAD
3940 END
3950 ENDPROC
3960
3970
3980
3990 DEF PROCDETUNE
4000 RESTORE 4150
4010 REPEAT
4020 READ P,D
4030 SOUNDI,-15,P,D
4040 SOUND2,-15,P,D
4050 SOUND3,-15,P,D
4060 SOUND1,0,0,1
4070 SOUND2,0,0,1
4080 SOUND3,0,0,1
4090 UNTIL P=0 AND D=0
4100 PROCWAIT(50)
4110 ENDPROC
4120
4130
4140
4150 DATA 89,15,89,10,89,5,89,15
4160 DATA 101,10,97,5,97,10,89,5
4170 DATA 89,10,85,5,89,10,0,0

>

BBC Spooler
By Mark Clegg

This program sets up drivers in a

sideways RAM to allocate a larger
printer buffer than that catered for by
the BBC's operating system. Once
installed, the program will remain until
the RAM is erased or the computer is
turned off.

The driver is fully compatible with
MOS calls in that the buffer may be
purged/examined and used in the
normal way, and a buffer -full event will
also be generated (if the event is
enabled) when appropriate.

Up to 15.25k may be used as a buffer,
the exact amount available being de-
pendent on the size of the RAM
installed. The program isconfigured for
the size of RAM chip by setting the
variable 'RAMTOP' on line 90 to the
appropriate value - &BB for a 2k chip,
&90 for 4k (that is, the high byte of the

next address after the RAM).
The installation section of the prog-

ram assumes that the RAM will be
located in ROM socket 'F', and that any
write operations to the sideways ROM
area will automatically select this ROM
(as with the ATPL ROM expansion
board). The code actually placed in the
ROM is, however, independent of the
ROM socket used, so modification for
use in different sockets should be no
great problem.

To produce a working driver for your
BBC Micro, run the following program
which assembles the required code
together with a ROM installation
routine. The code produced is saved to
disk as the binary file PSPOOL. The
printer spooler can then be set up by
issuing the command '*PSPOOL' (best
utilised from within a ! BOOT file).

10
20
30
40
50
60
70
80
90

REM ******************************************
REM ***** RAMSPOOL *****
REM *********.************************** ***** *
REM ***** A program allocating paged RAM *****
REM ***** space to the printer buffer *****
REM ***** A maximum of 15.5K can be used *****
REM ******************************************

ramtop=&88 : REM Amount of r available f&8000 (High byte)am
100 OSBYTE=&FFF4 OSNEWL=&FFE7 OSWRCH=&FFEE
110 FOR pass7.=4 TO 7 STEP 3
120 P%=&1900 0%=&3200
130 I OPT pass%
140 .instal LDA &280 \ Check spooler not already installed
150
160

CMP £&81 BNE start RTS .start
SEI

170 LDA £(data DIV 256) STA &F9 \ Install spooler in paged RAM
180
190

LDA £(data MOD 2561 STA &FB LDY £0 LDA £830
STA &FB STY &FA

200 .inst13 LDA (&F8),Y : STA (&FA),Y : INC &FE) BNE instil INC &F9
210
220

.instll INC &FA : BNE instl2 INC &FB

.inst121_DA &FB CMP £&83 BNE inst13
230 LDA &Fa : PHA : LDA f&F STA &F4 STA &FE30 3CR boot
240 PLA STA &F4 STA &FE30 LDA £&81 STA &2B0 : CLI RTS
250 .data
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260
270
280
290
300
310
320

] : PX.58000 : VDU12 : C OFT pass%
\

\ RAMSPOOL
\

\ A program to allocate
\ ***** paged RAM to form an *****
\ ***** extended printer buffer *ma**

330 \ ***** up to a maximum of 15.5K
340 \

350 JMP 0 : JMP sentry
360 EQUB &81 \ ROM Type.
370 EQUB cright \ Copyright offset pointer.
380 EQUB 801 \ Version number.
390 EQUS "Ram Spool.
400 .cright EQUB IVO \ Copyright message.
410 EQUS "(C) M.C. 1984..
420 EQUB 800
430 .hIpmsg \ Printed by '*HELP'
440 EQUS .Printer Spooler V1.0 (1.5K)"
450 EQUB &D:EQUB &A
460 .sentry CMP £&09 \ Test type of service requested.
470 BEQ help \ Help expansion
480 CMP £3 \ or
490
500

BEQ boot \ Auto boot
RTS

510 .help PHA \ Check for specific help.
520 TYA : PHA
530 .helpl LDA (I,F2),Y \ Is rest of command line empty "'
540 CMP £&20:BNE help2.INY:JMP helpl
550 .help2 CMP £1,0D.BED dohelp
560 .help4 PLA:TAY:PLA:RTS
570 .dohelp JSR OSNEWL \ Type out ROM's name.
580 LDY £800
590 .help3 LDA hIpmsg.Y
600 JSR OSWRCH
610 INY
620 CMP £&OA
630 BNE help3
640 JMP help4
650 .boat PHA \ Auto boot.
660 TYA.PHA.TXA:PHA
670 LDY CO
680 .bootl LDA hIpmsg,Y: JSR OSWRCH: INV: CMP £8A: BNE boot)
690 JSR OSNEWL
700
710 .ramspl LDA &22A \ Save old values of vectors
720 STA insold : LDA &22B . STA insold+I : LDA &22C : STA remold
730 LDA I,22D : STA remold+1 . LDA 522E : STA prgold , LDA 522F
740 STA prgold+1
750
760 LDA £&A8 \ Obtain address of extended
770 LOX CO \ vector space
780 LDY £&FF ; JSR OSBYTE . SIX &F2 : STY &FS
790
800 LDY £&3F \ Set up the three extended vectors
810 LDA £(insbuf MOD 256) : STA (&F2),Y \ INSV,REMV and CNPV
820 INY s LDA £(insbuf DIV 256) : STA (84F2),Y : INY
830 LDA &Fa . STA (8F2),Y : INY : LDA Etrembuf MOD 256) . STA (&F2),V
840 INY . LDA £(rembuf DIV 256) : STA (5F2),Y . 1NY : LDA &Fa . STA (F)F2).4

850 INY : LDA £(cnprge MOD 256) : STA (S)F21.Y : INY :LOA £(cnprge DIV 256)
860 STA (X,F2),Y : INN, . LDA &F4 : STA (E)F2),Y
870
880 SEI \ Set up the vectors to point
890 LDA £&FF \ to the extended vector workspace 0
900 STA 5228 : STA 522D . STA &22F : LDA £&3F : STA 522A ; LDA £542
910 STA 522C : LDA £845 , STA &22E . CLI : LDX C3 . LDA £540 : PHA : PLY

920 JSR cnprge : PLA : TAX . PLA : TAY . PLA : RTS
930
940 .cnorge SEI \ Purge buffer / determine free space
950 PHP . CPX £3 : BEQ purge . PLP : CLI : JMP (prgold)
960 .purge BVS purge! \ Purge or buffer count ?
970 BCS romlft \ Buffer space remaining ?
980 SEI : LDX buflen \ Number of characters in buffer
990 LDY buflen+l . PLP : CLI : RTS
1000
1010 .romlft SEC \ Returns nmount of space left
1020
1030

LDA bufmax \ in buffer
SBC buflen : TAX : LDA bufmax+1 . SBC buflen+1

1040 TAY : PLP : CLI : RTS
1050
1060 .purgel LDA £583 \ Purger buffer contents
1070 STA bufend+1 . STA buftop+1 : LDA E(ramtop-583) A STA bufmax+1
1080 LDA £0 . STA bufend : STA buftop : STA bufm4a-_I STA buflen : STA buflen+

i
PLP . CLI : RTS 1090

1100
1110 .insbuf PHP \ Insert character into buffer
1120 SEI : CPX £3 . BEG/ insbfl : PLP . JMP (insold)
1130 .insbfl TAX \ Printer buffer selected
1140 LDA buflen : CMP bufmax . BNE insbf2 . LOA buflen+1 . CMP bufmaxx:
1150 BNE insbf2 . TXA : LDX £3 : PLP : SEC . RTS

1160 .insbf2 LDA bufend \ Buffer not full so insert char
1170 STA &FA : LDA bufend+l : STA SIFB . LDY £0 : TXA : STA (8FA),Y

1180 INC buflen : BNE inebf3 : INC buflen+I
1190 .insbf3 INC bufend 2 BNE insbf4 : INC bufend+l a LDA bufend+1

1200 CMP £ramtop : BNE insbf4 : LDA £583 s STA bufend+l
1210 .insbf4 TXA : LDX £3 : PLP 1 CLC : RTS
1220
1230 .rembuf PHP \ Remove character from buffer
1240 SEI : CPX £3 : BEQ rembfl : PLP : JMP (remold) 0
1250 .rembfl LDA buflen : ORA buflen+l . BNE rembf2 : PLP s SEC : RTS

1260 .rembf2 LDA buftop : STA &FA : LDA buftop+1 : STA &FB : LDY £0

1270 LDA (5FA),Y : BVC rembf3
1280 PLP \ Examine only 0
1290 CLC . RTS
1300 .remb43 PHA : SEC : LDA buflen . SBC £1 : STA buflen . BCS rembf4

1310 DEC buflen+l
1320 .remb44 INC buftop . BNE rembf5 . INC buftop+1 . LDA buftop+1

1330 CMP £ramtop : BNE rembf5 : LDA £583 : STA buftop+1

1340 .rembf5 LDA buflen : ORA buflen+1 : BNE rembf6 : LDA £0 . TAY : LDX £3

1350 JSR &E494 \ Generate event
1360 .rembf6 PLA : LDX £3 : PLP : CLC . RTS

1370
1380 .ineold EMU 0
1390 .remold EQUW 0
1400 .prgold EQUW 0
1410 .buftop EQUW 0
1420 .bufend EQUW 0
1430 .buflen EQUW 0
1440 .bufmax EQUW 0
1450 1

1460 NEXT
1470 aSAVE.PSPOOL. 3200 +300 1900 1900

PERSONAL
COMPUTER

SERVICE
Call me:
 For unbiased, considered

advice on hardware and
software before you buy.

 For information on
installation and use.

 For a thorough professional
programming service.

ALISTAIR HAMILTON
2 ST PETERS COTTAGE
MENDHAM, HARLESTON
NORFOLK, IP20 ONR

Tel: (098682) 447

Top

at

USA
diskettes

unbeatable

prices

quality

made

51/4" DISK 1.4 BOXES 5-9 BOXES 10+
EACH EACH BOXES

EACH

DESCRIPTION EX VAT EX VAT EX VAT

Single Sided DD
40 Tracks, 48tpi 11.50 10.50 9.50
Double Sided DD
40 Tracks, 48tpi 16.00 15.00 13.50
Single Sided Quad 0
80 Tracks, 96tpi 16.90 15.90 14.90
Double Sided Quad D
80 Tracks, 96tpi 18.90 17.90 16.90
Packing & Postage

75p per box FREE

The quality of our diskettes is similar to those as used in
most Top Range Software packhaes, for example
SYMPHONY'', FRAMEWORK'', LOTUS 1-2-g", and
many others.
All our diskettes come with hub ring sleeve, write protect,
library labels and lifetime guarantee.
How can we offer them so inexpensively to you?
The reasons are simple.
1) We have an exclusive sourcing deal with a major US

supplier.
2) We give you fully safe, no frills packaging.

AT KAMBAL, WE TAKE PRIDE IN GIVING YOU THE BEST
DEAL AND THE BEST SERVICE.

Special discounts for Government and Education
authorities on 8", 5,/4" and 31k" diskettes.
Dealer Enquiries welcome - Special Discounts
Available. AccessNisa/Amex/Cheque/COD.
Dial -a -Disk Now: 01-631 1213; 01-636 4441; 01-637 3940

Kambal Data Systems
--.-_

SERVICE  VALUE - QUALITY  COURTESY

===c 5 Hanson Street, London
EEEE W1P 7LJ---.._
---JgfE Telex: 896559
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THE NEWBRAIN FILES
A compIet0y. new book all about the
NewBrain &its graphics & the 25 device

drivers & all 80 operating system Z -calls

with their parameters & how to get them

& the most from the BASIC & how the
paged memory works & CP/M's BIOS &
why VIDEOTEXT & all the other things
they never told you before plus lots of

routines & examples & a text -handler & a

database & smart graphics & details of
key memory locations & what's there &
how to read it & change it.

The NewBrain Files
£9.50 incl. UK p&p

Europe: $10 or $12 US by
Eurocheque or equivalent in local
bank note.
Elsewhere:s f12 or $15 US by
Eurocheque or equivalent in con-
vertible local banknotes.
If you pay by cheque in foreign
currency at your local bank please
add the equivalent of $2 to pay
the rip-off bank exchange
charges.
136 pages A5 size iSaM 0 948152
00 1 (c) 1985 Vitagraph Ltd.

Vitagraph Ltd
26 College Road
Bromley, Kent
BR1 3PE

rdmitob... I LAI
mai

9. Market Place. Hadleigh Suffolk
Tel (0473) 822917

DISK DRIVES
for BBC, NewBrain, CP/M, etc (special offer)

5.25" DSDD 401r single £125 dual £225
+PSU £140 C240

5.25" DSQD 801r single £155 dual £290
+PSU £175 £320

BASF disks (box of 10) SSDD £16 DSQD £25
3.5" DSQD 80tr single £150 dual £270
P&P £5 per unit (drives) 75p diskettes.

Hi -Res MONITORS
Phoenix 12" Hi -Res 24MHz, Amber or Green, 80 & 40col,
for BBC, CB64, Oric, NewBrain.
From £40 (P&P £10). Phone for details.
Brother M1009 printer (Cent & serial) £195; cables
available for BBC, NewBrain (P&P £5).
FREE software for the NewBrain - over 4000Kbytes of
S/W + information in the NBUG LIBRARY. SAE for
details. Also over 30 S/W titles on cass or disk.

SAE for full list.
Keep up to date through NBUG -

The NewBrain Users Group
Annual subscription (6 newsletters, special offers, and
help) £5 + postage (UK free, Europe £3, Middle East £5,
Far East/Africa/America £6). Back issues available.

GFG Microsystems Limited
36 Armitage Way, CAMBRIDGE CB4 2UE

Tel: (0223) 315120/207237
NOTE: OUR PRICES INCLUDE VAT

1211r-1 Sirius Bank Account
by Jim McCartney

Sirius Bank Account is a bank account runs on any Sirius plus an Epson MX or
reconciliation program which is suit- FX printer.
able for quite a large business and After typing in the program, make a
follows sound accounting practice. copy onto another disk and keep the
This application is rarely included in original as a master. Instructions for the
accounting suites, and some unfortun- use of the system are shown before the
ate clerk ends up doing it by hand. It actual program listing.

Instructions for use. I.

1.1 Swatch computer and printer on. Put Master disk in

Drive A and Copy Disk in Drive 8. Use blank formatted disk
for copy farst time.

I.:: Enter the date and tame as requested. Select from
MENU and Function keys.

1.7 the system consists of two files, one for the
transart'imu% advised to you by the Bank (statement) and one
fur your own chequebook transactions (Company)

2. Operating Procedure

2.1 Entering Transaction,

2.1.1 Enter DATE in format DDMMYY e.g. 060384 for 6th March
1984.
2.1.2 Enter REFERENCE as up to 6 digits plus up to 2
letters. The following are examples, 1234, 1234PL, 123456,
123456NL. The last 2 characters are for source identification
only and do not affect the sorting e.g PL . purchase ledger,
WA - wages. Otherwise the reference is the cheque number. You
will have to number lodgements yourself.
2.1.3 Enter the Debit Amount in the normal way. Enter
Credit Amounts as minus quantities, NOT in brackets !

i.e. -12345.67 not (12345.671
Do not attempt to use commas e.g. 12,345.67 will not work.
2.1.4 To backspace within an entry, use backspace arrow <-
The computer will accept the entry only up to the cursor

2.1.5 To go back to a previous entry, use ESC and retype
the entry when you get there.
2.1.6 If the cursor is at the start of an entry or item
which you wish to leave just as it is, press <RETURN> or
<ENTER>
2.1.7 ESC will enable you to scroll up the column of
entries. Use SCROLL to scroll down. Hold this key down to go
some distance. Hold down REP and ESC to scroll up some
distance.

2.2 Special Function Keys.
These are to speed up data entry. Attach adhesive

labels with the following legend to the keys to remind you
what they do.

KEY 1 REP DATE After you press this, the transaction
date will be automatically repeated until you use CANCEL or
ESC. It does not work if you are editing previous entries,
only for new data.
KEY 2 REP DATE, INC REFNC As above, but the REFERENCE
is automatically increased by 1 for each entry.
KEY 3 CANCEL Cancels the above.
KEY 4 MENU Returns you to the MENU
KEY 5 FIRST Takes you to no.1 on the transaction
list
KEY 6 LAST Takes you to the end of the
transaction list
KEY 7 RECORD NO. Type in the number you want on the
transaction list, then <RETURN>. This will take you directly.
KEY 8 SEARCH REF Searches the current list for all
occurences of a transaction reference, and displays the
records on the screen.
KEY 9 SEARCH AMOUNT Searches the current list for all
occurrences of a particular amount of money, and displays the
records on the screen.

0

3. Other MEMO functions

3.1 Sort and Reconcile.
This operation is completely automatic, but the

machine will display what it is doing from time to time. The
operations are as follows. 0

3.1.1 Sorts Records are read from disk At into
0 memory in batches of 1000 at a time, and sorted in ASCII

order, as necessary. The batches are written to disk B. and
then merged beck to a single file on As If there are any
duplicated references, these are printed out, and you are
referred back to correct them.

0

3.1.2 Reconcile, If identical records (apart from the
date) are found on both files, they are eliminated.
If records are found on each file which have the same
reference but different money amounts, they are retained, and
later printed out as disparate records.

3.1.3 Reports. When reconciliation is complete, you 0
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PROGRAM FILE
get a printout of all remaining Bank transactions, and a
total of the unreconciled debits on each side, with the net
amount outstanding. Credits are shown as negative.

3.1.4 Copy: The reconciled files Sr. on disk 81,
so these are finally copied back to disk A: and disk Ai is
then copied back in its entirety to disk B..

This all proceeds automatically( you only have to press any
key to restart the system at the end of it all.

3.2 Prime Transktion List

0

Use

0

0

0

0

0

e

Will list Bank or Compiny Transactions, completely or
in selected ranges.

3.3 Add and Diaolav Totals and Balances
Shows the numbers of Bank and Company transactions ,,-

file, and the current totals.

3.4 caaKilastsr Dik.,..
Do this after you have entered all the transactions.

and before you start Sort & Reconcile. This way, if there is
a system failure, you will not have to do it all again. The
computer will remind you in any case.

3.5 Amend Balancee
This is used only to initiate the system with

balances brought forward, or to correct a false balance. The
balances must be the same.

3.6 MR
this when you want to finish work for the moment.

Don't just switch off in the middle or you may corrupt you
data disks.

A>
100 '***** ******************* **** ************ ******* ******* **********
102 '* BANK4.BAS program by J McCartney 18th February 1984 *
103 t For Sirius 1.2 or 2.4 and Epson MX or FX printer, parallel. i
104 'S In MSBASIC under MSDOS 1.25. compiled MS -BASIC compiler 5.32 *
105 '* If running under interpreter the AUTOEXEC.BAT must be S

106 'S swapped for INTERP.BAT - see seperate listings of these. *
107 '8 Drops out to SYSTEM at 36490 fend of Reconcile) and 50050 *

108 '* Ito DCOPY). Essential files for compiled version are: Y
109 'S COMMAND.COM, DCOPY.COM, BANK.EXE, BASRUN.EXE, AUTOEXEC.BAT. *

110 't Generated files are: BANK.CTL, BANK.DAT, COMPANY.DAT, on A> a

111 'S Temp files are: BANKREC.DAT, COMPREC.DAT & CHECK.OUT on B> *
113 '

114 ON ERROR GOTO 60000
115 DIM AV1000),BE(1000),CE(1000),I3(1000):

DIM 1..%(7),VX(7).HIC(7),LLE(7),ULE(7),TFIG(7),DPIi(7),WN$(7),INS(7):
DIM AS(8),B$(8),C11(8),Fill8i,M4(8)

116 DEF FNDS(DD%) = RIGHT11("0"+ MIDS(STRS(DDX MOD C%),2),2)
+ "-" + RIGHTS("O"+ MIDS;STRI((DDX\C%-1) MOD 12+11,21,2)
+ "-" + MIDS;STRS(1980 + (DDMC%-1)\12),2)
'convert integer date to DD-MM-YYYY for display

119 GOTO 20000

120 IF RIGHTS(DATES,4) <> "1980" THEN
DDS=MIDS(DATES,4,2)+LEFTS(DATES,2)+RIGHTS(DATES,2):
GOTO 130 -

122 PRINT CLSCDSCDSCDSCDSCDSCDSCDS
124 INPUT"Please enter the date in the format DDMMYY : ", DOS
130 GOSUB 700
152 IF DDY.=0 THEN MS.

"That was an incorrect date or format. Please try again.":
GOSUB 310:PRINT BES: GOTO 122

154 SDATS = FNDS(DD%): SDAT%=DD%
158 DATES = MIDS;STR$((SDATMC%-1) MOD 12 + 1),2)

+ "-" + MIDS(STRS(SDAT% MOD C7.).2)
+ "-" + MIDS(STR$(1980 + iSDATMC%-1)\12),2)
'this is in American format MM-DD-YYYY

160 PRINT SDATS: GOSUB 320

161 IF TIMES > "08:30:00" THEN 184
162 PRINT HASCDSCDSCDSCDSCDSCDSCDSCDSCDSCD$
164 1NPUT"Please enter the time in the format HHMM (24 hrs) : ",TTS
166 IF LEN(TTS)<>4 THEN 178
168 IF VAL(LEFTECTTS,2)) > 23 THEN 178
170 IF VAL(RIGHTS(TTS,2)) > 59 THEN 178
172 TIMES = LEFTS(TT4,2) + ":" + RIGHTS(TTS,2)
174 GOTO 180
178 MS="That was an incorrect time or format. Please try again.":

GOSUB 310:PRINT BES:GOTO 162
180 PRINT TIMES
182 FOR J%=1 TO 1000: NEXT
184 RETURN

200 'ettitelcitaltetttell0000*** UTILITY SUBROUTINES ************** *

290 V% = V%(.1%)+LN% : H% = H%(3%) : 'screen field Position
300 PRINT ES"Y"CHRS;VX+31)CHRS;H%+31)::RETURN

'position cursor

310 M%=;74-LEN0110)\2:MS=SPACES(M%)+MS+SPACES;M%;:
PRINT ES"Y8e"RVEMSNOSHMS:RETURN

320 PRINT WY8!"SPACES;78)HMS:RETURN
'message write and delete

330 PRINT BES::GOSUB 310: FOR 3=1 TO 20o0: NEXT: RETURN
'bleep. & message.

400 GIC=VAL(OS)
401 DP%=DP%(,1%): LE%=L%(,1%)

,

402 TP = 10^ -DP%: Of = FIX(OC * TP + .5*SGN(OE))/TP 'round to D)"7. ol,:ces

405 0$ . MIDS(STRII(OC).2)
410 K%=INSTRWS."."); D% = LEN;0$)-K%
415 IF KY > 0 AND D% > DP% THEN OS=LEFTS(OS.K%+DP%): GOTO 435
417 IF K%=0 AND DP%=0 THEN 435
420 IF V% = 0 THEN 12$ = OS + "." + LEFTS(Z$.2): GOTO 435

NIICR211M
SOFTWARE UP TO 40% DISCOUNT

All software for IBM PC and compatibles, but most is also available for other MS-
DOS machines, ie APRICOT, HITACHI. SANYO etc. and CPM-80, CPM-86.
machines. State computer when ordering.

Our

RRP Priv
Our

RRP Ma
dBASE 11 395 237 dBASE 111 550 325
Lotus 123 430 310 Symphony 595 425
Framework 550 325 Psion Exchange 495 375
Delta 495 395 Supercat 3 v. 2 360 259
Wordstar 295 195 Wordstar Professional 399 265
Wordstar 2000 465 310 SAGE Accounts 375 259
SAGE Accounts Plus 525 365 SAGE Payroll 195 145
SAGE Options 145 105 SAGE Chit -Chat 130 95
PULSAR Accts(I module). 195 152 Retrieve 11 495 359
Multimate v. 3 3 455 325 Multiplan 190 145
Spotlight 113 81 Crosstalk 178 129
Sideways 54 39 Electric Desk 308 219
Sidekick (Unprotected) 80 63 Sidekick (Protected) 50 39
Volkswriter De Luxe 289 199 Sycero 595 450
Personal Pearl 190 130 Perfect Writer 11 .... 149 109
Perfect Cab 11 149 109 Perfect Filer 11 149 109
Practibase 85 65 Practiword 85 65
Practical II 1 85 65 Practical 111 (bundle).... 215 155
Knowledgeman.... *** 444 319 Open Access 450 325
PFS File 115 85 PFS Write 115 85
PFS Report 115 85 PFS Plan 115 85
Harvard Project Manager 404 295 Turbo PASCAL 50 39
MS BASIC Comler 365 275 MS BASIC Interpreter 325 245
MS Bus. Basic Compiler...550 415 MS COBOL Compiler 645 489
MS PASCAL Compiler 295 220 MS Macro Assembler 99 75
MS C Compiler 465 350 MS FORTRAN Compiler ... 325 245
Norton Utilities v.2.0 70 51 Norton Utilities v.3.0 91 66
DR Assembler plus tools 170 125 Clio . ..... ************ 95 85
Disk Doctor 70 51 Menugen 48 38
MS Flight Simulation 55 42 Typing Tutor 111 42 32

COMPUTERS
COMMODORE 10-10 RIP 41675 Our PIN ONLY t1475
Fully IBM PC Compatible, with 256kb RAM. 12" mono monitor, 5 expansion slots,
dual double sided 360kb floppy disk drives, MS DOS 2.11
COMMODORE PC -20 RIP 42795 Our prim ONLY 42445
Fully IBM PC Compatible, with 256kb RAM, Single 360 6 floppy disk drive AND
10mb fixed disk drive, 4 expansion slots, 12" mono monitor, serial & parallel ports.
ZENITH Z150 PC RIP 11900 Our prim ONLY 4105
The world's best selling IBM PC compatible! 128kb RAM, 2 x 360 6 disk drives,
colour graphics, serial and parallel interfaces, 3rd party maintenance contract. Also
available with 320kb RAM at ONLY t 1 805, or with 10mb Hard Disk at ONLY
£2795.
SANYO MIC 775 NIP 42150 Our prim ONLY 11795
Fully IBM compatible PORTABLE computer, with built-incolour monitor,256kbdisk
drives, MS-DOS 2.11 operating system, 2 expansion slots.
SANYO MIC 550 (Single 160kb disk drive, free S/VV) RRP £749 Ow price 1010
SANYO NC 555-2 (Double 360kb drives, free S/W) RAP £1390 Our pries 111190

ZENITH MONITORS
13" High Res Col 339 12" Amber screen 85
12" Green screen 85 12" Amber (IBM PC) 109
ZEN IBM-PC Colour cable 15 SANYO 80 column green 95

DOT MATRIX PRINTERS
EPSON RX-80 (T) 100cps 219 EPSON RX-80 (F/T) 100cps . 249
EPSON RX-100 (F/T) 100cps 385 EPSON FX-80 160cps 375
EPSON FX-100 (F/T)160cps ... 475 EPSON LO -1500 (Inc I/F) 950
STAR Gemini 10/FT 120cps .. 215 STAR Gemini 15 F/T 120cps. 309
STAR Delta 10 FT 160cps 339 STAR Delta 15 F/T 160cps 459
PANASONIC KX-P1091 (IBM)... 275 BROTHER HR5 (P or 5) 135
BROTHER MI009 Dual I/face... 177 BROTHER M1009(IBM)50cps 163
BROTHER2024LNL0 160cps... 945 NEWBURY DATA DRI 8830 .. . 1059

DAISY WHEEL PRINTERS
BROTHER HR15 1 3cps 379 BROTHER HR25 25c s 679
BROTHER HR35 795 TEC F10/40 40cps.... ******* 899
C.ITOH A10/30 30 cps 499 EPSON DX -100 385
SILVER REED Exp 400 (P) 223 SILVER REED Exp 400 (S) 255
SILVER REED Exp 500 (P) 268 SILVER REED Exp 550 (P) 430

FULL COMMUNICATIONS PACKAGE
Thorn EMI V21N23 AUTO ANSWER, AUTO DIAL modem, cable & SAGE CHIT-
CHAT software now available for only £319.00. Normal RRP £399.00

CSI/RODIME WINCHESTER EXTERNAL 5.25" HARD DISK
Complete with cables, host adaptor, manuals and software diskette. For IBM-PC
and compatibles, SANYO 550/555, ACT APRICOT, HITACHI etc.
11 MByte Drive 1084 22 MByte Drive 1290
33 MByte Drive 1466 44 MByte Drive 164 2
11 MByte Drive/rape Streamer 1914 22 MByte Drive Tape Streamer 2173
33 MByte Drive/rape Streamer 2328 44MByte Drive/Tape Streamer 2564

FLOPPY DISKS
SPECIAL OFFER Unbranded but top quality Diskettes, manufactured by a major
company and used as original equipment by many Software Houses In boxes of 10.
complete with HUB RING, SLEEVE and labels. Each disk has a LIFETIME
GUARANTEE. HIGHLY RECOMMENDED. 5.25"

I box 2.4 541 10+
SS/DD 48 tpi 13.50 1290 1190 11.00
DD/DD 48 tpi 16.50 1510 1490 13.90
SS/OD 96 tpi 17.50 16.90 15.90 14.90
DD/OD 96tH 1850 1790 16.90 15.90

Verbatim DATALIFE 5.25"
SS/OD 48 tpi 18.90 17,50 16.90 15.90
DO/DD 48 tpi 22.90 2150 20.75 19.50
SS/00 96 by 22.90 21.50 20.75 19.50
DD/00 96 tpi 27.50 26.50 25.50 24.50

BASF or 3M 5,25"
SS/DD 48 Ipi 16.50 1620 15.80 1520
DD/DD 48 tri 21.50 20.75 19.90 19.50
SS/0D 96 tpi 22.50 21.75 20.90 20.50
DD/OD 96 lei 25.00 2450 23.50 23.00

 When comparing prices, note that Carriage is FREE on ALL items. incl. Courier
service for Computers, Printers and most software.

 Official orders from Government Cepts & Times top 1000 welcome.otherwise
strictly cash with order, please. EXPORT specialists.

 FAST DELIVERY, normally 48 hours, Callers by appointment please.
 TELEPHONE 01.1619240 for advice, and complete lists.
 ALL PRICES EXCLUDE VAT. PLEASE ADD 15% to total cost of order

ASHLEY COMPUTERS LTD
42 Harefield Avenue, Cheam, Surrey SM2 7NE
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MICROMART

SEX PROBLEMS?
Solve all your RS232 problems with our universal cable.
Plug and socket at both ends of the one metre cable.

Price £29

GENDER CHANGERS
M M £16.00, M F = £17.00, F F = £16.00

All are 3" long

ALSO:

One metre Centronics cables:
Amstrad £13.00
BBC £11.20
IBM £30.00

One metre RS232:
Commodore 64 £30.00
Epson PX-8 £20.00
Epson HX-20 £16.00
Please add £2.00 per metre to above prices for longer
lengths. All prices include VAT, Postage, and Packing in
Europe.
See our range of computer/printer cables, communica-
tions cables, custom cables, interfaces, data -switches.

WATCH THIS SPACE FOR FURTHER DETAILS OR
Ring our 24hr answering service on
0223) 322394
TYEPRO Ltd., 30 CAMPKIN ROAD, CAMBRIDGE
CB24 2NG.

DEALER ENQUIRIES WELCOME

MKZO-COIVUTLIZ
1111UIZAIICt

* All Risks Cover (incl. Transit)

* Increased Cost of Working - to reinstate
lost data

* Breakdown & Derangement - alternative
to maintenance agreement

Comprehensive cover at a
reasonable premium:-

Talk to us before taking a Maintenance Contract

Write with details of equipment and value to:-

Geoffrey Hoodless & Associates
Insurance Consultants

Freepost (no stamp required)
Woking, Surrey GU21 4BR

Tel: Woking (04862) 61082 Answering Service.

Quick - before you spend £250
on a WP

PC JOTTER £45
A speedy, handy word processor/

editor for the IBM PC and lookalikes
- does all you need!

- Fast acting, up to 60K text files in RAM.
- Cursor movement to character, word, line

ends, line, page, start and end of file.
- Autowrap and right margin justification if

required. Adjustable margins and tabs.
- Keeps backup file, or read only (browse)

mode.
- Find and replace functions.
- Block moves, print marked block, or write

marked block to a file.
- Read a file into the text.
- Include control characters for direct control

of your printer.
(Price excludes VAT. Order value,

£45 + £6.75 VAT)
Cheque with order to:

MICROCOSM COMPUTING
52 Tower Street, Harrogate HG1 1HS

Tel: (0423) 62055

PROGRAM FILE
430 12$ = 0$ + LEFTS(Z$.(DP5-D5))
435 IF Of < 0 THEN 0$="-" + 0$
440 IF LEN(0$) < LEG THEN 0$=SPACES(LE5-LEN(0$)/ . 0$

450 RETURN
'return a number rounded and justified in DP% decimals as OS.

550 ON 05-240 SOTO 552.554,556.558.560.562,564.566.568: RETURN
552 Fi% = 1: RETURN 'repeat date
554 F15 = 2: RETURN 'repeat date and increment reference
556 FIG = 0: RETURN 'cancel the above !

558 F15 = 3: RETURN 'return to MENU
560 F15 = 4: RETURN 'start of file
562 Fl% = 5: RETURN 'end of file
564 F15 = 6: RETURN 'select record
566 Fl% = 7: RETURN 'search keys
568 Fl% = B: RETURN 'search amounts

600 M$.0K$iGOSUB 310
602 PRINT NC$
605 0$=INPUT$(1)
610 IF ASC(0$) > 96 THEN P$=CHR$(ASC(0$)-32)
620 IF 0$ <> "Y" AND 0$ .0 "N" THEN 600
630 GOSUB 320:PRINT CU$::RETURN

'get (Y/N) reply, taking care of lower case

700 IF LEN(DDC<>6 THEN 820
710 015.VAL(LEFTM(DD$.2))
720 025=VAL(MID$(DD$.3,21)
730 03%.-VAL(RIGHT$(DDS,2))
740 IF Q15<1 OR 01%>31 THEN -820
750 IF 025<1 OR 025>12 THEN 820
760 IF 035<80 THEN 820
770 IF (025.2 OR 027,4 OR 025=6 OR 025=9 OR 025.11) AND 01%.31 THEN

780 IF 025=2 AND 015=30 THEN 820
790 IF 1225.2 AND 015=29 AND (03% MOD 4 > 0) THEN 820
800 DOS = 01% + 02,3C% + (035-80)1.C51112
810 SOTO 830
820 DOS = 0
830 RETURN

'validate date in DOMMYY and return integer date.

1350 OPEN "R',E1,FI1),21:
FIELD £1. 2 AS HIS, 8 AS W211, 11 AS W3$:
FIELD El, 21 AS WM: RETURN

860 OPEN "R.,EMFIS,21:
FIELDEF5, 2 AS All(FM, 8 AS ENICFM, 11 AS CiliMe
FIELDEF5, 21 AS FelF5):
RETURN

999 PROCEDURE SUBROUTINES

1000 ' Sub Input a Field **WSW** ***** Iti
1010 DEF SEG
1020 ,M=SFX
1030 IF JUSFX THEN XX=Sin
1040 GOSUB 290 'field posn.
1045 L5=0
1048 AS=""
1050 GS = INPUTS:1)
1055 0% = ASC(0,$)
1057 IF 05).31 AND OU128 THEN 1085
1058 IF OU241 THEN 1062 ELSE GOSUB 550
1059 IF F15<3 THEN 1050
1060 IF F15=3 THEN IN$(1)."":114$(2).""sIN11(3)."":

IF R5>N5 THEN PRINT DL$: RETURN ELSE RETURN 'clear the record
1061 IF F1X>3 THEN RETURN

'implement Function keys. > 30040 >> 30130 ff.

1062 IF L5=0 THEN 1070
1063 IF 07,13 THEN 1100 'mid field control chars.
1064 IF 05=27 THEN 1040
1065 IF 05=8 THEN L5=L5-1:PRINT 011;: Ali=LEFT111(A$,L5): GOTO 1050
1066 GOTO 1050

1070 IF 07,13 THEN 0$=1N11(J5): L%=LEN(0$): SOTO 1120
'start field control chars.

1071 IF 05=8 THEN 1045
1072 IF J5=1 THEN 1075
1073 IF 07,--27 THEN J5=J5-1: GOTO 1030
1074 GOTO 1050

1075 IF 05=27 THEN F15.0: GOTO 1078 'start record control chars.
1076 IF 125=10 THEN F15=0: GOTO 1081
1077 GOTO 1050

1078 IF R5=1 THEN 1080
1079 PRINT SD$DL$:: R5=R5-1: LN5=LN%-1: IF Lf17.=0 THEN L645=1
1080 GOSUB 3000: GOTO 1020

'read and display the next record up or down the file.

1081 IF R5>=145.1 THEN R5=N5+1: GOTO 1083
1082 PRINT CD$;7 R5=R5+1: LN7.=LN5+1: IF LN5-2' THEN LN5,,24

1083 GOSUB 3000: GOTO 1020

0 1085 IF 0% > 96 THEN 05=05-32: 12$=CHR$(05) 'normal chora,tErs
1088 PRINT 0101:14$=AS+011
1090 L5=L5+1
1095 IF L% < L5(J5) THEN 1050 'get ne,t chi.ractc,
1096 01-INPUTS(1) 'at end of field
1097 05=ASC(0$):IF 05=13 OR 05=27 OR 07..8 OR 0%=10 THEN 1062
1098 IF 05>240 THEN GOSUB 550:

IF F15.3 THEN IN$(1)="":INS(2)="":1N$(3)="": PRINT DL$ RETURN
1099 GOTO 1096 'dump further input until control character
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PROGRAM FILE MICRAIART
1100
1120

1180

1200
1205

1210

OS.LEFTS(A$,L%)
IF INSTR(BLCOS) <> 0 THEN 0$."":0%=0:GOTO 1180

'null it if only blanks
ON TF%(J%) GOTO 1200,1200,1400.1500.1600
'check the data is within limits

GOSUB 400
IF J%=3 AND CIE=0 THEN
MS="Zero entries will be eliminated during sorting !": GOSUB 310
IF AB8(0E) < LLC(JX) OR OE > ULE(J%) THEN 1900 ELSE 2000
'floating point numbers

1400 : 'not used
1500 : 'not used

1600 IF J%.2 OR J%=6 THEN 1630
1610 DD1.LEFT$(01,6): GOSUB 700: IF DD%=0 THEN 1900
1620 GOSUB 320: GOSUB 290: PRINT HISFNDS(DMOLOS:: GOTO 2025
1630 0=VAL(011): IF OiLLE(J%) OR 0)ULE(J%), OR 0<>181-(0) THEN 1900
1640 IF LEN(Q$) > LEN(STR$(0))-1 THEN QXS.MIDS(OLLEN(STR1(0)))

ELSE WS...".
1650 QS = LEFT$(0S.LEN(STR$(0))-1) + SPACE$(9 - LEN(STR$(0)) - ,.ENCOS,,

+ OXIII: GOTO 2000
41

1900 PRINT BES::M$=WN$(J%):GOSUB 310
'display warning

1920 GOSUB 300:GOTO 1045

2000 GOSUB 320 'clear any warning string
2005 GOSUB 290
2010 PRINT HISOSLOS;
2025 INIII(J%) = 0$
2100 IF J%<EF% THEN .1%-=J%+1: GOTO 1030
2105 IF J%>3 THEN RETURN 0
2110 LSET WIS . MKIS(DD%):

LSET W2$ = 1N$(2):
LSET W3$ = 1N$(3):
PUTE1. R% 'file it

2200 RETURN

2999 ' ********* Yee* ****** Reed & display or print a record
3000 GETE1.R%:

DAT* .. FNDS(CVI(W11)):
INS(2) . W2$:
1N$(3) . W35

3010 IN1(1) = LEFTUDAT$.2) + MIDS(DATS,4,2) + RIGHTUDATI,2)
3012 IF MP7..1 OR MP%.2 OR MUX.6 THEN 3040

0 3015 HX=22: V%=LN%: GOSUB 300: PRINT HI$R%L011;
3020 J7..1: GOSUB 290: PRINT DATI:::

JX=2: GOSUB 290: PRINT INS(.1%)::
JX=3: GOSUS 290: PRINT INS(.1%):
IF LNIC=24 THEN Lta=23: J%=1: GOSUB 290

3030 RETURN

LPRINT USING PFII:RX;DATII:W211:VAL(W311): RETURN 3040

3099 ' control record
3100 TIIC=VAL(TIHE1)i60 + VAL(MIDS(TIMES,4))

LSET CIS . MKIS(RM): 3110

LSET C2S = MKDII(BXE).
LSET C3$ = MKDII(BTE):
LSET C4$ = MKIII(CR%):
LSET C55 = MKDS(CXE):
LSET C65 . MKENI(CTE):
LSET C75 = MKIIII(SDATM:
LSET C8$ = MKIS(717):
PUTE8,1: RETURN

3199 ' ead Control Record
3200 GET E8,1:

BR% . CVI(C110:
BXE = CVD(C2S):
BTE = CVD(C3$): 0
CR% = CVI(C4S):
CXE = CVD(C5f):
CTE . CVD(C6f):
DOS = CVI(C7t):
TI% = CVI(C8f):
RETURN 0

... 4000 'fftfiflt**** ****** Mfg Total transactions & balances
w 4010 FOR K% = 1 TO 2

4020 CRE=0: DRE=0
4030 IF FO'4.0 THEN IF K%=1 THEN N%=BR%: FI$="a:bank.dat"

ELSE N%=CR%: Fl$="a:company.dat"
4040 IF FG%=1 THEN IF K%=1 THEN N%=BR%: FIS="b:bankrec.dat"

ELSE N7.=CR7., FIS="b:comprec.dat"
4045 GOSUB 850
4060 FOR J%=1 TO N%
4070 6E7£1. J%

4080 IF VAL(W3S) < 0 THEN CRE.CRi: , vALIW.:s:
ELSE DRE.DRE + VAL(W3f)

0 4090 NEXT J%
4100 IF K%.1 THEN BTE.CRE+DRC: BCf=CRE: EIDI=DRI:

ELSE eTE=CRE+DRE: CCE=CRI: UDI=DRf
4105 CLOSECI
4110 NEXT K%
4130 RETURN

20000 'X* ****** *XS ******** 1(****** DATA DIVISION *sts***:::***** ****** IA.,.

41
20010
20015

OK$="gre you sure that this is right " !1/Ni"
A$=""

20017 COPYS="TAKE A COPY OF YOUR MAIN DISK BEFOFF FROCEFI, 1,, ,"

20020 ES=CHR$(27):CLE.E$+"E":HM.S.Es+"H":RVS.E$4"0":NOS,:t.'n':,.1,1.41.'15",

C LANGUAGE PROGRAMMING?
We offer the complete, professional service for
all your C language programming needs. We
stock a range of C compilers, utilities, books,
function libraries and programming aids, all care-
fully selected and evaluated to give you the
tools you need at an attractive price. Write or
ring now for our comprehensive catalogue
covering:

 C compilers
 General purpose function libraries
 Database function libraries
 Communications function libraries
 Screen and graphics function libraries
 Programming aids and debugging tools
 Real-time utilities
 Math/science function libraries

C COMPILERS
8088/8806

 DeSmet £145
 Lattice £435
 Computer Innovations £345
 C Systems £220
 Mark Williams £435
 Wizard C £475

8080/Z80
 BIDS C £135

This month's special offers

IBM PC C LANGUAGE TUTORIAL
 "Introducing C" Disk Tutor and Interpreter
Kernighan and Ritchie "The C Programming

Language"
Introductory Offer - £130

IBM PC C LANGUAGE STARTER
PACK

DeSmet C Compiler
Kernighan & Ritchie "The C Programming

Language"
Essential Software C Utility Library (200+

graphics, DOS, screen functions with source)
Usual price £320 - Introductory offer £250

Prices exclude £4.00 P&P and VAT

The Core Store Limited
59 Station Rd, Northwich, Cheshire CW9 5LT

Tel: 0606 45420

CAUSES EXTENSIVE DAMAGE!!!
Are your computers, printers disc drives

and television YET PROTECTED?
Our HOUSEHOLD SUPPRESSOR is the
one you are looking for at only HALF the
average price of other makes. It is twin
outlet 2 amp/500 watt (total load) and

comes complete with plug for

ONLY £9.95
+£1A3p&p.Cheques&POrnadepayableto:

ESSTONE ELECTRICAL
UNIT 8, BALFIELD ROAD, PORTHLEVEN,

CORNWALL TR15 9B0
Please allow 28 days for delivery
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DATAMANAGEMENT
- leading the way with 01 software

SBUTIL (E9.00) - Possibly the last word in Basic programming
utilities.

BACKUP (£8.00) - An independent, fast and reliable backup
to/from Mdv or Disk.

TERMINAL (E12.50 -A full featured terminal package.
CHARGER (£10.00 -A comprehensive character generator.
SBEXTRAS (£6.00 - Many extra features and procedures to add to

SuperBasic.
OLDIARY (E10.50) -A superBasic Diary package.

OLLIFE (£6.00) - This M/L version for the OL's graphics is the
prettiest to date.

DATABOSS (£10.50) -A user definable Database in SuperBasic.
MAILBOSS (00.50) -A special version of DATABOSS for handling

those mailing lists.
QLFED (£12.50) - If you ever needed to modify a file this is your

program.
ANIMAL (P10.50)- A game of 'Think of an Animal' tor Archive -

very instructive.
PROJECT (£8.03) -A fast, pretty 3D presentation of various

equations.
FM (E12.50) -A file management package for Disk/Mdv.

Fast and effective file control.

All 100% milanguage, multi -tasking unless SuperBasic is stated. Prices
shown include VAT & P/P. but add £1.99 per order for a mdv cartridge.
Cheques or P/Os to Data Management: 12 Larch Way, Haxby. YORK, Y03
8RU or telephone (0904) 760351 (anytime) for our latest list, which is
growing daily.
Have you written any good M. software. We are looking for the best
software and are prepared to pay the best royalties.
Our latest list and newsletter explains in much more detail. Write or phone
now for your copy. We also have a number of 'free bees' such as
SCREDICOPY, NEATLIST, DIRMAP, & FREEMEN which are distributed with
orders. However, send a cartridge and a large SAE and we will send copies
with your list and newsletter.

AMSTRAD CPC 464
UTILITY PROGRAMS FROM PRIDE

Alwaysthefirst and the best software. Offering morefeatu res and better
valuefor money than other similar programs available. We also offer a
fast reliableand friendly mail-order service. No enquiry is ignored. SAE.

SYCLONE 2
Copy and/or convert your programs to load in up to four

times faster.

Features include:

 Commands, available horn Basic.
 Also disk drive compatible.
 Choice of seven loading speeds. 1000 to 4000 baud.
 Comprehensive header reader

Load and list protected basic programs.
List your "Welcome" tape. Cassette £6.95 Disk £10.95.

TRANSMAT
Transfer your programs onto the Amstrad Disc System.
Features include:
' Faithfully transfer all programs
 Add relocalor it necessary.
 Autoor non auto modes.
 Erase or renameprograms.
 Comprehensive header reader.
Cassette £7.95 Disk £11.95.

ZEDIS
Acompnthensivemachinecodeeditoranddisassembler.
Features include:

Continual menu display.
 Break point insertion.
 Register inspection.
 High speed hex code/string search.
 Hex code/string input.
Instructions included to disassemble ROMs.
Cassette £6.95. Disk £10.95.

PRINTERPACT
A printer enhancement program for the DMP1 and Epson
compatible printers.
Features include:
' Screen dump in all modes.

Texl dump in all modes
 Two sizesoldumpfor Epson compatible printers.
 Three new type styles f or the DMP1

Abbreviated codes to printer.
Cassette £5.95. Disk £9.95.

LOWER CASEDESCENDERSFOR THE DMP1 PRINTER

SCRIPTOR
AhvoprogramprinterenhancementpackfortheDMP1
printer.

This exciting new pack offers 6 new definable character fonts, included
are; Real Writing, Italics, Futuristic, bold and heavy styles, plus, atlast,
LOWERCASEDESCENDERSandAmsword or Taswordcompatability.
Cassette £6.95

£11195Disk

SPECIAL OFFER
Worth £3.95

Buy more than one title and get a cassette containing a real lime digital alarm
clock FREE including its P&P (while stocks last).

Europe -add £1.00 pertitle, rest of world -add £1.50 pertitle. All disc basedtitles have FREE disc space available to user  

ALL PRICES INCLUDE VAT AND P&P

PRIDE UTILITIES LTD (B)
7 CHALTON HEIGHTS, CHALTON,

LUTON, BEDS LU4 9UF

CUSTOMER INQUIRIES

0582411686 (9-10am)

PROGRAM FILE
GDS=ES+"I":HIS=Ell+"(":LOS=E11+")":BES=CHRS(7):SCS.ES+"J":PFIN7 FS' sl'ES_I

20021 'escape, clear. home. reverse. normal. cursor down.
scroll down, bright. dim. bell. clear to end. enable line 25.

20030 10(14=E11+"J":KEII=E$+"{":CHS=E1I+"+":NCS=ES+"x5":CUII=E$+"y5":DIS=ES+-i-ie
LFS=CHR111(10):FFO=CHRS(12/:C0111=CHRS(151:CSS=CHRS(18):SPS=ES+"(e+CHPS(6I

20031 'disable keyboard,enable kb..clear bright.no cursor.cursor on.del :,,,,-.

PRINTER line feed, form feed, condensed, normal. skip perforation.
20035 21%=1:Z2%=2:C%=100: 7.$="000000": DO%=0
20045 T% = 1000 'record block. to sort

21000 OPEN "R",E6,"12:check.out".1 'make sore copy is in
21010 CLOSE E6
21020 OPEN "R",E8."b:BANK.CTL".40
21025 FIELD £8. 2 AS CII. 8 AS C2111, 8 AS C31. 2 AS C4$. 8 AS C%$.

8 AS C61. 2 AS C71. 2 AS CGS
21030 GOSUB 3200: D2E=DD%: D2E=D2E * 10000 + TI% 'date/time on copy
21035 CLOSEE8

21040 OPEN "R",E8,"a:BANK.CTL",40
21050 FIELD £8. 2 AS CIS, B AS C2S, 8 AS C311, 2 AS C4S. 13 AS C5S.

8 AS C6$. 2 AS C711, 2 AS CBS
'bank recs, bank bal. sum bank trx, compamy recs. company bal.
sum comp trx, system date, time. Balances b/f, no trx.

21052 BOSUB 3200: DIE=DD%: DIE=DIE It 10000 + TI% 'date/time on master
21054 IF DIE < D2C THEN MS =

"You have an old copy disk in the master drive. Is this OK? (Y/N)":
GOSUB 310: GOSUB 602: IF OS="N" THEN 21500

21056 IF DIE = D2E THEN MS = '

"The copy disk is the same as the master. Is this OK? (Y/NI":
GOSUB 310: GOSUB 602: IF 0$="N" THEN 21500

21060 GOSUB 120: GOSUB 3100
'get system date:time. write control rep.

21070 Fl%=0 'function flap
21080 LN%=1 'screen line pointer
21090 PFO=SPACES(10)+"EEECE \ \ EEEEEELT..Cf'
21095 PF211=SPACEIS(15)+"EEEE \ \ \ \ EFFEECCE..EE":

PF2111.PF2S+PF2$
21100 PHIS=SPACE$(10)+"LIST OF SANK TRANSACTIONS ON \ \ AT

"\ \ HRS."
21110 PH2S=SPACES(10)+"LIST OF COMPANY TRANSACTIONS ON \ \ AT

"\ \ HRS."
21130 PH3S=SPACE11(8)+"DUPLICATED BANK TRANSACTIONS ON \ \ AT

"\ \ HRS."
21140 PH4S=SPACES(8)+"DUPLICATED COMPANY TRANSACTIONS ON \ \ AT '' +

"\ \ HRS."
21150 PH511.8PACECI2WDISPARATE TRANSACTIONS ON \ \ AT " +

"\ \ HRS."
21160 PH6e.SPACECOWUNRECONCILED BANK TRANSACTIONS ON \ \ AI " .

"\ \ HRB."
21170 PH7111.11PACESIS/+"BANK RECONCILIATION STATEMENT ON \ \ Al " (

..\. \ HRS."
21180 PTWEECCECCE..Et"
21190 GOTO 22010

MI -"Please change vour disks and press any key to re -start.": 21500

BOSUB 310
21510 011.INPUTIIII>
21520 CLOSE. GOTO 21000

22000 '1111********Slitit*StS** Data Dictionary
22010 DATA 6,0,30.6,6.5.0,"Invalid date !"

0 22020 DATA 8,0,42,1,999999,5,0,"Must be whole number 1 to 999999 . ''

22030 DATA 11,0,53,0,99999999.99,2,2."£0 to £99999999.99 please ."

22040 DATA 11.16.36,0.99999999.99.2.2,."
22050 DATA 11,19,36,0,99999999.99,2,2,""
22060 DATA 8,0,42,1,999999,5.0,"Must be whole number 1 to 999999 ,"

22070 DATA 11,0.53,0,99999999.99,2,2,"£0 to £99999999.99 please ."
22080 FOR 3%.1 TO 7: READ L%(JM.V%(,7%),H%(J%).LLE(J%).ULE(J%).TF%(J%),

DP14(.3%),WNS(J%):
NEXT 'read input parameters.

25000 '111* ******* *** ********** ** MENU *************************** ***** ****
25010 PRINT CLICUSI, GOSUB 320: MU7..0
25020 PRINT SPC(22)RVIII" BANK RECONCILIATION PROGRAM "NOS
25030 PRINT CINISPC(32)"By Jim McCartney

0 25040 PRINT SPC(34)"February 1985
25050 PRINT CDSISPC(17)RVS" 1 "NOSTAB(36)"Enter Bank transactions
25060 PRINT CDSSPC(17)RVS" 2 "NOSTAB(36/"Enter Company transactions
25062 PRINT CDSSPC(17)RVS" 3 "NOSTA8(36)"Print transaction lists
25064 PRINT CDSSPC(17)RVIII" 4 "NOSTA8(36)"Add & display totals & balances
25066 PRINT CDSSPC(17)RVIII" 5 "NOSTAB(36)"Copy Master Disk
25070 PRINT CDISPC(17)RVI" 6 "NOSTAB(36)"Sort and Reconcile transactions
25082 PRINT CINISPC(17)RVS" 7 "NOSTAB(36)"Amend balances
25095 PRINT CDIOSPC(17)RVIli" 8 "NOSTAB(36)"END.
25100 PRINT CD$SPC(17/"Please select your option and "RVII"ENTER"NOS" or .FiVIVR
ETURN"N0111" .;

25120 INPUT " .,011

25130 0% - VALIOS/11F 17/.<1 OR 0%5E4 OR 0%<>VAL(010
THEN M$=" ENTER 1 TO 8. PLEASE !!":
GOSUB 330: GOTO 25010

25150 MU%=07.
25200 ON MU% GOTO 30010,30010.40010,45010,50010,35010,42010,55010

30000 ,rn******** ************* 114 INPUT DATA *MUM* ****** ***WM***
30010 IF Ml.17.=1 THEN FIII.. "arbank.dat" i N%=BR%1

ELSE Fli = "alcompany.dat" e N%=CR%
30015 EIFII=1:EF%=3 'start & end data fields
30020 GOSUB 850 'open the file

30021 F1% - 0 'reset function keys
30022 R% - N% 1 'first unused record
30025 PRINT CLI, SOBUB 320
30026 IF MU% -1 THEN PRINT 8PCI30)RWBANK TRANSACTIONS"NOICDI

ELSE PRINT SPC(2111)RVII"COMPANY TRANSACTIONS"NOXICD$

0
30027 PRINT HIIMEIPC(20)"Record"8PC(3)"Date"SPC(8)"Reference"8PC(7)"Amou.t"I Mr.

LNX.5
6:-B (from 30140130029 ,F F1% - 4 THEN Fly - Or GOS 3000
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30110
30120
30125
30130

30030 WHILE Fl%<3 'General input procedure
30032 H%.22, V%.LN7., GOSUB 300. PRINT HISRUOS 'record no
30035 GOSUB 1010 'input sub
30040 IF Fl%)..3 THEN 30120
30050 IF R%<N% THEN R%.R%+1. LN%=LN%+1: GOSUB 3000: GOTO 30120
30060 N%.R%s R%=R7.+1: IF MU%=1 THEN BR%=N%

ELSE CR%.N% 'update record no.
30065 IF NV. . 6000 THEN F1%.4: GOTO 30120
30066 IF NV. > 5980 THEN P111."Only space for"+STRS(6000-N%,+

" more records !": GOSUB 330
30070 ON Fly. GOTO 30090.30100
30080 /NS(1)."":IN$(2)."":IN8(3)="": GOTO 30110
30090 1N$(2)="": 1N$(3)="": GOTO 30110
30100 INS(3)."": INS(21=RIGHTS(MIDS(STRS(VAL(INS(2))+1).2).6)

+ SPACES(6-LEN(RIGHTS(MIDS(STRS(VAL(INS(2))+1).2).6)))
+ RIGHTS(INS(2).2) 'inc reference
LN7.=LN%+1: IF LN%.24 THEN PRINT: PRINT :LN%=27

WEND
INS(1)="":INS(2)="":INS(3)=""
IF Fl% = 3 THEN GOSUB 3100: CLOSE£1: GOTO 25010 'write
control record & exit to menu

30140 IF Fly. = 4 THEN R%=1: GOTO 30025
30150 IF Fl% = 5 THEN 30021

'goto start of file
'goto end of file

30160 IF Fl% <> 6 THEN 30170 'get a record from mid -file
30162 V%=LN%. H%=13: GOSUB 300:

PRINT DLSHIS"Record: "LOS:: INPUT"",QS: 0%.VAL(OS)
30163 IF 0%<1 OR 07.>N%

THEN MS = "Invalid Record Number!". GOSUB 330: GOSUB 320:
GOTO 30165
ELSE R% = 0%

30165 GOSUB 300: PRINT DLS
30168 GOSUB 3000: Fl%=0: GOTO 30030

30170 IF Fl% <I, 7 THEN 30300 'search for a key reference
30180 LN%=5: VZ=LN7.: H%=21: GOSUB 300: PRINT SCSHIS"Search for :"LOS
301E15 RF7.=0: SE7.=0: SF%=6: EF%=6: GOSUB 1010 'input search key
30190 SE=VAL(INS(6))
30200 FOR R%=I TO 1\17.:

GET£1.R%
30210 IF SE=VAL(W2$) THEN LN7.=LN%+1: GOSUB 3000: SEZ=SE%+1: RF%=R%
30220 NEXT R%
30240 GOTO 30500

30290 'F1%.8 by default search for an amount Ef.pp.
30300 LN%.5: V%.LN%. H%=211 GOSUB 300: PRINT SCSHIS"Search for :"LOS
30310 RF%=0: SE%.0. SF%=7: EF%=7: GOSUB 1010 'input search £E.pp

30320 SEE.VAL(INS(7))
10330 FOR R%.1 TO N%,

GETEI.R%
30340 IF SEE.VAL(W3S) THEN LN7..LN%+1. 00SUB 3000. SE%.5F7.+1. RP%,R%
30350 NEXT R%

30500 PRINT 'PRINT SPC(20)."Number of records found:
30510 MS="Pres a key to continue.". GOSUB 310
30520 011.INPUT$(1). 8F%.11 EF%.3
30530 IF SE%.0 THEN 30021
30540 R%=RF%, F1%.0. GOSUB 300: PRINT SC.:

GOSUB 320: GOSUB 3000: GOTO 30030

:SIZ

35000 '11111$31.$11.gt*Sitt$1. ****** MUSS SORT and RECONCILE t1,11.111.1Ftfl,********1.
35010 PRINT CLSNC$CD$SPC(29)RVS" SORT AND RECONCILE "NOS
35011 MS="RETURN to tontine: ESC for Menu": GOSUB 310
35012 V%=5:H%.16
35014 GOSUB 300:PRINT BESRVSCOPYSNOSHMS
35018 0$.1NPUTS(1): IF OS<>CHRS(13) AND CIS<:CHRS(27) THEN 35014
35019 GOSUB 320:IF 011=CHRS(27) THEN 25010
35020 PRINT CDSCDSCDSCDSCDSCDS"To run this program you must have the printer

n line and have a formatted
35022 PRINT CDS " Copy disk in drive B. Please check that you
have don a these.
35030 GOSUB 310
35040 OS=INPUTS(1)
35050 IF 0$=ES THEN 25010
35060 IF ASC (QC < 13 THEN 35040
35065 Mil="PLEASE TURN THE. PRINTER ON!". GOSUB 310, LPRINT: GOSUB 320
35070 OPEN "R".£6."b:check.out".1
35080 CLOSE£6: PRINT CLSKXS 'keyboard disabled
35082 FOR MS% . 1 TO 2 '11*Sillilltitil***8 START MAIN LOOP
35085 FIS="a:source.dat"
35090 IF MS%=1 THEN NAME "a:bank.dat" AS PIS: NR%=BR%.

ELSE NAME "a:company.dat" AS FIS: NR%=CR%
35091 GOSUB 850 'open source
35092 W%=NR%. F7.=1
35095 PRINT CDS,:

IF MS7..1 THEN PRINT" Sorting Bank Transactions
ELSE PRINT" Sorting Company Transactions "

:5100 WHILE W., ,

35101 'read 'urce file 1000 records at a time. sort them if
necess, and write them to merge files £2 to £7 on drive B.
allowi n:ip to 6000 records on either source file.

75110 IF 1,1%>T7' (HEN N%=1-7.: W%.W%-T%
ELSE N%=W%: W%.0

35120 F .=r%,1: S%=(F%-2)/(T% 'logical file no.. record no.
35177 " Batch" .F7.-1

35130 !--IS="b:merge.:+MIDS4STRS(F%),2)+".dat" : GOSUB 860
35140 FOR J% = 1' TO N%.

GETEI,J%+8%.
A%(J%)
BE(J%) CVD(W25).
CE(J%) = VAL(W38):

= 37.;

NEXT J% read 1000 recs. to arrays

C = VAL(MKDS(B£(1))) 'sort on numeric part of string
35160 FOR J% = 1 TO N% -Z12 'insertion index sort, skip at 75180

The KEY to
FILEHANDLING

with

C
MULTIKEY

Ready to use library 8 routines.
Uses B -tree indexing. £170 + VAT

Version for BASIC users £90 + VAT
Phone for fact sheet. Tel: (0786) 85697

CAIRN ASSOCIATES LTD, THORNHILL, STIRLING FK8 3PL

CAIRN A__
QL

FILE MANAGER: Shows a combined, sorted and
colour coded directory of any one or two drives.
Simplified load, save, copy, delete, format and inspect.

Powerful wild cards permit editing of categories of file
name in one instruction, e.g. copy all files earlier than
given date, appending "-bak" to the name.

FONT EDITOR: QL windows have 2 fonts. Either can be

edited, changed in scope (e.g. chars below code 31),
and saved. Includes new Super Basic command to
switch fonts. Rapid and simple editing, display full font
+ user specified text.

FREE OFFER! Graphics effects demo, 30 minutes
long, included with every purchase! Treasury of

effects!

Either program £10 inclusive

both £16 inclusive
Graphics Demo available separate £5

Large SAE for details from:

SALTIGRADE SOFTWARE
31 ROYAL TERRACE, EDINBURGH EH7 5AH

scientific
computer

simulations
We offer four packages on cassette tape for
the Sinclair Spectrum 48K, each complete
with illustrated manual, to solve the
differential equations, and do other calculations,
for the following:

ELECTRON IN A MAGNETIC FIELD (2 programs)
- magnetic bottle - Van Allen belt - price f15
ROTATION ( 2 programs) - Coriolis force -
precession and nutation of gyroscope - price £15

GRAVITY (4 programs) - many -body - Kepler's
Laws -tidal force - Lagrangian points -pfice£30

RELATIVITY ( 4 programs ) - simultaneity -
dynamics - twins' paradox - what we see near
the speed of light price £30

Please add 95p post 8 packing to all orders.
Allow 21 days for delivery. Write to:

Anima Scientific Computing,
23 Crawley Avenue,
Hebburn,
Tyne & Wear NE31 2LT.

Telephone: 0632 832825
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SINCLAIR
COMPUTER

REPAIRS
Fast, reliable repairs by experienced en-
gineers, having serviced Sinclair computers
since the introduction of the ZX80. Our
price is inclusive of all parts, labour,
postage and VAT irrespective of fault. *No
hidden charges. *While -you -wait service
available. Spectrum £18.75. ZX81 £11.50.
16K Ram £9.95. Call or send with cheque
or P.O. to: TV Services of Cambridge Ltd,
French's Road, Cambridge CB4 3NP. Tel:
(0223) 311371.

Now available

SPECTRUM `XK' MEMORY
EXPANSION SYSTEM
XK System Kit £15.95 inc. VAT

XK System Factory fitted £20.95 inc. VAT

PEAT E
ADD A DISK DRIVE FACILITY

TO YOUR CASSETTE SYSTEM
AMSTRAD 464

MAGIC PEN: By itself, probably the ultimate
ART utility. Save to tape - supplied with loader
sketch, or filled, £4.95. SYMBOL 464: Design
your own lettering, copy pictures from anywhere
or original. Save to tape plus decimal print-out,
£3.95. BIG LETTERS: By itself it's good, with the
above, fantastic. Big lettering to 224 pixels. Save
to tape, £2.95. PAINT 464: Add the fill function.
Full or alternative line, plus program subroutine
supplied, £3.50. MOVE IT: Move the files
produced around with this handy utility, £2.50.
THE ARTISTS EASEL: Now with airbrush +
screen dump facility: A collection of integrated
graphic functions and subroutines, "25" options
plus MAGIC PEN, plus SYMBOL 464, plus BIG
LETTERS, plus PAINT 464, plus MOVE IT with
handbook. The complete collection: £9.95

All price inc. p&p.
Export enquiries welcome

BINARY BANANA
cio Pilec Ltd, Park Crescent,

Peterborough PE1 4BG

TABLE TOP
WORKSTATIONS

As supplied to schools, colleges and local authorities.
i Simple self -assembly- in beige MEC

£15.99 - AT 03
(Now features a sliding deep paper
storage basket).k ill*
£35 - TW 05

£11.99 - TW 02
(Also available 460mm wide)
(£8.99 - TW 01)
.4 -gang socket, plug, 2.5 metre
flex, add £12

4 -gang
socket,

Rubber Angled Non -slip Pull-out plug +
Code No feet platform mat shell 21/2

metre flex

TVV 01 V V V
TW 02 V V V *

AT 03 V Flat V Basket

TW 05 V V V 'N. \ N.,

Cheques/PO's payable to PINEWOOD DESIGNS, UNIT 12,
EXEBRIDGE INDUSTRIAL ESTATE, EXEBRIDGE, Nr
BAMPTON, DEVON. Please add 15% VAT -* £2
carriage (UK mainland) with each order. Dealer/Export
enquiries welcome. Tel: (0884) 258923 (24 hrs)

3517u R - VAL(MJEDS(BE(J%+21%)))
35190 IF C . R THEN C.R: GOTO 35290
35190 1.1%.3%, Lt.ls FL%.1
35200 WHILE U% >. L% AND FL%.1 'binary search
35210 R%.(U%+L%)\Z2%, 5.VAL(MK011(BE(1%(R7.))))
35220 IF R<X THEN U%.R%-Z17.: GOTO 35250
35230 IF R>X THEN 1.7..R%+21%:R%.L%1 GOTO 35250
35240 IF R.X THEN FL%.0
15250 WEND
35260 RF%. 1%(J%+1) 'free record
35270 FOR K%.J% TO R% STEP -Z1%;

I%(K%+Z1%).1%(K%):
NEXT K%

35275 IF R%.0 THEN R%.1 'for first record
35280 17.(R%).RF% 'insertion
35290 NEXT J%

35295 NX(F%).N% 'no of recs. in merge file
35296 NUL% - 0 'number of null records this batch

35300 FOR .17,1 TO N%:
IF CC(IM.1%)).0 THEN NUL%=NUL%+I: GOTO 35304
'throw out null records & keep count

35301 0E.CE(1%(J%)):DP%=2:LE%=11:GOSUB 402
'convert number back to string

35302 LSET All(F%) = MKICA%(1%(J%/1):
LSET EN1(F%) = MKD1(BE(1%(.1%))):
LSET C$(F%) . Q$:
PUTEF%,J%-NUL%

35304 NEXT J% 'write the merge file

35306 N%(F%).N%(F%)-NUL%: NR%=NR%-NUL% 'count nulls out
35310 NF%.F% 'no. of files
35330 WEND
35340 CLOSEE1

35350 LSET W2$ . STRINGI(8,0)
35400 IF MS%.1 THEN Fl$="albank.dat"

ELSE FI8."alcompany.dat"
35402 PRINT" Merging
35410 GOSUB 850 'open object file on A:
35415 A%.1 'array store for duplicates
35420 FOR F%.2 TO NF%:

GETEF%.I:
NEXT 'let rec in each merge file

35430 FOR J%.1 TO NR%
35440 C = 999999!
35450 FOR F%.2 TO NF%
35460 IF C>VAL(B$(F%)) AND LOC(F%)<.N%(F%)

THEN C=VAL(BS(F%)): MF7..F% 'get minimum
35470 JEXT F%
35480 IF C<WAL(W2S) THEN 35510 'key not duplicated
35490 A7.(4%) = CVI(WIS).

SECA%) - CVD(W21):
C£(AX) - VAL(W310):
MA%).J%-Z1%:
8%.A%+ZI% 'store first duplicate

35500 A%(A%) - CVI(AII(MF10):
SECA%) - CVD(B11(MFM):
CE(A%) - VAL(C$(MF%)):
MAX)..1%.
AIL.A%+ZI% 'store second duplicate

35510 LSET WW$.F$N4F%):
PUTE1,J% 'write to object file

35520 GETEMF%, LOC(MF%)+ZI% 'bring forward the next record
35530 NEXT J%
35540 CLOSEElICLOSEE2ICLOSEE3:CLOSEE41CLOSEE5ICLOSEE61CLOSEE7
35550 KILL "assourco.dat"
35560 KILL "bimorge7.dat"

35562 IF MS% -1 THEN BRV.-NRV.
ELSE CRV.-NR%

35564 GOSUB 3100 'write control record

35570 IF AX.1 THEN 35710
35575 D0%.1
35580 PRINT CDS" Printing Duplicate Keys
35590 LPRINT E$"N"CHR$(6): LPRINT E$"E"
35600 IF M8%.1 THEN LPRINT USING PH3411SDATS;TIME$

ELSE LPRINT USING 04-14111SDAT$;TIME$
35610 LPRINT E111"F": LPRINT CHR$(15): LPRINT
35620 FOR J%.1 TO AX -1 STEP 2:

LPRINT USING PF2e1I%(J%);FND$(AMJ%));MKDS(BE(J%));CE(J%);
IY.(3%.-1);FNDOCAY.(JII+1)/0410$(BC(J%+1));CC(X4+1);

NEXT J%
35630 LPRINT CHR$(18): LPRINT CHR$(12)
35710 NEXT MS% ' END MAIN LOOP

35730 IF D0%.0 THEN 35800 ELSE DO% -0
35750 PRINT CD*" You meet get rid of duplicates before you can get a
reconciliation

!

35760 PRINT CD111" Press any key to go back to MENU, for editing.
35765 PRINT KEIll 'keyboard enabled
35770 M111."Press  key, please !": GOSUB 310
35780 O1.INPUT$(1)
35790 GOTO 25010

35800 PRINT CDS" Totalling
35810 GOSUB 3200 'read control record
35820 GOSUB 4010 'add up trx.
35830 BBE . BTE + BXEs CBE = CIE + CXE

36000 ' conciliation
36005 PRINT CDS" Recopciling
36010 FIJI - "asbank.dat"t ' F%.11 GOSUB 860
36020 F1$ - "atcompany.dat": F%.21130SUB 860
36030 EIS - "bsbankrec.clatui F%-3: GOSUB 860
36040 EIS - "bicomprec.dat": F%.4: GOSUB 860
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36050 R17.=liR2%.1:R3%=1:R45.1sA%.1
36060 WHILE R1% C. BR% AND R2% C. CRT.
36061 'reconciliation is done by taking a record from each file and

comparing. If they are the same, they are discarded; otherwise 0
the lower key of the two is passed on. 14 keys are the same but

36062 'amounts differ, they are passed on but copied to the arrays
for printout.

36070 GETE1, RIX: GETE2,R2%
36080 IF VAL(B$(1)).VAL(B11(2)) AND C111(1).011(2) THEN

RIZ.R1%.+1, R2%.442%+11 GOTO 36130
36090 IF VAL(8111(1)) <> VAL(811(2)) THEN 36120
36100 AX(AX) . CVI(A111(1)11

BE(A%) - CVD(B$(1)):
C£(AX) - VAL(CS(1)),
IX(AX) - R3%;
AX.A7.+ZI% 'store bank disparate

36110 A7.01%) - CVI(A111(2)):
B£(AS) - CVD(811(2)),
CE(A%) . VAL(C10(2)):
IX(AX) - R4%:
A%.A%+ZI% 'store comp.disparate

36120 IF VAL(811(1)) >. VAL(111$(2))
THEN LSET F111(4) - Fil(2): PUTE4. R4%:

R27 R2%+1: R4X=R4X+1
ELSE LSET F$(3) - Fill(1): PUTE3, R37.:

R1%=R1%+1: R3%.R3%+1
'pass on the lower key

36130 WEND

36140 IF RI% > BR% THEN FOR J%.R25 TO CRS:
GETE2,J%: LSET F$(4)=F$(2): PUTE4.R47.:
R4%=R4%+1:

NEXT J%
36150 IF R2% > CR% THEN FOR J%=R1% TO BR%:

GETE1,J%: LSET F$(3)=F$(1): PUTE3.R3%:
R3%=R3%+1:

NEXT J%
36151 'if one file runs out, pass the rest of the other one.

36152 BR%=R3%-1: CR%=R4%-1
36153 CLOSEE1:CLOSEE2:CLOSEE3:CLOSEE4:CLOSEE5:CLOSEE6:CLOSEE7:

PRINT CD4I" Totalling
36154 FG%=1: GOSUB 4010: FE1%.0 'add up trx.; flag for b: fires
36156 BXE = BBC - BTE: CXE . CBE - CTE
36158
36170

GOSUB 3100 ' 'write control record
KILL "asbank.dat"

36180 KILL "aicompany.dat"
36205 PRINT CDS" Printing Reports

.' 36210 IF A%=1 THEN 36285 'no disparate keys

36230 LPRINT ES"N"CHRS(6): LPRINT Elli"E"
36240 LPRINT USING PH5$;SDAT1iTIMES
36250 LPRINT: LPRINT SPC(20)"BANK"SPC(35)"COMPANY"

LPRINT Eill"F": LPRINT CHR$(15); LPRINT 36260

36270 FOR J%.I TO A%-1 STEP 2:
LPRINT USING PF2111;FX(J%);FNDII(AMJ%));MKDS(BE(J%));CE(J%):
IMJ%+1);FND111(A%(J7.+1));MKDS(BE(J%+1)):CE(J7.+11:

NEXT J%
362:30 LPRINT CHR$(18): LPRINT CHR$(12)

36285 IF BRX=0 THEN 36400
36290 Flill."bibankrec.dat": GOSUB 850 'print unreconciled bank trx.
36300 LPRINT ES"E"
36310
36320

LPRINT USING PH611;SDATS;TIMES
LPRINT: LPRINT EI"F"

36330 FOR R%=1 TO BR%: GOSUB 3000
36340 NEXT R%

411 36350 LPRINT CHR$(12)
36360 CLOSEE1

36400 LPRINT Eill"E" 'print reconciliation statment
36410 LPRINT USING PH7S;SDATII;TIMES 0
36420 LPRINT Ef"F": LPRINT:LPRINT:LPRINT
36430 LPRINT, USING "Total Bank Balance EEEEEEEE,.EE":BBE

0 36432 LPRINT 0
36434 LPRINT. USING "Unreconciled Company Debits CCECCECC..Cf";CDE
36436 LPRINT
36438 LPRINT, USING "Unreconciled Company Credits EEEEEEEE,.EE";CCE
36440 LPRINT. "

36442 LPRINT, USING "Adjusted Bank Balance EEEEEEEE,.EE";BBE+CTE
0 36444 LPRINT:LPRINT:LPRINT

36446 LPRINT, USING "Total Company Balance EffEECCE,.CE";CBC
36448 LPRINT
36450
36452

LPRINT, USING "Unreconciled Bank Debits EEEEEEEE..EE":BDE
LPRINT

e

36454 LPRINT, USING "Unreconciled Bank Credits EEEEECEE..EE";BCE
36456 LPRINT, "

' 36458 LPRINT, USING "Adjusted Company Balance EEECEEEE,.EE";CBE+BTE
36480 LPRINT CHR$(12)
36485 PRINT CD$CD111" Copying back transaction files and making
Copy dis k....

36487 CLOSE
36488
36490

PRINT KE$ 'keyboard enabled
RESET:SYSTEM

e

40000 '

40010 PRINT CLI;: GOSUB 320: MP%.0
e40020 PRINT CDSCD$CD$CD$SPC(21)RV110 PRINTOUT MENU "NOS

40030 PRINT CD$SPC(17)RVS" 1 "NOSTAB(36)"Bank transactions
40040 PRINT CDOSPC(17)RVS" 2 "N011iTAB(36)"Company transactions
40055 PRINT CD$SPC(17)RVII" 3 "NOSTAB(36)"Return to menu
40060 PRINT CD$SPC(17)"Please select your option and "RWENTER"NOS" or
"F(VS"R ETURN"NOS" ";

40080 INPUT " ",0$
40090 0% = VAL(12$1:1F GUI OR 05>3 THEN Mil=" ENTER 1 TO 3, PLEASE "":

GOSUB 330: GOTO 40020
0 40100 MP%=05: ON MP% GOTO 40105,40105,25010 0

MICROMART
DISK-OUNT DISKS

FROM

MONAS OVERSEAS UK LTD.
UNIT 34, CANNON WORKSHOPS

CANNON DRIVE, WEST INDIA DOCK
LONDON E14 9SU. Tel: (01) 987 3213

PRICES PER 10 DISKETTES*

51/4in DYSAN 3M MAXELL CDC

SS/DD £15.00 £12.80 £12.80 £11.90
DS/DD £21.90 £17.00 £17.80 £16.30
SS/OUAD £21.90 £18.50 £18.50 £17.50
OS/QUAD £28.10 £21.50 £23.00 £20.00

'Other brands also available
Call for LOW PRICES on 3" & 8" disks, cleaning materials &
printer ribbons.

31/2" SONY MAXELL MAXELL
SS/DD £28.00 £28.00 1.6 MB
DS/DD £38.00 £38.00 £34.00

Volume DISCOUNTS available and TRADE enquiries
welcome.

ALL PRICES EX. DELIVERY & VAT

P & P Rates: 1-5 boxes: 50p per box.
6 + boxes: FREE in UK

(Subject to availability)

BANKRUPT
STOCK

We have a number of good quality
LIGHT PENS

for the BBC Computer going cheap!
These are brand new, boxed

complete with manual and program
cassette (10 games and 1 drawing

program)
Orders received before 2pm will be

dispatched that day by first class post
Price £19.95 inc

Any questions?
Ring 099 421 515

Ikon Computer Products
Ltd

Kiln Lake, Laugharne, Dyfed
ACCESS/VISA accepted

* Note: Limited quantity, so strictly first
come, first served

DUST COVERS SETS
AMSTRAD CPC 464 £6.95

'Matching proofed nylon, treated with anti -static inhibitor.
Piping on monitor cover, green for 464, blue for 664.
AMSTRAD CPC on keyboard cover.
'Please state model, Colour or Mono.

Tatung Einstein £7.50
One piece cover for monitor and keyboard in proofed light
grey nylon. Piped in black with name on keyboard.

Covers for other computers
Matching proofed nylon with toning piping and name on
keyboard: BBC, DRAGON, £4.95. COMMODORE,
GOLDSTAR, SANYO, SONY, TOSHIBA, £3.95. In black
but unpiped: SPECTRUM plus £2.50, QL £2.95.

Matching covers for Printers
Amstrad DMP-1, Canon PW 1080A, Commodore MPS
801, Epson FX-80, RX-80, Mannesmann MT -80, Panther
DX 109, Shinwa CP-80, CPA -80, Seikosha 500, Taxan
KP810, £3.95; Brother HRS. M-1009, £3.50 and Juki
6100 at £4.50.
ALSO AVAILABLE: Monitor, disk drives etc, and good
range of Business Computer covers, eg IBM-PC, Apricot,
Macintosh and Olivetti M24.

BBD COMPUTER DUST COVERS
39 MANSE AVENUE, WRITINGTON WN6 9RP

Telephone: 0257 422968
TRADE ENQUIRIES WELCOME
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COMPUTER EXCHANGE

USED COMPUTER AGENCY
The better way to buy or sell unwanted

business and home computers
SELLING
Return your unwanted computer equipment to a
National Retail Agency for the best resale price.
We will offer your equipment for resale at a
reasonable price to the many people we have
waiting for all types of accessories from Sinclair
to Systime. There is NO CHARGE without sale,
and then only a modest 10% of selling price.

BUYING
Protect yourself from tumbling prices on new
computers. We offer Retail Choice at Resale
prices.

Agent for Complete Insurance Protection for
'computer people'

Agent for C -RAM Computer Repairs

For full details call:
JOHN WHITE ON (0532) 435583

COMPUTER EXCHANGE
5A THE BALCONY, QUEENS ARCADE

LEEDS LS1 6LF

FOR ALL YOUR

DISK COPYING
FORMATTINC
VERIFICATION

AND BULK DISK
NEEDS TRY:

DISCO TECH
(UK) LTD

3-6 ALFRED PLACE
LONDON WC1
Tel: 01-631 3600

SHARP
We have large stocks of refurbished, as
new, Sharp computers and peripherals at
reduced prices.
For example:

Price
MZ 3500 including F/DOS £1,1,10
MZ80As £200
MZ 80Bs £380
P5/P6 Printers £180
Twin Disk Drives from £280
Also interfaces, expansion units, cables,
disk Basics. Full system to your require-
ments. Please phone for quote.

FULL 90 DAY WARRANTY
Above prices are excluding VAT and P&P

PERSONAL COMPUTER SERVICES
SHARP APPROVED SERVICE AGENT

Unit 14, Alpha Court
Windmill Industrial Estate

Denton, Manchester M34 3RB
Tel: 061-320 5C11

40105 IF MP%=1 THEN F1$ = "a:bank.dat" : N%=BR%a
ELSE F1$ = "a:company.dat" , N%.CR%

40106 GOSUB 850 'open the file

Ili F.r:, NI cLscov,D$7041.0e1174,..D 9PC7I )FV$" 111 ,r-1 and ,T -7r1 (RE11.1F.N for ell).

r:,P TNT ci)cr3S`''1: I71:.7 I uPliT"s Ye:IR r Al : ".0,4

0 TR Ar, ' THEIR r',77%.7,17MT4747!%2PRIT0 CLTILD$CT$C0ICIAE'7 27)RVe' F' ir al

ls 40$.601'0 4017'T
F,7,',VAI7e$77 TF r.s.4,1 171F.N 05.7.Rlea,e 1tor a nt,mher7.7

0NNUe '.1.': NOW 10110
7 IF P97.70% THEN PN7.-N%

LINI IT7tIlFil77771011.FiNISH Al . Ina II- 0.1,-.. !HEN 4.7710N

1 PF%-,WATIO$77 .F, EFF, 1 'HEN NS.,Fe.se en .r. o tuber'A,

NI.SNIl 37.77 r,Olf, 1911H

'1-- Ft PF74,N% THEN F'F7. ,-In.
PRINT CL$CD$41-1111-71'767k)e. P7rtlnA +1 om "F l,' to .I. Ri"N".;C.0

RT',.F.r.E.,, FrTC ., Rr'l 'b. FT110 Arint"160SUB 7:0

;ITUNT E.7."WCHR$(67 '777I-7... per+ora' r7

;.PRINT ES"I' 'emoha,Ised pi'

IF MP7=1 '017-.0 ITRINT 11,11111 H1S7SDA1$7TIME$ 0
UL F: LPRIN'i USING H2$:SUATS7TIME4

i. LPRINI: ..PRINT (Tf"E. 'ncIrm.11 print
FOR IR%F-S% 70 Fl F: 0W1JD .C7 0
0$,,INFEYS: IF 04 it 1111-0 F.r7 '-qr%

Arm trod

42000 ' mend Balances *** ***** ***************
42010 PRINT CLSCD$CD$SPC(32)RVOI" AMEND BALANCES "NOB
42020 PRINT CDSCDS"This program lets you change existing Bank or
Company balances. The figure
42030 PRINT CDS"which is changed is the reconciled balance brought
forward. If you want to see
42040 PRINT CI:Who« this is made up. refer to the TOTALS AND BALANCES
option on the Menu first.
42050 PRINT CD$CDOSPC(22)"RECONCILED BALANCES BROUGHT FORWARD:

0

42060 PRINT CDSCD$SPC(25)"BANK :

42070 PRINT CD$CDSSPC(25)"COMPANY :

42080 PRINT CD$CD$CDSSPC(27)"(Minus means Credit)
42090 M$="<RETURN> will accept and file the data without any change.":

GOSUB 310
41/ 42100 SF%=4: EF%=5, LNG -0

42110 0£.10E: ..1%=4: GOSUB 401: IN$(.1%)=05, GOSUB 290: PRINT INS(.7%)
42120 QE.CXE: 37.=5, GOSUB 401, 1611,(3%)=0$: GOSUB 290: PRINT 'NS(J%)

0 42130 GOSUB 1010
42140 GOSUB 600: IF 0$="N" THEN 42090
42145 BXE=VAL(INS(4)): CXE.VAL(IN$(5))

* 42150 GOSUB 3100
42160 GOTO 25010

45000 '********************** DISPLAY TOTALS & BALANCES ********* ***** **
45010 PRINT CLSCDSCD$CDS" Totalling
45020 GOSUB 3200 'read control record
45022 GOSUB 4010 'add up trx.

* 45024 BBE = BTE + B5£: CBE = CTE + CSC
45026 GOSUB 3100 'write control record
45030 PRINT CLI,CDSSPC(30)RVII" TOTALS 'AND BALANCES "NOS

45040 PRINT CD$SPC(20)"Date: ",SDAT$
45050 PRINT CD$CD$SPC(20)"Number of Bank Transactions "1,

PRINT USING " EEEE";BR%
45060 PRINT SPC(20)"Unreconciled Bank Debits "to

PRINT USING PTIIIODE
41 45061 PRINT SPC(20)"Unreconciled Bank Credits "I:

PRINT USING PTIOIBCE
45062 PRINT SPC(20)"Subtotal "I:

PRINT USING PTS;BTE
45063 PRINT CD$SPC(20)"Reconciled balance b/forward ;

PRINT USING PTill;BXE
45064 PRINT SPC(20)"Total Bank balance

PRINT USING PTS;BBE
45070 PRINT CDSCD$SPC(20)"Number of Company Transactions "::

PRINT USING " EEEE";CR%
* 45080 PRINT SPC(20)"Unreconciled Company Debits "::

PRINT USING PTIO:CDE
45081 PRINT SPC(20)"Unreconciled Company Credits ";:

PRINT USING PTIII,CCE
45082 PRINT SPC(20)"Subtotal

PRINT USING PTS;CTE
45083 PRINT CD$SPC(20)"Reconciled balance b/forward " :

PRINT USING PTS;CXE
45084 PRINT SPC(20)"Total Company Balance

0 PRINT USING PTS;CBE 0
45090 MS="Press a key for MENU": GOSUB 310
45100 -0S=INPUTS(1): GOTO 25010

0

50000 ' COPY ***************************
50010 PRINT CLS"Proceeding with copying program
50020 GOSUB 3100: CLOSE
50030 OPEN "R",E6."b:check.out".1
50040 RESET
50051) SYSTEM

55000 'M7 ******* ************* END ***** ***** ******************
0 55010 GOSUB 3100

55015 RESET
55020 PRINT CLS"Finished Bank Reconciliation Program at ";TIMES,

PRINT CDS"You may now remove your disks and switch off."CD$
55040 SOTO 55040

'hang here to prevent return to DOS
0

0 60000 '*Ii**11Et***********/$1f ERROR TRAP ****************************
60015 PRINT BE$
60020 IF (ERR.57 OR ERR.72) AND (ERL=21000 OR ERL=35070 OR ERL=50030) THEN

MS = "Copy Disk absent or unformatted or door open."
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. " Press a key when ready":
GOSUB 310: 0$=INPUT16(1): GOSUB 320: RUN

60030 Mf="ERROR MESSAGE, ERROR ".STRM(ERIR/+" AT LINE "4-STFOX(ERL).
". FILES SAVED."

60040 GOSUB 310: GOSUB 3100: END
'file control record before closing down' .

BBC LSTFMT
by M Elliot

This program is designed to break or by typing ?&20E=?oldv:?20F=?-
multi-statement program lines into (oldv+1).
several single -statement lines. Note Running the program twice will
that when typing in programs, it is cause the machine to 'Hang up', but
advisable (though not necessary) to pressing BREAK will rectify this and
turn off the facility by pressing BREAK cancel the effect.

10 FOR PAS6t=1 r0 2
20 P% -&D01
30 (OPT PASS%
40 .START

sSEI
50 LDA 8.20E
60 STA oldv
70 LDA 8.20F
80 STA oldv.1
90 LDA 'Int WU 256
100 STA X.20E
110 LOA mint DIV 256
120 STA 8.201-
130 LDA 10

sSTAd70
140 CLI
150 RTS
160 Ant PHA

$CMP 134
18NE abc
:LDA ml
:E(>R *70
!STA MO
sJMP not

170 .abc CAP 158
180 BVE not
190 LDA al

:CMP *70
$BE0 not

200 LDA 913
.JSR AFFEE
:LDA 910
.JSR AFFEE
$LDA 932
$JSRAFFEE
$JSRAFFEE
$JSR&FFEE
,JSR&FFEE
sJSR&FFEE
.not PLA

sJMP (oldv)
210

220 .oldv 88K
MAK

230 1

240 NEXT
250 CALL START

PCW is interested in programs written in any of the
major programming languages for all home and small
business micros. When submitting programs please

include a cassette or disk version of your program, brief
but comprehensive documentation, and a listing on

plain white paper- typed if you have no printer.
Please ensure that the software itself, the

documentation and the listing are all marked with your
name, address, program title, machine (along with any
minimum requirements) and - if possible -a daytime

phone number.
All programs should be fullydebugged and your own

original, unpublished work.
We prefer to receive programs with a maximum

80 -column width printed in emphasised typeface.
Please keep a copy of everything.

Programs are paid for at the rate of £50 per page of
published listing, plus a £50 bonus for the Program of

the Month. Send your contributions to Nick Walker,
PCW Programs, 62 Oxford St, London W1A 2HG. END

EPSON
TOP QUALITY PRINTERS AT

ROCK BOTTOM PRICES

EPSON RX 80 FT £228
EPSON FX 80 £328
EPSON RX 100 £350
EPSON FX 100 £465
JUKI 2200 Parallel or Series ....£264

Also available: Large stocks of Sundries
including Ribbons, Fanfold and Roll Paper,
Continuous Labels, Dust Covers etc.
FREE Brochure and Discount Order
Forms.

DATATECH LTD (PCW)
8 BELLINGHAM CLOSE

BURY
LANCS BL8 2TU

Tel: 061.764 5579

ONE STOP
MICRO SERVICE

LTD
5 Years of Micro Service

Experience
Home Computer Repairs:

BBC  Spectrum,
Commodore  Apple 

Amstrad  QL
We give free estimate

Business Computer Repairs:
IBM  Apricot  Epson, etc

Free estimates
Ask for same -day module

replacement (keyboard, disk
drives, logic boards)

On -site maintenance contracts
available

Upgrades carried out on all
above computers

We sell all types of cables for
computers

We sell ICs and connectors,
etc

We buy and sell home
business computers and

spares
ALL REPAIRS HAVE 90

DAYS WARRANTY
230 TOTTENHAM COURT ROAD

LONDON W1P 9AE
(Lower Ground Floor)

Tel: 01-631 5379
Telex: 946240 CWEASY G

QUOTE: 19010780
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WANTED

PERSONAL

COMPUTERS
IBM. TANDY. EPSON, etc

all models bought for cash

MORGAN CAMERA
COMPANY

179 Tottenham Court Road,
London W1.

Tel: 01-636 1138

LYNX
SOFTWARE
Over 50 titles including games,
adventures, utilities and Software
Projects' "Jet Set Willy".
HARDWARE
Lynx 96k + Parallel Printer +
Interface + Word Processor +
Forth + Assembler + Numerons
+ Cassette Lead, £90.
Joystick Interface, £20.

SAE for list.

Phoenix Software
Unit 70

Marsh Lane Site, Frodsham
Cheshire WA6 7BX

Tel: 0928 35525

M & J SOFTWARE
FORTH for the SPECTRUM
A fig implementation on cassette for the 48k machine. The cost covers the
language, an editor, an assembler and documentation (including the
Installation Manual). £12

FORTH
fig -Forth assembly listings available for: 6502, Z80, 8080, 6809, 1802,
9900, 6800, 68000,8086/88 & PDP11 £7 each

fig -FORTH INSTALLATION MANUAL
A guide to implementing Forth from the above listing. £5.

ALL ABOUT FORTH by HAYDON
An excellent reference book with cross references to fig -Forth, the Forth -79
standard and 'Starting Forth'. This book should be next to every Forth
programmer's computer. (270* pages). £7.95.
6809 & 6502 MACROASSEMBLERS
Written in fig -Forth, these listing require the minimum of alteration for any
Forth implementation. £5 each.

DRAGON ADVANCED PROGRAMMER'S PACKAGE
This implementation is extremely powerful and comprehensive. It can be
used on both 32k and 64k machines so enabling Dragon 64 owners to utilise
as available ram. The complete package consists of: -

1. The language and its editor. A fig implementation which allows access
to Basic commands when executing Port.
2. A 6809 macroassembler written in Forth (source provided).
3. The fig -Forth Installation Manual which contains a glossary of Forth
commands a listing of the editor and the Forth model plus lots more.
4. Documentation.
5. A copy of the 'Dragon Companion'.

Available on:- Cassette for £15 and Delta disc for £18.
We will also upgrade existing users of our cassette version to disc for £6 -
just return your original cassette.

DRAGON COMPANION
Originally selling at £4.95 this excellent publication is now on offer, while
stocks last, at only £2.
All prices include p&p within the UK. Overseas customers please add £2 to
total order. Cheques & PO's to: -

1.1 & J SOFTWARE, 34 GRAYS CLOSE
SCHOLAR GREEN, STOKE-ON-TRENT ST7 3LU

Tel: (0782) 517876

MICROMART

Su Wbraitis

MICROMODS LTD
53 Acton Road

Long Eaton
Nottingham NG10 1FR

Tel: 0602 724264

MAXAM
FOR THE AMSTRAD

THE COMPLETE CODE DEVELOPMENT
SYSTEM FOR THE AMSTRAD CPC 464
* ASSEMBLER * MONITOR * TEXT

EDITOR *
"The Arnor system is the best editor/assembler to
be released for the AMSTRAD so far" - PCN
100. "For flexibility and ease of use, ARNOR is
easily the best I have seen" - Pop. C Wkly Vol 4
No 8. "Assemblers . . . look no further, ARNOR's
is the best I have seen . . . by far the easiest to
use and most friendly I have come across".

- Computing with the Amstrad. April 1985.

Now available in ALL THREE formats

Tape (only) £13.50
Disc £26.90

16K ROM + multifunction adaptor £59.90
(All prices include VAT, p&p)

Cheques/POs to ARNOR Ltd, Dept P,
PO Box 619, London SE25 6JL

Overseas no extra. Trade enquiries welcome

Make MAXimum use of your AMstrad
Hotline

01-653 1483
Technical

01-852 2174

MEGABUFFER

Universal Print Buffer
0 64/128/192 / 256K RAM FOR LARGE PRINTOUTS
0 WORKS WITH MOST COMPUTERS AND PRINTERS
O PARALLEL/PARALLEL, PARALLEL/SERIAL AND

SERIAL/PARALLEL MODES
0 MULTIPLE COPY AND PAGE REPRINT FACILITIES
O STRAIGHT -THROUGH MODE

- USE FOR INTERFACE CONVERSION ONLY
O INDUSTRY -STANDARD CONNECTORS
0 INTERNAL POWER SUPPLY
0 HIGH QUALITY CONSTRUCTION, BUILT TO LAST
O BRITISH DESIGNED AND MANUFACTURED

64K £180 - 128K 1216 - 192K £252 - 256K L288
CABLES VS (send full details of Computer and Printer)

RINGDALE PERIPHERALS, 11 Decoy Road, Worthing,
Telephone (09031 213131 West Sussex, BN14 8ND

MICROMART

READ & PRINT

BAR-CODES USING

ANY COMPUTER
Complete identification system including microp-
rocessor controlled scanner hardware plus software to
print barcodes on Epson (or similar) dot matrix printer.
Most industrial 8 commercial codes can be read.
Packages available for virtually any computer. Our
systems are in regular use by many private 8
public sector organisations worldwide.
Prices range from £200-£400. More
information on request.

ALTEK
INSTRUMENTS
Enterprise House
44-46 Terrace Road
Walton -on -Thames. Surrey
KT12 2SEI
Tel: (0932) 244110
Telex: 295800 CWAOL

BRADFORDS
MICRO AND PERIPHERAL SPECIALIST

Sanyo MBC 550 Series from £695
ACT Apricot from £595
Monitors from £75
Disc drives from £95
Sanyo 128K RAM upgrade £85
Centronics T Switch £45
Printer Buffer - special offer £129

PRINTERS
Shinwa CP80 £185
Shinwa CPA 80 £199
Micro Peripherals MP165 NLQ £260
Epson RX/FX 80 Call

Full range of Listing Paper, Ribbons, Cables,
Floppy Discs, 3", 3.5", 5.25", Storage Boxes,

Printout Binders etc., also available.

Please call or send for latest price list.
All prices exclude VAT and delivery.

LOGICAL MICRO SYSTEMS
1ST FLOOR, LEGRAMS MILL,

SUMMERVILLE ROAD, BRADFORD BD7 1NH

Telephone: (0274) 577636

FORTH fortifies the ports other
languages cannot reach

FORTH 83 - Professional FORTHs from Laboratory
Microsystems. Screen editor, assembler, utilities, full
documentation. Special version for IBM PCs and 100%
compatibles. State disc format with order. CPM-Z80 £95
+ VAT, CPM-86/MS/PCDOS £110 + VAT, CPM68K £225
+ VAT. Cross compilers to generate rommable code also
available.
QL FORTH -83 - screen editor, macro -assembler,
decompiler, turnkey compiler, binary overlays, floating
point, colour, graphics, sound, QDOS multi-tasker,
hashed compiler, new manual, now revised to version 2.0
- £39.95.
WHITE LIGHTNING - FORTH plus graphics package.
Provides support for up to 255 software sprites with
animation. Editor and demonstration included.
Spectrum 48 tape - £14.95, microdrive - £19.95.
Commodore 64 tape - £19.95, disc - £29.95.
DRAGON FORTH - cartridge, split screen editor, sound
colour, decompiler, overlays, joystick and timer support,
full documentation, and complete source code - £35,
CoCo version £45.
Do-it-yourself FORTH - installation manual, how to do
it, model, definitions, editor - £7.
Source code: 6502, 6800, 6809, 8080, Z80, 8086/8088,
9995, 1802, 68000, Z8000, VAX. Apple LSI-II - £8
each.
Implementations for Spectrum to VAX and 0S9, and a
range of FORTH books. Contact us for all your
FORTH requirements.
rrpe MicroProcessor Engineering Ltd

21 Hanley Road, Shirley
Southampton SOt 5AP
Tel: (0703) 780084
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TEL: (0423) 65270

MICROMART
LOWEST R

MICROS
Sinclair Spectrum 48K

Free Software 6 Pack £74
Sinclair Spectrum Plus

Free Sofheare 6 Pack .......£109
Sinclair OL .1322
Commodore 64 Business Pack

Computer, Disc Drive, Printer,

Commodore 64 Pack
Cassette Player, Joystick.
Simms Basic Prog, Ref Guide
Int Soccer & Sports Bag ....E208

Amstrad CPC 464
Colour Monitor 8 over £100

Amstrad CPM 464
Green Monitor & over £100

Software .E204
BBC B. 1298
BBC B (Econet Fitted) .E387
BBC B & DFS.. . £387
Psion organiser..._£85
Sinclair Flat Sdreen TV £85
CASIO
PB 700 E108
FX 820P UM
FX MOP ...................................£75

ATES IN UK?
PRINTERS
Commodore MPS 601 .1165
Commodore MPS 802

Free Easy Script & Future

Commodore DPS 1101
Free Easy Script

Canon PW-108A £299
Shinwa CPA 80..... ..... . £198
Brother EP44 MOB
Brother M1009 £170
Brother 495 £130
Juld 2200 £295

Quendata DMP 1100 .............£230

DISC DRIVES
Commodore 1541

Free Easy Script £169
Amstrad 3" t189
Cumana CSX 100. ..£104
Cumana CSX 2000 £134
Cumana CD 8005....._...........£347

ACCESSORIES
ZX Expansion System

FX 720P ...................................E42 Microdnve, Interlace & Software
FX 4000P E34 £86
P9 410 £42 Spectrum Disc Drive Interlace £87
PB 110 E33 DK Tronics Light Pen £17
MONITORS Sinclair Interlace 2 (Free Rom) £17
Sinclair QL Vision Monitor..... £252 Program Joystick Interlace ......E20
Microvitec (X Monitor 1235 Quick Shot II Joystick.
Commodore Colour Monitor £174 Keyboard For Spectrum ...........£42
Fidelity TV Monitor .£192 Diskettes 3M SS DD -10 ...........£17
Sanyo Green Monitor £82 Microdrive Cartridge £1 .73

Complete range of Casio and Spectrum/Commodore add an at
discount prices. Prices/Goods subject to availability and change

without notice. All prices exclude VAT. P&P £3 (within UK).
Trade end Export enquiries welcome

K. K. STATIONERS
co=

187 Edgware Road, Marble Arch, London W2 1ET. Tel: 01-7231436
126 Edgware Road. Marble Arch, London W2 2DZ. Tel: 01-402 4592

172 Oueensway, Oueensway, London W2. Tel: 01-229 3247

COMPUTER REPAIRS
AND MAINTENANCE
82 MEADOWCROFT
BILTON
HARROGATEc -ram N. YORKS.

YEARS OF EXPERIENCE
SATISFIED CUSTOMERS WORLDWIDE

SPECTRUM REPAIRS ALL INCL.
£18.50

WE REPAIR OTHER MAKES TOO!!

REPAIRS ARE OUR
SPECIALITY

(FOR THE TRADE AND PUBLIC SECTORS)

ANSWERPHONE BETWEEN 8am-6pm

LEAVE YOUR NUMBER (WORK & HOME IF POSS.)

AND WE WILL CALL YOU BACK!!

* HELP LINE *
FOR A PERSONAL CHAT ABOUT YOUR PROBLEM -

BETWEEN 7pm-8pm

CO'GOOD SERVICE COSTS LESS THAN BAD SERVICE'
A. & P. CALPIN

1541 FLASH!
Do you get bored waiting for your disk drive to load your
favourite programs?
Thinking of reverting to 'turbo' tape routines becausethey're
quicker?
WAIT!!!
From SUPERSOFT comes a great NEW product which you
can fit in minutes to upgrade your Commodore 64 and 1541
Disk Drive. All disk operations are speeded up as much as
THREE times (for example, programs which normally take a
minute to load will load in twenty seconds or less using
FLASH!)
1541 FLASH! is 100% compatible with Commodore BASIC.
However, it you really want to you can easily revert to the
normal slow mode at any time- but we don't think you will!
If you take your programming seriously you can speed
DATAtransfers by up to 10 times normal speed (in your own
programs), and can also make use of 11 screen editing
functions, as well as 17 disk commands.
Pressing SHIFT and RUN/STOP becomes the same as
LOAD- ,8,1 so you can start work about five seconds
earlier each day!
Supersoft have 1541 FLASH! in stock NOW, so send your
cheque for £8985 or 'phone 01-861 1166 to order by
Access.
P.S. Unlike some add-ons we could mention, 1541 FLASH!
leaves you all your memory and the cartridge port available!

SUPERSOFT
Winchester House, Canning Road, Wealdstone,

Harrow, HA3 7SJ
Tel: 01-861 1166 for further details and our free catalogue

EDUCATION EDUCATION

COMPUTER
BOOKS

MAIL ORDER
Quick delivery, lots of new titles

FREE send for our
comprehensive list of computer

books and software.

Rickmansworth 779129
(24 hours)

Or write:

Computer Books Ltd.
Freepost

33 Church Street
Rickmansworth
Herts. WD3 6FP

Telephone orders ring Eileen or Josie

We aim to please so send off now

VITACREST COLLEGE
HOME TUITION COURSES IN:

* 0 & A Level, Computing Electronics
and Mathematics

* Wide variety of 0 Levels, including
English Language

* Business Computing

* Programming and Operating System

We are a private independent college offering
high quality specialist tuition in the above
subjects.

A variety of teaching methods are available,
including correspondence and personal and
group tuition at your home or premises or here at
the college to suit your requirements.

Enrol now for September 1985 and send for full
prospectus to:

STEWART FLEMING MSC BSC (Principal)

VISTACREST COLLEGE

11 HIGHLANDS CLOSE, BEXHILL -ON -SEA

EAST SUSSEX TN39 5HP

Tel: 0424 216 682

PROFESSIONAL MUSIC
FROM THE BBC MODEL B

MUCH MORE THAN JUST A SYNTHESIZER . .

The New Digital
CLEF CMS

32 Harmonically Programmable Oscillators
32 Programmable Envelopes

Five Octave Keyboard
Up to 4 Osc/Envs per note
Touch Sensitive Keyboard

Programmable Stereo Sound
Real -Time Polyphonic Sequencer

Price £495
inc VAT & UK carriage

S.A.E. OR PHONE FOR FURTHER INFORMATION

CLEF PRODUCTS ELECTRONIC LIMITED

(Dept PCW1) 44a Bramhall Lane South Bramhall,

Stockport. Cheshire SK7 1AH 061-439 3297

O'LEVELS
not just revision but also tuition for the

Spectrum 48K
MATHEMATICS
PHYSICS
BIOLOGY
COMPUTER ST.
CHEMISTRY
FRENCH
ELECTRONICS

8 PROGRAMS
7 PROGRAMS
6 PROGRAMS
8 PROGRAMS
8 PROGRAMS
8 PROGRAMS
8 PROGRAMS

Each of the programs in a set are divided into between 4
and 14 tutorial sections, making as many as 70 overall.
Each section consists of a number of pages of instructive
text and diagrams, followed by questions, which where

possible are randomly generated.
As used in schools and colleges

Each subject only £4.95

BORED WITH BASIC?
Teaching versions of Pascal and C languages, including
a screen editor and 48 page tutorial manual. Trace

facilities are provided for easy tuition and debugging.

Each language only £4.95

GCE TUTORING
40 BRIMMERS HILL, WIDMER END
HIGH WYCOMBE, BUCKS HP15 6NP

Computer Science Books
Mail Order

Vol. 1 Fundamental Algorithms: Knuth: 634pp £29.95
Vol. 2 Seminumerical Algorithms: Knuth: 624pp £29.95
Vol. 3 Sorting and Searching: Knuth: 723pp £29.95
Compiler Construction for Digital Computers:

Gries: 493pp £9.35
Writing Interactive Compilers & Interpreters:

Brown: 265pp £16.95
Introduction to Automata Theory, Languages and

Computation: Hoperoft & Ullman: 418pp £19.95
The Theory of Parsing, Translation and Compilation:

Aho & Ullman: 456pp £19.95
Data Structures & Program Design: Kruse: 486pp £28.95
The 'C' primer: Hancock & Krieger: 256pp E16.95
The 'C' puzzle book: Feuer: 173pp £17.95
The 'C' primer plus: Wait, Prata & Martin: 531pp £29.95
Assemblers, Compilers and Program Translation:

Calingaert: 270pp £27.95
Fortran 77 Principles of Programming: Wegener: 370pp £16.95
Oscilloscopes: Van Ede: 270pp £19.95
Design of Solid -State Power Supplies: Hnatek: 621pp £29.95
Silicon Valley Fever: Rogers & Larsen: 302pp £19.95
The Soul of a New Machine: Kidder: 254pp £7.50
Alan Turing The Enigma: Hodges: 587pp £19.95
Basic Television Principles: Grob: 732pp £16.95
The Little Kingdom: The Private Story of Apple Computers:

Michael Moritz: 336pp £16.95
Handbook of Physics: Condon & Odishaw: 1700pp £39.95
PRICES INCLUDE P&P Mail Order Only

MacroSystems Limited
26 GRAYSHOTT LAURELS, LINDFORD,

BORDON, HAMPSHIRE GU35 DOB

j.,:pmagnetics

SPECIALISTS IN I HE SUPPLY OF BULK CUSTOM
WOUND AUDIO/COMPUTER CASSETTES TO

TRADE AND EDUCATION

Cetsb4p..0*090,ve
\..0000

,01,1\4'0,,.014

DUPLICATION FACILITIES FOR
MOST POPULAR HOME COMPUTERS

16 TRACK RECORDING STUDIO

COMPETITIVE RATES. CONTACT US FOR PRICE DST/QUOTATIONS NOW

JP MAGNETICS LTD
UNIT 4. 7 MARY ST, BRADFORD BD4 8SW

TEL: 10274) 731651
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Sinclair
Flat Screen

T. V.
AINNIMMMINNInum...MM

NNENNI,

 Pin sharp picture gives a bright clear
image almost anywhere, anytime.

 Powered from long life lithium batteries
or via optional mains adaptor

 Receives UHF broadcasts anywhere
(except France and Communist Bloc)

Complete with intergral fold -away aerial;
personal earphone and smart soft carrying
case and battery.

Accessories:
Optional mains adaptor £7.95
Spare batteries, pack of 3 £9.95

Only £8 monthly with Spectrum Chargecard*. APR 29.8% (variable).

New Products!
Enterprise Computer

RAM 64K expandableto3.9 megabytes
 ROM 48K including BASIC cartridge expandable up to 3.9 megabytes
Verysophisticated operating system, providing a dynamic memory

management technique around a Z8OA processor running 4MHz
 Built in word processor
 Graphics resolution up to 672 x 512, colours up to 256 on screen
 Stereo sound from 4 voices over 8 octaves
 Fully structured ANSI standard BASIC
 Keyboard, 68 full travel keys, space bar and built in joystick
 2 external joystick ports, 2 cassette interlaces
 Parallel printer port, RGB monitor output
,Full expansion possible via a 64 -way interface
 RS423 serial interlace and built-in network for up to 32 computers
 Cart ridge ROM hay, to 64K

Only £11 monthly with Spectrum Chargecard' APR 29.8% (variable)

Mitsui Quick Data Drive for MSX Computers £139.95

Cumana Electron Interface £149.95
£3.99Mitsui Quick Data Diskette

Commodore Business Package £549.95
Quendata DMP1 100 Printer £269.99
Juki 2200 Portable Typewriter/Daisywheel Printer £343.83
Canon PW1080A Printer £349.00
Elephant 5'4" Diskettes (10 Box) from £22.50
System 2000 Computer Desk and Monitor Bridge £49.95

Plus
FREE!

Software
6 Pack

PAC

Commodore 64 sPectrumPrice
Business Package
 Commodore 64 Computer  Commodore MSP 801 printer
 Commodore 1541 disc drive  Plus"Future Finance" & "Easy File"

£54995
Only £23 with Spectrum Chargecard*.

APR 29.8% (variable)

7-111110111U Spectrum
Price

Regular price
if brought
separately

£359.87
Only £13 monthly with Spectrum .Chargecard"

APR 29.8% (variable)

30850

"Super Value"

MSX Package
 Goldstar MSX Computer
 Mitsui quick data drive
 Power supply for quick data drive
 Two discs for quick data drive

Super Computer Offers from Spectrum

4111111...

sorionimmem

with built in

BBC Model B SpeewchortStyingriser

Only E 15 monthly wIth Spectrum Chargecard'. APR 29 8%(vanablel

Spectrum 48K

iis in a ill* -
No is 1. I Ili am

Only £8 monthly with Spectrum Chargecard'. APR 29.8% (variable)

Sinclair Spectrum
"Fantastic Value for Money'
 48K RAM  10 octave sound
 8 colours  Professional keyboard

Only £8 monthly with Spectrum Chargecarctt. APR 29.8% (variable)...

Atari 800XL Starter Pack

Includes:
 Atari 1010 data recorder
 Introduction to

programming software
 Pole position game cassette
 Demonstration cassette

Only £8 monthly with Spectrum Chargecard'. APR 29.8%(variable).

Not all stores carry every advertised item, please phone before making a journey  prices correct at time of going to press E&OE

Up to £1000
Instant Credit

*There's up to £1,000 worth of Instant Credit
available on a Spectrum Chargecard. See your
local SPECTRUM dealer for written details (UK
mainland only). Typical APR 29.8%.

Ring Round 3301

Latest News
for up to date, information& offersfrom
SPECTRUM- see PRESTEL page
600181 fordetails,



Super Value

Printers & Disc Drives
from Your Computer Specialist Nationwide

Brother M1009 Printer
50 cps Bidirectional printing
 normal/enlarged/condensed/emphasized/Elite

/superscript/subscript characters
Centronics interface
Optional RS232 Interface
Only £9 monthly with Spectrum Chargecard..

APR 29.8% (variable)

Brother EP -44
Printer/Typewriter
'Transforming Office Machinery, runs
Brothers slogan - with these super -
compact battery powered type -writers
it's easy to see why.
 Top quality thermal head
 4K of text memorise (3 A4 pages)
 Centering if required
 15 -digit LCD displayfor pre print

corrections
 Line -by-line edit facility

Only £11 monthly with Spectrum Chargecard'.
APR 29.8% (variable)

Brother HR5 Printer
with Commodore Cable

 Top quality Letter -quality  Bi-directional printing
daisywheel printing  Tractor -fed paper or

 Between 13 and 18cps single sheets
Only £8 monthly with Spectrum Chargecard`.

APR 29.8% (variable)

Juki 2200 Printer

AO

,iogevik...  :**-***

343.5

Quendata DMP 1100 Printer
 Bi-directional printing
 Normal/enlarged/condensed/Elite/characters
 Centronics interface
 Optional RS232 interface
Only £12 monthly with Spectrum Chargecard*.

APR 29.8% (variable)

Electronic daisywheel
typewriter with RS -232C or
Centronics Interface for
computer printer

 10 cps
 10/12/15 cpi pitch
 12 inch paper width/9 inch

print width
 Normal/decimal tabs

,Only £15 monthly with Spectrum Chargecard
APR 29.8% (variable)

Juki 6100 Daisy Wheel Printer
 20cps (ay.18cps Shannon Text)
 10/12/15 or Proportional character spacing
 Bidrectional friction -feed
 Tractor -feed orcut paper
Only £17 monthly with Spectrum Chargecard.

APR 29.8% (variable)

Commodore 1541
Disc Drive

 51/4 inch disc
 Expansion bus for other peripherals
 Buil: in disc controller and operating system
Only £9 monthly with Spectrum Chargecard..

APR 29.8% (variable)

Amstrad 3" Disc Drive
 3 inch disc drive  GPM& Logo
 Single sided. double  Built in power supply

density  Complete with interface
Only £9 monthly with Spectrum Chargecard..

APR29.8% (variable).

Cumana Disc Drives

NEW LOWER
PRICES

CSX 100 40 Track 100K SS £124.95
CSX 200540/80 Track 100K SS £159.95
CSX 400S 40/80 Track 100K SS £189.95
CS 200S 40/80 Track SS with PSU £192.95
CS 200D 40 Track DS with PSU £169.95
CD 200 40 Track Dual Drive
with PSU £294.95

Opus Disc Drives

flebg

Opus 5401 100K SS 40 track £149.95
Opus 5402 200K DS 40 track £169.95
Opus 5802 400K DS 40/80 track £1 99.95
Opus 5802D 2x400K
DS 40/80 Track £499.95

NEW LOWER
PRICES

CS 400S 80 Track DS with PSU £219.95
CD 400D 80 Track DS Dual Drive
with PSU £325.95
CD 800S Dual 40/80 Track DS
with PSU £414.95
Cumana 351 SS 40 Track 3V:" Drive £159.95
Cumana 354 DS 80 Track 31/2" Drive £229.95

uick Data Drive

 Quick operating system
 Extra blan microwafer and operating manual
Only £8 monthly with Spectrum Chargecard..

APR 29.8% (variable)

`New
Exclusive'

Mitsui Quick Data
Drive for MSX

Also available
MSX Printer Lead

Only £8 monthly with Spectrum Chargecard*. MSX Monitor Lead
£19.95

£3.95
APR 29.8% (variable) MSX Ouickshot I Joystick £9.95

1.101
Dot Matrix Printer
 160 cps
 Bidirectional printing in text mode
 Normal/enlarged/condensed/

condensed/enlarged/Elite/
Elite enlarged/characters

 Centronics interface
 Optional RS232 interface

Only £17 monthly with Spectrum Chargecard*,
APR 29.8% (variable)

Rotronics Wafer Drive

 Versatile twin datadrive
for the ZX Spectrum

 Twin 128K drives
 16K 64K or 128K Wafers

Only £8 monthly with Spectrum Chargecard^.
APR 29.8% (variable)

Allows you to run 3-3'n" or 5,,." disc drives with
Spectrum or Spectrum Plus

Only £8 monthly with Spectrum Chargecard'.
APR 29.8% (variable)

Spectrum Computer Centres have no connection whatsoever with the 2X -Spectrum Computer manufactured by Sinclair Research Ltd.

Computer
Dealers

or prospective dealers If you would like to
know more about becoming a SPECTRUM
APPOINTED DEALER on an exclusive
area basis, please write to Bob Cleaver,
Spectrum Group PLC, Hunting Gate,
Hitchin, Herts. SG4 OTJ. Tel: (0462)37171

More from Spectrum...



s estrum
Super Value

Monitors& T.V.'s
from Spectrum

Fidelity Prism Monitor Fidelity CM14
for use with
the Sinclair QL

Only £9 monthly with Spectrum Chargecard.
APR 29.8% (variable).

Monitor

Only £9 monthly with Spectrum Chargecard
APR 29.8% (variable).

Commodore 1702
Monitor
 14" colour, Sound

monitor
 PAL/RGB composite
 Tint and volume

controls
Only £10 monthly with Spectrum Chargecard*

APR 29.8% (variable).

Microvitech Cub
1451 Monitor for use with the QL

Only £1 2 monthly with Spectrum Chargecard.,
APR 29.896 (variable).

Tatung
14" Colour T.V.

 TV/RGB
switchable

 8 channels
 14" tube

Only £10 monthly with Spectrum Chargecard*
APR 29.8% (variable).

Microvitech Cub
452/1431 Monitor
Standard Resolution
for BBC

Only £10 monthly with Spectrum Chargecard..
APR 29.8% (variable).

AVT
Monitors

 Available in Green or
Orange screen displays

 Glare or Non -Glare screens
 For office micros, or

personal computers
Only £8 monthly with Spectrum Chargecard*.

APR 29.8% (vari able).

Sanyo CRT36 Monitor

Only £8 monthly with Spectrum Chargecard.
APR 29.8% (variable)

Super Value

Accessories
Super Value Package for Spectrum

Currah Microslot for ZX Spectrum
Currah Microspeech for ZX Spectrum

 DK Tronics single
port joystick
interface

 Quickshot II
joystick

SAVE OVER
MOO

,Only monthly with Spectrum Chargecard*. ReseglarraPtrieciyeeilubr.ort
APR 29.8%(variable).

Joystick Converter for
CBM C16 Plus

Quickshot 2 Joystick

Regular Price
£15.70

SAVE £2.75

Only £8 monthly with Spectrum Chargecard..
APR 29.8%(variable).

'Unique to Spectrum Authorised Dealers'

DK Tronics Dual Port
Interface for Oric Plus
Interceptor Joystick

Regular Price
£21.95

SAVE £3.00

Only £8 monthly with Spectrum Chargecard*.
APR 29.8% (variable).

DK Tronics Single Port
Interface Plus Quickshot

II Joystick

Omega
Data Recorder

with Azimuth Tape
Plus Gemini Carrying Case

inc. 10 x C12
cassettes
SAVE OVER £3.00

Only £8 monthly with Spectrum
Chargecard'. APR 29 8%(variable)

for the Spectrum

Only £8 monthly with Spectrum
Chargecard. APR 29.8% (variable

Cheetah
Infra Red Joystick

Plus Currah Microspeech
For Commodore 64

SAVE OVER
£4.00

Only £8 monthly with Spectrum
Chargecard*. APR 29.8%(variable;

System 2000 Desk
 Movable bridge
 Shelf below work

finish surface
 Attractive design

with natural pine
finish legs and
support rails and
magnolia
surfaces

Only £8 monthly with Spectrum Chargecard"
APR 29.8% (variable

Not all stores carry every advertised item, please phone before making a journey - prices correct at time of going to press E8OE

spectrum Up to 11000
Instant Credit

*There's up to £1,000 worth of Instant Credit
available on a Spectrum Chargecard. See your
local SPECTRUM dealer for written details (UK
mainland only). Typical APR 29.8%.

Latest News
for up to date, information& offers from
SPECTRUM - see PRESTEL page
600181 for details.



Your Computer Specialist Nationwide
There's one near you!

AVON
BATH Software Plus, 12 York St
Tel: (0225) 61676
WESTONSMARE K & K Computers.
32 Alfred St Tel: (0934)419324

BEDFORDSHIRE
BIGGLESWADE HCCS Ltd., 22 Market Sq.,
Tel: (0767) 318844
DUNSTABLE Dormans 7-11 Broad Walk
Tel: (0582) 65515
LUTON Terry -More, 49 George St.
Tel: (0582) 23391/2

BERKSHIRE
BRACKNELL Computer Centre, 44 The

3roadway. Tel (0344) 427317
READING Reading Video Centre, 73 Whitley
it Tel (0734) 751690
ROUGH MU Games and Computers 245
sigh St Tel (0753) 21594
NINDSOR Gadgets 30 Peascod St,
lel (07535) 67211

BUCKINGHAMSHIRE
:HESHAM Reed Photography & Comp-
iters, 113 High St. Tel: (0494) 783373

CAMBRIDGESHIRE
IUNTINGDON T.S.C. Electronics, 3 All
!taints Passage. High St.
-et (0480) 411579
'ETERBOROUGH Logic Sales, 6 Midgate
-el: (0733) 49696

CHANNEL ISLANDS
ILIERNSEY Gruts, 3-5 The Pollen. St Peter
'ort Tel: (0481) 24682
IERSEY Audio & Computer Centre
' Peter St St Helier. Tel: (0534) 74000

CHESHIRE
tITRINCHAM Mr Micro 28 High St
'el: (061) 941 6213
:HESTER Computer Link, 21 St. Werburgh
it Tel: (0244) 316516
:REWE Microman Unit 2,
28 Nantwich Rd. Tel: (0270) 216014

CLEVELAND
MIDDLESBOROUGH McKenna & Brown.
!06 Linthorpe Rd. Tel: (0642) 222368

CORNWALL
3ALTASH C & J Videos, 85 St. Stevens Rd.
-el: 075 55 5585
3T AUSTELL A B & C Computers, Duchy
louse, 6 Lower Aylmer Sq.
'el: (0726) 67337

CUMBRIA
JARROW IN FURNESS Cumbria Audio
/isual & Electrical (C.A.V.E.), 48 Cavendish
itreet Tel: (0229) 20109
'ENRITH Penrith Communications,
.4 Castlegate. Tel (0768) 67146
]pen Mon -Fri till 8pm
NHITEHAVEN P D Hendren 15 King St
lel: (0946) 2063

DERBYSHIRE
LLFRETON Gordon Harwood 69-71 High
it Tel (0773) 832078
NEANOR Logic Electrical Engineers, God
ley St, Heanor Derby Tel (0773) 76980

DEVON
BRIXHAM Discus Computers, Beach
Approach, Tel: (08045) 55532

EXETER Seven Counties (Computers) Ltd.,
7 Pans Street Tel' (0392) 211211
EXMOUTH Open Channel, 30 The Strand.
Tel, (0395) 264408
PLYMOUTH Syntax Ltd., 76 Cornwall
St Tel (0752) 28705
TIVERTON Actron Micro Computers,
37 Bampton St. Tel: (0884) 252854

DORSET
D ORCHESTER Seven Counties Cptrs. 20
High Street East Tel: (0305) 66022
POOLE Lansdowne Cptr Centre 14 Arndale
Centre Tel- (0202) 670901

DURHAM
DARLINGTON McKenna & Brown,
102 Bondgate. Tel (0325) 459744

ESSEX
B ASILDON Godfrey's 28-32 East Walk,
Tel: (0268) 289379
B ASILDON Godfrey's Computer Centre,
5 Laindon Main Centre Laindon.
Tel: (0268) 416747
CHELMSFORD Maxton Hayman Ltd.,
5 Broomfield Rd. Tel: (0245) 354595
GRAYS H Reynolds. 79 Orsett Rd.
Tel (0375) 5948
SOUTHEND Computer Centre 332 London
Rd. Tel: (0702) 337161

HAMPSHIRE
BASINGSTOKE Fishers, 2-3 Market
Place. Tel (0256) 22079
PORTSMOUTH (Waterlooyille)G B

Rd., (Opp. Co-op)
Tel: (0705) 259911
SOUTHAMPTON LTC. Ltd., 112 East St,
TeL (0703) 333958/24703

HEREFORD
HEREFORD Melgray Hi -Tech Ltd., 53/54
Commercial Str., Tel: (0432) 275737

HERTFORDSHIRE
POTTERS BAR The Computer Shop.
197 High St Tel: (0707) 44417
STEVENAGE D J Computers, 11 Town
Square. Tel: (0438) 65501
WATFORD SRS Microsystems Ltd., 94 The
Parade, High St Tel: (0923) 26602
WELWYN GARDEN CITY D J Computers, 40
Fretherne Rd, Tel (07073) 28435/28444

HUMBERSIDE
BEVERLEY Computing World, 10 Swaby's
Yard Dyer Lane. Tel: (0482) 881831
GRIMSBY RC Johnson Ltd., 22 Friargate,
Riverhead Centre. Tel: (0472) 42031
HULL The Computer Centre,
26 Anlaby Rd. Tel (0482) 26297

ISLE OF MAN
D OUGLAS T H Colebourn Ltd.,
57-61 Victoria St. Tel: (0624) 3482

ISLE OF WIGHT
COWES Beken & Son 15 Bath Rd.
Tel (0983) 297181

KENT
BECKENHAM Supa Computers Ltd. 425
Croydon Rd., Tel: (01) 650 3569

BROADSTAIRS Video Vision 19/20 Willow
Court St. Peters Park Road Tel: (0843)
63284 (No Early Closing Day)
B ROMLEY Computers Today 31 Market
Square Tel: (01) 290 5652
CANTERBURY Canterbury Computer Centre,
56-57 Palace Street Tel: (0227) 62101
DOVER Kent Photos& Computers,4 King St.
TeL (0304) 202020
RAINHAM Microway Computers Ltd. 39
High St Medway Towns., Kent
Tel- (0634) 376702
SEVENOAKS Ernest Fielder Computers.
Dorset Street. Tel (0732) 456800
SITTI NGBOURNE Computers Plus, 65 High
St. Tel: (0795) 25677
TUNBRIDGE WELLS Modata
Computers Ltd. 28-30 St Johns Rd.
Tel: (0892) 41555

LANCASHIRE
PRESTON 4 -Mat Computing Ltd,
67 Friargate Tel. (0772) 561952

LONDON
E6 Percivals, 85 High St. North. East Ham.
Tel: (01) 472 8941
E17 Erol Computers Ltd., 125 High Street
Walthamstow Tel: (01) 520 7763
EC2 Devron Computer Centre, 155 Moorgate
TeL (01) 638 3339/1830
N 14 Logic Sales, 19 Broadway, The Bourne,
Southgate. Tel: (01) 882 4942
N 20 Castlehurst Ltd. 1291 High Rd.
Tel: (01) 446 2280
NW11 Computers Inc.. 86 Golders Green Rd.
Tel: (01) 209 0401/0279
SE1 Vic Odden's 6 London Bridge Walk.
Tel: (01) 403 1988
SE9 Square -Deal, 373-375 Footscray Rd.,
New Eltham. Tel: (01) 859 1516
SE15 Castlehurst Ltd., 152 Rye Lane,
Peckham. Tel: (01) 639 2205
WI Computers of Wigmore St., 104 Wigmore
St Tel: (01) 935 2452
WI Micro-Foto,14-16 Quadrant Arcade,

Regent Street TeL (01) 437 5336/5471
WI Sonic Foto & Micro Centre, 256
Tottenham Court Rd. Tel: (01) 580 5826
WI Ramsons, 4 Edgeware Road,
Tel: 01 724 2373

GREATER
MANCHESTER

OLDHAM Home & Business Computers Ltd.
54 Yorkshire St. Tel: (061) 6331608
ROCHDALE Home & Business Computers,
75 Yorkshire Street, Tel: (0706) 344654
SWINTON Mr Micro Ltd., 69 Partington
Lane. Tel: (061) 728 2282
Late Night Friday
WIGAN Wilding Ltd, 11 Mesnes St.
Tel: (0942) 44382

MERSEYSIDE
LIVERPOOL Home& Business Cptrs 31 Bold
St Tel: (051) 708 0428
LIVERPOOL Beaver Radio, 20-22 White -
chapel. Tel (051) 709 9898
LIVERPOOL (Aintree) Hargreaves, 31-37
Warbreck Moor. Tel: (051) 525 1782

MIDDLESEX
PINNER Spectrum 91 Field End Rd.
Eastcote Tel: (01) 868 6830/6860
UXBRIDGE J K L Computers, 7 Windsor St.
Tel (0895) 51815

NORFOLK
KING'S LYNN Computer Plus. 40 Conduit St,
Tel: (0553) 774550
N ORWICH Norwich Camera Centre 20
White Lion Str TeL (0603) 612537
NORWICH Spectrum, 11A Castle Meadow
Tel- (0603) 663796
THETFORD C B & Micros, 21 Guildhall
Street Tel: (0842) 61645

NORTHAMPTONSHIR
NORTHAMPTON Dormans, 22 Princes Walk
Grosvenor Centre. Tel: (0604) 37031

NOTTINGHAMSHIRE
N OTTINGHAM Jacobs Computers,
13 Middlegate Newark.
Tel: (0636) 72594
WORKSOP Computagratix, 132 Bridge St.
TeL (0909) 472248

NORTHERN IRELAND
NEWRY Newry Computer Centre 34
Monaghan St. TeL (0693) 66545

NORTHUMBERLAND
MORPETH Telerents 31 Newgate St. Tel
(0665) 513 537

OXFORDSHIRE
ABINGDON Ivor Fields Computers, 21 Stert
St. Tel: (0235) 21207
B ANBURY Computer Plus, 2 Church Lane.
Tel. (0295) 55890
OXFORD Ivor Fields, 7 St Ebbes St.
Tel (0865) 247082

SCOTLAND
ABERDEEN Dee Micro 278
George Street Tel: (0224) 644350
AYR Vennals, 6A New Bridge St.
Tel: (0292) 264124
DUNDEE Micromania 60 Gray St, Boughty
Ferry Tel: (0382) 77130
HAMILTON Tom Dickson Computers, 8-12
Cadzow St. Tel: (0698) 283193

SHROPSHIRE
SHREWSBURY Computerama,
13 Castlegate. TeL (0743) 60528
TELFORD Computer Village, 4 Hazeldine
House Telford Town Centre.
TeL (0952) 506771

SOMERSET
TAUNTON Grays, 1 St James St.
Tel (0823) 72986

STAFFORDSHIRE
STAFFORD Computerama. 59 Forgate St.
Tel (0785) 41899
STOKE-ON-TRENT Computerama, 11 Mkt
Square Arcade Hanley (0782) 268620
HEDNESFORD Disco's Ltd.. East Cannock
Rd., Tel (054) 382021

SUFFOLK
BURY ST EDMUNDS Guildhall Cptr Ctr, 11
Guildhall St. Tel: (0284) 705772
LOWESTOFT John Wells, 44 London Rd
North Tel: (0502 3742

SURREY
CAMBERLEY Camera Arts (Micro Computer
Division). 36 High St Tel: (0276) 65848
CROYDON Vision Technology Ltd., 53/59
High Street Tel: (01) 681 3022
EPSOM The Micro Workshop, 12 Station
Approach Tel: (03727) 21533
WALLINGTON Surrey Micro Systems Ltd.
53 Woodcote Rd. Tel: (01) 647 5636
WOKING Harpers. 71-73 Commercial Way.
Tel (04862) 25657

SUSSEX
B EXHILL -ON -SEA Computerware, 22 St
Leopards Rd. Tel: (0424) 223340
B OGNOR REGIS Bits & Bytes High Str., Tel:
(0243) 867143
B RIGHTON Gamer 71 East St
Tel: (0273) 728681
BURGESS HILL Weald Cptrs, 247-249 Lon-
don Rd, Tel (04446) 41381
UTTLEHAMPTON Alan Chase Ltd.. 39 High
St. Tel (0903) 715674

WALES
ABERYSTWYTH AberData at Galloways 23
Pier St Tel: (0970) 615522
CARDIFF Randall Cox, 18-22 High St
Arcade. TeL (0222) 31960
N EWPORT (Gwent) Randall Cox, 118
Commercial St Tel: (0633) 67378
PEMBROKE Randall Cox, t9 Main St
Tel (064) 682876
WREXHAM Wrexham Computer Centre 24
Abbot St., Clywd Tel: (0978) 358832

WARWICKSHIRE
NUNEATON Micro City 1 A Queens Road
Tel: (0203) 382049

WEST MIDLANDS
BIRMINGHAM Software World 12 Ethel
Street Tel (021) 643 7559
COVENTRY Greens. 22 Market Way.
Tel: (0203) 28342
DUDLEY Central Computers, 35 Church Hill
Precinct. Tel: (0384) 238169
WALSALL New Horizon Computer Centres. 1
Goodall St Tel: (0922) 24821
WEST BROMWICH Bell & Jones, 39 Queens
Square. Tel: (021) 553 0820
WOLVERHAMPTON Wolverhampton Com-
puter Centre, 17/19 Litchfield St Tel: (0902)
29907

WORCESTER
KIDDERMINSTER Central Computers. 20-
21 Blackwell Street. Tel (0562) 746941
WORCESTER David Waring Ltd, 1 Marmion
House High St Tel: (0905) 27551

YORKSHIRE
BRADFORD Empire Electro Centres Ltd.
Victoria Shopping Centre 441 Thornton Rd.
Tel (0274) 492190
BRADFORD Erricks. Fotosonic House
Rawson Square. Tel: (0274) 309266
DONCASTER The Soft Centre 8 Queens -
gate Waterdale Centre Tel: (0302) 20088
ROTHERHAM GT Leisureworld.
Cascade Centre Tel: (0709) 67391
SHEFFIELD BSB Computers Ltd 202
Whitham Rd. Broomhill Tel- (0742) 668251
SHEFFIELD HVL Computers 812 Ecclesall
Rd. TeL (0742) 661328
YORK York Computer Centre 7 Stonegate
Arcade. Tel (0904) 641862

Spectrum Computer Centres have no connection whatsoever with the ZX-Spectrum Computer manufacturedby Sinclair Research Ltd.

See your local Spectrum
Computer Specialist today!



GEMINI
DON'T HANG
AROUND
Whilst we're proud to stand and admire our

tried and tested range of serious software
for the BBC micro-we don't hang around.
Our development team are all too aware of
the need to keep up with the demands of
tomorrow's user and so we are pleased to
introduce to you the `TRIPLE-D' system.

At last, TOTAL INTEGRATION and data
file compatibility between the three most

important utility packages for your BBC
micro disk system - Database, Spread-

sheet and Graphics. Take a look at the
specification.

C.,. f ........ \  ,......_...vy

-4..kosor -

THE REVOLUTIONARY TA
Of great significance to businessmen, educationalists and hobbyists alike,
these programs are certainly the most powerful and sophisticated of their
breed, and may be used 'stand-alone' or together as a suite. Gemini have
probably the most experience in writing serious software for the BBC micro,

with classics such as BEEBCALC and BEEBPLOT achieving sales of tens of
thousands of units. We have drawn on almost four years of experience and
user feedback to produce what we are confident will be hailed as the ultimate
in functional software for the BBC micro: the TRIPLE -D' Integrated Suite.
We've also brought it in at a price that should make it accessible to more of you,
and most importantly, we're giving you REAL value for money.

DDD-BASE £29.95

 Up to 2000 records, 1 search level subset, 26 fields/record, 2 drives, 79 chars/field
 Scrolling screen, 79 x 26. Interrupt driven real-time clock
 Layout painted on -screen to your design, including background text/graphics
 Fully menu driven, with powerful line editor and access to *OS commands
 Default entry capability, no need for tedious re -typing of repetitive data
 Lightning search using advanced 'hashing' techniques
 Powerful maths, allowing all BASIC functions, on any field
 10 user -defined variables to simplify complex calculations
 Multiple level 'intelligent' sort - program only sorts 'out -of -order' data
 Printed reports in record or summary format. Data spool option for transfer to other files
 FULL DATA COMPATIBILITY WITH 'DDD-CALC' AND 'DDD-PLOT'

DDD-CALC £29.95

 True disk -based spreadsheet, 2000 rows, 26 columns, 52000 cells. Powerful line editor
 Fast, smooth machine code screen scroll with pop -down menu
 Individually adjustable column widths with text overflow
 Full relative and absolute replication
 Find and move to a row by name
 User defined variables, delete/insert rows, SORT rows with 'DDD-Base'
 Send data from all or part of sheet to printer, or just print cell formulae
 Data over 1 or 2 drive surfaces
 Fast recalculation, even over large files
 All BASIC functions allowed, plus 'SUM', 'MAX', and 'MIN'. *OS calls, and real time clock
 Data spool option for merging with other files
 FULL DATA COMPATIBILITY WITH 'DDD-BASE' AND 'DDD-PLOT'

DDD-PLOT £29.95

 Stunning menu driven colour graphics using the BBC's capability to the full
 Pie charts, histograms, scatter graphs, line graphs and function plotting
 Disk save of screen for instant recall within your own programs
 Superb data entry editor with up to 255 plottable data entries for text and x/y coordinates
 Automatic scaling with user override
 Screen customisation allowable after plotting for background text etc., with up to 64 columns in

Mode 1

 Disk save of ALL data
 Statistics facilities include mean, max, min, standard deviation, line of best fit, correlation

coefficient etc.

 Colours re -definable for any plot
 Epson m/c fully SHADED screen dump with interface for other dumps on request
 FULL DATA COMPATIBILITY WITH 'DDD-BASE' AND 'DDD-CALC'
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°L E -D' BBC DISK INTEGRATED SOFTWARE SYSTEM
The modules, which are formatted for
both 40 and 80 track systems, are

available separately, or as an economical
combination pack. Each module is clearly
documented with a comprehensive,
indexed manual, with training sections
that refer to demonstration applications
provided with each disk. Remember,
TRIPLE -D' uses proper random-access
files that will take advantage of your true

R0001.1243.2000

Main Menu
Key: A
Esc Browse File
A. Add Records
O. Field Transfer
C. Close File
O. Delete Records
E. Edit Record
F. Find Records
G. Default Values
H. Force Calculations
I. Optimise File
J. User Variables
K. Search by Key
L. Charge Level
M. Field Summary
N. Nee Database,Reformat
0. Order File
P. Print Records
Y. DOO-Cale
2. 00D -Plot

Command [.ins
Enter option

00.14 27

DOD -Base
Sort: A

1 I

0001

DOO-Calc

0002 Any Company Limited
0003 Schedule of purchase invoices
0004 outstanding as at 12,501985
0005
0006 Goods for resale

0008 Detail Inv No £ Gross VAT
0009
0010 HBF0709 2300 23.56 3.07
0011 4906454 0560 1256.54 163.90
0012 HBF7543 H101 343.67 44.83
0013 HBG6335 02557 99.95 13.04
0014 HBF6443 J644 34.59 4.51
0015 14E04210 193 129.95 16 95
0016 HBF7449 H2177 2355.88 307.29
0017 --...--
0018 CdlFwd Balances44244 14F 553.59
0019
5020 (.9c -d ah.11,,J, to Cash Flow -

SCC10 t16>

H Jan
Feb

C Mar
0 Apr
E May
F Jun
6 Jul
H Hum
I Sep
J Oct
K No

disk capacity, even over TWO drive

surfaces. Have you ever heard of a true
disk -based spreadsheet before? Well it's
here now in the form of the TRIPLE -D'
suite and can handle up to 52,000
FILLED cells! If you already have our

'DataGem' ROM database, you'll be
pleased to know we've even included
some special utilities for you!

I confidently recommend the TRIPLE -D'

suite to you. If you purchase the product
from us and don't share my enthusiasm,
return it to us in new condition within
seven days of purchase and we'll refund
you money - immediately and without
quibble.

Dale Hubbard
Chairman & Managing Director
Gemini Marketing Limited

Row 09
Col 17
Fld

R0001.1243.2000 00:13.25
Sort 011 Formula

Browse Cale OFF

R0001.1243.2000

Find Records

A .1 Simmons Co. Ltd.
Employee records -

.

A Name
Name. David Simmons

C
Employee No
Seniority

Leployee No.: 61543 Seniority: 3-11 D
E
MAI number
Wpm: of Kin

National

Next of

Insurance No.: YU 02 03 200

Kin: Mother

F
C
H

Telephone
Sea <K,S,
OOP - DA,

Tel 0327-54362 Sex: M I

J
DOA - Month
DDB - Year

Date of Birth: 1000301952 K

L
Address lino 1

Address line 2
Home Address: 15 Causevell

Blakely
A Address line 3

Department NorwHP4 ich
5iF Enter search

Remuneration de1.31 .1,follow:
Coto which record: 4smithIMIHNI lWa5mith.ANDP03_5OMMOMMUMEM81SIM

C0018 00001.0020.2000 00.18:13

DDD-Caic
8: C, C.

0001
0002 An TAB. Cursor Control
0003 Sc A Column Transfer es
0004 ou Blank Cells
0005 C Close File
0006 Go 0. Delete Rows
0007 F Format Cell
0008 De G Coto Cell VAT

Insert Rows
0010 H8 J. User Variables 3.07
0011 140 P. Printout 3.90
0012 Kt R. Replicate 4.83
0013 HS T Change Title 3.04
0014 He U. Update Page 4.51
0015 143 V. Update File 6 95
0016 HS W. Column Widths 7.29
0017 X. COD -Base
0016 Go 2 COO -Plot 3.59

S. Command Line

Select opt von

I I

00.14.23

DOD -Base
Sort: A

0 Cepantment
P So,,ly Rate

0se.tioe Kate i

R 05ertime Kate
Osertime Kate

T Payment eth.,
U
V Se.,Pau
W Att,toor
X limekeeoin,
Y Reterov.e
2 Other

definition

A0001 R0001 0020.0085 00:28 to

DOD-Calc
A: B: C: 0:

.1-no-S11$1-8)72,0SCA1:0546)
17..1At845/t-LECCATN(164))
!J.-Fla.:m(012-8200)
14-Flimin(B12:8200,
541101V2V100

4.,-60005(112>12)-911.00*(42<131
c7a

!9=

!Ha000D-Calc
87.39
1TwTime
1VrValues

Edit which: M

4:3.5169401640,280.397594

m
114

141.

LIM TO FEST FIT

Correlation 2:902069559'"

GEMINI MARKETING LTD Gemini House, Concorde Road, Dinan Way Industrial Estate
Exmouth, Devon EX8 4RS. TeL (0395) 265165 (4 lines) Telex 42956 GEMINI

pi=

r 1

I 1 I i

i
I 1

C \CI

Bona fide dealers, distributors and overseas licensees
for Gemini software always required. Educational I 4,

40
I

,-11'

s Q.b.

establishments contact us for details of our fuss -free 0
licensing agreements. I
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SAVE £1000 ON THE OLIVETTI M24
OLIVETTI M24 with 640K RAM
OLIVETTI INTERNAL 10MB HARD DISK

OLIVETTI MONITOR
OLIVETTI KEYBOARD

MS - DOS
RRP
OUR PRICE
SAVING

£3663
£2663
£1000

SIMILAR SUPERDEALS AVAILABLE ON ALL
OTHER OLIVETTI COMPUTERS AND PRINTERS

OLIVETTI M21 PORTABLE with 640K
2 x 360K DISKS, INTERNAL MONITOR AND
KEYBOARD, MS - DOS, CARRY CASE

RRP
OURPRICE
SAVING
THE PROFESSIONAL CHOICE
COMPLETE SYSTEMS SUPPORT AND TRAINING
FULL MANUFACTURER'S WARRANTY
NEXT DAY INSURED DELIVERY AVAILABLE

RAM

£2139
£1599

£540

AVAILABLE

MAYFAIR
MICROS
BLENHEIM HOUSE, PODMORE ROAD,
LONDON SW18 1AJ

TEL: 01-870 3255 / 871 2555
We accept official orders from UK Government and
Educational Establishments. Mail Order and Export
Enquiries welcome. Callers by appointment.

MONITORS
Microvitec 1431 Standard Res £189.00
Microvitec 1451 Medium Res £289.00
Microvitec 1441 High Res £399.00
Microvitec 203120" Standard Res £315.00
MicrovitecSinclairQL £270.00
Philips BM7502 V. H. Res (Green) £85.00
Normende'fV/Monitor + Remote control £249.00
Ferguson CTV + RGB £240.00
Philips CTV + RGB £229.00
Kaga RGBVision11112" £369.00
Kaga 12" H.R. Green £118
Sanyo SCM 14"VHR £425.00
Novex 1414 colour Monitor £215.00

DISC DRIVES
BBC Single 100K Drive £99.00
BBC Dual 200K £189.00
BBC Dual 200K 40 Track £159.00
BBC Dual 400K 40 Track £299.00
BBC Single 400K 80 Track £159.00
BBC Dual 800K 80 Track £318.00
BBC Single Power Supply £20.00
BBC Dual Power Supply £29.00

DAISYWHEEL PRINTERS
Brother HR15 £378.00
Brother HR15 Keyboard £155.00
Brother HR15 Sheet Feeder £212.00
Brother HR15 Tractor Feed £71.00
Quen Data 20 CPS £249.00
Juki 610018 CPS £340.00
Juki,Single Sheet Feeder £230.00
Juki Tractor Un it £115.00
Juki RS232 Interface £74.00
Juki Spare Daisywheel £16.00

PRINTERS
Brother EP44 £228.00
BrotherHR5 £148.00
Canon PW1080A 160 CPS (NIA £289.00
Canon PW1156A 160 CPS (NLQ) £399.00

Kaga KP810 (NLQ) £285.00
Kaga KP910 (NLQ) £399.00
Kaga RS232 + 2K Buffer £95.00
Ensign 1650165 CPS £305.00
Epson RX8OT 100 CPS £212.00
Epson RX80F/T 100 CPS £240.00
MP -165 (NLQ) £316.00
Panasonic KP1091 £325.00
SeikoshaGP100A £189.00
Epson RX100F/T 100 CPS £396.00
Epson FX80160 CPS £370.00
Epson FX100F/T 160 CPS £494.00
Shinwa CP80 £199.00
Riteman Compact 120 CPS £199.00
Star Gemini 10X 120 CPS £230.00
Star Gemini 15X 120 CPS £339.00
Epson 814RS232 Interface with 2K

BufferX On/Off £65.00
Epson LX80 £245.00

COLOUR PRINTERS
Canon PJ1080A 7 Colour 40 CPS InkJet £440.00
Seikosha GP700A 7 Co lou r 50 CPS £399.00

COMPUTERS, SOFTWARE,
ACCESSORIES, UTILITIES

and lots, lots morel!

DISKS
Very high quality Fuji

Diskettes, guaranteed for life
at only £20.00 per box
(Double -sided 80 track)

BBC UPGRADES
A -B Upgrade £110.00
DFS Interface £120.00
Econet Interface £69.00
Speech Interface £54.00
RS232 Interface for any

Centronics -type Printer £34.00

HOW TO ORDER
You may purchase any of the items listed by
cheque made payable to: Twillstar Computers
Ltd. Barclaycard or Access All you have to do
is fill in your requirements on a separate sheet
of paper, post to us and we will despatch within
24 hours, subject to availabil4. All prices
inclusive of 15% VAT. ADD £2.50 P&P for
orders below £150. Over add £8 P&P. Credit
card holders may order by telephone. Give
card number, name, address and items
required. Please note VAT is not charged on
export orders. Export customers please ring for
details of P&P.

TCL TELEPHONE ORDERS

ale (01)574 5271
pen

dayaO a week
Sam to 7pm

Monday to Saturday

Avillstar Computers Limited
17 Regina Road, Southall, MIDDLESEX UB2 5PL. TEL: (01)574 5271
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dden's
of London Midge

MEGADEALS
Trade-in your

weeny 1/2K Hoity-Toity 3000
for the latest

30 Mega Thingy Quality Leap.
We also buy Computers &

Peripherals for CASH
(If you can't put up

with its superior
comments having spent

24 hours playing 'The Hobbit'
and getting .002%)
We'll even take your

sooper-dooper
computer gear

in part exchange for
weird but wonderful

Hi-Fi rigs, Walkpersons etc
from our

Lo/Mid/Hi-Fi store
or against Niknok, Conan,
Printax, Oilmouse cameras

and 30,000mm lenses
from our two

photographic emporiums.

e NW TS MO

T
z° HAMFS

MUMy
; Du.E S7-1

-iftettehortQ-

6, London Bridge
Walk, London SE1
Tel: 01 403 1988

Open 8.30-6pm
Mon-Frid

9am-lpm Sat

Go for the Best,
Regardless of Cost

EVEN IF IT'S CHEAPER
Vi IP NM /MI - - - - - -- - _I.-. _.- - NM V

1Ve

7,000 4.77 MHz
in Service and
Worldwide 7.00 MHz!

English

(for -4611.111.111.MMEM German
French

Dealers ,
Only) -

111111111111H ME Italian
Spanish
Chinese
Russian

 --k \ Keyboards

sl 1 \

Standard System Features:
256K Memory - Expandable to 640K right on Main PCB!

Superior Memory reliability at 7.0 MHz
Real Time Clock with Battery Back-up and Driver Software
 1 Serial Port (COM1) with Optional (install Chips & Cable)

Second Serial Port (COM2)
1 Parallel Port (LPT1)
Game Port
 Floppy Controller for up to 4 Drives
Two 360K 1/2 Height Panasonic (Shugart) Drives
 140 Watt XT type Power Supply (This System IS Hard Disk

ready!)
Monochrome Display Adaptor
12" Hi -Resolution Amber/Green CRT (TTL)
84 Key IBMT" style, Capacitance, 100 million character

Keyboard
Expansion from 256K to 640K Only DM400.00
One Year Warranty on all Parts

System Options

MIMPIr.
Color Graphics Adaptor

silipopmoert sortwcoololerl_olsworfegsroalpuhtiiocns 3 r2):: xte;lnpimx:r o -

I high resolution 640 x 200 pixel BOA -6200-00

Hi -Resolution Mono Graphics
This Hercules type board will run 1-2-3 software
with a true full screen, high resolution of 720h x

1 348v pixels BOA -6150-00

' *
Hard Disk Controller

Handles 5 to 140 megabytes with minimum soft-
ware configuration. Features DOS 1.1 & 2.0 com-
patibility, and ST -506 Interface BOA -8050-00

Hard Disk Drives
10 Meg DRI-4200-00 40 Meg DRI-6630-00
20 Meg DRI-4265-00 105 Meg (1),E,F) DRI-4250-00
26 Meg DRI-6625-00 140 Meg (D,E,F,G) DRI-4270-00

10 Meg Tape back-up
J Inexpensive, reliable, on -board micro -processor

that supports streaming or file -oriented. Uses
OW,

Floppy Controller as Drive C DRI-8080-00

Micro Call: Cynthia Clark
(020) 45 26 50

products Building 70, 4th Floor

I nternational 1117ZH Schiphol-East
The Netherlands

Fax: (020) 41 81 29 Telex: 18306 TODAY!
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Honeywell
the printer every computer

34 CQ Printer: standard serial and parallel
interfaces. IBM, Epson and Diablo
protocols. Fast draft speeds (up to 270 cps)
and superior correspondence quality printing
selectable at the touch of a button.
Integrated single sheet feeding and
automatic sheet feeder option.
Everyone has a right to seek
out perfection. And every

Connectable
to all the leading

makes of computer such as IBM,
Televideo, Apple,...

Honeywell Compuprint 34 CQ , in concept and
design, has been subjected to the most severe
technological evaluation in the search for
perfection. High speed and quality in printing

can be taken for granted.
And the printer itself

has experienced every stress
possible to confirm its durability,

product quality and reliability.



Compuprint:
would love to h

It goes without saying that a Compuprint 34 CQ

can print in different fonts and characters
and can produce "high quality print" to a high
standard of definition . The most demanding
tests have proved its flexibility and quiet
operation and its compatibility
with any computer.
That's why everyone would
love to have such a printer,

Together, we can find the answers.

Honeywell
Honeywell Information Systems Italia
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since perfection
is everyone's goal.
For further
information please

contact: Honeywell Information Systems Italia

Maxted Road , Hemel
Hempstead, Herts HP2 7DZ

Tel. 0442/42291 (ext.4546-
4320-4547) Tlx 82413
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SURVIVAL OF THE FITTEST..

PCIalVoritolit
Personal Computer World announces a special Business Computing Survival Guide -a guide that explains,
entertains and educates everyone who has bought-or is about to buy-micro computer hardware, software
and peripherals, to further their professional needs.
Read it an discover how to prepare a shortlist. Find out what software can really help-or even hinder -your
efficiency. Understand the
implications of
communications. Learn how
to get the best deals-and
the best service -from
dealers.
Written by a team of impartial
experts, carefully selected by
PCW, the Business
Computing Survival Guide
costs an incredibly low £2.95.
Order your copy now-you
may not survive without it.

imommommo
PRIORITY ORDER FORM

Yes, I want the real facts about business computing today. Send me
immediately the PCW Survival Guide for only£2.95 plus 55p postage and

packing, total £3.50.

D I enclose a cheque payable to Personal Computer World for £
E Please charge my  Visa El Access D AmEx  Card No:

Expiry Date: Signed

Name

Position

Company

Address

Please send this order form with your remittance to Personal Computer World,
Subscription Department, Freepost 38, London W1E 6C1Z. No stamp required.

BUSINESS COMPUTING

The Survival Guide



Genicom -The versatile printer
business applications

Genicom specialise in versatile
matrix printers able to meet a
wide range of business needs.

The 3024 PC, for example,
combines 200cps draft printing
with 100cps for bold text and
40cps for near letter quality
output. Ideal for the smaller
business, it offers extensive
compatibility with personal
computers, full graphics
support, reliable performance
and impressive paper handling
options.

Faster throughput comes
from the 3404 with 400cps
in draft mode and 100cps for
near letter quality. There's also
an impressive graphics
capability as well as a colour
printing option. Add an
automatic sheet feeder and the
printer can be left to work on
its own!

All Genicom (you may
remember them better as
General Electric?) printers are
compact, easy to operate, quiet
and highly reliable.

CAE 1-6 4e- 81 e2 pArk ienmtaen rStEreCietuTipring, eHenrtts L. HtPd2.3 6AJ. Telephone: Tring (0442 82) 401115551
Telex: 82362 BATECO G Cables: RAHNO TRING.> GROUP Regional Sales and Service: Manchester, Unit 5, Fivefold Industrial Park, Manchester Street, Oldham, OL9 6TP. Manchester (061) 626 3371

For full details on the
complete Genicom range, just
talk to Teleprinter Equipment,
one of the UK's largest
distributors of computer
peripherals.
Ring Tring (0422 82) 4011.

All products are backed by
TE Datacare, the company's
own nationwide customer
support and service
organisation.

Associated Companies General Audio and Data Communications Ltd. Communication Accessories and Equipment Ltd.
Morse Equipment Ltd. Teleprinter Rentals Ltd. Datacare -a division of Teleprinter Equipment Ltd. Parent Company: William Batey & Co (Exports) Ltd. (Founded 1946).



ORIC AND SINCLAIR
COMPUTERS

11,1 11--14 ITI
Oric Atmos computer 48K £99 (£99) £109. MCP40
Oric printer/plotter £109 (£110) £122 Sinclair pocket
TV £97 (£95) £101. Sinclair QL Computer £379
(£378) £399. QL Floppy disk interface £107 (£103)
£109. Sinclair Spectrum Plus Computer 48K £127
(£129) £149. Kit to upgrade the Spectrum to Spec-
trum Plus £30 (£30) £40. Microdrive £49 (£50) £60.
RS232 interface 1 £49 (£50) £60, Special offer:
Microdrive Interface 1 + 4 cartridges £97 (£99)
£107. Blank microdnve cartridges £2.50 (£3) £4.
Spectrum floppy disk interface (See Cumana disk
section for suitable disk drives) £97 (£89) £99.
Interface 2 £20.45 (£20) £24, 32K memory upgrade
kit for 16K Spectrum (issue 2 and 3 only) £31 (£28)
£30, Spectrum Centronics printer interface £46 (£42)
£47. ZX printer has been replaced by the Alphacom
32 £71 (£69) £82. 5 printer rolls (State whether
Sinclair or Alphacom) £13 (£16) £21. ZX81 computer
£35 (£35) £45. 16K ram packs for Z81 £28 (£25) £30.

COMMODORE
COMPUTERS
Commodore C16 Starter Pack £119 (£119) £151.
Commodore Plus/4 £147 (£142) £174. Commodore
64 £189 (£194) £226. Convertor to allow most
ordinary mono cassette recorders to be used with the
Vic 20 and the Commodore 64 £978 (£9) £11.
Commodore cassette recorder £43 (£44) £50. Cen-
tronics printer interface for Vic 20 and the Commod-
ore 64 £45 (£41) £46, Disk drive £197 (£201) £232.
1520 printer/plotter £99 (£96) £111. MPS801 Printer
£189 (£191) £229.

ACORN COMPUTERS
Acorn Electron £119 (£119) £139. BBC Model B £354
(£343) £383. BBC Model B with disk interface £474
(£461) £491. Colour monitor £188 (£228) £268.
Kenda double density disk interface system £137
(£131) £141. See below for suitable disk drives.

AMSTRAD, ATARI
AND ENTERPRISE
COMPUTERS
Amstrad colour computer £342 (£348) £388. Amstrad
green computer £232 (£247) £287. Atari 130XE
computer £158 (£163) £183. Atari 52057 computer
£634 (£634 (£616) £656. Atari 800XL computer +
disc drive £229 (£230) £260. Atari data recorder £34
(£37) £47. Atari disk drive £172 (£171) £191. Atari
1020 printer £93 (£99) £115. Enterprise 64 computer
£234 (£236) £256,

CUMANA DISK
DRIVES
To suit disk interfaces of Sinclair DL, Spectrum, and
BBC B. Single: 40 track single sided £164 (£163)
£183, 40 tr double sided £169 (£168) £188, 80 tr ds
£219 (£209) £229. Dual: 40 tr ss £294 (£280) £320,
40 tr ds £325 (£325) £365, 80 tr ds £414 (£390) £430.

PRINTERS

MCP40 4 colour printer/plotter £109 (£110) £122.
Brother HR5 £162 (£161) £193. Shinwa CTI CPA80:
centronics parallel version £218 (£222) £258. RS232
version £238 (£240) £282. Cannon PW1080A £312
(£308) £358. Epson RX80 £249 (£249) £282. Epson
RX8OF/T+ £283 (£281) £316. Epson FX80 £339
(£305) £335. Combined matrix printers and electric
typewriters: Brother EP22 £135 (£124) £144, Brother
EP44 £230 (£226) £246.

BUSINESS
COMPUTERS
Epson PX8 £900 (£872) £892. Commodore PC
£1595 (£1564) £1664. Sanyo MBC 775 £1920
(£1899) £1999. Cannon A200C £1609 (£1586)
£1686. Sanyo MBC550 £723 (£699) £799,

SWANLEY ELECTRONICS
The Computer Export Specialists

Dept PCW, 32 Goldsel Rd, Swanley, Kent BR8 8EZ,
England

Tel: SWANLEY (0322) 648 5 1. Official orders welcome. UK prices are
shown first and include post and VAT. The second price in brackets is
for export customers in Europe and includes insured airmail postage.
The third price is for export customers outside Europe (including
Australia etc) and includes insured airmail postage.

UP TO
15% DISCOUNT

WITH FULL

INSTALLATION &

BACK-UP

Alliance Computers
Alliance Computers Limited Brookflelds Industrial Park
Werrington Peterborough PE4 61A Tel: 0733 77100

BIGGER
STOCKS

GARWOOD IS GROWING!
(and you can reap the benefit)

CHEAPER
PRICES

DISKS DYSAN 3M MEMOREX BASF MAXELL
Price per box of 10 TP1 1-4 5-9 1-4 5-9 1-4 5-9 1-4- 5-9 1-4 5-9

S/S S/D

a 1 / it S/S 0/0
5 / 4 D/S D/D

S/S Q/D

D/S Q/D

48

48

48

96

96

17.25

25.30

25.30
31.80

16.20

23.70

23.70

29.80

15.10

20.70

23.10
27.00

14.20

19.40

21.80

25.30

15.60

17.10

20.60

24.70

27.40

14.70

16.00

19.30

23.20

25.70

14.60

17.60

21.50

23.10

26.80

13.70

16.50

20.20

21.70
25.20

S/S S/D

8" S/S D/D

D/S D/D

48

48

48

24.70

29.30
23.15

27.45

16.80

21.75

25.05

15.75

20.40

23.50

19.80

20.80

27.10

18.50

19.50

25.40

15.20

20.00

23.80

14.30

18.80

22.30
3" Compact (tor the Amstrad Disc Drive) 39.00 36.00
3'/2" Micro S/S D/D 135 41.80 39.20

Disc prices are exc. VAT but inc. carriage. S/S = Single Sided D S = Double Sided S,13 = Single Density D/D = Double DensityQ/D = Quad Density

STOP PRESS- NOW AVAILABLE MAXELL 3" Compact Disks available in individual storage case. £4.60 inc VAT & POSTAGE
GREAT NEW OFFER -1,000 LABEL -TRACK® 31/2"x171/16 Computer Labels in flip top dispenser £5.75 inc VAT & POSTAGE

RIBBONS supplied for most printers (including the Amstrd DMP1 @ £6.50 inc VAT + Postage) Prices on Application

LISTING PAPER plain or ruled) Price per box Boxed 1-4 boxes 5-9 boxes 10+ boxes

11"x81/2" 1 PT 60 gsm
11"x91/2" 1PT 60 gsm
11"x9 1/2" 1 PT 70 gsm
11"x91/2" 2PT NCR
11"x141/2" 1PT 60gsm

2000
2000
2000
1 000

2000

9.45
1 0.0 5

11.40
1 5.4 0

13.80

8.85
9.40

10.70
14.40
12.90

8.55

9.1 0

10.35
13.95
1 2.5 0

Listing Paper prices are
exc. VAT. Delivery freewithin

15 mile radius of
Brentwood.
Carriage at cost outside
this area.

PRINTER OFFER- MT8 0+ Matrix Printer 100 c.p.s. RRP £21 7 + VAT OUR PRICE £217 inc VAT+ carriage.

GARWOOD's STATIONERY CATALOGUE - Full colour 224 pages -£1.75 inc postage

BARCLAYCARD

Garwood (Whigesale) Li Alik
45 Plovers Mead, Wyatts Green, Essex CM15 OPS It Blackmore (0277) 823747
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WE KNEW WE HAD
ANOTHER WINNER... BUT

IT'S NICE TO KNOW
OTHERS SHARE OUR

OPINION

INTRODUCING THE
OSBORNE EXPRESS

"The express is hard to fault."
Personal Computer World March 1985

"A charming, complete and capable budget
CP/M micro." What Micro February 1985

The company which started the portable
computer revolution in 1981 is back -with another
outstanding micro -the Osborne Express. The
experts have described it as "delightful",
"charming", "faultless". The Express is Smaller,
lighter and friendlier than any other transportable.
It features:

* 7in Amber monitor 80 x 24 display
* 2 400k disk drives, 800k storage
* Industry standard CP/M operating system
* Optional 10 megabyte storage

See the Express and judge for yourself. At the
unbeatable price of £1,295 (with over £1,200
worth of quality software included) you cannot
afford to pass up the chance.

Call Future Management (Sales) on (0908)
615274 for information.

Future Management (Portable Computers) Ltd
38 Tanners Drive, Blakelands, North,

Milton Keynes, Buckinghamshire MK14 5LL

A Future Management Corporation Company.

NATIONAL COMPUTER
SERVICES

LOWEST PRICED DOT-MATRIX PRINTER??!!

SMITH CORONA Fastext 80cps £129

LOWEST PRICED DAISYWHEEL PRINTER??!!

DAISY JUNIOR 14cps £189

LOWEST PRICED DAISY PRINTER/TYPEWRITER??!!

JUKI 2200 with internal serial/parallel interface £259

LOWEST PRICED NLQ PRINTER??!!

MICRO P 165 165cps NLQ 75cps £249

UK BEST SELLING NLQ PRINTER - LOWEST PRICE??!!

CANON PW 1156A 160cps NLQ 27cps £369

OTHER PRINTERS AT LOW LOW PRICES!!

EPSON RX80 £193 MICROLINE 82 £235
BROTHER HR25 £627

TRADE WAREHOUSE PRICES
UK ORDERS ADD 15% VAT & £7 + VAT for CARRIAGE

NATIONAL COMPUTER SERVICES
The Sussex Suite, City Gates, 2-4 Southgate

CHICHESTER, West Sussex P019 2DJ, England

Tel: 0243 778479 (5 lines)

SOLID STATE DESK
TOP SWITCHING
DEVICES VogigivsgEAE RANTEE)

kavzona
No Problems with Cable Lengths or Data Loss/Errors
Having Separate Ports, Avoids Over -loading Computer
Metal case with built-in power supply and fitted plug

THE PRINTERSHARERS
(SEVERAL MICROS TO I PRINTER)
PARALLEL: 3 WAY 6 WAY
(AS BBC) 26 PIN £65-(b) f 129-(c)
CENTRONICS: 2 WAY 3 WAY
(36 PIN) £95-(c) 105-(c)
SERIAL RS232 3 WAY - £65-(b)

RS423 3 WAY - f40 -(b)
5 -Din (As BBC) THE PRINTCHANGERS

( I MICRO TO SEVERAL PRINTERS)
PARALLEL - 26 PIN

3 WAY - f70 -(b)
CENTRONICS - 36 PIN

2 WAY - f95 -(c)
2 WAY - f 105 -(c)

SERIAL RS232 3 WAY - £65-(b)
RS423 2 WAY - £40-(b)

THE PRINTERCROSSOVERS --
(2 MICROS TO 2 PRINTERS)
PARALLEL - 26 PIN £75-(c)
CENTRONICS -366 PIN £95-(c)
SERIAL RS232 £70-(b)

PRICES ARE EXCLUDING VAT Postage: lb) £2-(c) E2.50

KEYZONE LTD
U 14, REGENERATION HOUSE, SCHOOL ROAD,
PARK ROYAL, LONDON NWIO 6TD.
Telephone: 01-965 1684/1804 Telex: 8813271

VISA PO
IMMO
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ENTGUARD
ACOUSTIC COVERS
The Sound of Silence

for the
Electronic
Office

NEC: Olivetti: Philips,
Qume: Ricoh: Tandy,
Wang: Wordplex: Xerox.

Phone us now for
instant attention or write to:

T. MAT Limited, Sullivan Way, Loughborough
Leicestershire LE11 OQS

Telephone: Loughborough (0509) 217171 Telex  341819

Brother: CPT:
Diablo: Epson,
Facit: Honeywell,
IBM: JUKI,
Mannesman-Tally,

If you were a

COMPUTACLUB
member
you would be entitled to:

15% discount off all Amsoft Software
10% off KORES® Ribbons

10% off 1000 LABEL -TRACK® Computer Labels

3" MAXELL® Compact Disks £39
3M 51/4" Discs at Trade Prices

S/S D/D £14.45 S/S Q/D £21.90
D/S D/D £19.60 D/S Q/D £25.35

All prices include VAT and Postage

All orders despatched on day of receipt
SUBJECT TO STOCK AVAILABILITY

Plus SPECIAL OFFERS EVERY MONTH

Annual membership fee £11.50

For full details and an application form, write to

COMPUTATECH LTD
45 Plovers Mead, Wyatts Green, Essex CM15 OPS

w.

frOcri
o tware-'

COMPUTERISED PACKAGING SPECIALISTS

SPACE = MONEY
SAVE SPACE

AND SAVE MONEY!
USE SPACE WISELY!

IF
Your company puts cartons into cases.
Your company puts cases onto pallets.
Your company manufactures round containers
Your company is planning a new product and
packaging launch (This is where we really help)

THEN SAVE MONEY
On distribution costs by getting your primary

packs and pallet patterns the most cost effective!
Programs include: Pallet, Collation, Design, Profile, Cylinder/
Drum Nesting, Sachet Nesting, Container loading, Case Com-

pression strength, Bottle . . .

* Demo disks available FREE on request for some programs
* Also, agent for CAPE Micro Software

For further details contact:

TIGER SOFTWARE
58 Shelburne Road, High Wycombe

Bucks HP12 3NQ
Tel: 0494 28297

BARGAIN SOFTWARE
Dept PCW5. Unit 1. 1 Esmond Road. London W4 1 JG

Ring 01-995 2763 for special offers

SPECTRUM RRP

Our
Price COMMODORE 84 RRP

Our
Price

ALIEN 9.95 6.95 ARCHON 11.95 8.99
ALIEN 8 9.95 6.90 BEACH HEAD 9.95 7.40
BEACH HEAD 7.95 5.95 BUGGER GOES TO HOLLYWOOD 9.95 7.20
BLUE MAX 7.95 5.95 BOULDER DASH 8.95 6.95
BRIAN BL000AX 7.95 5.90 BROAD ST (REGARDS TO) 7.95 5.95
BROAD ST (REGARDS TO) 7.95 5.95 BRUCE LEE 9.95 7.40
BRUCE LEE 7.95 5.95 BULGE THE 9.99 7.50
BULGE THE 9.99 7.50 CAULDRON 7.99 5.90
CHUCKIE EGG 2 6.90 4.75 CIPHOID 9 9.95 6.99
CONFUZION 6.95 5.25 CONAN THE BARBARIAN (D) 14.95 12.95
DALEY'S DECATHLON 6.90 4.99 DAMBUSTERS 9.95 7.40
DEATH STAR INTERCEPTOR 7.95 525 DECATHLON 9.99 7.50
DRAGONTORC OF AVALON 7.95 5.90 ELITE (END OF MAY) 14.95 11.00
EMERALD ISLE 6.95 5.50 EMERALD ISLE 6.95 5.50
EVERYONE'S A WALLY 9.95 6.90 ENTOMBED 9.95 6.90
FOOTBALL MANAGER 6.95 525 EUREKA 14.95 9.95
FORMULA 1 7.95 5.95 EVERYONE'S A WALLY 9.95 6.95
GHOSTBUSTERS 9.99 7.50 FOOTBALL MANAGER 7.95 5.90
GRAND NATIONAL 6.95 5.20 FORBIDDEN FOREST 8.95 6.95

GREMLINS 9.95 7.25 GATES OF DAWN 8.95 725
CYRON 9.95 7.40 GHOSTBUSTERS 10.99 825
HERBERT'S DUMMY RUN 9.95 6.90 GREMLINS 9.95 7.25
KNIGHTS LORE 9.95 6.50 GRIMLY'S DAY OUT 7.95 6.50
LEVEL 9 GAMES 9.95 7.20 HERBERT'S DUMMY RUN 9.95 6.90
MATCH DAY 7.95 5.25 IMPOSSIBLE MISSION 8.95 6.65
MEGA HITS (10 TOP TITLES) 19.95 12.95 ICE PALACE 7.95 625
MINDER 9.95 7.40 INT. BASKETBALL 5.99 4.50
MOON CRESTA 6.95 5.20 INT. SOCCER (ROM) 14.99 10.95
PROJECTS FUTURE 6.95 4.99 LODE RUNNER 9.95 7.40
PSYTRON 7.95 525 MEGA HITS (10 TOP TITLES) 19.95 12.95
RAID OVER MOSCOW 7.95 5.80 MOON CRESTA 6.95 5.40
ROCKY HORROR SHOW 8.95 8.50 ON COURT TENNIS 10.99 825
SHADOW FIRE 9.95 6.95 ON FIELD FOOTBALL 10.99 825
SHERLOCK HOLMES 14.95 10.95 PIT STOP II 10.95 8.50

SPY HUNTER 7.95 5.80 RAID ON BUNGELING BAY 9.95 7.50

STARION 7.95 5.70 ROLAND'S RAT RACE 7.90 6.20
SQUASH (J. BARRINGTON'S) 7.95 5.70 SHADOW FIRE 9.95 6.95
SUPERSTAR (8. JACKS) 7.95 5.70 SLAP SHOT 8.95 6.50

TASWORD II 13.95 11.95 SPITFIRE 40 9.95 7.50

TECHNICIAN TED 5.95 4.55 SUMMER GAMES 14.95 10.95

DR NA NOG 9.95 7.50 SUPER HUEY 11.95 8.95

VALHALLA 14.95 3.99 SUPER PIPELINE 2 8.90 6.50
WIZARDS LAIR 6.95 5.20 THEATRE EUROPE 9.95 6.99

WORLD SERIES BASEBALL 6.95 5.20 TIR NA NOG 9.95 7.50

ZAXXON 7.95 5.90 WORLD SERIES BASEBALL 7.95 5.75

ALL PRICES INCLUDE PAP. OVERSEAS ORDERS PLEASE ADD ti MN TAPE PONS
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DEALERS AND CONSULTANTS
If you have a used computer system to buy or sell then

make sure you talk to the right people.

COMPUTERLINES
A Market -Place for Used Computers

Computerlines used computers is a market -place for used
computer systems and peripherals like printers and hard
disk units etc. It is boxed on Prestel - page 36019 - the

most interactive public viewdata system in the world.
Some used systems currently on offer are:

APRICOT XI
SIRIUS
ALPHA IVIICRO
DIABLO
OSBOURNE I
COMMODORE 8096

SUPERBRAIN 1
LSI - II
SAGE IV
DIGICO PRINCE
APPLE II E
QUME 5/45

For non Prestel users, lists of systems on offer are mailed on
request.

INTERLUX LTD
Microcomputer Systems and Services

Imperial House, Lower Teddington Road
Kingston upon Thames, Surrey KT I 4EP
Tel: 01-943 4366. Telex: 928017 Scott G

TG Mailbox: MMU429. Prestel Mailbox: 019434366

ADVANCED INPUT DEVICES (UK) LTD

BUSINESS SERVICES DIVISION
SAVE ON PRINTERS!

Quen-Date Daisy Wheel & Dot Matrix Printers (Epson compatible)
"New" Dot Matrix Printer- IBM PC compatible
Send for Price List & Literature. (Dealer enquiries invited)

SAVE ON SOFTWARE!
Save up to 40% on most popular business packages
PC. DOS, MS. DOS, CPM/86, CPM/80. Most formats available.
Special offers on: Easy Junior Integrated Accounts, UIS "RAP" Com-
munications Software and Telecom Gold Mailbox
Send for details and Price List.

SAVE ON POWER PRODUCTS!
Solve all your mains power supply problems - Uninteruptable Power
Supply (UPS) Units, Constant Voltage Line Conditioners (CVT), Surge and
Spike protectors for individual and multiple equipment situations.
All UK manufactured by Rayman Electronics. Send for details.

ELECTRONIC SHOP! SHOP BY MODEM!
Use your computer to shop from the comfort of your home - our Data Base
will shortly be available on-line for instant shopping. Browse through our
extensive range of products including business software, games, printers,
listing paper, accessories, sundries, etc.
No modem yet? No problem - direct connect low cost modems through to
full auto-answer/dial versions available. Send for application form to join
the Discount Shopping Club and Access details for Electronic Shopping.
(Starts early May 1985 and includes Electronic Mail facilities for Members)

Write for details to:

ADVANCED INPUT DEVICES (UK) LTD
Freepost, Pinner, Middx. HA5 2BR

(no stamp required)
or phone our 24 hour answerphone service

01-429 2675

1O
High Quality

Microcomputer CP/M PASCALSoftware
When choosing a compiler, support is crucially important. It is vital to ensure that you will receive technical
back-up for the package as quickly as possible. This may prove difficult, if not impossible, when the software was
designed in another country and you have no access to the authors. HiSoft Pascal is a British product, created and
manufactured by ourselves and fully supported by our technical team here in Dunstable. We offer inexpensive
upgrades and we are continually extending and improving the compiler.
HiSoft Pascal is available in a wide variety of Z80 CP/M disc formats, is very close to Standard Pascal and comes
supplied with a comprehensive and sophisticated full screen editor (ED80) which is specially designed for
program development; the editor may be easily configured to suit all displays and also for special keyboards and
individual keystroke sequences.

All this for a fully inclusive price of £39.95! High Quality Software at a Fair Price.

HiSoft was founded over four years ago and since then has built up a reputation for the quality of
its products and the strength of its support. Our utility and language software is available for most
of the home computers currently on the market and we are always developing new products: our
latest is Devpac BO, a powerful assembly language development package for all Z80 CP/M
computers. Devpac 80 is a macro assembler (GEN80), a configurable full screen editor (ED80) and
a super front panel debugger (MON80) all in one integrated package.

Devpac 80 makes Z80 assembly language development a joy to do and is incredible value at only
£39.95 inclusive!

Please feel free to write to us or telephone for immediate despatch of full technical details of all
our products - there is so much more than we can say in this small space. Our next product for
CP/M-80? Wait and C!

HI PT
180 High St. North
Dunstable, Beds

LU6 lAT
Tel. (0582) 696421
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RECHARGEABLE BATTERIES
Dry Fit Maintenance FREE by Sonnenschein.
A300 07191315 12v 3 AH same as RS 591-770 NEW
£13.95 A300 071 91 202 6-0-6 1.8 AH same as RS 591-
382 EX EQUIP £4.99 Miniature PCB mount 3.6v 100
Mah as RS 591.477 NEW £1.00 SAFT VR2C 1.2v "C"
size NICADS in 18 cell ex equipment pack. Good condition
- easily split to single cells £10.50 + pp £1.90

EX -STOCK INTEGRATED CIRCUITS
2732 ex equip £3.25. 271 28 - 250ns NEW £12.00.
6116-200 £4.50, 6116-250 £3.95,
6264LP-1 50 £22.00. 4184-200 £3.50, 4864-150 £4.00,
4116-300, £1.20,2114 £1.75. 6800 £2.50, 6821 £1.00,
68A09 £8.00, 68809 £10.00, 68B09E £14.50,
D8085AH-2 £1 2.00, D8086 £20.00, 280A £2.99.

COOLING TANS
Keep your hot pads COOL and RELIABLE
with our range of BRAND NEW professional
cooling fans.
ETRI 99XU01 Dim. 92x 92 x 25 mm.
Miniature 240 v equipment fan complete with
fr guard £9.95.
GOULD JB-3AR Dim. 3" x 3" x 2.5" compact
very quiet running 240 v operation. NEW £6.95
BUHLER 69.11.22. 8-16 v DC micro
miniature reversible fan. Uses a brushless
servo motor for extremely high air flow,
almost silent running and guaranteed 10,000
hr life. Measures only 62 x 62 x 22 mm.
Current cost £32.00. OUR PRICE ONLY
£1 2.95 complete with data.
MUFFIN -CENTAUR standard 4" x 4" x 1.25"
fan supplied tested EX EQUIPMENT 240 vat
£6.25 or 110 v at £4.95 or BRAND NEW 240 v
at C10.50. 1000'5 of other fans Ex Stock.

for Details. Post& Packing on all fans (1.6

BUDGET RANGE
VIDEO MONITORS

At a price YOU can afford, our range of EX
EQUIPMENT video monitors defy
competition!! All are for 240v working with
standard composite video input. Units are
pre tested and set for up to 80 col use on
BBC micro. Even where MINOR screen
burns MAY exist -- normal data displays are
unaffected.

1000'3 SOLD TO DATE
12" KGM 320-321, high bandwidth input,
will display up to 132 columns x 25 lines.
Housed in attractive fully enclosed
brushed alloy case. B/W only £32.95
24" KGM large screen black & white
monitor fully enclosed in light alloy case.
I.eal schools shops, clubs etc.

NLY £55.00 Carriage £10.00

DATA MODEMS
Join the communications revolution with
our super range of DATA MODEMS with
prices and types to suit all applications
and budgets!!
Most modems are EX BRITISH
TELECOM and are made to the highest
standard for continuous use and reliability.
RS232 interfaces are standard to all our
moderns, so will connect to ANY micro etc
with an RS232 serial interface.
DATEL 28 see SPECIAL OFFER centre of
this ad.
MODEM 13A, 300 baud. Compact unit only
2" high and same size as telephone base.
Standard CCITT tones, CALL mode only.
Tested with data. ONLY E45.00 + P954.50.
MODEM 20-1, 75-1200 baud. Compact unit
for use as subscriber end to PRESTEL,
MICRONET or TELECOM GOLD. Tested with
data. £39.95 + 99E6.50.
MODEM 20-2, same as 20-1 but 1200-75
baud £99.00.
TRANSDATA 307A, 300 baud acoustic
coupler. Brand new with RS232 interface.
ONLY £49.95
DACOM DSL2123 Multi Standard Modem,
switchable CCITT or USA BELL 103 standard.
V21 300-300, V23 75-1200, V23 1200-75 or
1200-1200 halt duplex.
Auto answer via MODEM or CPU. CALL or
ANSWER modes plus LED status indication.
Dim 2.5" x 8.5" x 9' BRAND NEW fully
guaranteed ONLY E260.00 + 54.50.
DATEL 2412 Made by SE LABS for BT this
two part unit is for synchronious data links at
1200 or 2400 baud using 2780/3780
protocol. Many features include Auto answer,
2 or 4 wire working etc. etc. COST OVER
£800. OUR PRICE E185.00.
DATEL 4800, RACAL MPS4800 high speed

good condition 085.00 CARR £10.00

HOT LINE OA TA BASE

DISTEL©
THE ORIGINAL FREE OF CHARGE dial up data base
1000's of stock items and one off bargains.
ON LINE NOW - 300 baud, full duplex CCITT tones, 8 bit
word, no parity 01-6 91161

MAINS FILTERS
Cure those unnerving hang ups and data glitches caused
by mains interference.
SD5A As recommended by 2X81 news letter, matchbox
size up to 1000 watt load £5.95
L2127 compact completely cased unit with 3 pin fitted
,ocket Up to 750 watts E9.99

Anderson Jacobson

AJ810 VIDEO
DISPLAY TERMINAL
Made by one of the USA's
largest peripheral manufacturers

the AJ510 Professional VDU
terminal has too many

features to include in space
available -just a few are:

characters,
15" non glare green

screen, 24 lines by 80 character

internal Z80 Cpu control, very

128 ASCII character set with lower
case and graphics, standard RS232 interface, Cursor
addressing, numeric key pad etc. Supplied in good
TESTED second hand condition with full manual

I £225.00 + Garr £10.00. Data sheet on request.

A Major company's over production problems, and a special
BULK PURCHASE enable TWO outstanding offers.

COLOUR MONITOR SPECIALS
Aloof -

`SYSTEM ALPHA' 14" Multi Input Monitor.
Made in the UK by the famous REDIFFUSION Co-. for their own professional
computer system this monitor has all the features to suit your immediate and future
monitor requirements. Two types of video input, RGB and PAL Composite Video,
allow direct connection to most makes of micro computers and VCR's. An internal
speaker and audio amplifier may be connected to your system's output or direct to
a VCR machine, giving superior colour and sound quality. Many other features
include PIL tube, Matching BBC case colour, Major controls on front panel,
Separate Contrast and Brightness - even in RGB mode, Two types of audio input,
Separate Colour and audio controls for Composite Video input, BNC plug for
composite input, 15 way 'D' plug for RGB input, modular construction etc. etc.

This must be ONE OF THE YEAR'S BEST BUYS!!!
Supplied BRAND NEW and BOXED, complete with DATA and 90 day guarantee.
SUPPLIED BELOW ACTUAL COST -ONLY £149.00 + Carr.

DECCA RGB 80-100 Monitor.
Little or hardly used manufacturer's surplus enables us to offer this special
converted DECCA RGB Colour Video TV Monitor at a super low price of only
£99.00, a price for a colour monitor as yet unheard of!! Our own interface, safety
modification and special 16" high definition PIL tube, combine with the tried and
tested DECCA 80/100 series chassis to give 80 column definition and picture
quality found only on monitors costing 3 TIMES OUR PRICE. In fact, WE
GUARANTEE you will be delighted with this product, the quality for the price has to
be seen to be believed. Supplied complete and ready to plug directo to a BBC
MICRO computer or any other system with a TTL RGB output. Other features
include internal audio amp and speaker, Modular construction, auto degaussing
34 H x 24 D, 90 day guarantee. Supplied in EXCELLENT condition, ONLY £99.00
+ Carr. Also available UN -MODIFIED but complete with MOD DATA. Only £75.00.
Carriage and Insurance on monitors £10.00

SPECIAL 300 BAUD MODEM OFFER
Another GIGANTIC purchase of these EX BRITISH TELECOM, BRAND
NEW or little used 2B data modems allows US to make the FINAL
REDUCTION, and for YOU to join the exciting world of data
communications at an UNHEARD OF PRICE OF ONLY £29.95. Made to
the highest POST OFFICE APPROVED spec at a cost of hundreds of
pounds each, the 2B has all the standard requirements for data base,
business or hobby communications. All this and more!!
 300 baud full duplex f1,44.04,  CALL, ANSWER and AUTO modes
 Full remote control  Standard RS232 serial interface

 Supplied with full data
NOW ONLY  Built in test switching CCITT tone standards

£29.95  240v Mains operation
 Modular construction AL, a.a.c.,  1 year full guarantee
 Direct isolated connection VT TN  Just 2 wires to comms. line

Order now - while stocks last. Carriage and Ins. 010.00

SAV
SUPER PRINTER SCOOP
BRAND NEW

The "Do Everything Printer' at ere that will
CENTRONICS NEVER be repeated. Standard C NTRONICS

parallel interface for direct connection to BBC,
ORIC, DRAGON etc Superb poet quality with lull

pin addressable graphics and 4 type fonts plus
NIGH DEFINITION internal PROPORTIONAL SPACED

MODE for WORD PROCESSOR applications. 80-132
columns, single sheet, sprocket or roll paper handling plus

much more. Available ONLY frorn DISPLAY ELECTRONICS
at the ridiculous price of ONLY + VAT Complete with

01;619
tut manual etc. Limited quantity -Hurry while stocks last.

Options. Interface cable (specify) for BBC, ORIC,
7 DRAGON or CENTRONICS 36 way plg £12 so Spare ribbon

£3.50 each BBC graphics screen dump utility Program 8,60
Carriaae and ins. 10.00 + VAT

HUNDREDS OF PRINTERS
EX STOCK FROM £49.00. Call Sales Office for Details.

1 only large CALCOMP 1036 AO 3 pen drum plotter and
offline 915 magtape controller. Good working order.

ADD VAT TO ALL P ICES £2500.00.

ti

EX STOCK

DEC CORNER
PDP 1140 System comprising of CPU.
124K memory + MMU 16 line RS232
interface. RPO2 40 MB hard disk drive,
TU10 9 track 800 BPI Mag tape drive, dual
rack system, VT52 VDU etc. etc. Tested
and running £3750.00
BA11-M 8 3.5" Box, PSU, LTC £385.00
DH11-AD 16 x RS232 DMA

interface £2100.00
DLV11-J 4 x EIA interface £310.00
DLVII-E Serial. Modem support £200.00
DUP11 Sych. Serial data i/o £650.00
00200 Dilog - multi RK

controller £495.00
DZ11-13 8 line RS232 mux board £650.00
KDF11-B M8189 PDP 1123+ Et 1 0100
LA36 Decwriter EIA or 20 ma loop £270.00
LAX34-A L LA34 tractor feed £85.00
MS11-JP Unibus 32 kb Ram £80.00
MS11- LB Unibus 128 kb Ram £450.00
MS11- LD Unibus 256 kb Ram £850.00
MSC4804 Obus (Equiv MSV11-L)

256 kb £499.00
PDP11/05 Cpu, Ram, i/o, etc. £450.00
PDP11/40 Cpu, 124k MMU £1850.00
RT11 ver. 3B documentation0 £70.00
RK05-J 2.5 Mb disk drives £650.00
KL8JA PDP 8 async i/o £175.00
MI8E PDP 8 Bootstrap option £75.00
VT50 VDU and Keyboard -

current loop £175.00
VT52 VDU with RS232 interface £250.00

1000's of EX STOCK spares for DEC
PDP8, PDP8A, PDP11 systems &
peripherals. Call for details. All types of
Computer equipment and spares wanted
for PROMPT CASH PAYMENT.

All prices quoted are for U.K. Mainland, paid cash with order in Pounds Sterling PLUS VAT. Minimum order value £2.00.
Minimum Credit Card orderE/0.00. Minimum BONA FIDE account orders from Government Depts., Schools, Universities and
established companiesi20.00. Where post and packing not indicated please ADD £1.00 + VAT. Warehouse open Mon -Fri
9.30-5.30. Sat 10.30-5.30. We reserve the right to change prices and specifications without notice. Trade, Bulk and Export

crTri (IN 32 Biggin Way, Upper Norwood, London SE19 3XF
-L1-1-1- I NU! Telephone 01-679 4414 Telex 894502 Data 01-679 1888 L MIN
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ENCOURAGEMENT
AND ADVICE AREN'T ALL

WE'RE OFFERING
TO HIGH-TECHNOLOGY

INDUSTRY

Our involvement in the
development of high-technology is

more than just one of encouragement
and advice.

We've already provided over .0
billion of finance to hundreds of high-
technology companies.

Indeed, we believe we've allocated
more funds and more management time
to high-technology ventures than any
other UK bank.

What's more, we're one of the few
financial organisations to have set up an
in-house team of high-technology
specialists.

And so far, over 2,000 of our branch
managers have attended intensive high-
technology seminars.

Our commitment even extends to
our own business and the services we
provide.

In fact we're already making exten-
sive use of advanced electronic global
information transfer and cash management
systems.

.7.!t> -00

t 0 el6 d;,e6 cL&"i

We've also been
actively involved in several
schemes to develop the links
between the academic world
and industry.

And made academic sponsorships
and endowments of around .f2 million
over the last few years.

Indeed, the establishment of the
Barclays Venture Centre at Warwick
Science Park is just one example of our
initiatives to date.

So if you have any questions or
ideas youd like to discuss with us, come
and have a chat with one of our
managers.

After all, you're more likely to find
people who understand the financial and
technological implications of your ideas
at Barclays.

BARCLAYS
276 PCW JULY 1988



THE INSTITUTION OF
ANALYSTS & PROGRAMMERS

An association which is widely recognised and respected,
endorses the status of its members, protects and
promotes their interests, assists their careers and
encourages their ethical standards is the foundation of
every profession.
The Institution of Analysts & Programmers is the
leading association for those who use, develop and
organise systems analysis and computer programming
for Commerce, Industry or Public Service as a principal
or supplementary part of their professional life.
Awareness of the Institution and the high regard
accorded to its members has brought inquiries and
applications from over forty independent countries and
states.
The essential qualification for election is practical
experience but grading allowances are made for degrees,
diplomas and course certificates of recognised universities
and training organisations and for memberships of
other professional associations and learned bodies. A
guide to membership requirements and gradings may be
requested by telephone or letter addressed to the
Applications Department.

01-898 2385

The Institution Of Analysts & Programmers
GIBSON HOUSE, FOURTH CROSS ROAD, TWICKENHAM

MIDDLESEX, TW2 5EL, ENGLAND

EASY FILE . . . FOR ONLY

132 column £29.99
INCLUDING

CARRIAGE & V.A.T.

Send your cheque today
(made payable to CEMOC Ltd.)

or telephone your Barclaycard order
through for immediate despatch

CEMOC COMPUTERS
1 Samuel Whites Estate
Medina Road
('owes, Isle of Wight, P031 7LP
Tel: (0983) 290584

COMPUTER
MAINTENANCE

CONTRACTS

B ... EST

E FFICIENT

ERVICE

T RY US AND SEE!

APRICOT  SIRIUS/VICTOR
IBM  COMMODORE

WIDE RANGE OF PRINTERS
NON -MAINTENANCE REPAIRS

ALSO UNDERTAKEN
DISK DRIVE ALIGNMENT AND REPAIRS

COMMODORE PC 10....£1,424 + VAT
COMMODORE PC 20.... £2,375 + VAT

24 Green Lane, NW4 2NG Tel: 01-203 3777

VISA

EXPORT
AND OVERSEAS VISITORS

ALL MAKES OF MICRO
COMPUTERS, PRINTERS,

PERIPHERALS AND SOFTWARE
SUPPLIED AT DISCOUNT

PRICES.
AMSTRAD  ORIC  SINCLAIR
 BBC MICRO  ELECTRON 

COMMODORE
EPSON  BROTHER AND ALL

POPULAR MAKES.

OLD
UNICOM HOUSE

182 ROYAL COLLEGE STREET,
LONDON NW1 9NN

TELEX: 295931 UNICOM G
TELEPHONE: 01-4821711
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X T CONVERSION KITS
FOR IBM® AND COMPATIBLES

NEW FAST CONTROLLER!
WESTERN DIGITAL 1002 SWX-2
ST -506 STANDARD £249

MR 521 HALF HEIGHT, 51"
10MB WINCHESTER DRIVE (FORMATTED)
2 -HEADS, AVERAGE 85cms ACCESS £399

MR 522 HALF HEIGHT 51" 20 MB
WINCHESTER DRIVE (FORMATTED)
4 HEADS, AVERAGE 85ms ACCESS £579

SET OF CABLES FOR ABOVE £25

RAM CHIP SALE!!!
4164 64K DRAM 150Ns £1.99 each
4128 128K DRAM 150Ns £7.49 each
(for upgrade IBM AT)
41256 256K RAM 150Ns £5.99 each
(for upgrade Olivetti -M24, Compaq Deskpro etc)

Prices exclude VAT and delivery. For terms see our other
advertisements.

[11311[FISN
BUSINESS SYSTEMS LTD
be, MAPLE DRIVE. EAST OPENISI1EAO, WEST SUSSE, PM'S auva

TEL: (0342) 24631.313427
FLX: 957547

AMERICAN & BRITISH
COMPUTER

BOOKS & MAGAZINES
We offer a World -Wide service for books from all
publishers and more than 50 magazines.
Please fill in the coupon and ask for monthly listing of
NEW books and magazines. You may also subscribe to the
following popular magazines starting from the current
issues.

Europe Other
AMSTRAD CPC 464 USER £19 £27
BYTE £26 £32
COMMODORE USER £18 £28
MSX COMPUTING £18 £28
MSX USER £18 £28
PERSONAL COMPUTER WORLD £19 £28
QL USER £18 £28
SINCLAIR PROGRAMS £18 £28
SINCLAIR USER £19 £29
YOUR COMPUTER £21 £32
These are SPECIAL 6 months Trial Offer Prices.
Please fill the coupon and send it with your cheque to:

COMPUTER BOOKS AND
MAGAZINES - HAULSTERM LTD

91 Exeter House, Putney Heath, London SW15
Tel: 01-788 8746

Name Tel

Address

I wish to subscribe for 6 months to the following magazines:

1

2

3

Enclosed please find a cheque for Total

Please send me list of books and other magazines.

EPROM
PROGRAMMER.,1 -

An exceptionally
versatile unit,
programs EEPROMS
and EPROMs from
2K to 32K.

Powerful, easy
to use software
in a sideways ROM.
Features full screen
data editor,
files, and
softkeys.

Professionally
designed hardware
ensures reliable and
safe programming,
also detects badly
socketed EPROM s.

Soundly
constructed in a
convenient flip -top box which protects unit when not in use.
Supplied with a comprehensive manual.

295 (exc I VAT, free P&P)
2 year guarantee. Detailed information on request

CIL Control Telemetry of London
Unit 11, Burmarsh, Marsden St,
London NW5 3JA. Tel: 01-482 2177

OVER 220 AMSTRAD CASSETTE
TITLES IN STOCK

OVER 90 NOW AVAILABLE ON DISK
CPM SOFTWARE
Macro 80, Microsoft Basic, Microsoft
Basic Compiler, Turbo Pascal, BBC
Basic (Z80), Purchase Ledger, Payroll,
Database, other titles on request.

 TAPE TO DISC TRANSFERS 
HARDWARE

Printers, Speech Synthesisers,
CPC464 3" Disc, Timatic 51/4" 2nd Disc
Drive also available.
RS232 INTERFACES INCLUDE
Sideways Rom's, Optional upgrades to
BBC Compatible User port. Also
available Arnors Maxam Assembler and
Quma's Assembler.
664 IN STOCK

Mail order welcome. Please send sae for full list to:

TIMATIC SYSTEMS LTD
Registered Office. Sales and Repairs

NEWGATE LANE
FAREHAM, HANTS P014 1AN
Tel: FAREHAM (0329) 239953

FAREHAM MARKET
FAREHAM, HANTS
Tel: FAREHAM (0329) 236727
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The
MEGAN BOX

ntrtm

from Disco  Tech (UK) Ltd.
The MEGA BOX is a top quality rigid plastic
storage box with see-through lid and four dividers.
Holds up to 60 diskettes.

All disks are 51/4" and
feature:
 Write protect notch
 Hub rings
 Double density (D/D)

suitable for
single density (S/D)

 Tyvex sleeves
 Full set of labels and

write protect tabs
 Meets all ANSI

specifications

Floppy
Disk Price

25 SS/DD disks in MEGA BOX £
£4.35 and £2 p&p = £35.35
25 DS/DD disks in M
£5.85 and £2 p
50 SS/D
£7
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The XLTRON quality control is so stringent that
O awe can give our famous 'two for one' guarantee. If

you find a faulty disk, return it to us, and we'll
send you two in exchange immediately. All part of
our five year guarantee.

-00X £19 plus VAT £2.85 and £2
413.85

15 in a Midi..bOX £25 plus VAT £3.75 and £2 p&p
- £30.75
25 in a MEG/1.160X £42 plus VAT £6.30 and £2
p&p - £50.30
50 in a MEGABOX £80 plus VAT £12 and £2
p&p = £94.00

DiscoTech (U.K.) Ltd.,
Lex House, 3-6 Alfred Place,
London WC1, England.
DiscoTech (U.K.) LTD. are the
sole distributors of XLTRON.

TYVEX is a registered name of Du Pont.
Rhinokote is a registered name of Rhino. agnetics Ltd.

c X LTRON is a registered name XLTRON Lid.

rTo: DiscoTech
Just fill in the coupon
01.631 0255

ery

stablished in our new showroom in
lace. You can save our £2 delivery charge

y calling in - you'll be welcome weekdays from
10.00am till 5.00pm Saturday 10.00am-4.00pm.

Help Lines
01-631 0255
01-631 3600
If you want help or information to place an order
just ring our 'help' lines.

Official Orders
We accept orders from all government bodies,
schools, universities, libraries, armed forces etc.
We despatch on receipt of an official purchase
order. If you can't raise a cheque without an
invoice, just post or telephone your order and we'll
send you a pro -forma by return.

(U.K.) Ltd., Lex House, 3-6 Alfred Place, London WC1, England
or send your order on a postcard or letter. Or phone your order on 01.631 3600 OR

Please send me the following, (tick the appropriate boxes):

25 ss/dd disks at only £25 [ or

25 ds/dd disks at only E3 1.251
I enclose a cheque/p.o. for £ or debit my Access/Diners/Amex card

card no

Name: Signature.

Address.

Postcode.
(Block Capitals Please) PCW/7/85



INTRODUCING .. THE TULIP
SYSTEM PC SERIES.THERE

CAN BE ONLY ONE WINNER IN
THE PC COMPATIBLES RACE.

` ,

More Dealers Wanted for our complete product -line. Please contact: LONDON: David Rush LTD 01-363-3746 WEST MIDLANDS: Pearl
Computers LTD 05432-22976 EAST MIDLANDS: Contraplex Computers LTD 0332-360571 EAST ANGLIA: Moonraker Computers LTD
0603-610413 SOUTH WEST: Newport Technical Services LTD 0272-878312 TRAVEL AGENTS: Status Travel Systems 021-6325277



Records are made to be broken they say -
but this is easier said than done. It is

possible only after much preparation and
practice.
That is why Compudata did not join the
rush to enter the race to introduce the first
personal computer on the market.
We carried on quietly - developing two
personal computers which could enter the
second race - with no handicap.
And now patience - as always - has been
rewarded and two personal computers,
the Tulip PC advance and the Tulip PC
compact, developed by Compudata, are
ready to compete. The quality and price of
these computers put them well ahead in
the field for the performance award.
They have special features to be found in
none of their rivals in the same class.
As we said, the PC advance and the PC
compact may not have been
the first, but
they certainly are the best.

Q1)
COMPU DATA

TULIP SYSTEM
PC ADVANCE

Microprocessor
Clock
Arithmetic co processor (opt.)
Memory (standard)
Expandable upto
Graphic formats (7 colors)

(monochrome)
Display formats

International character sets
Interface Keyboard

Parallel I/O
Serial I/O
Floppy disk contr.
Expansion bus for
IBM -comp. boards

8086
8 Mhz
8087/8 MHz
128 Kb
640 Kb

TULIP SYSTEM
PC COMPACT

8088
8 Mhz
8087/8 MHz
128 Kb
512 Kb

320/640x200 320/640x200
640x200/400 640x200/400
80x25 monochr
40/80x25 color
11

80x25 monochr
40/80x25 color
11

IBM comp. (2) IBM comp. (1)
Centronics comp. Centronics comp.
RS 232 compatible RS 232 compatible
2 drives 2 drives

3 slots 4 slots
Expansion slots I/O piggy backed piggy backed
Lightpen TTL compatible TTL compatible

Real time clock yes yes
Clock/calender with battery
back-up yes no
Monitor EPROM 16 Kb 16 Kb
Floppy disk drives 40 trk 2x360 Kb 2x360 Kb

80 trk (opt.) 2x720 Kb 2x720 Kb
Hard disk drives (optional) lx10 Mb lx10 Mb

1x32 Mb 1x32 Mb
Operating system (standard) MS-DOS 3.1 MS-DOS 3.1
Programming languages (standard) GW-BASIC GW-BASIC
Optional add-on units tape back up tape back up

10 Mb + tape 10 Mb + tape
32 Mb + tape 32 Mb + tape

Transportable set yes no

Compudata COMPATIBLES available
from £1,150,-.

I I I I I I I I 11111111 11111111

Compudata B.V. Hambakenwetering 2 5231 DC 's -Hertogenbosch, The Netherlands Tel.: +31 73 42 20 45 Telex: 50316 cdata n1

CHANNEL ISLANDS: A.G.L. Computers 0534 -30662 IRELAND: Datatronics Systems LTD, Dublin 6965859/978856
'We would like to appoint dealers for our equipment. Please contact Compudata Head Office and ask for the export department'.



Mill Hill
Computer Centre

SPECIAL OFFER
Home and personal computers, software, peripherals, printers, disc
drives and books at unbeatable prices.

All prices include VAT
A wide range of educational software and games always in stock

BBC (B) + free recorder + lead £325
BBC (DFS) + free recorder + lead £420
Electron + free recorder + plus 1 £185
Commodore 64 + recorder + joystick Oil £220
Commodore 16 starter pack + joystick £100
Amstrad + £100 worth of s/w M.£225
Amstrad + £100 worth of s/w C.£330
ZX Spectrum 48K + £50 s/w £110
Juki 6100 daisywheel £365
Dais ystep 2000 £235
Cannon PW 1080A £330
Shinwa CP80 £190
Shinwa CPA80 £230
Commodore MPS801 £190
Microvitec CVB £199
Commodore H: res (col. monitor) £220
Philips (green) £85
Philips (amber) £95
Cumana 100k disk drive £125
Commodore 1541 disk drive £190
Sanyo cassette recorder £23
Acorn cassette recorder £32
Floppy disc (45-80 track ) £18'

This is only a small selection of what we can offer
For further details either write or telephone us

Mail Order Despatched within 10 days after receipt of your order and cheque
Add £2.50 P& P for orders helot,: 1150, and over. 1.8 P& P

Government & Educational discount given
Export enquiries welcome

123 The Broadway
Mill Hill, London NW7 3TG

Tel: 01-906 3363

VAICT
BASIC ©

SCREEN
+ PAINTER

FOR THE COMMODORE 64 COMPUTER
INCLUDES MANUAL + DEMO PROGRAM

HAS OVER 125 COMMANDS AND IS
LANGUAGE COMPATIBLE WITH BASIC 3.5

COMMANDS INCLUDED: -
HELP SOUND SPRITE & SCRATCH
CIRCLE FILTER PO/LOOP/ HEADER

DRAIN TRAP/RESUME WHILE/UNTIL D LOAD
BOX PRINT USING D SAVE
RENUMBER INSTR. MONITOR DIRECTORY

CASSETTE VERSION =
DISK VERSION AVAILABLE
JUNE 1985 @ £14.95
TRADE & EXPORT
ENQUIRIES WELCOME
Please direct enquiries/orders to: -

1 0.95
including p&p and VAT

MICRO COMPONENT TRADING COMPANY
Group House
Fishers Lane
Norwich
Norfolk Telephone: (0603) 633005

MAKE YOUR PC
MULTI-USER

FOR ONLY £595

IT SOUNDS UNBELIEVABLE BUT ITS TRUE!!
With FORMULA IV, the Applicator Creator, your
can become multi-user without the need
modifications. Formula IV is the ONLY software that
IBM PC, XT, AT, and compatibles into multi-user

computer system
for hardware

will convert
application

systems.

Just connect two inexpensive terminals to your PC and PRESTO! -
you have just created a true multi-user system that triples the
power of your computer.
FORMULA IV contains a wealth of features, including
database system, a powerful query language,
facility, a free format report generator, plus
capabilities. FORMULA IV combines the power of
language with the simplicity of a word processor.

PHONE TODAY FOR DETAILS OF THIS AMAZING PROGRAM.
Check our prices on these IBM compatibles

Ferranti PC860
Canon A200

Commodore PC10
Ring for software special offers

CARRERA COMPUTING
12, Lyons Avenue
Hetton-Le-Hole
Tyne & Wear

DH5 OHS
Tel:- SUNDERLAND (0783) 267816 Open 7 days 9.00am

a relational
an on-line help
menu generation

a computer

9.00pm
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VALUE VALUE VALUE
ERICSSON

THE IBM
COMPATIBLE

from £1,667 + VAT

The recently launched ERICSSON PC is now available
from Wolfcrown. It is exceptionally IBM compatible
with extra features at a significantly lower price. On site
12 months warranty included with nationwide Ericsson
backup. Standard configuration includes 128Kb, serial
and parallel ports, six expansion slots, ergonomic
amber monitor and splendid graphics. According to PC
USER "At 90% of whatever the current price of the IBM
PC happens to be, its an index linked bargain."

ERICSSON PORTABLE
Stunning new portable weighing 16.71bs with full 25 by
80 gas plasma screen and full size keyboard. Options
include inbuilt printer, electronic disk and integral
modem.
Basic configuration from £2,580 + £387 VAT

PC SOFTWARE
Leading Edge WP £150 + £22.50 VAT
Leading Edge Nutshell DB £135 + £20.25 VAT

ALPHA MICRO

MULTI-USER 10Mb WINCHESTER
MULTI -TASKING VCR BACKUP
UP TO SIX USERS SOFTWARE INC.

The AM1000, the smallest machine in the range is
based on the MC68000 and supports two users,
expandable up to six, and is available in various
configurations up to 40Mb and 1024Kb RAM memory.
We are offering a 10Mb system with two word
processing screens, operating system, BASIC language
Assembler, word processing, over 150 utilities, and
accounting software at the remarkable price of £7,250.
Extra users can be added at £650 per user.

PC MULTI-USER BOARD

Why network when you can transform your PC into a
multi-user Alpha system supporting up to three
screens. Fit the sensational Alpha Micro 170 board into
your PC and it operates as a multi-user Alpha Micro PC
with access to MS-DOS. On board 128Kb memory,
clock/cal, MC68000 processor and full AMOSL
operating system and facilities.

£1,500+ VAT

PC HARD DISK ADD ONS
Internal 10Mb Cogito disk with Adaptec controller to
run on existing PC power supply £1,250 + £187.50 VAT

Please telephone order particulars to 01-629 3603 or
External 10Mb hard disk subsystem in look -a -like case visit our West End offices on the 2nd Floor at 58 Jermyn
with PS, controller cable and software Street, London SW1Y 6LX.

£1,295 + £194.25 VAT Dealer enquiries are welcome.

IBM PC BOARDS
Hercules graphics card £315+£47.25 VAT
SIGMA multifunction card £245+06.75 VAT
64Kb to 384 Kb RAM, serial/parallel ports, games port,
clock/calendar etc.
Ericsson colour monitor £420 + £63 VAT

PRINTERS & MONITORS
SMITH -CORONA PRINTERS our price RRP
Fastext 80.80 co1/80cps dot matrix £170 £195
D100 80 co1/120cps dot matrix £220 £249
D200 80 co1/160cps, NLQ, dot matrix £375 £420
D200 132 co1/160cps, NLQ, dot matrix £535 £595
JUKI 6100 18cps daisywheel £340+0100 VAT
Facit and Ericsson printers POA
eg Facit 4511-02 £505 + £75.75 VAT
Philips 12" Green monitor £79+£11.85 VAT

APPLE COMPATIBLE PRODUCTS
Slim -line disk drive
Z80 card
80a column card
Printer card and cable
Disk controller card

£125+£18.75 VAT
£39+0.85 VAT
£45+£6.75 VAT
£45+0.75 VAT
£35+0.25 VAT

TO ORDER

2nd FLOOR, 58 JERMYN STREET, LONDON SW1Y 6LX TELEPHONE 01-629 3603

WOLFCROWN
ALSO AT PRINCE GROUP, LOMBARD HOUSE, GREAT CHARLES STREET, BIRMINGHAM TELEPHONE 021-233 2286

EVERY CHALLENGE IN LIFE
IS MADE EASIER WITH A
HELPING HAND.

The new Ericsson Personal Computer comes
with the best customer support services in the
country.

With Ericsson you get Teach -Yourself Soft-
ware; instructions in plain English; a Dial -an -Expert

Service and regular
The new Ericsson customer training courses
Personal Computer at the Ericsson PC Training

Centre. The new Ericsson
PC is IBM compatible. It runs all
IBM popular software.

What's more, the Ericsson
PC is smaller, neater and quieter.

But the big difference is
Ericsson. Because Ericsson give a
helping hand to getyou started.

ERICSSON JULY 1985 PCW 283
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micro
control systems

Price £61.99 inc VAT Please add 1 P&P

OR A-UNE COMPUTER SYSTEMS
1 CHURCH FARM LANE,
WILLOUGHBY, WATERLEYS
LEICESTER LEI 31.11)
TEL (OWN) 4111

DISTRIBUTOR
ENQUIRIES 10: -
MICRO CONTROL
SYSTEMS LTD
TEL (1773)7111011

mai Announcing the

MIRAGE
MICKIDRIVER

At the touch of a button you can transferal) your programs onto Microdrive
cartridge.
At last the full potential and speed of the ZX Microdrives can be realised by
all 48K Spectrum and Spectrum+ owners, for only £39.95.

Features:
* Transfer any program onto Microdrive cartridge or cassette.
* Freeze any game at any point, save It, and restore it later.
* Use the "POKE" facility to give yourself infinite lives etc.
The Mirage Microdriver consists of a RAM PACK style case which
simply plugs onto the rear of the ZX Interface 1. An expansion
connector is provided for the connection of other peripherals. The
software has been designed to be easy to use and is menu driven. It

resides on a 4K ROM contained within the Microdriver so there is no
fussing with tapes to get it to run. All you need to do is press the
button on the side.
Note: This unit Is intended for software owners to transfer their own programs
onto microdrive cartridges for speed and ease of access. Programs saved using
the Mirage Microdriver are unreadable unless the Microdriver is present.

How to Order
Send a cheque for £44.95, including £5 for postage and packing, to the
address below, or use your Access or Visa card by telephoning (0376)
48321 to place your order immediately.
Please allow 28 days for delivery.

MIRAGE
Microcomputers
Limited

24 Bank Street,
Braintree,
Essex CM7 7UL
Tel: (0376) 48321

Modems Enter the Communications Era
It's high time you used your microcomputer to

communicate with the rest of the World.

subscription to B.T. Gold or One To One
electronic mail service, with every one of our

MODEMS and TERMINALS.

Send For further information:
MODEMS from £89

E Switch Boxes for sharing peripherals, from £65
n Third Party Maintenance

* National Service Back-up
* Over 5 years in the Professional Electronics Industry

* Specialist Dealer/Broker

Sales Department

DELARIESE ENTERPRISES
40B Wilton Road, Reading, Berks, RG3 2SS
Tel: (0734) 591091 Telex: 848072 SBPNEU

Name

Department

Position

Company

Address

Tel. Telex:
PCW/7/85

MIEFi01110110E
Dealers in Home and Business Computers

FOR YOUR

AMSTRAD COMPUTER
WITH GREEN OR COLOUR MONITOR

664 * 464
DDI AND FDI ADDITIONAL

DISK DRIVES

PRINTERS * MODULATORS * JOYSTICKS
* BUSINESS AND GAMES SOFTWARE

PERSONAL SERVICE - CALLERS
WELCOME - MAIL ORDER - 48 HOUR

DELIVERY SERVICE

MICROMONDE
152 SHIRLAND ROAD

LONDON W9 2BT
Tel: 01-289 9060

284 PCWJULY 1985
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#1 CHOICE OF MAJOR OEM MANUFACTURERS, UNIVERSITIES,
I RESEARCH LABS ETC. A THOROUGHLY FIELD PROVEN DESIGN.

HIGH VOLUME PRODUCTION ENGINEERED.

 FULL IBM PC -XT* COMPATIBILITY!
 FULL MEGA -BYTE RAM CAPACITY

ON MOTHERBOARD!
DEALERS AND OEM MANUFACTURERS
QUANTITY DISCOUNTS AVAILABLE

Eight Compatible
I/O Interface
Connectors
(Full PC compatible)
(compatible with all
IBM-PC* plug-in cards)

Special J1
Interface
(Allows horizontal mount-
ing of compatible expan-
sion cards for easy bus
expansion and custom
configuring) (Board has
62 pin gold plated compat-
ible connector)

Extended ROM
Capability
(Runs all compatible PC
ROMS) (Jumper program-
mable to accommodate all
popular 8K, 16K, 32K and
64K ROM chips and NEW
EE ROMS! VPP power pin
available for EP ROM
burning!) (External
VPP voltage required)

Full Mega -Byte Ram Capacity!
On board!
(With parity)
0 256K Bytes using 64K chips
0 1 Mega Bytes using 256K chips

Standard Key-
board Interface
(Full PC compatible)

ITHOUSANDS
SOLD

WORLD WIDE!
Hardware Reset
(Overcomes reset flaw
in PC)

Power Connector
(Full IBM* pinout
compatible)

8088 Processor
(Same as PC)

8087 Numeric
Processor
(Same as PC)

Peripheral
Support Circuits
(Same as PC)

Configuration
Switches
(Same as PC)

Speaker/Audio
Port
(Same as PC)

Wire Wrap Area
To facilitate special custom
applications!

Mega -Board'" Evaluation Board Kit!
(Blank board with full assembly
instructions and parts list.)

Includes highest quality PC board
with gold plating, silk screen,
solder mask

Board Size 10.5 inch X 13,5 inch

SOUTH DEVON MICROCENTRE LTD
THE OLD POSTERN
DARTINGTON
TOTNES
DEVON T09 6EA
UNITED KINGDOM

ROGER BUTLER

(8030) 866076

FOR DETAILS

PRICE LIST

Bare Board Kit
Assembled Tested Socketed
Fully Assembled and Tested
Evaluation Board Kit
Manual
Mega-Bios Rom
Case
Keyboard
Monochrome Card
Graphics Card
Disk Controller
Disk Drives
Hard Disk Controller
Power Supply

VAT/Carriage
£79.00

£158.00
£412.00

£85.00
£15.70
£24.00
£82.00

£123.00

Call for prices

£124.00

I.

..)IV /ISPI AYr>GOMMUNICAT IONS
CORPORATION

TERMS:
4 100 SPHINCi VAL 1.E_ ROAl
SUITE 4011
IJALLA::.i. IA
1214.: 991-1644

*IBM and IBM PC are trademarks of International Business Machines 01984 Display Telecommunications Corporation
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Free! A program to
set the pulse racing.=

Acclaimed for its exciting, up to the minute
coverage of the latest computer innovations,

am, Thames Television's Database presents a
=RD spectacular 'first' in a great new series this
summer.

The most recent advance in software trans -4k
mission is Visicode. Quite simply, it utilises

41) rapid light pulses to transfer software to a
11 micro, via a light pen attached to a monitor
screen. Database will be using this revolutionary
system to transmit software for an intriguing quiz
and a super adventure game; you'll be able to
decode the light pulses on your television set with a
light pen circuit you buy or construct yourself.

That's not all ITV's very own computer pro-
gramme has to offer. Presenters Tony Bastable

4o and Jane Ashton will be taking a close look
OM at further developments, from the role of
micros in the Health Service and the latest cellular

The Database Mailbox
If you have a micro connected to Prestel, why
not call the Database office direct with your
comments, ideas and suggestions. The Database
Mailbox can be found on Prestel Page 7776.

And if you own a teletext television set, check
out the latest news in the Database Newsletter
on Oracle Page 159. You'll also find the Database
Bulletin Board on Oracle Page 159.

radio networks, to their uses in helping the disabled,
making music and computer
'hacking'. Each week, there'll
also be general advice on
buying micros plus reviews
of hardware and software
in the home from Dr Mike
Thome. Amongst other
special features will be
coverage of the British
Micro Computing Awards
Ceremony, which this year

is to be co -sponsored by Thames Television.
Whether you're new to the game or an old

MIMI= hand, make sure you're up to date on newsammo
amp and events in the fast moving micro world:ain don't miss Database, starting Thursday
June 20. Programme times vary according to
regions, so check your local press for details.

J

sr

I

Thames Television, 149 Tottenham Court Road, London W1P 9LL.

=I=

-17 .Ti
g". az 71
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£399 TURNS YOUR
BRAIN -BOX

INTO A REAL
CHATTE OX!

Computers are like
people. They can learn from
each other. But first they have
to communicate. If your computer
keeps itself to itself, why not introduce
it to the Chit -Chat Communications Pack from Sagesoft?

Chit -Chat is a versatile data communications program
that opens up a whole new range of possibilities. Data can
easily be transferred, even between incompatible
machines, either by direct cable connection, or by
telephone, using a modem.

Chit -Chat also gives you access to electronic mail
systems such as Telecom Gold, Easylink, and One -to -One
plus viewdata services like Prestel. The program is simple
to understand, easy to learn and use, and is currently
available on IBM PC and compatibles, Apricot, Wang PC
and Sharp 5600, with many more to follow.

The Chit -Chat Communications Pack at only 2399+
VAT, includes the Chit -Chat program, a state-of-the-art
modem, specially made to Sagesoft specifications by
Thorn -EMI Datatech. No knobs or switches, just sleek
good looks and simple, error -free operation. Autodial and
autoanswer facilities are incorporated and the unit is
entirely software controlled. An RS232 cable and power
pack are included in the package.

Chit- Chat software is also available without hardware.

INCLUDES FREE
SUBSCRIPTION WORTH 4:11X) TO

SAGE CHIT-CHAT
Please send me more details of Sage ChitChat Communications
Pack and my nearest dealer.

Name:

TELECOM GOLD

Position:

Company:

Address:

Tel:

Sagesoft Limited, NEI House, Regent Centre, Newcastle upon Tyne NE3 3DS. ;
Tel: 091 284 7077. Telex: 53623 SAGESL G.

BETTER SAGE THAN SORRY



)(Tended
to 20 & 40mb.

Why wait forAT? XTE is here today!

Available now, this IBM PC XT
is Extended to 20 or 40 Megabytes of Hard Disk
Storage internally.

As an optional extra, a 'half -height' 40 track
Floppy Disk Drive and a 'half -height' Tape
Streamer Device can be installed in the A drive
position, thereby reducing your desktop footprint
(ie the space occupied on your desk).

The British -built 100% IBM PC DOS
compatible Hard Disk will run any software
currently available for use with the standard
IBM PC XT

If you have recently purchased an XT and
would like these facilities installed, why not send
your unit to CPS for upgrade? Call us now on
021-707 3866.

Arden House 1102 Warwick Road
Acocks Green Birmingham B27 6BH
England

Telephone 021-707 3866
Telex 337141 CPS DSE G

A DIVISION OF THE CPS COMPUTE'? GROUP plc

CPS Data Systems Ltd is a Lotus Authorised Training Centre

Authorised
Dealer



NOW 132 CHARACTERS/LINE COMPRESSED
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API

IBM pc compatible
including character set

£569 suggested retail
price excl VAT

Features: videotext printing
Prints overhead transparencies
Options available:
 Buffered RS232 interface.
 Viewdata & RS232 interface.
 Apple II Interface.
 IBM PC dump.

Specifications:

640 dots/line & 1280 dots/line Hires
mode.
84 dots/inch both axes.
Viewdata Printing (BBC MODE 7).
Friction feed rollpaper with single
sheetfeed A4.
40 cps in full colour.
DOUBLE STRIKE MODE.
Ink cartridges, 4 million character life.
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Church Gresley, Burton -on -Trent, Staffs DE1 1 9FT
Tel: 0283 215432 Telex: 377106
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Dealers. OEM & Educational
enquiries welcome



Get your ACT together-
with a high performance

disc drive system
Alpha Disc Ltd are pleased to

announce the launch of their exciting XF
floppy drive sub -system, targetted for the
Apricot PC, Xi and Fl market.

The basic unit comprises a slim 80
track double sided 5.25 floppy disc drive,
giving a formatted capacity of 800 Kb. The
drive comes complete with MS-DOS driver
software and interface/controller card,
which locates in one of the expansion
slots on the Apricot PC XI or Fl .The
sub -system is thus configured as a second
or third drive, with a capacity exceeding
that of the Apricot's own double sided
micro -floppy.

IBM PC COMPATIBILITY
NOT WITHSTANDING THE BENEFITS OF
INSTALLING A COST EFFECTIVE DRIVE

SUB-SYSTEM,THE XF RANGE ALSO
INCLUDESA DRIVER THAT WILL READ

AND WRITE IBM PC COMPATIBLE
DISKETTES. THE XF FLOPPY DRIVE IS 40/80

TRACK SWITCHABLE ALLOWING
MAXIMUM FLEXIBILITY FOR FREE

TRANSFER BETWEEN MACHINES,BUT
HIGH CAPACITY WHEN NEEDED.

00, e

Orsk.116
1.6

FX-800 IBM-PC/Apricot
compatible floppy disc drive.
Description.Add-on 5Ji" floppy disc drive with
plug-in interface/controller which allows software
compatibility between the Apricot PC,Xi & Fl
range and the IBM-PC computers running
MS-DOS/PC-DOS.

 IBM-PC DOS compatibility
 Ability to format discs in IBM mode
 800K formatted capacity 80 track

double sided floppy disc drive
 80 track/ 40 track switching on

drive for maximum flexibility
 MS-DOS driver software
 Optional 2nd additional drive
 Independant power supply

Price £495 + VAT.

ale
110-.
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FI-800 Apricot Fl
-floppy disc drive sub -system.

Description.Add-on 5;" floppy or 3r Sony micro
floppy disc drive which allows you to considerably
expand your on-line storage capacity by up to a
massive 800K (1600K with 2 additional drives).

800K formatted capacity 80 track
double sided floppy disc drive.
Disc drive controller
MS-DOS driver software
Independant power supply
Connects through expansion port
Optional 2nd additional drive

Price £395 + VAT.

AtIMA CLTA
UNIT 2 CRABTREE ROAD THORPE INDUSTRIAL ESTATE EGHAM SURREYTW208RN

TELEPHONE (0784) 35357/8/9 TELEX 918886 ALPHAD G.



LARGEST COMPUTER CENTRE
in

MANCHESTER
BBC, COMMODORE, MEMOTECH, SINCLAIR

SHARP, SANYO, AMSTRAD, QL, EINSTEIN, ADVANCE
86

COMPUTERS
Apricot HE (128K + 315K disk) POA
Apricot Fl (256K + 720K disk)... £1,065.00
Apricot PC POA
Advance 86b £799.00 + VAT
BBC Model B £339.95
BBC B + DFS £420.00
New BBC Plus (64K + DFS) £499.00
Amstrad 464 (Green) £225.00
Amstrad 464 (Colour) £325.00
Amstrad 664 (Colour) £449.00
Sanyo 555 £799.00 + VAT
Spectrum Plus £122.95

MONITORS (widest choice)
JVC, Sanyo, Microvitec, IBM, Ferguson,

Taxan, Apricot.

PRINTERS
Canon PW1080 £319.00
Shinwa CPA80 (Centronic) £219.95

Shinwa CPA80 (RS232) £236.00
Epson RX80 FT £289.00
Juki 6100 £388.00
Brother HR15 £395.00
Panasonic £319.95
Smith -Corona (Fastest 80) £165.00
Brother EP 44 £234 95
Brother M1009 (Centronic+RS232)£195.95
Star SG10
Star SD15
Star SR15

DISK DRIVES
Opus, Pace, Cumuna,
also WINCHESTER DRIVES for
Sanyo, IBM, Advance and Apricot.

BBC ACCESSORIES
6502 £199.00
Z80 (2nd processor) £359.00

COMPUTER FURNITURE IN STOCK

COMPUTER STATIONERY, DISKS, PLUGS, SOCKETS, CABLES, ETC.
TELEPHONE ANSWERING MACHINES/CORDLESS PHONES: NOW IN STOCK

Wide range of books, software (Educational software specialist).
Showroom, demonstration facility. Prices include VAT, all items

available mail order. Personal Export scheme. Add £8 p&p it mail
order. We accept Visa and Access.
Export dealer enquiries welcome.

MIGHTY MICRO
SHERWOOD CENTRE
268 WILMSLOW ROAD

FALLOWFIELD, MANCHESTER
TEL: 061-224 8117

H X-20 PX-8

As one of EPSONs largest dealers
we sell service and support their
full range. For quality, style and
reliability they are hard to match.
Write for our full list and ex -demo
and specials list.

DATA CAPTURE
PP -I0

PIXIE

We have supplied many hundreds
of terminals for data capture for
sales men, shops or depots and can
get your data into most micros,
minis and mainframes over tele-
phones. Call us to discuss your
applications.

COMMUNICATIONS
Acoustic and Direct Connect
Modems for all asynch speeds
including electronic mail and
viewdata. Prices from £79.

BUZZ BOX
MM -101

PRINTERS
We supply famous EPSON printers for
all makes of computer. The L01500 for
instance prints Near Letter Quality at
67cps and Draft at 200cps. The
incredible P-40 costs only £87 (ex VAT)
and prints up to 80 characters per line
and BARCODES.

CTIL Is a new concept In Retail Systems.
general purpose, battery powered CHM microcomputer
hich looks like a till, but also does accounts, stock

ontrol, order entry and communicates. Ideal for small
hops, video libraries and market traders, as well as
arger groups.

The Computer Centre,
Bugbrooke Road, GAYTON,
NORTHAMPTON NN7 3EU.

TEL (0604) 858011.

ir  

Video Interface
Apricot - Sirius - Victor users

Now you can drive composite video monitors and
projection systems from your micro, whilst retaining
use of the original monitor. Industry standard BNC
output. No internal fitting to the micro required. Ideal
for: Training, demonstrations and seminars or any
application requiring extra remote displays.

Standard model £125.00 excl. VAT.
FURTHER DETAILS ON REQUEST. SPECIFY

SIRIUS, VICTOR OR APRICOT

Sirius B
A bi-monthly disk based magazine for Sirius -Victor
micros containing useful software, news, technical
topics, assembler routines and basic routines. In fact
something for every Sirius -Victor owner and user in
every issue.

1985 Subscription £120.00 excl. VAT.
FURTHER DETAILS AND SUBSCRIPTION FORM

ON REQUEST

IBM PC Monochrome version available shortly

Micro Visual Research
58 Beachcroft Road, Wallheath
Kingswinford, West Midlands

DY6 OHX
Tel: Kingswinford (0384) 273047

IBM USERS ACT USERS
THE MIDLAND

COMPUTER LIBRARY
TAKES THE GUESSING
OUT OF CHOOSolt19,               

MINIMUM 20% DISCOUNT OFF ALL

                     4S          4
Now you can try out a programme before you buy it.

 Up to full refund of hire fee if you purchase the programme.
 We have the latest business programmes including Lotus

123, Superwriter, Delta and D Base III.
 All programmes are originals with full documentation.
 Full training is available.
 Hire periods from I week to 6 months.
 Minimum 20% discount for all ACT & IBM purchases by

members.
 14 day money -back guarantee.

1001

M
1E1 

ri

1109105§
For membership details send large SAE to: -

Midland Computers Limited,
28 College Street, Worcester WR I 2SL. Telephone: (0905) 61 1072
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PRINTER SWITCHES FROM
HOMESTEAD ELECTRONICS
LINK TWO OR MORE MICROS TO ONE PRINTER, PLOTTER, MODEM ETC. OR VICE VERSA

* ROBUST CONSTRUCTION
* SCREENED, METAL HOUSING
* FULLY TESTED
* BI-DIRECTIONAL
* NO POWER REQUIRED
* 12 MONTHS GUARANTEE
* OFFICIAL ORDERS ACCEPTED
* 24 HOUR DESPATCH

Sat:6

I, 8

SERIAL DATA SWITCHES PARALLEL DATA SWITCHES

RS 232/V24. 25 way 'D' sockets CENTRONICS. 36 way sockets
LINES I to 8 8 20 Model C2 2 way switch C79

Model R2 2 way switch £49 Model C3 3 way switch C99
Model R3 3 way switch £57 Model C4 4 way switch £119
Model R4 4 way switch £65 Model C5 5 way switch £139
Model R5 5 way switch £73 Model CX 2 way cross -over £119
Model R8 8 way switch
Model RX 2 way cross -over

01 10
£65 IBM PC. 25 way 'D' sockets

Model P2 2 way switch C65
Model P3 3 way switch C77

ALL 25 LINES Model PX 2 way cross -over C89
Model V2 2 way switch £65
Model V3 3 way switch C77 IEEE -488. 24 way sockets
Model V4 4 way switch C89 Model E2 2 way switch C89
Model V5 5 way switch 0101 Model E3 3 way switch C109
Model VX 2 way cross -over Model EX 2 way cross -over 0129

PLEASE ADD VAT AT 15%. ALL ITEMS CARRIAGE PAID
TRADE, EDUCATIONAL & EXPORT ENQUIRY WELCOME
CABLES ALSO AVAILABLE. EX STOCK & CUSTOM BUILT

LUCIA...CYO

VISA

Trelawney Industrial Court
Trelawney Avenue, Langley
Slough, Berks. SL3 7UJ.
Telephone: (0753) 44269

Magic
Mouse

For theCommodore 64 £59.95
 CREATE HI-RES GRAPHICS
TRANSFORM YOUR OWN PROGRAMS
COMES COMPLETE WITH DISC AND TAPE SOFTWARE -

NO EXTRAS REQUIRED
 SOFTWARE INCLUDES HI-RES GRAPHICS PACKAGE,

MOUSE CONTROLLER, SPRITE DESIGNER, ICON DESIGNER
Phone your nearest stockist Tel: 01-441 1282

Another Connexions product from:
SMC SUPPLIES
11 Western Parade, Great North Road, Barnet, Herts EN5 1AD
Tel: 441 1282, 441 1698, 441 0535, 441 1225. Telex: 295181 SMC G
TRADE/EXPORT ENQUIRIES WELCOME

INC VAT

URGENTLY
REQUIRED

As a Games Software Developer, working under contract to several of the best
known software houses, we have an urgent requirement for high quality machine
code ATARI programmer to work on conversion from CBM 64 and SPECTRUM
titles.

*Good steady work and rates of pay apply.

Please send in C/V, together with any Software samples of recent works to: -

R. A. BUFFREY
15 HIGH STREET, LYDNEY

GLOUCESTERSHIRE GL15 5DP
Tel: 0594 43352
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Barbican Centre,
London EC2.
25th -28th July 1985

ACORN MEAN BUSINESS
Four days of non-stop information
and business.
If you're a serious Acorn User you mustn't miss the only
official Acorn User Exhibition.

Not only is Acorn showing their new 'enhanced' BBC Micro
but they will also be revealing many new products
currently under wraps. Lots of developments in
telecommunications, second processors and specialised
systems will be on show.
And it is not just Acorn, we're expecting over 120
companies to be there showing all that's new in
computing.
But it's not all serious, there'll be
competitions and bargains too!
So if you're serious about
computing don't miss this
exhibition - it's the
biggest and the best.

r

ON SHOW
THE.ENHANCED'

BBC MICRO
NEW NETWORKING

SYSTEMS

TELECOM/AS

OFFICIAL

REDUCED
PRICES

FOR GROUPS
Entry only £1 per person

for bookings over
10 people. Complete form below.

MISS THE QUEUES - SAVE MONEY!
Use the coupon below to save money and miss the queues.

Entrance at the door will be £3 for adults, £2 for under sixteens.
tHow TO GET THERE

By train: Holborn Viaduct, Cannon Street, Broad Street,
Kings Cross, St Pancras, Liverpool Street.
By Underground: Moorgate, Barbican, St Pauls, Bank,
Liverpool St.
Computer Marketplace (Exhibitions) Ltd
(A Rushworth Dales Group Company)
20, Orange Street, London WC2H 7ED.

To: Computer Marketplace (Exhibitions) Ltd, 20 Orange St, London WC2H 7ED.
Please send (Qty) Adult Tickets at £2 and

(Qty) Under sixteen tickets at £1 each
I enclose cheque/P.O. for £ or debit my Access/Amex/
Diners / Visa card no

Signature
Name
Address

Postcode
PCW785

1



There's no substitute
for success.

1985
()RI, \ \ I1
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As sponsors of the 1985 Business Microcomputer Award, we
are proud to associate ourselves with this accolade of

innovation and success.

Computer
fPeople

- we have the best people

London 01-836 8411  Croydon 01-680 4013  Bristol 0272-277641  Birmingham 021-643 8501
Manchester 061-491 1666  Glasgow 041-221 3399  New York (212) 524 9337 

Louisville (502) 589 3460  Los Angeles (213) 551 2647 
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SECUR TV!.
BACK-UP THE DATA

NOT THE DISK

RIP20

Personal Compu
Advanced 16 bit

Central Processor

PC -DOS

Disk Operating System

THE ATP -20 TAPE SECURITY SYSTEM is designed for the IBM PC, XT and AT (and most IBM compatibles) to provide security for
data using an industry standard data cartridge media.
Hard disk capacities in desk top microcomputers are increasing, so are the risks. What are the risks? A lost file is lost forever
unless a copy is available. The ATP -20 will back-up all the files through disk image, (backing up files as they are on the disk) or file

image, (backing up each file in its entirety). A directory of the files backed -up is available on screen or printer, and selective restore
can be operated from disk or file back-up.
The following interfaces are available: -
Midget -a short slot type; serial, clock, tape and games - Price £195.00
Magnum - 64-384K, tape, serial, clock - Price £334.00
Sweet 16 -AT compatible mono and colour display adapter plus tape interface - Price £399.00
ATP -20 is manufactured in the UK for CPS Data Systems Ltd. - RRP £1750.00

Call your authorised dealer or
CPS Data Systems Ltd.

MOMMIMM 111

IMMM MMM

MOMM MMIAMMIMIMM

MMMMIMM 'MOM MEM
OWN WM/ OM

MEOW® MONO

Authorised
Dealer

ARDEN HOUSE,1102 WARWICK ROAD, ACOCKS GREEN,

BIRMINGHAM B27 6BH ENGLAND.
TELEPHONE: 021-707 3866 TELEX:337141 CPS DSE G

CPS Data Systems Ltd. is a Lotus Authorised Training Centre



OPTIONS takes over where your spread-
sheet leaves off! Produces a thousand 'what
if' results in seconds! OPTIONS picks
you up where a spreadsheet lets you
down. It's like no other program
currently available.

Picture the scene.
You've painstakingly set up
a business model on your
spreadsheet. All the facts and
figures are there and everything
looks perfect. Then the inevitable
happens. The 'what if' questions start
coming thick and fast.

'What if' sales vary by 8%? 'What if'
material costs increase by 10%? 'What if' the
unions push us into an extra 7%? 'What if' oil costs
vary by 5%? 'What if' interest rates vary by 2%?
'What if' our selling costs increase by 10%? etc. etc.

And 'what if' you had a program which applied all these
variables to your model and cash -flow forecast and gave
you all the answers in seconds. Not just a single answer
but the whole range of risk possibilities. Show you both
numerically and graphically, the chances of achieving varying
degrees of success and failure- profit and loss -related to the
variables you apply. The kind of information you need to plan
your business and bank managers just love to see!

OPTIONS is that program. A new concept in business
risk analysis. No other program does the job with such speed,
flexibility, and accuracy. OPTIONS allows you to take a model

created on your favourite spreadsheet
Lotus 1-2-3, Multiplan or Supercalc

and manipulate it in this powerful new
way. If you have no spreadsheet

no problem! OPTIONS has its
own. For only 2145 + VAT

you can have all the
answers to every 'what

if question they can
throw at you.

Instantaneously!

'145 +VAT

SAGE OPTIONS
Please send me more details of Sage OPTIONS and my
nearest dealer.

Name: Position:

Company:

Address:

Tel:

I have a ( ) Computer
Sagesoft Limited, NE[ House, Regent Centre, Newcastle upon Tyne NE3 3DS.
Tel: 091 284 7077. Telex: 53623 SAGESL G.

BETTER SAGE THAN SORRY
Pcw



REG. DESIGN

. .
Floppy
Disk Box
Holds I 0-

1 51/4" Disks

£2.45
Incl. VAT, Post
& Packing

M.F. 50
Floppy
Disk Box
Holds 50 -
51/4" Disks

£9.50
Incl. VAT, Post
& Packing

M.D. 12/30
Micro
Disk Box
Holds 12 to 30-
3Yz" Disks according
to thickness

£7.85
Incl. VAT, Post
& Packing

Rockfort Diskfile Range of products
not only offer an easy reference and attractive
disk filing system but also offer complete
protection from damaging dust particles.
Post for your order today!

ROCKFORT
R DISKEISTORAGE

Manufactured by Projectron Ltd - Trade inquiries invited

PCW 7-871

ROCKFORT PRODUCTS-Member of the Vignesh
Group, 30 Topsfield Parade, London, N.8. Tel: 01-348 0543

CODE NO. DESCRIPTION QTY PRICE
i P

M.F. 10 51/4" DISK BOX

M.F. 50 51/4" DISK BOX

M.D. 12/30 MICRO DISK BOX

TOTAL

PLEASE FORWARD THE ROCKFORT DISK BOX/S
AS INDICATED ABOVE. I ENCLOSE CHEQUE VALUE £

NAME

ADDRESS

L POSTCODE



Until now, if
you've wanted to
read a magazine
about the Apple
Macintosh, its software
and peripherals, you've
been out of luck.

And settling for the odd
couple of
pages of
Macintosh
editorial in
the general or
business computer
magazines can
be a frustrating
compromise.

So you'll be pleased to hear
that from July 1st there'll be
MacUser, a magazine written
and designed specifically
for UK Macintosh owners.

MacUser will tell you what's
coming, with over -the -horizon
previews and "what's new"
sections.

MacUser will tell you
what's here and
whether it's right
for you, with
page after page of
solid, in-depth
reviews.

E, MacUser will help you
make the most of your
Macintosh, with a
wealth of "hands on"

features, and hints and tips
sections.

But we'd like you to find
out how good MacUser

is for yourself.
If you're a

current Mac-
intosh owner
(or if that's
your main aim
in life!), fill
in the reply -
paid coupon

and send it off to MacUser
Test Drive, Sportscene
Publishers Ltd, Freepost 7,
London WlE lEZ.

In return, we'll send
you a free "Test Drive" copy
of MacUser.

And if you've got a
colleague who'd apprec-

iate a copy, fill in
their name and we'll

be happy to send
them a free copy too.

Test drive the
premier issue of
MacUser now!

,,,: .., ,.,......................., iv-- ,........
i RESERVE YOUR FREE COPY TODAY I
 I'd like to "test drive" the premier issue of MacUser I'd like to "introduce a colleague" to MacUser. Please .
 absolutely free of charge. Please rush me a copy.
mi 0 I am a current Macintosh owneri0 I am a potential Macintosh owner

Name
 Company Company

Address Address

 Postcode
Telephone

.416. c ser Telephone
Postcode

rush a copy to the name and address below.

O He/She is a current Macintosh owner
O He/She is a potential Macintosh owner
Name

I

Once you've filled in this coupon for your free "test drive" issue, send it off to MacUser Test Drive,
Sportscene Publishers, Freepost 7, London WlE 4EZ.

1111M1111111111111111111.1MMEMOMMENEMENEMENIMIUMENNEMIIIMENMONI



A LOW COST DISC BASED

PROFESSIONAL
ACCOUNTING PROGRAM

For The BBC Computer

" Micro -Trader "

INTEGRATED SALES PURCHASE AND NOMINAL LEDGERS

Designed for business use by a business man. " Micro -Trader "is a fully
integrated program in which all Sales and Purchase Ledger Transactions
are automatically updated to the Nominal Ledger.

" Micro -Trader " offers full Sales and Purchase Ledger facilities including
SALES INVOICE and STATEMENT PRINTING with a capacity of 450
accounts and 3000 transactions per month in each Ledger.

Normal Income, Expenditure, Assets, Liabilities & Journal Posting in the
Nominal Ledger with full Reporting for individual accounts, Audit Trail, Trial
Balance, Profit & Loss and Balance Sheet.

" Micro -Trader " is designed to meet
V.A.T. requirements.

A V.A.T. Return produced in 2 minutes !

STOCK CONTROL and MAILMERGE
programs can be added

PHONE TODAY FOR A FREE FACT SHEET

MEADOW COMPUTERS
HEBREWS MEADOW, LOWER EVINGAR ROAD, WHITCHURCH, HANTS

Telephone: Whitchurch (025682) 2008

SYNTAX soft
3 BULCOCK STREET
BURNLEY BB10 1 UH

PRESENTS!
Three exciting programmes for the

Memotech computer

MEMOSKETCH
The ultimate graphics programme. Draw your own pictures
then save them and use them within your own programmes.

The demo screens must be seen to be believed, £8.95.

QUANTUM
High speed machine code action. Pit your wits against the

power ball, £7.95.

DOCTOR FRANKIE
This gruesome saga is a must for all games players. A very

difficult and exciting game, £7.95.

JUST RELEASED FOR THE TATUNG EINSTEIN

AGROVATOR
This mammoth maze game bears no resemblance to any
other type of maze game. 30 random screens and a 100%

machine code action, £9.95.

Tel: 0282 57427

"Join the world's largest
Apple user group!"

Now in its eighth year of publication, Call APPLE is the
leading US journal to the world's largest Apple user group.
Now every Apple user in the UK can benefit from this
invaluable magazine, direct and only from Boot Out.
Special bound collector editions of Call APPLE 82, 83, are
now available at the low Boot Out price of £16 per copy.
Software. Compare our list of Boot Out top ten software
prices, we doubt whether you'll find cheaper! Send now for
a complete price list, we have over 100 titles in stock.
MI about . . . Applewriter Ile book has just arrived from
the US. This is a welcome addition to the already popular
"all about" DOS, Applesoft and Pascal books and diskettes.

The exclusive Call Apple distributor

Boot Out, PO Box 147, Putney,
London SW15 1AU
Tel: 01-788 1454

GO

;IuABLES
Our low cost, high quality and fast
helpful service has meant we are
now established as the UK's top
manufacturer of solder, IDC and
moulded computer interface cables.

For advice or a price
Phone 01-441 1282

SMC SUPPLIES
11 Western Parade, Great North Road, Barnet, Herts EN5 1 AD
Tel: 441 1282, 441 1698, 441 0535, 441 1225. Telex: 295181 SMC G
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SOUTHEND'S

PRINTER
Specialist

SEIKOSHA GP500A
BROTHER HR5 (also for CBM64)
SMITH CORONA FASTEXT 80
BROTHER M1009
SHINWA CP80
SHINWA CPA80
MANNESMAN TALLY MT80 PLUS
MP165 WITH LQ
SAKATA 1200 PLUS WITH LQ

£149.00
£149.00
£169.00
£199.00
£199.00
£209.00
£219.00
£299.00
£310.00

DAISY JUNIOR (DAISYWHEEL) £249.00
PLOTTERS IN STOCK FROM £ 89.00

OTHER PRINTERS AVAILABLE
RIBBONS FOR MOST POPULAR PRINTERS

ACCESS/VISA TELEPHONE ORDERS WELCOME
PLEASE ADD £10.00 FOR COURIER DELIVERY

Minnie Micro
12 EASTERN ESPLANADE  SOUTHEND

(0702) 615809
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Stirling Microsystems are London's Apple Macintosh specialists.
Choose from our extensive range of computers, disk drives, printers,
monitors and the hundreds of business and leisure software packages
that are all available ex stock.

appem

NOS

THE BUSINESS COMPUTER STORE 14.01

231 BAKER STREET, LONDON NW1 6XE
TELEPHONE: 01-935 5262
OPEN MONDAY -FRIDAY 9.30 AM-6.00PM

COMPUTERS
BBC -B £329

BBC -BD £419

BBC -B+ £385
DFS (Acorn) £90

Z80 2nd Processor £389
6502 2nd Processor £189
CBM 64 Available for
Sinclair export

PRINTERS
Canon PW1080A £279
Canon PW1156A £389
Kaga KP810 £279
Epson RX8OF/T £232

Duendata 20cps £239
Juki 6100 £332

FIRMWARE
View £48

Wordwise + £48

Disc Doctor £29

Printmaster £29

DATA RECORDERS
Omega £21

MONITORS
Microvitec 1431 £185

Microvitec 1451 £279

Philips BM7502 £83

DISKS
D/S D/D 80T £20 (box of 10)

(Fully guaranteed)
box of 10

MODEMS
Pace Nightingale £130

DISK DRIVES
Cumana CSX100 SS 40T £103

Cumana CSX400 DS 40/801 £155

Cumana CD200 SS 40T + PSU £242

Cumana CD800 DS 40/801 + PSU £356
PSU £20

 Price includes VAT at 15% and delivery is
FREE in the UK.

 To order just send a cheque or postal order
to us and the goods reach you fast.

 Trade enquiries welcome.
 Remember, our name is our guarantee.

MACOB SYSTEMS
8 Lister Gardens, London N18 1HZ. Tel: 01-803 1622

Telex: 8954029 att.MACOB

STARPOLISH FOR WORDSTAR
"Polish" your copy of Wordstar (version 3.3 and earlier) to give access to a

full set of 256 characters, displayed as they will be printed. On screen features
include sub/superscript, underline and bold. Scientific reports to foreign
languages all made easier by enhancement of the basic Wordstar package. In
short, "What you see is what you get".

Improved printer install program enables the selection of a variety of
printers, e.g Epson FX, to give print output to match screen display.
Additionally, such features as enlarged and condensed print may be called.

A modified keyboard definition and useful character sets are included_
StarPolish ts a trademark of TM Inc, USA

Sirius: MS-DOS or CP/M-86 Apricot MS-DOS £125+VAT

EPSON FX - WORDSTAR
PRINT & SUPPORT PROGRAMS

PRINT PROGRAM Extra dot and control commands enable full use of
printer. Downloads character sets Powerful facility combines file output and dot
commands at print time. System command file, 80% + time saving with printer
buffer, swift and smooth without. Multiple copies

PRINT CHARACTER GENERATOR Facilitates custom design of
printer character sets

WORD COUNT & TOGGLE CHECK (Control & dot commands) Page

by page word count, running total and report on toggle balance.

Sirius or Apricot MS-DOS or CP/M-86 E40+VAT

StarPolish + Print & Support - An ideal combination
£160 + VAT

I offer these programs together with expert technical help.

PETER ANTONELLI, B.Sc.Tech.,C.Eng. Professional Software
47 Chequers Park, Wye, Ashford, Kent. TN25 5BB 0233-812745

Ownership of the above well known trademarks detailed on request.
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GRAPHICS
DIGISOLVE offer you a way to increase your graphics speed and resolution. Using a high speed graphics
processor, our cards draw lines and characters FAST. The graphics processor works in parallel to the host
machine and gives you the power of using a co -processor specifically designed for graphics. With drawing
rates of up to 1,500,000 pixels per second, lines appear instantly to speed up your plotting.

With the resolution, we offer new possibilities for software and systems, both in monochrome and colour
on a large range of computers.

xma M
mot
MB 90
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COLOUR GRAPHICS CONTROLLER
DIGISOLVE offer you high resolution colour graphics too. Designed to plug into any computer with
a bus host adaptor. The VGP64 gives you 512 x 512 pixels in 64 colours. With its own vector
processor and 384K bytes of memory, your computer can become a sophisticated grahics system.
64 COLOURS or 8 if you insist, not many do! 4096 COLOURS now you can really paint a picture.
384K BYTES of RAM or 768K Bytes with 4096 displayed simultaneously. 2 PICTURE BUFFERS
give you help with animation. GREY SCALE OUTPUT. EXT VIDEO SYNC LOCK available for
making video tapes. APPLE, SAGE, PET, IBM, S100, VME BUS, RS232, centronics, all have
interfaces available to make use of our fast hardware. New ones are coming along all the time so
give us a ring if your requirement is not listed.

8 COLOURS £899, 64 COLOURS £999
4096 COLOURS £2000 + P&P + VAT

The above prices are box units including power supply but excluding computer interface.
SOFTWARE PACKAGES: Painting and Slide generation, Business graphics, Architectural 3D

design.

APPLE II
DIGISOLVE's Apple II High Resolution Vector Graphics Processor card quadruples the screen
resolution and saves using up your Apple's memory. The enhanced Applesoft support disc
supplied with our card provides powerful graphic functions and simplifies the conversion of existing
software.
512 x 512 pixels resolution. FAST 1,500,000 pixels per second. MEMORY an extra 64K on the
card. TEXT to 85 characters by 57 lines. CURSOR drawing features. SOFTWARE 18 new
functions are added to Applesoft and extra utilities too, all with source listing. OUTPUT to a dot

matrix printer or save images on a disc. PASCAL and TASC Compiles supported too.
£399.00 P&P + VAT

SOFTWARE PACKAGES: Art and Design, Business graphics, Painting, Slide generation
packages. Architectural design and modelling, Kitchen design and
Visicalc preboots.

VDU BOARD
DIGISOLVE offer you the cheapest way to make a scrolling VDU with our intelligent 80 x 24 VDU
card, With over 50 control functions, the card works up to 19.2K baud.
80 x 24 DISPLAY optional 40 x 24 or 40 x 12.
TRUE DESCENDERS on properly formed characters in an 8 x 12 matrix.
BLOCK GRAPHICS
FULLY SCROLLING display
UP TO 19.2K BAUD via RS232 communications port.
KEYBOARD AND RS232 DATA INPUT
£180.00 (1 off) + P&P + VAT

COLOUR GRAPHICS TERMINAL
The new FRONTIER monochrome and colour high resolution graphics terminals are fully
compatible with Tek 4014 terminals at an amazing price. The high line rate flicker free monitor and
advanced electronics provide an exceptional graphic display terminal.
512 x 720 DISPLAY, 1K x 1K STORED PICTURE PAN, ZOOM & SCROLL to move the display
about. LOCAL EDITING with macros and software definable character fonts.
PALLETTE OF 4096 COLOURS
FLICKER FREE DISPLAY due to high line rate monitor and advanced electronics working
non -interlaced.
19" SCREEN OPTION AVAILABLE

PRICES FROM £1495.00 + P&P + VAT

CUSTOM DESIGNS

DIGISOLVE have staff dedicated to design consultancy and are helping many industrial users with custom design packages.
Our experience in designing display equipment, character or graphic based, and microprocessor controllers may help you with
your special projects. Please do not hesitate to contact us if you require further details.
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DIGISOLVE LIMITED
AIRE & CALDER WORKS
CINDER LANE
CASTLEFORD
W. YORKS WF10 1LU

TELEX 557661
513141 (6AGRAMlines In), 513382, 510511

APPLESOFT IS COPYRIGHT APPLE COMPUTER  TEK 4010 IS COPYRIGHT TEKTRONIX  SCRIBE IS COPYRIGHT ECOTECH LTD



ADVERTISERS INDE
A
ACT
Actcl
Adc1phi
Advanced Digital Corporation
Advanced Input Devices
Akhtcr
Alliance
Alphadisc
Antonelli
Amstrad
AT Computcrworld
ATT
Autoram
AWS
Axis

B
Barhatan
Barclays Bank
Bargain Software
Bizzel Computers
Boot Out

120,121
291

211

293
274

42,43
2711

290
3191

88,89
104,105

9

711

24

75,76,77,78,79

C
CAE
Cambridge Computer Store
Cambridge Electronic Design
Cambridge Micro Electronics
Cambridge System Technology
Canon
Carera
CCA
Cemoc
CDS
Ccrac
C-Itoh
Clive Computer Systems
Cocking & Drury
Compshop
Compudata
Computeach
Computer Enterprises International
Computer Marketplace Exhibitions
Concordia
Control Telemetry
CPS
Cresstmatt
Cumana
C/WP

D
Data Distributors
Datagencral
Datastar
Da -Vinci
Dclavicsc
Dennison Kyhe
Digisolve
Digital Research
Digitask
Digithurst

86

276
273

69
299

269
81)

159

83

84
112.113
25.282

9

297

125

191

193

217

129

26

28(1.281

273

4

271

147

278

288.295

18

85

32

106

151

21

48

284

37

268

53,64

22,278

74

Digit us
Disco -Technology
Discount Micros
Display Electronics
Display Telecommunications Corp
DJ Al

E
Elite
Epson
ESC Publishing
Express

F
First Software
Fraser Associates
Frecrosc
Frimpton Associates
Future Management

I I
279 Lamina
23 Lan tech

275 Laskys

285 Lea bus
14 London Computer Centre

Lutterworth Software

17

223,225,227,229,231

211

17

G
Gagliardi
Garwood
Gemini
General Programmes and Robotics
Genpat
Grafox
Grey Matter
Group 18

H
Haulstern
Hi -Soft
Hi -Tech
Homestead
I loneywell
I lousion

ICL
Immediate Business Systems
Institute of analysts
Interactive Software
lute rgrex
!Merles
1SC

ITS

J
Juki

K
KDS
Keelecodes
Kendall Computing
Keyzone
Kingsley Enterprises
Kirklands
KGB
Kock

M
Maeob
Mac User
Magpalm
Mimeos
Map '80* Systems
Matins

35 Mayfair Micros
50 Meadow Computers

170 Memoeo
277 Memorex
272 Metaeomco

Microbridge
Micro Component Trading
Micro Computer Consultants

82 Micro Computer Services
2711 Micro Control Systems

262.263 Microfast.
84 Mierogeneral

29) Microgold
41 Microlink

303 Mieromonde
25 Microperipherals

Micro Processor lingincering
Micro Rent
Micro Resources

278 Microtitue International
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PASCAL COMPILERS

The new version 3.0 of TURBO Pascal
is here. Some Microsoft & DR products
are at bargain prices. We also have a

selection of Pascal Libraries and
Toolboxes not shown here.

8 -bit

16 -bit

Nevada Pascal (JPM)
Turbo Pascal v3.0
DR Pascal/MT+
Pro Pascal

Utah Pascal (JRT)
Turbo Pascal v3.0
Microsoft Pascal
SBB Personal
SBB Professional
Practical Pascal
Pro Pascal
DR Pascal/MT+86

£ 40
£ 55
£ 99
£199

£ 40
£ 55
£ 95
£160
£395
£145
£290
£295

Fat information or advice call us.

MODULO -2 & ADA

New products this month are the
Zurich native code compiler for Z80,
the Interface Technologies Compiler,
a delightful product for the IBM PC,
and the 'affordable' JANUS C -Pack.

MODULA-2 COMPILERS

Modula Corp (MS-DOS,Apple) £ 95
Zurich Compiler (Z80 CPM) £160
Volition (various) from £265
Logitech (MS-DOS,CP/M-86) £380
Interface Tedhnologies(PC-DOS) £225

ADA (subset) COMPILERS

Augusta (CP/M-80) £ 80
Supersoft (CP/M-80) £180
Janus D-Pack(CP/Mr86,MS-DOS) £895
Janus C-Pack(CP/M-86,MS-DOS) £150
Janus (CP/M-80) £125

For hmftmmmtion or advice call us.

THE BASIC LANGUAGE

In addition to an exceptional range
of structured basics we have bargains

among the Microsoft BASIC's.

8 -bit CBASIC
CBASIC Compiler
MBASIC Interpreter
MBASIC Compiler(BASCOM)
BBC BASIC Interpreter
S -BASIC Compiler
ALCOR multi -BASIC

£125
£385
£ 80
£375
£ 95
£185
£135

16 -bit GW-BASIC 1.0 Interpreter £ 80
GW-BASIC 2.0 Interpreter £ 95
GW-BASIC Compiler £125
MS -BASIC Interpreter £330

MS -BASIC Compiler £135
MS Bus.Basic Compiler £440

CBASIC £250

CBASIC Compiler £450

Applications BASIC £395
Better BASIC £195

MEGABASIC £375

Professional BASIC £ 99

ALCOR Multi -BASIC £135

For advice or information call us.

7-4 T TrP

4 Pngg Meadow, Ashburton, Devon T013 7DF.

TEL (0364)53499

HIGH-LEVEL LANGUAGES

The products listed here are a very
diverse grouping. If you suspect that

you need more than a conventional
'procedural' language to solve your
problem then we can advise which of

these languages might suit you.

PROLOG

8 -bit micro -PROLOG
PROLOG -1

16 -bit PROLOG 86
micro -PROLOG v3.1
micro-PROUDG v4.0
PROLOG -1

LISP

8 -bit Toolworks LISP/80
iLisp
Waltz Lisp
muLisp,80

16 -bit Toolworks LISP/86
BYSO LISP
IQ Lisp
muLisp-86
Gold Common Lisp

£ 75
£225

£135
£150
£265
£299

£ 45
£ 80
£170
£190

£ 45
£ 95
£195
£240
£550

NIAL, SNOBOL, muMATH

muMath/muSimp from £240
Q'Nial (IBM PC) £350
SNOBOL4+ £ 85

EXPERT SYSTEM SHELLS

Micro Expert
APES
ES/P ADVISOR

£500
£180
£595

SMALLTALK

Methods (PC -ECG) £265

For advice or infornetion call us.

FORTRAN COMPILERS

We are introducing here the Lahey and
RM professional quality Fortran 77

cuivilers. Our Microsoft 16 -bit
compiler is a bargain. We also stock

several Fortran Libraries

8 -bit Nevada Fortran
Pro -Fortran
Microsoft Fortran

16 -bit Microsoft Fortran
DR Fortran 77
Pro -Fortran
Lahey Fortran F77L
RM/FORTRAN 77

£ 35
£199
£475

£ 95
£270
£290
£495
£495

For advice or hoboomation cell us.

F

PRICES & DELIVERY

Prices do not include VAT or other
local taxes but do include delivery
in UK & Europe. Please check prices
at time of order, ads are prepared

same weeks before publication.

Many other products are stocked for
which there is no space here.

We welcome payment by credit cards
including telephone orders.

inft 'VINT AN Air. 111111-0
- -

4 Pngg Meadow Ashburton, Devon T013 7DF

TEL. (0364)53499

THE C LANGUAGE

New versions from Aztec, Wizard,
Toolworks and Microsoft, the new C-
TERP, several new libraries, and
lower prices for Lattice & Aztec.

C COMPILERS

8 -bit Aztec C II v1.06D
Aztec C65 v1.05C
BDS C v1.50a
Toolworks C/80 v3.1
Eco-C v3.1

16 -bit Aztec C86/BAS v1.06D
Aztec C86/PRO v3.2
CI Optimizing C86 v2.2
C -Systems C v2.0
De Smet C88 v2.4
Digital Research C v1.1
Lattice C v2.14
Mark Williams MWC86 2.0
Microsoft C v3.0
Toolworks C/86 v3.1
Wizard C v2.1

Data
base

C INTERPRETERS

Instant -C v1.01
RUN/C v1.1
C-terp
Introducing C

C LIBRARIES

C -tree (source)
Multikey
db-VISTA (source)
V -FILE

Btrieve
C-to-dBase (source)
Phact
SoftFocus Btree(source)
dBC (dBASE III)

Graphics Multi -HALO
C Tools (source)

Screen

More

Panel
Lattice Windows
Windows for C
Curses

£160
£160
£110
£ 45
£190

£160
£350
£295
£210
£145
£270
£350
£425
CALL
£ 45
£395

£395
£130
£295
£125

£325
£170
£395
£295
£245
£150
£250
£ 90
£195

£195
£110

£245
£235
£195
£110

Greenleaf Functions,sce £175
C Food Smorgasbord £150
Plink -86 £325
Pfix Plus
C Helper, source
C Refiner
Basic C
Bastoc

£325
£135
£145
£175
£325

libraries not listed here.

DISK COPYING SERVICE

Moving data and program files from
one machine to another is often made

difficult because different
manufacturers have adopted different

disk format standards.

We can copy your files to and from
over 400 disk formats including

CP/M, C01-86, MS-DOS, PC -D06, ISIS,
APPLE, SIRIUS, TORCH, APRICOT, HP150,

TR:MOS, DEC RT-11, and EMI BEF.

Disks are normally despatched on the
day they are received.

Our charge is £10.00 + disk + VAT.
Special prices for quantities.

For more information call us.

'AI TIN rfirl' Pl
4PoggAAeadow,,Ashburton, Devon TO 13 7DF

TEL (0364)53499
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Happy landings: not that we
want to make you nervous
about flying off for your
summer holidays, but there
are some interesting ads in a
recent issue of Cornputair,
'the journal of the Royal Air
Force Personal Computer
Association'. For the Atari
there's Attack of the Mutant
Camels (a 'slick megablast'),
and for the BBC there's Free
Fall ('all your crew members
are dead') and Aviator ('score
points by successfully flying
under a bridge and between
skyscrapers'). Presumably
these games will at least
allow the pilots to get such
manoeuvres out of their
systems before they leave
the runway.
Can-can(1): regular readers
will recall earlier stories about
IBM's 100 per cent club for
successful salesmen. The
latest rumour concerns one
manager who thought his
troops deserved a special
reward - dancing girls. IBM
disagreed and demoted him.

Foot -loose: would you
believe that 'the demo-
graphics of runners and
computer users are similar'?
We wouldn't, but Adidas and
Puma do - both companies
are planning running shoes
with built-in chips. Run round
the block, connect the shoe to
your micro on return, and you
can find out how far you've
run, how many calories
you've lost along the way and
how long you've been gone.
They may be smart shoes but
it sounds like a dumb
move to us.
Walking back to happiness:
the highest figure we've
heard for company cars that
have had to be turned in or
toned down at Acorn is 40.
But there's no truth in
suggestions that some
executives have replaced
their upmarket models with
lower -slung C5s.
Who'll mind the minder?:
someone at DK'Tronics needs
to be kept away from the
company's headed

We know that vertical marketing (that is, packaging
systems for specific types of users) is all the rage, but the
farming market is already beginning to get a bit
crowded, judging by the number of photographs we
receive of cows muzzling up to micros.

Shown here is the latest to arrive on our desks
courtesy of Quanta Learning Systems, which is
producing the training manual for a farmers' information
service. Quanta's caption points to the advantages of
getting 'hooves -on experience. , . down on the farm'.
Can you do better? Send your suggestions on the back of
a postcard to ChipChat, PCW, 32-34 Broadwick Street,
London W1A 2HG, to reach us by the end of July.

Make sure you include your name and address as well
in case you win the E10 prize, which goes to Peter Day of
Camberley for his April entry. That photograph featured
Sir Clive introducing Lord Stockton to the delights of the
Spectrum. Peter's suggestion had the noble Lord asking:
These keys are too fiddly for my aged fingers - why
don't you produce a mouse for it?' Sir Clive's response
was 'But I do - the C5'.

Bohdan Buciak of Hackney came in a close second with
Sir Clive explaining: 'We're going to sell a ot of these in
Russia, to which Lord Stockton enquires: 'Is that why
there's no ESCAPE key?'

There is a future for the C5 after all - as a gimmick for
promoting rival manufacturers' products. A Hampshire -
based ACT dealer called ADACS is behind this scheme
which involves giving away C5s with Apricot Xis. The
catch is that the lucky purchasers have to keep the
Apricot advertisements on their new vehicles for at least
three months, so if you're down in the New Forest and
see a C5 covered in Apricot stickers heading towards
you, you'll know who to blame.

notepaper. We received a
'news release' explaining how
the managing director
punched a man he thought
was having an affair with his
wife, accompanied by local
newspaper reports that he
was going to 'sell up the
business and move back to
Great Yarmouth' - life, we
assume, being better all
round in Great Yarmouth. Not
true, says DK'Tronics, at least
as far as the move goes. All
this from the company that
brought you Minder as a
software spin-off to the TV
series. Dive for cover if it
releases a version of
Apocalypse.
Muddier: the game you've
always wanted to play but
have never been able to log
onto, MUD, has been
adopted by British Telecom.
Due to be unveiled at the
September PCW Show, this
expanded version will initially
be available on a London -
based Vax system handling
up to 100 players. A pack to
get you going will cost £20 -
the good news is that the pack
includes your first few hours
on MUD, so the fact that
you're likely to die quickly at
first shouldn't be too
offputting. The bad news is
that it will be twice as big as
Essex University's original
version - all the more room to
kill you in.
Technically speaking: always
keen to keep abreast of
modern technology, we're
pleased to pass on news of a
parallel -processing machine
called the Butterfly. If it takes

off it'll need to corner the
market for 68000 chips -
there's 128 of them inside
each machine. And who will
get to use all that processing
power? You guessed - the
military.
Losing friends and
influencing people: IBM's
announcement in the States
of bundled PC software went
down like the proverbial lead
ballon. There were even
rumbles that it might well be
anti -competitive under
American law. Ah well, at
least that would make the
lawyers happy - but no-one
else.
SOB: 'You'll have to convince
me that the voracious little
son of a bitch won't eat my
copy', says an American TV
newsman cautious about
micros. We know the feeling
- feeding time in this office
sometimes seems to come
round about the same time
our deadlines do.
Brain drain: Tatung's new
TCS-6000, a multi-user 16 -bit
machine from the company
which brought you (well,
some of you) the Einstein,
comes with a promise: it
guarantees to 'catapult your
office productivity and
efficiency to a dazzling new
height'. If that doesn't sound
painful enough, try this
Lightning repartee from the
distributor of the same name:
'Looking at the Einstein, it's
obvious that Albert would
have approved of his
namesake- it would have
made working out his
theories relatively easier...

END
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Affordable and reliable
printers from micro P

Q V1CA
give you more CPS
for your money

micro P
CPA 80 - 100 cps
+ EPSON COMPATIBLE

CPB 80 - 130 cps
+ IBM COMPATIBLE

FROM £199*

Even in today's high tech world, for most of us, the written word is still
the least expensive means of sending and receiving information. If you
own a microcomputer the chances are that sooner or later you are
probably going to need a printer in order to get into print.

micro P - CPP40
A low cost 4 colour 40/80 column printer/plotter capable of print-
ing text or graphics on plain paper. The CCP40 is an ideal compan-
ion for small and portable micro's, as it is fitted with re -chargeable
batteries - perfect for beginners.

micro P - CPA80
With 100 cps quality printing, the CPA80 probably gives more cps/
£ than any other printer available today. The CPA80 is packed with
features you would normally find on a more expensive printer.
With an optional RS232 version available (even for the QL) this
Epson compatible printer will hook up to almost any micro.

Buy from your local dealer today!

AP

micro P

MP 1 65 - 165 cps
+ EPSON COMPATIBLE
NLQ PRINTER

micro P

CPP 40_ 4 COLOUR
PORTABLE
PRINTER/PLOTTER

ABOUT E79FO

micro P - MP165
Looking for a matrix printer as well as a daisywheel? Well, the
MP165 combines all the attributes of these two technologies to
give a matrix printer capable of printing at up to 165 cps, as well
as providing crisp Near Letter Quality, (NLQ) print at 75 cps.
Features include a 2k buffer as well as both friction and tractor
feed, as standard. Ideally suited to most popular micro's, the
MP165 is now available in a new RS232 QL compatible version.

micro
Peripherals Ltd
"PRINTERS FOR ALL APPLICATIONS"

I NTEC UNIT 3, HASSOCKS WOOD, WADE ROAD,
BASINGSTOKE, HANTS. ENGLAND, RG24 ONE.

Telephone: BASINGSTOKE (0256) 473232 (32 lines).
Telex: 859669 MICROP G Facsimile: 0256 461570

*Full 12 months warranty - R RP ex. VAT. QL is a registered Trade Mark
of Sinclair Research.



Macintosh
1 and all that Jazz!

At our Macintosh Centre, you'll be surprised how quickly you
can play solo on Apple's Macintosh - even if it's the first
computer you've ever laid hands on.
Now you can try JAll too - the brilliant new business
software from Lotus that's designed specially for the
Macintosh, and makes full use of all its easy -to -use features.
JAll lines up five business essentials: word processing,
graphics, spreadsheet, database
and communications - yet even a
complete novice can be playing a
wide repertoire in just a couple of
hours.
In the heart of the City, The
Macintosh Centre has a full range of
business computers and software,

plus our professionals on hand for advice. Whether your
business is trad or modern, you'll applaud the total support
services you get from the Personal Computers Macintosh
Centre . . . consultancy . . . expert training . . . qualified
engineering . . . plus an in-depth understanding of the
business software you need.
As one of the largest and longest established microcomputer

dealers in the UK, we have a history
of successful performances with
the City's leading firms.
Try a few of your favourite numbers
with JAll at our Macintosh Centre:
with backing from Personal Com-
puters, you won't have to sing the
blues.

The
Macintosh

Centre

Personal Computers Ltd.
218 & 220/226 Bishopsgate, London EC2M 4JS

Telephone 01-377 1200

218 Bishopsgate, London EC2M 4JS. Telephone 01-377 2060


